Tuesday

PWG01: Tuesday 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM  
Accelerating Change in Global Governance: Enhancing the Participation of Excluded and Marginalized Voices Through Information and Communication Technology

ISA Working Group

Part. Maria-Victoria Perez-Rios (City University of New York)
Part. Nanette S. Levinson (American University)
Part. Filippo Trevisan (American University - School of Communication)
Part. Paul Reilly (University of Sheffield)
Part. Mary Jane C. Parmenite (Arizona State University)
Part. Hemda Ben-Yehuda (Bar-Ilan University)
Part. Antoinette J. Pole (Montclair State University)
Part. Rachel George (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. Daniel Aguirre (Universidad del Pacifico and Universidad de Chile)
Part. James H. Mittelman (American University)
Part. Marko Kovacevic (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)
Part. Ken Rutherford (James Madison University)
Part. Mehpare Selcan Kaynak (Bogazici University)
Part. Stefan Cibian (Chatham House and Babes-Bolyai University)
Part. Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)
Part. Maya Aguilar (American University)
Part. Sharice Lane (American University Institute on Disability and Public Policy)

Coord. Derrick L. Cogburn (American University)
Coord. Tina Kempin Reuter (University of Alabama at Birmingham)

Pay it Forward Workshop: Tuesday 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM
Pay it Forward: Women Helping Women (by invitation only)

The Committee on the Status of Women

Disc. Alynna Lyon (University of New Hampshire)
Disc. Galiela Golan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Disc. Runa Das (University of Minnesota - Duluth)
Disc. Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)
Disc. Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)
Disc. Gigi Gokcek (Dominican University of California)
Disc. Shannon Lindsey Blanton (University of Alabama at Birmingham)
Disc. Caroline Hartzell (Gettysburg College)
Disc. Christine S. Cheng (King's College London)
Disc. Amanda Donahoe (Tufts University)
Disc. Marysia Zalewski (Cardiff University)
Part. Roberta C. Andrade (UNSW Australia)
Part. Sabrina Axster (Rutgers University)
Part. Tillilayo Ayoolla (Queen Mary, University of London)
Part. Elena-Daniela Baches (Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)
Part. Moria Bar-Maoz (Bar Ilan University)
Part. Larissa Basso (University of Brasilia)
Part. Svetla Ben-Itzhak (Karelian Institute, University of Eastern Finland)
Part. Maria Mälksoo (Brussels School of International Studies, University of Kent)
Part. Ty Solomon (University of Glasgow)
Part. Jelena Subotic (Georgia State University)
Coord. Alexandra Homolar (University of Warwick)
Coord. Brent J. Steele (University of Utah)

PWK49: Tuesday 8:00 AM - 5:30 PM
Fear, Trauma and Belonging: The Everyday of Ontological Security in International Relations (By invitation only)

Research & Workshop Grants Committee

Part. Charlotte V. Heath-Kelly (University of Warwick)
Part. Yehonatan Abramson (Johns Hopkins University)
Part. Christopher Browning (University of Warwick)
Part. Benjamin De Carvalho (NUPI)
Part. Alexandrina J. Innes (University of East Anglia)
Part. Pertti L. Joenniemi (Karelian Institute, University of Eastern Finland)
Part. Maria Mäkeläinen (Brussels School of International Studies, University of Kent)
Part. Ty Solomon (University of Glasgow)
Part. Jelena Subotic (Georgia State University)

Coord. Alexandra Homolar (University of Warwick)

Disc. Alynna Lyon (University of New Hampshire)
Disc. Galiela Golan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Disc. Runa Das (University of Minnesota - Duluth)
Disc. Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)
Disc. Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)
Disc. Gigi Gokcek (Dominican University of California)
Disc. Shannon Lindsey Blanton (University of Alabama at Birmingham)
Disc. Caroline Hartzell (Gettysburg College)
Disc. Christine S. Cheng (King's College London)
Disc. Amanda Donahoe (Tufts University)
Disc. Marysia Zalewski (Cardiff University)
Part. Roberta C. Andrade (UNSW Australia)
Part. Sabrina Axster (Rutgers University)
Part. Tillilayo Ayoolla (Queen Mary, University of London)
Part. Elena-Daniela Baches (Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)
Part. Moria Bar-Maoz (Bar Ilan University)
Part. Larissa Basso (University of Brasilia)
Part. Svetla Ben-Itzhak (Karelian Institute, University of Eastern Finland)
Part. Maria Mälksoo (Brussels School of International Studies, University of Kent)
Part. Ty Solomon (University of Glasgow)
Part. Jelena Subotic (Georgia State University)
Coord. Alexandra Homolar (University of Warwick)
Coord. Brent J. Steele (University of Utah)
PWG03: Tuesday 8:30 AM - 6:00 PM  Working Group
The Global Rise of Populism

Part. Daniel F. Wajner (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Part. Maria Esperanza Casullo (Universidad Nacional de Rio Negro)
Part. Amy Skonieczny (San Francisco State University)
Part. Erica Simone Almeida Resende (IUPERJ Instituto Universitário de Pesquisa do Rio de Janeiro)
Part. Jakub Eberle (Institute of International Relations)
Part. Jan Zeemann (Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel)
Part. Christian von Luebke (Arnold-Bergstraesser Institut)
Part. Angela Stylianos Chryssogelos (King's College London)
Part. Brian Budd (University of Guelph)
Part. Robert G. Patman (University of Otago)
Part. Stephen P. Aris (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)
Part. Jelica Stefanovic-Stambuk (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)
Part. Jacqueline Gillis (University of Guelph)
Coord. Dirk Nabers (University of Kiel)
Coord. David Bruce MacDonald (University of Guelph)

PWK10: Tuesday 8:30 AM - 6:00 PM  Research Grant
The Futures of Women, Peace and Security: New Directions in Research on the Women, Peace and Security Agenda (By invitation only)

Research & Workshop Grants Committee

Part. Soumita Basu (South Asian University)
Part. Carol E. Cohn (Consortium on Gender, Security and Human Rights)
Part. Samantha Cook (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Part. Kerry Frances Crawford (James Madison University)
Part. Maria Martin de Almagro Iniesta (Vesalius College, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Part. Claire Duncanson (University of Edinburgh)
Part. Jamie J. Hagen (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Part. Aiko Holvikivi (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. Natalie Florea Hudson (University of Dayton)
Part. Sabrina Karim (Emory University)
Part. Helen Kinsella (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Part. Henri Myrttinen (International Alert)
Part. Audrey Reeves (University of Bristol)
Part. Aisling Ann Swaine (The George Washington University)
Part. Jacqui True (Monash University)
Coord. Laura J. Shepherd (University of New South Wales)
Coord. Paul C. Kirby (University of Sussex)

PWK56: Tuesday 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM  Research Grant
Time, Temporality and IR in the Anthropocene (By invitation only)

Research & Workshop Grants Committee

Part. Kyle Killian (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)
Part. Mustapha Kamal Pasha (Aberystwyth University)
Part. Martin Weber (University of Queensland)
Part. Asli Calkivik (Istanbul Technical University)
Part. Zahir Kolia (Lakehead University)
Part. Bikrum Gill (York University)
Part. Emily Hannah Merson (York University)
Part. Giorgio Shani (International Christian University)
Part. Scott Hamilton (London School of Economics)
Part. Branwen Gruffydd Jones (Cardiff University)
Coord. Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)
Coord. Paul Apostolidis (Whitman College)

PWK72: Tuesday 8:30 AM - 6:00 PM  Research Grant
Measuring the impact of scientific uncertainty on international environmental regimes (By invitation only)

Research & Workshop Grants Committee

Part. Oran R. Young (Bren School, UC Santa Barbara)
Part. Peter M. Haas (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Part. Ronald B. Mitchell (University of Oregon)
Part. Sikina Jinnah (UC Santa Cruz)
Part. Leandra Goncalves (University of Sao Paulo)
Part. David Kerstetter (Nova Southeastern University)
Coord. D. G. Webster (Dartmouth College)
Coord. Mark Axelrod (Michigan State University)
South Asia in World Politics

**PWG02: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM**

*South Asia in World Politics*

** ISA Working Group **

**Part.** Rekha Datta (Monmouth University)

**Part.** Kristen Hopewell (University of Edinburgh)

**Part.** Klaus Brummer (Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt)

**Part.** Rajesh Basrur (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

**Part.** Devin Hagerty (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)

**Part.** Arzan Tarapore (King’s College London)

**Part.** Sumit Ganguly (Indiana University)

**Part.** Aseema Sinha (Claremont McKenna College)

**Part.** Vinicius Guilherme Rodrigues Vieira (Getulio Vargas Foundation and University of Sao Paulo, Brazil)

**Part.** Nicolas Blarel (Leiden University, Netherlands)

**Part.** Rani D. Mullen (College of William & Mary)

**Part.** John E. Echeverri-Gent (University of Virginia)

**Part.** Min Ye (Boston University)

**Part.** Mitu Sengupta (Ryerson University)

**Part.** Rahul Mukherji (Heidelberg Universität)

**Part.** Navnita C. Behera (Delhi University)

**Part.** Jayita Sarkar (MIT)

**Part.** Ajay Behera (Jamia Millia Islamia University)

**Part.** Arpita Mukherjee (Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER))

**Part.** Hannes Ebert (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

**Part.** Stephen Philip Cohen (Brookings)

**Part.** Pallavi Raghavan (Center for Policy Research, New Delhi)

**Part.** Joshua T. White (National Security Council)

**Part.** Ali Riaz (Illinois State University)

**Part.** Manjeet Pardesi (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)

**Coord.** Surupa Gupta (University of Mary Washington)

**PWK30: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM**

*Beyond the Boomerang: Evolving Transnational Advocacy (By invitation only)*

**Research & Workshop Grants Committee**

**Part.** Suparna Chaudhry (Yale University)

**Part.** Karisa T. Cloward (Southern Methodist University)

**Part.** Angela Maria Crack (University of Portsmouth)

**Part.** Julie Gilson (University of Birmingham)

**Part.** Nina Hall (Hertie School of Governance)

**Part.** Andrew Heiss (Duke University)

**Part.** Laura Henry (Bowdoin College)

**Part.** Margaret E. Keck (Johns Hopkins University)

**Part.** Amanda Murdie (University of Georgia)

**Part.** Maria Rodrigues (College of the Holy Cross)

**Part.** Jan Aart Scholte (University of Gothenburg)

**Part.** Shana M. Starobin (University of Pennsylvania Law School)

**Coord.** Christopher L. Pallas (Kennesaw State University)

**Coord.** Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)

**PWK45: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM**

*Ideology and Armed Groups (By invitation only)*

**Research & Workshop Grants Committee**

**Part.** Aisha S. Ahmad (University of Toronto)

**Part.** Laia Balcells (Duke University)

**Part.** Stefano Costalli (University of Essex)

**Part.** Kathleen G. Cunningham (University of Maryland)

**Part.** Michael Gabbay (University of Washington)

**Part.** Emily Kalah Gade (University of Washington)

**Part.** Amelia Hoover Green (Drexel University)

**Part.** Zachariah Mampilly (Vassar College)

**Part.** Sarah Elizabeth Parkinson (University of Minnesota)

**Part.** Costantino Pischedda (University of Miami)

**Part.** Andrea Ruggeri (University of Oxford)

**Part.** Anastasia Shesterinina (The University of Sheffield)

**Part.** Ora B. Szekely (Clark University)

**Part.** Michael L. Weintraub (Universidad de los Andes)

**Part.** Elisabeth J. Wood (Yale)

**Coord.** Theodore McLauchlin (Université de Montréal)

**PWK46: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM**

*Tacking Stock of the Past to Shape the Future of Norm Studies (By invitation only)*

**Research & Workshop Grants Committee**

**Part.** Amitav Acharya (American University)

**Part.** Antje Wiener (University of Hamburg)

**Part.** Cristina Stefan (University of Leeds)

**Part.** Jacqui True (Monash University)

**Part.** Jason Ralph (POLIS-University of Leeds)

**Part.** Jan Wilkens (University of Hamburg)

**Part.** Kai Michael Kenkel (PUC-Rio/GIGA Hamburg)

**Part.** Kathryn Sikkink (Harvard Kennedy School)

**Part.** Martha Finnemore (George Washington University)

**Part.** Maria Beatriz Nogueira (University of Brasilia)

**Part.** Michael Barnett (George Washington University)

**Part.** Richard Price (University of British Columbia)

**Part.** Samuel Jarvis (University of Sheffield)

**Part.** Susanne Zwingel (Florida International University)

**Coord.** Adrian Gallagher (University of Leeds)

**PWK48: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 5:30 PM**

*Mapping International Practices: Concepts, Debates, and Borders of International Practice Theory (By invitation only)*

**Research & Workshop Grants Committee**

**Part.** Emanuel Adler (University of Toronto)

**Part.** Steven Bernstein (University of Toronto)

**Part.** Joelle Dumouchel (University of Copenhagen)

**Part.** Frank Gadinger (Centre for Global Cooperation Research/University of Duisburg-Essen)

**Part.** Merje Kuus (University of British Columbia)

**Part.** Friedrich Kratochwil (European University Institute)

**Part.** Anna Leander (Copenhagen Business School)

**Part.** Iver B. Neumann (University of Ottawa)

**Part.** Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)

**Part.** Ole Jacob Sending (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)

**Coord.** Christian Bueger (Cardiff University)

**Coord.** Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)

**Coord.** Ted Hopf (National University of Singapore)
**Energy Regionalism (By invitation only)**

*Research Grant*

**PWK55: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM**

Research & Workshop Grants Committee

- Part. Margarita Balmaceda (Seton Hall University)
- Part. Kathleen Hancock (Colorado School of Mines)
- Part. Lior Herman (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
- Part. Llewelyn Hughes (Australian National University)
- Part. Stefano Palestini (Freie Universität Berlin)
- Part. Stacy D. VanDeveer (University of Massachusetts Boston)
- Coord. Andreas Goldthau (Central European University)
- Coord. Corey Johnson (University of North Carolina at Greensboro)

**Organizations in a Stratified Global Society (By invitation only)**

*Research Grant*

**PWK75: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM**

Research & Workshop Grants Committee

- Part. Katharina Coleman (University of British Columbia)
- Part. Matthew Eagleton-Pierce (SOAS, University of London)
- Part. Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)
- Part. Catherine Hecht (Vienna School of International Studies)
- Part. Giovanni Mantilla (CIDE)
- Part. Kseniya Oksamytna (University of Warwick)
- Part. Dirk Peters (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
- Part. Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)
- Part. Lora Viola (Free University Berlin)
- Coord. Caroline Fehl (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
- Coord. Katja Freistein (Centre for Global Cooperation Research/University Duisburg-Essen)

**The Practices of International Law and Beyond: New Avenues in IR/IL Research (By invitation only)**

*Research Grant*

**PWK44: Tuesday 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM**

Research & Workshop Grants Committee

- Part. Tanja E. Aalberts (VU University, Amsterdam)
- Part. Arjun Chowdhury (University of British Columbia)
- Part. Julia Costa Lopez (University of Groningen)
- Part. Megan Alexandria Dersnah (University of Toronto)
- Part. Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen (Raoul Wallenberg Institute for Human Rights, Lund)
- Part. Paulina Garcia Del Moral (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
- Part. Ian Hurd (Northwestern University)
- Part. Ian Johnstone (Fletcher School, Tufts University)
- Part. Ron Levi (University of Toronto)
- Part. Jens Meierhenrich (London School of Economics and Political Science)
- Part. Mark A. Pollack (Temple University)
- Part. Nikolas M. Rajkovic (Tilburg University)
- Part. Sean K. Richmond (University of Western Australia)
- Part. Shirley Scott (UNSW Australia)
- Part. Tomas Wallenius (University of Oxford)
- Coord. Mikael Rask Madsen (University of Copenhagen)
- Coord. Nora Stappert (University of Oxford)

---

**Wednesday**

**Mapping change and changing the map of International Studies**

*Roundtable*

**WA01: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

- Chair. Andrew R. Hom (University of Edinburgh)
- Disc. Cecelia Lynch (University of California Irvine)
- Part. Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)
- Part. Milja Kurki (Aberystwyth University)
- Part. Brent J. Steele (University of Utah)
- Part. Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)
- Part. David M. McCourt (University of California-Davis)
- Part. Sarah Naumes (York University)
- Part. Lauren Wilcox (University of Cambridge)
- Part. Patrick Thaddeus Jackson (American University)

**Understanding Major Transitions in World Politics**

*Presidential Panel*

**WA02: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

- Chair. Jacek Kugler (Claremont Graduate University)
- Disc. Jason Enia (Sam Houston State University)
- Near Crises in World Politics: A New Way of Looking at Change
  - Patrick James (University of Southern California)
  - Ali Fisunoglu (Ozyegin University)
- The Systemic Study of Recovery After War
  - Tadeusz Kugler (Roger Williams University)
- Future Scenarios for the European Union: Who is in and out?
  - Birol A. Yesilada (Portland State University)
- Near Crises in World Politics: A New Way of Looking at Change
  - Osman Tanrikulu (Portland State University)
- The Costly Transition to a Nuclear Power
  - Carole Asharabati (Saint Joseph University)
- Beyond Just Terror: The Financing of ISIS and the Making of a Quasi-State
  - Amir Bagherpour (Global Impact Strategies)

**The Power Politics of Nuclear Weapons**

*Junior Scholar Session*

**WA03: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

- Chair. T. V. Paul (McGill University)
- Norms & the Politics of Nuclear Weapons
  - Maria Rost Rublee (Monash University)
  - Revisiting the Causes of the Non-Use of Nuclear Weapons
    - Myung Chul Kim (University of California, Los Angeles)
  - Audrey Estelle Williams (University of Michigan)
- Nuclear Weapons Decisions in War Games: Testing the Nuclear Taboo
  - Reid Pauly (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
- Explaining Nonproliferation Choices - the Role of Deterrence as Norm
  - Jean-François Bélanger (McGill University)

**Junior Scholar Symposia**

**WA03-A: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

- Chair. T. V. Paul (McGill University)
- Norms & the Politics of Nuclear Weapons
  - Maria Rost Rublee (Monash University)
  - Revisiting the Causes of the Non-Use of Nuclear Weapons
    - Myung Chul Kim (University of California, Los Angeles)
  - Audrey Estelle Williams (University of Michigan)
- Nuclear Weapons Decisions in War Games: Testing the Nuclear Taboo
  - Reid Pauly (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
- Explaining Nonproliferation Choices - the Role of Deterrence as Norm
  - Jean-François Bélanger (McGill University)
Junior Scholar Symposia

**WA03-B: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**
The Changing Contexts of Deterrence

### JSS Group

**Disc.** Jeffrey W. Knopf (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey)

**Disc.** Michal Smetana (Charles University in Prague)

**Sectatus Dilemma and Change in practice and nature of extended deterrence**

Hakan Mehmetcik (Marmara University)

North Korea's Constructed Nuclear Ambition and the ROK-US Alliance: Avoiding the Cognitive Trap in Tailored Deterrence

Gibum Kim (Asan Institute for Policy Studies)

Seizing the Initiative or Controlling Escalation? China’s Changing Approach to Cyber Deterrence

Fiona Cunningham (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Political Science Department)

A World that is Offshore Balanced: Revising the Nixon Doctrine to Better Anticipate Change

Sidharth Raimedhi (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Strength in What We Know: Assessing Adversary Resolve

Cullen Nutt (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

### WA03-C: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Re-Considering the Lessons of the Cold War

### JSS Group

**Disc.** Anne Harrington (Cardiff University)

**Disc.** Rabia Akhtar (University of Lahore)

**Urban Geography and Nuclear Strategy**

Dani K. Nedal (Georgetown University)

Emerging Discourse: Constructing Possibilities for Nuclear Weapons Policy during the Eisenhower Administration

John Valdez (University of Oregon)

The War Scare That Wasn’t: Able Archer and the Myths of the Second Cold War

Simon Miles (University of Texas at Austin)

The Invisible Hand and the Nuclear Button: Why American Militarism Has Changed from Vietnam to Operation Inherent Resolve

Zachary Karazia (Florida International University)

The Origins of North Korea’s Brinkmanship Diplomacy towards the United States: Lesson from the Pueblo incident in 1968

Jooeun Kim (Stanford University)

**WA03-D: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**
Developments in the Nuclear Nonproliferation Regime

### JSS Group

**Disc.** Terence Roehrig (US Naval War College)

**Disc.** Sumit Ganguly (Indiana University)

The New Nuclear Order: Personalized Nuclear Deals

Kanica Rakhra (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Starting Again: Conditions for Chinese Cooperation in a post New-START Treaty

Susan Turner Haynes (Lipscomb University)

The Road not Taken: Improving the International Verification within the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime.

Sascha Sauerteig (University of Bath)


Hongyu Zhang (College of William & Mary)

Junior Scholar Symposia

**WA07: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**
New Perspectives on Ending War and Keeping Peace

### Cooperating

International Studies Association

Peace Science Society (International)

**Chair** Caroline Hartzell (Gettysburg College)

**Disc.** Lindsay Reid (University of California, Davis)

Revisiting the Sustainable Settlement of Civil Wars: Leaders and the Implementation of Peace Agreements

Alyssa K. Prorok (University of Iowa)

Deniz Cil (University of Maryland)

Designing Inclusive Militaries: Variation in Military Power-Sharing Arrangements after Civil War

Max Margulies (University of Pennsylvania)

Jessica Stanton (University of Pennsylvania)

Hierarchy and the Provision of Order in International Politics

Kyle Beardsley (Duke University)

Howard Liu (Duke University)

David Siegel (Duke University)

Juan Tellez (Duke University)

Structure or Behavior? Explaining FDI in the Aftermath of Civil War

Joshua Kaasik (University of Pittsburgh)

Burcu Savun (University of Pittsburgh)

New, New Civil Wars

Barbara Walter (University of California San Diego)

Junior Scholar Symposia

**WA10: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**
Alternate Paradigms: Non-Westphalian Systems in the Eurasian Experience

**Presidential Panel**

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

**Chair** Hendrik Spruyt (Northwestern University)

**Disc.** Hendrik Spruyt (Northwestern University)

War and the Tributary System in Early Modern East Asia: Introducing Vietnamese Language Sources

David Kang (University of Southern California)

Meredith Shaw (University of Southern California)

Dat Nguyen (University of Southern California)

Ronan Tse-Min Fu (University of Southern California)

Emperors and Rulers: Power and Authority in Early Modern East Asia

Ji-Young Lee (American University)

The Emergence of South Asia as a Site for Regional Order Building

Manjeet Pardesi (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)

Varieties of Hierarchy in East Asian Regional Order

Seo-Hyun Park (Lafayette College)

Conquest by Customization: Hierarchy, the Curatorship of Difference and the Constitution of Imperial Hierarchies in British India and the Manchu Raj

Andrew Bradley Phillips (University of Queensland)

Subaltern with a Stockpile: Evolution of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime and Critical Perspectives on the Nuclear Public Sphere

Arunjana Das (American University)
WA11: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Power Shifts and International Conflict  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  
Chair  Jack S. Levy  (Rutgers University)  
Disc.  Steve Chan  (University of Colorado)  
When is the Preventive Motivation Most Dangerous? The Conditional Effect of Expected Shifts in Power  
Sam Bell  (Kansas State University)  
From Power Shifts to War: Conditions, Mechanisms, and Variations  
Andrew Q. Greve  (Rutgers University)  
Jack S. Levy  (Rutgers University)  
The Unipolarity Problem  
William R. Thompson  (Indiana University)  
Waiting for the Barbarians: Great Powers Perceptions of Rivalry and Decline - The Ottoman Case  
Ayşe Zarakol  (University of Cambridge)  
Power Transitions in a Time of Transitioning Power  
Jonathan M. DiCicco  (Canisius College)  

WA12: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Pedagogy for Transformative Learning and Global Engagement  
Active Learning in International Affairs  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  
Chair  Nanette S. Levinson  (American University)  
Disc.  Loren Cass  (College of the Holy Cross)  
Creating Grounds for Change: The Powerful Potential of Comparative Transformational Learning  
Bethany Barratt  (Roosevelt University)  
Teaching the relations between Government and Society in an international relations course: a practical view  
Denilde Holzhacker  (Escola de Propaganda e Marketing (ESPM-SP))  
Raquel Rocha  (University of São Paulo)  
Acting the Change: Theatre of the Oppressed in the Classroom  
Elton Skendaj  (University of Miami)  
Effects of Different Teaching Methods on the Global Empathy of College Students  
Chad Raymond  (Salve Regina University)  
Sally Gomaa  (Salve Regina University)  

WA14: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Assessing the Humanitarian Disarmament Movement: The Changing Global Politics of Efforts to Mitigate, Control and Eliminate the Human Impact of Weapons  
Peace Studies  
Chair  Matthew Bolton  ( Pace University New York City)  
Disc.  Denise Garcia  (Northeastern University)  
Understanding Change in the Security Dilemma: Who Creates, Implements and Arbitrates Humanitarian Norms on New Weapons Technologies?  
Denise Garcia  (Northeastern University)  
Reviving Disarmament in International Relations Theory and Practice  
Daniel T. Plesch  (School of Oriental and African Studies)  
US Arms Control Dynamics in the Era of Humanitarian Disarmament  
Taylor Benjamin-Britton  (Temple University)  
The Politics of Non-Recognition: Reevaluating the Apolitical Presentation of Humanitarian Mine Action Programmes in Somaliland  
Sarah Njeri  (Leeds Trinity University)  

WA15: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Reviewing the Meaning and Practice of Diplomacy  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  
Chair  Kai Hebel  (Universiteit Leiden)  
Disc.  Filippo Menga  (University of Manchester)  
Affecting change in others. Out with the old and in with the new: The ‘costs’ of coercive diplomacy and why new thinking is needed  
Taryn D. Shepperd  (University of St Andrews)  
How Emotions Sustain and Erode Norms in Face-to-face Diplomacy  
Seanon Wong  (Chinese University of Hong Kong)  
The Rising of Diplomatic Power: A New Approach to Understanding Change  
Jelica Stefanovic-Stambuk  (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)  
Energy diplomacy. In search for better understanding of the state activity in the energy sector  
Rafal Ulatowski  (University of Warsaw)  
The Dove and the Spook as Diplomatic Avant-Garde  
Lior Lehrs  (New York University)  

WA16: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Geopolitics of East Asia  
International Security Studies  
Chair  Patrick H. M. Porter  (University of Exeter)  
Chair  Liselotte Odagaard  (Royal Danish Defence College)  
Disc.  Patrick H. M. Porter  (University of Exeter)  
Disc.  Liselotte Odagaard  (Royal Danish Defence College)  
Jonathan Markowitz  (University of Southern California)  
Christopher Fariss  (Pennsylvania State University)  
Deterrence at Sea: The Case of East Asia  
Ian Bowers  (Norwegian Institute For Defense Studies)  
Clausewitz and the Offence/Defence Balance  
Mathias Ormestad Frendem  (Harvard Kennedy School)  
Bringing the Geography Back In: China’s Bumber Thinking toward Its Small Neighbours  
Yu-Hua Chen  (The Australian National University)  
Understanding Spatial Correlation between Geostrategic Values of China’s Disputed Islands and the Escalation of Its Militarized Maritime Disputes  
Hye Ryeon Jang  (University of Florida)  

WA17: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Private Security beyond Private Military and Security Companies: Exploring diversity within private-public collaborations and its consequences for security governance  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  
Chair  Oldrich Bures  (Metropolitan University Prague)  
Disc.  André Filipe Barrinha  (Canterbury Christ Church University and Centre for Social Studies)  
Hybrid Rule in Innovation Policies: Recasting Public-Private Relations in the Reagan Era  
Shelley L. Hurt  (California Polytechnic State University)

Karina Moreno  (Long Island University Brooklyn)
Byron Price  (Medgar Evers College of the City University of New York)

The sentinel and the rebel. Multi-choice policing in Burundi and the state-centered approach of security sector reform

Gilles Biaumet  (Université Saint-Louis - Bruxelles)

The role of non-state actors in implementing targeted sanctions: the case of the EU

Francesco Giumelli  (University of Groningen)

Contributions of Private Businesses to the Provision of Security in the EU: Beyond Public-Private Partnerships

Oldrich Bures  (Metropolitan University Prague)

WA18: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Roundtable
Visualizing International Law (IL): Textual (over)reliance, teaching strategies, and accommodation to the 21st century

International Law

Chair  Charlotte Ku  (Texas A & M University School of Law)
Part.  John King Gamble  (Pennsylvania State University)
Part.  Charlotte Ku  (Texas A & M University School of Law)
Part.  Shirley Scott  (UNSW Australia)
Part.  Krista E. Wiegand  (University of Tennessee)
Part.  Mark Raymond  (University of Oklahoma)

WA19: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Presidential Panel
Infrastructural Power Meets Corporate Power: Expansions, Contractions, Contradictions

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Linda M. Weiss  (University of Sydney)
Disc.  Craig N. Murphy  (Wellesley College)

The infrastructural state and the De-Centred Firm

Ronen Peter Palan  (City University London)

Intellectual property rights, trade and infrastructural power in the modern American empire

Herman Schwartz  (University of Virginia)
Power Paradox: Extending U.S. Infrastructural Power Abroad, Diminishing State Capacity at Home

Elizabeth Thurbon  (UNSW Australia)
Linda M. Weiss  (University of Sydney)

Infrastructural Power and Warmaking in America

Sidney G. Tarrow  (Cornell University)
China’s Multilayered Infrastructural Power in the Context of Central-local Relations

Tianbiao Zhu  (Zhejiang University)

WA20: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Constructing and Deconstructing Threat

International Security Studies

Chair  Rodger A. Payne  (University of Louisville)
Disc.  Rodger A. Payne  (University of Louisville)

Narrative Constructions of Success and Failure: The Discursive Contestation of the Iran Nuclear Deal in the US Congress

Kai Oppermann  (University of Sussex)
Alexander Spencer  (Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich)

Uncertainty, Security Narratives, and Ontological (In)Security

Alexandra Homolar  (University of Warwick)

Observing Security Communication in Democracies

Daniel Jacobi  (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Megaevents as securitization triggers: Olympic Games and narratives of Islamic terrorism in Brazil

Fernando Luz Brancoli  (San Tiago Dantas Program, Unicamp, Unesp, PUC-SP)

Desecuritising India’s Nuclear Power Status

Monika Barthwal-Datta  (University of New South Wales)
William Clapton  (University of New South Wales)

WA21: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The Interaction of IOs with social movements: Dynamics of Radicalization

International Organization
International Political Sociology

Chair  Felix Anderl  (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Disc.  Ann Marie Clark  (Purdue University)

Interaction on whose terms? Social movements’ reactions to IOs’ cooptation strategies between cooperation and radicalization

Nicole Deitelhoff  (Goethe University Frankfurt /Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
Felix Anderl  (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Priska Daphi  (Goethe University Frankfurt / Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

Protest and Deliberation in Civil Society Interaction with ASEAN: Dynamics of (De)legitimation

Anders Uhlin  (Lund University)

Accountability Activists and the Multilateral Development Banks

Susan M. Park  (University of Sydney)

Politicalization of the refugee movement – what challenges for the EU?

Charlotte Dany  (University of Frankfurt, Germany)

Impact of Globalization on Socio-political movement

Khadijeh Salimi  (Old Dominion University)

WA22: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Watching the Watchers: Accountability and Ethics in Intelligence Studies

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Peter Gill  (University of Liverpool)
Disc.  Peter Gill  (University of Liverpool)

The New Brazilian Bill on Intelligence Operations – Challenges for Brazil in comparison with the U.S., Canada, and Argentina

Denilson Feitoza Pacheco  (INASIS - International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies)

Is it possible a universal ethics for security and intelligence services?

Fernando Velasco  (Rey Juan Carlos University)

Openness: The 30-year Rule and beyond

Melina Dobson  (University of Warwick)

Still watching the watchers: intelligence oversight reform in the UK, Canada and New Zealand

Andrew Defty  (University of Lincoln)

WA23: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Rising China and the World: Regional Impacts and Responses

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Gonzalo Sebastian Paz  (Georgetown University)
Disc.  Marcin Grabowski  (Jagiellonian University)
**Demanding Change**

Rights, Resistance and Performativity: Engendering Subjects, WA24: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Jacques deLisle (University of Pennsylvania Law School)
Building dialogue between China and the EU: possibilities and constraints

Theresa Fallon (European Institute of Asian Studies (EIAS))
China-Latin America: Assessing Challenging Economic & Political Relations

Gonzalo Sebastian Paz (Georgetown University)
The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road Initiative: China's Marshall Plan for Southeast Asia?

Joern Dosch (University of Rostock)

---

**Russia and the West: On the Verge of a New Cold War?**

WA25: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Elena Chernenko

---

**Theory**

Chair Maja Zehfuss (University of Manchester)
Disc. Matthew S. Weinert (University of Delaware)
The Political Movement for a Human Right to the City: Ambiguous Humanity and Contested Belonging

Joseph D. Hoover (Queen Mary University of London)
Making International Rights to Resist: Sovereignty, Self-Determination, and Human Rights

Antonio Franceschet (University of Calgary)
Human Rights and its ‘Landscape of Struggle’: Relationality and Performativity in Human Rights Practices and Subjects

Louiza Odysseos (University of Sussex)
The subject of resistance: between Black Lives Matter and Civil Rights Movement

Andreja Zevnik (University of Manchester)
Going with the Flow: Menstruation and the Performatve Power of Human Rights

Karen Zivi (Grand Valley State University)

---

**Human Rights in the News: New Strategies for Press Freedom and Media Production**

WA26: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Chair Alexandra Budabin (University of Dayton)
Disc. John Pollock (The College of New Jersey)
Source Credibility as ‘Information Subsidy’: Strategies for Successful NGO Journalism at Mexican Human Rights NGOs

Ella McPherson (University of Cambridge)
The Fabled Fourth Estate: Challenging Assumptions about Media Freedom and Human Rights

Jenifer Whitten-Woodring (University of Massachusetts Lowell)
Nicole Anderson (University of Massachusetts Lowell)
Non-State Actors and the Promotion of Press Freedom

Wiebke Lamer (European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights and Democratization (EIUC))
The Rise of Eyewitness Video and Its Implication for Human Rights: Conceptual and Methodological Approaches

Sandra Ristovska (University of Pennsylvania)
Shaping the China Official Media’s Human Rights Coverage: The case of People’s Daily between 1979 and 2015

Titus C. Chen (National Sun Yat-sen University)
Lu-Chung Dennis Weng (State University of New York - Cortland)
Ching-Hsing Wang (University of Houston)

---

**Brazil’s Foreign Policy with Other States**

WA27: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Layla Ibrahim Abdallah Dawood (State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ))
Getting Real about China-Brazil Relations: Examining the Power of Economic Links

Jean-Marc F. Blanchard (East China Normal University)
Brazil’s Relations with the Middle East countries: A Diplomacy in Search of Constancy

Élodie Brun (El Colegio de México)
A comparative study of satellite cooperation agreements between Brazil-Japan and Brazil-China

Aline Dantas (University of Brasilia)

---

**Changes in Statehood and World Politics**

WA28: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Sophia Price (Leeds Beckett University)
State versus network: The evolution of global financial governance

Peter Knaack (University of Oxford)
Regional spaces, subnational states, and the neoliberalising competencies of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

Stuart Shields (University of Manchester)
Rethinking Sovereign Statehood as a Negotiated Practice

Léonie Maes (Institute for European Studies, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Neomedievalism Revisited: Endemic Crisis or Durable Disorder?

Phil Cerny (Emeritus Manchester & Rutgers University)
Rising Powers, Global Governance and State Transformation
Shahar Hameiri (University of Queensland)
Lee Jones (Queen Mary, University of London)

WA29: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Authoritarian Adaptability: Comparative Trajectories in China and Russia

Post Communist Systems

Chair Angela Stent (Georgetown University)
Disc. Maria Repnikova (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc. Jaclyn Alexandra Kerr (Georgetown University)

Russian Debate on “Chinese Model”: in Search for Inspiration or Justification for Crony-Capitalism?
Alexander Gabuev (Carnegie Moscow Center)

China and Russia Historic Development Trajectories
Chris Miller (Yale University)
The quality of corruption in China and Russia
Harley D. Balzer (Georgetown University)
Paula Ganga (Georgetown University)

Strategic Value, Institutions, and Sectoral Structures: Divergent Development of Global Textiles in China and Russia
Roselyn Hsueh (Temple University)

Digital Media in China’s and Russia’s Nation Branding
Stanislav Budnitskiy (Carleton University)
Lianrui Jia (York University)

WA30: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Welcome to the ISA! Starting the Conversation

International Studies Association

Chair Annick T. R. Wibben (University of San Francisco)
Chair Natalie Florea Hudson (University of Dayton)
Part. Mark A. Boyer (University of Connecticut)
Part. Catia Cecilia Confortini (Wellesley College)
Part. Brett Ashley Leeds (Rice University)

WA34: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Roundtable
Transnational Feminist Solidarity and the Politics of Resistance

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus
Women’s Caucus
Global South Caucus

Chair Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)
Part. Pascha Bueno-Hansen (University of Delaware)
Part. Amy Lind (University of Cincinnati)
Part. Isis Nusair (Denison University)
Part. Margo Okazawa-Rey (Hamilton College)

WA35: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Roundtable
Bootstrapping World Order: Change Agents and Change Dynamics in World Politics

International Organization

Chair Kevin Young (UMass Amherst)
Disc. Susan K. Sell (George Washington University)
Part. Susan Aaronson (George Washington University)
Part. Peter M. Haas (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Part. Nazli Choucri (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Part. Jason Francis Charrette (University of Connecticut)

WA36: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
The International Politics of Vulnerable People

Global Development
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Daniel Bendix (University of Kassel)
Disc. Heloise Weber (University of Queensland)
Disc. Martin Weber (University of Queensland)

The Growing Threat of Climate Change Refugees?
Jennifer Skulte-Ouaiss (Lebanese American University)
Allison M. Chatchryan (Cornell University)

From Governability to Governmentality: Development Projects and Subject (Un)Making in the Panamazon Region
Marcela Vecchione Goncalves (High Level Amazon Studies Institute - Federal University of Para, Brazil (NAEA/UFPA))

Child Soldiers in Recurrent Conflicts
Myunghwa Cho (University of Missouri-Columbia)

Internally Displaced People in Brazil: development works and unequal changes
Carolina Futuro (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio))

WA37: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Bridging the Gap Between Research and Policy: Change, stasis, cooperation, and conflict in international relations

International Security Studies

Chair Bruce W. Jentleson (Duke University)
Disc. Bruce W. Jentleson (Duke University)

To Fly, Fight, and Win—Air, Space, and Cyberspace: The USAF’s Enduring Faith in Strategic Bombing
Phil M. Haun (Naval War College)

Oil vs. Islands in the East China Sea: Disentangling the Causes of Territorial Disputes
Emily Meierding (Naval Postgraduate School)

Grand Strategy in the Islamic Republic of Iran
Mahsa Rouhi (Belfer Center)

Comparing Cohesion: Explaining the Staying Power of ISIS and the Iraqi Army
Jasen Castillo (Bush School of Government, Texas A&M University)

WA38: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Human Security

International Security Studies

Chair Julie Blase (Principia College)
Disc. Julie Blase (Principia College)
Disc. Kerry Frances Crawford (James Madison University)

The Global Illusion of Citizen Protection
Robert Michael Mandel (Lewis & Clark College)

Human Security is Dead! Long Live Human Security!
Kerry Frances Crawford (James Madison University)

From National to Human Security in the Americas: A Real or a Rhetorical Change?
Julie Blase (Principia College)
WA39: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Conflict and emerging public spheres in Africa
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair  Claudia Marggraf (University of Göttingen)
The Impact of Sino African and U.S. African relations on democracy and human Rights in the Continent
Yohannes Woldemariam (Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica)
“African capitalism” and the African Multinational Corporation: Emerging Market Economy or a Distinct Variety of Capitalism?
Okechukwu C. Iheduru (Arizona State University)
The dynamism of Clausewitz’s Wondrous Trinity as a framework for understanding combatant types in conflicts in Africa
Simon Taylor (University of St Andrews)
Claudia Marggraf (University of Göttingen)
Voluntary associations and change in post-Gadhafi Libya: Cultural diffusion and transnational networks
Jean-Louis Romanet Perroux (Crown Center for Middle East Studies)

WA40: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Domestic Politics, Bargaining, and War
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair  Carla Martinez Machain (Kansas State University)
Disc.  David Lindsey (Princeton University)
The use of foreign military force and coalition government duration
Jeff Pickering (Kansas State University)
Which institutions matter? Re-assessing and nuancing the regime type—civil war relationship.
Håvard Hegre (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University and Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Mandate to Fight? Electoral Margins and International Conflict
Kyle E. Haynes (Purdue University)
Audiences, Costs, and Political Science: A Quantitative Inventory
David Hunter Walsh (Rutgers University)
Rattle or Hum? Democratization of Two Major Powers & the Role of Audience Costs in Interstate Bargaining
Andrew Enterline (University of North Texas)

WA41: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Combatants, Protectors and Civilians: Progressive Gender
Mainstreaming under the Women Peace and Security Protection Pillar
International Organization
Chair  Sara Davies (Griffith University)
Disc.  Jacqui True (Monash University)
Experiences of female combatants in rebel movements: Sierra Leone
Zoe Marks (University of Edinburgh)
Where the WPS Pillars Intersect
Marie O'Reilly (Institute for Inclusive Security)
What works in protection? Revisiting practice from MONUSCO to UNMISS
Hannah Döhnes (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Janosch Kullenberg (Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences (BIGSSS))

WA42: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The Renewal of Authoritarian Politics in the post-2011 Arab World
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair  Marc Lynch (George Washington University)
Disc.  F. Gregory Gause (Bush School, Texas A&M University)
Disc.  Matteo Legrenzi (Ca’Foscari University of Venice)
Seeing Like a Censor: Creativity, Constraint and Populism in Post-Mubarak Egypt
Meir Raphael Walters (Georgetown University)
Opportunity and Threat-Induced Mobilization, Reconstituted Authoritarianism, and Civil War in Yemen’s Post-Arab Spring Period
Dana M. Moss (University of Pittsburgh)
Labor Migrants as Political Leverage? Population Mobility & Coercion in the Post-2011 Arab World
Gerasimos Tsourapas (University of Birmingham)
Strategies of Containment: The Tunisian Truth and Dignity Commission and the Politics of Authoritarianism
State Crisis in the Contemporary Middle East: a Global Historical Sociological Perspective
Daniel Neep (Georgetown University)

WA43: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Causes and Consequences of Nonviolent Resistance
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair  Luke Abbs (University of Kent, Conflict Analysis Research Centre)
Disc.  Kristian Skrede Gleditsch (University of Essex)
From ‘Hybridity’ to ‘Hybrid Constellations’: Unpacking Hybrid Governance in Peace and Conflict Studies
Jeremy S. Speight (University of Alaska-Fairbanks)
Uncertainty and the Onset of Nonviolent Campaigns
Charles Butcher (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)
Overcoming Ethno-Political Divisions: Food Prices and Nonviolent Unrest in Africa
Luke Abbs (University of Kent, Conflict Analysis Research Centre)
Maidanocracy: Civil Resistance and Democratization
Jonathan Pinckney (University of Denver)
Obey, Amend, or Transgress: The Consequences of Resistance and Respect for the Rule of Law
Jessica Maves Braithwaite (University of Arizona)
Joseph Cox (University of Arizona)

WA44: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Realism and Moral Choice
English School
International Ethics
Historical International Relations
Chair  W. David Clinton (Baylor University)
Disc.  Daniel G. Lang (Lynchburg College)
Mixing oil and water? Rethinking Power and Morality in International Relations
Anthony C. Lopez (Washington State University)
Morgenthau as Historian: International Theory and the Hope for Progress
Joshua King (Clemson University)

Honor Rightly Understood: Winston Churchill’s Understanding of Ethical Deliberation in International Society
Marjorie Jeffrey (Baylor University)

Aristotle and Political Realism
Stephen Sims (Baylor University)

Faith, Hope and Love: The Christian Realism of Kenneth W. Thompson
Reed Davis (Seattle Pacific University)

International Education
Active Learning in International Affairs
Global Development

Decolonizing the (Neoliberal) IR Curriculum

Chair
Anatoli I. Ignatov (Appalachian State University)

Part.
Andrew F. Cooper (University of Waterloo)
Part.
John Kirton (University of Toronto)
Part.
Jonathan Luckhurst (University of Guadalajara)

World秩序: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

The G20’s Mid-life Crisis

International Organization

Chair
Caitlin R. Byrne (Bond University)

Part.
J. P. Singh (The University of Edinburgh)
Part.
Amelia H. Arsenault (Georgia State University)
Part.
Madeline M. Carr (Cardiff University)

World秩序: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Roundtable

'Ve Block, My Neighborhood, My City': Local-Global Encounters in Contentious Cities

International Political Economy

Chair
Ben Clift (University of Warwick)

Disc.
Ben Clift (University of Warwick)

The Euro Crisis and the New Intergovernmentalism: Plus ça change?
Dermot Hodson (Birkbeck College, University of London)
Uwe Puetter (Central European University)

We all Partied? Understanding Europeanisation and change in Ireland’s banking crisis
Neil Dooley (University of Sussex)

Banking on Beliefs: The Changing Politics of Central Banking following the 2007 - 2010 Global Financial Crisis
Aditi Sahasrabuddhe (Cornell University)
WA53: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

Nuclear Posture

International Security Studies

Chair Keir A. Lieber (Georgetown University)
Disc. Keir A. Lieber (Georgetown University)

The Theory and Practice of U.S. Nuclear Policy and Strategy: Framing the Contemporary Debate
Andrew L. Ross (Texas A&M University)

“Old Habits Die Hard”: Rethinking the US Nuclear Triad
Darius E. Watson (Bellevue University)

Offensive Deterrence Versus Defensive Deterrence and the Prospects for Reductions in Nuclear Forces
Nancy Teeple (Simon Fraser University)

Deterring War in Outer Space: A Game Theoretic Analysis Incorporating Prospect Theory, Imperfect Information, and Uncertainty
Geoīrey Torrington (RAND Corporation)
Elizabeth Bartels (RAND Corporation)
Krista Langeland (RAND Corporation)
Timothy Marler (RAND Corporation)
James Pita (Armorway, Inc.)
Lisa Saum-Manning (RAND)
Bonnie Triezenberg (RAND Corporation)

WA55: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

The Rights of Children

Human Rights

Global Development

Chair Konstantin Ash (University of Central Florida)
Disc. Stephen Zunes (University of San Francisco)

Beasts of a Nation: Child Soldiers and International Advocacy in Myanmar
Evelyn Pauls (London School of Economics and Political Science)

State Capacity, Democracy, and Children’s Rights
Tiīani Crippin (Binghamton University)
Brendan Skip Mark (Binghamton University)

Innocence to Violence Investigating the Case of Child Soldiers in the PKK
Christopher Faulkner (University of Central Florida)

Bridget Zino (Rutgers University - Division of Global Affairs)

PERCEPTIONS & REALITIES OF CHILDREN'S RIGHTS IN CENTRAL ASIA: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TAJIKISTAN AND KYRGYZSTAN
Madina Abdumamadova (OSCE Academy in Bishkek)

WA56: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

Gendered Bodies in the International System: Feminist Analyses in the Critique of Global Development

Global Development
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair Andrea M. Collins (University of Waterloo)
Disc. Althea-Maria Rivas (York University)

Gender and Food Security: The Dissemination of Feminist Ideas to Combat Food Insecurities
Cheryl O’Brien (San Diego State University)

Changing constructions of childhood, orphanage tourism and the anti-orphanage tourism campaign in Cambodia
Kathie Carpenter (University of Oregon)

Which postcolonial feminism? The place of African feminisms in the postcolonial critique of development
Titilayo Ayoola (Queen Mary, University of London)

Massarah Dawood (York University)

WA57: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

Border Security on the European Periphery

International Security Studies

Chair James F. Hollifield (Southern Methodist University)
Disc. James F. Hollifield (Southern Methodist University)

Controlling the Borders of Turkey After the Syrian War: An Impossible Mission?
Cigdem Hajipouran Benam (Boston College)

Impact of the transnationalization of the Syrian civil war on Turkey: conflict spillover cases of ISIS and PYD-YPG/PKK
Emel Parlar Dal (University Of Marmara/Istanbul)

Malignant Europeanization: Schengen, Irregular Migration Governance, and Insecurity on Europe’s Peripheries
Craig Damian Smith (University of Toronto)

Conceptualising and Assessing the EU's Strategic Capacity in Attacking the Business Model of Migrant Smugglers in the Mediterranean
Anne Ingemann Johansen (Roskilde University)

WA58: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

Contemporary Trade Agreements: TTIP, TPP, and EGA

International Political Economy

Chair Elena-Daniela Baches (Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)

The constructors of ‘sustainable trade’: The power and position of transnational organisers in the TTIP, TPP and EGA negotiations
Jens L. Mortensen (University of Copenhagen)

The Great FTA Game: TPP and TTIP
David Frederic Camroux (Sciences Po-CERI/Vietnam National University)

Societal Mobilization in the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership: A Social Network Analysis
Evgeny Postnikov (University of Melbourne)
Ekaterina Turkina (HEC Montreal)

Evolution of Global Trade Governance – the role of Mega-regional trade agreements
Anna Wrobel (University of Warsaw)

Do more Harm than Good: Why the TPP Trade Agreement Fails to Deliver on Its Promise of Biosimilars
Wayne Tan (National Chung Hsing University)
Ja-An Lin (Department of Biostatistics, The Univeristy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

WA59: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

Military Effectiveness

International Security Studies

Chair Ryan Grauer (University of Pittsburgh)
Chair Kirstin J. H. Brathwaite (Michigan State University)
Disc. Kathryn M. G. Boehlefeld (Valparaiso University)
Disc. Jonathan Askonas (University of Oxford)
Allied in Combat: Alliance Organization and Battlefield Performance
Rosella Cappella Zielinski (Boston University)
Ryan Grauer (University of Pittsburgh)

War in the City
Kirstin J. H. Brathwaite (Michigan State University)
Margarita Konaev (University of Pennsylvania)

Effective in Battle: How to Measure Soldiers' Combat Effectiveness
Kirstin J. H. Brathwaite (Michigan State University)

Waving the White Flag: How Truces can aid in Explaining Combat Motivation
Kathryn M. G. Boehlefeld (Valparaiso University)
The Modern System and the Logic of Battle: Weberian, Aristotelian, and Clausewitzian Cuts at Knowledge, Strategy, and Victory
Jonathan Askonas (University of Oxford)

WA60: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Governing Transboundary Waters: Explaining and Understanding Cooperation and Conflict

Environmental Studies
Political Demography and Geography

Does Building International Institutions Help to Promote Peace after War? An Empirical Analysis of River Basin Cooperation
Alexander Ovendenko (U.S. Department of Energy)

Imitation and Innovation: Gabriel Tarde and the Contagion of Conflicts and Cooperation in Transboundary Waters
Leonardo Orlando (Sciences Po Paris)
Hyeyoon Park (Colorado State University)
The Dynamics of Heterogeneities in the Eastern Nile’s Hydropolitical Game
Mina Michel Samaan (Technical University of Braunschweig)

Constructing a Framework Based upon the Iterated Prisoners’ Dilemma Game for Analyzing the Evolution of Cooperation and Institutions in International Rivers
Mina Michel Samaan (Technical University of Braunschweig)

WA61: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Roundtable
Obama’s Foreign Policy Legacy

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Keith Leonard Shimko (Purdue University)
Part. Kiron K. Skinner (Carnegie Mellon University)
Part. Michael C. Desch (Notre Dame)
Part. Colin Dueck (George Mason University)
Part. Peter D. Feaver (Duke University)
Part. Christopher Layne (Texas A & M University)

WA62: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Sovereigns and Finance

International Political Economy

Chair Tabitha M. Benney (University of Utah)
The Mirage of a Sovereign Wealth Fund: The Curious Case of Korea Investment Corporation
Youngwon Cho (St. Francis Xavier University)
The Political Determinants of Sovereign Wealth Funds
Cody Eldredge (Bates College)

Why Did They Get So Big and Who Let This Happen? An Interpretive Analysis of the Legitimacy of Global Derivatives Markets before the 2008 Crisis
Erin Lockwood (Northwestern University)
The Penalty of Violence: Stock Market Prices, War, and Terrorism
Anna Walsdoff (University of Rochester)
Does Reputation Really Work?: Explaining Selective Default on Internal vs. External Sovereign Debt
In Young Park (Princeton University)

WA63: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Group Identity, Ethnicity, Conflict and Social Movements

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Matthew Zierler (Michigan State University)
Disc. Kristen Williams (Clark University)

Constructing an Inclusive National Identity: Maintaining Peace in Plural Developing Societies
Milind Thakar (University of Indianapolis)

Commonalities, Differences and Prospects for Change in the Foreign Policy Beliefs of Chinese, Russian and U.S. Political Elites
Mark Sowski (Roger Williams University)

Arousing Nationalist Fervor and Intergroup Threat in the Apathetic: An Exploration of Identity Triggers in Symbolic Politics Theory
Michael Charles Grillo (Scheiner University)

Guns or Voices? Structural Determinants of Violent Social Movements
Christopher Patane (University of Missouri)
Marc Polizzi (Murray State University)

WA64: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Governance in a Changing Ocean I: Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction

Environmental Studies

Chair Áslaug Ásgeirsdóttir (Bates College)
Disc. Oran R. Young (Bren School, UC Santa Barbara)

Seamounts as Sites for Governance in the “Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction”
Elizabeth Mendenhall (Johns Hopkins University)
Promise and perils for marine protected areas (MPAs) in areas beyond national jurisdiction
Elizabeth M. De Santo (Franklin & Marshall College)

Retreating ice and advancing agreements: The institutional context of fishing in areas beyond national jurisdiction
Jennifer L. Bailey (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)
Responsive governance: an approach to the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity beyond areas of national jurisdiction
Leandra Goncalves (University of Sao Paulo)

Establishing a global regime for marine bioprospecting beyond national jurisdiction: How to practically resolve the sovereignty issue
Kristin Rosendal (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)

WA65: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Explaining Change in IO Legitimacy

International Organization

Chair Michael Zuern (Berlin Social Science Center)
Disc. Michael Zuern (Berlin Social Science Center)
Legitimacy and Change in International Institutions
Tobias Lenz (University of Goettingen)
Lora Viola (Free University Berlin)

Normative Legitimacy in Regime Complexes: Contested Multilateralism as Progress
Benjamin Faude (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Felix Große-Kreul (Berlin Social Science Center)

Pluralist Accountability: New Avenues for Enhancing the Legitimacy of International Organizations?
Gisela Hirschmann (European University Institute)

Legitimacy Challenges, Coherence, and Incoherence in Global Sustainable Development Governance
Steven Bernstein (University of Toronto)
Erin N. Hannah (Kings University College)

Varieties of Legitimacy: Exploring the Choice of Legitimation Strategies in Transnational Private Governance
Philip Schleifer (University of Amsterdam)

International Organization

Security in Africa
Chair Ken Rutherford (James Madison University)
All Necessary Measures: Protection of Civilians and UN Peace Operations
Ann Mezzell (Air Command and Staff College)
Reliable Actors? Activities of Regional Organizations in Maintaining Peace and Security in Africa
Ingo Henneberg (University of Freiburg)
Pro-interventionists v. Pro-sovereignists in Africa: Explaining Attitudes towards the Duty to Intervene Regionally
Peter Penar (Michigan State University)
Putting an end to the putsch? Targeted sanctions imposed by the African Union and coups d’états
Mikkel Sejersen (Aarhus University)
Emerging Security Threats in West Africa: Implications for Regional Security
Emma Birikorang (Kofi Annan International Peacekeeping Training Centre, Accra)

Changing Norms of Diffusion and Civilian Protection
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair Elizaveta Gaufman (University of Bremen)
Disc. Crister S. Garrett (Universität Leipzig, Germany)
Changing our understanding of complex norms: definition, development and diffusion
Cristina Stefan (University of Leeds)
Kai Michael Kenkel (PUC-Rio/GIGA Hamburg)
Civilizing Military Power: The UN’s Protection of Civilians Agenda
Marc Doucet (Saint Mary’s University)
When in Military Humanitarian Intervention Legitimate? The Russian Challenge to Norms of Humanitarian Intervention.
Juris Pupcenoks (Marist College)
International Migration, Fear, and Nationalism: Why the Norm to Protect Migrants Hasn’t Caught On
Roni Kay Marie O’Dell (Seton Hill University)
Norm, Process and Context – building a framework for norm formalization in international politics.
Elin Jakobsson (Stockholm University)

Constructing International Politics 1 - Empirical Applications
International Political Sociology
Chair Jarrod Haynes (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Disc. Mark T. Nance (North Carolina State University)
The Donald’s Populist Foreign Policy: Examining Constructions of “America” and Its Place in the World in Trump’s Campaign Speeches
Dirk Nabers (University of Kiel)
Frank A. Stengel (Kiel University)
From norm erosion to norm politics
Bernd A. Bucher (Franklin University Switzerland)
How and why do actors intervene? A social theory perspective on interventions and peacebuilding.
Werner Distler (Philipps-University Marburg)
The sociotechnical construction of GMO-free Bavaria: stories of pollen drift, captivating bees, and the materiality of lobbying
Shane Markowitz (Central European University)
A constructivist analysis: The impact of 2015 refugee crisis in Greek identity
Almendra Ortiz de Zárate (Universidad Anáhuac México Norte)

US-Russian Relations after the 2016 US Elections
Post Communist Systems
Chair Vidya Nadkarni (University of San Diego)
Disc. Andrey A. Baykov (Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO University))
Preventing Gridlock – Planning for US-Russia Cooperation
Maija Harkonen (St. Mary's College of Maryland)
Alliance politics and strategic autonomy of continental and global powers: Russian and American strategy in comparative perspective
Igor Istomin (MGIMO University)
The India-Russia-United States Triangle
Vidya Nadkarni (University of San Diego)
Prospects for Russian-American dialogue on European security issues
Alexey Fenenko (Institute of International Security Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences)
A Russian Perspective on Prospects for Russian-American Relations
Tatiana A. Shakleina (Moscow State Institute of International Relations)

The Changing Nature of Foreign Fighters
International Security Studies
Chair Mia M. Bloom (Georgia state university)
Disc. Craig Whiteside (Naval War College)
Part. David Malet (George Washington University)
Part. Mia M. Bloom (Georgia state university)
Part. Elizabeth Grasmeder (George Washington University)
Part. Haroro Ingram (Australian National University)
WA71: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Cooperating
Understanding Science Diplomacy and its Global Challenge: Mediating the Social and the Natural
American Association for the Advancement of Science
International Studies Association
Chair  
Audra Mitchell (Balsillie School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University)
Part.  
James Der Derian (Centre for International Security Studies, University of Sydney)
Part.  
Carolin Kaltofen (University College London)
Part.  
Kathleen Brennan (University of Hawaii-Manoa)
Part.  
David Hornsby (University of the Witwatersrand)
Part.  
Katharina Höne (Aberystwyth University and DiploFoundation)
Part.  
Jason Blackstock (University College London)
Part.  
Ping Su (Tongji University)

WA72: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Roundtable
Challenges and Opportunities for Feminist IR: Researching Gendered Institutions
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
International Organization
Chair  
Christine S. Cheng (King’s College London)
Part.  
Katharine A. M. Wright (University of Winchester)
Part.  
Roberta Guerrina
Part.  
Matthew E Hurley (Oxford Brookes University)
Part.  
Soumita Basu (South Asian University)
Part.  
Maria Martín de Almagro Iniesta (Vesalius College, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Part.  
Georgina Holmes (University of Reading)

WA73: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel
Music and the Critique of Modern International Relations
Global Development
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Chair  
Naeem Inayatullah (Ithaca College)
Disc.  
Aida Arfan Hozic (University of Florida)
Semiotic Narratives of Whiteness: Constructing White Identity in Contemporary South Africa
Jessie-Leigh Seago (University of Florida)
Rock-Chic(k) Lit: Vanguard or Old Guard?
Marianne Franklin (Goldsmiths)
Galía Press-Barnathan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Mirvat Al-Azez (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Revolution: Four Decades of Punk, Resistance and Rebellion across the Globe
Kevin C. Dunn (Hobart and William Smith Colleges)
Music, Time, Political Economy: Lived Space and the Problem of Scale
Matt Davies (Newcastle University)

WA74: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Roundtable
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair  
Maria Koinova (Warwick University)
Part.  
David B. Carment (Carleton University)
Part.  
Jennifer Marie Brinkerhoff (George Washington University)
Part.  
Neophytos Loizides (University of Kent)
Part.  
Maria Koinova (Warwick University)
Part.  
Daniel Naujoks (Columbia University / The New School)
Part.  
Dzeneta Karabegovic (University of Warwick)

WA75: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Roundtable
Global Health Equity, Justice and Governance
Global Health
International Ethics
Chair  
Sophie Harman (Queen Mary University of London)
Chair  
Owain D. Williams (University of Queensland)
Part.  
Stefan H. Elbe (University of Sussex)
Part.  
Jeremy Youde (Australian National University)
Part.  
Sophie Harman (Queen Mary University of London)
Part.  
Jennifer Prah Ruger (University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine)

WA76: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Roundtable
Rethinking IR in South Asia
South Asia in World Politics
Chair  
Jayati Srivastava (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Chair  
Navnita C. Behera (Delhi University)
Part.  
Neil Devotta (Wake Forest University)
Part.  
Sankaran Krishna (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Part.  
Ali Riaz (Illinois State University)
Part.  
Ayesha Siddiqa (Independent scholar)

WA77: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel
Russian Foreign Policy: Theory and Practice
Post Communist Systems
Chair  
Bo Xu (University of Iowa)
Disc.  
Bo Xu (University of Iowa)
Information Insecurity? - Evolution and expansion of Russian signals intelligence machinery
Paul Boxer (Brunel university)
Universal Values in Contemporary Foreign Policy: Russian Perspectives.
Mikhail Rykhlik (Lobachevsky State University of Nizhny Novgorod)
Russian clash of identities: How The Russian Federation attempts to create a new Identity towards the Occident have been falling?
Andre Rangel Naegele (Universidade Federal Fluminense (UFF))
How Different are Chinese and Russian Positions with regard to UN Peace Operations and Why?
Ioana Muresan (University of Vienna)

WA78: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel
Operational Code and Foreign Policy Analysis
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair  
Spencer L. Willardson (Nazarbayev University (Astana, Kazakhstan))
Disc.  
Stephen G. Walker (Arizona State University)
What is War For? Adjusting the Operational Code to Better Account for the Differing Approaches of George W. Bush and Barack Obama to Combating Terrorism

Andrew Z. Katz (Denison University)
Leah Hansler (Denison University)


Yi Yang (James Madison University)
Jonathan Keller (James Madison University)

Leaders, Gender, and Foreign Policy Making

Klaus Brummer (Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt)

Not all Realists (or Idealists) are Created Equal: Rethinking the Operational Code Typology

Hayden J. Smith (Washington State University)

Legitimize the fight against terrorism: for a contribution of Operational Code in the French Foreign Policy

Okan Germiyanoğlu (Lille 2 University of Health & Law - CERAPS)

Scientific Study of International Processes
Computational Models of Conflict

WA79: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel

Chair  D. Scott Bennett (Pennsylvania State University)
Disc.  D. Scott Bennett (Pennsylvania State University)

Modeling the Relationship between Development Aid and Intrastate Armed Conflict
Ravi Bhavnani (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Karsten Donnay (University of Konstanz)

Modeling the Effects of Shocks on Interdependent Multiplex Networks
Zeev Maoz (University of California Davis)

Signatures of Censorship in the Marketplace of Ideas
T. Camber Warren (Naval Postgraduate School)

Micro-learning and Macro Actions: Simulating a Stag Hunt Game Between Civilians and local regime
Dan Miodownik (Hebrew University)
Neal Tsur (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

An Entropic Model of Conflict Duration
Gokhan Ciflikli (London School of Economics and Political Science)

WA80: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel

Effectiveness of Economic Sanctions

Chair  Amanda A. Licht (Binghamton University)
Disc.  Clayton Webb (University of Kansas)

Curb your behavior! Evaluating the Impact of Economic Sanctions on North Korean Foreign Policy
Virginie Grzelczyk (Aston University)

Holding Tight to Their Pocketbooks: Democratic Targets and Threats to Sanction
Matt Scroggs (University of Virginia)

The effect of sanctions on the target’s foreign policy
Santiago Sosa (Rice University)

Cem Birol (Rice University)

Smart Sanctions as a Tool of American Foreign Policy: Do They Work?
Brigid Starkey (UMBC)

Sanction Effectiveness : Concentrated on repetitive sanction and its signaling effects.
Sungju Pang (Yonsei University)

WA81: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel

Domestic Factors and International Conflict
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  James Lee Ray (Vanderbilt University)
Disc.  Dov Levin (Carnegie- Mellon University)
Disc.  Cali M. Ellis (University of Southern California)

Launching a Thousand Ships? Gendered Violence & Overreactions in Foreign Policy
Kayce Mobley (Pittsburg State University)
Sarah Fisher (Emory & Henry College)

Public Capacity and the Danger of War
Joshua Massey (University of Georgia)

Threat in the religious/secularist eye of the beholder? The relation between inter-state conflicts and the religious characteristics of the adversaries
Moria Bar-Maoz (Bar ilan University)

What Costly Signals? Uncertainty, Miscommunication, and War
Daisuke Minami (The George Washington University)

WA82: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel

Exogenous and Endogenous Explanations of Taiwan’s Exclusion from Regional and Global Governance
International Organization

Chair  Stacy Closson (University of Kentucky)
Disc.  Karen Ann Mingst (University of Kentucky)
Disc.  Ching-Ching Huang (National Chengchi University)

Bringing Ethics of Global Governance Back In: A case study of Taiwan
Kwei-Bo Huang (National Chengchi University)

Taiwan’s Restrained Participation in Regional Economic and Development Cooperation in Southeast Asia
Bo-Juin Jing (Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore)

Illiberal Liberalization of Taiwan toward the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
Charles I-hsin Chen (Centre of Taiwan Studies, School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London)

Taipei’s Regional Economic Cooperation Strategy, Beijing’s “One China” Principle, and Their Impacts on Regional Governance
Tony Sowang Kuo (Shih Chien University)

Universal Participation without Taiwan? A Study of the World Health Organization’s Taiwan Policy
Ping-Kuei Chen (University of Maryland, College Park)

WA83: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel

US Grand Strategy and Force Posture
International Security Studies

Chair  Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)
Disc.  Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)

Leaning Forward vs. Pulling Back: Testing the Effects of U.S. Troop Deployments on Regional Security
Robert J. Reardon (North Carolina State University)

Path Dependence, Path Aversion and the U.S.’s Overseas Military Presence
Stacie Pettyjohn (RAND Corporation)
Alan Vick (RAND Corporation)
Evolution of the Alliance and Foreign Military Base Networks: Explaining the Variation in Sunk-Cost Signaling for Extended General Deterrence, 1950-2000

Todd Lehmann (University of Michigan)
U.S. Grand Strategy, Instability and Change in the Middle East
Emma Ashford (Cato Institute)
U.S. Forward Presence in the Asia-Pacific: Comparative Case Studies on the Conditions of Base Closures
Shino Hateruma (Waseda University)

WA84: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Challenges to Humanitarianism in the Laws of Armed Conflict

Human Rights
International Law

Chair David J. Traven (California State University, Fullerton)
Disc. David J. Traven (California State University, Fullerton)
Humanizing Hell: Moral Intuitions, the Hague Conventions, and the Laws of Aerial Warfare, 1899-1945
David J. Traven (California State University, Fullerton)
Reciprocity, International Humanitarian Law, and American Attitudes toward Wartime Torture
Jonathan Chu (Stanford University)
Pressured Compromise: Re-Theorizing the Making of the Laws of War
Giovanni Mantilla (CIDES)
Islamic Humanitarian Law and Islamic Insurgent Groups
Tanisha Fazal (University of Notre Dame)
Emilia Justyna Powell (University of Notre Dame)
Does State-Sponsored Humanitarianism Erode the “Humanitarian Space”: Evidence from the Hearts and Minds Campaign in Afghanistan
Neil Narang (University of California Santa Barbara)

WA85: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Roundtable
Paradigms of Peacebuilding Revisited: Realism, Liberalism, Cosmopolitanism and Critical Theory

Peace Studies

Chair Henry (Chip) Carey (Georgia State University)
Chair Onur Sen (Georgia State University)
Part. Ursula Oswald Spring (National Autonomous University of Mexico)
Part. Roger Mac Ginty (University of Manchester)
Part. George A. Lopez (University of Notre Dame)
Part. Mike W. Fowler (US Air Force Academy)
Part. Aigul Kulnazarova (School of Global Studies, Tama University)
Part. Farid Mirbargneri (University of Nicosia)

WA86: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Grand Strategy of States

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Eric Hamilton (New York University Abu Dhabi)
Disc. Eric Hamilton (New York University Abu Dhabi)
The Life-Cycle of Grand Strategies: The Case of the American shift to Containment
Ilai Saltzman (Israel Institute)
The Logic of Wisdom: A Neglected Explanation for Great Success and Big Failure in International Relations and a New Strategy in Foreign Policy?
Thomas M. Muller-Farber (Protestant Academy Loccum)

Is Russia a Power Maximizer? A Comparative Analysis of Russia’s Aggression Against Georgia and Ukraine
Vahid Niayesh (University of California, Irvine)
Grand Dilemmas: The Challenges of Strategy Formation in an Interconnected World
Hugo Meijer (Institute for Strategic Research (IRSEM, Paris) / European University Institute (EUI))
Benjamin M. Jensen (American University, School of International Service and Marine Corps University (CSC))
The Future of American Grand Strategy in the Arctic
Lillian Hussong (Rutgers University)

WB01: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Roundtable
Has World Politics Changed?

Historical International Relations
English School
Theory
International Political Sociology
International Organization
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)
Part. Barry Buzan (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. John Ikenberry (Princeton University)
Part. Beate Jahn (University of Sussex)
Part. Lene Hansen (University of Copenhagen)
Part. Shiping Tang (Fudan University, Shanghai, China)
Part. John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)
Part. V. Spike Peterson (University of Arizona)

WB02: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Roundtable
Edward Said’s Orientalism: Retrospects and Prospects

Global Development

Chair Matt Davies (Newcastle University)
Part. Cherine Hussein (The Swedish Institute for International Affairs and The University of Sussex)
Part. Shiera S. Malik (DePaul University)
Part. Jeanne Morefield (Whitman College)

WB03: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Junior Scholar Session
Global Governance And Institutions

Junior Scholar Symposium

Chair Michael J. Butler (Clark University)

WB03-A: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM JSS Group
States, Institutions, and Global Governance

Junior Scholar Symposium

Disc. Kendall W. Stiles (Brigham Young University)
Disc. Shirley Scott (UNSW Australia)
Rising States, Institutions, and Global Governance: How a “Place at the Table” Becomes a Tool of Power?
Xiaoting Li (East China Normal University)
Institutional Designs by Inter-Governmental Organizations: From the Perspective of Inter-Organizational Analysis
Sho Akahoshi (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science)
Ethnographic Merits in Somaliland: Standing Still to Understand Change in World Politics
Jessica Anderson (George Washington University)
Conceptualization and Indexation of State’s Participation in Global Governance
Chunman Zhang (Johns Hopkins University)
QiQi Gao (East China University of Political Science and Law)

WB03-B: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 JSS Group
PM
International Cooperation and Global Governance
Junior Scholar Symposia
Disc. Alynna Lyon (University of New Hampshire)
The AIDS Pandemic, Inter-Organizational Relations, and International Cooperation Upside Down
Jeffrey A. Griffin (University of Nevada, Reno)
Tracing Controversies of Migration Management: Using Actor-network Theory to understand the Global Governance of Irregular Migration
Corey Ranford-Robinson (Political Science, York University)
The Many Shades of REDD: Explaining Variance in Responses to the Reducing Emissions from Avoided Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD) Mechanism across Latin America
Beth Jean Evans (University of Toronto)
Regime Complexes and Legal Fragmentation: Who Wins Norm Conflicts, and Why?
Lea Wisken (WZB)

WB03-C: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 JSS Group
PM
The Political Struggle for Human Rights in Global Governance Institutions
Junior Scholar Symposia
Disc. Isis Nusair (Denison University)
Disc. J. Samuel Barkin (University of Massachusetts Boston)
The Strong Power of Weak Commitments: International Human Rights Treaties and Reservation Removal
Chana Miriam Solomon-Schwartz (George Washington University)
Ratification and Norm-Endorsement in International Human Rights Institutions
Pilar Elizalde (London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE))
The Changing Face of Body Politics: United Nations and Political Struggles for Bodily Integrity
Tishya Khillare (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Islam and the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) in the Arab Gulf
Rachel George (London School of Economics and Political Science)

WB03-D: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 JSS Group
PM
Institutions, Democratization and Human Rights
Junior Scholar Symposia
Disc. Kurt Mills (University of Glasgow)
Disc. Antonietta Elia (University of Santiago de Compostela)
Explaining Non-Compliance with the Convention on the Rights of the Child
Johanna von Bahr (Stockholm University)

Change and Stability in Authoritarian Regimes: Limits of Institutional Analyses
Zuzana Hudáková (The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva)
Multiculturalism is not enough: State capacity and minority rights in Bolivia and Spain
Natasha Bennett (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Restraining the State: The design of National Human Rights Institutions in Africa
Karín Sundström (Stockholm University)
United States Engagement with International Law: An Analysis of the Economic Complexities that Crystallized the Nation’s Stance on Racial and Gender Rights
Malia Womack (Ohio State University)

WB07: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Roundtable
Planet Politics 1: World Politics for a New Earth
Theory
Environmental Studies
Chair Anthony Burke (University of New South Wales)
Part. Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)
Part. Audra Mitchell (Balsillie School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University)
Part. Cara Daggett (University of South Florida)
Part. Simon Nicholson (American University)
Part. Cameron Harrington (University of Cape Town)
Part. Peter Dauvergne (University of British Columbia)

WB10: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Presidential Roundtable
Disciplining International Relations: Race, Gender, and Eurocentrism in International Relations
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair Neta Carol Crawford (Boston University)
Part. Jacqueline Braveboy-Wagner (City University of New York)
Part. Naeem Inayatullah (Ithaca College)
Part. Sheryl Lightfoot (University of British Columbia)
Part. L. H. M. Ling (The New School)
Part. David Bruce MacDonald (University of Guelph)

WB11: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Presidential Panel
Crisis and Change in the Global Political Economy
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair Andrew Mark Dorman (King’s College London)
Financial Crises and Patterns of Change in Sovereign Debt Governance
Eric Helleiner (University of Waterloo)
Skylar Brooks (Balsillie School of International Affairs)
Change in Trade Relations: Change in Political Alignments?
Diana Tussie (FLACSO/CONICET)
Crisis and Change in Global Production: Ethical Norms, Labour Standards and Global Economic Governance
Nicola Jane Phillips (University of Sheffield)
When Crisis Produces Continuity: “Retro” Trade Governance in the 21st Century
Rorden Wilkinson (University of Sussex)
Financial Crises and Politics: A Long Run Perspective
Andrew Walter (University of Melbourne)
Jeffrey Chwieroth (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Environmental Studies
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

After Paris I: Connecting the dots across markets, legal systems, discourses and scales

WB12: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Chair Jorgen Wettestad (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
Disc. Sebastian Oberthuer (Free University of Brussels)
The European Union’s Global Climate Change Leadership and the Paris Agreement
Charles Parker (Uppsala University)
Carbon Markets Interaction: Design and Diffusion Post-COP21
Lars H. Gulbransen (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
Jorgen Wettestad (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
The ‘Global Stocktake’ in the Paris Agreement – A Two-level Game or a Global Governance Innovation?
Manjana Milkoreit (Arizona State University)
International Climate Law: Contested Notions and Diverse Assumptions
Sylvia Karlsson-Vinkhuyzen (Wageningen University)
Sonja Klinsky (Arizona State University)
The Paris Agreement as crème brûlée? Reflexive climate governance between hard and soft law
Jeffrey S. Mcgee (University of Tasmania)
Jonathan Pickering (University of Canberra)
Sylvia Karlsson-Vinkhuyzen (Wageningen University)

WB14: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Roundtable

Change and Online Communities: Best Practices, Blended Learning and Emerging Trends

Active Learning in International Affairs
Online Media Caucus

Chair Nick Robinson (University of Leeds)
Part. J. Simon Rofe (SOAS University of London)
Part. Jason Enia (Sam Houston State University)
Part. Amy Below (Oregon State University)
Part. Nanette S. Levinson (American University)
Part. Ashley Cox (SOAS, University of London)

WB15: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Post-Empire: Foreign Policy and Contemporary History of South Asia

South Asia in World Politics

Chair Stephen Philip Cohen (Brookings)
Disc. Paul Kapur (Naval Postgraduate School)
The Stakeholders Inside: Explaining India’s relationship with Israel and France
Nicolas Blarel (Leiden University, Netherlands)
Jayita Sarkar (MIT)
A Reluctant Power? Assessing and Explaining Reluctance in India’s foreign policy
Sandra Destradi (Helmut Schmidt University and GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
The United States and South Asian Nuclear Politics under Ford and Carter
Rabia Akhtar (University of Lahore)
India and the Politics of Memory in Climate Change Negotiations
Anthony Szczurek (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)

WB17: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Roundtable

Re-thinking International Relations Pedagogy in an Era of Globalisation and Disruption

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair David Ross Black (Dalhousie University)
Part. J. Marshall Beier (McMaster University)
Part. David Hornsby (University of the Witwatersrand)
Part. Heather A. Smith (University of Northern British Columbia)
Part. W. R. Nadège Compaoré (Department of Social Science, York University)

WB18: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Life and Death in Anthropocene Catastrophe: Politics, Ethics and Temporalities

Global Health
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
International Ethics

Chair Jeremy Youde (Australian National University)
Disc. Jane Bennett (Johns Hopkins University)
Slow and Backwards: Antibiotic apocalypse and the art of (be) coming back
Gitte du Plessis (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
De-centering the Anthropos: Prioritizing Inter-Species Relations in Global Health Security
Rebecca J. Hester (Virginia Tech)
Crisis in Slow motion: the stubborn habits of migration
Debbie Lisle (Queen’s University of Belfast)
Ataraxy in the Anthropocene: In Search of the Late-Modern Body
Brian Gordon (Johns Hopkins University)
Designing for Death: CRISPr and the illusions of control
Aubrey Yee (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

WB19: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

The Colombia Peace Process

Peace Studies

Chair Carlos Paredes (FLACSO (Ecuador))
Disc. Elisa M. Tarnaala (CMI The Martti Ahtisaari Centre)
Direct Rule Divergence: Variations in the Colonial Legacy in British India
Ashish Vaidya (Colorado State University-Pueblo)
Colombia’s peace and conflict resolution process: A critical test for theories about peacekeeping

Arturo C. Sotomayor (The University of Texas at San Antonio)

Transitional Justice for Colombian Child Soldiers

Rebecca Root (Ramapo College)

Who Wants Peace? Predicting Civilian Support for Conflict Negotiations

Juan Tellez (Duke University)

---

Getting the Numbers Right: Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Cigdem Hajipouran Benam (Boston College)

David Measham (Queen’s University)


Ulf Bjereld (University of Gothenburg)

Marie Demker (University of Gothenburg)

Social Bias or Humanitarian Empathy? Migrants’ Stories and Media Attitudes Towards Immigration

Federica Genovese (University of Essex)

The Politics of Neighbors: Comparing Iraqi and Afghan Refugee Resettlements to the United States

Nicholas Micinski (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

---

Parsing the Passions: Methodology and the Study of Emotion in World Politics

Chair: Eric A. Van Rythoven (Carleton University)

Disc. Mira Sucharov (Carleton University)

Feeling Methodological? Understanding Methodology and the Emotion Turn

Eric A. Van Rythoven (Carleton University)

Emotional communities in world politics

Simon Koschut (Freie Universität Berlin)

Affect, That Old Familiar Feeling

Luke B. Campbell (Northwest Missouri State University)

Emotions and Decision-Making: A Mixed Methodological Approach

Brent E. Sasley (University of Texas at Arlington)

Experimental approaches to emotions in international relations

Aaron Michael Hoffman (Purdue University)

---

The Spaces and Faces of Critical Security Studies and Social Change

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Scott Hamilton (London School of Economics)

Disc. Swati Srivastava (Northwestern University)

A Social Theory of Change in World Politics

Karen Guttiere (Air University)

Ontologies of entanglement, conceptualizations of social change and agency in international relations.

Lauria Zanotti (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)

The Ends of Critical Security Studies? Rethinking Security’s (Theologico)Political Foundation

Miguel de Larrinaga (University of Ottawa)

Marc Doucet (Saint Mary’s University)

---

Challenges and Opportunities: The International Criminal Court in Global Context

International Law

Chair: Andrea Birdsall (University of Edinburgh)

Disc. Jennifer Davis (National Intelligence University)

The Limits of State Compliance: Kenya and the International Criminal Court (ICC)

Oumar Ba (University of Florida)

---

Out of One, Many: Origins of Differentiation in Critical Security Studies Schools

Mustafa A. Sezal (Yildirim Beyazit University)

From Cosmopolitan, to Foucauldian, to Deleuzian Critical Security Studies

Michael Albert (Johns Hopkins University)

---

Critical Perspectives on the Israeli-Palestinian Peace Process: Its Failure, Sustained Policy Inertia and the Consequences

Peace Studies

Chair: Alaa Tartir (The Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP))

Disc. Alaa Tartir (The Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP))

Transnational solidarity as an alternative to status quo politics in Palestine and Kashmir

Patricia Sellick (Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations, Coventry University)

Funding Palestine, Paying for Peace: Can the Donors be Trusted?

Jeremy Wildeman (Al-Shabaka Policy Network)

Thinking Outside the Bilateral Box: Can the Palestinian Leadership Effectively Reshape a post-Oslo Diplomatic Strategy?

Joan Deas (Grenoble Institute of Political Studies (Sciences Po Grenoble))

Autopsy of the Oslo cadaver - Back into the public debate to build up the “security fence” in Israel (2000-2003)

Damien Simonneau (Sciences Po Bordeaux)
Enabling Justice: Understanding State Cooperation with the International Criminal Court through Critical Cooperation Incidents
Franziska Boehme (Syracuse University)

Can international justice norms hold up to regional politics within the African Union? Political Interests, International Norms, and the Future of the International Criminal Court
Sarah Nimigan (The University of Western Ontario)

International Crimes as Natural Disasters: A Poststructuralist Approach to International Crime
Dianne Lalonde (Western University)

**WB26: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Experiencing change: Migration in International Relations**

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  
Alexandria J. Innes (University of East Anglia)

**Disc.**  
Heather L. Johnson (Queen's University Belfast)

Ethnography and Global Politics: Engaging International Relations from Below

*Cetta S. Mainwaring (University of Waterloo)*

*Noelle K. Brigden (Marquette University)*

Families, Child & Mobility Politics: Unearthing the child voice in the plight of the 2012 Family Immigration Rules (UK)

*Amanda Russell Beattie (Aston University)*

Smuggling of migrants in time of change: what can IR learn from the people who move other people for profit?

*Maria Fotou (London School of Economics and Political Science)*

“Immigration of the poorer classes”: Race, class and belonging in migration experiences

*Alexandria J. Innes (University of East Anglia)*

**WB27: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Migrant and Refugee Journeys: Changing Strategies of Survival**

*Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies*

**Disc.**  
Maurice Stierl (University of California, Davis)

The Eternal Nightmare: Women’s Experiences, Migration, and the Normality of Multidimensional Violence

*Carla Angulo-Pasel (Wilfrid Laurier University)*

Encounter between Border Controls and Migrant Agency: Turkish-EU Borders

*Sibel Karadağ (Koc University)*

'Ve’re not really contented with staying here’ – Non-belonging, Immobility and Strategies of Resistance and Adaptation for Migrant Care Workers in Rural Northern England

*Georgia Spiliopoulos (University of Nottingham, Ningbo, China)*

'Exit and Voice across the Pond: The Integration and Identity of German Immigrants in the US in Comparative Perspective

*Gwendolyn Sasse (Oxford University)*

**WB28: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Increasing Empirical Understandings Through LGBTQ+ Theory**

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  
Malliga Och (Idaho State University)

**Disc.**  
Malliga Och (Idaho State University)

IDF Pride: Reading Current Reconfigurations of Gender and Sexuality in the IDF through the Lenses of Militarism and Homonationalism

*Moran M. Mandelbaum (Keele University)*

Queering Genocide: Homicide as "Homocide"

*Lisa B. Sharlach (University of Alabama, Birmingham)*

Victims, Survivors, and Lolitas: the sexual agency of children as a human right

*Robyn Linde (Rhode Island College)*

Interrogating “the gay divide”: Russian sexual politics and the everyday bordering of Europe

*Emil Edengart (Södertörn University)*

Resisting the Transnational Diffusion of Norms through Securitization: LGBT Rights Immunization in Russia and Hungary

*Fernando Nunez-Mietz (McGill University)*

**WB29: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Roundtable**

**ISA-Global South Caucus Dialogue**

*International Studies Association*

**WB30: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Queer/s in the Academy: Challenging “Don't Ask, Don't Tell”**

*Peace Studies*

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  
Cai Wilkinson (Deakin University)

**Part.**  
Cynthia Weber (University of Sussex)

*Michael J. Bosia (Saint Michael's College)*

*Sandra McEvoy (Wheelock College)*

*Momin Rahman (Trent University)*

*Alison Howell (Rutgers University, Newark)*

*Manuela Lavinias Picq (Universidad San Francisco de Quito)*

**WB34: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Roundtable**

**Challenging Oppression**

**Changing the Assumptions Behind Justice and Security**

**Interventions in Conflict-Affected Contexts**

*Science, Technology and Art in International Relations*

*Science, Technology and Art in International Relations*

*History of International Relations*

**Chair**  
Barry Posen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

**Part.**  
Mary H. Kaldor (London School of Economics and Political Science)

*Axel van Trotsenburg (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)*

*Tatiana Carayannis (Social Sciences Research Council)*

*Koen Vlassenroot (University of Gent)*

**WB35: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Roundtable**

**America’s Retreat and Its Consequences**

*Environmental Studies*

*Science, Technology and Art in International Relations*

*Scientific Study of International Processes*

**Chair**  
Stacie Goddard (Wellesley College)

**Part.**  
Henry R. Nau (George Washington University)

*Christopher Layne (Texas A & M University)*

*Robert J. Lieber (Georgetown University)*

*Peter D. Feaver (Duke University)*

*Barry Posen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)*

**WB36: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Climate change multiple: Science, knowledge and power**

*Environmental Studies*

*Science, Technology and Art in International Relations*

*Scientific Study of International Processes*

**Chair**  
Markus Lederer (Technical University Darmstadt)

**Part.**  
Markus Lederer (Technical University Darmstadt)

Climate migration multiple: Climate refugee, climate migrant, climate warrior or none of these?

*Angela Oels (Open Universiteit Nederland)*
From Climates Multiple to Climate Singular: The Ontological Politics of the IPCC’s 5th Synthesis Report

Jasmine Livingston (Lund University)
Eva Lövbrand (Linköping University)

Making Blue the new REDD: How coastal marine ecosystems became Blue Carbon and reached the agenda of global climate change

Terese Thoni (Lund University)

Quantifying forests: The production of hybrid knowledge artefacts in REDD+ governance

Franziska Mueller (University of Kassel)

The security politics of Plan B: Geoengineering and the international politics of climate change

Olaf Corry (University of Copenhagen)

International Political Sociology

Theory

‘Against International Relations Norms: Postcolonial Perspectives’

Chair: Charlotte Epstein (University of Sydney)
Disc.: Ole Waever (University of Copenhagen)

International norms in postcolonial time

Arjun Chowdhury (University of British Columbia)
The Postcolonial Perspective: An Introduction
Charlotte Epstein (University of Sydney)
On the Therapeutic Use of Racism in Other Countries
David Smith (University of Sydney)
The norm of state-monopolised violence from a Yemeni perspective
Sarah Phillips (The University of Sydney)

WB38: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Conceptual and Methodological Innovation in Global Environmental Politics

Chair: Jean-Frédéric Morin (Universite Laval)
Disc.: Steven Bernstein (University of Toronto)

IPBES between Theory and Practice: How weighted concepts travel

Hannah R. Hughes (Cardiff University)
Alice Vadrot (Cambridge University)

Making Influence Visible: Innovations in Ethnography in International Relations
Kimberly R. Marion Suiseeya (Northwestern University)

Ethnographic Approaches to Transnational Organizations
Gregory Thaler (Cornell University)

Using Social Network Analysis to Study the Evolution of Climate Politics
Dana R. Fisher (University of Maryland)
Philip Leifeld (Eawag)

Explaining institutional variation in global environmental governance architectures
Philipp Pattberg (Institute for Environmental Studies)

WB39: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Academic Freedom, Terrorism, and Counter-Terrorism

Chair: Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)
Part. Swati Parashar (University of Gothenburg)
Part. Alison Brysk (University of California Santa Barbara)
Part. Marie Breen-Smyth (University of Massachusetts, Boston)

Chair: Maximilian Mayer (Tongji University)
Chair: Zhenming Zhong (Tongji University)
Disc.: Dingding Chen (Jinan University, Guangzhou, China)

Transnational sociotechnical imaginaries of the Maritime Silk Road
Maximilian Mayer (Tongji University)

Economic reforms in China and the One-Belt-One-Road strategy - Theoretical debates and policy concepts
Doris Fischer (University of Würzburg, China Business and Economics)

Once and Future Empires? China’s New Silk Road (OBOR) and Turkey’s Neo-Ottomanism Compared
Nora E. Fisher Onar (Coastal Carolina University)

Chinese investments in key-European countries, 2010-2015: experiences and lessons for “One Belt, One Road”
Philippe Le Corre (The Brookings Institution)

Science Diplomacy, Chinese engagement in the High North and lessons for the Silk Road
Ping Su (Tongji University)

WB40: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Rethinking the Modern Silk Road: China’s "Belt and Road Initiative" Under Scrutiny

Chair: Maximilian Mayer (Tongji University)
Chair: Zhenming Zhong (Tongji University)
Disc.: Dingding Chen (Jinan University, Guangzhou, China)

Transnational sociotechnical imaginaries of the Maritime Silk Road
Maximilian Mayer (Tongji University)

Economic reforms in China and the One-Belt-One-Road strategy - Theoretical debates and policy concepts
Doris Fischer (University of Würzburg, China Business and Economics)

Once and Future Empires? China’s New Silk Road (OBOR) and Turkey’s Neo-Ottomanism Compared
Nora E. Fisher Onar (Coastal Carolina University)

Chinese investments in key-European countries, 2010-2015: experiences and lessons for “One Belt, One Road”
Philippe Le Corre (The Brookings Institution)

Science Diplomacy, Chinese engagement in the High North and lessons for the Silk Road
Ping Su (Tongji University)

WB41: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Political or Practical? Practitioners’ Collective Experiences from the WPS and Gender Advisory Work – Challenges and Progress

Chair: Carol E. Cohn (Consortium on Gender, Security and Human Rights)
Disc.: Maria Eriksson Baaz (Gothenburge University & Nordic Africa Institute)
Disc.: Louise Olsson (Folke Bernadotte Academy)

A toolbox for practitioners or a political arena: towards a utilitarian perspective on women, peace and security agenda
Charlotte Isaksson (University of Cambridge and formerly NATO Gender Adviser)

Women’s Piece of Security, what cost to humanity? A Peacekeeping Perspective
Clare Hutchinson (United Nations - Dept. of Peacekeeping)
Tara Sarathy (United Nations - Dept. of Peacekeeping)

Military responses to the implementation of UNSCR 1325 on strategic, operational and tactical levels – the NATO example
Charlotte Isaksson (University of Cambridge and formerly NATO Gender Adviser)

Delicate Balance: Challenge of concentrating on numbers in delivering the Women, Peace and Security mandate
Jonna Maria Naumanen (UN DPKO Office of Military Affairs)
Dee Gibbon (University of New South Wales/previous Gender Advisor Resolute Support Mission NATO)
WB42: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Embodying Materialisms: (Post) Colonial Political Economies, Biopolitics, and Coloniality

**Panel**

**Chair** Lisa Tilley (University of Warwick, ULB)
**Disc.** Olivia Umuwerwa Rutazibwa (University of Portsmouth)

Siting Nuclear Burial Grounds: The Colonial, Gendered, Racialized Politics of Consent in Canada
Anne Sisson Runyan (University of Cincinnati)

Implanting Coloniality: Revival of Population Policy, Long-Term Contraception, and Contraceptive Markets
Daniel Bendix (University of Kassel)
Susanne Schultz (Gen-ethical Network, Berlin)

Universities Matter: Higher Education, Colonialism, and the Production of Academic Knowledge
Isaac A. Kamola (Trinity College)

Coloniality of Power and Materiality: The Case of the Caracol Industrial Park in Haiti
Melody Fonseca (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

WB43: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Refugees, Migration, and Media Power

**Panel**

**Chair** William Lair Youmans (George Washington University)
**Disc.** Efe Sevin (University of Fribourg)

Shawna M. Brandle (City University of New York)
Janet E. Reilly (Sarah Lawrence College)

Florentina C. Andreescu (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)

Migrants, refugees, crisis: U.S. media discourses of 2016 migratory flows in Europe, the Middle East and North America
Giovanna Dell'Orto (University of Minnesota)

Populism, Illiberalism, and the Image of the “Syrian refugee”
Corina Lacatus (London School of Economics)

Event, ‘shitstorm’ and collective anesthetic on Twitter: the case of Aylan Kurdi and the European migration crisis
Marcela Durán Camero (Universidad de La Sabana)
Tatiana Jaramillo (Universidad de La Sabana)

WB44: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Crisis and the Making of International Order: The 1940s and 1950s and Global Governance

**Panel**

**Chair** Henrik O. Breitenbach (University of Copenhagen)
**Disc.** Kristin M. Haugveik (NUPI)

The failed Oligarchic International Military in the 1940s
Chen Kertcher (Haifa University, Ariel University)

China as a ‘norm-shaper’ in the international economic order: from Bretton Woods to Bandung (1944-1955)
Amy S. King (Australian National University)

War and State Formation in East Asia, 1870-1945
Ji Hye Shin (University of Notre Dame)

WB45: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Five Eyes Wide Shut: Working Intelligence Beyond the 'West'

**Panel**

**Chair** Damien Van Puyvelde (The University of Texas at El Paso)
**Disc.** Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)

Nigerian Intelligence Dilemmas: Dealing with Chaos from Within and Without
Joseph Akpan (National Institute for Policy and Strategic Studies, Kuru, Nigeria)

Intelligence in an Age of Disruption and Transparency: Searching for a Principle of Comparative Intelligence Studies
Kevin O’Connell (Georgetown University)
Jeffrey Rogg (The Ohio State University)

How Does Turkish Intelligence Work?
Musa Tuzuner (Mercyhurst University)
Sumeyra Tuzuner (Columbia University)

Classifying political regime types and intelligence practises
Matthias Adriaan van den Berg (North West University (NWU))

WB46: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Intelligence Democratization: The Impact of Archive Openings & Committees of Truth and Reconciliation

**Panel**

**Chair** Cris Matei (Naval Postgraduate School)
**Disc.** Mark Phythian (University of Leicester)
**Disc.** Thomas C. Bruneau (Naval Postgraduate School)

Fostering Intelligence Transparency in New Democracies: The Influence of Archives & Committees of Truth and Reconciliation
Cris Matei (Naval Postgraduate School)
Thomas C. Bruneau (Naval Postgraduate School)
Andrés de Castro García (Universidad Técnica del Norte (UTN-Ecuador))

Shaping Post-Communist Romania's Intelligence Culture: The Role of the Securitate Archives
Irena Chiru (National Intelligence Academy)

South Africa's Intelligence Democratization: Dealing with the Past
Stephane J. Lefebvre (Carleton University)

Intelligence, Democracy, and Human Rights: The Role of Committees of Truth and Reconciliation in Latin America
Eduardo E. Estevez (Foundation for Economic Studies and Public Policy (FEPPP))

Intelligence for the people?: "Leaking", media organizations, and the challenges of the informational mode of power
Julian von Bargen (York University)
WB47: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Historical Institutionalism in International Relations: Explaining Institutional Development in World Politics

**International Organization**
- **Chair:** Orfeo Fioretos (Temple University)
- **Part.:** Michael Zürn (Berlin Social Science Center)
- **Part.:** Theresa Squatrito (University of Oslo)
- **Part.:** Thomas Rixen (University of Bamberg)
- **Part.:** Lora Viola (Free University Berlin)

WB48: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Social networks and immersive fieldwork: Innovations in the study of movements and militants

**International Political Sociology**
- **Chair:** Deborah Avant (University of Denver)
- **Part.:** Charli Carpenter (University of Massachusetts)
- **Part.:** Jennifer Hadden (University of Maryland)
- **Part.:** Sarah Elizabeth Parkinson (University of Minnesota)
- **Part.:** Michael Kenney (University of Pittsburgh)
- **Part.:** Anastasia Shesterinina (The University of Sheffield)
- **Part.:** Jerome Dreven (University of Oxford)
- **Part.:** Emily Kalah Gade (University of Washington)

WB49: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
GeoPolitical Transitions in the Global Political Economy

**International Political Economy**
- **Chair:** David O. Wilkinson (University of California, Los Angeles)
- **Disc.:** Robert A. Denemark (University of Delaware)
- **Disc.:** Hasan Yonten (Neumann University)
- **China’s Expanding Influence in the Middle East: Its Regional and Global Impact**
  - **Manochehr Dorraj** (Texas Christian University)
- **Space Geopolitics and Political Economy**
  - **Albert Bergesen** (University of Arizona)
- **Waves of Nationalism in the Longue Durée: Political Economy of Geopolitical Conflicts**
  - **Sahan Savas Karatasi** (Princeton University)
- **Democracy and Violence: Anti-Kurdish Communal Violence in Turkey**
  - **Sefika Kumral** (Johns Hopkins University)
- **How Peaceful was the Historical Asian System? It Depends on How You Count States**
  - **Victoria Tin-bor Hui** (University of Notre Dame)

WB50: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Russia and the West

**Foreign Policy Analysis**
- **Chair:** William M. Reisinger (University of Iowa)
- **Disc.:** William M. Reisinger (University of Iowa)
- **The Moral Hazard Problem and the Ukrainian Crisis:**
  - **Christopher A. Stevens** (Misericordia University)
- **U.S. Human Rights Policy in Post-Soviet Region: The Case of Azerbaijan**
  - **Galib Bashirov** (Florida International University)
- **Parading the Past: Russia, the Politics of History, and Engagement with the West**
  - **George Soroka** (Harvard University)
- **The Crimean Crisis and the Performance of Great Power Politics**
  - **Colin Chia** (Cornell University)

WB51: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
International Political Economy of Energy and Security Threats

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**
- **International Political Economy**
  - **Chair:** A. Ruy de Almeida Silva (Brazilian War College - ESG)
  - **Disc.:** Akin Unver (Kadir Has University)
  - **Oil Price Shockwave: The Geopolitical Implications of an Extended Low-Oil-Price Regime**
    - **Michael Klaire** (Hampshire College)
    - **The Changing Role of Renewable Energy in World Politics: A Comparative Analysis of Biofuel Policy-Making in Brazil, the EU and the US**
      - **Klaus G. Dalgaard** (Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG), Brazil)
      - **Adriana Nilsson** (University of Liverpool)
      - **Carolina Pavese** (PUC Minas, Brazil)
      - **Oil and Armed Conflict: Global Oil Trade’s Effects on Peace in the International System**
      - **Samantha Lange** (University of Iowa)
      - **Energy and Hegemony: Two Overlapping Transitions in Progress?**
        - **Bruna Moreira** (PPGRI San Tiago Dantas (UNESP, UNICAMP, PUC -SP))

WB52: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Ethics of Translation, Storytelling, and Embodiment

**Global Development**
- **Active Learning in International Affairs**
  - **Chair:** Monisha Das Gupta (University of Hawai'i at Mānoa)
  - **Part.:** Akta Kaushal (University of Hawai'i at Mānoa)
  - **Part.:** Sarah Jamal (Aberystwyth University)
  - **Part.:** Richa Nagar (University of Minnesota)
  - **Part.:** Diyah Larasati (University of Minnesota)
  - **Part.:** Medha Medha (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

WB53: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Land as an Object(ive) of Development: Who gets access?

**Global Development**
- **Environmental Studies**
  - **Chair:** Andrea M. Collins (University of Waterloo)
  - **Disc.:** Tabitha M. Benney (University of Utah)
  - **Travel Writing and the Colonial Imperative in Appalachia**
    - **Jacob L. Stump** (DePaul University)
  - **Who Owns the Land? Power, Belonging, and the Remaking of History in Ghana**
    - **Anatoli I. Ignatov** (Appalachian State University)
  - **Land Reform and Rural Governance in Modern China**
    - **Jin Zeng** (Florida International University)
  - **Allocating Sovereignty: Land Acquisitions and State Sovereignty in the Cameroonian Palm Oil Sector**
    - **Steffi Hamann** (University of Guelph)
  - **Expansion of state power in the drylands of Ethiopia, Kenya, and Uganda**
    - **Karol Czuba** (University of Toronto)
**WB55: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Crisis Response in the Euro Crisis**

*International Political Economy*

**Chair**  
Mark T. Nance (North Carolina State University)

**Disc.**  
Malcolm Campbell-Verduyn (Balsille School of International Affairs)

Anatomy of a Crisis Response: A case study of the Swedish automobile industry

Mark T. Nance (North Carolina State University)

Ideology and Policy Preferences: The "isms" and Crisis Response in Europe

Travis Joseph Nelson (University of Washington)

Reform of the International Financial System – European Perspective

Karina Jędrzejowska (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)

Janus lives in Frankfurt – tight budgets, loose money and the changing political influence of the ECB

Max Lüggert (Bonn University)

Seeing like the European Central Bank: Analytic institutions in central banking

Sven Hilgers (Freie Universit"at Berlin)

**Panel**

**WB56: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**U.S. Foreign Policy and Canada After the Elections**

*International Studies Association*

**Association for Canadian Studies in the United States**

**Chair**  
Carolyn C. James (Pepperdine University)

**Part.**  
Charles Doran (Johns Hopkins University)

Part.  
Brian L. Job (University of British Columbia)

Part.  
John Kirton (University of Toronto)

Part.  
Stefanie Von Hlatky (Queen's University)

Part.  
Patrick A. Mello (Bavarian School of Public Policy, Technical University of Munich)

Part.  
Christopher M. Sands (Johns Hopkins University SAIS)

Part.  
Jack E. Holmes (Hope College)

**Panel**

**WB57: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Presidential Roundtable Transitions And Trends Of Change In The Middle East: Their Nature And Implications**

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Part.**  
Magid Shihade (Birzeit University, Birzeit, Palestine)

Part.  
Sigurd Neubauer (Arab Gulf States Institute, Wash. D.C.)

**Panel**

**WB58: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 AM**

**Experiments in Security Studies**

*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair**  
Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)

**Disc.**  
Stephane Baele (University of Exeter)

Cross Domain Deterrence: Experimental Study of the Win-Warn Dynamic

Egle Murauskaite (U.S. National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism (START), University of Maryland)

Devin Hayes Ellis (University of Maryland)

David M. Quinn (University of Maryland, College Park)

Jonathan Wilkenfeld (University of Maryland)

**Panel**

**WB59: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Understanding Coercion: Theory, Psychology, and History**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Michael Horowitz (University of Pennsylvania)

**Disc.**  
Michael Horowitz (University of Pennsylvania)

Coercion and the Credibility of Assurances

Allan Dafoe (Yale University)

Nuno Monteiro (Yale University)

Democratic, Dictators, and Coercive Diplomacy

Alexander B. Downes (George Washington University)

Todd S. Sechser (University of Virginia)

Crazy like a Fox? Do Leaders Perceived as Mentally Unstable Achieve Better Conflict Outcomes?

Roseanne McManus (Baruch College, City University of New York)

Who Fights for Reputation in International Politics? Bringing Psychology Back In

Keren Milo (Princeton University)

**Panel**

**WB60: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Governing Energy Transitions - Options and Obstacles I: EU, US, China, Russia and Australia**

*Environmental Studies*

**Chair**  
Kathleen Hancock (Colorado School of Mines)

**Disc.**  
Andreas Goldthau (Central European University)

Redefining Energy Security and Envisioning Energy Union in Europe and East Asia

Il Hyun Cho (Lafayette College)

Renewable Energy in Russia: Whim or Necessity?

Lada V. Kochtcheeva (North Carolina State University)

EU Energy Security Policy after the End of the Oil Glut: Gambling on the International Oil Market at the Expense of the Search for Sustainable Alternatives?

Susanne Peters (Kent State University/University Geneva)

Crisis and Policy Change: Assessing China’s ‘airpocalypse’ and low-carbon energy transition

Emma Lecavalier (University of Toronto)

Towards a global coal mining moratorium? A comparative analysis of coal mining policies in the US, China, India, Indonesia, and Australia

Mathieu Blondeel (Universiteit Gent)
Global Development
Historical International Relations
Global South Caucus

Postcolonial Perspectives on the Politics of Development: Historical Views of Postcolonial States

Chair: Marion Dixon (American University)
Disc.: Anahita Arian (University of Groningen)

'Becoming Part of the International Community': Democracy and Indonesian Foreign Policy

Lena Tan (University of Otago)

The politics of development in Afghanistan

Ben Walter (University of Queensland)

Postcolonial Analysis on Neoliberal Development: Why is Ireland considered a success?

Taylor Soto (DePaul University)

Development as Decolonization: Postcolonialism, Puerto Rico and Power

Aracelis Sanchez (DePaul University)

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Non-State Actors and in(security) in the Middle East: Ideologies, Challenges and Strategies

Chair: Juliette Shedd (George Mason University)
Disc.: Kevin Edward Grisham (California State University, San Bernardino)
Disc.: Deina A. Abdelkader (University of Massachusetts)

An Alternative Approach to the ISIS Threat

Amal I. Khoury (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)

Conceptual & Methodological Failure of Information Strategies to Counter Terrorist Ideology & Radicalization: Deep Lessons for Effective Messaging from the Field of 21st C. Conflict

Shalini Venturelli (American University)

ISIS: Power, Violence, and the State of Exception

Arash Reisinezhad (Florida International University)

Parisa Farhadi (Allameh Tabatabaei)

Transnational non-state actors and change in world politics: The case of the Muslim Brotherhood

Mahmoud El Ashmawy (Sciences Po Paris & European Research Council funded-Wafaw research program)

From state challengers to religious activists: the shifting political behavior of violent non-state actors in the Middle East since the Arab Spring

Adam Hoffman (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Conflict Transformation and Local Mediation

Peace Studies

Chair: Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)
Disc.: Mimmi Soderberg Kovacs (Folke Bernadotte Academy)
Assessing Confidence in the Peace Process in Northern Ireland

Christos Kyrou (Center for International Relations)

Matthew Fuller (St. Philip’s College)

Assessing Muslim-Christian Dialogue: Implications from the Hybrid Model of Nigeria’s “Pastor and Imam”

Darren Kew (Umass Boston)

Violence, the Third World, and IR

Winged steadier: Managing expectations for change within long-term political processes in Bosnia and Pakistan

Alexander Cromwell (George Mason University)

Tobias Greiff (Elliott School for International Affairs, The George Washington University)

Doomed to fail? Local conflict environment mechanisms and their influence on post-conflict peace

Julia Leib (Goethe University Frankfurt)

Political Clientelism and Conflict Resolution: The Case of Cyprus

Sertac Sonan (Cyprus International University)

Hubert Faustmann (University of Nicosia)

Metropolitan Killings

Narender Kumarakulasingam (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)

Provoking Humanity: Afterlives of Mass Violence in Cambodia and the United States

Emily Mitamura (University of Minnesota - Twin Cities)

Fascist Violence / Colonial Violence

Robbie G. Shilliam (Queen Mary, University of London)

Violence on Iraqi bodies: The Effects of Economic Sanctions

Mariam Georgis (University of Alberta)

Riva Gewargis (McMaster University)

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Online Media Caucus

Human Rights

International Communication
On the 'Fordification' of Human Rights Witnessing: Humans as Machines, Machines as Humans

Ella McPherson (University of Cambridge)

Coding and encoding rights in internet infrastructure. Sociotechnical imaginaries and transnational advocacy networks in internet governance

Stefania Milan (The Citizen Lab, University of Toronto)

Universalizing Internet Access: An (inter)national agenda

Louise Marie Hurel (PUC-Rio / Center for Technology and Society (CTS/FGV))

Intergovernmental Cooperation and Human Rights Online: The Freedom Online Coalition

James Losey (Stockholm University)

Hacking: Curbing Tax Avoidance Through Public Shaming

Angela Licata (McMaster University)

### WB67: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel

Past Thinkers for Present Times (I): The Place of Political Thought for IR

**Historical International Relations**

**Theory**

**English School**

**International Ethics**

**Chair** Richard W. Mansbach (Iowa State University)

**Disc.** Torbjorn Knutsen (University of Trondheim)

Marx meets IR: a theory of international relations nested into the marxian thinking

Ivi Elias (La Salle University)

Virtue ethics and foreign policy decision-making

Georgios N. Chagias (University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece)

“Self-Interest rightly understood” and the consolidation of the modern states system: a Tocquevillian argument on international politics.

Fernando N. C. Maia (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)

After Great Thinkers. Emer de Vattel and the Making of Modern International Law

Tomas Wallenius (University of Oxford)

Towards an economic mare clausum: Exclusive economic rights and political sovereignty over the seas

Rodrigo Fracalossi (Oxford University)

### WB68: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel

Constructing International Politics 2 - Theoretical Considerations

**International Political Sociology**

**Theory**

**Chair** Mariano Bertucci (Tulane University)

**Disc.** Chiara De Franco (University of Southern Denmark)

A Tactical Guide to Conceptual Analysis

Hannes Peltonen (University of Tampere)

Constructing IR: The more things change, the more they stay the same?

Patricia Greve (University of Toronto)

Teresa Kramarz (University of Toronto)

Between constructivism and new materialism in the EU debate over genetically modified food: coping with language, objects, and agency in our accounts of politics

Shane Markowitz (Central European University)

Constructing State Identity, Mediating American Power: Inverting the Soft Power Paradigm and Expanding the Scope of Global Power

Andrew Kuech (The New School for Social Research)

Synthetic Ethicities: How Popular Culture Affects Perceptions of International Relations

Robert Musgrave (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)

J. Furman Daniel (Embry-Riddle)

### WB69: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Roundtable

That's classified, dangerous or ethically compromised: Doing security policy research

**International Security Studies**

**Chair** Audrey Kurth Cronin (American University)

**Part.** Jeni Whalan (University of Queensland)

**Part.** Christine S. Cheng (King’s College London)

**Part.** Monica Duffy Toft (University of Oxford)

**Part.** David Malet (George Washington University)

### WB70: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Roundtable

Reflection and Blues: perspectives on ‘thingification’ as concept and practice in international studies

**International Political Sociology**

**Chair** Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)

**Disc.** Patrick Thaddeus Jackson (American University)

**Part.** Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)

**Part.** Patrick Thaddeus Jackson (American University)

**Part.** Maria Birnbaum (European University Institute)

**Part.** David M. McCourt (University of California-Davis)

**Part.** Simon Pratt (University of Toronto)

**Part.** Benjamin Meiches (University of Washington-Tacoma)

### WB71: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Roundtable

Constructive Engagement with Extremist/Terrorist Groups: Possibilities & Limitations

**Peace Studies**

**Chair** Joyce Neu (Facilitating Peace)

**Part.** Eileen Babbitt (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)

**Part.** Georgia Papadopoulos Holmer (U.S. Institute of Peace)

**Part.** Pamela R. Aall (Centre for International Governance Innovation and the United States Institute of Peace.)

**Part.** Courtney La Bau (Truman National Security Project)

### WB72: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Roundtable

Water, Natural Disasters and Human Rights

**Human Rights**

**Environmental Studies**

The Human Right to Water: How far can it go?

Paula Duarte Lopes (CES|FEUC - University of Coimbra)

Is Protection from the Impact of Climate Change a Human Right?

Dave Benjamin (University of Bridgeport)

Martina Sanita (University of Bridgeport)

Adversarial Dynamics: India’s Yamuna River, the Human Right to Water, and the Tension between Compliance and Decentralization

Jennifer S. Schiff (Western Carolina University)

Natural disasters and the scope of transitional justice

Megan E. Bradley (McGill University)

Agency Loss and Accountability: Water Service Provision in Egypt

Farah Hegazi (Duke University)
Effect of Personality and Leader Traits on Foreign Policy  
*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair**  Klaus Brummer (Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt)

**Disc.**  Aaron M. Rapport (University of Cambridge)

Change in Political Personality? Tracing Shimon Peres’ Leadership Traits

Baris Kesgin (Elon University)

Taking it Personally: Conflict Personalization in International Politics

Kelly A. McHugh (Florida Southern College)

Motives behind Vladimir Putin’s intervention in Syria

Adriana Boersner (University of Missouri)

Latin American Political Leaders: A study of personality at-a-distance

Maria Consuelo Thiers (University of Edinburgh)

---

Migration States in the Global South  
*Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies*  
*Global Development*

**Chair**  James F. Hollifield (Southern Methodist University)

**Disc.**  James F. Hollifield (Southern Methodist University)

**Part.**  Fiona Adamson (SOAS, University of London)

**Part.**  Charles Gomes (FCRB - Brasil)

**Part.**  Miryam Hazan (InterAmerican Development Bank)

**Part.**  Audie Klotz (Syracuse University)

**Part.**  Kamal Sadiq (University of California at Irvine)

---

Group Decision Making: Polythink, Groupthink and Con-Div  
*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair**  Alex Mintz (The Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya)

**Disc.**  Patrick James (University of Southern California)

Israel’s Decision Not to Pre-empt on Yom Kippur 1973

Alex Mintz (The Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya)

Groupthink Revisited

Mark Schafer (University of Central Florida)

The Dynamics of Decision Making on Military Intervention / Non Intervention

Amnon Sofrin (Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel)

Tactical and Strategic Decisions: Polythink, Groupthink or Con-Div?

Kasey Barr (Hebrew University)

---

Empirical Approaches to Religion in International Studies 1: Breaking New Ground  
*Religion and International Relations*

**Chair**  Isak Svensson (Uppsala University)

**Disc.**  Isak Svensson (Uppsala University)

The Strategic Logic of Religious Violence

Matthew Isaacs (Brandeis University)

True believers? How do we know that religious violence is really religious?

Matthias Basebark (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

All in the Family? The Impact of Religious Sect vs. Religious Families on Discrimination against Ethnoreligious Minorities

Nil Seda Satana (Bilkent University)

Johanna K. Birmir (University of Maryland)

---


Davis Brown (Baylor University Institute for Studies of Religion)

Social treatment of religious minorities and its influence on secularity: Comparing Europe and Muslim-majority countries

Jonathan Fox (Bar-Ilan University)

Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/Universisty of Birmingham)

---

Risk and Uncertainty in Foreign Policy Decisions  
*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair**  Danielle L. Lupton (Colgate University)

**Disc.**  Brandon Yoder (National University of Singapore)

Risk Disposition and Military Deterrence Effectiveness: An Experimental Examination of the Psychological Determinants

Zachary J. Zwol (University of Houston)

Jeffrey Berejikian (University of Georgia)

Orientation Type Theory and Social Navigation: Foundations for a Computational Model of Decisionmaking

Tony Rivera (Duke University)

Preference Formation and Prospect Theory: The Sources of Loss Aversion

Sean Braniff (University of Notre Dame)

Game of Drones

Erik Lin-Greenberg (Columbia University)

Gambling with lives for political survival: A prospect theoretical approach to democratic dealing with losses

Dieuwertje Kuipers (VU University Amsterdam)

---

Cooperation and International Relations Theory  
*International Political Economy*

**Chair**  Chris Clarke (University of Warwick)

**Disc.**  Chris Clarke (University of Warwick)

Power and the Microeconomic Foundations of International Cooperation Theory

Louis Bélanger (Université Laval)

When does Cooperation Happen between Adversarial States?

Kelan Lu (University of South Carolina)

Katherine Barbieri (University of South Carolina)

Open Economy Politics, the State, and National Security

Timothy Turnbull (Brown University)

The latent way in which sanctions affect markets

Dawid Jarosz (The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

---

Diversity or Unity? Islamic Approaches to Finance, Production and Charity in the Neoliberal Age  
*International Political Economy*

**Chair**  Cecelia Lynch (University of California Irvine)

**Disc.**  Sabine Dreher (York University, Glendon College)

**Disc.**  Travis Selmier II (Indiana University)

Post-Islamist Reactions to Neo Liberal Capitalism in Turkey: Comparing IGAD and Anti Capitalist Muslims

Ozlem Madi-Sisman (University of Houston Clear Lake)
Islam and economy in the age of neoliberalism: The economic discourse and praxis of the Muslim Brotherhood in Jordan

Colin Powers (John Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies)

Contending with Capitalism: Postcolonial Fatwas on Islamic Economics and Finance.

Omer Awass (American Islamic College)

Making Islam Safe for Capitalism: Political Economy of Islamic Banking and Finance,

Ermin Sinanovic (International Institute of Islamic Thought)

**WB80: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Status Politics and International Security**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Joslyn Nicole Barnhart (Wesleyan University)
**Disc.** Joslyn Nicole Barnhart (Wesleyan University)

Owning order: ideology, legacy and status in the international power hierarchy

Adam J. Quinn (University of Birmingham)

Is Greatness Socially Constructed? Military Power, International Structure, and Britain’s World Role

David W. Blagden (University of Exeter)

Status Competition in Africa: Explaining the Rwandan-Ugandan Clashes in the DRC

Henning Tamm (University of St Andrews)

The “Respect Deficit” in Constructing the “New Type of Great Power Relations”: The Significance of Status Recognition in the China-U.S. Relations

Ning Liao (New Jersey City University)

Socialization and Hegemonic Authority: Korea under Chinese Hegemony

In Young Min (University of Southern California)

**WB81: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Barriers to Effective Cyber Operations**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Brandon Valeriano (Cardiff University)
**Disc.** Brandon Valeriano (Cardiff University)

Organizational Seams and Cyber Conflict Escalation

Tarun Chaudhary (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Jenna Jordan (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Israel and The (Social) Construction of Cyber Deterrence

Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)

Hacker, Hustler, Designer: Knowledge Diffusion & Creation Systems @ DefCon

Nina Kollars (Franklin & Marshall College)

It’s Skill or Be Killed: Offensive Cyber Operations and the Levels of War

Drew Herrick (George Washington University)

’It Is Not Even There’: Topologies of Cyber Security in the Practices of Private Companies

Kristoffer Christensen (University of Copenhagen)

**WB82: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Terrorist Tactics**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Assaf Moghadam (Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya)
**Disc.** Assaf Moghadam (Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya)

Prisoners and Politics: Hostage Taking By Terrorist Groups

Daniel Milton (United States Military Academy)

Seth Loertscher (United States Military Academy)

Press Freedom and Policing Capacity: Why Some Countries Experience Terrorism Hoaxes

Nicole Tishler (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)

Shadows and Symbols: Ideology and Mission Planning in Terrorist Campaigns

Alon Burstein (The Hebrew University)

Paris, Mumbai and the Legacy of Fidayin: An Analysis of the “Life-Daring” Jihadist Terrorism

Herbert Tinsley (START)

A Theory of Suicide Terrorism in Non-Democracies

Nasir Almasri (University of Chicago)

**WB83: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Rethinking the Foundations of US Foreign Policy**

*Historical International Relations*

**Chair** Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)
**Disc.** Christian Mueller (University of Nottingham Ningbo China)
**Disc.** Russ Burgos (National Defense University)

Realist and Idealist Belief Systems in Foreign Policy: the cases of Richard Nixon and Jimmy Carter

Hayden J. Smith (Washington State University)

Popular Expectations and the Presidency of Woodrow Wilson

David Hunter Walsh (Rutgers University)

Targeting Currencies in War: The British Counterfeiting Campaign Against the Continental Dollar During the American Revolution

Ricardo Crespo (University of California, Riverside)

Critical Man Versus Power Politics? Reevaluating Morgenthau’s Legacy for Critical International Relations Theory and Practice

Lucas Dolan (American University)

Optilateralism and U.S. Foreign Policy: An Alternative to the Multilateralism v. Unilateralism Debate

Julie Bunck (University of Louisville)

**WB84: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Postcolonial Legacies: Implications for International Theory**

*Theory*

**Chair** Runa Das (University of Minnesota - Duluth)
**Disc.** Runa Das (University of Minnesota - Duluth)

How “Postcolonial” Was Nehru, Really? Interrogating the Postcoloniality of India with Respect to Kashmir in the Nehru Era

T. J. Liguori (Florida International University)

The pervading colonial logics of sovereignty: Re-assessing the concept of sovereignty in an intercultural society

Xavier Mathieu (Centre for Global Cooperation Research)

American Mavericks: Why Realists cannot dominate the Discourse of US Foreign Policy

Taesuh Cha (Seoul National University)

Wishful Thinking and Race in International Theory

Andrew Rosenberg (The Ohio State University)

The EU and the Specter of Empire

Johannes Grow (Virginia Tech)
WB86: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Theorising International Organisations I

Panel

International Organization

Chair  Luciana Oliveira (Puc-Minas)
Disc.  Monika Heupel (University of Bamberg)

Responding to uncertainty: regime complexes across different policy domains
Stephanie Hofmann (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
James Hollway (Graduate Institute, Geneva)
Cédric Dupont (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Explaining the Empowerment of International Organizations
Eugenia da Conceicao-Heldt (Bavarian School of Public Policy, TU Munich)
Henning Schmidtke (Technical University of Munich, Bavarian School of Public Policy)

Divulging Data: International Information Sharing and the Role of Trust
Asif Efrat (Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya)
Abraham Newman (Georgetown University)

To Board or not to Board: The Corporate Governance of International Governmental Organizations
Ryan Federo (ESADE Business School)
Angel Saz-Carranza (ESADE Business School)

Explaining Representation in Global Governance: Theories and Hypotheses
Jeīrey Wright (University of Oxford)

FTGS Town Hall

ISA Innovative Panel

Chair  Laura J. Shepherd (University of New South Wales)
Chair  Megan H. MacKenzie (The University of Sydney)
Part.  Thomas A. Gregory (University of Auckland)
Part.  Helen Kinsella (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Part.  Alexis Leanna Henshaw (Miami University)
Part.  Ali Biligic (Loughborough University)
Part.  Katharine A. M. Wright (University of Winchester)
Part.  Natalie Florea Hudson (University of Dayton)

Innovative Panel

WC01: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Understanding Change in/Through Practice

Chair  Ted Hopf (National University of Singapore)
Chair  Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)
Part.  Sèverine Autesserre (Barnard College, Columbia University)
Part.  Federica Bicchi (London School of Economics)
Part.  Christian Bueger (Cardiff University)
Part.  Deepak Nair (National University of Singapore)
Part.  Ted Hopf (National University of Singapore)
Part.  Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)

Presidential Roundtable

WC02: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Junior Scholar Symposium

Chair  Alison Brysk (University of California Santa Barbara)

Junior Scholar Symposia

JSS Group

Effects on Democratic Decision-Making and Women’s Rights

Disc.  Shareen Hertel (University of Connecticut)
Democratic Institutions and Women’s Rights
Eteri Tsintsadze-Maass (University of Kentucky)
A Cross-National Study on Women in Legislatures: Do they Reduce Interstate Conflict, Intrastate Conflict, Riots, and Defense Budgets?
Celeste Beesley (Brigham Young University)
Natalie Romeri-Lewis (Brigham Young University, The WomanStats Project)
Gendered Military Intervention: When are Women’s States More (Less) Likely to Intervene?

Yanjun Liu (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Examining the Effects of Gender, Islamism, and Ethnicity on Voter Preferences
Kristen Kao (University of Gothenburg)

Making Human Rights and International Law Work for Vulnerable Populations

Junior Scholar Symposium

Disc.  Amanda Murdie (University of Georgia)
Disc.  Rebecca Sanders (University of Cincinnati)
Are Children Involved in Armed Conflicts to be Subjected to International Criminal Law?
Ana Paula von Bochkor Podcameni (Florida International University)
Using International Law Counter-Hegemonically to Help Women in War and War’s Aftermath
Crystal Whetstone (University of Cincinnati)
Changing the Subject: International Law, Human Rights, and Homelessness
Alyssa Webb (University of Connecticut)
Mental Health Labels and Implications: A missed Opportunity from a Human Rights Perspective
April Jakubec (University of Massachusetts Boston)

Junior Scholar Symposium

Rights, Security, and Norms in Cyberspace

Disc.  Milton L. Mueller (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Disc.  Renee E. Marlin-Bennett (Johns Hopkins University)
New Wine into Old Wineskins? Regime Diffusion in Cyberspace through International Trade
In Tae Yoo (Department of Political Science, Yonsei University)
“Security of Person” in the Digital Age: European Union Policy for Business and Human Rights
Ian Higham (Stockholm University)
Disrupting International Relations? – The Expansion of Cyberspace, Sociotechnical Change and the Transformation of Power Politics.
Lennart Maschmeyer (University of Toronto)

Junior Scholar Session

Human Rights Online: Contested Claims in an Emerging Norm
James Losey (Stockholm University)
A Handful of Technocrats or Supranational Policy Network: Technical Community in Global Internet Governance
Jungbae An (Yonsei University)
WC03-D: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**JSS Group**

The Search for Rights and Justice in Latin America

Junior Scholar Symposia

**Disc.** Mary K. Meyer McAleese  (Eckerd College)

**Disc.** Clifford Bob  (Duquesne University)

Resisting Human Rights Change in Peru

Nusta Pitushca Carranza Ko  (Ohio Northern University)

Hierarchies of Suffering in Transitional Justice: The politics of Victimhood in Colombia

Roxanne Krystalli  (The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy)

Restorative Justice in Transition: Explaining Diffusion and Evaluating Impacts using a Multi-Method, Multi-Level Approach

Bridget Marchesi  (University of Minnesota; Harvard Humanitarian Initiative)

Colombia Comes Out!: Transnational Advocacy Networks' Tactics and Scopes of Influence to Include LGBTI Victims in the Current Colombian Process of Transitional Justice

Carlos Paredes  (FLACSO (Ecuador))

Restorative Justice in Transition: Explaining Diffusion and Evaluating Impacts using a Multi-Method, Multi-Level Approach

Bridget Marchesi  (University of Minnesota; Harvard Humanitarian Initiative)

WC05: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Presidential Panel**

Present and Future Conflicts

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

**Chair**  William R. Thompson  (Indiana University)

**Disc.**  Resat Bayer  (Koç University)

**Disc.**  Michael Mousseau  (University of Central Florida)

Industrialization Versus the Capitalist Peace

Alex Antony  (Indiana University)

David Ruigh  (Indiana University)

William R. Thompson  (Indiana University)

Does Global Warming Increase the Risk of Deadly Violence in the Muslim World?

Leila Zakhirova  (Concordia College)

Capability Offsets and Rivalry Maintenance

Prashant Hosur  (Indiana University)

Recognizing the Rivalry Revival: Can We Amend the Bargaining Model to Account for and Track the (Re)Emergence of Rivalries?

Michael P. Colaresi  (Michigan State University)

Exploring the Coevolution of Territorial Peace and Regime Type

Kentarou Sakuwa  (Valparaiso University)

WC07: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**

Critical IR and its Interface with Gender: Multiple Intersectionalities

South Asia in World Politics

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Women's Caucus

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Global South Caucus

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Historical International Relations

**Chair**  Maria Birnbaum  (European University Institute)

**Disc.**  Swati Parashar  (University of Gothenburg)

You've Come A Long Way, Baby? The Status of Women in Security Studies

Maria Rost Rublee  (Monash University)

Gender and Geopolitics in Science Fiction: Representations of Women in Battlestar Galactica and Game of Thrones

Cynthia A. Boaz  (Sonoma State University)

The Study of Masculinities in Kashmir: Unpacking the Gendered Conflict Analyses

Amya A. Kshetrapal  (University of Delhi)

Exploring the Notion of Sexuality and the “Construction” of Women in International Politics

Megha  (University of Delhi)

WC10: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**

Understanding the Dynamics of International Conflict

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

**Chair**  Shalini Venturelli  (American University)

**Disc.**  Ramon Blanco  (Federal University of Latin-American Integration)

Russia’s Interstate Wars

Manus I. Midlarsky  (Rutgers University)

Contemporary conflict analysis: Conceptual remarks on a contested notion

Ana-Maria Vazquez  (ITESO, Jesuit University of Guadalajara)

Cristina Ulloa Espinosa  (Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de Occidente ITESO)

Evolution of Hyper-Complexity Conflict Model Evident in Europe, Middle East & East Asia: New Information & Power Dynamics

Shalini Venturelli  (American University)

Shaping Future Global Order in the 21st Century

Yara Asi  (University of Central Florida)

From Conflict to Peace: Civilizing Processes in World Politics

Thiago Babo  (University of São Paulo)

WC11: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**

Rethinking Women, Peace and Security: Addressing Masculinities in Post-Conflict Transformations I

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Global Development

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

**Chair**  Jane L. Parpart  (University of Massachusetts Boston and Dalhousie University)

**Disc.**  Marianne H. Marchand  (University of the Americas Puebla)

Saving white women, bordering Europe: Cologne, Moscow, Stockholm

Emil Edenborg  (Södertörn University)

The Makings of a Good Man: Post-conflict development, violence prevention and the quixotic search for good masculinities.

David John Duriesmith  (The University of Melbourne)

Nonviolence, and Peacebuilding: Exploring Alternative Masculinities in the West Bank

Emma Swan  (University of Ottawa)

Living Peace: Preventing Intimate Partner Violence through Psychosocial Support for Male Partners of Women Survivors of Conflict-Related Rape in the Democratic Republic of Congo

Abby Fried  (Promundo Global)

Gender making/state making in the private security industry

Kevin Partridge
WC12: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Reflections on Change in World Politics
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair Louise Fawcett (University of Oxford)
Disc. Andrew Mark Dorman (King’s College London)
Conceptions of Change in World Politics: A View from Classical Realism
- Per Jansson (Linköping University)
- Evelyn Goh (Australian National University)
Crisis and Change in the Governance of Global Development
- Catherine Elizabeth Weaver (University of Texas at Austin)
Managing Change During Order Transition: East Asia After the Cold War
- Colin J. McInnes (Aberystwyth University)
African Modernscapes? Projections and Limitations in South Africa’s Foreign Policy
- Scarlett Cornelissen (University of Stellenbosch)

WC14: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Is now then? Interrogating “change” in World Politics
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair Daniel Warner (Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces)
Disc. Daniel Warner (Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces)
Towards a New Dark Age of Insecurity: Trends, Inversions, and Contradictions in World Politics
- Judy Hemming (University of Canberra)
- Michael McKinley (Australian National University)
Your world is not my world: How social media help fracture international political reality
- Doina Cajvaneanu (University of Trento)
The Temporal Experience of Being on the Margins
- Stephen J. Rosow (State University of New York at Oswego)
Continuity and change in Australian grand strategy
- Clinton Fernandes (University of New South Wales)
The Challenges of Change as Opportunities for Humanitarian Strategies
- Jelica Stefanovic-Stambuk (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)

WC15: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Modular Performances of Security
International Political Sociology
Chair Audrey Reeves (University of Bristol)
Disc. Claudia E. Aradu (King’s College London)
The Protracted Case of Bangladeshis Immigrants to North East India: Through the Lens of Critical Theory
- Anusmita Dutta (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Modular Performances of Security: A Research Agenda
- Georgios Gloutsios (Queen’s University Belfast)
- Peter Forman (Durham University)
Modulating modulation: border management as disposition
- Julien Jeandesboz (Université libre de Bruxelles)
Automation, Improvisation and Emergence: re-thinking objectification at the border
- Michael Bourne (Queen’s University Belfast)
- Debbie Lisle (Queen’s University of Belfast)

WC16: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Revisiting the Dynamics of State Alliances
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
International Security Studies
Chair Matteo Dian (University of Bologna)
Disc. Matteo Dian (University of Bologna)
Grey zones, deterrence and signalling. The case of the US-Japan alliance.
- Matteo Dian (University of Bologna)
The Balance of Power in South America: explaining the region’s defense cooperation ups and downs
- Lucas Rezende (Federal University of Santa Catarina)
Promise and Possibility: Managing Western Public Opinion in the Euromissiles Crisis
- Susan Colbourn (University of Toronto)
Diplomatic Hedging: When Allies Engage in Risky Behavior
- Rebecca Murphy (Columbia University)

WC17: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The South Asian States: Rising Illiberal National & Subnational Politics?
South Asia in World Politics
Chair Rani D. Mullen (College of William & Mary)
Disc. Pallavi Raghavan (Center for Policy Research, New Delhi)
Raison de Civilisation: Encounters between Muslims and non-Muslims in China and India
- Joerg Friedrichs (University of Oxford)
Regional order in Southeast Asia: how much do we know about ASEAN’s role?
- Hiro Katsumata (Tohoku University, Japan)
Geopolitics and Civilizations: The Discourse Surrounding Kashmir
- T. J. Liguori (Florida International University)
Maximizing Public Goods Provisioning in Ethnically Fractured Party Systems
- Sayan Banerjee (University of Essex)
Ethnic Cues, Pragmatic Choices: Cross-Ethnic Voting and Minority Electoral Decisions in India
- Madhavi Devasher (Princeton University)

WC18: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Ideology, Conflict and Gender
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair Eric M. Blanchard (SUNY Oswego)
Disc. Runa Das (University of Minnesota - Duluth)
The Patriarchal Society: the English School, Gender and the Question of Order
- Eric M. Blanchard (SUNY Oswego)
Transforming Civil Society: The Turkish Example
- Zeynep Alemdar (Okan University)
Foreign Responses to Hamas-Fatah Reconciliation: masculine rituals and obstacles
- Catherine Winifred Charrett (Queen Mary University of London)
More than Nameless Victims: Afghan Women in US and German Media During the War on Terror
- Ines Gundlach (King’s College, London)
United Nation Development Programme and Gender
Mainstreaming in Post-conflict Reconstruction
Niamkoi Lam (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

WC19: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Still Going Nuclear? The Connotation for International Regimes and Entities
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
International Security Studies
International Law

Chair    David J. Traven (California State University, Fullerton)
Disc.    Egle Murauskaite (U.S. National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism (START), University of Maryland)
Iran: A Recognized and Unique Latent Proliferator?
Saira Khan (North South University)
Distortions in the International Norms Diffusion Process: Taiwan’s Superficial Compliance with International Nuclear Safety Regime of Spent Fuel and Radioactive Waste Management
Yea Jen Tseng (Southern Taiwan University of Science and Technology)

WC20: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
After Syria: the changing IR of the Middle East
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair    Curtis Ryan (Appalachian State University)
Disc.    Curtis Ryan (Appalachian State University)
Syria’s disruption to the shift in US grand strategy
Jasmine Gani (University of St. Andrews)
Syria’s impact on the evolution of regional powers’ policies
Chris Phillips (Queen Mary, University of London)
Syria’s impact on Kurdish nationalism in the region
Zeynep N. Kaya (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Matthew Whiting (London School of Economics)
Space, Territory, and Borders in the Middle East in the aftermath of the Syrian Refugee Crisis
Filippo Dionigi (London School of Economics and Political Science)
The Syrian Civil War and the changing nature of moderation
Yaniv Voller (University of Kent)

WC21: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Gender and Power after Violence
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair    Marie E. Berry (Josef Korbel School of International Studies, University of Denver)
Disc.    Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)
Is Now the Time for Women? Gender and Nationalism in Post-Conflict Settings
Amanda Donahoe (Tufts University)

Tackling neoliberal post-war reconstruction models: the post-2015 agenda for Women, Peace and Security advocates
Claire Duncanson (University of Edinburgh)
Carol E. Cohn (Consortium on Gender, Security and Human Rights)
The Janus-Faced Nature of Strategic Essentialism
Keira Stearns (University of Southern California)
Moving Beyond Inclusion: Exploring Women’s Visions for Social Transformation in the Aftermath of War
Jessica Smith (School for Conflict Analysis & Resolution, George Mason University)
The (International) Politics of Security Sector Gender Reform in Conflict and Post-Conflict Countries
Laura Huber (Emory University)

WC22: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Regions and Institutional Change
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair    Gabriella Paar-Jakli (Kent State University)
Disc.    Louis Bélanger (Université Laval)
The Deterриториalization of European Regionalism: Transatlantic and Global Perspectives
Boyka Stefanova (University of Texas at San Antonio)
Change in World Politics: Exploring the Regionalization of International Negotiations
Diana Panke (University of Freiburg)
Nearing One Hundred Years: Understanding Change, Innovation and Reforms in International Labour Organization
Rose Govindaraj (Pondicherry University)
The Crisis of Global Governance and the Struggle for Post-Hegemonic Regionalism in Latin America: The Case of ALBA
Rowan Lubbock (Birkbeck College, University of London)
Regionalism, International Organization and Institutional Change in Africa
Denis Dogah (Simon Fraser University)

WC23: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
The Agency and Structure of Social Movements
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Global Development

Chair    Alyssa Grahame (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Disc.    Thomas Davies (City University of London)
Social Movements and Transformations of World Order
Jingbei Wang (Jiangxi University of Science & Technology and Michigan State University)
Mark Axelrod (Michigan State University)
Alternative Politics and the Urban Middle Class: A Study of Recent Protest Movements in India
Bidisha Biswas (Western Washington University)
Ramya Vijaya (Stockton University)
Environmental Protest Movements in China and India
Ozge Takin (University of Hawaii, Manoa)
Social Movements as promoters of political change: The Basque peace movement framing exercise
Egoitz Gago Anton (Universidad Jorge Tadeo Lozano)
WC24: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Gender identity, lived experience, and representation: Context, contestation and change

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair  Serena Eréndira Serrano Oswald  (National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM))
Disc.  Kristen Williams  (Clark University)

Claiming Change and History in The United Arab Emirates: The Portrayal of Women’s Roles in Society as Public Diplomacy
Willow F. Williamson  (American University)
The Sex Factor: The Gender of the Opponent Leader and the Support for Foreign Policy
Ayala Yarkoney-Sorek  (Texas A&M)
Counter art and identity: A study of the impact of controversial political cartoons
Manasi Pritam  (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)
Women’s Leadership in Morocco: Challenges and Opportunities
Maia Carter Hallward  (Kennesaw State University)
Cortney Stewart  (Kennesaw State University)

WC25: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
International Relations "From the South": Postcolonial and Decolonial Violence in the Shaping of the Discipline

Global Development

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
South Asia in World Politics

Chair  Nora E. Fisher Onar  (Coastal Carolina University)
Disc.  Anahita Arian  (University of Groningen)

Fragility and Resilience in the Global South
Monika Thakur  (St. Francis Xavier University)
A Communal Affair over International Affairs: IR’s arrival in Late Colonial India
Vineet Thakur  (University of Johannesburg)
Empowering Women through Humanitarian Action: Efforts from Afghanistan
Michael Prather  (University of California, Riverside)
‘A solid wall of friendship and defence for India’: An exploration of Islam in India’s post-Independence Third World Politics
Medha Medha  (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

WC26: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
The Changing Rules of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Game: The Iran Deal and Its Implications for Nuclear Proliferation

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Frank J. Gavin  (MIT)
Disc.  Frank J. Gavin  (MIT)

Iran’s Quest for Power and its Nuclear Strategy
Mahsa Rouhi  (Belfer Center)
Damian Kozbur  (University of Zurich)
Iran and the Global Nuclear Currency of Power
Anne Harrington  (Cardiff University)
Toward an Acceptable Iranian Nuclear Deal
Matthew Kroenia  (Georgetown University)
Why the most unlikely Nuclear Deal finally succeeded
TRITA PARSI  (Georgetown)

WC27: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
From universalism to pluriverse: contesting the colonial logic of modernity in the global south I

Global Development

Chair  Jeanne W. Simon  (Universidad de Concepcion)
Disc.  Gustavo Morales  (Universidad Javeriana Cali)

Ontological Negotiations for Territory and the Reproduction of Life
Cristina Rojas  (Carleton University)
“The Strategic Use of Radical Narrative by the Ecuadorian State: The Statization of Sumak Kawsay, 2008-2012”
Esteban Nicholls  (Carleton University)
From the plurinational to the pluriverse and back: Exploring the pluriverse, modernity and universalism through the popular-urban religious festivities of Bolivia
Adhemar Mercado  (Aberystwyth University)
From universalism to the pluriverse? Persistent paradoxes on the global left
Janet Conway  (Brock University)
Late Modernity or Post-politics? Contemplating a relational subject model on apathy and protest
Berna Numan

WC28: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Security in Egypt After June 30, 2013: A Range of Perspectives

International Security Studies

Chair  Nancy Okail  (The Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy)
Disc.  Allison Hodgkins  (American University in Cairo)

Selective State Penetration: The relationship between ungovernability, repression, and terrorism in Egypt’s Northern Sinai
Karim Ashour  (American University in Cairo)
Allison Hodgkins  (American University in Cairo)
Jacob Greene  (The Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy)
"Political Sectarianism" in Egypt: A New Conceptual Framework
Amira Mikhail  (Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy)
Arms Transfers to Egypt: Help or Hindrance to Foreign Policy Objectives?
Allison McManus  (The Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy)
Egypt’s Civil Society in the War on Terror
Nancy Okail  (The Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy)

WC29: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Europe on the Edge: Human Rights

Human Rights

Chair  Senem Aydin-Duzgit  (Sabanci University)
Disc.  Mariya Y. Omeicheva  (University of Kansas)

The EU management of the migration crisis and the legitimacy crisis of the EU
Fulvio Attina  (Catania University)
THE NEW WAVE OF MIGRANTS IN EUROPE: THE GEOPOLITICAL CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES
Skyne Uku Wertimer  (California State University, Long Beach)
Reversal of Fortune: Human Rights in the Erdogan Era
Thomas W. Smith  (University of South Florida)
The European Union’s Commitment to Human Rights in its External Relations
Aimee K. Arias  (Florida Atlantic University)
The EU’s depoliticization of Turkey’s civil society in times of re-securitized politics
Hanna Mühlenhoff (VU Amsterdam)

WC30: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
The Contribution of Critical Political Economy: Past, Present, and Future
International Political Economy
Chair: Alan Weston Cafruny (Hamilton College)  
Part.: Herman Schwartz (University of Virginia)  
Part.: Robert Fatton (University of Virginia)  
Part.: Nana De Graaff (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)  
Part.: Alan Weston Cafruny (Hamilton College)

WC34: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Militarization 2.0: Militarization’s social media footprint through an intersectional lens
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair: V. Spike Peterson (University of Arizona)  
Circulating War? Military games; Military social media?  
Nick Robinson (University of Leeds)  
‘Selling’ National Security: Saab, YouTube, and the militarization of Swedish neutrality  
Susan Jackson (Stockholm University)  
Deploying Talent: PMSC, Recruitment and (De-)Militarization  
Jutta Joachim (Leibniz University of Hannover)  
Marlen Martin (University of Hannover)  
Demilitarization via Media: PMSCs and Twitter  
Magnus Dau (University of Siegen)  
Weapon of the Oppressed: Media and Informal Spaces in Iran  
Arash Reisinezhad (Florida International University)

WC35: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
EU climate and energy policy: abrupt or incremental change?  
Environmental Studies
Chair: Elin Lerum Boasson (Department of Political Science, University of Oslo)  
Disc. Jonas Meckling (University of California, Berkeley)  
Subordinating compromises to ambitiousness by norms – Internal division in businesses and EU’s leadership role in climate actions  
Tsutomu Itsumi (Tokyo Metropolitan University)  
Do Too Many Cooks Spoil the Broth? The Institutional Architecture of EU Climate Diplomacy  
Katja Biedenkopf (University of Leuven)  
Goliath Strikes Back: EU Renewable Energy Policy and the Role of State Aid  
Elin Lerum Boasson (Department of Political Science, University of Oslo)  
The Roller Coaster Ride OF EU Emissions Trading: Causes and Cures  
Jorgen Wettestad (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)  
Policy Fracturing: Explaining Discontinuity in EU Renewables Policy  
Sebastian Oberthuer (Free University of Brussels)

WC36: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Intelligence in the Big Data Age
Intelligence Studies  
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations  
International Communication
Chair: Aaron B. Frank (RAND Corporation)  
Disc. Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)  
Assessing Threat Potential in Calls for Leaderless Resistance  
Daniel S. Gressang (US Department of Defense)  
Organizing for Data Science at DIA  
Aaron B. Frank (RAND Corporation)  
Mapping Big Data Analytics to the Intelligence Process  
Damien Van Puyvelde (The University of Texas at El Paso)  
Policing the Future With Big Data: Normative Frameworks, Stakeholders and Imaginaries  
Anno Bunnik (Liverpool Hope University)  
Intelligence Challenges on Identifying Terrorist Behavior Patterns on Internet Social Networks: a Brazilian perspective  
Renato Freitas (INASIS - International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies)

WC37: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Fusing Intelligence in the 21st Century: Overcoming Challenges in Intelligence Sharing
Intelligence Studies
Chair: Niculae Iancu (National Intelligence Academy)  
Disc. Stephen Marrin (James Madison University)  
Instrumentalization of Intelligence Cooperation in Foreign Affairs  
Elena-Daniela Baches (Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)  
A network of peers? Lessons from the official establishment of a French Intelligence Community and resistance to change in the context of the 2015 terrorist attacks  
Olivier Chopin (Sciences Po Paris - EHESS)  
The Paris and Brussels Attacks: Were They Really an Intelligence Failure?  
Emmanuel Karagiannis (King’s College London)  
Looking at Intelligence Cooperation through American Lenses  
Joel Shapiro (National Intelligence University)

WC38: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
New Survey and Experimental Research in International Relations
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair: Stephen G. Brooks (Dartmouth College)  
Disc. Christopher F. Gelpi (The Ohio State University)  
The Face of the Enemy: Images of Foreign Leaders and Popular Support for War  
Rachel Stein (George Washington University)  
Trade, Conflict, and Compromise: Incentives for Cooperative Bargaining Outcomes  
Ryan Brutger (University of Pennsylvania)  
To Whom Do Reputations Adhere? Experimental Evidence on Influence-Specific Reputations  
Jonathan Renshon (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  
Allan Dafoe (Yale University)  
Paul Huth (University of Maryland)
What's Fair in International Politics?
Deborah Jordan Brooks (Dartmouth College)
Stephen G. Brooks (Dartmouth College)
Joshua D. Kertzer (Harvard University)
Kathleen Powers (University of Georgia)

Man, State, and War: An Experimental Approach
William Minozzi (Ohio State University)
Elias Assaf (The Ohio State University)
Andrew Rosenberg (The Ohio State University)
Christopher F. Gelpi (The Ohio State University)

Professional Development Committee

Making an Impact: How to Create and Communicate Policy-relevant Research

WC39: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Committee Panel
Professional Development Committee
Chair  Brent M. Durbin (Smith College)
Part.  James M. Goldgeier (American University)
Part.  Rachel E. Whittlark (Georgia Institute of Technology, Sam Nunn School of International Affairs)
Part.  Philipp Bleek (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey)
Part.  Laura E. Seay (Colby College)
Part.  Peter M. Haas (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Cmte.  Milada Bukovansky (Smith College)
Chair

WC40: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Writing the Excess, Reading the Unwritten: Narratives of Research in Global Politics

"You can't say that!": Donald Trump, populism, and the remaking of American foreign policy
Max Thompson (Royal Military Academy Sandhurst (DIA))

WC41: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Theorising International Organisation II

International Organization
Chair  Burak Kadercan (US Naval War College)
Disc.  John G. Oates (Florida International University)
Experimentalist governance 2.0
Kenneth W. Abbott (Arizona State University)
Duncan Snidal (University of Oxford)
Rethinking Flexibility and Change in International Institutions
Erin R. Graham (Drexel University)
Zoltan Buzas (Drexel University)
A Constitutive Theory of International Authority: The Global Public Interest and the Power of International Organizations
John G. Oates (Florida International University)
The Rise of Informal Intergovernmental Organizations in the Global System
Charles Barclay Roger (University of Toronto)
Interstitial organizations and change across international institutions
Jozef Batora (Comenius University)

WC42: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
The First Image in International Politics: Leaders, Ministers, and Dynasties

Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair  Kai Oppermann (University of Sussex)
Disc.  Kai Oppermann (University of Sussex)
Slowing the development of nuclear weapons programs: Leadership effects and the security environment
Lisa Koch (Claremont McKenna College)
Leader's Childhood Wartime Experience and International Conflict Propensity
Cali M. Ellis (University of Southern California)
War, Performance and the Survival of Foreign Ministers
Hanna Bäck (Lund University)
Alexander Von Hagen-Jamar (Lund University)
Jan Teorell (Department of Political Science, Lund university)
Systematizing and Understanding Foreign Policy Preferences and Change in the International System Among Elites in Non-Major Powers: Approaches, Concepts and Insights
Stephen Macharria Magu (Hampton University)
William Z. Y. Wang (London School of Economics)

WC43: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
The politics of Care and Migration: Exploring Geographic, Gender, Racial and Class Inequalities

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
International Political Sociology
Global Development
Global South Caucus

Chair  Rianne Mahon (Balsillie School of International Affairs)
Long-term Care and Migrant Workers: Comparing Migrant Care Workers in Taiwan and South Korea
Yi-Chun Chien (University of Toronto)

WC44: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Roundtable
The New Intelligence Transparency and Implications for Intelligence Education

Intelligence Studies
Chair  William C. Spracher (National Intelligence University)
Part.  Mark Lowenthal (Intelligence and Security Academy)
Part.  David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)
Part.  Bob de Graaff (Utrecht University)
Part.  Michael Landon-Murray (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs)
Part.  Larry A. Valero (University of Texas at El Paso)
Part.  Ruben Arcos (Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid (Spain))
**WC45: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Radicalization**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Arabinda Acharya (National Defense University, USA)

**Disc.** Arabinda Acharya (National Defense University, USA)

Pathways of Lone-actor Radicalization – A Typology
- Stefan Malthaner (Aarhus University)
- Lasse Lindekkilde (Aarhus University)
- Francis O’Connor (University of Aarhus)

Countering Jihadi Radicalization Behind Bars in the United States and Germany
- Dorle Hellmuth (Catholic University of America)

Understanding Complex Pathways to Radicalization: An fs/QCA approach
- Michael Jensen (National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism)
- Anita Atwell-Seate (University of Maryland)
- Patrick James (National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism)

**Panel**
- Stefan Malthaner (Aarhus University)
- Lasse Lindekkilde (Aarhus University)
- Francis O’Connor (University of Aarhus)

**World Café**

**WC46: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Roundtable**

Reclaiming the future of IR: Intellectual minorities, academic gentrification, and the politics of disciplinary marginalisation

*Theory*
- Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

**Chair** Larry N. George (California State University, Long Beach)

**Part.** Cynthia Weber (University of Sussex)

**Part.** Aggie Hirst (City University London)

**Part.** Jill A. Steans (University of Birmingham)

**Part.** Nicholas Michelsen (King’s College London)

**WC47: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

Is 'Women, Peace and Security' a Cross-Cutting Agenda?

*Connections and mainstreaming*
- Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
- Peace Studies

**Chair** J. Ann Tickner (American University)

**Disc.** Chris Dolan (Refugee Law Project)

Women, Peace and Security: Beyond Theory and Practice
- Jacqui True (Monash University)
- Sara Davies (Griffith University)

Locating masculinities in WPS
- Henri Myr ttinen (International Alert)

WPS and Children in Armed Conflict
- Katrina N. Lee-Koo (Monash University)

Displacement, Migration and the WPS Agenda
- Lucy Hall (University of Amsterdam)
- Susanne Schmeidl (School of Social Sciences, University of New South Wales)

**WC48: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

The Politics of Development and Trade

*International Political Economy*

IOs as actors in the global political economy: Insights from multilateral trade negotiations
- Matias E. Margulis (University of Stirling)

- Joel T. Shelton (Elon University)
- Scott Nelson (Virginia Tech)

The changing discourse on development within the trade regime
- Clara Weinhardt (Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences, University of Bremen)
- Angela Geck (University of Freiburg)

Company-state relations in global governance: Private standards, market concentration, and a political economy of exports
- Ellen Alexandra Holmstam (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

The Good Life – Addressing Rural Underdevelopment in Nigeria: A Critical Review of the Role of Rural Industrialization
- Ti Akande (University of Massachusetts Lowell)

**WC49: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

Laws and Norms to Control Violence

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Charli Carpenter (University of Massachusetts)

**Disc.** Charli Carpenter (University of Massachusetts)

Militias, Partisans, and Liberator: Normative Change and the Legitimization of Nonstate Violence
- Ward Thomas (College of the Holy Cross)

On the Efficacy of Torture: Evidence from the Spanish Inquisition
- Ron Hassner (University of California Berkeley)

How Terrorism Changed War: Why the Just War Tradition No Longer Matters
- Darius E. Watson (Bellevue University)

How Law of War and Ethics Training Shapes Combatant Conduct: Comparing the U.S. Army and Philippine Army
- Andrew Bell (U.S. Naval Academy)

Let Slip the Laws of War: Legalism, Legitimacy, and Military Professionalism
- Doyle K. Hodges (Princeton University)

**WC50: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

Challenges of Military-Technological Innovations

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Mauro Gilli (ETH Zurich)

**Chair** Andrea Gilli (Stanford University)

**Disc.** Andrea Gilli (Stanford University)

**Disc.** Mauro Gilli (ETH Zurich)

Deadly IEDs: The Dramatic Rise in Killing of Civilians
- Ken Rutherford (James Madison University)

Tear gas as a technology of (post)colonial pacification
- Miguel de Larrinaga (University of Ottawa)

Robotic Systems and Military Capabilities: Force Structure and Design
- Thiago Borne Ferreira (Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul | UFRGS)

Changing Warfare: Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems as a Challenge to International Norms
- Ingvild Bode (University of Kent)

- Hendrik Huelss (University of Kent)

Are You Certain, Hal? - Artificial intelligence and epistemic uncertainty as a challenge to revisionist just war theory
- Jack McDonald (King’s College London)
WC51: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Civil resistance in contexts of armed violence

Peace Studies

Chair  Maciej Bartkowski (International Center on Nonviolent Conflict)
Disc.  Oliver Kaplan (University of Denver)
Disc.  Maciej Bartkowski (International Center on Nonviolent Conflict)

Oblique Noncooperation: Exploring forms of civilian opposition to armed groups in Colombia
Juan Masullo Jimenez (European University Institute, OCV, Yale University)

Under a Rebel Flag: Social Resistance under Insurgent Rule in Aceh
Shane J. Barter (Soka University of America)

Resilience to Sectarian Violence in Baghdad
Ami Carpenter (University of San Diego)

Civil resistance against non-state violent actors: the case of the indigenous community of Saweto
Sofía Vizcarra (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú)

Cécile Alexa Mouly (FLACSO-Ecuador)

Panel

WC52: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Power Dynamics and State Strategies

International Security Studies

Chair  William C. Wohlforth (Dartmouth College)
Disc.  David M. Edelstein (Georgetown University)

The Accidental Hegemon: America’s Inadvertent Rise to World Power
Nicholas Anderson (Yale University)

Sharing the Burden: Unipolarity, Nuclear Weapons, and World Government
Nuno Monteiro (Yale University)

Embedded revisionism: networks, institutions, and state strategies
Stacie Goddard (Wellesley College)

Grand Strategic Crucibles: The Lasting Effects of Military Intervention on State Strategy
Rebecca Lissner (Friedman) (Georgetown University)

Falling Giants: Rising States and the Fate of Declining Great Powers
Joshua R. Itzkowitz Shiffrin (Texas A&M University)

Panel

WC53: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Peacebuilding policy: lost between reflection and implementation?

Peace Studies

Chair  Eileen Babbitt (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)
Disc.  Eileen Babbitt (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)

Mass Atrocity Prediction and Assessment: The Scholarship-Policy Nexus
Ernesto Verdeja (University of Notre Dame)

From buzzword to broadened analysis: inclusivity in the mediation literature
Sara Hellmüller (University of Basel, Swisspeace)

Understanding research, policy and practice synergies in the field of transitional justice
Briny Jones (University of Basel)
Julie Bernath (swisspeace; University of Basel)
Ulrike Lühe (swisspeace/University of Basel)

When does research impact on policy in peacebuilding?
Laurent Goetschel (University of Basel / swisspeace)

Foreign peacebuilding intervention and the (im)possibility of emancipatory local agency for social justice in conflict zones
Chuck Thiessen (Coventry University)
Sean (John James) Byrne (University of Manitoba)

Panel

WC55: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Politics of the African Anticolonial Archive

Global Development

Chair  Isaac A. Kamola (Trinity College)
Disc.  Shiera S. Malik (DePaul University)

Comradeship, committed and conscious: Anticolonial thought in the archives of struggle
Branwen Gruffydd Jones (Cardiff University)

Archives and/as the Limits of Sovereignty
Timothy Vasko (Cornell University)

The Skin and the Stool: Re-Crafting Histories of Belonging in Northern Ghana
Anatoli I. Ignatov (Appalachian State University)

Dancing to Another Beat: Popular Music as a Challenge to the Politics of the Western Archive
Mide Ni Shuilleabhain (DCU)

Framing Ken Saro-Wiwa: An Examination Of American and British Press Coverage Of His Environmental Activism
Christopher R. Cook (University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown)

Panel

WC56: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Third Party Interventions from Negotiated Settlements to Reconciliation

Peace Studies

Chair  Fen Osler Hampson (The Centre for International Governance Innovation)
Disc.  Fen Osler Hampson (The Centre for International Governance Innovation)

Non-State Armed Groups after Military Interventions
Christopher D. Linebarger (The University of Texas at El Paso)
Jeremy L. Wells (Texas State University)

Managing communal conflicts: State intervention and conflict recurrence
Emma Elfversson (Uppsala University)

Third Party Intervention and Natural Resources - The Role of Lootability
Raja Shanti Ranjan Sarkar (University of Arizona)

Substitutable Violence: The Effects of Third Party Support on One-Sided and Conventional Violence in Civil War
Isak Skov (Rice University)

Panel

WC57: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Opening the Black Box of Cyber-Operations: A New Paradigm for Understanding Cyber-Enabled Conflict and International Relations

International Security Studies

Chair  Thomas Rid (War Studies, King’s College London)
Disc.  Jon Lindsay (University of Toronto)

The Cybersecurity Dilemma
Ben Buchanan (Harvard University)

Surprise, Westphalia, and Conflict in an Emergent Deeply Cybere World
Chris C. Demchak (US Naval War College & University of Arizona)
Reframing the Cyber Offense-Defense Balance: From Technology to Skilled Practice
Rebecca M. Slayton (Cornell University)

Managing Complexity: Categorizing Skill in the Reuptake Process
Trey Herr (Harvard Kennedy School)
Drew Herrick (George Washington University)

Offense-Defense Asymmetries: A View from Inside Cyber-Operations
Matthew Monte (Self)

WC58: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The Politics of Peacekeeping Forces
International Security Studies
Chair: Lise Morje Howard (Georgetown University)
Disc.: Lise Morje Howard (Georgetown University)

Beyond Alliance Politics: Explaining the ISAF involvement of Norway and Sweden in Afghanistan
Erik Noreen (Uppsala University)
Roxanna Sjostedt (Lund University)

Token Forces: How International Legitimacy Considerations Have Transformed Contemporary Military Coalition-Building
Katharina Coleman (University of British Columbia)
Ben Nyblade (UCLA)

The Production of Verification? Endogenous and Exogenous Influences on Ceasefire Verification Missions.
Rupert Burridge (University of Oxford)

"Hitting the Political Heart of Decision-Making Power": Targeted Sanctions, Multilateral Peace Missions and the Key Role of UN Panels of Experts
Benjamin Spatz (Tufts University)

China’s Involvement in Africa’s Security: The Case of China’s Participation in the MINUSMA
Jean-Pierre Cabestan (Hong Kong Baptist University)

WC59: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
(Re-)theorizing the Nuclear Condition
International Political Sociology
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Theory
Chair: Rens van Munster (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Disc. Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)
Disc. John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)
Part. Benoit Pelopidas (Sciences Po)
Part. Sonja Amadae (University of Helsinki)

WC60: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Decay and Global Political Change
Theory
Chair: Synne Laastad Dvyik (University of Sussex)
Disc. Alison Howell (Rutgers University, Newark)

The temporal decay of the modern international
Tom Lundborg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)
Decay and the ontology of war: The half-life of military signs and objects in the Swedish Armed Forces
Dan Oberg (Swedish Defence University)

A Politics of Putrefaction: Decay and Death in Security Studies
Jessica Auchtter (University of Tennessee at Chattanooga)

Why Hasn’t Everything Already Decayed? Toward a Critique of Nostalgic Politics
Ryan Artrip (Guilford College)

Decision Decay: Pulling the Trigger in Contemporary War
Geoffrey A. Whitehall (Acadia University)

WC61: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Making Good on the Practice Turn
International Political Sociology

Disc. Sanjoy Banerjee (San Francisco State University)
The Other Diplomat: Canadian Tourist Practices in Cuba and Implications for the U.S.-Cuban Normalization Process
Lana Wylie (McMaster University)

Agency in practice. The case of diplomats’ improvisations during regime change
Jeremy Cornut (Simon Fraser University)

Media ecology and international practices
Chiara De Franco (University of Southern Denmark)

International Sociology of Finance: Epistemic Order and its Practice
Benjamin Wilhelm (University of Giessen)

WC62: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Becoming Weapon II: Machine Being
Theory

Chair: John Protevi (Louisiana State University)

Lethal Visions: The Eye as Function of the Weapon
Antoine Bousquet (Birkbeck, University of London)

Substances at War: Theorizing the Weaponized Body through Combat Drugs
Ben Foldy (Independent Scholar)

Enemies of the state? The discrepancy between threat and use in the weaponization of infectious agents
Gitte du Plessis (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

A Mind With A Taste for Murder: Autonomous Weapons and the Futures of Martial Consciousness
Jairus V. Grove (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

WC63: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Intergenerational Trauma and Reconciliation
Peace Studies

Chair: Cyanne E. Loyle (Indiana University)

Intergenerational reconciliation in post-transitional societies
Anja Mih (HUMBOLDT-VIADRINA Center on Governance through Human Rights)

Conceptualizing Maternal Harms in Conflict
Fionnuala Ni Aolain (University of Minnesota Law School)

‘We Forgive But We Don’t Forget’: Trauma and Recovery in Sierra Leone
Kieran MITTON (King’s College London)

Remembering the Disappeared: Female-Headed Households in Northern Sri Lanka

Rebekka C. Friedman (King’s College London)

Epistemology as a resource for transitional justice: Healing the intergenerational legacy of Indian Residential Schools
Rosemary L. Nagy (Nipissing University, Canada)

Reconciliation and its subtypes
Natália da Costa Pereira Bueno (University of Coimbra)
Exploring Change and Complexity in Humanitarian and Human Rights Approaches

**Panel**

Chair: Dave Benjamin  
(University of Bridgeport)

Disc.: Dave Benjamin  
(University of Bridgeport)

Humanitarian and Human Rights Approaches: Two Sides of the Same Coin?

Tina Kempin Reuter  
(University of Alabama at Birmingham)

Russia and Humanitarian Intervention: Challenging Western Normative Hegemony

Christoph H. Stefes  
(University of Colorado Denver)

Betcy Jose  
(University of Colorado Denver)

Humanitarian (in)Security: Risk Management in Complex Environments

Amanda Guidero  
(Creighton University)

The Current Pattern of the International Interventions for Human Protection: a framework for analysis

Luiz Gustavo Franco  
(University of Brasília)

A critical assessment of the humanitarian sector today: rising actors, new trends?

Victor Miranda  
(Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Gisela Castro  
(Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

---

Bridging the New and the Old in Diplomacy Studies

**Panel**

Chair: Seanon Wong  
(Chinese University of Hong Kong)

Disc.: Patricia Greve  
(University of Toronto)

The ideal diplomat: The link between diplomatic tradition and diplomatic practice

Jeffrey Robertson  
(Yonsei University)

Changing Diplomacy in a Changing World: An Historical Overview from Machiavelli to Twitter

Akça Ataç  
(Çankaya University)

Digital Domestic Diplomacy: The New Two-Level Game?

Corneliu O. Bjola  
(University of Oxford)

Ilan Manor  
(University of Oxford)

Public diplomacy in new and old European democracies: how institutional understanding shapes practices

Elena Alina Dolea  
(University of Bucharest)

Diana Ingenhoff  
(University of Fribourg)

How to Assess the Digital Diplomacy Effectiveness: Scope and Limitations

Radomir Bolgov  
(Saint Petersburg State University)

---

Rebels, Ex-combatants and Peacebuilding

**Panel**

Chair: Alpaslan Ozerdem  
(Coventry University)

Disc.: Sukanya Podder  
(King's College London)

Lasting Peace or Temporary Calm? Rebel Group Decapitation and Civil War Outcomes

Kirssa Cline Ryckman  
(University of Arizona)

Voting for Militants: Rebel Wartime Elections

Reyko Huang  
(Texas A&M University)

Under the Umbrella: Re-negotiating Rebel Fragmentation in Central America

Eric S. Mosinger  
(University of California Irvine)

When the Rebels Win: State Building and Service Provision after Rebel Victory

Kai Thaler  
(Harvard University)

Explaining the Success of Rebel and Militia Successor Parties

Sarah Daly  
(University of Notre Dame)

---

Past Thinkers for Present Times (II): The Place of Political Thought for International Ethics

**Panel**

Chair: Vassilios Paipais  
(University of St Andrews)

Disc.: E. H. Carr and Ali Mazrui: Deconstructing Foundational Thinkers for Sustainable International Relations

Jayantha Jayman  
(St. Lawrence University)

The Light of the Phoenix: Ideology and State Reconstitution in Republican China and Sengoku Japan

Graham Odell  
(University of California, Irvine)

Hi-stories of sovereignty and human rights: Critiquing the myth of Westphalia and the Holocaust

Tiffany Williams  
(University of California, Irvine)

---

Time and the Politics of In/security

**Panel**

Chair: Deborah Avant  
(University of Denver)

Disc.: Fiona Adamson  
(SOAS, University of London)

Theorizing the Temporal Exception: War-time, Clausewitz and the Presentist Approach to War

Christopher B. McIntosh  
(Bard College)

Rhythm and Temporality in Ontological Security

Ty Solomon  
(University of Glasgow)

Standards of security and global timing practices

Andrew R. Hom  
(University of Edinburgh)

Peace in Time: Unpacking 'Peace' through the Concept of Utopia

Felix Berenskoetter  
(SOAS, University of London)

Of the time of securitization

Badredine Arifi  
(University of Florida)

---

Inequality and Political Economy of Identity

**Panel**

Chair: Erika Frydenlund  
(Old Dominion University)

Disc.: Nicolas De Zamaroczy  
(Jindal School of International Affairs)

Group Based Inequality around the World: What Do We Know?

Rachel Miyoshi Gisselquist  
(United Nations University (UNU-WIDER))

Liliana Narvaez Rodriguez  
(Brunel University)

Issue Framing and Land Tenure Reform in Côte d’Ivoire: Navigating the Minefield

Matthew I. Mitchell  
(University of Saskatchewan)

Europe’s Forgotten Immigrants: Migrant Roma Incorporation in France and Spain

Natasha Bennett  
(University of California, Santa Barbara)
The Political Power of Financial Markets: How Sovereign Borrowing Costs Affect Conflict Termination
Kyu Young Lee (University of Iowa)

Asymmetric Lines: World Heritage and the White City Imaginary
Robert Flahive (Virginia Tech)

Disobedience, Resistance, and Transgression in Military Organizations

WC70: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Roundtable

WC71: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Roundtable

WC72: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel

WC73: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel

WC74: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel

WC75: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel

The Preconditions of Diplomacy in International Society

The Preconditions of Diplomacy in International Society

Diplomatic Studies

Chair Joshua King (Clemson University)
Disc. Reed Davis (Seattle Pacific University)

The Moral Basis of Salisbury's and Bismarck's Realism
Clinton Condra (Baylor University)

Eisenhower Platz Wartime Embassy: The United States in Grosvenor Square 1938-1945
J. Simon Rofe (SOAS University of London)

The Case for Diplomatic Immunity in a Changing World
Olivia Carroll (Baylor University)

US Diplomacy toward the Philippines in the immediate postcolonial period.
Ashley Cox (SOAS, University of London)

Democracy and Foreign Policy Behaviour: A Study of Pakistan Diplomacy towards India 1988-1999
Bhupendra Kumar (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

Human Trafficking and the Political Economy of Human Rights Exploitation

Human Rights

International Political Economy

Chair Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)
Disc. Payam Foroughi (OSCE Academy in Bishkek)

Market-Friendly Policies and Human Trafficking: Free Markets, Unfree Workers?
Robert G. Blanton (University of Alabama at Birmingham)
Shannon Lindsey Blanton (University of Alabama at Birmingham)
Dursun Peksen (University of Memphis)

Migration, Human Trafficking and Human Rights: An Analysis of Human Trafficking Networks
Demet Y. Mousseau (University of Central Florida)

Natural Disasters and Human Trafficking: Do Disasters Affect a State's Ability to Confront Trafficking?
Zack Bowersox (Emory University)

Psychological Narratives Related to Human Trafficking in South Asia: A study based on Documentaries.
Vaishali Raghuvanshi (South Asian University)

International Human Rights Institutions Effect on Human Trafficking: Creating Change Through Institutions
Taylor McNeely (University of Southern Mississippi)
WC6: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Roundtable
Assessing the Normative Turn: Is International Relations Ethical?

**International Ethics**

Chair  
Steven Torrente (Metropolitan State University of Denver)

Part.  
Luke B. Campbell (Northwest Missouri State University)

Part.  
Mervyn Frost (King’s College London)

Part.  
Richard Beardsworth (University of Aberystwyth)

Part.  
Harry D. Gould (Florida International University)

Part.  
Alexandria J. Innes (University of East Anglia)

Part.  
Cian O’Driscoll (University of Glasgow)

Part.  
Elke Schwarz (University of Leicester)

WC7: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel
Politics of Economic Sanctions

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

Chair  
Katja Kleinberg (Binghamton University (SUNY))

Disc.  
Susan H. Allen (University of Mississippi)

Sanctioning the Homeland

Tyler Kustra (New York University)

Statecraft or Sacrifice? The Domestic Political Dynamics of Economic Sanctions

Clayton Webb (University of Kansas)

Coercive Diplomacy and Democratization: Economic Sanction and Electoral Consequences

Beomseob Park (University of Missouri)

Counting Chickens: examining the reputation effect in economic sanctions

A Young Chun (Yonsei University)

Economic Sanctions as Signals: How Can a State Signal its Intentions Clearly?

Feifei Ji (China’s Foreign Affair University, UCLA)

WC8: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel
China and the WTO

**International Political Economy**

Chair  
Zining Yang (Claremont Graduate University)

Disc.  
Falin Zhang (Peking University)

Bias in International Courts after 09/11: Large A Natural Experiment in the WTO Dispute Settlement

Umberto Mignozzetti (New York University)

Does WTO Appellation Body Decisions Influence Trade? Evidence from a Quasi-Natural Experiment

Eric Arias (New York University)

Umberto Mignozzetti (New York University)

An Assessment of the WTO Effectiveness from a Network Perspective

Zining Yang (Claremont Graduate University)

Piotr Zagarowski (US Army)

China’s Trade Policy in the age of WTO crisis

Anna Wrobel (University of Warsaw)

WC9: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel
United Nations: Human Rights Norm Entrepreneur

**Human Rights**

Chair  
Ellen Jenny Ravndal (Lund University)

Disc.  
Alexander Dukalskis (University College Dublin)

When Global Governance Wins: The role of the United Nations in Decolonization

Leopold Lovelace (California State Polytechnic University at Pomona)

Anna Lovelace (University High School)

Government Criticism and Sympathy: Competing Transnational Advocacy Network Statements on Middle East and North African States at the UN Universal Periodic Review

Byungwon Woo (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)

HUMAN RIGHTS AND GOOD GOVERNANCE PEER REVIEWS: HARE OR TORTOISE?

Edward R. McMahon (University of Vermont)

From an ambitious project to a concrete reality: The case of the Universal Periodic Review

Pilar Elizalde (London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE))

Agenda Setting in the United Nations – A study of Policy Diffusion within International Organizations

Stefanie Kasperek (Temple University)

When Global Governance Wins: The role of the United Nations in Decolonization

Leopold Lovelace (California State Polytechnic University at Pomona)

Anna Lovelace (University High School)

Government Criticism and Sympathy: Competing Transnational Advocacy Network Statements on Middle East and North African States at the UN Universal Periodic Review

Byungwon Woo (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)

HUMAN RIGHTS AND GOOD GOVERNANCE PEER REVIEWS: HARE OR TORTOISE?

Edward R. McMahon (University of Vermont)

From an ambitious project to a concrete reality: The case of the Universal Periodic Review

Pilar Elizalde (London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE))

Agenda Setting in the United Nations – A study of Policy Diffusion within International Organizations

Stefanie Kasperek (Temple University)
WC82: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Ideology and Foreign Aid

Panel

International Political Economy

Chair: Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)
Disc.: Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)

Understanding Foreign Aid Distribution of Emerging Donors
Onur Sen (Georgia State University)

New Principles, Modified Norms, or Chinese Approaches: Explaining China’s Norm-making Activities in Global Governance
Bowen Yu (University of Toronto)

Exporting Social Welfare Values Abroad: The Effect of Donor Ideology on Foreign Aid
Jeffrey King (University of Missouri)

Geopolitical Alignment and U.S. Economic Aid in the Cold War
James Lee (Princeton University)

WC83: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Inter-Group Dynamics in Insurgencies and Revolutions

Panel

International Security Studies

Chair: Peter Krause (Boston College)
Disc.: Peter Krause (Boston College)

Fracturing Violence: The Causes of Terrorist Group Splintering
Tarun Chaudhary (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Jenna Jordan (Georgia Institute of Technology)

The Iran Hostage Crisis Rivedited: Anti-Americanism and the Communist Threat
Mohammad Tabba (Texas A&M University)

Explaining Rebels’ Limited Use of Violence During the Initial Stages of Insurgency
Janet Lewis (U.S. Naval Academy)

Infighting, Ideology, and Network Structure in the Syrian Insurgency
Emily Kalah Gade (University of Washington)
Michael Gabbay (University of Washington)
Mohammed Hafez (Naval Postgraduate School)

Fragmentation and cohesion in post-communist wars: Comparing the former Yugoslavia and Ukraine’s Donbas
Philipp Roseberry (Queen’s University)

WC84: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Great Transformations? Dynamics of Change in the World Trading System

Panel

International Political Economy

Chair: Laura C. Mahrenbach (Technical University of Munich)
Disc.: Elizabeth A. Smythe (Concordia University College of Alberta)

The ‘Glocal’ Politics of Trade: The Case of TTIP/TPP-Free Municipalities
Gabriel Siles-Brügge (University of Warwick)

Debating Global Trade: The Changing Character of the WTO Public Forum
James Scott (King’s College London)
Amy Wood (University of Toronto)

The WTO’s Governance Functions in the Era of Preferential Trade Agreements
Silke Trommer (University of Manchester)

The Making of Global Trade Justice: On the Professionalization of Oxfam
Matthew Eagleton-Pierce (SOAS, University of London)

Recalcitrant Spoiler? The Transformation of India’s Negotiating Agenda from Uruguay to Doha
Kristen Hopewell (University of Edinburgh)

WC85: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Russian Foreign Policy

Panel

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair: Victoria Panova (Far Eastern Federal University)
Disc.: Yuval Weber (Harvard University (Department of Government and Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies))

Russia’s Energy Diplomacy with China: Short-Term Benefits but Long-Term Danger?
Bo Xu (University of Iowa)
William M. Reisinger (University of Iowa)

Systemic Balancing and Regional Hedging: The Two-Level Nature of Contemporary China-Russia Relations
Alexander Korolev (Centre on Asia and Globalisation, Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National Univ of Singapore)

Russia’s Asian Pivot: New Dimensions, Challenges and Opportunities
Anna Kireeva (Moscow State Institute of International Relations, the MFA of Russia (MGIMO-University))

WC86: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Launching and Managing Academic Journals

Panel

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: J. Andrew Grant (Queen’s University)
Chair: Marko Kovacevic (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)
Part.: Zlatko Sabic (University of Ljubljana)
Part.: Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)
Part.: Ruth Blakeley (University of Kent)
Part.: Timothy P. Edmunds (University of Bristol)
Part.: Roger Mac Ginty (University of Manchester)
Part.: Marko Kovacevic (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)

FTGS Eminent Scholar Panel: Celebration of Professor Marianne H. Marchand

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair: Megan H. MacKenzie (The University of Sydney)
Honoree: Marianne H. Marchand (University of the Americas Puebla)
Part.: Jane L. Parpart (University of Massachusetts Boston and Dalhousie University)
Part.: Anne Sisson Runyan (University of Cincinnati)
Part.: Suzanne Bergeron (University of Michigan, Dearborn)
Part.: Cynthia Weber (University of Sussex)
Part.: Monica Trujillo-Lopez (Universidad Popular Autónoma del Estado de Puebla)
Part.: Laura Catharine Macdonald (Carleton University)
Peace Studies Section: Distinguished Scholar Roundtable

WD02: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Chair Gearoid M. Millar (University of Aberdeen)
Honorees Eileen Babbitt (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)
Ronald James Fisher (American University)
George A. Lopez (University of Notre Dame)

Junior Scholar Symposia

Human Security, Refugees & Migration
WD03: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Chair James F. Hollifield (Southern Methodist University)

Junior Scholar Symposium

Racism, Discrimination, and Human Trafficking
WD03-A: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Disc. Aigul Kulnazarova (School of Global Studies, Tama University)
Disc. Zehra Arat (University of Connecticut)
Should they Stay or Should they Go: Are there Benefits from Refugee Hosting?
Erika Frydenlund (Old Dominion University)
You Can’t Go Home Again: Return Migration, Nationality and Citizenship after Civil War
Stephanie Schwartz (Columbia University)
Police as Security Providers for Sex Workers? – On the Adaptability of a State Institution after Changes in Swiss Prostitution and Migration Laws
Mira Fey (The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
The Role of Racism in the European Migrant Crisis and Crisis of Violence
Kyrie Kowalik (University of Massachusetts, Lowell)

WD03-B: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Are the Foundations of the EU Threatened?
Disc. Laurent Goetschel (University of Basel / swisspeace)
Disc. Markus Kornprobst (Vienna School of International Studies)
The People versus the European Union: Immigration and Securing Europe’s Borders
Jamie Surface (Portland State University)
The Geopolitics of Russia and the Future of Schengen
Francis Abugbilla (University of Arizona)
Disunification Through Securitization: The European Union’s Common Foreign Policy after the Paris Attacks
Andrew McWard (Hendrix College)

WD03-C: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
New Thinking on Nationalism, Security and Immigration
Disc. Maria Koinova (Warwick University)
Disc. Navnita C. Behera (Delhi University)
Nationalism and Militarized Interstate Disputes
Emir Yazici (University of Missouri)

WD03-D: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Global Responses to the Syrian Refugee Crisis
Junior Scholar Symposia
Disc. Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)
When Refugees Go South: Assessing Brazilian Policies for Syrian Refugees
Andre Guzzi (CUNY Graduate Center)
The Least of all Possible Justice: Syrian Urban Refugees in Lebanon
Deen Sharp (CUNY, GC)
The Urban Protection Gap: Reproductive Health Care Access for the Displaced
Laura McElroy (Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy)

WD05: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
World Orders and Catastrophic and Existential Threats
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)
Part. Barry Buzan (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. Allan Dafoe (Yale University)
Part. Ronald J. Deibert (University of Toronto)
Part. Jairus V. Grove (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Part. Audra Mitchell (Balsillie School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University)
Part. Ole Waever (University of Copenhagen)

WD07: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Transnational Application of Human Rights Obligations
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Human Rights
International Law
Chair George J. Andreopoulos (City University of New York)
Part. George J. Andreopoulos (City University of New York)
Part. Henry (Chip) Carey (Georgia State University)
Part. Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen (Raoul Wallenberg Institute for Human Rights, Lund)
Part. Mark Gibney (University of North Carolina Asheville)

WD10: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Changing Regions in International Politics
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)
Disc. Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)
Constructing the Caribbean: Changing Identities, Institutionalization and Policy
Jacqueline Braveboy-Wagner (City University of New York)
Shatterbelts 2.0: Dominance Vacuums and Regional Conflict
J. Patrick Rhamey, Jr. (Virginia Military Institute)
In Search of Super Asia: The Amalgamation of Multiple Regional Subsystems
Manjeet Pardesi (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)
William R. Thompson (Indiana University)
J. Patrick Rhamey, Jr. (Virginia Military Institute)
Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)

Where Does Turkey Belong? A Values Analysis
Birol A. Yesilada (Portland State University)
Osman Tanrikulu (Portland State University)

Regions and Hierarchies: The Impact on conflict behavior
Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)
Paul Bezerra (University of Arizona)
J. Patrick Rhamey, Jr. (Virginia Military Institute)
Kelly Gordell (University of Arizona)

**Panel**

**Chair**
Maria Mällksoo (Brussels School of International Studies, University of Kent)

**Part.**
Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)
Ole Jacob Sending (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
Ingvild Bode (University of Kent)
Felix Berenskoetter (SOAS, University of London)

**Kelly Gordell** (University of Arizona)

**Chair**
J. Patrick Rhamey, Jr. (Virginia Military Institute)

**Part.**
William R. Thompson (Indiana University)

**Part.**
David Kang (University of Southern California)

**Part.**
John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)

**Part.**
Shiping Tang (Fudan University, Shanghai, China)

**Presidential Roundtable**

**Understanding the New Dynamics of International Relations in East Asia**

**Chair**
Kai He (Griffith University)

**Part.**
Amitav Acharya (American University)

**Part.**
Steve Chan (University of Colorado)

**Part.**
Rosemary J. Foot (University of Oxford)

**Part.**
Evelyn Goh (Australian National University)

**Part.**
David Kang (University of Southern California)

**Part.**
John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)

**Part.**
Shiping Tang (Fudan University, Shanghai, China)

**Panel**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**International Security Studies**

**Chair**
Richard Lacquement (U.S. Army War College)

**Disc.**
Ryan Grauer (University of Pittsburgh)

**The Real "Revolution in Military Affairs"? Technological Change and the Decline of the Mass Military**

**Daniel R. Lake** (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)

**Challenges to American Strategic Thought and Revamping Professional Military Education**

**Gregory Miller** (Joint Advanced Warfighting School, National Defense University)

**Cycles of War and Change: America’s First Battles, Last battles and Learning for the next war**

**Richard Lacquement** (U.S. Army War College)

**Theorizing emotions and war**

**Gunhild Hoogensen Gjørv** (UIT The Arctic University of Norway)

**Aglaya Snetkov** (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)

**Changing visions of war: How do militaries modify their thinking about future conflict**

**Alon Posner** (Hebrew University Jerusalem)

**Roundtable**

**Revisiting the Dimensions of Human Rights and Security: Insights from Foundational Principles and Cases**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair**
Edward Kwon (Northern Kentucky University)

**Disc.**
Andrea Birdsall (University of Edinburgh)

**Tautological Relations: Why Security Problems and Human Rights Issues Persist in Northeast Asia**

**Anthony DiFilippo** (Lincoln University)

**Lessons for Human Rights of the secret Holocaust indictments of the UNWCC**

**Daniel T. Plesch** (School of Oriental and African Studies)

**Political Equality as a Universal and Foundational Human Right**

**Thomas De Luca** (Fordham University)

**Dimensions of UN human rights prioritisation as a hindrance to conflict resolution and political engagement in the Horn of Africa**

**Tanja Müller** (University of Manchester)

**Panel**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Presidential Risk Propensity and Intervention in Interstate Conflict**

**Jonathan Keller** (James Madison University)

**Keith A. Grant** (James Madison University)

**Dennis M. Foster** (Virginia Military Institute)

**Avoiding the Foreign Military Intervention Quagmire: Factors that Facilitate Exit**

**Marie Olson Lounsbury** (East Carolina University)

**Frederic Stephen Pearson** (Wayne State University)

**Militant Groups and the Escalation to Civil War**

**Christopher D. Linebarger** (The University of Texas at El Paso)

**Patterns of Continuity and Change in US Military Interventions since 2001**

**Aaron Ettinger** (University of Waterloo)

**Rosie’s Revenge: Foreign Information Campaigns and US Interventions in Civil War**

**Benjamin T. Jones** (The University of Mississippi)

**Eleonora Mattiacci** (Amherst College)

**Panel**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Authoritarian Non-Western Powers, Contested Norms, and Changing International Orders**

**Chair**
Natasha C. Kuhrt (King’s College London)

**Disc.**
Alexander Cooley (Columbia University)

**Authoritarian Rising Powers and Normative Contestation in the Liberal Order: Theorizing the Power Politics of Norms and Identity**

**Gregorio Bettiza** (University of Exeter)

**David G. Lewis** (University of Exeter)

**A Global Commons with Chinese Characteristics: China’s Reinterpretation of the Commons in two Domains**

**Carla Freeman** (Johns Hopkins SAIS)
Exporting the Security Apparatus Abroad: Governing Central Asian Extremists in Russia
Edward Lemon (University of Exeter)

China’s Growing Institutional Power and the Renegotiation of International Order
Beverley Loke (University of Exeter)

All Unhappy Families: Critical Junctures and the Limits of the Authoritarian Backlash
Lauren Farmer (Temple University)

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Women’s Caucus
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Understanding Change in World Politics: The Emerging Voices of Women Leaders in Foreign Policy: Madeleine Albright and US/EU Relations.
Eleanor E. Zeff (Drake University)

How do Norms Travel? Global Gender Equality Norms and Development Cooperation
Lars Engberg-Pedersen (Danish Institute for International Studies)

Women as National Government Leaders: Markers of Change in World Politics?
Karen Garner (SUNY Empire State College)

Maria Dalton (University of St Andrews)

Informal Governance in World Politics

International Organization

Chair Kenneth W. Abbott (Arizona State University)
Disc. Robert O. Keohane (Princeton University)
Disc. Lisa Martin (University of Wisconsin, Madison)

Face and Facial Disfigurations: Self and Alterations of Self
Florentina C. Andreescu (University of Norh Carolina, Wilmington)

Locating Islamic States on the Continent of International Law
Barbara Koremenos (U-M)

Bypassing Domestic Political Constraints through Informal Intergovernmental Organizations
Duncan Snidal (University of Oxford)

Felicity A. Vabulas (University of Chicago)

Flexibility by Design: Institutional Provisions for Accession to International Organizations
Christina Davis (Princeton University)

Human Rights, International Law and the Politics of Compliance

Human Rights
International Law

Chair Luciana Oliveira (Puc-Minas)
Disc. Payam Foroughi (OSCE Academy in Bishkek)

State Capacities, Willingness and the Human Rights Compliance Deficit in Mexico
Alejandro Anaya Muñoz (Center for Teaching and Research in Economics (CIDE))

From Litigation to Rights: How National Human Rights Institutions Induce Compliance with Regional Human Rights Courts’ Rulings
Jillienne E. Haglund (University of Kentucky)

Ryan Merrill Welch (Arizona State University)

Torture and Its Discontents: Determinants of Anti-Torture Norm Compliance in Postcommunist Central Asia—A Comparison of Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan vis-à-vis Adherence to UNCAT and OPCAT
Payam Foroughi (OSCE Academy in Bishkek)

Informal Flexibility and Commitment to the Convention against Torture
Moonhawk Kim (University of Colorado at Boulder)

Yvonne M. Dutton (Indiana University Robert H. McKinney Law School)

Cody Eldredge (Bates College)

Examining the Influence of International Norms and Sanctioning on State Respect for Prisoners’ Rights: A Field Experiment with Foreign Missions
Zhanna Terechshenko (The Pennsylvania State University)

Charles Crabtree (University of Michigan)

Kristine Eck (Uppsala University)

Christopher Fariss (Pennsylvania State University)

Gendering identity, embodiment and war

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
International Security Studies

Chair Ben Walter (University of Queensland)
Disc. David John Duriesmith (The University of Melbourne)

Change, war and violence: militant women in Colombia
Serena Simoni (Samford University)

The Multiple Embodiments of Counterinsurgency: Performing Gender in the ‘Theatre of War’
Synne Laastad Dyvik (University of Sussex)

Rebecca Wilson (University of St Andrews)

Feminist warriors, troubled individuals or rebels for a cause?
Women’s motivations to join militias during the Lebanese Civil War (1975 – 1990) and their experiences after joining
Jennifer Philippa Eggert (University of Warwick)
**Online Media Caucus**

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair** Danielle L. Lupton (Colgate University)

**Disc.** Danielle L. Lupton (Colgate University)

Rerouting Refugees: Race, Gender, Religion and Poverty in Public Discourses of Refugees.

Alexandria J. Innes (University of East Anglia)

Political Discourse Bias: Automated Content Analysis Across Six Languages

Leah Cathryn Windsor (The University of Memphis)  
Alistair Windsor (The University of Memphis)

Twitter and Transformative Diplomacy: Social Media and Iran-US Relations

Constance Duncombe (University of Queensland)

The Instrumentalization of Twitter in the Taksim Gezi Park Protests

Gozde Kurt (Beykent University)

What do militaries tweet? A Preliminary Analysis of Canadian Forces’ Twitter Use

Rupinder Mangat (Wilfrid Laurier University)

**Global South Caucus**

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair** Katharina Coleman (University of British Columbia)

**Disc.** Brian L. Job (University of British Columbia)

African Contributions to International Security Norms: Five Pathways of Influence

Katharina Coleman (University of British Columbia)  
Thomas Kwasi Tieku (King's, University of Western Ontario)

Changing the Rules: Ghana’s EITI Implementation as both Norm-localization and Norm-contestation

W. R. Nadège Compaoé (Department of Social Science, York University)


Gerald Bareebe (University of Toronto)

Development of African norms that diffuse to global levels: The Role of African Elder ‘Statesmen’ in Changing Global Conflict Prevention and Management Norms

Gilbert Khadiagala (Kent University)

Shaping Global Norms through Meaning-In-Practice: African Actors and the Protection of Civilians Norm

Annette Seegers (University of Cape Town)

**Security Governance: Conceptual and Institutional Responses**

*Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies*

**Chair** David A. Detomasi (Queen’s University)

Varieties of Capitalism and Oil Security: New Ideas and Directions

David A. Detomasi (Queen’s University)

A Fearful Engine of Power: Conceptualizing the Communication – Security Relationship

Bryan Taylor (University of Colorado - Boulder)  
Hamilton Bean (University of Colorado at Denver)

The visual culture of security communities

Frank W. Moeller (University of Tampere)

Energy-related security dilemmas in Eastern Mediterranean: Change dynamics in the regional balance of power

Michail Mathioulakis (University of Macedonia)  
Fotini Bellou (University of Macedonia)

Terrorism and National Security Institutions: a comparative analysis of France, Turkey, and the USA

Laura Quaglia (UFRGS)  
Guilherme Oliveira (Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul)

**New Tasks for Militaries: Rethinking new, evolving and old norms**

*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Megan Bastick (University of Edinburgh)

**Disc.** John E. Karlsrud (NUPI)

Military responses to sexual violence in conflict

Megan Bastick (University of Edinburgh)

Gendering Occupation: The Suitability of Old Rules, Addressing the Gaps and Meeting New Challenges

Fionnuala Ní Aoláin (University of Minnesota Law School)

Food Security, Women and Climate Change in the Midst of Armed Conflict

Jody Prescott (University of Vermont)

Who’s got our 6 - Feminists, Warriors or Philanthropists?

Charlotte Isaksson (University of Cambridge and formerly NATO Gender Adviser)

Women, peace and security (WPS) and the military: The necessity of organizational change and the Government to hold the Armed Forces accountable

Lena Pedersen Kvarving (Norwegian Defence Staff)

**Modernist Internationalisms and New World Orders**

*Historical International Relations*

*English School*

*International Political Sociology*

*Theory*

*International Organization*

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair** Peter M. Haas (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

**Disc.** Jeffrey W. Legro (University of Virginia)

Toward a Typology of Modernist Internationalisms

John Ikenberry (Princeton University)

Internationalist Engineers: Industrial Standard-Setting, 1895-2015

Craig N. Murphy (Wellesley College)

Internationalism in the Global Commons

Elizabeth Mendenhall (Johns Hopkins University)

The State Strikes Back: IOs as Impediments to Global Governance

Dane Imerman (Denison University)

Normative Pressure and Environmental Governance

Saskia van Wees (University of Florida)

The Threat to Scientific Internationalism: Detente, Nuclear Disarmament, and Human Rights

Paul Rubinson (Bridgewater State University)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Code</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Disc.</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WD28:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Iran's Foreign Policy</td>
<td>Amy Skonieczny (San Francisco State University)</td>
<td>Tony Rivera (Duke University)</td>
<td>Hussein Banai (Indiana University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD29:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Distinguished Scholar</td>
<td>Between Nezam and the National Interest: the Burdens of Arbitrary Rule on Iran’s Foreign Policy</td>
<td>Halvard Leira (NUPI)</td>
<td>Yale H. Ferguson (Rutgers University)</td>
<td>Richard W. Mansbach (Iowa State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD30:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Roundtable</td>
<td>In Pursuit of Spiritual Hinterlands: Untangling 'the Secular'</td>
<td>Akta Kaushal (University of Hawai'i at Mānoa)</td>
<td>Robbie G. Shillam (Queen Mary, University of London)</td>
<td>Norichika Kanie (Keio University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD31:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Labor and Supply Chains</td>
<td>Matthew Bishop (University of Sheffield)</td>
<td>Steven G. Livingston (MTSU)</td>
<td>Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD32:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Roundtable</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals: Motivations and Challenges</td>
<td>Paul Apostolidis (Whitman College)</td>
<td>Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)</td>
<td>Norichika Kanie (Keio University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD33:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Teaching Human Rights: Challenges and Best Practices</td>
<td>Sarita Cargas (University of New Mexico)</td>
<td>Kristi Heather Kenyon (University of Winnipeg)</td>
<td>Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD34:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Roundtable</td>
<td>Time, Temporality and Violence in IR</td>
<td>Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)</td>
<td>Larry N. George (California State University, Long Beach)</td>
<td>Andreea O'Keef (Roanoke College)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD35:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Global Development</td>
<td>Matthew Bishop (University of Sheffield)</td>
<td>Steven G. Livingston (MTSU)</td>
<td>Gustavo Sosa Nunez (Instituto Mora)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD36:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals: Motivations and Challenges</td>
<td>Paul Apostolidis (Whitman College)</td>
<td>Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)</td>
<td>Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD37:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Roundtable</td>
<td>Teaching Human Rights: Challenges and Best Practices</td>
<td>Sarita Cargas (University of New Mexico)</td>
<td>Kristi Heather Kenyon (University of Winnipeg)</td>
<td>Andreea O'Keef (Roanoke College)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD38:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals: Motivations and Challenges</td>
<td>Paul Apostolidis (Whitman College)</td>
<td>Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)</td>
<td>Gustavo Sosa Nunez (Instituto Mora)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD39:</td>
<td>Wed</td>
<td>4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Teaching Human Rights: Challenges and Best Practices</td>
<td>Sarita Cargas (University of New Mexico)</td>
<td>Kristi Heather Kenyon (University of Winnipeg)</td>
<td>Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- The event codes and dates are consistent across the document.
- The time format is 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM.
- The type of event is either Panel or Roundtable.
- The titles and topics of the discussions are clearly mentioned.
- The chairs and discussants are listed for each event.
- The structure is consistent and easy to read, with clear headings and subheadings.
- The document is a summary of discussions and sessions at a conference.
- The text is formatted in a table with appropriate headers and subheaders.
- The document provides a clear overview of the conference's sessions and topics.
WD38: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Early Career Scholars Townhall  
*Roundtable*

**International Studies Association**

*Part.*  
Kerry Frances Crawford  (James Madison University)

*Coord.*  
Peter Dixon  (James N. Rosenau Postdoctoral Fellow, ISA)

WD39: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

International Intelligence Cooperation  
*Intelligence Studies*

*Chair*  
Elena-Daniela Baches  (Mihai Viteazu National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)

*Disc.*  
Stephanie J. Lefebvre  (Carleton University)

Trained to Share? The Role of Training on Intelligence Process within UN Peacekeeping
- Sarah-Myriam Martin-Brule  (Bishop’s University)
- Akin Unver  (Kadir Has University)

Personal Data Protection and Intelligence Sharing: The case of EU and Turkey
- Steven Loleski  (University of Toronto)
- Verena Diersch  (University of Cologne)
- Leverage a Liaison: Compliance Bargaining and US-Ethiopian Intelligence Cooperation
- Sobukwe Odinga  (City University of New York Graduate Center)

WD40: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

Health, Human Rights and Social Justice  
*Global Health*

*Chair*  
Anne L. Buffardi  (ODI)

*Disc.*  
Vlad Kravtsov  (Spring Hill College)

Voices from the Field: An Examination of Perceptions of Health and Healthcare for Congolese Refugee Women in Indianapolis
- Jyotika Saksena  (University of Indianapolis)
- Shannon McMorrow  (University of Indianapolis)

Health and Human Rights: Is There an International Right to Good Health?
- Geoffrey B. Cockerham  (Utah Valley University)
- Miao-ling Lin Hasenkamp  (Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg)

Dependent Agency in the Global Health Regime: Local African Responses to Donor AIDS Efforts
- Emma L. Anderson  (Leeds University)
- Amy S. Patterson  (University of the South)

Managing Violence, Justice, and Security in China’s Health Care System
- Amanda Kerrigan  (Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS))

WD41: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

The Politics of Climate Regulation: The State and the Energy Sector  
*Environmental Studies*

*Chair*  
Espen Moe  (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

*Disc.*  
Espen Moe  (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

National and sectoral political economies of carbon mitigation in the Global South
- Simone Pulver  (University of California Santa Barbara)
- Nathan Hultman  (University of Maryland)

The Cultures of Markets: The political economy of climate governance
- Janelle Knox-Hayes  (George Washington University)
- The Political Economy of Climate Policy Making in China
- Iza Ding  (Harvard University, University of Pittsburgh)

WD42: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

Designing MSIs: Methods, Practices, and Dilemmas for the Institutional Design of multi-stakeholder initiatives  
*International Political Economy*  
*Environmental Studies*

*Chair*  
Virginia Ann Hauffer  (University of Maryland)

*Disc.*  
Deval Desai  (Harvard Law School and World Bank)

The stakes of multi-stakeholder initiatives: for-profit MSIs and human rights governance
- Deval Desai  (Harvard Law School and World Bank)
- Amelia Evans  (Institute for Multi-Stakeholder Initiative Integrity)

The Institutional Design of Multi-stakeholder Initiatives: Convergence and Divergence
- Suzanne Katzenstein  (Duke)

No Where to “Downgrade”: Multi-stakeholder Initiatives in Bangladesh’s Ready Made Garment Industry
- Shana M. Starobin  (University of Pennsylvania Law School)

Global Multi-Stakeholder Initiatives and the Future of the Planet
- Sanjeev Khagram  (Occidental College)

Unearthing Conflict in Rural Ghana: Institutional change as a driver of informality in the minerals sector.
- McKenzie F. Johnson  (Duke University)

WD43: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

Democracy, Peace, and War  
*International Security Studies*

*Chair*  
Håvard Mokeiv Nygård  (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

*Disc.*  
Håvard Mokeiv Nygård  (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Probabilistic Democracy
- Muhammet Bas  (Harvard University)
- Randall W. Stone  (University of Rochester)

Christian Peace? Democracy, Economy, and Religion
- Sung Chul Jung  (Myongji University)

United We Fight: Democratic Unity and State Aggression
- Andrew D. Bertoli  (University of California Berkeley)

Deadly Business: Volunteer Militaries and Casualty-prone Democracies
- Paul Vasquez  (University of Central Florida)
- Kyungkook Kang  (University of Central Florida)

Do Democracies Make Their National Security Intentions Transparent to Other States?
- Yu Aoki  (City University of New York, the Graduate Center)
The Historical Development of International Society

WD44: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel

The English School
Historical International Relations

Chair: Mikulas Fabry (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Disc.: Filippo Costa Buranelli (University of St Andrews)

Realpolitik versus Identity Politics in the Early 19th Century European International Society: The Case of Greece
Yannis Stivachtis (Virginia Tech)

Requiem for Europe (Panikhida dla Youropa): The Role of the Russian Orthodox Church in Russian Foreign Policy from Vienna to Crimea
Brett Netto (Virginia Tech)

The Ottoman Empire and the Emergence of Regional International Societies
Barbara Allen Roberson (Formerly Warwick University)

Closing the Southern Frontier: Mapuche Diplomacy in the Expansion of International Society
Carsten-Andreas Schulz (Pontifical Catholic University of Chile)

The Impact of Marronage on the Expansion of International Society in the Western Hemisphere
Cristian A. Cantir (Oakland University)

Ocean Resources and Governance Challenges: Looking to New Maritime Frontiers

WD45: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel

Environmental Studies
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations

Chair: Elizabeth Nyman (Texas A&M University Galveston)
Disc.: Elizabeth R. Desombre (Wellesley College)

Blue Growth in the International Arena
Áslaug Ægisdóttir (Bates College)

From physics to fish to fishers to fisheries
Jennifer L. Bailey (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

“California dreaming: Challenges of implementing science-based marine protected area (MPA) planning processes in different political contexts”
Elizabeth M. De Santo (Franklin & Marshall College)

Techno-optimism and Ocean Governance: New Trends in Maritime Monitoring
Elizabeth Nyman (Texas A&M University Galveston)

Path Dependency and Regime Making in the Arctic under changing conditions
Rachel Tiller (SINTEF)
Dorothy Dankel (University of Bergen)
Yajie Liu

What’s Critical About Critical War and Security Studies?

WD46: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable

International Political Sociology

Chair: Debbie Lisle (Queen’s University of Belfast)
Part. Victoria M Basham (Cardiff University)
Part. Sarah Bertrand (LSE)
Part. Paul C. Kirby (University of Sussex)
Part. Daniel Bertrand Monk (Colgate University)
Part. Chris Rossdale (London School of Economics)
Part. Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)

International Ethics Section Book Prize Winner 2016 - Between Samaritans and States: The Political Ethics of Humanitarian INGOs by Jennifer Rubenstein

WD47: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable

International Ethics

Chair: Richard Beadsworth (University of Aberystwyth)
Disc.: Jennifer Rubenstein (University of Virginia)
Part. Michael Barnett (George Washington University)
Part. Kirsten Ainsley (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. James Pattison (University of Manchester)
Part. Kirsten Gelsdorf (United Nations)

Ethnic Conflict and Political Psychology: Debating Stuart Kaufman’s "Nationalist Passions"

WD48: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
International Security Studies

Chair: Stuart Kaufman (University of Delaware)
Disc.: Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)
Part. Juris Pupcenoks (Marist College)
Part. R. William Ayres (Wright State University)
Part. Neophytos Loizides (University of Kent)
Part. Victor Asal (State University of New York at Albany)

A New Generation of Financial Statecraft

WD49: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel

International Political Economy

Chair: Benjamin J. Cohen (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Disc.: Jonathan Kirshner (Cornell University)

The Varieties of Collective Financial Statecraft: the BRICS and China Cynthia Roberts (Hunter College, City University of New York and Saltzman Institute on War and Peace Studies, Columbia University)
Leslie Elliott Armijo (Simon Fraser University)
Saori N. Katada (University of Southern California)

Credit Rating as Financial Statecraft: Emerging Powers and the Politics of Global Financial Reform
Eric Helleiner (University of Waterloo)
Hongying Wang (University of Waterloo)

Financial Statecrafts in Conflict: Learning from the Renminbi’s Challenge to the Dollar
Benjamin J. Cohen (University of California, Santa Barbara)

Brazil and India at the international arena: different routes to emerging capitalism
Carlos Frederico Pereira da Silva Gama (Federal University of Tocantins (UFT))
Fernando Furquim de Camargo (Universidade Federal do Tocantins)

Mediation and Sustainable Peace in a Changing Conflict Environment

WD50: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel

Peace Studies

Chair: Pamela R. Aall (Centre for International Governance Innovation and the United States Institute of Peace.)
Disc.: Fen Osler Hampson (The Centre for International Governance Innovation)
Complex peacemaking interactions: mediations experts and the logics of contemporary conflict resolution
Charles Tenenbaum (Sciences Po Lille)

Coercion, Satisficing, and Violence Limitation: The Unsung Virtues of Successful Conflict Management
Michael J. Butler (Clark University)
Siniša Vuković (Johns Hopkins University, SAIS)

Building Better Peace: Exploring Alternative Pathways to Peace after Civil War
Jasmine-Kim Westendorf (La Trobe University)

International Mediation and the Geographic Dimension
Markus Kirchschlager (German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA Hamburg))
Alexandr Burilkov (Uni Hamburg / GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

The Ethics of Drone Violence
WD51: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Ethics of Drone Violence

International Ethics
Chair: Steven Torrente (Metropolitan State University of Denver)
Disc: Steven Torrente (Metropolitan State University of Denver)

Jus ad ViVm and the Probability of Escalation
Daniel R. Brunstetter (University of California Irvine)

Exposing the Clandestine: Silence and Voice in America’s Drone War
Terilyn Johnston Huntington (Mount Vernon Nazarene University)

Distant Warfare, Distant Emotions: Death and Mourning in Drone War
Terilyn Johnston Huntington (Mount Vernon Nazarene University)
Luke B. Campbell (Northwest Missouri State University)

Friendly satellites, dangerous drones? A comparison of discourses on norms of aerial surveillance technologies
Clemens Binder (Austrian Institute for International Affairs)

Juxtaposing Drone Operations and State Sovereignty: Transcendence of Territorial Sovereignty by Drones
Chandra Kamal Borah (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Between a Rock and A Hard Place: The Regional and Middle Power Dilemma
WD52: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair: Matteo Dian (University of Bologna)
Disc: Matteo Dian (University of Bologna)

Stability in a Multi-Systemic Environment: The Importance of Compatibility and Friction between International Orders
Derrick Frazier (School of Advanced Air and Space Studies)

Tactile Transition? Managing Security and Economic Relations among Great and Middle Powers as Playing Field Is Levelled
Kjell Engelbrekt (Swedish Defense University)

What Are Rising Powers?
Jeffrey W. Meiser (University of Portland)

Regional power and contested hierarchy : the case of Ethiopia in the Horn of Africa
Sonia Le Gourriellec (IRSEM Institute For Strategic research Ecole militaire)

The Middle Power Dilemma: Balancing Rising Powers Under Economic Interdependence
Erik Underwood (McGill University)

Theoretical Explorations of Trade Policy
WD53: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

International Political Economy
Chair: Nikhar Gaikwad
Disc: Nikhar Gaikwad

Determining who Influences Latin American Trade Policy: The Effect of Inequality on Constituent and Interest Group Influence
Brian Fitzpatrick (West Virginia University)

Public Opinion on Geopolitics and Trade: Theory and Evidence
Nikhar Gaikwad
Allison Carnegie (Columbia University)

From Preferences To Policy: The International Foundations of Interest Group Influence
Tristin Beckman (University of California, Santa Barbara)

Resisting change: role of agents and interactions in EU Trade policy
Elitsa Garnizova (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Trade Liberalization during Economic Recessions
Ji Yeon Park (Georgetown University)

Governing Energy Transitions - Options and Obstacles II: The Global South
WD55: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Environmental Studies
Chair: E. Carina H. Keskitalo (Umeå University)
Disc: Stacy D. VanDeveer (University of Massachusetts Boston)

Costly Choices: Insights from Road Space Rationing Policy in India
Thomas Bernauer (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich))

Aseem Prakash (University of Washington)
Removing fossil fuel subsidies: Climate change and environmental justice
Michelle Scobie (University of the West Indies)

Climate Change, Policy Change: The Development of Ethiopia’s Climate Resilient Green Economy and the Role of International Actors
Christopher Paul (North Carolina Central University)

Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)
Removing barriers to geothermal energy development in Indonesia and the Philippines: An examination of international development assistance effectiveness
Kathery Chelminski (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Understanding the change to renewable energy policies
Khatera Alizada (Old Dominion university)

Art, Music, Poetry and Politics - ISA Canada Panel For Emerging Scholars
WD56: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Cooperating
Chair: Sandra Whitworth (York University)
Disc: Sandra Whitworth (York University)

The Art of Silence
Aytak Akbari-Dibavar (York University)

The Politics of Color in War Photography
Sharain Sasheir Naylor (University of Hawai’i Manoa)
Reconsidering The Great War through a Poetic Lens  
Alvine Nintai (York University)

Fighting for Diversity: Music, Public Relations, Influence and Manipulation  
Craig Robertson (University of Leeds and The Min-On Music Research Institute)

Visual Collaging - Art-Making as a Methodology  
Saara Särmä (University of Tampere)

Panel: WD57: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
New Media, New Perspectives: Gendering Communication, Resistance and Activism  
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies  
International Communication
Chair  Penny Griffin (University of New South Wales)
Disc.  Helen Berents (Queensland University of Technology)
Gender, Social Media, and Peace Advocacy: The Case of Colombia’s Peace Process  
Alexis Leanna Henshaw (Miami University)
The Pixelation of War: Videogames, Warfare, and the Missing Everyday  
Helen Berents (Queensland University of Technology)
Brendan Keogh (RMIT)
Micro-Choice in Mobile App Games: How Candy Crush Has Politicised Free Time  
Sandra Yao (University of Ottawa)

Panel: WD58: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Changing Nature of Conflict Processes in Civil War  
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair  Erika Forsberg (Uppsala University)
Disc.  Govinda D. Clayton (ETH Zurich)
Does the decline of civil war mask a transformation of political violence? Evidence from terrorism  
Kristian Skrede Gleditsch (University of Essex)
Sara Polo (Rice University)
Andrea Ruggeri (University of Oxford)
Is War Being Transformed? The Changing Role of Nonstate Actors, 1816-2015  
Meredith Reid Sarkees (Global Women’s Leadership in International Security (GWLIS))
Jeffrey S. Dixon (Texas A&M University - Central Texas)
Development and Insurgency: Evidence from Turkish Villages in southeast Anatolia  
Aysegul Aydin (University of Colorado at Boulder)
Female Combatants and the Outcome of Civil Conflict  
Reed M. Wood (Arizona State University)
Jakana L. Thomas (Michigan State University)
Humanitarian Crisis or Unwanted Burden: Examining the Link Between Refugees and External Support in Civil War  
Andrew Wood (Rice University)

Panel: WD59: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Civil War Recurrence  
International Security Studies
Chair  Zachary R. Ritter (Georgetown University)
Chair  Louis-Alexandre Berg (Georgia State University)
Disc.  Meg Guilford (Tufts University, The Fletcher School)
Disc.  Clemence Pinaud (Indiana University)

Panel: WD60: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Nationalism and International Conflict in East Asia and Beyond  
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair  Jessica C. Weiss (Cornell University)
Disc.  Jessica C. Weiss (Cornell University)
Globalization and the Social Construction of Power politics: Micro-level evidence from China  
George Yin (Harvard University)
Clash of Nationalisms: The Rise of Nationalism and the Fall of the Ottoman Empire  
Burak Kadercan (US Naval War College)
The Strong Do What They Can: Nationalism Management and De-escalation of International Conflict  
Yubing Sheng (University of Chicago)
Domestic Bellicosity and Interstate Competition  
Olivier Henripin ( Loyola University Chicago)
Nationalism in East Asia: Double-edged sword conditioned by concentrated interests  
Katrin Katz (Northwestern University)

Panel: WD61: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
US Alliances  
International Security Studies
Chair  Christopher Preble (Cato Institute)
Disc.  Christopher Preble (Cato Institute)
America Entangled: Explaining the Changing Nature of US Alliances, 1776-2016  
Jason William Davidson (University of Mary Washington)
Unintended Consequences? U.S. Military Evolution and its Impact on NATO’s Transformation  
Julie M. Garey (Northeastern University)
Ungrateful Allies? U.S. Security Clients in Hegemonic Challenger-Led International Institutions  
Dong Jung Kim (Yale-NUS College)
Alliance Dependence and Conflict Joining Behavior  
Yoon Jin Lee (Harvard University, Government Department)

Panel: WD62: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Protest, Electoral Violence, and Repression  
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair  Kirssa Cline Ryckman (University of Arizona)
Disc.  Thorin M. Wright (Arizona State University)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Downloads</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WD63: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>New Perspectives on Nonviolent Conflict Transformation</strong>&lt;br&gt;Peace Studies</td>
<td>Barbara Zollner (Birkbeck College)&lt;br&gt;Melvin Laven (Kennesaw State University)</td>
<td>Benjamin R. Naimark-Rowse (The Fletcher School @ Tufts University)&lt;br&gt;Johannes Vüllers (University of Konstanz)&lt;br&gt;Najib Bisu (University of Georgia)&lt;br&gt;Margaret Snyder (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)&lt;br&gt;Kyle Lambelet (University of Notre Dame)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD65: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>Non-state Armed Actors and Post-Conflict Security</strong>&lt;br&gt;Peace Studies</td>
<td>Walt Kilroy (Dublin City University)&lt;br&gt;Raphael Marcus (New York City Police Department)</td>
<td>Sukanya Podder (King's College London)&lt;br&gt;Alison Brettie (King's College London)&lt;br&gt;Adrian Arellano (University of Michigan)&lt;br&gt;Matthew M. Koo (University of Chicago)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD66: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>Peacebuilding, Rising Powers, and the UN</strong>&lt;br&gt;Peace Studies</td>
<td>Zhen Han (McGill University, Political Science department)&lt;br&gt;Lucas Rezende (Federal University of Santa Catarina)</td>
<td>Robert C. Johansen (University of Notre Dame)&lt;br&gt;Charles T. Call (American University)&lt;br&gt;Ramon Blanco (Federal University of Latin-American Integration)&lt;br&gt;Diana Panke (University of Freiburg)&lt;br&gt;Katrin Travouillon (University of California Irvine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD67: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>Opening the black box of decision making in IOs</strong>&lt;br&gt;International Organization</td>
<td>Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)&lt;br&gt;Diana Panke (University of Freiburg)</td>
<td>Michael Lipson (Concordia University)&lt;br&gt;Chris Rudolph (American University)&lt;br&gt;Ikuyo Hasuo (Osaka University)&lt;br&gt;Malte Brosig (University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Panel/Roundtable</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD68: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Political Settlements in Peace-building: Valuable concept or policy buzzword?</td>
<td>Peace Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD69: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Roundtable</td>
<td>Public Diplomats as Change Agents in Foreign Policy: Expanding the Advisory Role</td>
<td>International Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD70: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Roundtable</td>
<td>The Politics of Private Transnational Governance by Contract</td>
<td>International Political Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD71: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Roundtable</td>
<td>Integrating Teaching and Research: Strategies toward Becoming a Whole Professor</td>
<td>Active Learning in International Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD72: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Politics of Foreign Aid</td>
<td>Foreign Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD73: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Political economy of the postcommunist transitions</td>
<td>Post Communist Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD74: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Do Trade Agreements Protect Human Rights?</td>
<td>Human Rights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Labor provisions in EFTA signed preferential trade agreements - defending labor rights or agreeing on the necessary minimum?

Dora Sari (University of Geneva)

Myriam Oehri (University of Geneva)

‘Responsibility’ in the international arms trade: a proposal to measure it

Rodrigo Fracalossi (Oxford University)

---

Internal and External dynamics shaping Latin American integration

Chair   Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)
Disc.   Namrat Goswami (Minerva Grantee, Senior Analyst)

Can Post-Neoliberal Regional Blocs Survive? Mercosur, UNASUR, and the Future of Regionalism in South America

Mario E. Carranza (Texas A&M University-Kingsville)

Asymmetric Interdependences: BRICS’ impacts on Brazil-Argentina relations after 2008

Carlos Frederico Pereira da Silva Gama (Federal University of Tocantins (UFT))

The Pacific Alliance. Fostering cooperation and integration in Latin America

Juan P. Prado-Lallande (Universidad Autónoma de Puebla)

Luis Ochoa-Bilbao (Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla)

Explaining overlapping regionalism. Some insights from South America

Andrea Carla Bianculli (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionales)

Developing powers’ strategies in multilateral frameworks: assessing Brazil’s foreign policy in the regimes of climate change and peace and security

Felipe Albuquerque (University of Lisbon)

---

Russia in the World: Hierarchy, Modernity, Globalization

Chair   Peter Eltsov (National Defense University)
Disc.   Alexander Sergunin (St. Petersburg State University)
Disc.   Alexander Sergunin (St. Petersburg State University)

Globalization and Society in Russia: Cultural Adaptation, Societal Resilience, or Simulated Diversity?

Lada V. Kochtcheeva (North Carolina State University)

How to be Great: Russia’s Internal Status Dilemma

Kirsti Stuvoy (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)

Russia and Modernity – new modernity or new Russia?

Isabela Andrade Gama (PUC-Rio de Janeiro)

Global University Rankings and Russia - Adaptation to “Global” or Creating an Alternative?

Sirke M. Mäkinen (University of Tampere)

---

The Fate of Russia in the 21st Century: Politics, War, and Identity

Peter Eltsov (National Defense University)

---

Coalition and Alliance Politics

Chair   Dov Levin (Carnegie- Mellon University)
Disc.   Jesse C. Johnson (University of Kentucky)

Democracies as Ideal Alignment Partners: Why Autocracies Side with Democracies in Ongoing Disputes

Gennady Rudkevich (Georgia College & State University)

Incentives and Intelligence Sharing

Brenton J. Kenkel (Vanderbilt University)

Strategic Duration, Military Commitment and NATO’s Secondary Allies, 2001-2016

Aaron Ettinger (University of Waterloo)

Jeffrey Rice (Queen’s University)

National caveats on the use of force in multinational military operations: How may the bottom-up approach of Foreign Policy Analysis contribute to the systematic study of caveats?

Gunnar Fermann (Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU). 2016-17 Visiting Scholar Harvard University)

The Strategic Value of Tail-Wagging: Power Transitions and Changes in the Alliance Security Dilemma

Donglool Park (Georgetown University)

---

Mental Health as a Rising Global Priority: Cross-Regional Perspectives

Chair   Mary A. Clark (Tulane University)
Disc.   Owain D. Williams (University of Queensland)
Disc.   Simon H. Rushston (University of Sheffield)

Transnational Alliances and Psychiatric Reform in Latin America

Mary A. Clark (Tulane University)

Mental Health Issues in India

Holli A. Semetko (Emory University)

Gender-Based Violence, Mental Health, and Empowerment in Adolescence: A Systematic Review of Reviews in Low- and Middle-Income Countries

Kathryn Yount (Emory University)

Rose Gose (Emory University)

Katherine Roof (Emory University)

Ximena Leroux (Emory University)

Dan Semenza (Emory University)

Mental Health Issues in China: See No Evil, Hear No Evil

Frank Y. Wong (Emory University)

Umedjon Ibragimov (Emory University)

---

Urbanization and Spaces for International Politics: Participation, Migration, Governance

Chair   Roxana Radu (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Disc.   Ipshita Basu (University of Westminster)
Modi’s Clean India Mission: Urban governance and the limits of participation in New Delhi’s urban slums
  Soundarya Chidambaram (Ohio State University)

Generating Global Political Priority for Urban Health: The Role of the Urban Health Epistemic Community
  Yusra Shawar (University of Pennsylvania)

The political economy of urban change and neglect of urban healthcare in India
  Radhika Gore (Columbia University)

Who Wants In: Determining demand for local citizenship in China
  Samantha Vortherms (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

Spatial Concentration of Foreign Aid and its Consequences for International Migration
  Farhod Yuldashev (University of Pittsburgh)
  Jonas Gamso (University of Pittsburgh)

WD81: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Oil and International Security

International Security Studies

Chair Emma Ashford (Cato Institute)
Disc. Emma Ashford (Cato Institute)

No Blood for Oil? Hydrocarbon Abundance and International Security
  Michael Klare (Hampshire College)

Oil for the Lamps of Peace? Oil, Conflict and American Hegemony
  Timothy C. Lehmann (Excelsior College)

Crude Alliance: Oil States’ Market Power, Geostrategic Location, and Alliance Opportunities
  Inwook Kim (University of Hong Kong)

The Oil Logic of Japan’s Surrender
  Rosemary Kelanic (Williams College, Department of Political Science)

WD82: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Legitimate Negotiations, Legitimate Settlements

Peace Studies

Chair Esra Cuhadar (Bilkent University)
Disc. Esra Cuhadar (Bilkent University)

Negotiating and Implementing Ceasefire Agreements – Between Fragile Political Settlement and Stabilised Unsettlement
  Cindy Wittke (University of Konstanz)

Agency and Legitimate Peace Negotiations: Inviting the Civilian Population Back In
  Franziska Zanker (Arnold Bergstraesser Institute)

The “Legitimate Broker”: Civil Society Organisations and Peacebuilding in Conflict-Affected Areas in Africa
  Jonathan Makuwire (Department of Development Studies, Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University)

Legitimate Resistance to Reform
  Thania Paffenholz (Graduate Institute, Geneva)

Actor legitimacy versus Process Legitimacy: Case study of the Chiapas Rebellion
  Nicholas Ross (The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

WD83: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Framing a European Internet Governance Science Diplomacy to Understand Global Digital Changes

International Communication
  Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
  Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Joseph A. Cannataci (University of Groningen & University of Malta & UN Special Rapporteur on the right to Privacy)
Disc. Jeanne Pia Mifsud Bonnici (University of Groningen)

At the Crossroads of Globalization and Digitization: Global Internet Governance as a Science Diplomacy Terrain
  Meryem Marzouki (CNRS and UPMC Sorbonne Universités)

Crafting Science Diplomacy In Comparative Perspective: The Case of Internet Governance
  Nanette S. Levinson (American University)

Epistemic Communities and Policy Networks in Internet Governance. Perspectives and Challenges for the European Union
  Mauro Santaniello (Università degli Studi di Salerno, Italy)

In this Bright Future You Can't Forget Your Past: the Right To Be Forgotten in Europe and Latin America
  Jean Marie Chenu (Universidad de los Andes)

The Role of a EU Internet Governance Science Diplomacy in Newly Connected Countries
  Andrea Calderaro (Cardiff University)

WD84: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Religion and Terrorism

Religion and International Relations

International Security Studies

Chair Roger Chi-Feng Liu (O.P. Jindal Global University)
Disc. Ihsan Efe Tokdemir (Binghamton University)

Can Knowledge of Islam Explain Lack of Support for Terrorism? Evidence from Pakistan
  C. Christine Fair (Georgetown University)

Support for Terrorism in Muslim-majority Countries: An Empirical Analysis across Place and Time
  Amnon Cavari

Assaf Moghadam (Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya)

Examining the French connection: laïcité and dirigisme as drivers of Sunni militancy in North and West Africa
  Edward Webb (Dickinson College)

Jihadist Clickbait
  Richard Nielsen (MIT)

Reassessing the Link Between Religion and Suicide Terrorism
  Matthew Isaacs (Brandeis University)
  Victoria McGroary (Brandeis University)

WD85: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
Financing Regional Organizations: Exploring a New Research Agenda

International Organization

Chair Philippe De Lombaerde (NEOMA Business School)
Part. Anja Jetschke (University of Goettingen)
Part. Julia Gray (University of Pennsylvania)
Part. Frank T. Mattheis (Giovinn, University of Pretoria)
Part. Philippe De Lombaerde (NEOMA Business School)
English School
International Ethics

Chair  Russell Kerr  (Australian National University)
Disc.  Sanna Kopra  (University of Lapland)

Bearing Responsibility Across Time: Belated Interstate Apologies and the Role of International Society
James G. Toole  (Indiana Uni-Purdue Uni, Fort Wayne)

Is Nuclear Deterrence in the 21st Century Morally Justified?
Thomas E. Doyle  (Texas State University)

Re-allocating responsibilities to protect the global environment: overcoming the impediments to collective action and collective will formation
Hans Schattle  (Yonsei University)

‘Obligations written in the heart’: The primacy of association over national states and global government
Adrian Pabst  (University of Kent)

International Political Theory and the Ethics of Postcapitalism
Bryant Sculos  (Florida International University)

Who solves what? Repositioning the vulnerable to remake the international.
Luke Sandle  (University of Alberta)

Thursday

TA01: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Committee Panel
Critical Professional Development Cafe

Professional Development Committee
Chair  Cai Wilkinson  (Deakin University)
Part.  Juha A. Vuori  (University of Turku)
Part.  Lene Hansen  (University of Copenhagen)
Part.  Christian Bueger  (Cardiff University)
Part.  Annick T. R. Wibben  (University of San Francisco)
Part.  Maria Stern  (University of Gothenburg)
Part.  Megan H. MacKenzie  (The University of Sydney)
Part.  Jane L. Parpart  (University of Massachusetts Boston and Dalhousie University)
Part.  Thierry Balzacq  (University of Namur)
Part.  Claudia E. Aradau  (King’s College London)
Part.  Linda T. Åhäll  (Keele University)
Part.  Thomas A. Gregory  (University of Auckland)
Part.  Elina K. A. Penttinen  (University of Helsinki)
Part.  Can E. Mutlu  (Acadia University)
Part.  Michael J. Bosia  (Saint Michael's College)
Part.  Cynthia Weber  (University of Sussex)
Part.  Phillip M. Ayoub  (Drexel University)
Part.  Swati Parashar  (University of Gothenburg)
Part.  Arlene B. Tickner  (Universidad del Rosario)
Part.  Momin Rahman  (Trent University)
Part.  Catia Cecilia Confortini  (Wellesley College)
Part.  Manuela Lavinas Picq  (Universidad San Francisco de Quito USFQ)
Part.  Akanksha Mehta  (SOAS, University of London)
Part.  Saara Särmä  (University of Tampere)
Part.  Christine Sylvester  (University of Connecticut)
Part.  Ronni Alexander  (Kobe University)
Part.  Mlada Bukovansky  (Smith College)
Chair

TA02: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Presidential Roundtable
International Order(s), Rising Powers, and Beyond
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair  John Ikenberry  (Princeton University)
Chair  Shiping Tang  (Fudan University, Shanghai, China)
Part.  Ted Hopf  (National University of Singapore)
Part.  Andrew J. Hurrell  (University of Oxford)
Part.  Deepa Ollapally  (George Washington University)
Part.  Ole Waever  (University of Copenhagen)

TA03: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Junior Scholar Session
Understanding Foreign Policy Process, Practice And Problems
Junior Scholar Symposia
Chair  Brett Ashley Leeds  (Rice University)

TA03-A: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  JSS Group
Does Size Matter? The Foreign Policy of Small States
Junior Scholar Symposia
Disc.  Alan Chong  (S Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)
Disc.  Dave Benjamin  (University of Bridgeport)
Acting in the Middle: Mapping Agency, Identity and Diplomatic Practices of South Korea’s Middle Power Foreign Policy

Jojin John (School of Business and Social Sciences, Christ University)

Oil and Development Aid: Venezuela’s Petro-Diplomacy in the Caribbean

Derwin Munroe (University of Michigan-Flint)


Pål Røren (University of Southern Denmark)

Foreign Policy Change in Small States: Towards a Non-Reductionist Ontology

Babak Mohammadzadeh (University of Cambridge)

External Aggressions, Foreign Policy and Identity: a Comparative Study of Latin American Small States

Marco Méndez-Coto (FLACSO)

Junior Scholar Symposia

The Eagle vs. The Dragon: US and China Relations Shaping Global Politics

Disc.

JSS Group

Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Chair

Hemda Ben-Yehuda (Bar-Ilan University)

Guy Zohar (Bar-Ilan University)

Hemda Ben-Yehuda (Bar-Ilan University)

Mary Jane C. Parmentier (Arizona State University)

Victor Asal (State University of New York at Albany)

Daniela Irrera (University of Catania)

Michael J. Butler (Clark University)

Elizabeth Mendenhall (Johns Hopkins University)

Meirav Mishali-Ram (Bar-Ilan University)

Peter F. Trumbore (Oakland University)

Brian Urlacher (University of North Dakota)

Laurie Zittrain Eisenberg (Carnegie Mellon University)

Marcelo M. Valenca (Rio de Janeiro State University - UERJ)

Amanda M. Rosen (Webster University)

Babak Bahador (University of Canterbury)

Balkan Devlen (Izmir University of Economics)

Ana Bojnovic Fenko (University of Ljubljana)

Maurizio Geri (old dominion university)

Nina Kollars (Franklin & Marshall College)

Maurizio Geri (old dominion university)

Douglas Becker (University of Southern California)

Anat Niv-Solomon (City University of New York)

The Determinants of Foreign Policy Decision Making

Disc.

A. Cooper Drury (University of Missouri)

Not Transparency But Constraints: Two Institutional Explanations of Diversionary Conflict

Sung Chul Jung (Myongji University)

Habits and Policy: The Social Construction of Foreign Policymaking Processes

Mariano Bertucci (Tulane University)

Bringing the First Image Back In: An Exposition of Threat Heuristic Theory

Marika Landau-Wells (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

The Syrian Civil War and the Spread of Terror: Simulation Plan and Practice 1/2

Disc.

JSS Group

Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Chair

Aram Ziai (University of Bonn)

Maria Eriksson Baaz (Gothenburge University & Nordic Africa Institute)

Aram Ziai (University of Bonn)

Gothenburge University & Nordic Africa Institute

Post-development @ 25: On ‘being stuck’ and moving forward, sideways, backward, and otherwise

Arturo Escobar (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

Cold critique, faint passion, bleak future: Post-development’s surrender to global capitalism

Ilan Kapoor (York University)

Fossil-fuelled development and the legacy of post-development theory in 21st century Africa

Stefan Andreasson (Queen’s University Belfast)
‘Worlds beyond the political’? Post-development approaches in practices of transnational solidarity activism
Kalpana Wilson (Birkbeck, University of London)

Reflecting the post-development gaze: The degrowth movement and postcolonial critique of development in the North
Daniel Bendix (University of Kassel)

TA07: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Women, Peace and Security: Beyond Participation vs. Protection
International Studies Association
British International Studies Association

Chair: Jacqui True (Monash University)
Disc.: Jacqui True (Monash University)

What is feminist (or not) about ‘how’ WPS resolutions are adopted? Implications for research and practice
Soumita Basu (South Asian University)

Export Feminism: The Global North in the Women, Peace and Security Agenda
Paul C. Kirby (University of Sussex)

Gender, Race and Women, Peace and Security
Maria Martín de Almagro Iniesta (Vesalius College, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Holistic women’s security: Incorporating development into the Women, Peace and Security agenda
Carrie Reiling (University of California, Irvine)

New Wine in New Bottles? The Changing Architecture of the Women, Peace and Security Agenda
Laura J. Shepherd (University of New South Wales)

TA12: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Problem of Peaceful Change: Theories, Possibilities, and Levels of Analysis
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Arie M. Kacowicz (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Part.: Kal Holsti (University of British Columbia)
Part.: Norrin M. Ripsman (Lehigh University)
Part.: Kathryn Sikkink (Harvard Kennedy School)
Part.: Christopher K. Chase-Dunn (University of California Riverside)

TA14: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Game Theory’s Contributions to International Relations

International Studies Association
Peace Science Society (International)

Chair: Catherine Christine Langlois (Georgetown University)
Disc.: Songying Fang (Rice University)

The Empirical Promise of Game Theory
Alexandre Debs (Yale University)

Why Capable Militaries are Reluctant to Use Force
Anne Sartori (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Repression in the Name of Emergency
Tiberiu Dragu (New York University)

Who Wins the Peace: Elites, Citizens and the Decision to go to War
Kristopher Ramsay (Princeton University)
Colin Khaín (Princeton University)

Does a Settlement Offer Screen for Strength or Signal Weakness: War and Bargaining with Bilateral Uncertainty
Etel Solingen (University of California Irvine)

TA15: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Understanding Change in World Politics: Intersections and Synergies
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Patrick James (University of Southern California)
Part.: Imad Mansour (Qatar University)
Part.: Annette Freyberg-Inan (University of Amsterdam)
Part.: Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)
Part.: Duncan Snidal (University of Oxford)
Part.: Etel Solingen (University of California Irvine)
TA16: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Intelligence Foresight: What Demographic and Environmental Drivers Can Tell Policymakers about the Next Two Decades [in honor of Geoffrey Dabelko’s 15 years at the Wilson Center, bringing together scholars, analysts and policymakers]

Chair: Gregory F. Treverton (National Intelligence Council)
Disc.: Geoffrey D. Dabelko (Ohio University)
Water Scarcity, Instability and Violent Extremism in Nigeria
Marcus D. King (The George Washington University, Elliott School)
Determining Demographic Destiny in the 21st Century.
Jennifer Sciubba (Rhodes College)
The Future of Environmental Insecurity: Predictions for the Coming Quarter Century
Piotr Zagarowski (US Army)
Migration and its Alternative Futures for Europe
Roger George (Occidental College)
Foresight in Age-structural Time: Gauging the Future Using the Demographic Life Cycle of the State.
Richard Cincotta (The Stimson Center)

TA17: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Arab Uprisings and the Politics of Change

Chair: Jan Claudius Voelkel (Cairo University)
Disc.: Agnieszka Paczynska (George Mason University)
The Arab Uprisings: In Search of Research Methods?
Deina A. Abdellaker (University of Massachusetts)
Comparative Patterns of Conflict Internationalization: The Arab Spring and the Spring of Nations
Maria Lotto (University of Denver)
Konstantinos Travlos (Ozyegin University)
An Arab Summer? A Multi-Resolution Model Scanning Political Stability in North Africa
Amir Bagherpour (Global Impact Strategies)
Zining Yang (Claremont Graduate University)
The Politics of Economic Change in Sisi’s Egypt
Erin Snider (Texas A&M University)
When the Wave hit the Wall: Examining the implications of The Arab Spring on Democratization Theory
Sidharth Raimedhi (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

TA18: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
New Research in Quantitative Terrorism Studies

Chair: Bryan Joseph Arva (Pennsylvania State University)
Chair: James A. Piazza (The Pennsylvania State University)
Disc.: James Walsh (University of North Carolina Charlotte)
Who is a Terrorist? Ethnicity, Group Affiliation, and Understandings of Political Violence
Idean Salehyan (University of Texas at Dallas)
Vito D’Orazio (University of Texas at Dallas)
Crime Pays: Terrorist Group Engagement in Crime and Group Survival
James A. Piazza (The Pennsylvania State University)
Scott Piazza (The Pennsylvania State University)

TA19: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Theory Behind the Practice of Terrorism

Chair: Raphael Marcus (New York City Police Department)
A Preliminary Typology Mapping Pathways of Learning and Innovation by Modern Jihadist Groups
Rashmi Singh (PUC Minas)
Revise or Demise – Innovative Capacity and the Longevity of Terrorist Groups
Michael D. Fürstenberg (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)
Carolin Goerzig (Virginia Commonwealth University)
Why Are You Hiding? Exploring State Agency in the Terrorism Discourse
Sahar Khan (University of California-Irvine)
The End of the Third Wave? The Decline of Ethno-Nationalist Terrorism
Nick Brooke (University of St Andrews)

TA20: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The dynamics of trust and peaceful change in world politics

Chair: Leah Sarson (Dartmouth College)
Disc.: Leah Sarson (Dartmouth College)
How Peaceful is the World Today - Really?
Meredith Reid Sarkees (Global Women’s Leadership in International Security (GWLIS))
Peaceful Change
Carolyn M. Stephenson (University of Hawaii Manoa)
Trust, Uncertainty and the Problem of the Future in International Politics
Michelle Murray (Bard College)
Facilitating Peaceful Change in Regional Security Complexes: The ‘Helsinki Model’ of Conflict De-Escalation and Conflict Management
Kai Hebel (Universiteit Leiden)
Trust & International Relations Theory
David A. Beitelman (Dalhousie University)

TA21: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Sixty years of the Space Age: Balance and Perspectives

Chair: Modesto Seara-Vazquez (Technological University of the Mixteca (UTM))
Disc.: Roberto Dominguez (Suffolk University)
Expectations, Realities and Dreams
Modesto Seara-Vazquez (Technological University of the Mixteca (UTM))
A Constructivist theoretical interpretation of extraterrestrial life’s probability: Thinking a possible reconfiguration of an anthropocentric dominant idea
  Rafael Velazquez (Universidad Autonoma de Baja California)
  Jesús López (Autonomous University of Baja California)

The cosmic law as a source of cooperation between spatial nations: some recent advances in the XXI Century
  Carlos G. Arguelles (Universidad del Mar)

Constructing a prospective scenario: Human diaspora on Mars and the construction of a normative order and a Martian identity
  Jesús López (Autonomous University of Baja California)

The Realpolitik of outer space: launching IR theory to the quest of power
  Jessica De Alba-Ulloa (Universidad Anahuac Mexico Norte)

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel

Panel
'To Be a State or Not Be a State, That is the Question': The Changing Face of the Sovereign and Territoriality
Kevin Edward Grisham (California State University, San Bernardino)
Non-State Actors' Legitimacy and Governance Perceptions in Nigeria: Helping or Harming the State?
Eric Stollenwerk (Freie Universität Berlin)

**Panel**

**TA28: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**
Cooperating Security and Economic Dynamics between North Korea and East Asian Powers

*International Studies Association*  
*Association of Korean Political Studies*

**Chair** Wayne Patterson (University of Pennsylvania)  
**Disc.** Stephan Haggard (University of California at San Diego)  
**Disc.** Jongseok Woo (University of South Florida)  

Obama Administration’s North Korea Policy: The Puzzle of Strategic Patience

Inyeop Lee (Spring Arbor University)

Divergence between Liability and Ally: China’s Relations with North Korea and Cambodia

Sung Chull Kim (Seoul National University)

South Korea’s Economic Engagement with the North: Retrospect and Prospect

Joongho Kim (The Export-Import Bank of Korea)

What if a Conservative Leader had been elected as ROK President in 1997 or 2002? A Counterfactual Analysis of Sunshine Policy and Inter-Korean Reconciliation

Yangmo Ku (Norwich University)

To arm or to disarm? Rhetoric and Intention behind North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Programs

Jae-Jung Suh (ICU)

**TA30: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**
Challenging Oppression: Confronting Systems of Power and Privilege in Higher Education, at ISA and in the Classroom

*International Studies Association*

**Chair** Nanette Archer Svenson (Tulane University)  
**Part.** Pichamon Yoephantong (University of New South Wales)  
**Part.** Cecelia Lynch (University of California Irvine)  
**Part.** Bárbara Campos (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Minas Gerais (PUC Minas))  
**Part.** Timothy Seidel (Eastern Mennonite University)

**Panel**

**TA32: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**
Intentions, Signaling, and Strategic Stability

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Sebastian Rosato (University of Notre Dame)  
**Disc.** Sebastian Rosato (University of Notre Dame)  

Military Technology and the Feasibility of Aggression: Offense, Defense, and the Primacy of Politics in War

David W. Blagden (University of Exeter)

Nuclear Weapons and the Offense-Defense Balance

Neegen Pegah (Naval War College)

Taking Uncertainty Seriously: Classical Realism and National Security

Patrick H. M. Porter (University of Exeter)

Compound and Complex Uncertainty about Intentions in International Politics

David M. Edelstein (Georgetown University)

**Panel**

**TA33: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**
Human Rights and Justice I

*Human Rights*

**Chair** Kurt Mills (University of Glasgow)  
**Disc.** Andrea Birdsell (University of Edinburgh)  

What Kind of Justice for Human Rights?

Ann Marie Clark (Purdue University)

Flammis acribus addicit: Requiem for the Right to Development

Daniel J. Whelan (Hendrix College)

'The Last Prisoners of War': Justice for Cultural Heritage

Matthew S. Weinert (University of Delaware)

"Droits de l'homme, bien sûr!" Human Rights and Transitional Justice in Tunisia

Mariam Salehi (University of Marburg)

**Roundtable**

**TA34: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**
What’s Quantum Got to Do with It?: A New Philosophy for the Science of International Relations

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*  
*Science, Technology and Art in International Relations*

**Chair** James Der Derian (Centre for International Security Studies, University of Sydney)  
**Part.** Jane Bennett (Johns Hopkins University)  
**Part.** William E. Connolly (Johns Hopkins University)  
**Part.** Larry N. George (California State University, Long Beach)  
**Part.** Jairus V. Grove (University of Hawaii at Manoa)  
**Part.** Alexander Edward Wendt (Ohio State University)  
**Part.** Colin Wight (University of Sydney)  
**Part.** Shohini Ghose (Wilfrid Laurier University/Perimeter Institute)  
**Part.** Stephen J. Del Rosso (Carnegie Corporation of New York)

**Panel**

**TA35: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**
Colonialism, race and the international relations of war

*Global Development*  
*International Political Sociology*

**Chair** Branwen Gruffydd Jones (Cardiff University)  
**Disc.** Mustapha Kamal Pasha (Abertystwyth University)

In the Light of History: The French-Indian Wars, French Enlightenment Ethnography, and the Horizons of the Early Modern International

Timothy Vasko (Cornell University)

Decolonizing War

Tarak Barkawi (London School of Economics)

Theorizing modern war: race, region, and ideology in defence of imperial order

Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)

Gramsci With Guns: US violence and consensus-building in the making of South Korea

Inderjeet S. Parmar (City University London)

The “Guardians” and the "Poachers": U.S. Military Lawyers, "Lawfare" and the Colonial Constitution of the Laws of War

Freya Aran (Columbia Law School)
TA36: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Criminal Intelligence, Local Intelligence

Intelligence Studies
Chair: Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)
Disc.: David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)
Fifteen Years After 9/11: The Status of Local Intelligence Sharing
   Terry C. Quist (U.S. Army)
Out of the shadows and into the dark: The decline of covert policing and the threat to community safety.
   Ian P. Stanier (University of Portsmouth)
Intelligence Law: A Field Essay
   Tobias Gibson (Westminster College)
The role of state intelligence in cases of suspected financing of terrorist organizations by money due to practices of white-collar crime.
   Patricia Carvalho (INASIS - International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies)
Analyzing Transnational Organized Crime, Violent Extremism and Corruption in the Peacekeeping Environment
   Diane Chido (U.S. Army Peace Keeping and Stability Operations Institute (PKSOI))

TA37: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Environmental NGOs: Influence and Representation, Conflicts and Restrictions

Environmental Studies
Chair: Karin Bäckstrand (Stockholm University)
Disc.: Michele Betsill (Colorado State University)
Environmental NGO influence on domestic policy change: A quantitative test of the Double Grid Framework
   Amanda Murdie (University of Georgia)
   Raul Pacheco-Vega (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE))
The Performance of Climate Change: An Ethnographic Study of COP 21
   Shannon Orr (Bowling Green State University)
NGOs, technology companies, and the greening of the grid: A new theory of public-private governance interaction
   Zdravka Tzankova (Vanderbilt University)
Who Will Speak for the People? A Look at the Limited Interconnectedness Between the Environmental Movement and the Human Rights Movement in the Face of Climate Change
   Aja Binette (Temple University)
Understanding Change in Transboundary Water Negotiations: A Case Study of NGO influence in the Rhine River Regime
   Julianne Liebenguth (Colorado State University)
   Kat Hodgson (Colorado State University)

TA38: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Sieges and Civilian Punishment in Civil Wars

International Security Studies
Chair: Alexander B. Downes (George Washington University)
Disc.: Alexander B. Downes (George Washington University)
"We’ll Whack Them in the Outhouse": Lessons of Russian Counterinsurgency for Syria
   Andrea M. Lopez (Susquehanna University)
Understanding Siege Warfare Dynamics in Syria: Evidence From Sarajevo
   Lionel Beehner (U.S. Military Academy at West Point)
Sieging the Citizen: Predicting Governments’ Use of Siege Warfare Tactics to Victimize Civilians during Irregular Conflict
   Melissa Carlson (UC Berkeley)
We Had to Burn the Village to Save the Village: The Use of Scorched Earth Tactics in Civil Conflict
   Thomas O’Mealia (University of Michigan)
   Jessica Sun (University of Michigan)

TA39: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Contested Giants: Tracing the Diverse Challenges to the International Financial Institutions

International Political Economy
Chair: Pamela Blackmon (Pennsylvania State University, Altoona)
Disc.: Teresa Kramarz (University of Toronto)
Disc.: Catherine Elizabeth Weaver (University of Texas at Austin)
   Penny Griffin (University of New South Wales)
Purpose without Crisis: The Self-Referential Origins of the IMF’s New Macropraudential Approach
   Matthias Kranke (University of Warwick)
Decoding the Language of the IMF Executive Board
   Michael H. Breen (Dublin City University)
How Accountable? Assessing Developments in Accountability at Multilateral Development Banks
   Erica R. Gould (Stanford University)
The World Bank, Private Finance, and Demands for Governance Reform after the Crisis
   Samuel Appleton (University of Sussex)

TA40: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Migration, Economics, and Institutions

Global Development
Chair: Kara Ross Camarena (Harvard University)
Disc.: Emily Sellars (Texas A&M University)
Intervention and Deterrence: Trade-offs among Policies to Prevent Refugee Flows
   Kara Ross Camarena (Harvard University)
Dubious Models of the Future? Middle Eastern Migration Regimes in Global Context
   Anna Katherine Boucher (University of Sydney)
Migration and Inequality: Evidence from Chinese Real Estate Investments
   Steven Liao (University of California, Riverside)
Immigration and Right-Wing Populism: An Origin Story
   Adrian Shin (University of Colorado Boulder)
   Albana Shehaj (University of Michigan)
   Ronald Inglehart (University of Michigan)

TA41: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Social Media and Activism: Power and Resistance in the 21st Century

International Communication
Online Media Caucus
Chair: Nanette S. Levinson (American University)
Disc.: Maria Repnikova (University of Pennsylvania)
Twitter, affective publics and public demonstrations in divided societies: The Ardoyne parade dispute in Northern Ireland (2014-15)

Paul Reilly (University of Sheffield)

Telling it like it is: A comparative perspective on the use of personal stories in online grassroots advocacy

Filippo Trevisan (American University - School of Communication)
Paul Reilly (University of Sheffield)

Mariana Leyton Escobar (American University)

Citizens Advancing Change and Emerging Digital Third Space

Anup Kumar (Cleveland State University)

Holli A. Semetko (Emory University)

To Rally or not to Rally? Internet and Decision-Making of Protest Sympathizers under Semi-Authoritarian Rule

Kris Ruijgrok (University of Amsterdam)

TA42: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

New perspectives on transitional justice mechanisms in (former) conflict areas

Peace Studies

Chair  Cyanne E. Loyle (Indiana University)
Disc.  Scott Gates (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) and University of Oslo)

NGOs for International Justice: Victims’ vs Criminal Justice?
Kjersti Lohne (University of Oslo)

Women’s socioeconomic needs and transitional justice
Sladjana Lazić (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

Amnesty as a Weapon of War: Government strength and justice processes during armed conflict

Cyanne E. Loyle (Indiana University)

Scott Gates (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) and University of Oslo)

Transitional justice mechanisms as sites for contestation of power in Kenya

Njoki Wamai (University of Cambridge)
TA48: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Accountability for Mass Human Rights Violations

**Chair** Matthew I. Mitchell (University of Saskatchewan)

**Disc.** Matthew I. Mitchell (University of Saskatchewan)

Military Accountability: False Positives and the Ongoing Struggle over Impunity in Colombia

*Janice Kreinick Gallagher (Brown University)*

A Throne of Skulls: Rwandan Genocide Revisionism and Its Impact on Theories of Mass Killing in Africa

*Arthur N. Gilbert (University of Denver)*

Support for Torture. Experimental Evidence from the Mexican War on Drugs

*Javier Osorio (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY)*

Pro-Government Militias, Human Rights, and War-Time Abuse by Rebels

*Travis Curtice (Emory University)*

Delegating Repression, Dodging Retribution: How PGMs Influence Variation of Punishment for Human Rights Abuses

*Lora DiBlasi (Michigan State University)*

---

TA49: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Culture and the Ambiguities of Postcolonial Politics

**Chair** Nick Robinson (University of Leeds)

**Disc.** Priya Dixit (Virginia Tech)

Catch Me if You Can! On the Political Uses of Corporate Globalizing Discourses

*Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)*

Development as Sankofa: theoretical challenges in recovering Ancestralities in hybrid contexts

*Rafael Bittencourt Rodrigues Lopes (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais (PUC Minas))*

An Narrative from childhood. Monteiro Lobato and my denaturalization

*Francisco Eduardo Lemos de Matos (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro - IRI)*

Private Security, Resilience and Development — a Global South approach to pop culture in Captain America: Civil War

*Carolina Futuro (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio))*

*Tabatha Morgado (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro - International Relations Institute )*
TA55: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Politics of Security in International Relations

Chair
Didier Bigo (Sciences-PO Paris, KCL War studies)

Disc.
Jacob Eriksson (University of York)

Panel

Security in the society of control
Jonas Hagmann (ETH Zürich)

Trolling into security: Russia’s elusive (de-)securitizations
Xymena Kurowska (Central European University)

Anatoly Reshetnikov (Central European University)

Police, Security and the Transition from Nation State to Empire
Rick Coughlin (Florida Gulf Coast University)

Civil Society and the State: Understanding the Ambivalence of Human Security
Edmund Freתgham (Leiden University)

TA56: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Images, Imagining and Visual Representations in World Politics

Chair
Andreas Behnke (University of Reading)

Disc.
Simon Koschut (Freie Universität Berlin)

Panel

Narcissism in Global Transformations
Hasmet Uluorta (Trent University)

Florentina C. Andreescu (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)

Material politics of representation – exploring the visuality/materiality nexus in IR
David Shim (University of Groningen)

The Visual Cues of Terror
M. L. deRaismes Combes (American University)

The Politics of Cinematic Representation: Images of Pakistan in Bollywood Film
Vaishali Raghuvanshi (South Asian University)

An Immanent Frame of Mind: Theorizing images of futures along shared dispositions and community partnerships
Jonathan Hui (University of Hawaii & The East-West Center)

TA57: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Israel-Palestinian Conflict and Peace Process

Chair
Chuck Thiessen (Coventry University)

Disc.
Jacob Eriksson (University of York)

What If There Is No Peace to Keep?
Dennis C. Jett (Pennsylvania State University)

Solidarity is in the Heart, Not in the Field: Joint Israeli-Palestinian Peace Movement Organizations during the 2014 Gaza War
Michelle I. Gawerc (Loyola University Maryland)
TA60: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
International environmental compliance: Norms, incentives, and beyond

Environmental Studies  International Organization

Chair  Jon Hovi (University of Oslo)
Disc.  Oran R. Young (Bren School, UC Santa Barbara)

Why Do Citizens Support Unilateral Climate Policy?
Thomas Bernauer (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich))

Liam McGrath (ETH Zürich)

Why comply with the global climate regime? The role of instrumentalist factors and worldviews in mitigation policy
Zeynep Ciyaklow (University of Nottingham)

Comparing the compliance systems of the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement
Jon Hovi (University of Oslo)
Arild Underdal (University of Oslo)

The Roles of Norms and Interests in Motivating the Fulfillment of Climate Commitments
Ronald B. Mitchell (University of Oregon)

Can the management school explain non-compliance with the Gothenburg protocol?
Andreas Kokkvoll Tveit (Department of Political Science, University of Oslo)

---

TA61: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Domestic Politics, Intervention, and War

International Security Studies

Chair  Jay M. Parker (National Defense University-CISA)
Disc.  Jay M. Parker (National Defense University-CISA)

Dissertation: War: The US Intervention in Grenada, 1983 -- Rescuing an Island or Reinventing a Presidency?
Jane K. Cramer (University of Oregon)

The Rise of Executive War-Making Autonomy in the United States
Eric Hamilton (New York University Abu Dhabi)

Is There a War Party? Party Change, the Left-Right Divide and International Conflict
Andrew D. Bertoli (University of California Berkeley)
Allan Dafoe (Yale University)
Robert Frederic Trager (University of California, Los Angeles)

Dissent, Debate, and the Origins of Responsiveness to Mass Killing
Amanda Rothschild (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

To intervene or not to intervene? The institutional constraints to third party intervention in civil war
Casper Sakstrup (Aarhus University)
Jakob Tolstrup (Aarhus University)

---

TA62: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Imperatives and Challenges of Global Education

Active Learning in International Affairs  International Education

Chair  Ryo Shimizu (Kobe Gakuin University)
Disc.  Jenny H. Peterson (University of British Columbia)

Bringing Study Abroad to First Generation and Disadvantaged Students: Lessons Learned at a Hispanic-Serving Institution
Kenneth Martens Friessen (Fresno Pacific University)

Study Abroad in the 21st Century: The Advantages of Short-term Faculty Led Programs
Gigi Gokcek (Dominican University of California)

Risk and the Future of Study Abroad: A Faculty Member’s Perspective
David A. Messenger (University of Wyoming)

---

TA63: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The Changing Balance of Power in Asia and the Risk of Conflict

International Security Studies

Chair  Vaibhav Abnave (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Disc.  Vaibhav Abnave (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Letting History Illuminate China’s Future Journey: China’s Search for Lessons from the History of Rising Powers
Michael Glosny (Naval Postgraduate School)

Escalation at Sea: Stability and Instability in Maritime East Asia
Ian Bowers (Norwegian Institute For Defense Studies)

Thomas Cavanna (Southern Methodist University)

Asymmetric Nuclear Forces and Crisis Bargaining
Hyun-Binn Cho (University of Pennsylvania)

Chinese Evolving Approaches to Nuclear Weapons and Implications for U.S.-China Relations and Strategic Stability in the Asia Pacific
James Johnson (UNIVERSITY OF LEICESTER)

---

TA64: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Logics of Change and Change of Logic

Theory

Chair  Maj Grasten (Copenhagen Business School)
Disc.  Martin Weber (University of Queensland)

Logic of Modernity and the modernity of logic
Oliver Kessler (University of Erfurt)

Performativity in the Logics of a Changing World
Badredine Arf (University of Florida)

Why is there no theory of desecuritization? Rejection Values and the Politics of Peace
Benjamin Herboth (University of Groningen)

Close, Far, or Incommensurable? The Use of Two-Dimensional Semantics for Contrasting Worlds of International Relations
David Sylvan (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

System, process, structure: Seeing (like a system) through the logics of practice
Timo Walter (University of Erfurt)

---

TA65: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Bringing Together Energy Politics, Environmentalism, and Regionalism: Exploring a new research agenda

Environmental Studies

Chair  Kathleen Hancock (Colorado School of Mines)
Disc.  Stefano Palestini (Freie Universität Berlin)

What Can Regional Environmental Politics Teach about Energy Regionalism?
Stacy D. VanDeveer (University of Massachusetts Boston)

Renewable Energy and Regionalism in Africa
Kathleen Hancock (Colorado School of Mines)

The making of ‘region by regulation’: investigating EU rule export in energy
Andreas Goldthau (Central European University)
Cross-Regional Production Chains, regional fault lines and competitive regional processes in Euro-Asia

Margarita Balmaceda (Seton Hall University)

Regionalism and the Rise of Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) Trade in the Asia-Pacific

Llewelyn Hughes (Australian National University)

Global Development

Epistemic Authority and Changing Practices of Dissent

TA66: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Chair: Shiera S. Malik (DePaul University)
Disc.: Andreja Zevnik (University of Manchester)

Aporias of authorization: Protest and the question of alternatives
Marta Bashovski (University of Victoria)

Racialized identification as sovereign technique: Colonial authority and its resistance
Danielle Tschereau Mammers (University of Western Ontario)

Methods interruptus: Knowledge and authority in anti-poverty research and activism
Renee McBeth (University of Alberta)

Practices of Refusal: Embracing Damnation, Enacting Self-Determination
Kelly Aguirre (University of Victoria)

The Anti-Imperialist, Anti-Nationalism of Frantz Fanon
Anuja Bose (University of California, Los Angeles)

Propaganda and Persuasion in the 21st Century: A New Era of Manipulation?

TA67: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Chair: Chris Simpson (American University, Washington DC)
Disc.: Piers Robinson (University of Sheffield)

When Propaganda Meets Foreign Policy: Building Legitimacy through Media Narratives
Lina Benabdallah (University of Florida)

Competing Propagandas: Russian and US Mutual Representation of Propaganda Efforts
Emma Brier (University of Sheffield)

Dmitry Chernobrov (University of Sheffield)

Gender, Propaganda and Militarism in the Post 9/11 War in Afghanistan
Lucy Morgan Edwards (Independent)

The Public Relations Industry and Crisis Management for Governments
Thomas MacManus (Queen Mary University of London)

Converging State Interests: the Use of Strategic Narratives During the Build-up Towards Intervention in Libya and Syria
Florian Zollmann (Newcastle University)

Peace Education and Peaceful Change: Exploring the Linkages

TA68: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Chair: Wendy Kroeke (University of Manitoba)
Disc.: Wendy Kroeke (University of Manitoba)

Building peace-builders: Creating a peace education curriculum for Pakistan
Sara Taylor (Balsillie School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University)

Colleen Willard-Holt (Wilfrid Laurier University)

Localizing peace education
Nathan C. Funk (University of Waterloo)

Experiential learning for teaching peace: Inside and outside the classroom
Edmund Pries (Wilfrid Laurier University)

Does Peace Education Produce Peace? Weighing Argument and Evidence
Timothy Donais (Wilfrid Laurier University)

Crossing Borders to Learn: Change, Opportunity, and Challenge

International Education

Active Learning in International Affairs

TA69: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Roundtable

Chair: Laura Brunell (Gonzaga University)
Part. Francis D. Raska (Charles University)
Part. Hrishabhandilya (Anglo-American University)
Part. Erika K. Masaki (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Part. Michael Tremain (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Part. John Barron Boyd (Rhodes College)

Political Responsibility in a Globalized, Fragmented World

International Ethics

Theory

TA70: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Roundtable

Chair: Richard Beardsworth (University of Aberystwyth)
Part. Chris Brown (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)
Part. Toni Erskine (University of New South Wales)
Part. Kirsten A. Ainsley (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. Ilan Zvi Baron (Durham University)
Part. Piki Ish-Shalom (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

The Sage Handbook of Diplomacy

Diplomatic Studies

TA71: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Roundtable

Chair: Paul Sharp (University of Minnesota)
Part. Karin Aggestam (Lund University)
Part. Donna Marie Oglesby (Eckerd College)
Part. Sam O. Opondero (Vassar College)
Part. Eytan Gilboa (Bar-Ilan University)
Part. Cornelia B. Navari (University of Buckingham)
Part. Geoffrey R. Wiseman (Australian National University)

Gendering Militarisation, War and Counterinsurgency Revisited: New Directions in Feminist Analysis

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

TA72: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Roundtable

Chair: Melanie Richter-Montpetit (University of Sheffield)
Part. Victoria M. Basham (Cardiff University)
Part. Megan Bastick (University of Edinburgh)
Part. Synne Laastad Dyvik (University of Sussex)
Part. Claire Duncanson (University of Edinburgh)
Part. Anthony C. King (University of Exeter)
Part. Nivi Manchanda (London School of Economics and Political Science)
TA73: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Industries and Governance in the EU
International Political Economy

Chair  Holger Janusch (Friedrich-Alexander-University of Erlangen-Nürnberg)
Disc.  Holger Janusch (Friedrich-Alexander-University of Erlangen-Nürnberg)

Norm entrepreneurship, coercion or reputational damage? The influence of EU policies on tax evasion on Asian financial centres
Carlos Roland Vogt (The University of Hong Kong)
Institutionalized Power: How Institutional Design Affects Economic Power Projection in the EU
Scott Siegel (San Francisco State University)
Understanding the Changing Political Economy of Online Gambling in the European Union
Antti Myllymaa (University of Helsinki)
The Sino-European solar panel dispute: China’s successful carrot and stick approach towards Europe
Astrid Pepermans (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Panel

TA74: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Human Rights through a Gendered Lens
Human Rights
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair  Jillian Terry (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Gender Consciousness and Women’s Rights Reform in the Middle East and North Africa
Feryal M. Cherif (Loyola Marymount University)
Transformative approaches to reparations for gender-based violence against women: A case study from Tunisia’s transitional justice process
Simon A. Robins (Centre for Applied Human Rights, University of York)
The Perseverance of Gender (In)Equality: Predicting Wartime Sexual Violence using Peacetime Measures
Marisella Rodriguez (University of California, Davis)
IR Gender and War Theories Applied to Egypt’s Violence Against Female Protesters
Carol Gray (University of Connecticut)

Panel

TA75: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Roundtable
On sources and the empiricisation of IR
International Political Sociology

Chair  Benjamin De Carvalho (NUPI)
Part.  Luis Lobo-Guerrero (Groningen University)
Part.  Sandra S. Halperin (Royal Holloway, University of London)
Part.  Jens Bartelson (Lund University)
Part.  Klaus Schlichte (University of Bremen)
Part.  Halvard Leira (NUPI)

Panel

TA76: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Examining Foreign Policy Theories Using the Case of Turkey
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Nora E. Fisher Onar (Coastal Carolina University)
Disc.  Sibel Oktay (University of Illinois at Springfield)

Parliaments and Foreign Policy: A Comparative Analysis of the Role of the Turkish Parliament During the Two Gulf Wars
Havva Karakas Keles (Syracuse University)

Panel

TA77: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
China’s Strategy
International Security Studies

Chair  Jiakun Jack Zhang (University of California, San Diego)
Disc.  Jiakun Jack Zhang (University of California, San Diego)

The Ultimate Korea Crisis: China, the United States, and the Rush to Secure DPRK WMD
Oriana Skylar Mastro (Assistant Professor of Security Studies, Georgetown University)
Diversion or preoccupation? Domestic insecurity and Chinese nationalist propaganda
Nhung Bui (Princeton University)

Panel

TA78: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Extraterritoriality and Transnational Boundaries
International Political Economy

Chair  W. Kindred Winecoff (Indiana University)
Disc.  W. Kindred Winecoff (Indiana University)

Cyber Westphalia and Beyond: Extraterritoriality and Mutual Entanglement in Cyberspace
Louis W. Pauly (University of Toronto)
Ronald J. Deibert (University of Toronto)
The Costs of Extraterritoriality
Nikhil Kalyanpur (Georgetown)
Abraham Newman (Georgetown University)
Block Chain Technology and National Sovereignty
James Luther Gilley (Louisiana State University)
Vincent Drehner (Freie Universität Berlin)
The Global Value Chain Peace: How the Globalization of Production Fosters International Cooperation
Hailie Na-Kyung Lee (Georgetown University)
Yu-Ming Liou (Georgetown University)

Panel

TA79: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The Politics of Dissent and Repression
Human Rights

Chair  Christopher Patane (University of Missouri)
Disc.  Christopher Patane (University of Missouri)

Rethinking Sticks and Stones: Satire and Insult in the Escalation of Protest
Lisel Hintz (Cornell University)
Turkey's Public Diplomacy in a Volatile Region

**Diplomatic Studies**

**Chair:** Philip Seib (University of Southern California)

**Part.**
- Gozde Kurt (Beykent University)
- Efe Sevin (University of Fribourg)
- Senem Cevik (University of California Irvine)

Technological Pressures on Global Security

**Science, Technology and Art in International Relations**

**Chair:** Keon Weigold (SUNY Albany)

**Part.**
- Liv Coleman (University of Tampa)
- Miguel de Larrinaga (University of Ottawa)
- Dinos Kerigan-Kyrou (University of Greenwich)

**Disc.**
- Complex Deterrence: Moving from Atoms to Bits and Bytes
  - Aaron F. Brantly (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

The Sociotechnical Imaginary of Global Order: Notes on the Airpower Assemblage

**Jack Adam MacLennan (Carleton University)**

The Devil We Know: Shale Gas and the Difficulties With Change in the Energy Sector

**Alexandra Maria Bocse (Harvard University)**

What Drives the Emerging Global Low Carbon Economy? Ideas and Interests behind the Low Carbon Energy Transition

**Larissa Basso (University of Brasilia)**


**Derwin Munroe (University of Michigan-Flint)**

Middle Powers, Energy Security and Naval Forces

**Davide Ghermandi (University of Bologna)**

The Persistence of Market Orthodoxy in Post-Apartheid South Africa: The Neoliberal Incentive Structure and the Absence of the Developmental State

**Lorena Herrera Vinelli (FLACSO)**

The Perilous Path of the US Marines, and the UNHCR

**Biometric Nation-Building in Afghanistan: National Geographic, the US Marines, and the UNHCR**

**Miguel de Larrinaga (University of Ottawa)**

**Disc.**
- Kathryn Sikkink (Harvard Kennedy School)
- Peter Katzenstein (Cornell University)
- Neta Carol Crawford (Boston University)
- Pauline Ng (University of Pennsylvania)
- Robert O. Keohane (Princeton University)

The Future of WTO under Increasing Number of RTA’s and its Implication on Developing Economies.

**Deepak Raj Pandaya (School of International Studies Jawaharlal Nehru University)**

Lobbying under Autocracy: The Domestic Sources of Autocratic Trade Agreements

**Susanne Mueller-Redwood (University of Wisconsin-Madison)**

Impact of Public Opinion on International Trade Agreement Ratification

**Ji Yeon Park (Georgetown University)**

Asymmetric Interdependence and Small States: Power and Vulnerability in Trade Relations Between China and Latin-American Small States

**Kathleen Hancock (Colorado School of Mines)**

**Stefan Andreasson (Queen’s University Belfast)**

**Michael H. Allen (Bryn Mawr College)**

**Susan K. Sell (George Washington University)**

**Felicia Grey (Old Dominion University)**

**Blayne Haggart (Brock University)**

**Kathryn C. Lavelle (Case Western Reserve University)**

The Neoliberal Incentive Structure and the Absence of the Developmental State

**Shaukat Ansari (University of Toronto)**

Hedgers, Speculators and the Politics of Commodity Derivatives Reform: Comparing Legislative and Regulatory Processes and Outcomes in the EU and US

**Jakob Engel (University of Oxford)**

**Disc.**
- Kathryn C. Lavelle (Case Western Reserve University)
- Blayne Haggart (Brock University)
- Multilateralism in Multipolarity? Explaining the Formation of AIIB
  - Vinicius Guilherme Rodrigues Vieira (Getulio Vargas Foundation and University of Sao Paulo, Brazil)
- The Persistence of Market Orthodoxy in Post-Apartheid South Africa: The Neoliberal Incentive Structure and the Absence of the Developmental State
  - Shaheen Anwar (University of Toronto)
Capital Mobility and Democratization: Exploring the Role of Foreign Elites

Thomas Vargas (University of Minnesota)
Carly Potz-Nielsen (University of Minnesota)
Alexandra Zeitz (University of Oxford)

TB03-D: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
JSS Group
Post-Positive Approaches to IPE

Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc. Wesley W. Widmaier (Griffith University)
Gendering Agro-Extractivism: Politicizing Violences Against Women in Guatemala’s Franja Transversal del Norte
Julia Hartviksen (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Problematising Liberal Binaries in the State of Exception: the Case of Governing Sex Trade Industry in India
Sudeshna Chatterjee (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Everyday International Political Economy: A Critical Analysis of Self-Surveillance and Governmentality through Fitness
Prathima Ravindra Appaji (American University)

TB04: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Innovative Panel
The Syrian Civil War and the Spread of Terror: Simulation
Assessment and Research 2/2

ISA Innovative Panel

Chair Hemda Ben-Yehuda (Bar-Ilan University)
Chair Guy Zohar (Bar-Ilan University)
Disc. Hemda Ben-Yehuda (Bar-Ilan University)
Disc. Mary Jane C. Parmentier (Arizona State University)
Disc. Victor Asal (State University of New York at Albany)
Part. Daniella Irrera (University of Catania)
Part. Michael J. Butler (Clark University)
Part. Meirav Mishali-Ram (Bar-Ilan University)
Part. Peter F. Trumbore (Oakland University)
Part. Brian Urlacher (University of North Dakota)
Part. Marcelo M. Valence (Rio de Janeiro State University - UERJ)
Part. Laurie Zitrain Eisenberg (Carnegie Mellon University)
Part. Amanda M. Rosen (Webster University)
Part. Babak Bahador (University of Canterbury)
Part. Balkan Devlin (Izmir University of Economics)
Part. Ana Bojinovic Fenko (University of Ljubljana)
Part. Maurizio Geri (old dominion university)
Part. Nina Kollars (Franklin & Marshall College)
Part. Brent E. Sasley (University of Texas at Arlington)
Part. Guy Zohar (Bar-Ilan University)
Part. Douglas Becker (University of Southern California)
Part. Anat Niv-Solomon (City University of New York)
The Webmaster Role in Cyber and Face-to-face Simulation Projects
Guy Zohar (Bar-Ilan University)
The Price of Terror: Promise and Pitfalls in Militarized Responses to Extremism
Peter F. Trumbore (Oakland University)
Debriefing and Research in Hybrid Simulations
Hemda Ben-Yehuda (Bar-Ilan University)
Simulation Assessment: Problems and Solutions
Michael J. Butler (Clark University)

Role-playing the History Behind the Headlines in the Syrian Civil War
Laurie Zitrain Eisenberg (Carnegie Mellon University)

TB05: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Information and Communication Technology
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
International Communication

Chair Andrew Yeo (The Catholic University of America)
Disc. Emily T. Metzgar (Indiana University)

Nanotechnology, Moore’s Law and International Change
Rey Koslowski (University at Albany)
Will the Internet fragment? Alignment, sovereignty and Internet governance
Milton L. Mueller (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Theorizing the Social Mechanisms of Change in International Political Orders: The Case of Internet Governance
Ludvig Normann (Uppsala University)

China’s Weakness in High-Tech: No Longer Down to Finance?
Robyn Klingler-Vidra (King’s College London)

Communicating Change in the Gulf Cooperation Council States (GCC): Information Technologies and Social Transformation
Suzi Mirgani (CIRS, Georgetown University in Qatar)

TB07: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Cooperating Change in East Asian Politics

International Studies Association
Korean Association of International Studies

Chair Hanbeom Jeong (Korea National Defense University)
Disc. Hyuk-Sang Sohn (Kyung Hee University)
Disc. Booseung Chang (RAND Corporation)

Is North Korea Exceptional?: Explaining Obama’s Diplomacy on Iran, Cuba, and North Korea
Jihwan Hwang (University of Seoul/Catholic University of America)
Can South Korea Embrace Japan’s Expanding Security Role?
Chang-hee Nam (Inha University)
American Japanese Alliance: Threat, Consultation, Cohesion in “Out-of-area” Crises and Japan’s Entry into the Iraq War
Heung Soo Sim (Gyeongsang National University)
The U.S. National Interest and Limitations of Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
Woouram Jung (Korea National Defense University)

Cooperative Governance in East Asia: Lessons from European Case
Hanbeom Jeong (Korea National Defense University)

TB10: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
(Un)Making Colonial Libraries, Archives and Liberal Orders: Re-Imagining Decolonization

Historical International Relations
Global Development
International Political Sociology

Chair Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)
Disc. Faye Fraser (York University)

Notes on the (De)Colonial Archive and the African Revolution
Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)
Zubairu Wai (Lakehead University)
Decolonizing Intervention: Implications of the Coloniality of Power in Projects of International Statebuilding

Meera Sarabatnam (SOAS, University of London)

Liberal fantasies of Africa’s ‘New Green Revolution’: A Decolonial World-Ecological Reading of Global Land Grabbing in the Post-Crisis Liberal Imperium

Bikrum Gill (York University)

Decolonial Speculative Fiction: The Colonial Present and Imagining Decolonial Futures in Gerald Vizenor’s “Treaty Shirts: October 2034 – A Familiar Treatise on the White Earth Nation”

Emily Hannah Merson (York University)

The Ethics of Decolonial Praxis and Temporality: Re-reading Césaire and Fanon

Zahir Kolia (Lakehead University)

TB11: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Cooperating (Re-)Interpreting the Encounter, (Re-)Encountering the Interpreter: New Perspectives on CEE encounters in Europe and the Wider World

International Studies Association
Central and East European International Studies Association

Chair Hannes Peltonen (University of Tampere)
Disc. Benjamin Tallis (Institute of International Relations, Prague)
Disc. Stuart Shields (University of Manchester)

Of Desires, Hierarchies and Geopolitical Imaginary: The Paradoxical Encounter between Central Europe and ‘the West’ in ‘The Glass Room’

Jakub Eberle (Institute of International Relations)

Communities of Strangers in the International System: A Study of the Political Effects of the Jewish Diaspora on Nation-State Formation in Europe

Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)

Missing in Action: Re-Interpreting Collective Subjects’ Absence and Presence in Encounters with Critical Scholars and the International Community Bosnia and Herzegovina

Tomas Dopita (Institute of International Relations, Prague)

Encounters in the (Post-)Socialist City: Architecture and Otherness in the European East

Kimberly Zarecor (Iowa State University)

Between the Café and the Castle, or, Where is my homeland? Czech Responses to the Migration Crisis and the domestic politics of (EU-) European belonging

Benjamin Tallis (Institute of International Relations, Prague)

TB12: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Reinvigorating International Politics: Taking Global Voices (Gender & Diversity) Seriously in IR, Part I - Theory

Historical International Relations
Women’s Caucus
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Active Learning in International Affairs
Global South Caucus
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair J. Ann Tickner (American University)
Disc. Kirsten Ainley (London School of Economics and Political Science)

How to Research Gender & Diversity in the IR Curriculum: A Convergent Mixed-Methods Approach

Kiran Phull (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Gustav Meibauer (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Feminizing IR: Japan’s New Global Initiatives and Implications for Post-pacifist Nationalism

Marie Thorsten (Doshisha University)

Against Epistemicide in the IR Curriculum

Lucas Van Milders (University of Kent)

Why is my (IR) curriculum white?

Kerem Nisancioglu (SOAS, University of London)

TB14: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Violent Extremism, Terrorism, and the Internet: Contemporary Issues and Cases

Online Media Caucus
Scientific Study of International Processes
International Security Studies

Chair Anthony Lemieux (Georgia State University)
Disc. Shawn M. Powers (Department of State)

Researching Violent Extremism, Terrorism, and the Internet: Ethics Issues

Maura Conway (Dublin City University)

The Mobilization of the Extreme Right Online: A Frame Analysis Approach

Reem Ahmed (University of Hamburg)
Daniela I. Pisoiu (University of Hamburg)

Pragmatists or Romantic Revolutionaries? The Online Role of Women in the Promotion of National Separatist violence: Northern Ireland and Kurdish Nationalism

Lisa McNerney (Dublin City University)

Extreme Left Online Mobilisation

Verity Buckley (UCL)

A Multimodal Approach to Analyzing Online Messaging of Extremist Groups

Carol Winkler (Georgia State University)
Amanda E. Rogers (Georgia State University)
Kareem El-Damahouary (Georgia State University)
Rebecca Wilson (Georgia State University)
Allison Betus (Georgia State University)
Aaron Dicker (Georgia State University)
Shawn M. Powers (Department of State)
Anthony Lemieux (Georgia State University)

TB15: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Power and Change in the Humanitarian Space

International Organization

Chair Michael Barnett (George Washington University)
Disc. Silke Roth (University of Southampton)

Humanitarian Wars And International Security In The 21St Century

Maria Fanis (Ohio University)

Shifting power relations in humanitarian aid in Haiti

Jan Woerlein (Université Paris Ouest Nanterre)

“If you can’t beat them, organize them” The impact of the UN humanitarian reform on the power relationships within the humanitarian space

Clara Egger (Science Po Grenoble)

Out-of-date and out-of-time: the challenge of mobility for Médecins Sans Frontières

Polly Pallister-Wilkins (University of Amsterdam)

The humanitarian approach to nuclear disarmament: a challenger to the classical actors of nuclear regulations?

Mailys Mangin (Université Lille 2, France)
Who is fit to protect? Humanitarian security management and the struggle for the monopolization of expertise
Monique Jo Beerli (Sciences Po Paris & University of Geneva)

TB16: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
Roundtable on "A World of Struggle: How Power, Law, and Expertise Shape Global Political Economy" by David Kennedy

Knowledge International Relations
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
International Political Sociology
Theory

Chair  Nikolas M. Rajkovic (Tilburg University)
Disc.  David Kennedy (Harvard Law School)
Part.  Nicholas G. Onuf (Florida International University and PUC-Rio)
Part.  Cyra Choudhury (Florida International University)
Part.  Friedrich Kratochwil (European University Institute)
Part.  Jens Bartelson (Lund University)
Part.  Anna Leander (Copenhagen Business School)

TB17: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Change in Environmental Law and Development: The Global Struggle from Plunder “Extractivism” toward a New Paradigm of “Buen Vivir”

Environmental Studies
Global Development
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Human Rights

Chair  Pamela Martin (Coastal Carolina University)
Disc.  Peter Dauvergne (University of British Columbia)
Rights of Nature Laws in the U.S. and New Zealand: New Strategies in the Battle Between Environmental Protection and “Development” Through Extractivism
Craig Kauffman (University of Oregon)
Pamela Martin (Coastal Carolina University)
From Extractivism towards Buen Vivir: Mining Policy as an Indicator of a New Development Paradigm Prioritizing the Environment
Robin Broad (American University)
Julia Fischer-Mackey (American University)
Sitting on a Gold Mine: El Salvador’s rejection of the Latin American Extractive Imperative
Rachel Hannah Nadelman (American University)
Taking energy to court: Legal challenges to energy-as-usual in Chile
Javiera Barandiaran (University of California Santa Barbara)
Devastation with Eyes Wide Open: Environmental Law and Practice in Brazil’s Xingu River Basin
Eve Bratman (Franklin & Marshall College)
Cristiane Dias (American University)

TB18: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
The Policy Process of Carbon Markets: Lessons from their design, diffusion and the main stakeholders

Environmental Studies

Chair  Simon Nicholson (American University)
Disc.  Larissa Basso (University of Brasilia)
Disc.  Simon Nicholson (American University)
Thinking Toward the Future: U.S. Carbon Pricing Strategies
Tabitha M. Benney (University of Utah)

TB19: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Transformation at the Margins: Imperial Frontiers and Peripheries at the Frontline of International Order

Historical International Relations
Global Development
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Joseph MacKay (Columbia University)
Disc.  Jordan Branch (Brown University)
Agency in International Order Transformation: Insights from the Appropriation of International Legal Discourse at the 1914 Simla Convention between Great Britain, China and Tibet
Amanda Cheney (Cornell University)
Colonialism in the Nineteenth Century and its Relationship to Contemporary State Building: The Tanzimat of 1839 and 1856
Andrew Delatolla (London School of Economics and Political Science)
On ‘frontier governmentality’: Colonial knowledge and the northwest frontier of India, 1845-1878
Martin Jonathan Bayly (London School of Economics)
Borders at the Margins of IR Theory and the Problem of ‘Arbitrary’ Colonial Borders
Kerry Goettlich (London School of Economics)
Colonial Borderlands and Inter-imperial Geographies
Jeppe Mulich (London School of Economics)

TB20: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
Teaching Critical Thinking! Strategies, Tools, and Methods

International Education
Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair  Linda Monsees (Universität Bremen)
Part.  Patrick Thaddeus Jackson (American University)
Part.  Benjamin Herboth (University of Groningen)
Part.  Laura J. Shepherd (University of New South Wales)
Part.  Himadeep R. Muppidi (Vassar)

TB21: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
War and the Production of Change: Reconfigurations of Race, Disability, Sexuality and Gender

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus

Chair  Nivi Manchanda (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Disc.  Tarak Karim Barkawi (London School of Economics)
Feminist Wars and the Production of “Settler Futurity”
Melanie Richter-Montpetit (University of Sheffield)
A Genealogy of Racial Violence: Europe, Israel and Occupied Palestine
Catherine Winifred Harrett (Queen Mary University of London)
TB22: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Training uniformed peacekeepers  

**Peace Studies**  
Chair: Georgina Holmes (University of Reading)  
Chair: Kieran Mitton (King’s College London)  
Disc: Aiko Holvikivi (London School of Economics and Political Science)  

Thomas Bentley (Michigan State University)  

Peacekeeping Training as a Form of Socialisation: Insights from KAIPTC & ACCORD  
Anne Flaspoler (EDDA Centre, University of Iceland)  

Resistance and negotiation: Training the troops on gender  
Aiko Holvikivi (London School of Economics and Political Science)  

Operationalizing international gender norms: pre-deployment training for military peacekeepers in Rwanda  
Georgina Holmes (University of Reading)  

TB23: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Governing global finance and investment  

**International Organization**  
Chair: Tina Zappile (Stockton University (NJ))  
Disc: Abraham Newman (Georgetown University)  

Shifting Strategic and Cognitive Authority in Post-Crisis Global Economic Governance  
Jonathan Luckhurst (University of Guadalajara)  

The Political Determinants of Government Procurement Awards  
Geoffrey Gertz (Brookings Institution)  

Angling for Influence: Institutional Proliferation in Development Banking  
Tyler Pratt (Princeton University)  

Structural Power and Orders of Change in Global Tax Governance: Comparing the Automatic Information Exchange and BEPS Initiatives  
Wouter Lips (Ugent)  

TB24: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
The UN: Changes in the Ways it Seeks to Bring About Peace  

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**  
**International Organization**  
Chair: Susanna P. Campbell (American University)  
Disc: John F. Clark (Florida International University)  

The Unintended Consequences of the ‘Robust Turn’ in United Nations Peace Operations  
Charles T. Hunt (RMIT University)  

Incorporating stabilization as a key aspect in UN Peacekeeping Operations: Transforming the role of UN in the Democratic Republic of Congo  
Guilherme M. Dias (Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul)  

TB25: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
After Paris II: Nonstate actions and global governance for climate and sustainability  

**Environmental Studies**  
**International Organization**  

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  
Chair: Robert Falkner (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
Disc: Thomas N. Hale (Blavatnik School of Government, Oxford University)  

Orchestrating Experimentation in Non-State Environmental Commitments  
Kenneth W. Abbott (Arizona State University)  

Multi-Stakeholder Partnerships for Sustainable Development. Lessons learned and actors’ views on meta-governance  
Marianne Beisheim (Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, German Institute for International and Security Affairs)  

Orchestrating non-state climate actions: The 2014 UN Summit and beyond  
Sander Chan (German Development Institute/Deutsches Institut für Entwicklungsverwaltung (DIE))  

Robert Falkner (London School of Economics and Political Science)  

The Interplay between the World Bank and Transnational City Networks in Global Climate Governance  
Kai Harbrich (University of Potsdam)  

Thomas Hickmann (University of Potsdam)  

Applying optimal classification to understand non-state and sub-national climate actions  
Angel Hsu (Yale University)  

TB26: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Between Neoliberal Restructuring and ‘Genderwashing’ I: Feminist Resistances  

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**  
**International Political Economy**  

Chair: Nicola Pratt (University of Warwick)  
Disc: Adrienne L. Roberts (University of Manchester)  

Interrogating everyday life in feminist political economy: Time, space and violence  
Shirin M. Rai (University of Warwick)  

Troubling the Political: Women in the Jordanian Day-Waged Workers’ Movement  
Sara Ababneh (Center for Strategic Studies, University of Jordan)  

NGOs, Feminism and Neoliberalism in Egypt: Between Convergence and Resistance  
Sara Salem (Warwick University)  

Protest Camps, Resistance and Social Reproduction: Reconstructing ‘the Everyday’  
Catherine Eschle (University of Strathclyde)  

Gendered Crises of Social Reproduction and Resistance to Neoliberalism in Egypt  
Nicola Pratt (University of Warwick)
## TB27: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Nexus of Peacekeeping and Peacebuilding

**Peace Studies**

**Chair** Landon Edward Hancock  (Kent State University)

**Disc.** Patrick James  (University of Southern California)

"Failure in Conflict Resolution and Peacebuilding: Is the Field More Hype than Real?"

Dennis J. D. Sandole  (George Mason University)

"Partnership Peacekeeping" and Regional Discrepancy of Peace Operations

Hideaki Shinoda  (Tokyo University of Foreign Studies)

Exploring Networked Impact of International Peace Education on Subsequent Peacebuilding Activity

Jeffrey Pugh  (University of Massachusetts - Boston)

Karen Ross  (UMASS Boston)

The evolution of civilian protection in peacekeeping mandates: Operations in South Sudan, DRC, and Darfur compared.

Walt Kilroy  (Dublin City University)

Voted Out: Democracies, Elections, and Contributions to UN Peacekeeping Operations

John Gledhill  (University of Oxford)

Allard Duursma  (University of Manchester)

## TB28: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Changes to Trade and Tariffs

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**International Political Economy**

**Chair** Zining Yang  (Claremont Graduate University)

**Disc.** Zining Yang  (Claremont Graduate University)

Understanding Change in Public Policy: Turning Trading States into Service States in the Global South

Roberto Dominguez  (Suffolk University)

Pablo Toral  (Beloit College)

Reshaping a US-led Political Economic Order in the Asia-Pacific: Roles of Non-TTP members

Chyungly Lee  (Institute of International Relations)

TPP and TTIP: cheating on the WTO?

Fernanda de Castro Brandao  (Universidade Federal da Bahia)

Not All Tariffs Are Created Equal: Consumers and Trade Policy

Timm Betz  (University of Michigan)

Amy Pond  (Texas A&M University)

Trade Agreements and Outsourcing

Jennifer Poole  (American University)

## TB29: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### The Arab Spring and Change in Middle East Foreign Policy Making

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair** Imad Mansour  (Qatar University)

**Part.** Meliha Altunisik  (Middle East Technical University)

**Part.** Bahgat Korany  (American University Cairo)

**Part.** Marc Lynch  (George Washington University)

**Part.** Merouan Mekouar  (York University)

**Part.** Mohammed Nuruzzaman  (Gulf University for Science and Technology)

**Part.** Ewan Stein  (University of Edinburgh)

## TB30: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Challenging Oppression

**The Academy as a Hostile Work Environment: Challenging the Chilly Climate for Women**

**International Studies Association**

**Chair** Jennifer Sterling-Folker  (University of Connecticut)

**Part.** Saira Bano  (University of Calgary)

**Part.** Marijeke Breuning  (University of North Texas)

**Part.** Vicki L. Golich  (Metropolitan State University of Denver)

**Part.** Mary K. Meyer McAleese  (Eckerd College)

**Part.** Elina K. A. Penttinen  (University of Helsinki)

**Part.** Carrie Reiling  (University of California, Irvine)

**Part.** Saara Särmä  (University of Tampere)

## TB31: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Women's Rights, Human Rights: Culture, Context, and Contestation

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**Human Rights**

**Women's Caucus**

**Chair** Surma Das  (University of Guelph)

**Disc.** Natalie Florea Hudson  (University of Dayton)

Are Women's Rights Imperialist?

Rebecca Sanders  (University of Cincinnati)

Policy Conflicts Over Multiculturalism and Women's Rights: Polygyny in South Africa

Denise Walsh  (University of Virginia)

Women's rights as “gendered temperance”? Institutional perspectives on gender violence in the Pacific Islands.

Nicole George  (University of Queensland)

Marked loci on women's human rights global governance: an analysis on the CSW/60

Jhader Cerqueira do Carmo  (Universidade Federal da Bahia)

## TB32: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Human Rights and Justice II

**Human Rights**

**Chair** Ann Marie Clark  (Purdue University)

**Disc.** Matthew S. Weinert  (University of Delaware)

Human Rights, Justice and Peace in Uganda: Bridging the Local and the Global

Kurt Mills  (University of Glasgow)

International Criminal Justice as Political Strategy: Asymmetry of Opportunity?

Yuna Christine Han  (University of Oxford)

Justice and (Global) Constitutionalism: The International Criminal Court in the Global Order

Andrea Birdsall  (University of Edinburgh)

Syria and the Responsibility to Prosecute: Norm Promotion in the UN Security Council

Carrie Booth Walling  (Albion College)

## TB33: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Borders. Bodies and (Un)belonging: How place and displacement shape identities

**Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies**

**Chair** Marie Breen-Smyth  (University of Massachusetts, Boston)

**Disc.** Marie Breen-Smyth  (University of Massachusetts, Boston)

'Violated Spaces': Palestinian Women and the Politics of Place

Maria Holt  (University of Westminster)
Pushed out and Locked in: How spatial violence engenders (im)mobility and subjectivity?
Iphsha Basu (University of Westminster)

Governmentality of EU-Turkey Deal and Politics of Refugee Crisis
Ayia Góí (Aberystwyth University)
The Binary Complexity of EU Border Spaces: The case of Piraeus Port
Ira Bliatka (Aberystwyth University)
The Taming of Self-Determination: Political Theory in Practice
Uriel Abulof (Princeton University, Tel-Aviv University)

China’s Slowing Growth: What Does this Mean for the Emerging Economies?
International Political Economy
Global Development

Chair Sanjeev Khagram (Occidental College)
Disc. Shaun G. Breslin (University of Warwick)
The Effects of China’s Slower Growth on Africa
Deborah Brautigam (Johns Hopkins University/SAIS)
Yunnan Chen (Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies)
Assessing the Domestic-Global Implications of China’s ‘New Normal’
Jue Wang (Leiden University)
Beverley Loke (University of Exeter)
Hedging After the Boom: Central Asia between Russia and China
Carla Freeman (Johns Hopkins SAIS)
Niklas Peter Swanstrom (Institute for Security and Development Policy)
China’s Slowing Growth: What Now for Latin America?
Carol Wise (University of Southern California)
Victoria Chonn Ching (University of Southern California)
The Implications China’s Slowing Growth for the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
Sothea Oum (Ngee Ann-Adelaide Education Centre-Singapore)

Counting and accounting: the quantification of bodies in global politics
International Political Sociology

Chair Charli Carpenter (University of Massachusetts)
Disc. Taylor B. Seybolt (GSPIA, University of Pittsburgh)
Quantifying Killing: Debated Death Tolls and Counting Failures in the War-on-Terror
Jessica Auchter (University of Tennessee at Chattanooga)
Hostile Intent: Combatants, Noncombatants and the Human Terrain
Thomas A. Gregory (University of Auckland)
Accounting for Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women in Canada
Danielle Taschereau Mamers (University of Western Ontario)
Measuring bodies and the changing public/private boundary in global governance
Tony Porter (McMaster University)
Suicide Protest in India Database: Counting Self-Violence
Brandon Sims (American University)

The Practice Turn in Historical International Relations: Applications and Critiques
Historical International Relations
Theory
International Political Sociology

Chair Bentley B. Allan (Johns Hopkins University)
Disc. Stacie Goddard (Wellesley College)
Practices of security and the militarisation of peacebuilding
Marta Iniguez De Heredia (Institut Barcelona d'Estudis Internacionals)
Taking the ‘practice turn’ into history: every-day knowledge, methodology, and the politics of representation
Julia Costa Lopez (University of Groningen)
Negotiating the Nation: Coordination Games, Common Knowledge, and Intermediaries of Empire
Eric Haney (University of Oxford)
Forms of knowledge, international practitioners, and how ‘the world hangs together’
Quentin P. Bruneau (The New School)
After Skinner. Towards a Literary History of Global Legal Practices
Tomas Wallenius (University of Oxford)

The Dynamics of Intervention and Occupation
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Thomas Michael Dolan (University of Central Florida)
Disc. Harris Mylonas (George Washington University)
The Political Determinants of Resistance to Foreign Occupation, France 1940-44
Matthew Adam Kocher (Yale University)
Nuno Monteiro (Yale University)
The UN Neighborhood Effect: Localized Peace Enforcement in Mali
William Nomikos (Yale University)
True Lies: Threat Conflation and the 2003 Invasion of Iraq
Kelly M. Greenhill (Tufts University, Harvard University)
Foreign Military Assistance and Governance in Post-Conflict Countries
Tricia Sullivan (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Leo J. Blanken (Naval Postgraduate School)
Only the Good Die Young: Leaders, Regimes, and Foreign Intervention
Evan Perkoski (University of Denver)
Michael Poznansky (University of Pittsburgh)

Assessing Global Indicators as a Tool for Change
International Political Economy

Chair Lorenzo Fioramonti (University of Pretoria (South Africa))
Disc. Andre Broome (University of Warwick)
Disc. Joel Quirk (University of the Witwatersrand )
The Political Economy of Energy Efficiency Benchmarking
Caroline I. S. Kuzemko (Warwick University)
Contesting crowded spaces: Examining UNAIDS’ use of indicators as a response to the AIDS pandemic
Sharifah Sekalala (University of Warwick)
Beyond GDP: Promoting change by connecting top-down reforms to bottom-up pressures
Lorenzo Fioramonti (University of Pretoria (South Africa))
Wrong Signals: The False Promise of Indicators as Effective Governance Tools

Alexander Cooley (Columbia University)

TB40: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Human vs. Technical Intelligence Gathering: Is it an either/or issue and what is effective?

Intelligence Studies

Chair  Kristie Macrakis (Georgia Tech)
Disc.  Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)
Tech Stars on the Wall: The Human Cost of Intelligence Technology
Nicholas Dujmovic (Catholic University of America)
Technophilic Hubris and Espionage Styles
Kristie Macrakis (Georgia Tech)
Combining Collection Methods Pays Rewards
Brian O'Connor (Retired CIA)
The Promise and Performance of Biometrics in Combating Terrorism
John Woodward (Boston University)

TB41: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Mobilizing Change in Chemicals and Wastes Governance

Environmental Studies

Chair  Pamela Chasek (Manhattan College)
Disc.  Kate O’Neill (University of California Berkeley)
Experimenting with SuperCOPs: Productive Innovation or Counterproductive Complexity?
David L. Downie (Fairfield University)
Jennifer Allan (University of British Columbia)
Jessica Templeton (London School of Economics)
The Contribution of the Strategic Approach to International Chemicals Management (SAICM) to Global Chemicals Governance
Katja Biedenkopf (University of Leuven)
Protecting the Environment and Human Health: Developing countries and their role in implementing the Chemicals &amp; Waste regime
Maria X. Ivanova (UMass Boston)
Natalia Escobar-Pemberty (UMass Boston)
Skipping this one: Big ENGOs’ silence on E-Waste
Jennifer Allan (University of British Columbia)

TB42: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

International Trade and Investment in a Security Context

Scientific Study of International Processes
International Political Economy

Chair  Amir Kamel (King’s College London)
Disc.  Ana Carolina Garriga (CIDE)
Cashing Out: The “Peace Dividend” Reconsidered
Jeff Carter (University of Mississippi)
Heather Ondercin (The University of Mississippi)
Glenn Palmer (Pennsylvania State University)
Political Shocks and Trade
Resat Bayer (Koç University)
Omer F. Orsun (Koc University)
Yasar Sasioglu (Koc University)
Security Framing and Support for International Trade Agreements
Matthew R. DiGiuseppe (University of Mississippi)
Katja Kleinberg (Binghamton University [SUNY])

TB43: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Presidential Panel

Making Change Peaceful: Exploring Mechanisms

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Peter Marcus Kristensen (University of Copenhagen)
Chair  Ole Waever (University of Copenhagen)
Disc.  Kal Holsti (University of British Columbia)
Disc.  Kiichi Fujiwara (University of Tokyo)
Justice
Jean-Marc Coicaud (Rutgers University)
Appeasement
Stephen R. Rock (Professor of Political Science and Associate Dean of the Faculty Vassar College)
International Government
Gregory T. Chin (York University)
Recognition
Ayşe Zarakol (University of Cambridge)

TB44: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Presidential Roundtable

The Changing Dynamics of Conflict and Peace in Africa

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Pamela K. Mbabazi (Uganda National Council of Science & Technology)
Chair  Cyril Obi (Social Science Research Council)
Disc.  Kennedy Mkutu (United States International University, Nairobi)
Disc.  Peace A. Medie (University of Ghana)
Part.  Kasaija Phillip Apuli (Makerere University Kampala)
Part.  Francois Masabo (University of Rwanda)

TB45: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Regional Organisations and Global Governance: In a Post-Hegemonic Era

International Political Economy
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Cintia Quilicini (FLACSO)
Disc.  Pia Riggiero (University of Southampton)
Theorizing Latin American Regionalism in the 21st Century
Philippe De Lombaerde (NEOMA Business School)
State responses to refugee flows in regional comparative perspective
Anja Jetschke (University of Goettingen)
Regional Disintegration in the Caribbean?
Matthew Bishop (University of Sheffield)
International Relations from the South: A Regional Research Agenda for Global IR
Melisa Deciancio (Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales/CONICET)
Neo-extraterritorialism and new forms of regionalism in South America
Cintia Quilicini (FLACSO)

TB46: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Nomads of the Land and Sea: Stateless Challengers and the Evolution of Global Governance

International Political Economy

Chair  Christopher K. Chase-Dunn (University of California Riverside)
Disc.  Christopher K. Chase-Dunn (University of California Riverside)
Stateless Challengers and Their Quest for Global Governance: The Evolution of Al Qaeda to ISIS and Anarchists to the USSR
Albert Bergesen (University of Arizona)
### TB47: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

**Emerging Regional Powers in a Unipolar Order**

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

**Chair** Kristen Williams (Clark University)

**Part.**
- Arthur Stein (UCLA)
- Steven E. Lobell (University of Utah)
- Zachary Selden (University of California Riverside)
- Neal G. Jesse (Bowling Green State University)
- Katja Weber (Georgia Institute of Technology)
- Kristen Williams (Clark University)

### TB48: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

**Changing International Orders**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair** Markus Kornprobst (Vienna School of International Studies)

**Part.**
- Emanuel Adler (University of Toronto)
- Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)
- Piki Ish-Shalom (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
- Karen Smith (University of Cape Town)
- Oliver Stuenkel (Fundacao Getulio Vargas)

### TB49: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

**Canada's new defence policy**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair** Philippe Lagasse (Carleton University)

**Part.**
- Stephen M. Saideman (Carleton University)
- Stefanie Von Hatky (Queen's University)
- Stéphane Roussel (École nationale d'Administration publique)
- Thomas A. Juneau (University of Ottawa)
- Brian Bow (Dalhousie University)

### TB50: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

**Climate Change and Migration**

**Environmental Studies**

**Chair** Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)

**Disc.** Angela Oels (Open Universiteit Nederland)

Perceptions of environmental change and migration decisions in Vietnam

- Vally Koubi (ETH Zurich and University of Bern)
- Marwa Daoudy (Georgetown University)

Climate-induced Conflict? Debating the Role of Climate Change in Syria’s 2011 Uprisings

- Frank Griggs (University of Connecticut)

### TB51: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

**Rethinking Peace Studies: Memory, Translation and Dialogue**

**Global Development**

**Chair** Giorgio Shani (International Christian University)

**Part.**
- Alexander Hinton (Rutgers University)
- Paul Hastings (Japan ICU Foundation)
- Leigh A. Payne (Oxford University)

### TB52: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

**Emerging Scholars in Public Diplomacy**

**International Communication**

**Chair** R. S. Zaharna (American University)

**Disc.** Thomas Miller (George Washington University)

Cultural Discourse Study of the South China Sea Disputes between China and the Philippines

- Tianyi Bai (Zhejiang University)

Organic Public Diplomacy as the CSR of States

- Anna Klyueva (UHCL)

White, Radical and Well-oiled: Analysis of Demographic Markers in the Communication of the Committee in Solidarity with El Salvador in 1980

- Ricardo J. Valencia (University of Oregon)

Political Effects of Exchange Program: A Case Study of the Fulbright-Nehru Program

- Sonali Singh (Banaras Hindu University, American University)

Xinhua News Agency: Measuring the Efficacy of China’s State Owned International News Media and Its Implications on Legitimacy

- Tianduo (Tina) Zhang (University of Florida)

### TB53: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

**The Civilian-Military Nexus**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair** David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)

**Disc.** Ayesha Ray (King's College, Pennsylvania)

The Thwarting of Democratization and the Rise of Illiberal Democracy in the Postcommunist former Eastern Bloc: Implications for Civil-Military Relations and National Security Institutions 25 Years after the Dissolution of the Soviet Union

- Marybeth Ulrich (US Army War College)

The De-evolution of War and the Erosion of the State: the Sudanese Army

- Jack Kalpakian (Al Akhawayn University)

From Containment to Engagement?: Domestic Institutional Change and Civil-Military Relations in Japan

- Takako Hikotani (National Defense Academy of Japan)

Civilian Agency in War

- Gunhild Hoogensen Gjørv (UiT The Arctic University of Norway)
### TB55: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Roundtable**  
The English School Honours Distinguished Scholar Rosemary Foot

**Chair**: Andrew J. Hurrell (University of Oxford)  
**Part.**: Amitav Acharya (American University)  
**Part.**: Evelyn Goh (Australian National University)  
**Part.**: Katherine Morton (University of Sheffield)  
**Part.**: Andrew Walter (University of Melbourne)  
**Part.**: John Ikenberry (Princeton University)  
**Part.**: Rosemary J. Foot (University of Oxford)

### TB56: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Panel**  
**Islam and Neoliberal Capitalism: Transnational Issues**  
**International Political Economy**  
**Religion and International Relations**  
**Global Development**

**Chair**: Fouad Gehad Marei (Orient-Institut Beirut / Freie Universität Berlin)  
**Disc.**: Edward Webb (Dickinson College)  

**Faruk Yalvaç (Middle East Technical University)**  
The religious origins of neoliberalism in Turkey and its globalization  
**Sabine Dreher (York University, Glendon College)**  
Corporate Islam, global capitalism and the performance of economic moralities  
**Lena Rethel (University of Warwick and Princeton University)**  
Muslim Professional Elites: The New Islamic Political and Religious Authority in the West  
**Joshua Roose (Australian Catholic University)**  
Power of the Modern Caravanserai: Dubai and the New Silk Road Initiative  
**Travis Selmier II (Indiana University)**

### TB57: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Panel**  
**New Assessments of the Nature of State Sovereignty in World Politics**  
**International Political Sociology**

**Chair**: Luke Cooper (Anglia Ruskin University)  
**Disc.**: Russell Kerr (Australian National University)  

Everyday Sovereignty: International Experts and Local Ownership in Liberia  
**Benjamin De Carvalho (NUIP)**  
**Niels N. Schia (NUIP)**  
**Xavier Guillaume (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)**  
(Un)changing relations of international law with the state: Back to state-sovereignty or self-ordained law?  
**Gozde Turan (Bilkent University)**  
Amnesty International and the Politics of Sovereign Independence  
**Swati Srivastava (Northwestern University)**  
Saudi Arabia and the Question of Stability: A Normative Discussion of Sovereignty  
**Nima Baghdadi (Florida International University)**  
Indigenous Peoples, Data Collection and the (Re)Production of Sovereign Subjectivities  
**Liam Midzain-Gobin (McMaster University)**

### TB58: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Panel**  
**Territorial Claims and Other States Interests**  
**Scientific Study of International Processes**

**Chair**: Vanessa A. LeFevre (Middle Tennessee State University)  
**Disc.**: Brandon Prins (University of Tennessee)  

Issue Linkage of Identity Claims and Territorial Claims  
**Krista E. Wiegand (University of Tennessee)**  
Bluffs and Threats in International Crises: The Cases of the Falklands & the Persian Gulf  
**Leah Cathryn Windsor (The University of Memphis)**  
**Mae-Lynn Germany (The University of Memphis)**  
Tracking State Interests and the Dimensionality of World Politics in High Resolution Using UN General Assembly Speeches, 1993-2015  
**Zuhaib Mahmood (Michigan State University)**  
**Michael P. Colaresi (Michigan State University)**  
Salami-Slicing and Land Grabs in Territorial Disputes  
**Bella Wang (Princeton University)**  
Divide or Conquer: Issue Indivisibility as an Ecologically Rational Cause of War  
**Eric Skoog (Uppsala University)**

### TB59: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Panel**  
**Military Learning**  
**International Security Studies**

**Chair**: Terry Terriff (University of Calgary)  
**Disc.**: Terry Terriff (University of Calgary)  

The Sources of Military Learning: Organisational Learning and Military Change during the Iraq War and ISAF  
**Tom Dyson (Royal Holloway, University of London)**  
Through military lenses. Security perceptions and learning in the case of Italian armed forces  
**Fabrizio Coticchia (University of Genoa )**  
**Lorenzo Cicchi (EUI - European University Institute)**  
The Influence of Foreign Wars on Domestic Military Policy: The Case of the Yom Kippur War’s Influence on the American Military  
**Jonathan E. Czarnecki (Naval War College Monterey)**  
**Robert Tomlinson (U.S. Naval War College)**  
Explaining Military Tactics: Organizational Routines and the British Army in Multinational Missions  
**Cornelius Friesendorf (Goethe University Frankfurt and Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)**  
Forgetting the Past?: Vietnam, the Cold War, and US Army Doctrine from Active Defense to AirLand Battle  
**Peter Campbell (Baylor University)**

### TB60: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Panel**  
**Social Media in IR: Challenges and Opportunities**  
**Online Media Caucus**

**Chair**: Chris J. Dolan (Lebanon Valley College)  
**Disc.**: Eric Hamilton (New York University Abu Dhabi)  

Militarization as content diffusion on Facebook: The arms industry and militarized national branding  
**Susan Jackson (Stockholm University)**  
**Libby Hemphill (Illinois Institute of Technology)**  
Narrowing the Academic-Policy Gap: Evidence on the Role of Blogging  
**Paul C. Avey (Virginia Tech)**  
**Michael C. Desch (Notre Dame)**  
**Steven Wilson (University of Wisconsin-Madison)**
TB61: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Aiding Resilience: Studying the Impact of Development Assistance on the Dynamics of Intrastate Conflict

Chair  David Backer (University of Maryland)
Matching Security to Development: The Impact of Localized Aid on Insurgency
 Jacob Aronson (University of Maryland)
Paul Huth (University of Maryland)
Local Ownership of Aid: Community Organization and the Effectiveness of Development
 Deniz Cil (University of Maryland)
Jacob Aronson (University of Maryland)
An Integrated Approach to Modeling the Relationship between Development Aid and Intra-state Armed Conflict
 Ravi Bhavnani (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Karsten Donnay (University of Konstanz)
The impact of spatial resolution on effect estimates and inferences in the geographical analysis of violent conflict
 Andrew M. Linke (University of Utah)
Modeling Spatial Imprecision in Development Finance and International Aid
 Daniel Miller Runfola (William and Mary)
Michael LeFew (College of William & Mary)
Rob Marty (College of William & Mary)
Seth Goodman (AidData)

TB62: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Cohesion, Trust, and Discipline in Contemporary Warfare (I): Social Networks in War

Chair  Peter Krause (Boston College)
Disc.  Constantino Psicheda (University of Miami)
Violence, Fear, or Uncertainty? The Impact of Fragile Alliances among Violent Non-state Groups
 Annette Idler (University of Oxford)
Hard Times for Rebel Narratives: Evidence from Somalia and Afghanistan
 Romain A. A. Malejacq (Radboud University Nijmegen)
William Reno (Northwestern University)
Canteras Apart: Dissident networks and rebel fragmentation in the Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional (FSLN)
 Eric S. Mosinger (University of California Irvine)
Militia and Paramilitary Vulnerability to Organized Criminality: Evidence from Early-Stage Colombian Groups
 Michael L. Weintraub (Universidad de los Andes)
Al Shabaab in Cross-National Perspective: Violence and Terror in Kenya and Ethiopia
 Michael H. Woldemariam (Boston University)

TB63: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
The Military in Post-Conflict Statebuilding

Chair  Adrian Florea (University of Glasgow)
Disc.  Adrian Florea (University of Glasgow)
The Perils of Peace: Civil War Termination and Military Coups
 Peter White (University of Maryland-College Park)

TB64: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Negotiations, Conflict Resolution, and Post-Conflict Outcomes

Chair  Caroline Hartzell (Gettysburg College)
Disc.  Michaela Mattes (University of California, Berkeley)
Disc.  Burcu Savun (University of Pittsburgh)
Bargaining Strategies and the Failure of Civil War Peace Agreements
 Heather Elko McKibbon (University of California Davis)
Katharine Floros (University of Illinois, Chicago)
Mediator Leverage and Context-Specific Peace Agreements
 Elizabeth J. Menninga (University of Iowa)
Lindsay Reid (University of California, Davis)
Investing in Post-Conflict Stability
 Chong Chen (Duke University)
Kyle Beardsley (Duke University)
Minding the Human Rights Compliance Gap
 Scott Gates (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) and University of Oslo)
Håvard Mokiev Nygård (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Ragnhild Nordas (Peace Research Institute Oslo, (PRIO))
Håvard Strand (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Modeling the Dynamics of Violence, Negotiations, and Conflict Resolution
 Shawn Ramirez (Emory University)
Seeds of Peace? Land Reform and Civil War Recurrence Following Negotiated Settlements
 Eric Keels (Baker Center, University of Tennessee )
T. David Mason (University of North Texas)

TB65: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Friendship in IR? Rethinking a Complex Relation

Chair  Felix Berenskoetter (SOAS, University of London)
Disc.  Andreas Behnke (University of Reading)
German-Israeli Relations: Is it Friendship?
 Mor Mitrani (Postdoctoral Fellow, Hebrew University of Jerusalem/Freie Universität Berlin)
Felix Berenskoetter (SOAS, University of London)
Friendship in War: The Nordic Experience
 Arash Heydarian Pashakhanlou
Decolonising Friendship
 Astrid Nordin (Lancaster University)
The Uncanny Affect of Friends and Enemies: Kristeva contra Schmitt
 Graham M. Smith (University of Leeds)
TB66: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
From Lewis Caroll through the Beatles to George Harrison: how should intelligence agencies find the right road?

Chair Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)
Disc. Irena Chiru (National Intelligence Academy)
Anticipating Future Intelligence Ethics Challenges
Mary Manjikian (Regent University)
"I want it all": the fallacy of the “trade-off between Privacy and Security"
Joseph A. Cannataci (University of Groningen & University of Malta & UN Special Rapporteur on the right to Privacy)
Designing intelligence organizations: Back to the drawing board?
Aitana Radu (University of Malta)
Are we truly the “free and enlightened”? What the MAPPING project reveals about privacy online and surveillance
Christian Hawellek (LUH)
Oversight, democracy and intelligence governance
Cris Matei (Naval Postgraduate School)

TB67: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
The Asia-Pacific Region in 1985–2015: Continuity and Change in the Regional International System

International Political Economy
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair Edward Haliżak ()
Disc. Niall James Duggan (University College Cork)
Russia, the United States, and East Asia: evolving regional economic institutions
Charles E. Ziegler (University of Louisville)
The Change of the Balance of Power in the US–China Relations and the Transformation of the International Order
Edward Haliżak ()
Does Sino-American Complex Economic Interdependence influence the U.S. Pivot to Asia?
Marcin Grabowski (Jagiellonian University)
Public perception and longevity of counterterrorism strategy in Pakistan, 2001-2014
Darina Burina (Monterey Institute of International Studies)
Alessandro Regio (Graduate Institute of Geneva)
When Hydro-hegemons Cooperate: Assessing China’s Behavior in the Ili and Irtysh, Mekong, and Brahmaputra Rivers
Selina Ho (Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore)

TB68: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Industries and Institutions

International Political Economy

Chair Damian Raess (University of Reading)
Disc. Damian Raess (University of Reading)
When institutions don’t work: institutional capture, vested interests and social cohesion in the energy sector
Esben Moe (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)
The National Institutional Basis of Approaches to Corporate Citizenship
John J. Mikler (University of Sydney)
Faster, Higher, Stronger? The Political Effects of International Sports Mega-Events
Patrick Theiner (University of Göttingen)

Institution and Political Economy of European Energy Cooperation:
Dyadic Data Analysis of Electricity Network Interconnection
Hyodong Sohn (Yonsei University)
Taedong Lee (Yonsei University)
Chinese Outward Foreign Direct Investment in the Hydrocarbon Sector and Sustainable Socioeconomic Development: Sino-Russian Energy Relations as a Marker of Global Change in the Governance of Natural Resources
Anastasia Ufimtseva (Balsille School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University )

TB69: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
UK Nuclear Weapons: Are they Vulnerable? Are they Independent? Do they Deter? What are they For?

International Security Studies

Chair David W. Blagden (University of Exeter)
Chair Patrick H. M. Porter (University of Exeter)
Part. Elizabeth Mendenhall (Johns Hopkins University)
Part. David M. McCourt (University of California-Davis)
Part. Mark Bell (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Part. Andrew J. Futter (University of Leicester)
Part. Anne Harrington (Cardiff University)

TB70: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
Gender Inequality, Intersectionality and Capitalism: What is to be Done?

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair Zehra Arat (University of Connecticut)
Part. Jacqui True (Monash University )
Part. Brooke Ackerly (Vanderbilt University)
Part. Aida Arfan Hozic (University of Florida)
Part. Kathleen Staught (University of Texas at El Paso)

Institutional Interests and Policies of Global Gender Projects

Chair Lucy Hall (University of Amsterdam)
Part. Crystal Whetstone (University of Cincinnati)
Part. Anwar Mhajne (University of Cincinnati)
Part. Anna L. Weissman (University of Florida)

TB71: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
Motherhood, Intersectionality and Global Politics

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair Lucy Hall (University of Amsterdam)
Part. Crystal Whetstone (University of Cincinnati)
Part. Anwar Mhajne (University of Cincinnati)
Part. Anna L. Weissman (University of Florida)

Adrienne Rich and Gender Political Activism in Peronist Argentina (1949-1987)

Part. Keren Miglioli (Boston University)
Part. Anne M. McGivern (University of South Carolina)
Part. Sarah H. S. de Souza (University of California-Davis)

TB72: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Peacebuilding and Security in Post-Cold War Africa

Peace Studies

Chair Matthew I. Mitchell (University of Saskatchewan)
Disc. Matthew I. Mitchell (University of Saskatchewan)
The Elusive Quest for Political Stability in Post-Cold War Africa (1992 -2014)
Adrien M. Ratsimbahrason (Benedict College)
Ethnicities and Conflict: A Survey Experiment on the Effect of Narrative Framing on Perceptions in Jos, Nigeria
Laura Thaut Vinson (Oklahoma State University)
National Concerns and Regional Alliances: Understanding Nigeria’s 2011 Post-Election Violence
Faith I. Okpotor (University of Delaware)
Adaptation and Innovation in Conflict-affected Communities: The Local Legacies of Armed Violence in Kenya and South Africa
Fletcher D. Cox (William Jewell College)
The United Nations Peacebuilding Commission in Guinea Bissau: more security to the Guinean Society?
Thaise Kemer (Federal University of Parana)

TB73: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
"Development Goals Are Dead. Long Live Development Goals!"
Assessing the SDGs

Chair Nanette Archer Svenson (Tulane University)
Disc. Jonathan R. Strand (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Foresight, the global goals’ (SDGs) principle of universality, and subsequent international innovations around political governance
Catarina Isabel Tully (Strategy & Security Institute, Exeter University, UK)
Consume More for the Economy or Consume Less for the Environment? Conflicts Between Economic and Environmental Remedies for Japan
Inkyoung Kim (Bridgewater State University)
Rohan Unny-Law (Reed College)
Understanding which ideas “stick” in global development: girls, resilience and sustainability
Karen Brown (University of Minnesota)
Legitimation of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals: from global to national level processes
Kristina Jonsson (Lund University)
Magdalena Bexell (Lund University)
Exploring the contradictions of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG): Three institutionalist perspectives
Lars Niklasson (Linköping University)

TB74: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Refugees, Security and Human Rights

Disc. Megan E. Bradley (McGill University)
Refugee Crisis and Violent Conflicts in the Middle East: Bridging the Security-Human Rights Divide
Mahmood Monshipouri (San Francisco State University)
Migrant bodies and the missing at the EU’s southern borders
Simon A. Robins (Centre for Applied Human Rights, University of York)
Rethinking the ‘Right of Return’: An International Law Analysis of the Syrian Refugee Crisis
Ozum Yesiltas (St. Norbert College)
The Evolving Practice of Diaspora Involvement in Transitional Justice Processes
Eric Wiebelhaus-Brahm (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)

TB75: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Multiple Production of Global Order

Disc. Bowen Yu (University of Toronto)
The Historicity of Global Orders
Klaus Schlichte (University of Bremen)

Order and Ordering
Ole Jacob Sending (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
Entanglement: A Plural Historiographic Methodology for the Study of Global Order in its Multiplicity
Anahita Arian (University of Groningen)
Thinking about World Order, Inquiring into Others’ Conceptions of the International
Pinar Bilgin (Bilkent University)
The Globalisation of Syria: Imagining and Shaping Local Contestations in the Global Realm
Jan Winkens (University of Hamburg)

TB76: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The International Studies Curriculum: Toward the Development of a Common Core

TB77: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Measuring Reconciliation: Opportunities and Challenges

Disc. Madeline M. Carr (Cardiff University)
Cyber Norms Roundtable

Disc. Amy Forster Rothbart (Hartwick College)
Panel
Interest Prioritization and Issue Linkage in the Foreign Policy of Small States
Mathew Zierler (Michigan State University)
Regional Cooperation in Post-Soviet Central Asia: The Impact of Soviet Legacy
Yeo Jung Yoon (Kent State University)
Lustration as a foreign policy tool to limit or maintain external hierarchy with an outside power: Evidence from the former Soviet Union, 1992-2015
Yuval Weber (Harvard University (Department of Government and Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies))

Reliving the Last Crisis: Lessons from the 2008 Russo-Georgian Conflict
Vassilis (Bill) Kappis (The University of Buckingham)

Analyzing the policy of Kazakhstan towards the world organizations
Elmira Joldybayeva (The University of Warwick)

TB80: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM     Roundtable
Ethical/Transformative Teaching in International Studies: From 'the other' to the self
Active Learning in International Affairs
International Ethics

Chair  Kathryn Marie Fisher  (National Defense University)
Part.  Rashmi Singh  (PUC Minas)
Part.  Jenny H. Peterson  (University of British Columbia)
Part.  Chuck Thiessen  (Coventry University)
Part.  Alpaslan Ozerdem  (Coventry University)
Part.  Jesse Crane-Seeber  (North Carolina State University)

TB81: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM     Roundtable
Comparative Public Diplomacy: Personal Research Experiences
International Communication

Chair  Eytan Gilboa  (Bar-Ilan University)
Chair  Robin Brown  (PDNI)
Disc.  Bruce Gregory  (George Washington University / Georgetown University)
Part.  Jozef Batora  (Comenius University)
Part.  Craig Hayden  (American University)
Part.  Nancy E. Snow
Part.  Amelia H. Arsenault  (Georgia State University)

TB82: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM     Panel
Experiments in Foreign Policy Opinion Research
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Eun Bin Chung  (University of Utah)
Disc.  Eun Bin Chung  (University of Utah)
Public Opinion in Ethno-Territorial Disputes: An Experimental Approach
Shale Horowitz  (University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee)
Steven B. Redd  (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Relocation of Out-Group Populations in Times of Crises: an Experiment in Decision-making
Catarina P. Thomson  (University of Exeter)
Suzanne Weedon  (University at Albany)
Drone Technology and Support for the Use of Force
Marcus Schulzke  (University of York)
James Walsh  (University of North Carolina Charlotte)
On the Fallacy of Composition in International Relations
Ida Bastiaens  (Fordham University)
Gendered Rationales and Support for Military Intervention
Kaitlin Kelly-Thompson  (Purdue University)
Aaron Michael Hoffman  (Purdue University)

TB83: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM     Panel
Effect of Elites on Foreign Policy
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Tobias Gibson  (Westminster College)
Disc.  Jane K. Cramer  (University of Oregon)
The Foreign Policy Role of Combatant Commanders
Shoon Murray  (American University)
Elite cohesion and Chinese foreign policy: The case of Japan and Korea, 1990-2014
Jeehye Kim  (Harvard University)
Dissent in the Ranks: Humanitarianism and US Foreign Policy
Amanda Rothschild  (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
International Leadership as a Driving Force for Change
Philippe Beauregard  (Laval University)
A Comparative Examination of Russian and Chinese Political Elites: Foreign Policy and Domestic Implications
Jeanne Wilson  (Wheaton College)
Ying Liu  (China Foreign Affairs University)

TB84: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM     Panel
Masculinities in focus (2): Understanding performances of masculinity in global politics
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair  Catherine Baker  (University of Hull)
Disc.  Dan Bousfield  (University of Western Ontario)
From 'Muslim Masculinities' to Men and Insecurity
Paul R. Higate  (Bristol University)
Performing Feminized Muslim-ness as Victimhood
Danielle Blab  (McMaster University)
“Iaccompanied Pappas”: The securitisation of masculinity in the European refugee crisis
Anja K. Franck  (University of Gothenburg)
Harriet Gray  (University of Gothenburg)

TB85: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM     Panel
Global Development
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Gilles Carbonnier  (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Disc.  Olivier Jurksonke  (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva, and Zurich University Centre for Ethics (ZUCE))
Disc.  Pierre Englebert  (Pomona College)
Urban geographies of Violent conflict: Emerging boomtowns and spatial productions of political ambitions in Eastern Congo
Karen Büscher  (Conflict Research Group, Ghent University)
The Legitimacy Loophole: Disincentivizing Development in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
Sudakshini M. Perera  (University of Birmingham)
Negotiating order in Bukavu: Encounters between police and community in a Congolese city
Michel Thill  (Ghent University)
Neoliberal Cities and the Panoptical State: The Case of Urban Services’s Daily Works in the Congo
Stéphanie Perazzone  (The Graduate Insitute of International and Development Studies)
Uganda’s Role in Peace Making and Conflict Resolution in Sub-Saharan Africa: A Paradigm Shift on War on Terror
James Tonny Dhizaala (The University of Sydney)

TB86: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Critical Perspectives on Liberal Internationalism and Interventionism

International Ethics
Theory

Chair Eric A. Heinze (University of Oklahoma)
Disc. Harry D. Gould (Florida International University)
Failed Interventions and the Inherent Contradictions of Liberal Internationalism
Eric A. Heinze (University of Oklahoma)
The Responsibility to Protect and the Alternatives to Military Intervention
James Patterson (University of Manchester)
R2P & Ethical Retreat: A Decolonial Reconceptualisation of Solidarity and Responsibility
Olivia Umurerwa Rutazibwa (University of Portsmouth)
A Critical Examination of “Humanity”: The Case of R2P
Samuel Jarvis (University of Sheffield)
In Defense of Liberal Internationalism
Michael J. Struett (North Carolina State University)

TC01: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Presidential Roundtable
US Grand Strategy and the New Administration: In Honor of Richard Rosecrance

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Arthur Stein (UCLA)
Part. Richard Rosecrance (Harvard University)
Part. Alan S. Alexandroff (University of Toronto)
Part. Jeffrey W. Legro (University of Virginia)
Part. John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)
Part. John Mueller (Ohio State University/Cato Institute)
Part. T. V. Paul (McGill University)
Part. Karl Eikenberry (Stanford University)

TC02: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Cooperating
Political Technology and World Politics: Beyond New Materialism?

International Studies Association
German Political Science Association

Chair Rocco Bellanova (University of Amsterdam (UvA) & Université Saint-Louis (Brussels))
Disc. Rocco Bellanova (University of Amsterdam (UvA) & Université Saint-Louis (Brussels))
IR & New Materialism. Beyond STS; Revisiting Foucault
Katja Lindskov Jacobsen (Copenhagen University, Centre for Military Studies)
The public sphere in a technological society - Dewey’s theory of radical democracy
Linda Monsees (Universität Bremen)
Social imaginaries in the digital era: the role of technology in the production of hegemony
Jean Marie Chenou (Universidad de los Andes)
Legitimization of technological approaches to social problems through scientific discourse? Preliminary results from an empirical analysis of the discussion on SAI
Judith Kreuter (University of Darmstadt)

Studying Technology in Security Governance: The Politics of Satellite Observation
Philipp Olbrich (University of Groningen)

TC03: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Junior Scholar Session
Blurring The Lines Between Conflict And Post-Conflict
Junior Scholar Symposia

Chair Chandra Sriram (University of East London)

TC03-A: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
JSS Group
Analyzing Third Party Intervention in Civil War
Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc. Brian Urlacher (University of North Dakota)
Disc. Anat Niv-Solomon (City University of New York)
The Causal Impact of Peacekeeping Forces: A Machine-learned Instrumental Variables Approach
Michael Lopate (The Ohio State University)
Transnational Actors, Non-state Armed Actors, and Changing Patterns of Violence Against Civilians in Civil War
Ashley Thirkill-Mackelprang (University of Washington)
Dangerous Neighborhoods: Alternatives to Intervention in Nearby Civil Wars
Tyler Pack (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Under the Shadow of Spillovers: A Game-Theoretic Model of Civil War and Third-Party Intervention
Hirotoko Sawada (Keio University)
External Support for Rebels and its Effect on Conflict Intensity and Duration
Marina Petrova (University of Essex)

TC03-B: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
JSS Group
Engaging Local Actors and Communities in Establishing Peace and Security
Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc. Kristi Heather Kenyon (University of Winnipeg)
Disc. Claire Duncanson (University of Edinburgh)
From Invincible to Vulnerable: Reintegration of Former Soldiers in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Vanja Petricevic (Florida Gulf Coast University)
Does Local Ownership improve the Effectiveness of Police Reform in Fragile and Conflict-Affected States?
Andrew E. E. Collins (King’s College London, Department of War Studies)
The Power of Masses: Dynamics, Duration and Termination of Political Resistance
Sophie Lee (Duke University)
“Safe to Walk the Streets at Night”: Developing Citizen-Focused Measures of Security Sector Reform
Sarah Detzner (The Fletcher School)

TC03-C: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
JSS Group
The Visible and Invisible Women in War and Its Aftermath
Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc. Sabrina Karim (Emory University)
Disc. Soumita Basu (South Asian University)
Women's Participation and Capability in Making War and Peace: the Case of Timor-Leste
Li-Li Chen (University of Florida)
Civilian/Wife/Fighter: Gender and the Ethics of Targeting Islamic State Combatants
Jillian Terry (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Before Bananas, Beaches and Bases: Recognising Women Interwar Internationalists
Thomas Briggs (University of Connecticut)
Ideology and Women’s Participation in Armed Conflict
Mehwish Sarwari (University at Buffalo)
Continuum of Women’s Agency during War and its Aftermath: Bosnia, Nepal, and Sri Lanka in Comparison
Marie E. Berry (Josef Korbel School of International Studies, University of Denver)
Trisha Rana (Josef Korbel School of International Studies, University of Denver)

TC03-D: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Rebuilding the State after Civil War
JSS Group

TC04: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Online Media Caucus - Live Tweets for (Political) Science
ISA Innovative Panel
Chair Amanda Murdie (University of Georgia)

TC05: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Rules, Rule-Following, and Rule-Making in International Politics
Theory
Chair Harry D. Gould (Florida International University)
Disc. Harry D. Gould (Florida International University)
De-reifying the norm: rule-following in a world without “rules”
Simon Pratt (University of Toronto)
Changing the rules: Reflexivity, Intersubjectivity and Creativity in Rule-following
Maika Sondarjee (University of Toronto)
Constructivism and Rule-Following Skepticism in IR Theory
Joseph MacKay (Columbia University)
The Formation and Transformation of International Practices: The Role of the International Law Commission in the International System
Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)
Interpretive Explanation in International Studies
Patrick Thaddeus Jackson (American University)

TC07: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The Changing Nature of the Westphalian Border
Panel

TC10: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Global Indigenous Politics: A Subtle Revolution
Roundtable

TC11: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
International Relations Has Evolved. Is this Good for the World?
Presidential Roundtable

TC12: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Conceptualizing Emerging Powers
Presidential Panel
### TC14: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Roundtable**  
**Understanding Change in Colombia: Moving from War to Peace**  
**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Pilar Riaño-Alcalá (University of British Colombia)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part. 1</td>
<td>Mery Rodriguez (Javeriana University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. 2</td>
<td>Maria Lucia Zapata Cancelado (Javeriana University. Director M.A. Peace Studies and Conflict Resolution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. 3</td>
<td>Virginia M. Bouvier (United States Institute of Peace)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. 4</td>
<td>Borja Paladini Adell (United Nations Development Programme)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TC15: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Michael A. McIntyre (DePaul University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking Critically about International Law</td>
<td>Anne Holthofer (Saint Anselm College)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drones and normative change: counterterrorism and the new limits of International Law</td>
<td>Andrea Birdsall (University of Edinburgh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal experts, analogies, and normative change</td>
<td>Stefan Kroll (Goethe University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Experts in World Politics. The Institute of International Law, collective scientific action, and transnational individual agents of change in the international system, 1860-1900</td>
<td>Christian Mueller (University of Nottingham Ningbo China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Multi-civilisational Perspective of International Law: Imperative of changing times</td>
<td>Amritha Shenoy (Jawaharlal Nehru University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TC16: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Nationalism, Legitimation and Delegitimation**  
**Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Michael Toomey (Wenzhou-Kean University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Elin Haskollar (Florida State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History, Nationalism, and Democracy in Hungary: How Viktor Orbán uses Nationalistic Discourses to drive Hungary’s ‘Illliberal Turn’</td>
<td>Michael Toomey (Wenzhou-Kean University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nation-building and Legitimation in Water Politics</td>
<td>Filippo Menga (University of Manchester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Nationalism, Populist Extremism, and ‘Othering’: An examination of the discourse surrounding the 2016 American Presidential Nomination Cycle and its implications</td>
<td>Keith Kiely (Queen’s University Belfast)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurds and the Turkish State Discourse, 2002-2016</td>
<td>Elcin Haskollar (Florida State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materialization of War Memory and Nationalism in Contemporary China</td>
<td>Yanjun Liu (University of California, Santa Barbara)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TC17: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Examining peace building processes and agreements**  
**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Jasmine-Kim Westendorf (La Trobe University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Stewart Prest (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballots and Bullets: The Mindanao Peace Process, Political Change and its consequences for Regional Peace and Stability</td>
<td>Rikard H. Jalkebro (University of St Andrews)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitional justice, liberal peace and unending violence: South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission 20 years on</td>
<td>Alexander Beresford (University of Leeds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introducing the post-conflict peace scale: conceptualizing peace in the aftermath of violent conflict</td>
<td>Julia Leib (Goethe University Frankfurt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifying change: localizing inclusivity in the South Sudan peace process</td>
<td>Jamie Pring (University of Basel / swisspeace)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything Changes Yet Still Stays the Same: Examining the ‘success’ of peacebuilding in Sierra Leone</td>
<td>Rachel Anderson (University of Edinburgh)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TC18: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Cooperating**  
**EISA Roundtable: Terrorism, Crime, the State and Transborder Networks**  
**International Studies Association**  
**European International Studies Association**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Ivan Dinev Ivanov (University of Cincinnati)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part. 1</td>
<td>Lyubov G. Mincheva (University of Sofia, University of Maryland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. 2</td>
<td>Ted Robert Gurr (University of Maryland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. 3</td>
<td>Michael Steven Stohl (University of California at Santa Barbara)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TC19: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Innovations in the Assessment of Active Learning**  
**Active Learning in International Affairs**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Jeremy L. Wells (Texas State University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Amanda M. Rosen (Webster University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flipping the Statecraft Model: New Methods of Learning for the Non-PoliSci Student</td>
<td>Eric K. Leonard (Shenandoah University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And the winner is...Student assessments of active learning strategies</td>
<td>Jenny H. Peterson (University of British Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Statecraft Effect: Attitudes, Assessment, and Academic Honesty</td>
<td>John L. Linantud (University of Houston Downtown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna U. Kaftan (University of Houston - Downtown)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaffolding and Assessing Non-traditional Assignments in multi-sensory modes</td>
<td>Rosa David (Portland State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragogy and flipped assessment: Experience of designing and running a MOOC on research methods</td>
<td>Ashley Cox (SOAS, University of London)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Simon Rofe (SOAS University of London)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TC20: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The Evolving Discourse Surrounding Human Rights
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair David J. Traven (California State University, Fullerton)
Disc. Monika Heupel (University of Bamberg)
After Human Rights? Examining Change in a Global Zeitgeist
William DeMars (Wofford College)
Accountability across Borders: Universal Jurisdiction and the Americas
Maria-Victoria Perez-Rios (City University of New York)
The Human Rights Paradigm in the Era of Protest and Change in the Middle East: Emancipatory Tool or Mirage?
Shadi Mokhtari (American University)
Multinational Corporations as Duty Bearers or ‘Responsible’ Citizens? The Evolving Agenda of Business and Human Rights in Africa
Nathan Andrews (Queen’s University)
Raynold Wonder Alorse (Queen’s University)

TC21: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Policing and IR: change, social control and deviance
International Political Sociology
Chair David Grondin (University of Ottawa)
Disc. David Grondin (University of Ottawa)
Policing and IR: political order, social control and deviance
Anthony Amicelle (Université de Montréal)
Karine Côté-Boucher (Université de Montréal)
Julien Jeandesboz (Université libre de Bruxelles)
The Rise of Border Middle Management: Police and Customs Cooperation Centers and the Policing of Internal Schengen Borders
Stephan Davidshofer (University of Geneva)
Police Political Mandate of Antihaitianismo in the Dominican Republic
Michel Fournier-Simard (McGill University)
Porous Borders as International Resource: Policing Borderless Threats in West Africa
Adam J. Sandor (Université de Québec à Montréal)

TC22: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Conceptual Changes in International Intervention: Rethinking ‘the Local’ after Twenty Five Years of Peacebuilding I (BISA sponsored panel)
International Studies Association
British International Studies Association
Chair Pol Bargues Pedreny (Institute for Development and Peace, University of Duisburg-Essen)
Disc. Rebekka C. Friedman (King’s College London)
Resistance for Emancipation? Unpacking the Agency of the Subject in the ‘Local Turn’
Elisa Randazzo (University College London)
International Peacebuilding and Local Success: Assumptions, Myths, and Reality
Séverine Autesserre (Barnard College, Columbia University)
Making National Reconciliation: Local Justice Discourses and Peacebuilding in Algeria
Christopher K. Lamont (University of Groningen)
Normal Peace: Exploring the Technologies of Normalization of Turbulent Societies
Nicolas Lemay-Hebert (University of Birmingham)
Gezim Visoka (Dublin City University)
Governmentality, the ‘Local’ and the ‘World of Projects’ in Peacebuilding and Transitional Justice
Jelena Obradovic-Wochnik (Aston University)
Louis Francis Monroy Santander (University of Birmingham)

TC23: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Turning Up the Heat on INDCs: Are the “Building Blocks” of the New Climate Change Regime Built to the Task?
Environmental Studies
Chair Alexander Ovodenko (U.S. Department of Energy)
Disc. Claire Brunel (Associate Professor, School if International Affairs, American University)
Climate commitment and INDCs in Latin America: assessing ambition and implementation potential in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and, Venezuela
Matías Alejandro Franchini (University of Brasilia)
Beyond mitigation: INDCs and the advancement of “Common But Differentiated Responsibilities”
Pieter Pauw (Deutsches Institut für Entwicklungspolitik)
Building Blocks or Jello Cubes? The Domestic Political Determinants of INDCs and How to Work with them Anyhow
Todd Eisenstadt (American University)
Laura Daniela Stevens León (American University)
Barbara dos Santos (American University)
Political credibility of the INDCs in a sanction-free regime
Alina Averchenkova (Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science)
The Intended Nationally Determined Contributions: The Mexican Case
Gabriela Muñoz Melendez (Colegio de la Frontera Norte)

TC24: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
India’s Changing Role in Regional Security
South Asia in World Politics
Chair Stephen Philip Cohen (Brookings)
Part. Christopher O. Clary (Brown University)
Part. Satu P. Limaye (East-West Center in Washington)
Part. Nitin Pai (Takshashila Institution)
Part. Arzan Tarapore (King’s College London)
Part. Joshua T. White (National Security Council)

TC25: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Roundtable
Roundtable of "Rivalry and Revenge: The Politics of Violence during Civil War"
Human Rights
Chair Virginia Page Fortna (Columbia University)
Part. Costantino Pischiedda (University of Miami)
Part. Laia Balcells (Duke University)
Part. Fotini Christia (MIT)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>TC26: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>Insurgents, Juntas, Coups and Revolutions: Political Violence in Historical Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Barbara Zollner (Birkbeck College)</td>
<td>Historical International Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Marlies Glasius (University of Amsterdam)</td>
<td>Global Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Post Communist Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shivaji Mukherjee (University of Toronto)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ideological Change and Threat Perceptions: The Reaction to the Italian Fascist and Russian Communist Revolutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chad Nelson (Brigham Young University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>India’s Myanmar Policy: a ‘Sino-Indian Great Game’ in a democratising Myanmar?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sunniva Engh (Norwegian Institute for Defence Studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neither Coup Nor Cabal: The 1956 August Plenum of the Korean Workers’ Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>James Person (Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>TC27: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>Exploring the role of Ideas and Change in International Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Seanon Wong (Chinese University of Hong Kong)</td>
<td>Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Study of Ideology in International Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jonathan Leader Maynard (University of Oxford)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ideas as a Source of Legitimation in International Politics: Acceptance and Contestation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Flavio Soares de Barros (University of Sao Paulo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resisting Normative Change at the United Nations: Normative Threat and Moral Panics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tishya Khillare (Jawaharlal Nehru University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>TC28: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>Legacies and Innovations in Global Economic Governance since Bretton Woods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Eugenia da Conceicao-Heldt (Bavarian School of Public Policy, TU Munich)</td>
<td>International Political Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Catherine Elizabeth Weaver (University of Texas at Austin)</td>
<td>Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Past and Future of Global Financial Governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Louis W. Pauly (University of Toronto)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paradoxes of Strength and Weakness in European Crisis Lending – IMF-EU Interaction in Latvia, Greece and Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Susanne P. Luetz (Free University of Berlin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sven Hilgers (Freie Universitat Berlin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sebastian Schneider (Free University Berlin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rise and Decline of Old Bretton Woods Institutions: Dysfunctionality and Insulation at the World Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eugenia da Conceicao-Heldt (Bavarian School of Public Policy, TU Munich)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Informal Global Economic Governance after Bretton Woods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Orfeo Fioretos (Temple University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Evolving Role of the WTO in Global Economic Governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Faude (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>TC29: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>War and gender-based violence in the Global North</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Elina K. A. Penttinen (University of Helsinki)</td>
<td>Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer &amp; Allies Caucus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Katherine Brown (University of Birmingham)</td>
<td>Feminist Theory and Gender Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Women’s Caucus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The continuation of war and gender-based violence in contemporary Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elina K. A. Penttinen (University of Helsinki)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Discomfort of Safety: Theorizing Gendered Civilian Anxiety in Wartime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Katharine Millar (London School of Economics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Objectifying Objects: A Feminist New Materialist Reading of War Museums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alex Kreidenweis (University of Connecticut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Applied eugenic? A genealogy of Scandinavian transgender sterilization practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Julian Honkasalo (University of Helsinki)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hot Wars, Cold Wars, Queer Wars: LGBTQ Citizens as Internally Displaced Persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cai Wilkinson (Deakin University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>TC30: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>Challenging Oppression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Aggie Hirst (City University London)</td>
<td>Everyday and Exceptional Discriminations in the Academy: Survival Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Christina Fattore (West Virginia University)</td>
<td>International Studies Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Paul C. Kirby (University of Sussex)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Maria Fotou (London School of Economics and Political Science)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Kathleen Hancock (Colorado School of Mines)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Olivia Umurerwa Rutazibwa (University of Portsmouth)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Kirsten Ainley (London School of Economics and Political Science)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roundtable</th>
<th>TC32: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>IR in the Prison of Political Science?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>William Bain (National University of Singapore)</td>
<td>International Political Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Stephen Martin Walt (Harvard University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Jennifer Sterling-Folker (University of Connecticut)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Stephen G. Brooks (Dartmouth College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Milja Kurki (Aberystwyth University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Justin P. Rosenberg (University of Sussex)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>TC33: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>(In)security and (Dis)order in East Asia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Itaru Okamoto (Professor, Bunkyo Gakuin University)</td>
<td>Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Matteo Dian (University of Bologna)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Impact of the Abe Doctrine on the U.S.-Japan Alliance and on Peace and Stability in East Asia and the World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ryo Shimizu (Kobe Gakuin University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Integrating With an Existential Threat: Contentious Regionalism in the Asia-Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Itaru Okamoto (Professor, Bunkyo Gakuin University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moving toward Stability or Volatility? Clashing Geopolitical Strategies in East Asia, 2009-2015
Yangmo Ku (Norwich University)
Ja-hyun Chun (Korea University)
New Directions in Asia’s Post-Cold War Security Order
Andrew Yeo (The Catholic University of America)
The Clash of Power and Nationalism: An Analysis of Sino-Japan Territorial Dispute and Its Implications for the New Security Order in East Asia
Jihyun Kim (Bradley University)

Online Media Caucus
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
International Communication

Social Media as Constitutive of International Politics: Ways of Conceptualizing and Operationalizing Social Media
Online Media Caucus
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
International Communication

Chair
Susan Jackson (Stockholm University)
Chiara De Franco (University of Southern Denmark)
Libby Hemphill (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Elizaveta Gaufman (University of Bremen)
Katharina Höne (Aberystwyth University and DiploFoundation)
Ilan Manor (University of Oxford)
Aleksandra Galus (University of Poznań)

The European Union and TTIP
International Political Economy

Disc.
Kathryn C. Lavelle (Case Western Reserve University)
Andreas Duer (University of Salzburg)
Bernd Schlippkoh (University of Muenster)

The Limits of ‘Global Europe’: Institutional and Societal Challenges for the EU Trade Policy
Aleksandar Milošević (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Sciences)

Doubling Down After the Financial Crisis: TTIP and the Transatlantic Financial Regulatory Regime
Joselyn Muheisen (University of Pittsburgh)

EU’s dilemma between its domestic interests and its WTO obligations: the case of China
Shuxiao Kuang (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

The Climate Engineering Governance Puzzle
Environmental Studies
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations

Chair
Simon Nicholson (American University)
Michael Maniates (Yale-NUS College)

Unpacking the Climate Engineering Governance Challenge
Wil Burns (Forum for Climate Engineering Assessment, American University)
Simon Nicholson (American University)
Michael Thompson (Forum for Climate Engineering Assessment, American University)

Climate Engineering in the Anthropocene
Leslie Thiele (University of Florida)
Paul Wapner (American University)

Why Govern Climate Engineering? Assessing Functional, Strategic and Normative Rationales for Governance
Aarti Gupta (Wageningen University)
Sikina Jinnah (UC Santa Cruz)

Dr. Strangelove: Or how I stopped worrying and learned to love SRM
Walter Valdivia (Consortium for Science Policy and Outcomes)

Negative Emissions Technologies, the Paris Agreement and the Need for A Human-Rights Based Approach
Wil Burns (Forum for Climate Engineering Assessment, American University)

The Contours of Sovereignty - A Historical and Contemporary Investigation
Historical International Relations
International Political Sociology

Chair
Jordan Branch (Brown University)

Disc.
Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)

Panel
Intelligence History
Intelligence Studies

Chair
Nicholas Dujmovic (Catholic University of America)

Disc.
Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)

Intelligence Failures: A Lesson in Analysis and Decision Making
Melissa A. Graves (The Citadel)
Wesley Yates (University of Mississippi)

The Dragon Lady & The Beast of Kandahar: hypotheses on current U.S. aerial drone surveillance policy based on a comparison of the 1960 U-2 crash with the 2011 RQ-170 crash
Leah Ruckle (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Clear and present danger: British and US intelligence and changing international strategic threats in the twentieth century
Calder Walton (Harvard University, Kennedy School of Government)

Seek, and Ye Shall Find: The Push and Pull of Intelligence on Covert Nuclear Programs
Cullen Nutt (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
TC39: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Committee Panel  
International Relations Confronts a Diverse World and Stormy Past  

Committee on the Status of Representation & Diversity  
Chair: Brandon Valeriano (Cardiff University)  
Part. Kathy Powers (University of New Mexico)  
Part. Errol A. Henderson (Pennsylvania State University)  
Part. Robert Vitalis (University of Pennsylvania)  
Part. Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)  
Part. Kevin Gaines (University of Pennsylvania)  
Cmte. Chair: Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)  

TC40: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
The Dynamics of Military Alliances  

Scientific Study of International Processes  
Chair: Davis Brown (Baylor University Institute for Studies of Religion)  
Disc. Toby James Rider (Texas Tech University)  
Crisis Bargaining and Peacetime Coordination in Military Alliances  
Jesse C. Johnson (University of Kentucky)  
Not just pooling, but helping generate capabilities: Alliances and Capability Growth  
Choong-Nam Kang (Murray State University)  
Dispute Resolution Among Allies: Balancing Capabilities, Issue Salience, and Collective Security  
Vanessa A. Lefer (Middle Tennessee State University)  
Coalitions, Dyads, and Understanding Interstate Crises  
Max Blau Gallop (University of Strathclyde)  
A Bayesian Multiple Equation Model of Alliance Formation and Interstate Conflicts  
Ahra Wu (Rice University)  

TC41: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Knowledge, Power, Politics and Identity in IS Curriculum and Research  

Active Learning in International Affairs  
Global Development  
Chair: Vaishali Raghuvanshi (South Asian University)  
Disc. Nalanda Roy (Armstrong State University)  
Resistance research and ethics  
Stellan Vinthagen (Gothenburg University)  
Teaching and Research in International Relations from the South: an emergent autonomy?  
Rafael A. Villa (University of Sao Paulo)  
Marilia C. Souza (University of State of Sao Paulo- UNESP Researcher at IIEI-UNESP and NUPRI-USP)  
Whose Voice? Representation and Power in Participatory Action Research  
Amanda Guidero (Creighton University)  
Sherrill Hayes (Kennesaw State University)  
Rising India and Pedagogy of International Relations: A Critical (self) reflection  
Vaibhav Abnave (Jawaharlal Nehru University)  
Race in the Field: Understanding How Identity Frames Field Research  
Lahoma Thomas (University of Toronto)  

TC42: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Counterintelligence and Security  

Intelligence Studies  
Chair: Joe Wippl (Boston University)  
Disc. Daniel S. Gressang (US Department of Defense)  
Double Agents in China: Historical Practice and Theoretical Conception  
Ralph Sawyer (Independent Scholar)  
Russian human intelligence activities in the West  
Paul Boxer (Brunel university)  
Counterintelligence against Biopiracy in Amazon  
Yara Rebeca Albuquerque Marinho de Paula (INASIS - International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies)  
Security and Digital Literacy  
Mireille Radoi (”Carol I” Central University Library Bucharest)  
Online Political Trickery, Gaming, and Sabotage from an International Comparative Perspective: Potential Impacts on Democracy and Cybersecurity  
Jo Ann Oravec (University of Wisconsin at Whitewater)  

TC43: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Refugees in Global Politics: Ethics, Theory and Practice  

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies  
International Ethics  
Chair: Craig Damian Smith (University of Toronto)  
Disc. Craig Damian Smith (University of Toronto)  
Governance by Avoidance: Refugees and the Crisis of Solidarity in the European Union  
Emek M. Ucarer (Bucknell University)  
National Identity and Germany’s Response to Refugee Crisis  
Yasemin Akbaba (Gettysburg College)  
Piper O’Keefe (Gettysburg College)  
Implications of Using Neighboring Countries like Turkey, Ethiopia, Sudan and Kenya for Refugee Containment  
Yohannes Woldemariam (Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica)  
Slippery ground: Prospects for change in the EU migration policy landscape  
Elif Cetin (University of Cambridge)  
The Invisible Border -- Refugees, Migrants, and the Implications of a Battle over Nomenclature  
Lama Mourad (University of Toronto)  
Kelsey Pearce Norman (University of California, Irvine)  

TC44: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Presidential Roundtable  
Key dimensions of change in the 21st century  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  
Chair: David A. Welch (Balsillie School of International Affairs)  
Disc. David A. Welch (Balsillie School of International Affairs)  
Part. Aisha S. Ahmad (University of Toronto)  
Part. Joseph S. Nye Jr. (Harvard University)  
Part. Robert G. Patman (University of Otago)  
Part. Ashwini Vasanthankumar (King’s College London)
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme) Global Development

Centres, peripheries, interstices: Understanding a world of change through the scholarship of Timothy Shaw I

TC45: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Roundtable
Chair: David Ross Black (Dalhousie University)
Chair: J. Andrew Grant (Queen's University)
Disc.: Timothy M. Shaw (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Part.: Maria Nzomo (University of Nairobi)
Part.: Larry A. Swatuk (University of Waterloo)
Part.: Assis Malaquias (National Defense University)
Part.: Scarlett Cornulissen (University of Stellenbosch)
Part.: Pamela K. Mbabazi (Uganda National Council of Science & Technology)
Part.: Lucian Mark Ashworth (Memorial University of Newfoundland)

TC46: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Roundtable
Chair: Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)
Disc.: William J. Brenner
Part.: Erica Chenoweth (University of Denver)
Part.: Barry Buzan (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part.: Stacie Goddard (Wellesley College)
Part.: Randall L. Schweller (Ohio State University)
Part.: Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)
Part.: William C. Wohlfarth (Dartmouth College)
Part.: Mlađa Bukovansky (Smith College)
Part.: Bentley B. Allan (Johns Hopkins University)

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme) Global Development

Brenner's 'Confounding Powers: Anarchy and International Society from the Assassins to Al Qaeda'

TC48: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Chair: Martin Weber (University of Queensland)
Disc.: Jacqueline Ignatova (Appalachian State University)
Development Cooperation, Graduation Dilemmas, and the International/Domestic Nexus: Comparing South Africa and Brazil
Carlos R. S. Milani (State University of Rio de Janeiro)
Janis Van der Westhuizen (University of Stellenbosch)
Revisiting Neil Smith’s Production of Nature Thesis: Agriculture and the Production Time of Capital
Sébastien Rioux (Université de Montréal)
Beyond Privatization: The Redefinition of Security in a Corporatised World
Mark Laffey (School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London)
Suthaharan Nadarajah (SOAS, University of London)
Vino Kanapathipillai (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Labour, neoliberalism, and the spectre of finance
Nick Bernards (Queen’s University)
The Heritage of Financialization in Iceland
Alyssa Grahame (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

TC47: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Presidential Panel
Chair: Frederic Merand (University of Montreal)
Disc.: Iver B. Neumann (London School of Economics)
Foreign Policy Retreat: Domestic and External Factors of Brazil’s International Decline
Andres Malamud (University of Lisbon)
Janis Van der Westhuizen (University of Stellenbosch)
American Decline, Liberal Hegemony, and the Transformation of World Politics
John Ikenberry (Princeton University)
Resisting Decline: Russia, the West, and Eurasia
Seckin Kostem (Bilkent University)
Virginie Lasnier (McGill University)
U.S. Decline And China’S Rise
Joshua R. Itzkowitz Shifrinson (Texas A&M University)
Decline In Denial: France Since 1945
Olivier Schmitt (University of Southern Denmark)

TC44: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Chair: Sophie Harman (Queen Mary University of London)
Disc.: Mary Manjikian (Regent University)
What went wrong? The World Health Organization from Swine Flu to Ebola
Adam Kamradt-Scott (University of Sydney)
Climate-smart agriculture and food sovereignty with a gender perspective in Mexico
Ursula Oswald Spring (National Autonomous University of Mexico)
The Politics of the Zika Virus in Latin America: Where Public Health Meets Human Rights
Jane E. Marcus-Delgado (College of Staten Island, City University of New York)

TC50: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Chair: Mark Axelrod (Michigan State University)
Disc.: J. Samuel Barkin (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Blood Mackerel: Human Rights Abuses, Fisheries, and International Law
Avery Siciliano (Duke University)
D. G. Webster (Dartmouth College)
The Origins of the Global Marine Crisis: European coastal and political-economic changes
Peter Jacques (University of Central Florida)
Offshore Energy: Evolutions of Law and Technology
Elizabeth Nyman (Texas A&M University Galveston)
Ocean Futures: Exploring stakeholders’ perceptions of adaptive
capacity to changing marine environments
Rachel Tiller (SINTEF)
Can Bizsel (DEU-IMST)
The Impact of Uncertainty, Complexity and Change on Marine
Spatial Planning
Ásílaug Ásgeirsdóttir (Bates College)

TC51: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Narrative encounters with foreign and security policy
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Chair Michael Alan Lewis (George Mason University)
Disc. Laura Mills (University of St Andrews)
Feeling Unsafe ~ Exploring the Impact of Nuclear Evacuation
Ronni Alexander (Kobe University)
Narratives of border crossing among Syrian refugees arriving into
Germany
Isis Nusair (Denison University)
A different story: strategic narratives, security issues and peace
movements in Italy
Fabrizio Cotcchia (University of Genoa)
andrea catanzaro (University of Genova)
(In)security, violence and masculinity—ontological narratives of the
Black Sea Region in the 21st century
Ivan Cristina Mihaela (The National Intelligence Academy Mihai
Viteazul)

TC52: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Conflict Causation and Conflict Management in Iraq's Disputed
Territories
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
International Security Studies
Chair Brendan O'Leary (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc. Brendan O'Leary (University of Pennsylvania)
One Disputed Territory or Several? The Complex Political, Social,
and Territorial Nature of Iraq's Disputed Territories
Gareth Stansfield (Exeter University)
Responding to Drivers of Intra-state Territorial Disputes:
Comparative Perspectives
Stefan Wolff (University of Birmingham)
Argyro Kartsonaki (University of Birmingham)
Disputed Territories in Comparative Perspective: Subnational
State making across Somalia, Afghanistan, and Iraq
Michael Friedrich Harsch (New York University Abu Dhabi)
Gareth Stansfield (Exeter University)
Displacement and Identity: The Impact of Ethnic Identity on
Community Relations in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq
Kelsey Shanks (University of Exeter)
Judicial review and territorial self-government in divided societies:
Lessons from Iraq
Dawn Walsh (University of Birmingham)

TC53: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Neoliberalism and "Islam": interaction forms and actors' strategies
Religion and International Relations
International Political Sociology
Chair Mahmoud El Ashmawy (Sciences Po Paris & European
Research Council funded-Wafaw research program)
Disc. Mahmoud El Ashmawy (Sciences Po Paris & European
Research Council funded-Wafaw research program)
Disc. Sayed Hassan Hussaini Akhlaq (The Catholic University of
America)
Egypt's Muslim brotherhood and integration in the global economy
Mahmoud El Ashmawy (Sciences Po Paris & European Research
Council funded-Wafaw research program)
Preaching Development: Sh'i Piety and Neo liberalism in Beirut
Fouad Ghebrare Marei (Orient-Institut Beirut / Freie Universität
Berlin)
Transformation Through Neo-liberal Capitalism: Understanding
Conflict and Cooperation between the State and Islamic
Communities in Turkey
Deniz Cakirer (Harvard University)
An Islamic Reformed Theology of Neo liberal Globalization
Sayed Hassan Hussaini Akhlaq (The Catholic University of
America)
Post-Islamist Reactions to Neo Liberal Capitalism in Turkey:
Comparing IGIAD and Anti Capitalist Muslim
Ozlem Madi-Sisman (University of Houston Clear Lake)

TC54: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Civil conflict processes and resolution
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair Andrea M. Lopez (Susquehanna University)
Disc. Kristen Angela Harkness (University of St. Andrews)
Civil War as Politics by Other Means: Using the Authoritative
Allocation of Resources to Model Bargaining and War Termination
Jeffrey S. Dixon (Texas A&M University - Central Texas)
Has anything changed (for the better)? Post-conflict perceptions of
corruption
Margit Bussmann (University of Greifswald)
Mathis Lohaus (University of Greifswald)
UN Effectiveness and Rebel Fragmentation
Ismene Gizelis (University of Essex)
Baris Ari (University of Essex)
States in Glasshouses: Domestic Insurgency and UNHRC Voting
Behavior
Irfan Nooruddin (Georgetown. University)
Shubha Kamala Prasad (Georgetown University)
Profits from Peace: The Political Economy of Power-Sharing
Felix Haass (GIGA Hamburg)
Marvin Ottmann (University of Birmingham)

TC55: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Between Fast- and Slow-Burning Crisis: Theorizing Crisis, Resilience
and the Politics of Institutional Change in the Eurozone
International Political Economy
Disc. Malcolm Campbell-Verduyn (Balsillie School of International
Affairs)
Power and Institutional Change in the Euro Crisis
Martin B. Carstensen (Copenhagen Business School)
Vivien Schmidt (Boston University)
TC57: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**
The Impact of Modern Technology on National Security Strategy

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Emily Goldman  
(Department of Defense)

**Disc.**  
Stacie Pettyjohn  
(RAND Corporation)

The Capability/Vulnerability Paradox and Conflict Initiation: The Case of Cyber Warfare
  
Jacquelyn Schneider  
(U.S. Naval War College)

Hiding in Plain Sight? The Effect of Additive Manufacturing on Strategic Surprise
  
Alexander Montgomery  
(Reed College)

Tristan Anderson Volpe  
(Carnegie Endowment for International Peace)

Labor, Capital, and the Automation of Military Force
  
Michael Horowitz  
(University of Pennsylvania)

Centaurs, Spiders, Oracles and Genies: Strategy and Technology in the Future of War
  
Heather Roff  
(Arizona State University, Global Security Initiative)

New Lethal Technologies: the Third Revolution in Warfare and Impacts on International Security
  
Denise Garcia  
(Northeastern University)

TC58: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**
Constituting (and institutionalizing) World Society

*English School*

*International Political Sociology*

**Chair**  
Luciana Oliveira  
(Puc-Minas)

**Disc.**  
Tonny B. Knudsen  
(University of Aarhus)

(Dis)Ordering Anarchy/Identifying World Society: Inscribing Globality on Cultural Heritage
  
Matthew S. Weinert  
(University of Delaware)

Institutions of World Society: Parallels with the International Society of States
  
Thomas Davies  
(City University of London)

Defining the practice of a world society: A study of the UN targeted sanctions through the lenses of the English School
  
Francesco Giuimelli  
(University of Groningen)

Filippo Costa Buranelli  
(University of St Andrews)

World Sports Events as an international institution that bridges the gap between International and World Society
  
Bernd A. Bucher  
(Franklin University Switzerland)

Global-Digital Communication Networks: A Primary Institution of World Society?
  
Tobias Lemke  
(University of Delaware)

Michael Habegger  
(University of Delaware)

TC59: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**
WHO: An International Organisation as a Site of Transformation and Interests

*Global Health*

**Chair**  
Anne L. Buïardi  
(ODI)

**Disc.**  
Jeremy Youde  
(Australian National University)

Maryam Deloffre  
(Arcadia University)

Catherine Worsnop  
(Worcester State University)

Minju Jung  
(University of Florida)

TC60: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**
Autonomous Technology, Human Agency, and Change in the International Security System

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Kathleen M. Vogel  
(North Carolina State University)

**Disc.**  
Kristie Macrakis  
(Georgia Tech)

Hugh Gusterson  
(George Mason University)

Debak Das  
(Cornell University)

Sarah E. Kreps  
(Cornell University)

Allison Macfarlane  
(George Washington University)

TC61: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**
Human Rights and New Frontiers of Media Advocacy

*Human Rights*

**Chair**  
Joel R. Pruce  
(University of Dayton)

**Disc.**  
Morton Winston  
(The College of New Jersey)

Alexandra Budabin  
(University of Dayton)

Shawna Michelle Lesseur  
(University of Connecticut)

Matthew Mahmoudi  
(University of Cambridge)
TC62: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Between Image and Identity in Public Diplomacy: Negotiating Change in the Public Arena

**Diplomatic Studies**

**Chair**  R. S. Zaharna (American University)

**Disc.**  R. S. Zaharna (American University)

Narratives of Identity in Public Diplomacy: Westphalian, Imperial, Revolutionary

**Robin Brown** (PDNI)

Rethinking Public Diplomacy and Identity in the Indo-Pacific

**Caitlin R. Byrne** (Bond University)

Same ‘Same,’ But Different: Modelling Differences in People’s Perceptions of Nations as Uniform Entities. A Public Diplomacy Perspective

**Alexander Buhmann** (BI Norwegian Business School)

Confirming and Disconfirming the Identity Needs of Publics in Public Diplomacy

**R. S. Zaharna** (American University)

---

TC63: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Unpacking the Sending State: Regimes, Institutions, and non-State Actors in Diaspora & Emigration Politics

**Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies**

**Political Demography and Geography**

**Chair**  Daniel Naujoks (Columbia University / The New School)

**Disc.**  Dana M. Moss (University of Pittsburgh)

The Symbiotic Relationship Between Migrants’ Rights Activism and Diaspora Mobilization

**Sharon Quinsaat** (Grinnell College)

Positional Strategies of Governments vs Parties to Engage Diasporas Abroad: Kosovo as a Case of Contested Sovereignty

**Maria Koinova** (Warwick University)

Regime Type, Emigration and Diaspora Politics

**Nikola Mirlovic** (University of Central Florida)

Migration as Soft Power: Public Diplomacy and the International Dimension of Authoritarianism

**Gerasimos Tsourapas** (University of Birmingham)

States Beyond Borders: Central American governments’ responses to their emigrants abroad

**Isabel Rosales** (GIGA Institute of Latin American Studies)

---

TC64: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Human Rights, Migration and Citizenship

**Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies**

**Human Rights**

**Chair**  Hans Schattle (Yonsei University)

**Disc.**  Hans Schattle (Yonsei University)

Multilevel and Federal Citizenship

**Willem Maas** (York University)

International Migration and Global Justice

**Fiona Adamson** (SOAS, University of London)

Controlling Immigrants: Identity Cards in India, Pakistan and Malaysia

**Kamal Sadiq** (University of California at Irvine)

Euroscepticism and Xenophobia: The Perfect Storm Threatening Free Movement in the European Union

**Michael Johns** (Laurentian University- Barrie)

---

TC65: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Navigating the bounds of the permissible: ENGOs in authoritarian societies

**Environmental Studies**

**Global Development**

**Chair**  Judith Shapiro (American University)

**Disc.**  Theresa Jedd (University of Nebraska - Lincoln; School of Natural Resources)

Activist Networks and Resource Governance in Authoritarian Southeast Asia

**Pichamon Yeophantong** (University of New South Wales)

Fish, Trees, and Citizens: Emergent Environmental Protests in Vietnam

**Pamela McElwee** (Rutgers University)

China’s Environmental Challenges: The People’s Response

**Judith Shapiro** (American University)

Negotiating identity: Russian environmental NGOs working with(in) uncertainty

**Kirsti Stuvoy** (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)

**Katharina Glaab** (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)

Negotiating Civil Society in Lao PDR: An Examination of How ENGOs Enact Global Conservation Governance

**Kimberly R. Marion Suiseeya** (Northwestern University)

---

TC66: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Hierarchies and Symmetries of Critique

**International Political Sociology**

**Chair**  Keith Raymond Krause (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

**Disc.**  Mark Salter (University of Ottawa)

Transversal critique: (In)security, credibility and asylum disputes

**Claudia E. Aradau** (King’s College London)

**Jef Huysmans** (Queen Mary University of London)

Critical Blind-spots? Politics in the Age of Defiance and Disobedience

**Anna Leander** (Copenhagen Business School)

‘Tests’ of democratic legitimacy: Executive, representative, and subversive narrative strategies

**Frank Gadinger** (Centre for Global Cooperation Research/University of Duisburg-Essen)

Fractal Critique Across Borders

**Jonathan Luke Austin** (L’Institut de hautes études internationales et du développement, Genève)

Metacritique for Tests of Strength? A Sociology of Critique in Armed Forces

**Philippe Beaulieu-Brossard** (University of Ottawa)

---

TC67: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Identity, Social Relations, and Political Contestation: Understanding the Micro-dynamics of Violence

**International Security Studies**

**Chair**  Sarah Elizabeth Parkinson (University of Minnesota)

**Disc.**  Omar McDoon (London School of Economics)

**Disc.**  Jeremy S. Speight (University of Alaska-Fairbanks)

Civilian-Combatant Interactions Under Rebel Governance in the eastern DRC

**Carla Suarez** (Dalhousie University)

How Foreign is “Foreign?” Transnational Insurgents, Social Embeddedness, and Civil War

**Pauline Moore** (University of Denver)
“Catch Your Thief”: Explaining Vigilante Justice in Peru
Steven T. Zech (Monash University)
From Onset to Sustained Rebellion: Explaining the Organizational Success of Rebel Groups against Pinochet in Chile
Consuelo Amat (Yale University)
The ambiguity of participation in political violence: rebellion and resistance in Hualla, Ayacucho in the early 1980s
Devin Finn (Universidad de Los Andes)

Panel TC68: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Spectres of Biopolitics: Governing, and Failing to Govern, the Dead in International Politics

International Political Sociology

Chair: Thomas A. Gregory, University of Auckland
Disc. Chair: Christine Sylvester, University of Connecticut
Disc. Chair: Jessica Auchtner, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

The dead body nexus: Ritualization of death and contestations over statehood
Finn Stepputat, Danish Institute for International Studies
Between the Dead Body and the Body Politic: Razing Cemeteries in Singapore
Ruth Toulson, Maryland Institute College of Art
The politics of suicide: Hunger-strike as breakout
Nicholas Michelsen, King’s College London
Mutating Bomb-sites: itinerant death at the ‘Ground Zero mosque’ and Bali bombsite
Charlotte V. Heath-Kelly, University of Warwick
Monumental Change: From Mourning War’s Tolls to Celebrating Military Might at the Tomb of the Unknowns
Sarah Wagner, George Washington University

Panel TC69: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Role Theory and the Dynamics of Foreign Policy

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair: Paul A. Kowert, University of Massachusetts Boston
Disc. Chair: Cristian A. Cantir, Oakland University
An Analysis of Small States’ Changing Peacekeeping Practices through Role Theory
Victor Giguere, University of Edinburgh
Regional Dynamics and Dilemmas of Japanese Role Taking
Paul A. Kowert, University of Massachusetts Boston
Explaining Variation in Refugee Protection Policy and Responsibility Sharing in the EU: A Role Theory Approach
Saskia Smellie, University of Edinburgh
Interrole and Intrarole Conflicts in Chile’s and Mexico’s Decisions to Support or Not the Iraq War and the US in 2003
Leslie E. Wehner, University of Bath
Role Theory in Foreign Policy
Marijke Breuning, University of North Texas

Panel TC70: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
International organizations as innovators: ASEAN at 50

International Organization

Chair: Anja Jetschke, University of Goettingen
Disc. Chair: Hiro Katsumata, Tohoku University, Japan
ASEAN as a “sui generis” case of regionalism: The expectations-output gap reconsidered
Katja Freistein, Centre for Global Cooperation Research/University Duisburg-Essen

Panel TC71: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Education as Public Diplomacy

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair: Theresa A. Hunt, New Jersey Institute of Technology
Recruitment, Representation and the Limitations of the Global: Transnationalizing the Women in STEM Movement
Theresa A. Hunt, New Jersey Institute of Technology
Chinese Public Diplomacy Efforts in the U.S.: Explaining Divergent Partnership Outcomes from the Confucius Institute Experience
Diana Sweet, George Mason University
Together we are stronger: The Kazakh Students Societies in the United Kingdom
Adel Del Sordi, University of Amsterdam
Can civic education support democratization in transitioning or new democracies? Evidence from Georgia
Molly Inman, Georgetown University

Panel TC72: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
New Insights into Civil Resistance Strategies

Peace Studies

Chair: Maciej Bartkowski, International Center on Nonviolent Conflict
Disc. Chair: Stephen Zunes, University of San Francisco
Frames of Struggle: Discursive Conflicts and the Transformation of Resistance
Michael Wilson Becerril, University of California--Santa Cruz
No Place for a Street-Fighting Man: Explaining Nonviolent Discipline in Civil Resistance Campaigns
Jonathan Pinckney, University of Denver
External Influences on Domestic Security Defections During Civil Resistance Campaigns
Alex Braithwaite, University of Arizona, School of Government and Public Policy
Matthew Cobb, University of Arizona
Social Warfare in Vietnam, Afghanistan, and Libya
Carmel Davis, Dept. of State
Vila Autodromo: Global Trends and Local Resistance
Monise Valente da Silva, The New School
Tamires Alves, UFF

Panel TC73: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Sources of Thinking about the Ethics of War

International Ethics

Chair: Ward Thomas, College of the Holy Cross
Disc. Chair: Luke B. Campbell, Northwest Missouri State University
Teaching Religion in International Studies: Trends and Challenges

TC74: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Teaching Religion in International Studies: Trends and Challenges

Religion and International Relations
Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair: Gregorio Bettiza (University of Exeter)
Part: Deina A. Abdelkader (University of Massachusetts)
Part: Gregorio Bettiza (University of Exeter)
Part: Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)
Part: Jeffrey P. Haynes (London Metropolitan University)
Part: Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/University of Birmingham)
Part: David T. Buckley (University of Louisville)
Part: Giorgio Shani (International Christian University)

Contentious Politics and Migrant Activism in North America

TC75: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Contentious Politics and Migrant Activism in North America

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair: Christina Gabriel (Carleton University)
Disc: Kathleen Staudt (University of Texas at El Paso)
#DeAquiDeAllá: Undocumented Youth Activism Across Borders

Alexandra Delano (The New School)
Behind Smoke and Mirrors: Migrant Rights Advocacy and its "Influence" on the Mexican State

Martha Rojas (Colegio de la Frontera Sur, Mexico)
Scales and Spaces of Action: International and Transnational Tensions Around the Canadian Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program

Christina Gabriel (Carleton University)
Laura Catharine Macdonald (Carleton University)
Organizing around Migrants’ Rights in Mexico: Caught between the State and Organized Crime

Marianne H. Marchand (University of the Americas Puebla)
American Immigration Reform and its’ Dilemma

Hui yun Tang (shanghai academy of social sciences )

China's Human Rights Policies at Home and Abroad

TC76: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
China's Human Rights Policies at Home and Abroad

Human Rights

Chair: David Kiwuwa (University of Nottingham Ningbo China)
Absence of human security? China, Europe and Syria

Catherine Gegout (University of Nottingham)
Shogo Suzuki (University of Manchester)
China’s actions on human rights in the UN: Calling out developed countries, but protecting developing countries on human rights resolutions.

Christopher Primiano (The University of Nottingham Ningbo China)

Transitional Justice Approaches, Trauma and Memory

TC79: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Transitional Justice Approaches, Trauma and Memory

Peace Studies

Chair: Sahla Aroussi (Coventry University)
Disc: Walt Kilroy (Dublin City University)

Letting Nature Swallow the Past: the politics of collective memory in post-conflict Bosnia-Hercegovina

Beth K. Dougherty (Beloit College)
The Dual Structuration of Collective Trauma: Insights From Transitional Justice

Alexandra Raleigh (University of California, Irvine)

Rethinking Statebuilding through Traditional Justice Mechanisms in Mozambique

Samara Guimarães (University of Birmingham)

Preventive diplomacy in practice: negotiating transitional justice in post-war Sri Lanka

Gerrit Kurtz (King’s College London)

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations

Active Learning in International Affairs

International Communication

Encryption, Online Surveillance and Censorship in Academia

Understanding multi-polarity in the post-Cold War world: A case study of ‘contesting hierarchies’ in Central Asia

Nachiket Khadkiwala (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Putin’s Arctic Strategy: A Window to Asia?

George Soroka (Harvard University)

Change in the Strategic Quadrangle in East Asia: New Architecture of Cooperation and Competition in Maritime Security

Mihoko Kato (Slavic-Eurasian Research Center, Hokkaido University)

TC80: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Roundtable

Chair

Leonie Maria Tanczer (Queen's University Belfast)

Part.

Ronald J. Deibert (University of Toronto)

Part.

Didier Bigo (Sciences-PO Paris, KCL War studies)

Part.

Thomas Rid (War Studies, King’s College London)

Part.

Marianne Franklin (Goldsmiths)

Part.

Stefania Milan (The Citizen Lab, University of Toronto)

Part.

Madeline M. Carr (Cardiff University)

Exploring the Intersection of Religion, Violence and Radicalization

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

International Security Studies

Religion and International Relations

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair

Marcos Alan S. V. Ferreira (Federal University of Paraiba - UFPB)

Disc.

Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)

Buddha, Get Your Gun: The Normalization of Violence in South Asian Buddhist Communities

Christopher M. Brown (Georgia Southern University)

Toward a Buddhist Theory of Conflict Transformation: Designing a Method of Social Action Informed by Empirical Research

Tatsushi Arai (SIT Graduate Institute)

On to the Future - Warfare and Violence in a Changing World

Arindab Acharya (National Defense University, USA)

Radicalization, Internet and Change: how violence and conflict are catalysts for change in the world politics

Gleice Miranda (PUC-Rio)

Crime, Religion, and the Business of Violence in Karachi

Rabia Zafar (The Fletcher School - Tufts University)

TC82: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

Post-Soviet States Turning East: A Focus on Asia

Post-Moscow States Systems

Chair

Victoria Panova (Far Eastern Federal University)

Disc.

Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)

Post-Soviet States in the ECO-ASEAN Interface: Capacity Borrowing, China Hedging and Cross-Regional Diplomacy

Jason E. Strakes (OSCE Academy in Bishkek)

Competition for Primacy and Spheres of Influence among the Great Powers in Central Asia

Yeo Jung Yoon (Kent State University)

Understanding multi-polarity in the post-Cold War world: A case study of ‘contesting hierarchies’ in Central Asia

Nachiket Khadkiwala (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Putin’s Arctic Strategy: A Window to Asia?

George Soroka (Harvard University)

Change in the Strategic Quadrangle in East Asia: New Architecture of Cooperation and Competition in Maritime Security

Mihoko Kato (Slavic-Eurasian Research Center, Hokkaido University)

TC83: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

Buddha, Get Your Gun: The Normalization of Violence in South Asian Buddhist Communities

Christopher M. Brown (Georgia Southern University)

Toward a Buddhist Theory of Conflict Transformation: Designing a Method of Social Action Informed by Empirical Research

Tatsushi Arai (SIT Graduate Institute)

On to the Future - Warfare and Violence in a Changing World

Arindab Acharya (National Defense University, USA)

Radicalization, Internet and Change: how violence and conflict are catalysts for change in the world politics

Gleice Miranda (PUC-Rio)

Crime, Religion, and the Business of Violence in Karachi

Rabia Zafar (The Fletcher School - Tufts University)
TC85: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

Reimagining South Asia: A Critical Inquiry into State, Identity and Politics

Chair
Veena R. Kumar (Lecturer, Lady Shri Ram College, New Delhi)

Disc.
Vineet Prakash (University of Delhi)

Why Suicide Protest?
Simanti Lahiri (Villanova University)

Challenges to different Regimes: Pakistan, Bangladesh, India and Nepal
Veena R. Kumar (Lecturer, Lady Shri Ram College, New Delhi)

Framing the Conflict: Coverage of Indian elections 2014 in Pakistani press
Awais Saleem (Florida State University)

TC86: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

The Changing Normative Landscape in Global Nuclear Politics

Chair
Anne Harrington (Cardiff University)

Disc.
Leopold Lovelace (California State Polytechnic University at Pomona)

Norm Entrepreneurs and Norm Change: Case Studies in Nuclear Politics
Maria Rost Rublee (Monash University)

Re-constructions of Nuclear Deviance: Stigma Politics and the Dynamics of Nonproliferation Norms
Michal Smetana (Charles University in Prague)

Stigma politics as a means for change in the nuclear disarmament regime
Tom Sauer (University of Antwerp)

Military Underpinnings of the Nuclear Taboo
Jan Ludvik (Charles University)

The Futility of Pursuing Normative Change: A View From New Delhi
Sumit Ganguly (Indiana University)

TD01: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Small Arms: Their Meaning, Effects, and Regulation

Chair
Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)

Disc.
Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)

Where did small arms go? Explaining the rise and fall of its securitization
Aaron Karp (Old Dominion University)

Understanding and Evaluating the Nascent Arms Transfer Control Regime: Problems and Prospects
Natalie J. Goldring (Georgetown University)

Symbols of War: The Culture and Politics of Conventional Weapons
Matthew J. Parent (University of Connecticut)

TD03-A: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Junior Scholar Symposia

Developments in Securitization Theory

Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc.
Cai Wilkinson (Deakin University)

Construction of Security in non-Western Contexts and its Insecuritizing Consequences: An Eclectic Critical Security Approach
Başar Baysal (Bilkent University)

Understanding “Health Security” inside an EU agency – medical expertise as resistance?
Louise Bengtsson (Stockholm University)

Security and Change – An ambiguous Relationship
Marco Krüger (University of Tuebingen)

Other Selves: Friendship in American Foreign Policy
Max Thompson (Royal Military Academy Sandhurst (DIA))

TD03-B: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Junior Scholar Group

Protecting Civilians and Preventing Violence in Peace Operations

Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc.
Victor Asal (State University of New York at Albany)

The Effectiveness of Early Warning in UN Peace Operations
Yuichi Sugawara (United Nations Mission in South Sudan)

Kazuhiro Tsunoda (Embassy of Japan in Sudan)

UN Peacekeeping and the Perils of Civilian Protection in South Sudan
Hannah Dönges (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Lesley Connolly (New York University and International Peace Institute)

Peace & Occupation: Understanding the Dilemmas of Multidimensional Peace Operations
Stephen Moncrief (Yale University)

Natasja Rupesinghe (NUPI)

TD03-C: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Junior Scholar Group

The Politics of Crisis & Disaster

Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc.
Cullen Hendrix (Korbel School, University of Denver)

The Developing Field of Transboundary Crisis Management: How the EU Solved the Inter-State Collective Action Problem only to See the Solution go Unused
Donald Blondin (Leiden University)

Mobilizing after Disasters: Identities, Emotions, and the Politics of Framing
Miriam Matejova (University of British Columbia)

Aiding the Unrest? Climatic Disasters, Disaster aid and the Dynamics of Violent Conflict
Elisabeth L. Rosvold (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))

Climate Disasters and Armed Conflict: Assessing the Effects of Disaster Severity on Armed Conflict
Robert McDaniels (University of New Mexico)

Natural Disasters and Peer Competition: Determinants of the Provision of Disaster Relief
John O’Halloran (University of Chicago)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD03-D: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>JSS Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terrorism and the State</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Junior Scholar Symposia</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc. Brandon Prins (University of Tennessee)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc. James A. Piazza (The Pennsylvania State University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontological Security: Explaining Continued State-Sponsorship of Militancy in Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahar Khan (University of California-Irvine)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirking in Terror: Agency Loss and Control Mechanisms in State Sponsorship of Terrorism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Berkowitz (Binghamton University Department of Political Science)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revisiting the Relationship Between State Capacity and Terrorism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Larue (University of Texas at Dallas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Besieging and Eliminating Terrorists: Bureaucratic Capacity, Cooperation and Terrorism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustafa Kirisci (University of North Texas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorist Attacks, Executive Constraints, and Emergency Powers in Democratic States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Rooney (Vanderbilt University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD05: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Distinguished Scholar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENMISA Distinguished Scholar Panel: Celebrating the work of John McGarry and Brendan O'Leary</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity, Nationalism, &amp; Migration Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair Neophytos Loizides (University of Kent)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honore Brendan O'Leary (University of Pennsylvania)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honore John McGarry (Queen's University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Stefan Wolff (University of Birmingham)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Patrick James (University of Southern California)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Allison McCulloch (Brandon University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. John A. Hall (McGill University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Maria Koinova (Warwick University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Landon Edward Hancock (Kent State University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD07: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Roundtable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The History of IR Theory: Cumulating Knowledge or Events-Based Leaps</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Historical International Relations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>English School</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diplomatic Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Security Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active Learning in International Affairs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientific Study of International Processes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair Lucian Mark Ashworth (Memorial University of Newfoundland)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Jessica De Alba-Ulloa (Universidad Anahuac Mexico Norte)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Barry Buzan (London School of Economics and Political Science)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Jennifer Sterling-Folker (University of Connecticut)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Stephen Martin Walt (Harvard University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Torbjorn Knutsen (University of Trondheim)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD10: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Distinguished Scholar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ILAW 2017 Distinguished Scholar Award Panel: Kenneth W. Abbott</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Law</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair Charlotte Ku (Texas A &amp; M University School of Law)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair Louis Bélanger (Université Laval)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honore Kenneth W. Abbott (Arizona State University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Jean-Frédéric Morin (Université Laval)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Emilia Justyna Powell (University of Notre Dame)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Robert O. Keohane (Princeton University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Jessica F. Green (New York University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Stepan Wood (York University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Duncan Snidal (University of Oxford)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Wayne Sandholtz (University of Southern California)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD11: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Presidential Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Actors: The Changing Architecture of Global Governance</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair Alan S. Alexandroff (University of Toronto)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair Arthur Stein (UCLA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc. John Ravenhill (Balsillie School of International Affairs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc. Miles Kahler (American University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who Foots the Bill?: New Multilateralism and Market-Driven Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Morse (Princeton University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variations of Global Governance Mechanisms: Comparing the COP 21 and the G20 processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yves E. Tiberghien (University of British Columbia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping the Regime Complex for Biodiversity: New Actors and Institutions in the Age of Extinction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart M. Patrick (Council on Foreign Relations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Western institutions and the future of global governance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver Stuenkel (Fundacao Getulio Vargas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferences, Power and the Emergence of Informal Intergovernmental Organizations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Barclay Roger (University of Toronto)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD12: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Distinguished Scholar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICOMM Distinguished Scholar Panel Honoring Laura Roselle</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Communication</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair Ken Rogerson (Duke University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair Craig Hayden (American University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honore Laura Roselle (Elon University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Ben O'Loughlin (Royal Holloway, University of London)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Alister Miskimmon (Royal Holloway, University of London)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Sarah Oates (University of Maryland)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Nanette S. Levinson (American University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Brooke Barnett (Elon University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Ken Rogerson (Duke University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Jenifer Whitten-Woodring (University of Massachusetts Lowell)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TD14: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
*Presidential Roundtable*
*Of Knowing and Changing the Idea of the ‘International’*

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

*Chair*  
Arlene B. Tickner *(Universidad del Rosario)*

*Part.*  
Gunther Hellmann *(Goethe University Frankfurt/Germany)*

*Part.*  
Stefano Guzzini *(Danish Institute for International Studies, Uppsala University & PUC-Rio de Janeiro)*

*Part.*  
Jayati Srivastava *(Jawaharlal Nehru University)*

*Part.*  
Navnita C. Behera *(Delhi University)*

*Part.*  
Rob J. B. Walker *(University of Victoria and PUC-Rio)*

---

**TD15: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
*Roundtable*
*Ethics in Publishing: A Roundtable Among the ISA Editors*

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

*Chair*  
Cameron G. Thies *(Arizona State University)*

*Part.*  
Laura Neack *(Miami University)*

*Part.*  
Michael P. Colaresi *(Michigan State University)*

*Part.*  
Rhodri Jackson *(Oxford University Press)*

*Part.*  
Kelly M. Kadera *(University of Iowa)*

---

**TD16: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
*Panel*
*Should I Stay or Should I Go? Dynamics of Mobilization and Demobilization of Protest Campaigns*

*Human Rights*

*Chair*  
John L. Linantud *(University of Houston Downtown)*

*Disc.*  
John L. Linantud *(University of Houston Downtown)*

*Autonomy Demands, Choice and Timing of Means of Dissent
Tavishi Bhasin *(Kennesaw State University)*

*Protests Under the Gun: Understanding the Backfire Puzzle in the Arab Spring
Tijen Demirel-Pegg *(Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis)*

*Karen Rasler *(Indiana University)*

*How Protest Endings Matter: A Tale of two Maidans
Virginie Lasnier *(McGill University)*

*The Long and Short of It: Influences of Time and Regime on Contentious Responses to State Repressive Actions
David G. Ortiz *(New Mexico State University)*

*Mobilization and Mining: Explaining protest and extraction in Africa
Jessica Steinberg *(Indiana University)*

---

**TD17: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
*Panel*
*The Responsibility to Protect*

*Human Rights*

*Chair*  
Kathryn Nash *(School of Oriental and African Studies)*

*Disc.*  
Melvin Laven *(Kennesaw State University)*

*The Responsibility to Protect and the European Union’s Response to the Ongoing Migrant Crisis
Debra J. Holzhauer *(Southeast Missouri State University)*

*Rallying Cry or Policy Agenda? Reevaluating R2P’s Motivational Capacity for Change
Samuel Jarvis *(University of Sheffield)*

*The R2P Challenge to the Charter of the United Nations
Shirley Scott *(UNSW Australia)*

*Roberta C. Andrade *(UNSW Australia)*

*Changing concepts of security: New roles for human rights at the UN Security Council
Troels Gauslå Engell *(University of Copenhagen)*

---

**TD18: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
*Panel*
*Steps to Peace*

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

*Peace Studies*

*Human Rights*

*Chair*  
Paul F. Diehl *(University of Texas-Dallas)*

*Disc.*  
Sara McLaughlin Mitchell *(University of Iowa)*

*Disc.*  
Arie M. Kacowicz *(Hebrew University of Jerusalem)*

*Transitions to Peace: Understanding the Pieces and Sequences
Andrew Owsiak *(University of Georgia)*

*Gary Goertz *(Notre Dame University)*

*Paul F. Diehl *(University of Texas-Dallas)*

*Third Parties in Levels of Peace Discussions
Resat Bayer *(Koç University)*

*Contentious Issues and Mediation Success in Civil Conflicts
Krista E. Wiegang *(University of Tennessee)*

*Aaron Gold *(University of Tennessee)*

*Eric Keels *(Baker Center, University of Tennessee)*

*Stopping the Pain: Ending Repression Post-Civil Conflict
Amanda Murdie *(University of Georgia)*

*Naji Bsisu *(University Of Georgia)*

*Disarmament: Cause, Consequence, or Early Warning Indicator of Peace?
Paul F. Diehl *(University of Texas-Dallas)*

---

**TD19: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
*Panel*
*The politics of sexual violence: Understanding sexual and gender-based violence*

*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*

*Chair*  
Stephanie Sztanyi *(Rutgers University)*

*Disc.*  
Harriet Gray *(University of Gothenburg)*

*De-Securitization, Gender and the German Restoration Project
Sabine Hirschauer *(New Mexico State University)*

*In Their Own Words: Biljana Plavsic and Female Protagonists of Genocide
Katerina Krulisova *(Nottingham Trent University)*

*Towards a Matrix of Violences Against Women: Conceptualising the Sepur Zarco Case in postwar Guatemala
Julia Hartviksen *(London School of Economics and Political Science)*

*The Discrimination and Gender Violence of Countering Sex Trafficking without Decriminalizing Sex Work
Linda Veaazy *(Midwestern State University)*

*The political psychology of state-organized sexual violence
Heleen Touquet *(Ku Leuven)*

---

**TD20: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
*Panel*
*Europe, Migration and "Crisis": Changing Patterns of Policies*

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

*Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies*

*Chair*  
Craig Damian Smith *(University of Toronto)*

*Disc.*  
Fulvio Attina *(Catania University)*

*The EU and Migration in the Mediterranean. Entrapped between the Humanitarian Approach and Border Security
Stefania P. Panebianco *(University of Catania)*

*The European Union as a Manager of Crises: Implications for Regional Integration Theory
Magnus Ekengren *(Swedish Defense University)*

*Mark Rhinard *(Stockholm University)*

---
Shameful Preferences and the Far Right in Europe: When Radical Parties Become Legitimized
Laura Jakli (U.C. Berkeley)

“Crisis” as a Regime of Government and a Resource for Change for the European Union: Genealogy, Use, Effects and Limits of a Discursive Category
Robert Chaouad (York College, CUNY (US))

Conflict in Europe: Terrorism and the Refugee Crisis
Crystal Brown (University of Oregon)

Global Development

Material and the Colonial Question: Built Matter and the Mediation of Social Life

Chair  Ajay Parasram (Carleton University)
Disc.  Ajay Parasram (Carleton University)
Wynter in the City: Towards an Understanding of the Sociogenic Material of Urban Life
Lisa Tilley (University of Warwick, ULB)
The Normalization of Security- Fanon, Foucault, and the Colonial Order of Things
Samarjit Ghosh (University of Minnesota)
Histories of Under-development and the Materialities of Scale in Divided Postcolonial Cities
Rohan K. Kalyan (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)

Environmental Studies

Transnational Private Sustainability Governance: Impacts, Limits and New Perspectives

Chair  Stefan Renckens (University of Toronto)
Disc.  Thomas N. Hale (Blavatnik School of Government, Oxford University)
Individuals in Transnational Private Governance: The Impact of Individual Assessors on Assessment Outcomes for Fisheries Certification
Graeme Auld (Carleton University)
Eva Löbrand (Linköping University)
Shana M. Starobin (University of Pennsylvania Law School)

Seaborne Violence and Political Transformation: History and Theory

Historical International Relations

Chair  Anahita Arian (University of Groningen)
Disc.  Tarak Karim Barkawi (London School of Economics)
Company-states, the Rise of the West, and Early Modern Maritime Expansion
Andrew Bradley Phillips (University of Queensland)
Nina Svebakk (University of Bergen)
Privateering: How States became Empires, and Empires became States

Benjamin De Carvalho (NUPI)

Halvard Leira (NUPI)

Bad pirates, good privateers? The surprising robustness of norms on privateering

Lisbeth Zimmermann (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

Law, Empire, and the Transformation of Maritime Violence

Jeppe Mulich (London School of Economics)

The predation of maritime knowledge and the making of the Septentrional (aka Caribbean) Sea in the Sixteenth Century.

Luis Lobo-Guerrero (Groningen University)

TD26: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel

NATO’s Road Ahead is Marked with New Expansions and Threats

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Marybeth Ulrich (US Army War College)

Disc. Marybeth Ulrich (US Army War College)

Russia and China - Challenging the Shared Western Understandings of International Security and War

Jyrj Raitasalo (Finnish National Defence University)

NATO’s Eastward Expansion and the U.S. National Interest: A Realist Perspective

Irina A. Chindea (Fletcher School, Tufts University)

The neoliberal transformation of the Turkish military and the regime of security

Gonenc Uysal (King’s College London)

Changes crucial for the survival of International Organisations: A Case study of Nato

Priyanka Chhetri (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

Foreign policy change in turbulent times. Sweden, politics and the contested issue of NATO membership

Karl Ydén (Chalmers University of Technology)

TD27: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel

New Directions in Ocean Governance

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations

Environmental Studies

International Law

Political Demography and Geography

Chair Kendall W. Stiles (Brigham Young University)

Disc. Andrew B. Kirkpatrick (Christopher Newport University)

Enlightening Ocean Governance: Comtean Positivism and the Law of the Sea

Hannes Hansen-Magnusson (Cardiff University)

Pragmatic Orders and the Rise of the Maritime Security Agenda

Timothy P. Edmunds (University of Bristol)

The Shrinking of the Commons, the Retreat of the Command

Aviad Rubin (University of Haifa)

Ehud Eiran (University of Haifa, Israel)

Alaska, Canada, and the Critical Juncture That Made the United States a Reluctant Arctic Power

Josh Caldon (Albany University)

TD28: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel

Formal and Informal Alliances

International Security Studies

Chair Alexander Lanoszka (City, University of London)

Disc. Alexander Lanoszka (City, University of London)

Political Ideology and the Institutionalization of Alliances by Democracies

Aaron M. Rapport (University of Cambridge)

Brian Rathbun (University of Southern California)

How experience shapes bilateral defense partnerships: The case of France and Britain in Libya and Mali

Alice Pannier (Institut de recherche stratégique de l’Ecole militaire (IRSEM))

Alliance Legacies in Korea: Foreign Patrons, Domestic Facions, and Alliance Institutionalization

Inwook Kim (University of Hong Kong)

Jackson Woods (George Washington University)

Economic Statecraft under Unipolarity: Soft Balancing and the BRICS Bank

TD29: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Distinguished Scholar

Human Rights Honors Distinguished Scholar Alison Brysk

Human Rights

Chair Daniel J. Whelan (Hendrix College)

Honoree Alison Brysk (University of California Santa Barbara)

Part. Chandra Sriram (University of East London)

Part. Tom Farer (University of Denver)

Part. Leigh A. Payne (Oxford University)

Part. Arturo Jimenez-Bacardi (University of South Florida, St Petersburg)

Part. Rhoda E. Howard-Hassmann (Wilfrid Laurier University)

TD30: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Challenging Oppression

“The Master’s Tools Will Not Dismantle the Master’s House”: How to Cope with Retaliation, Co-optation, and Resistance to Systemic Change

International Studies Association

Chair Melanie Richter-Montpetit (University of Sheffield)

Part. Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)

Part. Amy Lind (University of Cincinnati)

Part. Nivi Manchanda (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Part. Swati Parashar (University of Gothenburg )

Part. Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)

Part. Marysia Zalewski (Cardiff University)

TD32: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Roundtable

Global Development Section Annual Roundtable: Colonialism, Debt, and Reparations

Global Development

Chair Matt Davies (Newcastle University)

Part. Emily Hannah Merson (York University)

Part. Konstantin Kilibarda (York University)

Part. Jeanne Morefield (Whitman College)

Part. Robbie G. Shilliam (Queen Mary, University of London)

Part. Heloise Weber (University of Queensland)

TD33: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel

Leadership Decapitation in Counterterrorism

International Security Studies

Chair Jenna Jordan (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Disc. Jenna Jordan (Georgia Institute of Technology)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD34: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global IR and Pathways for Change in IR Theory: Voices of Young Scholars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global South Caucus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Braveboy-Wagner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(City University of New York)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinar Bilgin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bilkent University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global IR and Emerging Powers: Pathways for Change in IR Theory</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Marcus Kristensen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Copenhagen)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana Kail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Brasilia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global IR: a contribution about Latin America</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabricio H. Chagas Bastos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Universidad de los Andes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melisa Deciancio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales/CONICET)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global IR: a contribution about the Middle East</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernando Luz Brancoli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(San Tiago Dantas Program, Unicamp, Unesp, PUC-SP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seen and Unseen: Defining and Measuring (Chinese) Assertiveness</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu-Ting Lin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Southern California)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in World Politics and Iranian IR scholars’ Understanding</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidarali Masoudi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Shahid Beheshti University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD35: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Presidential Roundtable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Politics And International Institutions In A Changing World</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anders Wivel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Copenhagen)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Samuel Barkin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Massachusetts Boston)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven E. Lobell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Utah)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette Freyberg-Ina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Amsterdam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Nicholson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Utah)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Thompson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ohio State University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norrin M. Ripsman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lehigh University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD36: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Influences on State-Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Security Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrik Spruyt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Northwestern University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hendrik Spruyt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Northwestern University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where peace and security meet (or not): the Timorese case</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Duarte Lopes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CES/FEUC - University of Coimbra)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developing Deep State Theory: Iran’s Authority, Power, and Influence in Iraq</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Rivera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Duke University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agents of Change of National Security Systems in Post-communist Countries</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliza Markley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Georgia Institute of Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD37: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processes in Constituting Political Identities in International Politics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Political Sociology</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity, Nationalism, &amp; Migration Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stef Wittendorp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Leiden University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stef Wittendorp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Leiden University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting on nomads and ungoverned desert sands: US Western Sahel diplomacy during the War on Terror, or the problem of the borderless subject</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pablo de Orellana</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(King’s College, London)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey as a civilization bridge: transforming multiple Others into one Self by Turkish political elites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Erdogan Aykaç</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Groningen)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Turkish ethnicity Abroad: Kemalist Norms and Foreign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy in Republican Turkey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hüsev Tabak</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Recep Tayyip Erdogan University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The EU-Russia foreign policy discourse in the post-soviet common neighborhood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aziz Elmuradov</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Universität Stuttgart)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD38: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Presidential Roundtable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Changing Politics of Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Oxhorn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(McGill University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamal Saghir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MCGil)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mthuli Ncube</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Oxford)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauchlan Munro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Ottawa)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD39: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Committee Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Getting the Global South into the Mainstream: Brainstorming on the promotion of developing country content in academic publications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional Development Committee</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanette Archer Svenson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tulane University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rorden Wilkinson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Sussex)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Chong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aigul Kulnazarova</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(School of Global Studies, Tama University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dédjidj Eric Deglia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ecole Nationale d’Administration, ENA du Bénin and Graduate Institute, Geneva)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Bishop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(University of Sheffield)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mlada Bukovansky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Smith College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD40: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coups and Military Participation in Politics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Security Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Talmadge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(The George Washington University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Talmadge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(The George Washington University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil-Military Relations in Turkey and Turkey’s Foreign Policy toward Israel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gonca Biltikin</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Center for Foreign Policy and Peace Research)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stationary Bandits, Caudillos, and Bureaucrats: Political Survival of Sub-national Argentine Leaders, 1820 – 1880.
Andrew Martinez

Leader Responses to Foreign Coups
Curtis Bell (University of Tennessee at Knoxville)
Jonathan M. Powell (University of Central Florida)

When Coups d’état and Impeachments are democratic violations?
Analysis of Regional Organizations’ Application of International Law.
Nicolas Falomir Lokhart (Université Laval)

Economic Fluctuations and Coup Attempts: The paradoxical effect of US influence
Suthan Krishnarajan (Aarhus University)

International Political Sociology
International Ethics
Theory

Chair Stephanie Hofmann (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Disc. Oliver Kessler (University of Erfurt)

A Horizon Lost between the Disciplines? The Division of the State by Weber and Kelsen
Janis Grzybowski (Catholic University of Lille)

Classics, canonical thinkers, and the pathologies of inter-disciplinarity
Olivier Jutersonke (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva, and Zurich University Centre for Ethics (ZUCE))

Visions of Interdisciplinarity: International Relations, International Law and the Quest for Science
Filipe dos Reis (University of Erfurt)

Travels and Tribulations of Postcolonial Theory
Zeynep Gulsah Capan (İstanbul Bilgi University)

‘Governance’: Transcending or just de-centering IR’s disciplinary identity?
Timo Walter (University of Erfurt)

Can growth defeat Islamists?
Brian Knafou (University of Southern California)

TD43: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Presidential Panel
Changing Gender Dynamics: Women in Conflict, Combat and the Armed Forces

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Historical International Relations

Chair Carol E. Cohn (Consortium on Gender, Security and Human Rights)
Disc. Jeremy Cornut (Simon Fraser University)

Fighting for the Motherland: Women in Ukraine’s Civil War
Jessica Trisko Darden (American University, SIS)
Nadezhda Smakhțina (American University)

The Gendered Dimension of Veteran Re-Integration: International Best Practices and the Way Forward
Meaghan Shoemaker (Queen’s University)

Lindsay Coombs (Queen’s University)

The Deschamps Report in Perspective: The Politics of Gender in the Canadian Military
Maya M. Eichler (Mount Saint Vincent University)

Nurse or Warrior? The role of Gender in the Armed Forces
Stefanie Von Hlatky (Queen’s University)

Integrating the Gender Perspective in Security Organizations: The Case of NATO
Heidi Hardt (University of California, Irvine)
Stefanie Von Hlatky (Queen’s University)

TD44: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Great Power Transitions and the Consequent Global (Re)Order

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Religion and International Relations

Chair Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)
Disc. Alexander Cooley (Columbia University)

Challenging the Superpower: Changing War and Changing the Balance of Power
Peter Thompson (National Defense University)
Andrew Novo (National Defense University)

The Ordering of Political Orders
Mehmet Sinan Birdal (İsik University)

Great Powers and Power Shift in the 21st century
Joseph S. Nye Jr. (Harvard University)
Fraser Cameron (eu-asia centre)
Quansheng Zhao (American University)
Kuunnavakkam Kesavan (Wilson Center)
Akihiko Tanaka (Institute Oriental Culture, U Tokyo)

The Changing Symmetric Relationship between Small States in the Asymmetric Power Structure: The Case of Taiwan and Vietnam
Chiung-Chiu Huang (National Chengchi University)

Peace Operations Historical Background: The Concert of Europe (1815), The League of Nations (1918), and the Role Developed by the Great Powers in Management and Conflict Resolution Through the United Nations (1945)
Ricardo Oliveira Santos (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro)
TD45: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Centres, peripheries, interstices: Understanding a world of change through the scholarship of Timothy Shaw II

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  
Global Development

Chair  Larry A. Swatuk (University of Waterloo)  
Chair  Maria Nzomo (University of Nairobi)  
Disc.  Timothy M. Shaw (University of Massachusetts Boston)  
Part.  Fahimul Quadir (York University)  
Part.  David Ross Black (Dalhousie University)  
Part.  Janis Van der Westhuizen (University of Stellenbosch)  
Part.  Laura Catharine Macdonald (Carleton University)  
Part.  Kevin C. Dunn (Hobart and William Smith Colleges)

TD46: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
James Muldoon: A Memorial to his Legacy

International Organization

Chair  Allynna Lyon (University of New Hampshire)  
Part.  Jeffrey Laurenti (-)  
Part.  Bob Reinalda (Radboud University Nijmegen)  
Part.  Carolyn M. Stephenson (University of Hawaii Manoa)  
Part.  Dennis Dijkzeul (Ruhr University Bochum)  
Part.  Geoffrey R. Wiseman (Australian National University)  
Part.  JoAnn Fagot Aviel (San Francisco State University)  
Part.  Kent J. Kille (College of Wooster)

TD47: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
The Enduring Relevance Question in Contemporary International Relations

International Security Studies

Chair  Michael C. Desch (Notre Dame)  
Part.  Daniel Byman (Georgetown University)  
Part.  Deborah Avant (University of Denver)  
Part.  Michael Horowitz (University of Pennsylvania)  
Part.  Marc Lynch (George Washington University)  
Part.  Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)

TD48: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
A Conversation on Methodological Innovation in Global Environmental Politics

Environmental Studies

Chair  Hannah R. Hughes (Cardiff University)  
Disc.  Alice Vadrot (Cambridge University)  
Part.  João Paulo Veiga (University of São Paulo)  
Part.  Murilo Alves Zacareli (University of São Paulo)  
Part.  Bentley B. Allan (Johns Hopkins University)  
Part.  Jonathan Rosenberg (Illinois Institute of Technology)

TD49: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
The Future of Diplomacy: International Perspectives on the Role of Public Diplomacy

International Communication  
Diplomatic Studies

Chair  Philip Seib (University of Southern California)  
Part.  Gozte Kurt (Beykent University)  
Part.  Anna A. Popkova (Western Michigan University)  
Part.  Jian Wang (University of Southern California)  
Part.  Caitlin R. Byrne (Bond University)

TD50: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Challenges of Inclusive Peace Agreements

Peace Studies

Chair  Roger Mac Ginty (University of Manchester)  
Disc.  Martin Ottmann (University of Birmingham)  
Women's Rights, Inclusive States, and Sustainable Peace Agreements in Africa

Elisa M. Tarnaala (CMI The Martti Ahtisaari Centre)

Foreign Sponsorship and Rebel Demands in Negotiated Settlements

Michael C. Marshall (Miami University)

Gendered Inequality and Conflict Resolution - Why Warriors won't talk

Robert Nagel (University of Kent)

Bargaining Harder: Third Party Verification and Civil War Bargaining Intensity

Hojung Joo (Yonsei University)

Exploring a Political Reform and a Peace Agreement - Managing a Peaceful Settlement in a Civil War Over a Government

Wakako Maekawa (University of Essex)

TD51: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
The Maverick Is Dead. Long Live the Maverick! Old Battlefields and New Frontiers in Military Innovation Scholarship

International Security Studies

Chair  Adam Grissom (RAND)  
Disc.  Risa A. Brooks (Marquette University)  
Learning (and Failing to Learn) from Failure

Michael Allen Hunzeker (George Mason University)

Kristen Angela Harkness (University of St. Andrews)

Innovation in War: Why Leadership Matters

Liam Collins (United States Military Academy)

Knowing Military Innovation When We See It

Matthew Fay (George Mason University)

Wagging the Robotic Dog: Predicting the Effects of Lethal Autonomous Weapons on U.S. Foreign Policy

Nathan Leys (George Mason University)

Bringing Civ-Mil Back In

Lionel Beehner (U.S. Military Academy at West Point)

TD52: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Terrorism as Communication: Hoaxes, Threats, and Credit Claims

International Security Studies

Chair  Gary A. Ackerman (University of Maryland)  
Disc.  Gary A. Ackerman (University of Maryland)  
A Typology of Terrorism Hoaxes: Who Are They, and What Do They Hope to Achieve?

Nicole Tishler (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)

Empty Threats: How Organizations Use Bluffing in Terrorist Campaigns

Charles W. Mahoney (California State University, Long Beach)

The Bomber Who Calls Ahead: Pre-Attack Warnings as Helpful Threats

Joseph M. Brown (University of Massachusetts Boston)

The Strategic Logic of Credit Claiming: A New Theory for Anonymous Terrorist Attacks

Max Abrahms (Northeastern University)
Positivity bias? Media Coverage of the 2013 Boston Marathon Bombing
Aaron Michael Hoffman (Purdue University)

TD53: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel
Intelligence Cooperation in Cold War Alliances and in Today's Globalizing World

Intelligence Studies

Chair Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)
Disc. Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)

Paul Maddrell (Loughborough University)

International Intelligence Liaison: An Agent for Change in World Politics
Adam Svendsen (Intelligence and Defense Strategist, Educator and Consultant)

Intelligence: Divorced from Policy or Part of Policy? Problems in Europe
Joe Wippl (Boston University)

The Secret Empire of UKUSA Sigint: GCHQ in Sri Lanka, Cyprus, Diego Garcia, Ascension Island and Hong Kong
Richard James Aldrich (University of Warwick)

TD55: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel
Conflict and Migration

Peace Studies
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Yuri Zhukov (University of Michigan)
Disc. Yuri Zhukov (University of Michigan)
Disc. Kara Ross Camarena (Harvard University)

Population Pressure: Migration, Repression, and Redistribution in Land Conflict
Emily Sellars (Texas A&M University)

Why is there Ethnic Violence? A Natural Experiment among Refugees in Sweden
Nils Hägerdal (Princeton University)

Shared Territory, Regime Alignment, and Forced Displacement
Bethany Ann Lacina (University of Rochester)
Karen Elizabeth Albert (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Emily VanMeter (University of Rochester)

Unsafe Havens: Re-examining Humanitarian Aid and Peace Duration after Civil Wars
Philip Martin (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Nina McMurry (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Emigration and Political Contestation
Margaret E. Peters (University of California, Los Angeles)
Michael K. Miller (George Washington University)

TD56: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel
Past Thinkers for Present Times (III): The Place of Political Thought for IR

Theory
Historical International Relations
English School
International Ethics

Chair Mauro J. Caraccioli (Virginia Tech)
Chair Harry D. Gould (Florida International University)
Disc. Jason R. Weidner (Universidad de Monterrey)

The Fantasy of Congruency: The Abbé Sieyès and the ‘Nation-State’ Problématique Revisited
Moran M. Mandelbaum (Keele University)

Steven Torrente (Metropolitan State University of Denver)

The Marketing of IR: When Great Thinkers Become Labels
Elie Baranets (University of Bordeaux)

Thucydides in Dublin, 1916
Kayce Mobley (Pittsburg State University)
Christopher McDonough (The University of the South)

Seventeenth-century critical IR: lessons from Bayle’s radical politics
Charles Devellennes (University of Kent)

TD57: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Presidential Roundtable
Ordering the World? Liberal Internationalism in Theory and Practice

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Doug Stokes (University of Exeter)
Part. John Ikenberry (Princeton University)
Part. Carla Norrlof (University of Toronto)
Part. Inderjeet S. Parmar (City University London)
Part. Beate Jahn (University of Sussex)
Part. Christopher Layne (Texas A & M University)
Part. Tim Dunne (University of Queensland)
Part. Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)
Part. Nana De Graaff (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

TD58: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel
Norm Diffusion

International Organization

Chair Jonathan Luckhurst (University of Guadalajara)
Disc. Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)

Forgetting the Past: German-Israeli Relations Since 9/11
Scott Siegel (San Francisco State University)

Global Norms and Local Action: The Campaigns to End Violence against Women in Africa
Peace A. Miede (University of Ghana)

Modeling the Emergence of Norms: Agenda Diffusion and Discursive Problem Transformation
Elvira Rosert (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

What is the “anti-corruption” norm in global politics? Norm robustness and contestation in the transnational governance of corruption
Ellen Guterman (York University)
Mathis Lohaus (University of Greifswald)

A bird’s eye view of the elephants: Analyzing the diffusion of norms and institutions among regional organizations
Anja Jetschke (University of Goettingen)
Patrick Theiner (University of Göttingen)
Claudia Marggraf (University of Göttingen)

TD59: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel
Health, Conflict and Peace: what survives?

Global Health

Chair Simon H. Rushton (University of Sheffield)

Resilient communities, resilient infrastructure: The Nepali health system and the 2015 earthquake
Simon H. Rushton (University of Sheffield)
Conflict, Peacekeeping and International Aid: Understanding Attacks against Humanitarian Workers

Kristian M. Hoelscher (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Jason T. Miklian (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Håvard Mokleiv Nygård (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Moral injury—Who’s moral violation?

Alison Bond (University of California Berkeley)

Disrupting Public Health Campaigns: Immunization and Conflict

Gudrun Østby (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Olga N. Shemyakina (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Henrik Urdal (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Audience of One: JusƟĮcaƟon of war and the psychology of moral injury

Abram Trosky (United States Coast Guard Academy)

Diplomatic Studies
International Communication

Chair Robert Frederic Trager (University of California, Los Angeles)
Disc. Seanon Wong (Chinese University of Hong Kong)
Disc. Robert Frederic Trager (University of California, Los Angeles)

Learning Audience’s Resolve: Endogenous Publicity and Crisis Bargaining

Xuanxuan Wu (University of Texas at Austin)
Social barriers to bargaining in world politics

George Yin (Harvard University)
In Pursuit of Influence: China’s Leadership Initiatives and its Neighbors’ Responses

Patricia Kim (Princeton University)
Assessing the Progress of Sports-Diplomacy Research Toward Generating Prescriptive Conclusions: Can International Sporting Federations like FIFA Learn from their Failures?

Geoffrey Allen Pigman (University of Pretoria)

Making Peace in Turkey, Northern Ireland and Cyprus

Peace Studies

Chair Havva Kok Arslan ()
Disc. Dominik Balthasar (swisspeace)

How Do the Civil War in Syria Affect the Identity Related Radicalization in Turkey?

Talha Kose (Istanbul Sehir University)
Mediation Style and Referendum Outcomes: Re-Assessing the Effectiveness of Mediation Strategies in Cyprus and Northern Ireland

Joana Amaral (University of Kent & University of Marburg)
Transforming International, Resolving Intractable Conflicts: Cases of Northern Ireland and Cyprus

Pinar Kadioglu (University of St Andrews)
Great Effort, Little Help? The Influence of Peace Groups towards Ending the Northern Irish and Turkey’s Kurdish Conflicts

I. Aytac Kadioglu (University of Nottingham)

Strategies for Counterinsurgency

International Security Studies

Chair Patrick Howell (Duke University)
Chair Aaron Wilcox (United States Military Academy)
Disc. Sonja C. Wolf (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE))
Disc. Troels Burchall Henningansen (Royal Danish Defence College)

Fighting Gangs in El Salvador: A Return to the Counterinsurgency Doctrine

Sonja C. Wolf (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE))
Testing the Manual: “Pre-Surge” Evaluation Of Counterinsurgent Strategy In Iraq

Aaron Wilcox (United States Military Academy)

Can Old Regimes Handle New Wars? A comparative study of regime survival strategies in Chad and Mali in the face of insurgencies

Troels Burchall Henningansen (Royal Danish Defence College)
How many Boots on the Ground are needed? Integrating large-n COIN research

Patrick Howell (Duke University)

Migration Deterrence in the Global Context

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Fiona Adamson (SOAS, University of London)
Disc. Martin Geiger (Carleton University)

The Transformation of Migration Politics: Migration Management as Deterrence

Martin Geiger (Carleton University)
“Offshoring” International Law? Adjudicating the Legality of Australia’s Deterrence Policies

Jon Kent (University of Toronto)
Can Migration be Deterred? Evidence from Maritime Interdiction Data

Katherine H. Tennis (American University)
Subtle Deterrence Mechanisms: De Facto Policies in the Middle East and North Africa

Kelsey Pearce Norman (University of California, Irvine)
Prejudice, Pride, and Protection: EU NIMBYism as Strategic Deterrence

Lisel Hintz (Cornell University)

Intelligence in the Domestic Environment

Intelligence Studies

Chair Joseph Helman (Office of the Director of National Intelligence & New York University)
Disc. Joseph Helman (Office of the Director of National Intelligence & New York University)

The History of Collecting Intelligence in the Domestic Environment

John Fox (Federal Bureau of Investigation)
The US Domestic Intelligence Enterprise

Darren Tromblay (Federal Bureau of Investigation)
What Studying Past Intelligence Might Tell Us About the Future

James Breckenridge (Mercyhurst University)

Leadership in Domestic Intelligence

Melissa A. Graves (The Citadel)
Domestic Intelligence at the End of the Cold War
Raymond Batvinis (Independent)

International Security Studies

TD65: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Terrorism in the US and Europe

Panel

Chair Frank Foley (King's College London)
Disc. Frank Foley (King's College London)

Communicating with the public about terrorist firearms and weapons attacks: factors influencing intention to ‘run, hide, tell’ in the UK and Denmark
David Parker (King's College London)
Julia Pearce (King's College London)
Lasse Lindekilde (Aarhus University)
Brooke Rogers (King's College London)

Are “Lone Wolf” Terrorists Actually Alone? The Importance of Group Dynamics in Triggering Radical Individuals to Engage in Terrorist Activities
Raphael Marcus (New York City Police Department)

From Isolation to Radicalization: The Socioeconomic Predictors of Support for ISIS in the West
Tamar Mitts (Columbia University)

Acts of terror: European attitudes towards the use of terrorism
Eline Drury Løvlien (Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), Trondheim)

The lethality of home-grown terrorism in United States
Tony Hudson (Georgia Southern University)
Srobana Bhaṭṭacharya (Georgia Southern University)

Ideology, Islam, and ISIS

International Security Studies

TD66: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Chair Ron Hassner (University of California Berkeley)
Disc. Ron Hassner (University of California Berkeley)

Sexual Violence, Competitive State Building, and the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria
Ariel I. Ahram (Virginia Tech)

Noble Lies of ISIS
Farah N. Jan (Rutgers University)

Women and State-Building Jihadism: A Typology
Hamoon Khelghat-Doost (National University of Singapore)

The Ideological Evolution of the Islamic State
Hassan Hassan (Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy)

Gender, Peace and Security: Taking Stock of Gender

International Security Studies

TD67: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Chair Alexis Leanna Henshaw (Miami University)
Disc. Håvard Hegre (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University and Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Making Equality Count: Understanding Gender Mainstreaming in Peace and Security
Louise Olsson (Folke Bernadotte Academy)
Ismene Gizelis (University of Essex)

UN Action and Sexual Violence in Civil Wars
Michelle Benson (University at Buffalo - State University of New York)

Women’s Protection and Women’s Participation: The Case of South Sudan
Jana Krause (University of Amsterdam)

Shifting Spaces in the Feminist Agenda: Sexual Violence in Armed Conflict and War Diplomacy
Sabrina White (Regent’s University London)

Beyond hybridity: a feminist political economy of Timor-Leste’s problematic postconflict peacebuilding
Melissa Johnston (Murdoch University)
Fabio Scarpello (Murdoch University)

Elements of Foreign Direct Investment

International Political Economy

TD68: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Chair Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)
Disc. Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)

Host-State Substitutability and the Politics of FDI
Colin Barry (University of Oklahoma)

BRICS investment agreements in Africa: more of the same?
Ana Saggioro Garcia (Federal Rural University of Rio de Janeiro)

Do conflicts deter or attract foreign direct investments? Exploring a non-linear relationship between peace years and foreign direct investments
Hye-Sung Kim (University of Rochester)
Jay Ryu (University of Rochester)

Foreign Direct Investment and Perceptions of Government Performance in Latin America
Alexander Slaski (Princeton)

Investment Is In The Eye of the Beholder: Soft Power as a Determinant of Cross-Border Investment Activity
Aycan Kattitas (UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA)
TD70: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
International authority, state capacity, and domestic norms: The effectiveness of global health governance

Global Health
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Lisa Forman (University of Toronto)
Chair  Jeremy Youde (Australian National University)
Disc.  Stephen D. Krasner (Stanford University)
Diverse Grievances and Collective Responses to Toxic Exposure in Argentina and Colombia
Veronica Herrera (University of Connecticut)
Regional Integration and Health Diplomacy: Framing and Advocating Norms through Southern Regionalisms
Pia Riggiozzi (University of Southampton)
Global Health Governance as Shared Health Governance
Jennifer Prah Ruger (University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine)
Levels of interaction of regional health policy-making: SADC and UNASUR explored
Ana B. Amaya (United Nations University - CRIS)
Analyzing the impact of international authority on domestic health governance
Lisa van Hoof-Maurer (Freie Universität Berlin)
State capacity and the effectiveness of Global Health Governance: Insights from Tanzania and South Africa
Luísa Linke (Freie Universität Berlin)

TD71: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
Non-Traditional Security and the changing concepts of Security
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Alistair D. B. Cook (S. R. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)
Part.  Shahar Hameiri (University of Queensland)
Part.  Mely C. Anthony (Nanyang Technological University)
Part.  Angela Pennisi di Floristella (University of Malta)
Part.  James T. H. Tang (Singapore Management University)

TD72: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Business, Human Rights and Development
Human Rights
Global Development

Chair  Magdalena Bexell (Lund University)
Disc.  Travis Blemings (Temple University)
Rising like a Phoenix? Liberalization of the Rwandan Coffee and Tea Sector
Michele L. Crumley (ETSU)
Circumscribing Economic Rights: A Genealogy of Popular Participation in Economic Policymaking
Shareen Hertel (University of Connecticut)
Accountability under Globalization: Do Inclusive Electoral Institutions Maintain Better Labor Rights Protection?
Zhiyuan Wang (Bryn Mawr College)
Ian Higham (Stockholm University)
Helping or Hurting: Trade Linkage, Foreign Direct Investment, and Human Rights Compliance
Travis Curtice (Emory University)

TD73: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Beyond the Empire State: Neoliberal Development vs. Struggles for Autonomy and Self-Determination
International Political Economy
Global Development

Chair  Mark N. Hoffman (Vassar College)
Disc.  Quynh N. Pham (University of Minnesota)
Disc.  Maria Jose Mendez (University of Minnesota)
Echoes from a Vanishing Mountain Town: Urbanization, Diasporas and Politics of Memory in Postcolonial China
Shiqi Lin (Vassar College)
Our Ghosts are Not Our Own: Hauntology and Transformational Potentiality in Global Supply Chains
Bailey Miller (Vassar College)
A New Kind Of Revolution: Rhizomes And The Role of Technology In The Occupy Wall Street Movement
Emily Bender (Vassar College)
Dependency, exploitation, and paternalism: the colonial legacy and continued coloniality of development aid in Kenya
Jenna Amlani (Vassar College)
Flowers in the Devil’s Garden: Local Autonomy in Algeria’s Tandouf Camps
Sara Lobo (Vassar College)

TD74: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
BRICS: ‘club of spoilers’ or an alternative model for the future world order?
Post Communist Systems

Chair  Alexander Sergunin (St. Petersburg State University)
Part.  Valery Konyshev (Saint-Petersburg State University)
Part.  Maria Latuita (St.-Petersburg State University, School of International Relations)
Part.  Karen Smith (University of Cape Town)
Part.  Surupa Gupta (University of Mary Washington)
Part.  Elizabeth Wishnick (Montclair State University)

TD75: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Finance, Budgeting, and Foreign Policy
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Steven G. Livingston (MTSU)
Disc.  Gerald Schneider (University of Konstanz)
Money, Markets, and the Capabilities of States: Global Finance Meets Neorealism, and a Dataset
Annotation
Leslie Elliott Armijo (Simon Fraser University)
Daniel C. Tirone (Louisiana State University)
Defense policy in times of austerity politics: the short and long term impacts of budgeting practices
Catherine Hoeffler (ESPOL, Université catholique de Lille)
Firm Preferences and Financial Globalization
Bora Park (University of California, Berkeley)
Playing for Keeps: The Real Economic Determinants of Self-Financed Army Intervention
Justin Hoyle (University of Florida)
Nancy Masood (University of Florida)
Market Expectations of Interstate Wars: An Analysis of the Effect of Interstate Conflicts on Yields of Government Bonds
Kyu Young Lee (University of Iowa)
TD76: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Critique, Curiosity, and the Politics of Knowledge in IR Theory

Theory
Chair  Andreja Zevnik (University of Manchester)
Part.  Maja Zehfuss (University of Manchester)
Part.  Marta Bashovski (University of Victoria)
Part.  Timothy Vasko (Cornell University)
Part.  Sam O. Opondo (Vassar College)
Part.  Maria Stern (University of Gothenburg)

TD77: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Goldilocks Problem of Counter-Terrorism: Which Policy is Just Right?

Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair  Martha Crenshaw (Stanford University)
Disc.  David Siegel (Duke University)
Disc.  Jacob Shapiro (Princeton University)

Rational Overreaction to Terrorism
William Spaniel (University of Rochester)
Emerging Threats from Terrorist Groups and the Dynamic Common Pool Problem
Scott Tyson (University of Chicago)
Christian Salas (Harris School of Public Policy, University of Chicago)
Electoral and Partisan Cycles in Counterterrorism
Deniz Aksoy (Princeton University)
State Interventions and the Growth or Suppression of Terror and Insurgent Attacks
Margaret Foster (Duke University)
Kaitlyn Webster (Duke University)
Will H. Moore (Arizona State University)
David Siegel (Duke University)
The Strategic Psychology of Terrorism
Carly Wayne (University of Michigan)

TD78: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Dual-Use Technology and Weapons Proliferation

International Security Studies
Chair  Adam N. Stulberg (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Disc.  Adam N. Stulberg (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Using Informal or Institutionalized Cooperation to Reduce Risks from Dual-use Technology in Times of Rapid Change
Nancy Gallagher (University of Maryland)
Illicit networks and emerging civil nuclear states in Southeast Asia
Justin Hastings (University of Sydney)
3: "The Importance of Nuclear Technology Transfer to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Regime"
Rebecca Davis Gibbons (Bowdoin College)
Proliferation of technologically demanding weapons: how civilian technological aid influences proliferation of nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles
Raquel Gontijo (San Tiago Dantas (UNESP, UNICAMP, PUC-SP))
The Perils of Collecting Proliferation Data: An Improved Dataset of Chemical & Biological Weapons Proliferation
Biejan Poor Toulabi (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

TD79: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Examining the Foreign Policy and Relations of East Asia

Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair  Anna Kireeva (Moscow State Institute of International Relations, the MFA of Russia (MGIMO-University))
Disc.  Chin-Hao Huang (Yale-NUS College)

Features of International Relations in Northeast Asia: from comparative regional perspectives
Na'oki Ono (Tokyo-Toshi University)
A Three-Dimensional Approach to the Explanation of Change: Cases from Japan and South Korea
Booseung Chang (RAND Corporation)

Conditions for East Asian Regionalism: No Common Security Threats, No Formal Institutionalization
Inkyoung Kim (Bridgewater State University)
Nick Brown (Reed College)
Kristina Kutateli (Reed College)
Rohan Unny-Law (Reed College)
China Rising: The Origins of Threat Perceptions in East Asia
Ronan Tse-Min Fu (University of Southern California)

Formation of an Asia-Pacific Regional Multilateral Security System in a Period of Systemic Transition: An Initial Framework
Kevin Generous (University of Connecticut)

TD80: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
From Global to Local: Gender Equality Norms, Governance, and Government

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Chair  Maria Martín de Almagro Iniesta (Vesalius College, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Disc.  Karen Brown (University of Minnesota)

Mapping Social Networks for Gender Equality in the European Union - the Case of the European Corporate Board Quota
Sabina Hilaiel (University of Denver)
Malliga Och (Idaho State University)

Generating Gender Equality through Global Summity: G7, G20 & UN Contributions
Julia Kulik (University of Toronto)

Localizing gender equality norms in the Cambodia and Rwandan governments: national differences in a transnational change process
Sharon E. Rogers (American University, School of International Service)

Determinants of Government Framework for Gender Equality in the World
Senem Ertan (Social Sciences University of Ankara)

Global Gender Equality Norms, Local Interpretations: the Case of Turkey
Marella Bodur Ün (Çukurova University)

TD81: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Nationalism, Citizenship and Conflict

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair  Maia Carter Hallward (Kennesaw State University)
Disc.  Hans Schattke (Yonsei University)

International Community, Nationalism and Legitimacy in State Building: Contrasting approaches to Institutions and Violence.
Clayton J. Cleveland (The College of William and Mary)
Engaging Diasporas in Conflict Resolution and Transitional Justice: The Kurdish Diaspora and the Peace Process in Turkey
Bahar Baser (Coventry University (CTPSR) / Stellenbosch University (SIGLA))

Pulling the Trigger: The Decision to Turn to Violence in Nationalist Separatist Movements
R. William Ayres (Wright State University)
Peter F. Trumbore (Oakland University)

Iran’s exclusionary citizenship: an ongoing contest over the essence of identity
Ehsan Kashfi (University of South Florida)

The Importance of People and Place in MENA
Political Demography and Geography
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair Allison Hodgkins (American University in Cairo)
Disc. Sarah P. Lockhart (Fordham University)

Understanding the links and causal relationships between population dynamics, social and political change in the MENA region
Elhum Haghighat (The City University of New York)

Iran's National Security: Exaggerated Threat of Ethnoreligious Minorities
Nima Baghdadi (Florida International University)

Highly Skilled Migrants in Qatar
Zahra Babar (Center for International and Regional Studies, Georgetown University Qatar)

Islam Hassan (Center for International and Regional Studies, Georgetown University in Qatar)

Ted Pleßner (University of Maryland)

Theoretical Approaches to Public Diplomacy
Diplomatic Studies
Chair Caterina Carta (Vesalius College (VUB))
Disc. Ludvig Norman (Uppsala University)
Theoretical Implications of Peru's Recent Charm Offensive in Chile: Societal-Level Engagement Driving a Shift in Bilateral Relations
Daniel Aguirre (Universidad del Pacifico and Universidad de Chile)

Searching for an Eponym of Turkey's foreign policy orientations: Proactiveness, Rhythm and/or Precious Loneliness
Ismail Erkam Sula (Bilkent University and Yildirim Beyazit University)

Mediatization and the Establishment of a Diplomatic Public Sphere
Gazala Fareedi (JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY)

Public diplomacy as constructed discourses of engagement
Elena Alina Dolea (University of Bucharest)

Cultural diplomacy: In search of a conceptualization
Caterina Carta (Vesalius College (VUB))
Your Home or a Brand Asset: The Internationalization of Cityscapes and Social Life

Efe Sevin (University of Fribourg)

Social Media and New Generation of Civil Society Activism in Belarus and Ukraine

Aleksandra Galus (University of Poznań)
Paulina Pospieszna (University of Poznan)

Conspiracy Theorizing as Official Turkish Historical Epistemology

Ali Erol (American University)

Framing and Counter Framing in World Politics: a case study of Russian international broadcasting (RT)

Elizaveta Kuznetsova (City University London)

English School

ES Theory at the ES Reception

Disc. Yannis Stivachtis (Virginia Tech)
Disc. Cornelia B. Navari (University of Buckingham)
From a Tripartite to a Quadripartite ES Canon of IR

Mikael Baaz (University of Gothenburg, School of Business, Economics and Law, Department of Law)

English School at the Margins: Mapping The English School in Latin America

Jorge Mascarenhas Lasmar (PUC Minas)

Friday

FA01: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Human Trafficking: Causes, Consequences, and Criminal Justice

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Yohannes Woldemariam (Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica)

Trafficitng is Problematic: Norm Construction and the Politics of Meaning

Jennifer K. Lobasz (University of Delaware)

"Tomatoes, Shrimps and Sex": Finding the weak links in supply chains of human trafficking

Vidyamali Samarasinghe (SIS, American University)

Casting a wide net: coalition building in the anti-human trafficking field

Amanda D Clark (Kent State University)

Policing the Traffic: The Capacity of Legal Change to Arrest Human Trafficking in the European Union

Maureen Stobb (Georgia Southern University)

Charloțe Mcdonald (Georgia Southern University)

Reception Poster Panel

FA02: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Analyzing Change in World Politics

International Studies Association

Part. Mlada Bukovsky (Smith College)
Part. Nazi Choucri (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Part. Neta Carol Crawford (Boston University)
Part. Kal Holsti (University of British Columbia)
Part. Mary H. Kaldor (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. Joseph S. Nye Jr. (Harvard University)
Part. Shiping Tang (Fudan University, Shanghai, China)
Mod. T. V. Paul (McGill University)

Sapphire Series

Intelligence Studies

FA03: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Intelligence Theory: What is it Good For?

Chair Gregory F. Treverton (National Intelligence Council)
Disc. Gregory F. Treverton (National Intelligence Council)

The way ahead in explaining intelligence systems and process

Peter Gill (University of Liverpool)

Evaluating Intelligence Theories: Current State of Play

Stephen Marrin (James Madison University)

Future Directions in Intelligence Theory

Kevin O’Connell (Georgetown University)

Intelligence and the Liberal Conscience

Mark Phythian (University of Leicester)

Intelligence Is as Intelligence Does

Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)

Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)
FA04: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Innovative Panel  
Case Studies: Cases for Forgiveness, Change, and Social Justice

ISA Innovative Panel
Chair: Melvin Laven (Kennesaw State University)
Part. 1: Volker Franke (Kennesaw State University)
Part. 2: Loramy Gerstbauer (Gustavus Adolphus College)
Part. 3: Melvin Laven (Kennesaw State University)
Part. 4: Stephen D. Wrage (United States Naval Academy)
Part. 5: Marcia Hale (University of California, Los Angeles)
Part. 6: Michelle Collins-Sibley (University of Mount Union)
Part. 7: Dr. Jared Bell (International University of Sarajevo)

FA05: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel  
Engaging Global Modernities: Plurality and the Death and Birth of International Systems

- Historical International Relations
- International Political Sociology
- Global Development
- Global South Caucus

Chair: Joshua Van Lieu (LaGrange College)
Disc.: Joshua Fogel (York University)
Joshua Van Lieu (LaGrange College)
Foundations of Modern IR: Inducing Korea into Westphalia and the Death of the East Asian Tribute System
Saeyoung Park (Leiden University)
Diplomatic Ritual as Sovereign Contention and the Dynamics of Knowledge in Early Modern Korea and China (1400–1600)
Sixiang Wang (Stanford University)
System Transformation in East Asian History
Yuan-Kang Wang (Western Michigan University)

FA06: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel  
Globalizing Cities in the Global South (I)

- Global Development
- Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Isidro Morales (Tecnológico de Monterrey, Campus Santa Fe)
Disc.: Isidro Morales (Tecnológico de Monterrey, Campus Santa Fe)
Spatially targeted Security and Social Programs to at-risk neighbourhoods Case Studies: Mexico City and Toronto
Lucy Luccisano (Wilfrid Laurier University)
Paula Maurutto (University of Toronto)
Laura Catharine Macdonald (Carleton University)
Urban metabolism of three Mexican cities
Gabriela Muñoz Melendez (Colegio de la Frontera Norte)
Global cities in Mexico: between competitiveness and vulnerability
Monica Trujillo-Lopez (Universidad Popular Autonoma del Estado de Puebla)
Multi-level governance of immigration in Latin America: the role of global cities
Felipe Filomeno (University of Maryland Baltimore County)

FA07: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel  
Understanding China's 'Market' Approaches

- Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Raymond Kuo (Fordham University)
Disc.: Zining Yang (Claremont Graduate University)

FA08: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel  
Understanding Change in World Poliitics (Theme)

- Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
- International Organization
- Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Aglaya Snetkov (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)
Disc.: Malte Brosig (University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg)
Hubs of Inter-Regional Organizational Security?
Roberto Dominguez (Suffolk University)
Andrea Oelsner (University of Aberdeen)
Multilateralisms at War?: Contending Visions of Regional Architecture in East Asia
See Seng Tan (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies)
From interlocking to interblocking regionalism: NATO, the EU, the OSCE and the problem of regional security
Simon Koschut (Freie Universität Berlin)
An Ocean for the Global South: Brazil and the Zone of Peace and Cooperation in the South Atlantic
Frank T. Mattheis (GovInn, University of Pretoria)
Pedro Seabra (German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA))
Contesting boundaries, political entities and scales of regulation: Making and governing Eurasia
Stephen P. Aris (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)
Aglaya Snetkov (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)

FA09: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel  
Gender, organisations, and social change

- Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
- International Organization
- Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Karen Garner (SUNY Empire State College)
Disc.: Nicole George (University of Queensland)
Globalization, Gender and Growing Inequality: Analyzing and Responding to Economic Change
Jane H. Bayes (California State University, Northridge)
Are NGOs good or evil? Mixed results in the case of Timor-Leste
Li-Li Chen (University of Florida)
When gender encounters with regionalism: case of the South America
Xinhui Jiang (University of Delaware)
(N)EU or Business as Usual? Exploring the Intersections between Women, Peace and Security (WPS) and Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP) missions.
Maria-Adriana Deiana (Dublin City University)
FA10: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Innovative Teaching of Global Environmental Governance and Policy
Chair Regina Axelrod (Adelphi University)
Part. Maria X. Ivanova (UMass Boston)
Part. Kate O’Neill (University of California Berkeley)
Part. Mark Axelrod (Michigan State University)
Part. Elizabeth R. DeSombre (Wellesley College)
Part. Peter Dauvergne (University of British Columbia)
Part. Peter M. Haas (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Part. Jennifer Clapp (University of Waterloo)
Part. Paul Wapner (American University)

Roundtable
Environmental Studies
Active Learning in International Affairs

FA11: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Dynamics of Natural Resource Governance, Conflict and Corporate Social Responsibility
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Global Development
Environmental Studies
Chair Andrea M. Collins (University of Waterloo)
Disc. Stefan Andreasson (Queen’s University Belfast)
Between a Rock and a Hard Place: Global Mining, Financial Regulation and Corporate Social Responsibility
Travis Selmier II (Indiana University)
Energy Resources: An Invitation for External Intervention?
Belgin San Akca (Koc University)
Duygu Sever-Mehmetoglu (Koc University)
Suhnaz Yilmaz (Koc University)
Gold Mining in an Authoritarian Developmental State: The Case of Eritrea
Nathan Munier (American University of Afghanistan)
Daniel Ogbaharya (Union Institute and University)
The State-Business Nexus and Corporate Social Responsibility:
Examining the Evolution of Global Governance Frameworks in the Mineral Sector of Ghana
Raynold Wonder Alorse (Queen’s University)
Extracting Place and Placing Extraction: The Multi-Scalar Politics of Marine Phosphate Mining and New Extractivism in Namibia
Meredith DeBoom (University of Colorado-Boulder)

FA12: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Just War, International Law, and a Changing World Order
International Ethics
International Law
Chair Valerie Morkevicius (Colgate University)
Chair Cian O’Driscoll (University of Glasgow)
Disc. Amy E. Eckert (Metropolitan State University of Denver)
Just and Unjust Laws of War
David Luban (Georgetown School of Law)
A Practically Informed Morality of War: The Substance of Just War Tradition
James T. Johnson (Rutgers University)
Reliable Old Wineskins: The Applicability of the Just War Tradition to Military Cyber Operations
Edward Barrett (United States Naval Academy)

Law, Morality and the Disappearance of the War as a State of Exception
Janina Dill (London School of Economics)
Looking Inward Together: Just War Thinking as a Individual and Social Ethic
Valerie Morkevicius (Colgate University)

FA13: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Creative and Innovative Approaches to Teaching the Sustainable Development Goals
Roundtable
Active Learning in International Affairs
Global Development
Chair Pamela Chasek (Manhattan College)
Part. David L. Downie (Fairfield University)
Part. Shannon Orr (Bowling Green State University)
Part. Joerg Balsiger (University of Geneva)
Part. Eve Bratman (Franklin & Marshall College)
Part. Michael Maniates (Yale-NUS College)

FA14: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Dealing with Nuclear North Korea
Cooperating
International Studies Association
Association of Korean Political Studies
Chair Yangmo Ku (Norwich University)
Part. Sung-Yoon Lee (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)
Part. Terence Roehrig (US Naval War College)
Part. Jae-Jung Suh (ICU)
Part. Fei-Ling Wang (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Part. Stephan Haggard (University of California at San Diego)

FA15: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Europe and its Others
Historical International Relations
Chair Kevin C. Dunn (Hobart and William Smith Colleges)
Disc. Einar Wigen (University of Oslo)
Vladimir Putin as the EU’s other: stigmatisation and counter-stigmatisation in contemporary Russian-European relations
Adrian Rogstad (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Europe’s Rise as China’s Other: The Role of Europe in the Late Qing Dynasty’s Renegotiation of Chinese Identity
Bjornar Sverdrup-Thygeson (London School of Economics)
Evaluating Japan’s Power Political Repertoires: Europe as a Sino-Japanese power struggle arena
Wrenn Yennie Lindgren (NUPI)
“Our” Diplomacy and Yours: Diplomatic Forms and Mediation of the ‘Self’ in Fifteenth-Century Russian-Polish-Lithuanian Relations
Sophie Meislin (London School of Economics)

FA16: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Higher Education and Globalization
Active Learning in International Affairs
International Education
Chair John L. Linantud (University of Houston Downtown)
The Future of Japanese Higher Education: The Impact of Faculty Development on Universalization and Globalization of Japanese Universities
Ryo Shimizu (Kobe Gakuin University)
Education as soft power? An analysis of Brazil’s Science Without Borders’ Program
Alice Gravelle Vieira (Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de Janeiro)
Carlos Frederico Coelho (Escola de Comando e Estado Maior do Exército)

What Is Going On Over There?! Teaching Contemporary American Politics to an International Classroom
Catherine Sanger (Yale-NUS College)

‘Guided Pathways’ and International Studies: The Community College Challenge
Scoût T. LaDeur (North Central Michigan College)

Truly Global Education: The Traveling Global MA Program
Amanda M. Rosen (Webster University)

Global Cities in Multilevel Climate Governance: Coherence, Competition or Conflict?
Kristin Ljungkvist (Uppsala University)
Gunilla Reischl (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)
Are Input and Output Legitimacy in International Environmental Governance Related?
Steffen Mohnenberg (CIS, ETH Zurich)
Thomas Bernauer (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich))
Vally Koubi (ETH Zurich and University of Bern)

Understanding Changes: Scaling up Follow-up and Review Actions in International Environmental Law
Nafiseh Jafarzadeh (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

---

FA20: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Russian Foreign Policy: Continuity and Changes – Part I

---

Post Communist Systems
Chair Irina Novikova (Saint Petersburg State University)
Disc. Eric Shiraev (George Mason University)

Contemporary diplomacy of Russian Federation: from coercion to cooperation, 2014-2017
Stanislav L. Tkachenko (Saint Petersburg State University)

International Relations between globalization and Unipolarity. The Russian approach.
Stefano Bianchini (University of Bologna)

Comparative Analysis of Historical Relations in the US-China-USSR Triangle during the Cold War and Modern Relations US-China-Russia Relations
Edward Hallézak ()

Vitaly A. Kozyrev (Endicott College)

Russian-American relations: what can we expect in future?
Konstantin Khudoley (St. Petersburg State University)

---

FA21: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Urbanization, Technology and Ecology

---

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Environmental Studies
Political Demography and Geography

Chair Soundarya Chidambaram (Ohio State University)
Disc. Rasmus A. Karlsson (Umeå University, Sweden)

Whose City? Governance and citizenship in the neoliberal era
Soundarya Chidambaram (Ohio State University)

When Information Becomes Action: Information Technology Use in Kenya and Samoa when Managing Collective Action Problems During Crisis.
Charles Patrick Martin-Shields (George Mason University)

Power, Change, and Interdependence: Theorizing about Roles of Technology in International Relations
Keon Weigold (SUNY Albany)
Science and Technology Parks in emerging economies: from chances to challenges?

- Ivan V. Danilin (Institute of World Economy and International Relations (IME MO), Russian Academy of Sciences; Moscow State Institute of International Relations)
- Zaur Mamedyarov (Institute of World Economy and International Relations (IME MO))
- Maria Glotova (Institute of World Economy and International Relations (IME MO))
- Elena Yamburenko (Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO-University))

Building or Burning Bridges? The Political and Social Forces Driving Renewable Energy Transitions

- Dominique de Wit (University of California, Santa Cruz)

FA22: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

**Peacebuilding and civil resistance in Colombia**

*Peace Studies*

**Chair**: Josefina Echavarria Alvarez (University of Innsbruck, Austria)

**Disc.**: Landon Edward Hancock (Kent State University)

Social reintegration of former combatants in three Colombian peace communities

- Jaime Gíménez (FLACSO Ecuador)
- Cécile Alexa Moully (FLACSO-Ecuador)

Neither the Rock nor the Hard Place: Local Neutrality and Civil War in Colombia

- Alejandro Carvajal-Pardo (Pontificia Universidad Javeriana / University of Miami)

Eliciting peace in Medellin: a philosophical inquiry into public policy peacebuilding

- Josefina Echavarria Alvarez (University of Innsbruck, Austria)

Noncooperation in Civil War: Examining Civilian Nonviolent Opposition to Armed Groups

- Juan Masullo Jimenez (European University Institute, OCV, Yale University)

FA23: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

**International organizations and their domestic constituencies**

*German Political Science Association*

**International Studies Association**

**Chair**: Tana Johnson (Duke University)

**Disc.**: Duncan Snidal (University of Oxford)

**Disc.**: Lora Viola (Free University Berlin)

Governmentalism vs. Nongovernmentalism in Global Governance: Projecting Domestic Preferences to the International Realm

- Alexandru Grigorescu ( Loyola University Chicago)

Expertise and expert authority of international bureaucracies

- Per-Olof Busch (University of Potsdam)
- Hauke Feil (University of Potsdam)
- Jana Herold (University of Potsdam)
- Andrea Liese (University of Potsdam)

The Currency of Confidence: How Economic Beliefs Shape the IMF’s Relationship with Its Borrowers

- Stephen C. Nelson (Northwestern University)

Sources of Legitimacy in Global Governance: Findings from a Survey Experiment

- Jan Aart Scholte (University of Gothenburg)
- Jonas Tallberg (Stockholm University)

Legitimating Global Governance: International Organizations as Technocratic Utopia

- Jens Steffek (Technische Universität Darmstadt)

FA24: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

**Panel**

**Historical Perspectives on Latin America**

*Historical International Relations*  
*Global Development*  
*Global South Caucus*

**Chair**: Mariana Kalil (University of Brasilia)

**Disc.**: Tom Long (University of Reading)

(Re) Searching the history of IR field in Argentina

- Melissa Deciancio (Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales/CONICET)

Foreign Policy Shifts: Latin American historical processes

- Italo Beltrao Sposito (Federal University of Tocantins)

A Sociology of Security Studies for Latin America

- Daniel Sebastián Granda Henao (Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro)

Brazil’s Forgotten Leadership Role in the GATT/ITO Negotiations from 1945-1947: An Emerging Perspective from Contemporaneous Periodicals

- Kevin Ronald Grant (Florida International University)

FA25: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

**Panel**

**Who Am I/Who Are You? The Formation and Implications of State Identity**

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**: Senem Aydin-Duzgit (Sabanci University)

**Disc.**: Lucas Rezende (Federal University of Santa Catarina)

Japan’s quest for a global tourism power: Reinforcing Japanese identity and nationalism?

- Setsuko Tamura (Yamaguchi Prefectural University)

Understanding Turkey’s Changing Global Identity

- Zsolt Nyiri (Montclair State University)

What it is to be British: Identity, Security and Myth in the UK

- Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)

What is India? The Crisis and Re-constitution of India’s Identity after the Cold War

- Thorsten Wojczewski (King’s College London)

“Othering China”: The role of China Threat in India’s Emerging Power Identity

- Ipsita Basu (University of Westminster)

FA26: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

**Panel**

**Rethinking Women, Peace and Security: Addressing Masculinities in Post-Conflict Transformations II**

*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*  
*Global Development*

**Chair**: Kathryn B. Mangino (Waseda University)

**Disc.**: Yasushi Katsuma (Waseda University)

Transforming Power Dynamics or Cementing Male Privilege? – Reflections on the potential pitfalls of ‘engaging with men as agents of positive change’

- Henri Myrttinen (International Alert)

Weak Guidelines and Diverse Commitments: An Examination of National Action Plan on (Gender), Women, Peace and Security

- Rebecca Tiessen (University of Ottawa)

Rethinking Women, Peace and Security: incorporating masculinities, gender relations and conflict

- Jane L. Parpart (University of Massachusetts Boston and Dalhousie University)
Redefining Masculinities to Find Equality in the Home: a case study from East Java redefines the “harmonious family”

Kathryn B. Mangino (Waseda University)

Patriarchal norms on masculinity: harmless phenomena or contribution to violence?

Åsa Ekvall (University of Antwerp)

FA27: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

Re-examining the Concept of Sovereignty: Theory and Practice

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Michael Grossman (University of Mount Union)

Disc. Diana Panke (University of Freiburg)

Sovereignty Bargains: A Theory of Unintended Consequences

Kyriakos Pierrakakis (University of Heidelberg)

"What is state sovereignty after all?" (V. Putin) The Evolution and Role of Russia’s Rhetoric in the UNGA Statements since 1991

Olga Gerasimenko (University of Delaware)

Formations and Expressions of Indigenous Sovereignty in the United States: How Geographic, Economic, and Cultural Structures Shape the Concept of Tribal Sovereignty and its Assertion for American Indians

Jesse James (University of Notre Dame)

Quebec: A Sovereign Nation in the Making

Bruce Mabley (Carleton University)

Indivisible Sovereignty: Choice and Exit Option in Times of Exception

Mariya Grinberg (University of Chicago)

FA28: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

Change in Cold War and Post Cold War Security: Rhetoric, Rivalry and Reality

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Eric Hamilton (New York University Abu Dhabi)

Disc. Laura Roselle (Elon University)

Ending the ‘Post-War’? Explaining Change in German and Japanese Post-Cold War Security Policy

Thomas Berger (Boston University)

Adam P. Liff (Indiana University School of Global and International Studies (SGIS))

Ideo-Affective Politics and Foreign Policy Change: The Case of the Beginning of the Cold War

Brett Rosenberg (University of Oxford)

Talk of a break to hide continuities: Revising the end of the Cold War in the light of North-South relations

Tiffany Williams (University of California, Irvine)

Are we going back into the Cold (War)? - The (un)usefulness of cold war framework for analysis of current geopolitical tensions

Rafal Wisniewski (Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan)

FA29: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

How Law Shapes International Society

English School

Chair Sean K. Richmond (University of Western Australia)

Disc. Mikael Baaz (University of Gothenburg, School of Business, Economics and Law, Department of Law)

The Ties that Bind: Accessing to International Human Rights Law

Audrey L. Comstock (Cornell University)

Aggression, Order and International Society: moral and legal limits of the International Criminal Court

Muhammad Ashfaq (University of St Andrews)

Global ideas, conceptual shifts and institutional change of Ombudsman

Tero Erkkilä (University of Helsinki)

The Construction of Legal Authority and the Boundaries of Communities of Practice in International Criminal Law

Nora Stappert (University of Oxford)

How international law shapes politics: the case of the International Criminal Court

Marco Moraes (University of Oxford)

FA30: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Roundtable

What’s the Point of IR?

Historical International Relations

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations

Theory

Diplomatic Studies

Chair Rorden Wilkinson (University of Sussex)

Part. Jennifer Sterling-Folker (University of Connecticut)

Part. Catia Cecilia Confortini (Wellesley College)

Part. Beate Jahn (University of Sussex)

Part. Catherine Elizabeth Weaver (University of Texas at Austin)

Part. Craig N. Murphy (Wellesley College)

Part. Adrienne L. Roberts (University of Manchester)

FA31: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Roundtable

The Politics of Transnational Feminist Solidarity: Gender, Sexuality and the BDS Movement

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Human Rights

Global Development

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus

Chair Nicola Pratt (University of Warwick)

Part. Laila Farah (DePaul University)

Part. Isis Nusair (Denison University)

Part. Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)

FA32: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel

Interrogating Public Diplomacy as a Tool for Promoting India’s Emerging Power Status

International Communication

Diplomatic Studies

Chair R. S. Zaharna (American University)

Disc. Shivaji Kumar (Ohio State University)

Interrogating the Role of India’s Public Diplomacy in Peace-building in South Asia

Sanjay Srivastava (Professor, Department of Political Science, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi India)

Advancing India’s Rising Power Status Through Digital Storytelling

Sonali Singh (Banaras Hindu University, American University)

India’s Nation Branding Initiatives: Beyond the “Incredible India” Campaign

Erica Diya Basu (Graduate Student, American University)

India’s Digital Diplomacy Dilemma: Projecting Power on Social Network Sites Like Facebook and Twitter

Theo Mazumdar (University of Southern California)
FA33: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Norm Strength in International Security  
*International Security Studies*  
*Chair*  
Lisbeth Zimmermann (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)  
*Disc.*  
Lisbeth Zimmermann (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)  
A dangerous duty: Protecting minoritities under the R2P umbrella  
Alexander Reichwein (Justus-Liebig-University Giessen)  
Measuring Norm Robustness: The Civilian Immunity Norm and Warring Party Behavior  
Ardeshir Pezeshk (University of Massachusetts)  
The Responsibility to Protect: Bridging the Gap between Norm Localization and Universality  
Carla Robertson Barqueiro (University of Baltimore)  
Kate M. R. Seaman (Baha’i Chair for World Peace, University of Maryland)  
Unlawful Detention of Children during Military Operations: The Development of the Norm in the UN Security Council  
Iuliia Kononenko (Division of Global Affairs, Rutgers University-Newark)  
Selling Military Restraint with Substitue Rhetoric: How Non-Intervention Justifications Erode Entrapment  
Katharina Emschermann (University of Bremen)  

FA34: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Information and Power: The Dark Side of International Communication  
*International Communication*  
*Chair*  
Emily T. Metzgar (Indiana University)  
*Disc.*  
Ken Rogerson (Duke University)  
A New Era in Canadian Digital Diplomacy: Public Diplomacy Meets ‘Information War’ Through Twitter  
Evan H. Potter (University of Ottawa)  
Digital and Physical Censorship: Contrasting the Liberal Censorship of the United States with the ISIS Reign of Terror  
Matthew C. Morgan (Cornell University)  
Death by a Thousand Cuts: How Russia is Winning the Information War with the West  
Ryan Maness (Northeastern University)  
Deterrence by Public Diplomacy: the negative dimension of government communication  
Falk Hartig (Goethe University Frankfurt)  
Attraction and Repellence: US and China Soft Power Competition in Africa  
Peter Sandby-Thomas (University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth)  

FA35: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Mobilizing Resistance and Rebellion  
*International Security Studies*  
*Chair*  
Clifford Bob (Duquesne University)  
*Disc.*  
Clifford Bob (Duquesne University)  
Why Rebel? Unpacking the Mechanisms of Mobilization from Sri Lanka to Star Wars  
Mark Hamilton (Inter-American Defense College (IADC))  
Rough Peace: Ostromian Communities and Conflict Avoidance  
Stewart Prest (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)  
Ethnic Conflict Escalation or Ethnicized Conflicts? Assessing the Political Exclusion-Civil War Relationship  
Lasse Lykke Roerbaek (Aarhus University)  

FA36: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
The EU as an Agent of Change: Does Europeanization of the Postcommunist World Work?  
*Post Communist Systems*  
*Chair*  
Natasha C. Kuht (King's College London)  
*Disc.*  
Madalina Dobrescu (College of Europe)  
The 'Pivot to Eastern Europe': the Impact of a Brexit on Britain, Russia, and the European Union  
Theodor Tudoroiu (The University of the West Indies at St. Augustine)  
Constructivist explanation of Russia’s policy towards the European Union: structural change, social learning and imitation  
Natalia G. Zaslavskaya (Saint-Petersburg State University)  
Making aid work well: Political Competition, International Aid, and Local Development  
Matt W. Loftis (Aarhus University)  
Tsveta Petrova (Columbia University)  
Understanding learning and adaptation in the former communist world: the role of the EU  
Sabina Hilaiel (University of Denver)  
European identity in play: reconstructing national identity in the milieu of foreign policy  
Salome Minesashvili (Free University Berlin)  

FA37: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
War and Crisis as Independent Variables in International Politics  
*International Security Studies*  
*Chair*  
Christopher Ray (Ohio State University)  
*Disc.*  
Etiyi Tsinatsadze-Maass (University of Kentucky)  
Sara Bjerg Moller (Seton Hall University)  
Eric Min (Stanford University)  
Alex Weisiger (University of Pennsylvania)  
The Pacification of Regions of War  
Alex Weisiger (University of Pennsylvania)  
Talking while Fighting: Battle Outcomes and Settlement Offers in the Korean War  
Sara Bjerg Moller (Seton Hall University)  
From War to Peace When Interstate War Forestalls Intrastate War  
Etiyi Tsinatsadze-Maass (University of Kentucky)  
Negotiation as an Instrument of War  
Eric Min (Stanford University)  
Battle-Forged: Wartime Experience and Paramilitary Evolution in Iran  
Christopher Ray (Ohio State University)  

FA38: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Reinventing the Region: Trading Off Conflict for Cooperation in Afghanistan and Beyond  
*South Asia in World Politics*  
*Global Development*  
*Global South Caucus*  
*Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies*  
*Chair*  
Surupa Gupta (University of Mary Washington)  
*Disc.*  
Nematullah Bizhan (University of Oxford)  
Struggle for Cooperation: Afghanistan at the Crossroads  
Nematullah Bizhan (University of Oxford)  
Shooting for a Century  
Stephen Philip Cohen (Brookings)
Indian and Chinese Foreign Policy Imperatives and Strategies vis-a-vis Afghanistan
Srinjoy Bose (Durham University)
Ankit Panda (Editor at the Council on Foreign Relations)
Indo-Afghan relations: Reenergizing India’s Westward Integration
Rani D. Mullen (College of William & Mary)
How Do Cognitive Factors Undermine Afghanistan’s Pursuit for Regional Cooperation and Integration?
Nishank Motwani (Australian National University)

FA39: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Gender in Civil War and Rebellion
Scientific Study of International Processes
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair: Ana-Maria Vazquez (ITESO, Jesuit University of Guadalajara)
Disc.: Christopher K. Butler (University of New Mexico)
(Trans)national conflict, (Trans)gender Asylum Seekers: Transwomen Refugees in US Deportation Policy
Jessica L. Peet (University of Southern California)
Leading for Peace? The Role of Women in Preventing Civil Conflict
Sarah P. Lockhart (Fordham University)
Perceived and objective inequalities in conflict-prone societies
Hamid Ali (The American University in Cairo)
Mesfin Gebreemichael (Institute for Peace and Security Studies)
Simon Hug (University of Geneva)
Madhushree Sekher (Tata Institute of Social Sciences)
Examining the link between gender equality and nonviolent uprisings
Susanne Schaftenaar (Uppsala University)
Stephen Wittels (MIT)
Jacqueline Sievert (Bowling Green State University)

FA40: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Mobile politics and the international: Uncovering new sites of fixity and movement in world politics
International Political Sociology

Chair: Stef Wittendorp (Leiden University)
Disc.: Audrey Reeves (University of Bristol)
Mobilizing electricity to secure automobility
Johannes Kester (University of Aarhus)
Promoting Humanitarian, Police or Smart Borders? Nodal Governance in the Security Assemblage of Border Management in West Africa
Tilmann Scherf (Freie Universität Berlin)
New political geographies of large-scale economic infrastructures: A ‘topography’ of the port of Dar es Salaam
Jana Hönke (University of Groningen)
Iván Cuesta-Fernandez (University of Edinburgh)
Beyond Supply and Demand: Energy Security along the Pipeline
Peter Forman (Durham University)

FA41: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The dynamics of violent and nonviolent resistance
Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair: Felix Bethke (University of Duisburg-Essen)
Disc.: Felix Bethke (University of Duisburg-Essen)
Asymmetric Networks and the Breakdown of Civil Resistance: Evidence from Syria
Ches Thurber (Northern Illinois University)
How Nonviolent Movements can Benefit from Radical Flanks’ Terrorism
Margherita Belgioioso (University of Essex)
Matthew J. Chandler (University of Notre Dame)
Path Dependency and Evolution: The Strategic Choices of Protest Tactics
Johannes Vüllers (University of Konstanz)
How Should we Fight? The Effects of Physical Space on Strategies of Contention
Pauline Moore (University of Denver)
International work division and political dominance: the production of a class structure at the international system

João Guilherme Benetti Ramos  (Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales (FLACSO))

Rapid Growth amid Failed Policies: Bargaining, Political Coalitions, and the Paradoxical Success of China’s Auto Industry

Yongshin Kim  (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

State-Business Relation, Rising Powers and Peace: A Comparative Study

Zhen Han  (McGill University, Political Science Department)

State-led Development of Farm Sector: South Korea's Rural Policy since the 1960s and Its Subjects

Akio Nawakura  (Meiji University)

The Impact of Digital Technologies on Routine Tasks: Do Labor Policies Matter?

Jennifer Poole  (American University)

**International Security Studies**

**FA45: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**European Union Security**

*Panel*

**Chair** Kaija Schilde  (Boston University)

**Disc.** Kaija Schilde  (Boston University)

The Single European Sky: civil-military cooperation at stake

Chantal Lavallée  (Université de Montréal)

The European Union identity formation in international affairs and the global governance of transnational crime.

Juan Pablo Soriano Gatica  (Autonomous University of Barcelona)

Sanctioning Iran: the case of a latent blowback for the European Union

Igor Kovac  (University of Cincinnati)

Karolina Praček  ()

Milan Bríglez

"How Bad Do You Want This?: Jihadi terrorism and the need to Reform European Intelligence Services

Daniela Richterova  (University of Warwick)

Patrick Bury  (University of Exeter)

**FA46: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**American Civil-Military Relations and the Changing Nature of War in the 21st Century**

*Panel*

**Chair** Bryon Greenwald  (Joint Advanced Warfighting School)

**Disc.** Anthony Zinni  (Gen Ret) USMC, Former Commander, US Central Command

**Disc.** Peter D. Feaver  (Duke University)

**Part.** Mike Pavelec  (Air Command and Staff College, Air University)

**Part.** Gregory Miller  (Joint Advanced Warfighting School, National Defense University)

**Part.** Keith Dickson  (Joint Advanced Warfighting School)

**FA47: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Roundtable**

**Russia and NATO: Change, or Continuity?**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Kimberly Marten  (Barnard College, Columbia University)

**Part.** Deborah Yarsike Ball  (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

**Part.** Kimberly Marten  (Barnard College, Columbia University)

**Part.** Olga Oliker  (Center for Strategic and International Studies)

**Part.** Ayşe Zarakol  (University of Cambridge)

**Part.** Elizabeth Wishnick  (Montclair State University)

**FA48: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Roundtable**


*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair** Aric Trevor Thrall  (Cato Institute)

**Chair** Benjamin H. Friedman  (Cato Institute)

**Part.** Emma Ashford  (Cato Institute)

**Part.** John Mueller  (Ohio State University/Cato Institute)

**Part.** Christopher Preble  (Cato Institute)

**Part.** Alexander B. Downes  (George Washington University)

**Part.** Patrick H. M. Porter  (University of Exeter)

**Part.** Charles Eugene Gholz  (University of Texas)

**FA49: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Sexual Violence in Fragile Situations: The right to care, treatment and protection**

*Global Health*

*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*

**Chair** Sophie Harman  (Queen Mary University of London)

**Disc.** Aisling Ann Swaine  (The George Washington University)

When There is No Justice: The Case of Conflict-Related Sexual and Gender-based Violence in Sri Lanka

Sara Davies  (Griffith University)

Jacqui True  (Monash University)

Depleting fragile bodies: The political economy of sexual and reproductive health in crisis situations

Maria Tanyag  (Monash University)


Adam Kamradt-Scott  (University of Sydney)

Domestic violence law, peacebuilding and the political economy of violence against women

Melissa Johnston  (Murdoch University)

Framing matters: The persistence of gaps in clinical management of rape services in humanitarian settings

Chen Reis  (Josef Korbel School of International Studies, University of Denver)

**FA50: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Institutional Complexity in Global Environmental Governance I: Mappings and Explanations**

*Environmental Studies*

**Chair** Fariborz Zelli  (Lund University)

**Disc.** Charles Barclay Roger  (University of Toronto)

IR Scholarship on Transnational Governance: Contributions from Global Environmental Politics

Michele Betsill  (Colorado State University)
Explaining Institutional Complexity in Global Climate Governance:
The Cases of Geoengineering, REDD+, and Short-Lived Climate Pollutants
Fariborz Zelli (Lund University)
Ina Möller (Lund University)
Harro van Asselt (Stockholm Environment Institute)
Explaining the Creation of the Green Climate Fund
Rishikesh Bhandary (Tufts University)
The Process of Convergence on Standards in Private Governance of the Environment
James Heilman (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)
Cap(-ture) and Trade: How Multinational Firms Capture Economic Rents through Environmental Regulations
Sanjay Patnaik (George Washington University)

FA51: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Scientific Study of International Processes
Predicting political instability: challenges, opportunities, and new approaches
Chair: Erica Chenoweth (University of Denver)
Disc.: Jack A. Goldstone (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)
Cassy L. Dorff (University of Denver)
Max Blau Gallop (University of Strathclyde)
Economic growth, armed conflict and climate change
Elisabeth Gilmore (University of Maryland)
Håvard Hegre (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University and Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Time to Fail – Using Time Fixed Effects/Temporal Breaks Analysis to Identify Systemic Drivers of Political Instability
Cullen Hendrix (Korbel School, University of Denver)
Exploring Country Narratives of State Fragility and Failure
Oliver Kaplan (University of Denver)
Are fragile countries each fragile in their own way? Exploring the Anna Karenina principle and failed states
Jonathan Moyer (University of Denver)

FA52: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Political Theory of Bodies, Agency and Subjectivity in IR
Theory
Chair: Dirk Nabers (University of Kiel)
Disc.: Dirk Nabers (University of Kiel)
"Fashion Space" and the "Fashion Present"?: Making and Unmaking Spatiotemporal Politics in an Urban World
Delacey Tedesco (University of British Columbia)
Algorithmic Agency: Twitter-bots, Attention, and Politics
Kathleen Brennan (University of Hawaii-Manoa)
Rethinking Subjectivity in International Relations: Basso Ostinato or How to Do Global IR?
Felix Roesch (Coventry University)
The Sense of Being-inside and International Relations
Ali Fuat Birol (The University of Alabama)
Zero Dark Thirty: torture and the question of visible secrecy in liberal democracies
Pauline Blistène (Panthéon-Sorbonne University (Paris 1))

FA53: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Roundtable
Women's Caucus
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus
Chair: Jenny H. Peterson (University of British Columbia)
Part. Kathleen M. Jennings (Fafo Institute (Oslo))
Part. Roger Mac Ginty (University of Manchester)
Part. Richard Jackson (University of Otago, New Zealand)
Part. Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)
Part. Gearoid M. Millar (University of Aberdeen)

FA55: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The 'Nature' of Empire: Historical Approaches and Cross-Disciplinary Encounters
Chair: Manuela Lavinias Picq (Universidad San Francisco de Quito USFQ)
Disc.: Manuela Lavinias Picq (Universidad San Francisco de Quito USFQ)
An Empire By Any Other Name: Botany, Painting, and the Politics of Natural History
Mauro J. Caraccioli (Virginia Tech)
Energetic Racism: Fossil Fuels and Thermodynamics in 19th Century New Imperialism
Cara Daggett (University of South Florida)
The Ecology of Hostis Humani Generis
Mark A. Shirk (Stonehill College)
Empire Across the Medieval/Modern Divide: The 'Animal' in Roman Law Jurisprudence
Julia Costa Lopez (University of Groningen)
Meanings of Glaciers and Mountains in Kyrgyzstan's Soviet & Post-Soviet Mining Industry
Amanda E. Wooden (Bucknell University)

FA56: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
"National consciousness, which is not nationalism...": anti-colonial imaginaries and postcolonial settlements
Global Development
Chair: Robbie G. Shilliam (Queen Mary, University of London)
Disc.: Naeeem Inayatullah (Ithaca College)
Neoliberal Developments, National Consciousness, and Political Economies of Resistance in Palestine
Timothy Seidell (Eastern Mennonite University)
Against oppression, for the liberty and for the dignity of all peoples of the world: African anticolonialism beyond the nation.
Branwen Gruffydd Jones (Cardiff University)
How we fight: anti-colonial imaginaries and the question of national consciousness in the Algerian War
Alina Sajed (McMaster University)
Escaping the nation in the Middle East: A doomed project?
Jasmine Gani (University of St. Andrews)
Beyond Arab Nationalism: The PLO and its intellectuals, 1967-1974
Kate Quenzer (Australian National University)
FA57: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Coping with Uncertainty in Foreign Policy Decision Making

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Stephen Benedict Dyson (University of Connecticut)
Disc.  Stephen Benedict Dyson (University of Connecticut)
Disc.  Jeffrey Friedman (Dartmouth College)

Disentangling Probability and Confidence in National Security Decision Making
Jeffrey Friedman (Dartmouth College)
Richard Zeckhauser (Harvard University)

Know Thy enemy: Education about Terrorism Improves Social Attitudes toward Terrorists
Peter Krause (Boston College)

Civilian Casualties in the Abstract: How Mind-sets Shape Estimates About the Effects of Drone Strikes
Kathleen Powers (University of Georgia)

Heuristics and Hitler: The Nazis as Black Swan
Brian Rathbun (University of Southern California)

Planning for Failure in the U.S. Military
Dominic Tierney (Swarthmore College)

FA58: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Strategic Decisions on Economic Sanctions

Scientific Study of International Processes

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Mark D. Nieman (Iowa State University)
Disc.  A. Cooper Drury (University of Missouri)

The Costs of Costless Sanctions: the Effects of Economic Sanctions on Global Investment Patterns
Olga V. Chyzh (Iowa State University)
Douglas M. Gibler (University of Alabama)

Understanding the effectiveness of economic sanctions
Tyler Kustra (New York University)

Unraveling the Connection between Economic Sanctions and Uses of Military Force
Cem Birol (Rice University)

The Process of Sanctions Removal in the Shadow of Information Problems
Menevis Cilizoglu (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

How economic sanctions compel an autocrat to oblige
Babak RezaeeDaryakenari (Arizona State University)
Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)

FA59: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
International Politics and Political Economy of Electricity: Part I

International Political Economy

Chair  Lior Herman (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Disc.  Alexander Scheibe (Université du Luxembourg)

The Role of Regional Electricity and Development in Africa
Kathleen Hancock (Colorado School of Mines)
Agathe Maupin (South African Institute of International Affairs SAIIA)

The geopolitics of Moroccan-Spanish electricity interconnections
Gonzalo Escribano (The Elcano Royal Institute and Spanish Open University)

The Geopolitics of Israeli-Palestinian Electricity Relations
shai kivity (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Electric Relations
Lior Herman (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

FA60: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The International Political Economy of New Financial Technologies

International Political Economy

Chair  Malcolm Campbell-Verduyn (Balsillie School of International Affairs)
Disc.  Tony Porter (McMaster University)

Governing Precarity: Microinsurance and Risk
Nick Bernards (Queen's University)

The Digital Disruption of Finance: Monopoly, Power and Data in Marketplace Lending
Chris Clarke (University of Warwick)

Microfinance 2.0: How Technology Fosters Participation in the Developing World
J. P. Singh (The University of Edinburgh)

Technologies as Private Authorities? The Authority of Emergent Technical Systems in Global Financial Governance
Malcolm Campbell-Verduyn (Balsillie School of International Affairs)

FA61: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Social Change and Political Consolidation: Historical Perspectives on the Middle East

Historical International Relations
International Political Sociology
Global Development

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Manus I. Midlarsky (Rutgers University)
Disc.  Sandra S. Halperin (Royal Holloway, University of London)

Middle Eastern State Formation in Comparative Perspective
Lisa Blaydes (Stanford University)

Political Islam and the Era of Secularization in the Middle East
Abdy Javadzadeh (St. Thomas University)

The Fall of Intra Bank as a Portent of Social and Political Change in Lebanon
Catherine Wilson (King's College London)

Understanding changing international practices of sovereignty: the transition from the Ottoman Empire to the Republic of Turkey, 1908 - 1939
Marc Sinan Winrow (London School of Economics)

FA62: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Finance, Development and the State in Asia

International Political Economy

Chair  Wesley W. Widmaier (Griffith University)
Disc.  Wesley W. Widmaier (Griffith University)

Evolution of Financial Activism in East Asia: A Mindset-Centered Analysis
Elizabeth Thurbon (UNSW Australia)

The Politics of Capital Market Development in Southeast Asia
Lena Rethel (University of Warwick and Princeton University)

The Contemporary Developmental State: From National Champions to Start-up Nations
Robyn Klingler-Vidra (King's College London)

New Platforms for Politics? Chinese FinTech and the Evolving Economic Geography of Development
Julian Gruin (University of Amsterdam)
**Panel FA63: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Beyond the Boomerang: Transnational Activism in a Changing World**

*International Organization*

**Chair**  
Christopher L. Pallas (Kennesaw State University)

**Disc.**  
Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)

International NGO Responses to Government Regulation: Results from a global survey  
Andrew Heiss (Duke University)

Global Climate Governance in Russia and China: The Paradoxical Role of NGOs  
Lisa McIntosh Sundstrom (University of British Columbia)

Language Practices in Transnational Advocacy Networks: Communicative Encounters between Northern and Southern Actors  
Angela Maria Crack (University of Portsmouth)

The Globalization of the Oil Industry in Brazil: Impacts on local and transnational activism  
Maria Rodrigues (College of the Holy Cross)

Changing Patterns in Transnational Activism: The 'great land grab' in Southeast Asia  
Julie Gilson (University of Birmingham)

**Panel FA64: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Signaling**

*International Security Studies*

Offsetting Uncertainty: Interstate Signaling with Two-Sided Incomplete Information  
Kyle E. Haynes (Purdue University)

Brandon Yoder (National University of Singapore)

'Careful What You Wish For': The 'Information Dilemma' and the Politics of International Negotiation  
Benjamin Martill (Canterbury Christ Church University)

Unreliable Intermediaries: Establishing Credibility in Back Channel Diplomacy  
David Lindsey (Princeton University)

When Doves Cry – Signaling Dynamics in Hierarchic and Triadic Interactions:  
Ariya Hagh (Georgetown University)

**Panel FA65: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**The NATO-Russia Relationship: Threats and Military Responses**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
James M. Goldgeier (American University)

**Disc.**  
James M. Goldgeier (American University)

Neutrality as a model for Eastern European states  
Heinz Gaertner (University of Vienna)

Baltic Security Culture and NATO Nuclear Future  
Egle Murauskaite (U.S. National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism (START), University of Maryland)

The (Il)logic of the New Cold War: Russia, NATO, and the transformation of Eastern Europe  
Andrew Novo (National Defense University)

Grigol Mgaloblishvili (The National Defence College, Abu Dhabi)

Russia and NATO in Conflict: Strategic Culture and Hybrid War  
Jonathan Askonas (University of Oxford)

Alexandra Chinchilla (University of Chicago)

**Panel FA66: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Military Technologies in 21st Century International Security: Causes, Consequences and Crises**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Michael C. Desch (Notre Dame)

**Disc.**  
Joshua Rovner (Southern Methodist University)

No Humans Were Harmed in the Making of this War: On the Nature and Consequences of Automated Combat  
Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)

Exporting the American Way of War: Arms Transfers, Military Training, and US Allies' Wartime Performance?  
Jonathan Caverley (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

What is a Nuclear Crisis?  
Mark Bell (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Julia M. Macdonald (University of Pennsylvania/University of Denver)

Explaining Drone Proliferation: Theory And Evidence  
Michael Horowitz (University of Pennsylvania)

Matthew Fuhrmann (Texas A&M University)

Seapower in the Second Machine Age: The Robotics Revolution and the U.S. Command of the Commons  
Andrea Gilli (Stanford University)

Mauro Gilli (ETH Zurich)

**Panel FA67: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Military Insubordination and Leadership Politics in Authoritarian Regimes**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Risa A. Brooks (Marquette University)

**Chair**  
Holger Albrecht (University of Alabama)

**Disc.**  
Erica De Bruin (Hamilton College)

**Disc.**  
David Pion-Berlin (UC Riverside)

Beyond ‘Coup-Proofing’: Rethinking Political Control in Authoritarian Regimes  
Risa A. Brooks (Marquette University)

Military Rebellions without Coups  
Theodore McLauchlin (Université de Montréal)

How to Sell a Coup: Elections and Constitutions as Coup Legitimation  
Sharan Grewal (Princeton)

Yasser Kureshi (Brandeis)

Fear Factor: How Personal Risk Calculations Determine Military Desertions in the Syrian and Vietnamese Conflicts  
Holger Albrecht (University of Alabama)

Kevin Koehler (American University in Cairo)

**Panel FA68: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Understanding Change in Global Health Governance: The Emergence and Transfer of Ideas and Policies**

*Global Health*

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair**  
Jeremy Shiffman (American University)

**Disc.**  
Sara Bennett (Johns Hopkins University)

Generating political priority for a new medical specialty: The case of emergency medicine in India  
Veena Sriram (Johns Hopkins University)
The Cross-National Diffusion of Best Practices for the Care of Fragility Fractures Patients
  Catherine Bampoky (American University)
  Jeremy Shiffman (American University)

Global Nutrition Governance
  Carmen Jacqueline Ho (University of Toronto)
Framing and the Transnational Flow of Ideas: What can we learn from the Universal Health Coverage Movement?
  Adam Koon (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine; LSHTM)
  Benjamin Robert Hawkins (LSHTM)
Generating Global Political Priority for Early Childhood Development (ECD): Examining the Role of the ECD Epistemic Community
  Yusra Shawar (University of Pennsylvania)

FA69: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Roundtable
Health Policy Innovation, Science Diplomacy, and Economic FA69: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Diplomacy
  Global Health
  Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
  Yusra Shawar (University of Pennsylvania)

FA70: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Roundtable
Death to Zombies! Has Pop Culture Gone Too Far in IR?
  Active Learning in International Affairs
  Philippe De Lombaerde (NEOMA Business School)
  Ana B. Amaya (United Nations University - CRIS)
  Annamarie Bindenagel Sehovic (University of Warwick, UK)
  Pia Riggiozzi (University of Southampton)
  Philippe De Lombaerde (NEOMA Business School)

FA71: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Roundtable
Embodying International Relations
  Theory
  Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
  International Political Sociology
  Chair
  Mark Salter (University of Ottawa)
  Part.
  Rosemary E. Shinko (American University)
  Part.
  Lauren Wilcox (University of Cambridge)
  Part.
  Christine Sylvestre (University of Connecticut)
  Part.
  Raymond D. Duvall (University of Minnesota)
  Part.
  Suzanne Hindmarch (University of New Brunswick)
  Part.
  Renee E. Martin-Bennett (Johns Hopkins University)
  Part.
  Paul C. Kirby (University of Sussex)

FA72: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
The European Union: Crises and Transformations
  International Political Economy
  Chair
  Vicki Birchfield (Georgia Institute of Technology)
  Disc.
  Vicki Birchfield (Georgia Institute of Technology)
  Alan Weston Cafryn (Hamilton College)
  Europe’s New Economic Governance as Authoritarian Neoliberalism: Legal Forms and Politico-Economic Sources
    J. Magnus Ryner (King’s College London)

“The Collapse of Trust in the European Union
  Daniel P. Kinderman (University of Delaware)
  The role of non-state actors in implementing targeted sanctions: the case of the EU.
  Francesco Giumelli (University of Groningen)

FA73: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Roundtable
Higher Education Meets Neoliberalism: International Perspectives on Transformation and Contestation in Global Academia
  Global Development
  Active Learning in International Affairs
  International Political Sociology
  Chair
  Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)
  Part.
  James H. Mittelman (American University)
  Part.
  Neema Noori (University of West Georgia)
  Part.
  J. Salvador Peralta (University of West Georgia)
  Part.
  Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)
  Part.
  Ido Oren (University of Florida)
  Part.
  Isaac A. Kamola (Trinity College)
  Part.
  Pinar Bilgin (Bilkent University)
  Part.
  Meng Hsuan Chou (Nanyang Technological University)

FA74: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Queer Subjectivities: Human Rights, Identity, and Political Agency
  Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
  Human Rights
  Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus
  Chair
  Emil Edengborg (Södertörn University)
  Disc.
  Laura Parisi (University of Victoria)
  Securing the Queer Refuge: Comparing Asylum Policies in the United States and United Kingdom
  Jamie J. Hagen (University of Massachusetts Boston)
  A Consent-Based System? The Judicial Creation of International LGBT Rights against State Consent
  Fernando Nunez-Mietz (McGill University)
  Agency and Subalternity: a discussion of prostitution and sex trafficking
  Amanda Ferreira (PUC Rio - Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro)
  SOGI Human Rights and the Medicization of Trans Identities
  Svandís Anna Sigurðardóttir (University of Iceland)
  Þorgerður Einarsdóttir (University of Iceland)
  Jyl Josephson (Rutgers University-Newark)
  Heterotopia as Queer Morality: Understanding Queer Discourses During #occupygezi
  Ali Erol (American University)

FA75: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Roundtable
Studying State Foreign Services: New research questions
  Diplomatic Studies
  Chair
  Christian Lequesne (CERI Paris)
  Part.
  Andrew F. Cooper (University of Waterloo)
  Part.
  Jeremie Cornut (Simon Fraser University)
  Part.
  Deepak Nair (National University of Singapore)
  Part.
  Ann E. Towns (University of Waterloo)
  Part.
  Geoffrey R. Wiseman (Australian National University)
FA76: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**The Future of Human Rights**  
**Human Rights**

**Chair** David P. Forsythe (University of Nebraska)
**Part.** Shareen Hertel (University of Connecticut)
**Part.** Anja Mihr (HUMBOLDT-VIADRINA Center on Governance through Human Rights)
**Part.** Courtney Hillebrecht (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
**Part.** Barbara Ann Rieger-Flanagan (Central Washington University)
**Part.** Michael E. Goodhart (University of Pittsburgh)
**Part.** Alison Brysk (University of California Santa Barbara)

FA77: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**The Effects of International Organizations on Interventions**  
**International Security Studies**

Do International Criminal Court Investigations Curtail Wartime Violence? Explaining Patterns of Civilian Victimization in ICC Conflict Situations

David A. Mendeloff (Carleton University)
Sean Winchester (Carleton University)
Institutionalizing Occupation: Intergovernmental Organizations and the Entrenchment of Military Occupation

Lenore E. VanderZee (University of Notre Dame)
The Impact of Biased UN Peacekeeping Operations on Wartime Sexual Violence

Mehwish Sarwari (University at Buffalo)

FA78: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**Threats and Credibility**  
**International Security Studies**

**Chair** Roseanne McManus (Baruch College, City University of New York)
**Disc.** Roseanne McManus (Baruch College, City University of New York)
Why Should We Follow Through on Our Threats?

Barry O'Neill (UCLA)
Threat Credibility and the Strategy of States in Crisis Situations: A Case Study on the First Moroccan and the Rhelined Crises

Yang Gyu Kim (Florida International University)
When Threats Fail: Exploring the cause and consequence of issuing empty threats of economic sanctions.

Ariel Farrar-Wellman (University of California, Davis)
Restraining Allies Without Threatening Abandonment: U.S. Management of the 1954 and 1958 Taiwan Strait Crises

Kevin Weng (University of Chicago)
Backing Up, Not Backing Down: Mitigating Audience Costs Through Policy Substitution

Erik Lin-Greenberg (Columbia University)

FA79: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**The Emergence of Governance Objects in IR Theory**  
**Theory**

**Chair** Olaf Corry (University of Copenhagen)
**Part.** Bentley B. Allan (Johns Hopkins University)
**Part.** Eva Lövbrand (Linköping University)
**Part.** Mikael Rask Madsen (University of Copenhagen)
**Part.** Olaf Corry (University of Copenhagen)

FA80: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**Politics of Nuclear Weapons Programs**  
**International Security Studies**

**Chair** Jacques E. C. Hymans (University of Southern California)
**Disc.** Jacques E. C. Hymans (University of Southern California)
Eliminating Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical Weapons Capabilities

Philipp Bleek (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey)
Strength in arms? How nuclear weapons influence regime stability

Elizabeth Paige Price (University of Chicago)
Nuclear Reversal Negotiation: Decrypting Social Dilemmas and Public Bads (the case of Libya)

Thomas M. Muller-Farber (Protestant Academy Loccum)
Bringing the First Image of Nuclear Politics Back In

Jonas Schneider (Center for Security Studies (CSS), ETH Zurich)
Understanding Japan’s Nuclear Politics: Before and After Fukushima (3/11)

Alex Lee (University of California, Irvine)

FA81: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**Comparative Grand Strategies: Great Powers**  
**International Security Studies**

**Chair** Peter Dombrowski (Naval War College)
**Disc.** Luis Simon (Institute for European Studies, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
The Flight from Autonomy: French Grand Strategy since the End of the Cold War

Thierry Balzacq (University of Namur)
Russian Grand Strategy: Soviet Nostalgia or New Imperial Ambitions?

Céline Marangé (Institute for Strategic Research, Paris)
American Exceptionalism: U.S. Grand Strategy in Comparative Perspective

Peter Dombrowski (Naval War College)
Simon F. Reich (Rutgers University Newar)
Not-So-Solid-BRICS? Export Competition Among Rising Regional Hegemons in the 21st Century

Steven F. Jackson (Indiana University of Pennsylvania)
Does China Have a Grand Strategy?

Shaun G. Breslin (University of Warwick)

FA82: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**The International Political Theory of small States in International Relations**  
**Theory**

**Disc.** Jacqueline Braveboy-Wagner (City University of New York)
Rethinking Small State Weakness: Toward a Poliheuristic Framework.

Elsada Diana Cassells (City University of New York)
‘Small Sees Big’: World Order through Small State Leaders’ Insights via the Biographies of Czech, Ghanaian and Singaporean Leaders

Alan Chong (S Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)
Still Balancing? Small States and Regional Conflict

Matthias Maass (Yonsei University)
Small States in International Alliances: From Pawns to Power-Brokers?

Anders Wivel (University of Copenhagen)
Small state and strategy - how to behave in contemporary IR?

Nikola Vujinovic (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)

FA83: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Turkey’s Transnationalizing Statehood: Constraints and Opportunities for the Reproduction of State

International Political Economy

Disc. Meliha Altnisik (Middle East Technical University)
Transformation of Modern of Statehood in Turkey in and through Financialisation

Pinar Bedirhanoglu (Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey)

From Security Governance to Governing Through Security: The Fall and Rise of Turkey’s Security State

Özlem Kaygusuz (Ankara University)

Transnationalizing State? Turkey and its Directorate for Religious Affairs

Zana Citak (Middle East Technical University)

Turkey’s Diyanet under AKP Rule: From Protector to Imposer of State Ideology?

Ahmet Erdi Ozturk (University of Strasbourg)

FA84: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Institutional change after ethnic civil war: challenges and constraints of federal solutions

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Jacques Bertrand (University of Toronto)

Disc. John McGarry (Queen’s University)

Toward Federalism? The challenges of ethnic representation in democratizing Myanmar

Jacques Bertrand (University of Toronto)

Ardeth Thawngmhung (University of Massachusetts (Lowell))

Alexandre Pelletier (University of Toronto)

Majoritarianism versus Federalism: Challenges and Possibilities in Sri Lanka

Neil Devotta (Wake Forest University)

Power-Sharing in the Post-Ottoman Successor States: Protracted Failures and Exceptions

Neophytos Loizides (University of Kent)

Contested processes of federalization – the case of South Sudan

Martina Santschi (Swisspeace)

Trust and Informal Institutions: Greasing the Wheel of Power

Sharing in Divided Societies

Marie-Joelle Zahar (University of Montreal)

Alexandre Raffoul (Université de Montréal (UdeM))

FA85: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

South-South Cooperation Beyond the Myths: Rising Donors, New Aid Practices?

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Global Development

Chair Arlene B. Tickner (Universidad del Rosario)

Disc. Timothy M. Shaw (University of Massachusetts Boston)

Escape from Dependency: South-South Trade, Domestic Agency and the Case of Ceylon Tea

Michael J. Bloomfield (University of Bath)

Aid at sea: Developmental aid cooperation in South-South relations

Raymond Steenkamp Fonseca (University of Stellenbosch)

Reversing Dispossession: Harnessing the Government-Business-Media Complex as Force for Good

Justin van der Merwe (Centre for Military Studies, University of Stellenbosch)

NM Dodd (Stellenbosch University)

The Partnership Puzzle: Between Strategic Translations and Common Policy Solutions From the South for the South: The Case of the Brazilian Health Expert Community in Mozambique

Manaira Assunção (Marie Curie Fellow PRIMO Network, University of Hamburg/BRICS Policy Center IRI/PUC-Rio)

Going South to Reach the North? The Case of Colombia

Isaline Bergamaschi (Universidad Los Andes)

Arlene B. Tickner (Universidad del Rosario)

Jimena Duran (National Autonomous University of Mexico)

FA86: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Securitization Theory and the Cultures of IR Inquiry

International Political Sociology

Chair Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Disc. Eric A. Van Rhytoven (Carleton University)

Securitization Theory and Traditional Types of Insecurities

Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)

Securitization Studies and the South Asian Challenge

Monika Barthwal-Datta (University of New South Wales)

The Securitization of a Discipline

Cai Wilkinson (Deakin University)

Cynical Security Studies: Securitization Theory’s Nordic Origins

Juha A. Vuori (University of Turku)

FB01: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Orientalis Interruptus: Voicings from the Subaltern

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair L. H. M. Ling (The New School)

Disc. Patrick Thaddeus Jackson (American University)

Moorish Anthropocenes, European Structures: Capitalism and Colonialism in the Maghreb

Mohamed Berrada (The New School)

Decolonial Love: What Is It and Why Is It Important?

Jacquelin Kataneksz (The New School)

Korean Popular Culture Goes Global? A Return Wave of Reconstructed Identity in East Asia

Jooyon Lee (St. Edward’s University)

Refuting the Orientalist Gaze: Ottoman Sovereignty through Images of Women

M. Evren Eken (University of London)

Finding a Cultural Voice: Participatory Development Strategies from the Global South

J. P. Singh (The University of Edinburgh)

FB02: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Reforming Global Governance

International Studies Association

Part. Michael Barnett (George Washington University)

Part. Michael W. Doyle (Columbia University)

Part. Miles Kahler (American University)

Part. Navnita C. Behera (Delhi University)

Part. Louise Fawcett (University of Oxford)

Part. Gilbert Khadiagala (Kent University)

Mod. J. Andrew Grant (Queen’s University)
**FB03: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

Exploring the Varieties of Norm Dynamics – Local Contestation and Variation

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair** Miao-ling Lin Hasenkamp (Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg)

**Disc.** Miao-ling Lin Hasenkamp (Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg)

"An Act of Insanity and National Humiliation": Normative Change and the Executive's Reaction to a Ban on Assassination under Ford and Reagan

Luca Trenta (Swansea University)

International Court Socialization and Human Rights Norm 'Vernacularization' in Africa

Ayodeji K. Perrin, Esq. (Northwestern University)

Norm Contestation and Organized Hypocrisy: Exploring the African Union's position on the Responsibility to Protect

Malte Brosig (University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg)

Engendering Peacebuilding – The Role of Women in Afghanistan

Miao-ling Lin Hasenkamp (Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg)

Nicole Biertsch (German Institute for International and Security Affairs)

Farouzan Forough (Otto-Von-Gutricke-University, Magdeburg, Germany)

**FB04: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Innovative Panel**

Scholar-Activists as Change-Makers: A town-hall meeting on using research for justice

*ISA Innovative Panel*

**Chair** J. Ann Tickner (American University)

**Part.** Manuela Lavinas Picq (Universidad San Francisco de Quito USFQ)

**Part.** Pamela Martin (Coastal Carolina University)

**Part.** Robin Broad (American University)

**Part.** Jan Aart Scholte (University of Gothenburg)

**Part.** Nora McKeon (Roma Tre University)

**Part.** Julia Fischer-Mackey (American University)

**FB05: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

New Issues in Nuclear Strategy

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Charlie Glaser (George Washington University)

**Disc.** Charlie Glaser (George Washington University)

The End of Nuclear Arms Control

Keir A. Lieber (Georgetown University)

Still looking for Off-ramps: Limited Nuclear War and the Challenge of Escalation Control

Jasen Castillo (Bush School of Government, Texas A&M University)

Carter and Counterforce: The Origins of the Second Cold War

Brendan R. Green (University of Cincinnati)

Recklessness or Restraint? How Nuclear Weapons Affect Conventional Combat in East Asia

Joshua Rovner (Southern Methodist University)

Assessing the Risk of Chinese Nuclear Escalation in a Conventional War with the United States

Caitlin Talmadge (The George Washington University)

**FB06: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

EU Development Policies: Between Norms and Geopolitics?

*Global Development*

*International Political Economy*

**Chair** Sylvia Maier (New York University)

**Disc.** Sarah Beringer (University Erlangen-Nuremberg)

The Curious Case of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank: Europe’s Geopolitical Pragmatism or Normative Engagement of China?

Lukas Karl Danner (Florida International University)

EU, CARIFORUM, and CELAC: A New Development Alliance?

Percy C Hintzen (Florida International University)


Sarah Beringer (University Erlangen-Nuremberg)

“Women’s Rights versus Peacemaking? A Critical Assessment of EU Support for UNSR 1325 in Afghanistan”

Sylvia Maier (New York University)

**FB07: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Presidential Panel**

Power, Conflict, Hegemony and Interdependence: Paradigms of Change in Asia

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair** Elizabeth (Betty) C. Hanson (University of Connecticut)

**Disc.** Elizabeth (Betty) C. Hanson (University of Connecticut)

Maritime Balance of Power in the Indo-Pacific: Is a Power Shift myth or reality?

Lawrence Williams Prabhakar (Madras Christian College, University of Madras)

M. Matheswaran (IDSA (Institute of Defence Studies and Analysis)-New Delhi; Naval War College, Goa;)

Solvin Mathew (University of Madras)

Haans Freddy (Madras Christian College)

Raju Thadikkaran (School of International Relations and Politics, Mahatma Gandhi University)

Women in Conflict Situations in South Asia

Haans Freddy (Madras Christian College)

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) In The Relations Among Nations: Towards A Renewed Hegemony Or Not

Raju Thadikkaran (School of International Relations and Politics, Mahatma Gandhi University)

War, Violence, and Asian States: Incongruence of the Westphalian state in Asian Cultural Milieu

M. Matheswaran (IDSA (Institute of Defence Studies and Analysis)-New Delhi; Naval War College, Goa;)

Changing Context of Deterrence in Southern Asia

Solvin Mathew (University of Madras)

Intellectual Property Rights and the Global South: Revisiting the Resistance and Reassertions

Vinu J. George (Mahatma Gandhi University)

**FB08: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

The Responsibility to Protect and the International Criminal Court: Synergies and Tensions

*Human Rights*

*International Law*

**Disc.** Leslie Vinjamuri (University of London)
Is the relationship of R2P and the ICC truly win-win? A systematic assessment of Security Council referrals to the ICC
Ruben Reike (European University Institute)

Filling out the Protection and Prosecution Continuum: Preliminary Examinations as the Soft Side of the Responsibility to Protect
Mark S. Kersten (University of Toronto)

Rights not Crimes: Realizing the Goals of R2P through the International Human Rights Regime
Kirsten Ainley (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Wielding the symbolic sword of justice: Rhetorical representations of atrocity and international criminal justice in Libya and Syria
Caroline Fehl (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

Rethinking Climate Justice: Environmental Rights, International Regimes or Fair Responsibility Attributions?
Huang-ting Yan (University of Essex)

FB09: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Security Governance and Institutional Changes in Africa
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair  Erin N. Hannah (Kings University College)
Disc.  Katharina Coleman (University of British Columbia)

Security Dependency: Mitigating the Politics of AU-NATO Interregional Cooperation After Libya
Edward A. Akuffo (University of the Fraser Valley)

The Commission of the African Union: Shaping Dynamics of Integration by Style
Stefan Gänzle (University of Agder, Kristiansand)

Governance crises in West Africa: Contextualizing ECOWAS’ Role
Jarle Trondal (University of Oslo)

African Union and Prevention of Conflicts in Africa: Closing the Theory-Practice Gap
Thomas Kwasi Tieku (King’s, University of Western Ontario)

African Union Commission and the Search for Peace in Africa
Cyril Obi (Social Science Research Council)

FB10: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Spaces of Contestation in International Law: International Courts, Conferences and Committees
International Law

Chair  Oliver Kessler (University of Erfurt)
Disc.  Mikael Rask Madsen (University of Copenhagen)

"You May Be Seated": The Public Gallery of the International Criminal Court as Site of Contestation
Sofia Stolk (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Politics and the Market in Transatlantic Space: Advanced Liberal Governmentality in the TTIP Debates
Jessica Lawrence (CEU, Budapest)

Prisoners’ Advocates at Gitmo: The Role of NGOs in (De)Legitimating Punishment in Response to Cosmopolitan Dilemmas
Kjersti Lohne (University of Oslo)

Celebrating and Abandoning the Past: The Future of International Criminal Justice
Marieke de Hoon (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

On the ‘Futures Past’ of International Law: Interventions, Kosovo and the Politics of Time
Filipe dos Reis (University of Erfurt)

Maj Grasten (Copenhagen Business School)

FB11: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Roundtable
Changing Approaches to Education: The Rise of Simulation Teaching in International Studies
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair  Paul Williams (American University; Public International Law & Policy Group)
Part.  Volker Franke (Kennesaw State University)
Part.  Brianne McGonigle Leyh (Utrecht University)
Part.  William Flavin (US Army Peacekeeping and Stability Operations Institute)
Part.  Karen Gutierrez (Air University)

FB12: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Crimes and Criminality in World Politics
International Law

Chair  Yuna Christine Han (University of Oxford)
Disc.  Nora Stappert (University of Oxford)

How and why do international crimes emerge in world politics? A historical comparison of the international crime of aggression with piracy.
Suwita Hani Randhawa (University of Oxford)

Crimes against Humanity: Unanswered Questions Relating to the Requirement of a State or Organizational Policy
Thomas Obel Hansen (United States International University)

A New Paradigm of International Criminal Law: Lessons from the 36,000 International Indictments of the Nazis and Japanese by the UNWC
Daniel T. Plesch (School of Oriental and African Studies)

FB13: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Cooperating
EISA Roundtable: Normativities in International Relations
International Studies Association
European International Studies Association

Chair  Nicholas G. Onuf (Florida International University and PUC-Rio)
Part.  Jens Bartelson (Lund University)
Part.  J. Peter Burgess (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Part.  David Kennedy (Harvard Law School)
Part.  Nicholas M. Rajkovic (Tilburg University)
Part.  Philip Liste (University of Hamburg)
Part.  Benjamin Tallis (Institute of International Relations, Prague)

FB14: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Embassy Wars: Espionage and Contested Space
Intelligence Studies

Chair  Richard James Aldrich (University of Warwick)
Disc.  Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)
Disc.  David Gioe (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Last to Leave: Intelligence, Frank Snepp and the Fall of the US Embassy in Saigon
Christopher R. Moran (Warwick University)

Intelligence, Terrorism and Liaison: Middle Eastern embassies in the Eastern Bloc
Daniela Richterova (University of Warwick)

Zakia Shiraz (University of Leicester)
The Unstable Watch Tower: America’s Cairo Embassy and the Egyptian Leadership
Dina Rezk (University of Warwick)
Beijing 1967: An Embassy in Flames
Nikita Shah (University of Warwick)

**FB15: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Cooperating

**Contemporary Civil-Military Relations in Latin America**
*International Studies Association*
*Mexican International Studies Association*

**Chair** Davila Consuelo (National Autonomous University of Mexico)
**Disc.** Damaso Morales (National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM))

Argentina and the sinuous path of a democratic and cooperative defense policy (2008-2015).
- **Marina Vitelli** (Programa Pós-graduação em Relações Internacionais San Tiago Dantas (UNESP, UNICAMP e PUC-SP))
- The Military Police of the Government Dilma Roussef: comparing internal actions with the external speech
  - **Suzeley Kalil Mathias** (UNESP - State University of S&amp;#227;o Paulo (Brazil))
  - **José Augusto Zague** (Programa de Pós-Graduação em Relações Internacionais San Tiago Dantas (Unesp, Unicamp, PUC-SP))

Civil-Military Relations in Mexico today
- **Alejandro Chanona** (National Autonomous University of Mexico)

Civil-Military Relations and Complex Threats in Peru: Organized Crime and Shining Path
- **Yadira Galvez** (National Autonomous University of Mexico)

“Pueblo en armas”: The Bolivarian Armed Forces and their autonomy, from Hugo Chávez to Nicolás Maduro
- **Eduardo Mei** (Universidade Estadual Paulista-GEDES (Defense and Security Studies Group))
- **Bruce Campos** (Programa de Pós-Graduação em Relações Internacionais “San Tiago Dantas” (Unesp/Unicamp/Puc-Sp))

**Panel**

**FB16: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Critical-Problem Solving Theories of Enacting Change in World Politics**
*International Political Sociology*

**Chair** Stefano Guzzini (Danish Institute for International Studies, Upssala University & PUC-Rio de Janeiro)
**Disc.** Stefano Guzzini (Danish Institute for International Studies, Upssala University & PUC-Rio de Janeiro)

Critical Problem-Solving in Global Spaces: Power and Knowledge in Post-Conflict Peacebuilding Practices
- **Keith Raymond Krause** (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Style or Substance? International Organisations and the Politics of Bureaucratic Practices
- **Oliver Jutersonke** (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva, and Zurich University Centre for Ethics (ZUCE))

Situational violence prevention: insights from Bahrain, Tunisia and Syria
- **Isabel Bramsen** (PhD Student, CRIC - Centre for Conflict Resolution, University of Copenhagen, Denmark)

**FB17: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Cooperating

**Drones and State Terrorism**
*International Studies Association*
*British International Studies Association*

**Chair** Bianca Baggirini
**Disc.** Sean Rupka (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

Drones, State Terrorism and International Law
- **Ruth Blakeley** (University of Kent)

Flesh vs. Steel: Antithetical Materialities in (Counter) Terrorism Warfare
- **Elke Schwarz** (University of Leicester)

(In)Humane Drones: US Drone Strikes and Civilian Experience
- **Marina Espinoza** (Brighton University)

The (Non) Event of State Terror: Drones at the Edge of Memory
- **Sean Rupka** (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
- **Bianca Baggirini**

Hunting and Animal Totemism in Drone Warfare
- **Joseba Zulalka** (University of Nevada, Reno)

**FB18: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Roundtable

**Middle and Emerging Power Human Rights Foreign Policy in the Context of Changing Global Power Dynamics**
*Human Rights*

**Chair** Kurt Mills (University of Glasgow)
**Part.** Nina Graeger (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
**Part.** Kai Michael Kenkel (PUC-Rio/GIGA Hamburg)
**Part.** Corinne Lennox (School of Advanced Study, University of London)
**Part.** Kurt Mills (University of Glasgow)

**FB19: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Cooperating

**Conflicts and Cooperation in Asia**
*International Studies Association*
*Korean Association of International Studies*

**Chair** Chang-hee Nam (Inha University)
**Disc.** Hanbeom Jeong (Korea National Defense University)
**Disc.** Jihwan Hwang (University of Seoul/Catholic University of America)

Foreighn Policy and Development Cooperation of Middle Powers: Focusing on the Multilateral Aid of South Korea*
- **Hyuk-Sang Sohn** (Kyung Hee University)

Rise of Autonomy and Quest for Balance: Changing Party Systems in East Asia and Their Foreign Policy Implications
- **Booseung Chang** (RAND Corporation)

China’s Five Year Plans and it’s implications to DPRK’s national strategy for Economic Development
- **Kayeon Lee** (Jilin University)

Explaining Beijing’s Pyeongyang Dilemma -Neoclassical Realist Explanation of China’s Self-Contradictory DPRK Policy-
- **Chaekwang You** (Chung-Ang University & Ohio State University)
- **Xiaoyu Pu** (University of Nevada, Reno)

**FB20: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Panel

**The Grand Strategies of Pivotal States**
*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair** Thierry Balazac (University of Namur)
**Disc.** Peter Dombrowski (Naval War College)
The Geopolitical South and Brazil’s Graduation Dilemma: Domestic and International variables  
Carlos R. S. Milani (State University of Rio de Janeiro)

Relative Gains and Europe's Strategic Dilemma  
Luis Simon (Institute for European Studies, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

India’s Grand Strategy: Caught Between Non-alignment and Realpolitik?  
C. Christine Fair (Georgetown University)

The Kingdom’s Grand Strategy: When Changing Alliances is the New Normal  
Ghaidaa Hetou (Rutgers University)

Iran’s Strategic Thought: Towards a Grand Strategy.  
Wendy Ramadan-Alban (University of Namur & EHESS)

International Education  
Active Learning in International Affairs  
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

FB21: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel
International Relations Education as Public Diplomacy

Chair  
Ironildes Bueno da Silva (University of Brasilia/Euro-American University Center)

Disc.  
Ironildes Bueno da Silva (University of Brasilia/Euro-American University Center)

New Public Diplomacy through Public-Private Partnerships:  
Comparative Studies on Confucius Institutes and Its Counterparts

Li Li (China Foreign Affairs University (CFAU))

Education Export or Public Diplomacy? Analysing International Recruitment Practices of the Russian Universities

Alexey Fominykh (Volga State University of Technology)

The role of international educational exchanges sponsored by the Brazilian government in the perception of the external image of Brazil

Antônio Ferreira de Lima Junior (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)

Education and Cultural Exchange and US-China Relations: Peaceful Accommodation through Intercultural Understanding?

Mark Bean (University of Utah)

FB22: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel
The Arab Spring and Its Aftermath: Challenges and Prospects

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies  
Religion and International Relations  
Global South Caucus  
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair  
Agnieszka Paczynska (George Mason University)

Disc.  
Agnieszka Paczynska (George Mason University)

Trade Unions as Brokers of Transition from Authoritarian Rule: Insights from Tunisia

Dina Bishara (University of Alabama)

The post-Arab Spring Balancing Politics of the Middle East

Egehan Hayrettin Altinbay (Middle East Technical University)

Friends in New Places: The British Far-Right and the Assad Regime during Syrian Civil War

R. Shaffer (Stony Brook University)

The Public Political Thought of the Arab Spring

Avraham Sela (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Uriel Abulof (Princeton University, Tel-Aviv University)

FB23: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel
Leadership in Conflict and Peacebuilding

Peace Studies

Chair  
Burak Kadercan (US Naval War College)

Disc.  
Sahla Aroussi (Coventry University)

Political Influence of Multi-Track Diplomacy on Population Opinion Dynamics: Agent Based Models to Simulate Processes of Opinion Change Following the Good Friday Agreements in Northern Ireland

Juliette Shedd (George Mason University)

Gender, Leadership and Civil War

Neil Englehart (Bowling Green State University)

Melissa Miller (Bowling Green State University)

Learning Different Lessons: New State Membership, MID Success, and MID Initiation

Matthew Millard (University of Alabama)

Form Democratic Conservatism to Hegemonic Authoritarianism of Turkey’s Erdoğan: Exploring a Discursive Shift

Ahmet Erdi Ozturk (University of Strasbourg)

FB24: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel
Law, Ethnicity, Nationalism and Migration

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies  
International Law

Chair  
Yohannes Woldemariam (Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica)

Disc.  
Joachim Karl Rennstich (CVJM-Hochschule, Kassel (Germany))

British Judges Under the Authority of the ECJ: Are they Euroskeptics or Just Misinformed?

Kelley Littlepage (Miami University)

Understanding Indigenous Governance: Building a Framework

Michelle A. Watts (American Public University System)

International versus Transnational Frameworks for Migrant Worker Protection

Leila Kawar (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

Explaining cross-national variations in multiculturalism and integration policies across EU-15 countries from 1980 to 2010

Alice Wang (University of Warwick)

FB25: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Cooperating
Establishing Triangular Talks among Washington, Beijing, and Seoul

International Studies Association  
Korean Economic Institute of America

Chair  
Gilbert Rozman (Princeton University)

Disc.  
Gilbert Rozman (Princeton University)

A View from South Korea on ROK-US Relations

Jong-yeop Woo (Asan Institute for Policy Studies)

A View from South Korea on Sino-ROK Relations

Heung-kyu Kim (Ajou University)

A View from the United States on Sino-US Relations

Joel Wuthnow (National Defense University)

A View from the United States on ROK-US Relations

Mark Tokola (Korea Economic Institute of America (KEI))

A View from Beijing on Triangular Relations

Dong Wang (University of California at Los Angeles)
FB26: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  **Panel**

**History, Theory, Sovereignty: Conceptualizing Change in International Relations**

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  Hendrik Spruyt (Northwestern University)

**Disc.**  Torbjorn Knutsen (University of Trondheim)

From an Inclusive to an Exclusive International Order: Membership of International Organisations from the 19th to the 20th Century

Ellen Jenny Ravndal (Lund University)

World Politics Between World Orders: Epistemic Change and Inner Eurasia in "Global Early Modernity"

Joseph MacKay (Columbia University)

Toward a “Historical Turn” in International Relations Theory

Dillon Stone Tatum (Francis Marion University)

Species Reason: Form and Freedom in IR History

Russell Kerr (Australian National University)

The Constraints of Change: Deconstructing the Westphalian Narrative in Theory and Practice

Norihisa Yamashita (Ritsumeikan University)

Atsushi Shibasaki (Komazawa University)

Hiroaki Ataka (Ritsumeikan University)

---

FB27: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  **Panel**

**The Changing EU and Strategic Partnerships**

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  Nora E. Fisher Onar (Coastal Carolina University)

**Disc.**  Scoûl Brown (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Turkey and the European Union: From a Potential Member to a Strategic Partner?

Sinem Acikmese (Kadir Has University)

'Never Let a Serious Crisis go to Waste...': How Member State Governments and EU Institutions Use Crises to Deepen European Integration

Hanno Degner (Universität Konstanz)

Old friends, New Relationship?: Re-Framing EU-Brazil Strategic Partnership in the Current Global Order Configuration

Débora Terra (ICS-ULisboa)

EU Relations with Latin America Countries: From Inter-Organizationalism Towards Interregionalism? The Case of EU – CELAC Strategic Partnership

Charalambos Tsardanidis (University of the Aegean. Director Institute of International Economic Relations)

The Changing EU: De-Europeanization in the EU and its Effects on its Near Neighborhood with Special Reference to Turkey

Pinar Gedikkaya Bal (Beykent University)

---

FB28: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  **Panel**

**Emotions, Intergroup Relations and Fragile Peace**

*Peace Studies*

**Chair**  Eun Bin Chung (University of Utah)

**Disc.**  Daniel Rothbart (George Mason University)

The Price of Peace: Perceiving costly Signals of Reassurance in International Relations

Brian Rathbun (University of Southern California)

Joshua D. Kertzer (Harvard University)

---

FB29: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  **Panel**

**Advances in the Study of Non-State Actors in World Politics**

*International Organization*

**Chair**  Stephen Gent (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

**Disc.**  Sarah S. Stroup (Middlebury College)

The Organizational Ecology of International NGOs

Sarah S. Bush (Temple University)

Jennifer Hadden (University of Maryland)

You Think You Can Lead? An Exploratory Study on INGOs Leadership

Paloma Raggo (Carleton University)

Do Foundations Follow their Country’s Foreign Policy Priorities? A Comparative Analysis

Joannie Tremblay-Boire (Georgia State University)

Weak Diasporas and Western Solidarity Network Formation

David Zarnett (University of Toronto)

Local Money for Local Rights? Evidence from Nigeria and Mexico

James Ron (University of Minnesota)

Kassira Absar (University of Minnesota)

---

FB30: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  **Roundtable**

**Speaking Truth to Power: Challenging Toxic Masculinities, Faculty Predators And Institutional Betrayal**

*International Studies Association*

**Chair**  Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)

**Part.**  Sharain Sasheir Naylor (University of Hawai‘i Manoa)

**Part.**  Gunhild Hoogensen Gjørv (UIT The Arctic University of Norway)

---

FB31: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  **Roundtable**

**Planet Politics 2: Ethical & Philosophical Challenges of a New Earth**

*Theory*

**Chair**  Anthony Burke (University of New South Wales)

**Part.**  Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)

**Part.**  Stefanie R. Fishel (University of Alabama)

**Part.**  Scott Hamilton (London School of Economics)

**Part.**  Rafi Youatt (The New School)

**Part.**  Nicholas Kiersey (Ohio University)

**Part.**  Aubrey Yee (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Women’s Caucus Town Hall

**FB32: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Women’s Caucus Town Hall**

**Chair**
- Galia Golan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

**Part.**
- Catia Cecilia Confortini (Wellesley College)
- Christina Fattore (West Virginia University)
- Gigi Gokcek (Dominican University of California)
- Kumiko Haba (Aoyama Gakuin University, Harvard University)
- Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)
- Anwar Mhajne (University of Cincinnati)

**Panel**

**White Working Man’s Burden: Orientalism, Bottom-Up Counter Terrorism, and the Danger of ISIS**
- Jacob L. Stump (DePaul University)

**Resisting the Dragon: Typological Analysis of Southeast Asian Local Resistance to China’s Purposeful Aid Diplomacy**
- Alan Hao Yang (National Chengchi University)

**A Double Movement in Neoliberal Era: Transnational Spheres of the World Economic Forum and the World Social Forum**
- Busra Soylemez (University of Delaware)

**FB33: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Change in “Space of Knowledge”: Multiple Modernities and IR**

**Panel**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair**
- Vendulka Kubalkova (University of Miami)

**Disc.**
- Vendulka Kubalkova (University of Miami)

**Part.**
- Mohiaddin Mesbahi (Florida International University)

**Part.**
- Mohammad S. Homayounvash (Florida International University)

**Part.**
- Petr Kratochvil (Institute of International Relations)

**Part.**
- Jeffrey P. Haynes (London Metropolitan University)

**Part.**
- Vendulka Kubalkova (University of Miami)

**Part.**
- Konstantin Khudoley (St. Petersburg State University)

**Part.**
- Seyyed Hossein Nasr (George Washington University)

**Panel**

**International Political Economy**

**International Organization**

**Chair**
- Stephen C. Nelson (Northwestern University)

**Disc.**
- Catherine Elizabeth Weaver (University of Texas at Austin)

**Theories of shadow money – Explaining a difficult journey into academia**
- Daniela Gabor (University of West England)

**‘The Great Constipation: The (lack of) evolution in macroeconomic theorising and its relationship to monetary policy since the 2008 crash: the cases of the UK and USA’**
- Ben Clift (University of Warwick)

**Wesley W. Widmaier (Griffith University)**

**What Were They Discussing? The Federal Reserve’s Discussions on Inflation and Unemployment from 1960s to Today**
- Ayse Kaya (Swarthmore College)

**Stephen Golub (Swarthmore College)**

**Mark Kuperberg (Swarthmore College)**

**Countermovement from above? Transnational technocracy, ideological change, and the politics of the post-neoliberal transition**
- Benjamin Braun (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies)

**Arie Krampf (The Academic College of Tel Aviv Yaffo)**

**Between Reflexivity and Orthodoxy: The Politics of the IMF Research and Policy Design**
- Cornel Ban (Boston University, Department of International Relations)

**FB34: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**War, Aesthetics and Embodiment 1: Creative Practices**

**Panel**

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**International Political Sociology**

**Science, Technology and Art in International Relations**

**Chair**
- Jesse Crane-Seeber (North Carolina State University)

**Disc.**
- Kevin McSorley (University of Portsmouth)

**‘Couture Military’: Digital Audiovisual Aesthetics and the Female Combatant in Music Video**
- Catherine Baker (University of Hull)

**Politics of Performance: the Embodiment of Violent Narratives in Cosplay**
- Katarina Birkedal (University of St Andrews)

**Spectacle, Sport and Subjectivity: Aesthetic (Dis)Embodiment and the Invictus Games**
- Laura Mills (University of St Andrews)

**War Craft: the Aesthetic and Embodied Politics of Handmade War**
- Joanna Tidy (University of Sheffield)

**On the Politics of Dance: Exploring Emotion, Bodies and Choreography of War**
- Linda T. Åhäll (Keele University)

**FB35: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

**Reconceptualising Resistance? Emerging Challenges to Practices of Domination**

**Global Development**

**Chair**
- Sean K. Starrs (City University of Hong Kong)

**Disc.**
- Matthew C. Morgan (Cornell University)

**The Politics of Accounting for Military Refusers**
- Maja Zehfuss (University of Manchester)

**The tensions of Multicultural Neoliberalism in southern Chile: State responses to Mapuche resistance and transformation strategies**
- Jeanne W. Simon (Universidad de Concepcion)

**White Working Man’s Burden: Orientalism, Bottom-Up Counter Terrorism, and the Danger of ISIS**
- Jacob L. Stump (DePaul University)

**Resisting the Dragon: Typological Analysis of Southeast Asian Local Resistance to China’s Purposeful Aid Diplomacy**
- Alan Hao Yang (National Chengchi University)

**A Double Movement in Neoliberal Era: Transnational Spheres of the World Economic Forum and the World Social Forum**
- Busra Soylemez (University of Delaware)

**FB36: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Central Banking in Mind; Economic Ideas over Time**

**Panel**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**International Political Economy**

**International Organization**

**Chair**
- Stephen C. Nelson (Northwestern University)

**Disc.**
- Catherine Elizabeth Weaver (University of Texas at Austin)

**Theories of shadow money – Explaining a difficult journey into academia**
- Daniela Gabor (University of West England)

**‘The Great Constipation: The (lack of) evolution in macroeconomic theorising and its relationship to monetary policy since the 2008 crash: the cases of the UK and USA’**
- Ben Clift (University of Warwick)

**Wesley W. Widmaier (Griffith University)**

**What Were They Discussing? The Federal Reserve’s Discussions on Inflation and Unemployment from 1960s to Today**
- Ayse Kaya (Swarthmore College)

**Stephen Golub (Swarthmore College)**

**Mark Kuperberg (Swarthmore College)**

**Countermovement from above? Transnational technocracy, ideological change, and the politics of the post-neoliberal transition**
- Benjamin Braun (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies)

**Arie Krampf (The Academic College of Tel Aviv Yaffo)**

**Between Reflexivity and Orthodoxy: The Politics of the IMF Research and Policy Design**
- Cornel Ban (Boston University, Department of International Relations)

**FB37: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Latin America in Flux**

**Panel**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair**
- Arlene B. Tickner (Universidad del Rosario)

**Part.**
- Monica Herz (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)

**Part.**
- Élodie Brun (El Colegio de México)

**Part.**
- Diana Tussie (FLACSO/CONICET)

**Part.**
- Cintía Quiliconi (FLACSO )

**Part.**
- Jorge Alberto Schiavon (CIDE)

**FB38: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Brazil and International Security Challenges**

**Brazilian International Relations Association**

**International Studies Association**

**Chair**
- Rafael A. Villa (University of Sao Paulo)

**Disc.**
- Thiago Rodrigues (Universidade Federal Fluminense)

**Brazil: promoting a hybrid security system in Latin America**
- Rafael A. Villa (University of Sao Paulo)

**Cooperation initiatives and security conceptions in the context of UNASUR**
- Alcides Vaz (University of Brasilia)
The Brazilian nuclear-propelled submarine in the international nuclear order
Eugenio P. L. Diniz Costa (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)

Brazil’s nuclear cooperation with Argentina: history and prospects
Layla Ibrahim Abdallah Dawood (State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ))

The arguments for the construction of the South Atlantic as a threat to Brazil’s nuclear cooperation with Argentina: history and prospects
Monica Herz (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)
Victor C. Lage (IRI/PUC-Rio and CPDOC/FGV-Rio)
Layla Ibrahim Abdallah Dawood (State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ))

**FB39: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

*Committee Panel*

*Ask the Editors: A Round-table on Book Publishing for First-Time Authors*

**Professional Development Committee**

*Chair*  
Kerry Frances Crawford (James Madison University)

*Disc.*  
Nanette Archer Svenson (Tulane University)

*Part.*  
Roger Haydon (Cornell University Press)

*Part.*  
Donald P. Jacobs (Georgetown University Press)

*Part.*  
Louise Knight (Polity)

*Part.*  
Elizabeth Clevenger (The MIT Press)

*Cmte.*  
Mlada Bukovansky (Smith College)

*Chair*  

**FB40: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

*Panel*

*Accountability in Fossil Fuel Extraction and Climate Governance*

**Environmental Studies**

*Chair*  
Allison M. Chatrchyan (Cornell University)

*Disc.*  
Sina Leipold (University of Freiburg)

Multilateral Development Bank Accountability for the Impact of Fossil Fuel Extraction
Susan M. Park (University of Sydney)

Extractive Path Dependence and the Politics of 1.5°C: Problems of Democracy and Accountability in the Post-Paris Climate Regime
Craig A. Johnson (University of Guelph)

Accountability and global urban climate governance: a view from the ground up.
David J. Gordon (University of California Santa Cruz)

Fracking in Silence: The Politics of Unaccountability in New Shale Exploits
Teresa Kramarz (University of Toronto)

The micropolitics of mega-infrastructure development and environmental accountability in central Kenya
Charis Enns (University of Waterloo/Balsillie School of International Affairs)

**FB41: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

*Panel*

*Political Settlements: Exploring an Emerging Concept in State-Building*

**Peace Studies**

*Chair*  
Dominik Balthasar (swisspeace)

*Disc.*  
Laurent Goetschel (University of Basel / swisspeace)

The Turkey Peace Process: a failed political settlement of an asymmetric conflict
Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)

Settling violent conflicts nationally or locally? Insights from Somaliland and Central African Republic
Tim Gloin (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

The Politics of Statebuilding: Limits of the Political Settlement Approach
Sukanya Podder (King’s College London)

Going beyond elite pacts – Towards an holistic conceptualisation of political settlements
Julia Ruppel (University of Bradford)

Political Settlements: How useful a concept to understanding Somaliland’s trajectory?
Dominik Balthasar (swisspeace)

**FB42: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

*Panel*

*Negotiating Normativity in a Postcolonial World*

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

*Chair*  
Johanna Leinius (Goethe-University Frankfurt)

*Disc.*  
Debra Liebowitz (Drew University)

‘Norm Shapers by Circumstance’: A Closer Look at the ‘Responsibility while Protecting’ and Non-Western Normative Initiatives
Cristina Stefan (University of Leeds)

Postcolonial Mimesis, Weapons Proliferation & Control
Ritu Mathur (University of Texas at San Antonio)

Brokering Norms in Post-Colonial Migration Regimes: Migrant and Ethnic Minority Staff in the Non-Profit Sector
Sara de Jong (Open University, Milton Keynes, UK)

Negotiating ‘Development’: Constitution, Appropriation and Contestation
Aram Ziai (University of Bonn)

Between Norms and Normativity: Transnational and Postcolonial Feminist Perspectives
Rirhandu Mageza-Barthel (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Johanna Leinius (Goethe-University Frankfurt)

**FB43: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

*Panel*

*Becoming Weapon I: Command and Uncontrol?*

**Theory**

*Chair*  
Antoine Bousquet (Birkbeck, University of London)

*Disc.*  
Antoine Bousquet (Birkbeck, University of London)

Weapons of Excess: War, Expenditure, and Catastrophe
Benjamin Meiches (University of Washington-Tacoma)

Command and Control: The Technological Rationality of the Drone Strike
Katharine Kindervater (Dartmouth College)

Towards a Theory of Skeuomorphic War
Simon Glezos (University of Victoria)

Nicole S. Grove (University of Hawai’i at Manoa)

Windmills, Magic and Minefields: A Quixotic and Enchanted Approach to Disarmament
Matthew Bolton (Pace University New York City)

**FB44: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

*Panel*

*Diplomatic Language and Conflict*

**Diplomatic Studies**

*Disc.*  
Anne Sartori (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

*Disc.*  
Anne Sartori (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Diplomatic Language and Meaningful Communication
Brenton J. Kenkel (Vanderbilt University)
Waiting it Out: How Uncertainty about Future Interests Promotes Peace
Robert Schub (Nuffield College)
The Temptations of Power and the Fairness of the Status Quo
Robert Frederic Trager (University of California, Los Angeles)
Talk Is Cheap But Helpful: How Cheap Diplomacy Helps Rising Powers Reveal Their Long Term Intentions
Michael Joseph (George Washington University)
Secret Diplomacy, The Risk of Leaks, and Reputation in International Politics
Keren Milo (Princeton University)
George Yin (Harvard University)

International Political Sociology
Sociology of Peacebuilding (1): The personnel is political
FB45: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Chair Falk Ostermann (Justus-Liebig-University Giessen)
Peacbuilding and the Celebrity-Business-Humanitarian Complex: the case of Ben Affleck's work in Congo
Lisa Ann Richey (Roskilde University)
Revolving Doors in International Security: Linked Ecologies in Peacekeeping
John E. Karlsrud (NUPI)
China’s Evolving Approach to the African Peace and Security Architecture
Ilaria Carrozza (London School of Economics and Political Science)

FB46: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Roundtable
How Do You Measure Impact?: How IR Think-Tanks Influence Discourse, Debate, and Decision-Making
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Jonathan Cristol (World Policy Institute)
Part. Donald E. Abelson (University of Western Ontario)
Part. Yaffa Fredrick (World Policy Journal)
Part. Kate Maloff (World Policy Institute)

FB47: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
The Role of Science in Global Environmental Governance
Environmental Studies
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Chair E. Carina H. Keskitalo (Umeå University)
Disc. Aarti Gupta (Wageningen University)
How should we govern and for whom should we govern in a crisis of extinction? Indigenous ontological considerations for endgames
Makere Stewart-Harawira (University of Alberta)
The politics of treaty interpretation: An interdisciplinary study of the Whaling in the Antarctic case
Mari Koyano (Hokkaido University)
Atsushi Ishii (Tohoku University)
The Use and Abuse of Indigenous Traditional Knowledge in the Arctic Council
Andrew Chater (Brescia University College)
The political authority of science in governance for sustainability: A structured comparison of scientific institutions engaged in the Sustainable Development Goals
Sandra van der Hel (Utrecht University)
Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)

FB48: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Fundamental Institutional Change and International Organization: Conceptualizing the shifts in World Order
English School
Chair Yannis Stivachtis (Virginia Tech)
Disc. Barry Buzan (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Humanitarian Intervention, Great Power Management and the Third World: The dynamics of fundamental institutional change
Tonny B. Knudsen (University of Aarhus)
China and the Emerging Norm of Climate Responsibility: Agency and Institutional Change
Sanna Kopra (University of Lapland)
The EU and Ambiguity as a Mechanism of Change in International Society
Bettina Ahrens (University of Tuebingen)
Central Asia: Copying, Diplomacy and Resurgent Authoritarianism
Filippo Costa Buranelli (University of St Andrews)
Structural versus Habitual Impediments to Change
Cornelia B. Navari (University of Buckingham)

FB49: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Rethinking Ethnic Conflict: Governance, Patterns and Trends
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair Ozum Yesiltsas (St. Norbert College)
Disc. Andrew Delatolla (London School of Economics and Political Science)
COLLECTIVE FORGETTING AND MEMORY RECOVERY: THE STORY OF ENSLAVEMENT IN THE AMERICAN NORTH
Marc Howard Ross (Bryn Mawr College)
The Patterns of Identity-Driven Conflict
Landon Edward Hancock (Kent State University)
Sleeping with the Enemy: Patterns, Trends, and Predictors of Interethnics Unions in a Deeply-Divided Society
Omar McDoon (London School of Economics)
Latvian Russians and Conflicts in Ukraine: Reactive Political Mobilization and Conflict Spillover?
Juris Pupcenoks (Marist College)
Modeling Volatility in a Civil War: Political Processes and Violent Events
Gunes Murat Tezcur (University of Central Florida)

FB50: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Emotions, the Body, and Embodiment in World Politics
International Political Sociology
Chair Lauren Wilcox (University of Cambridge)
Disc. Ty Solomon (University of Glasgow)
Emotions and identity narratives in international structuration: A cognitive linguistic model
Sanjoy Banerjee (San Francisco State University)
Dangerous geographies: counterterrorism, invisibility and the obscene
Manni I. Crone (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Opening up Bodies for Harvest: Embodiment and Global Capitalism
Florentina C. Andreescu (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)

Embodying the Politics of Research into the ‘Bodyguard’
Paul R. Higate (Bristol University)

Modernity’s Barracked Bodies: War and Postcolonial Masculinities
Francois-Xavier Plasse-Couture (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Peace Studies
Post-conflict Statebuilding: legitimacy, authority and exit

FB51: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Chair Andrew E. E. Collins (King’s College London, Department of War Studies)
Disc. Andrew E. E. Collins (King’s College London, Department of War Studies)
Rethinking international authority in statebuilding
Mateja Peter (University of St Andrews)
Post-Conflict Intervention: Where Does it Help and Where Does it Hinder?
Louis-Alexandre Berg (Georgia State University)
Naomi Levy (Santa Clara University)
Legitimacy in the Political Order of Afghanistan
Florian Weigand (London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE))
A Positive Peacebuilding Framework: Rendering the UN a Catalyst for Conflict Transformation in both Liberal and Non-Liberal Societies
Tuba Turan (Istanbul Kemerburgaz University)
The Nexus of Accountability and Legitimacy in Statebuilding: Comparative Analysis on South Korea and Japan
Bo Kyung Kim (Seoul National University)

FB52: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

National Security and Women’s Empowerment: Conceptualization, Measurement, Linkages

Human Rights
Chair Senem Ertan (Social Sciences University of Ankara)
Disc. Valentine Moghadam (Northeastern University)
GENDER VIOLENCE: HOW PATTERNS OF ABUSE DRIVE POLICY RESPONSE
Alison Brysk (University of California Santa Barbara)
Measuring “Gender Equality”
Daniel Hill (University of Georgia)
Sabrina Karim (Emory University)
The First Political Order and Its Effects on National Security and Stability
Valerie Hudson (The Bush School of Government and Public Service, Texas A&M University)
Donna L. Bowen (Brigham Young University)
Perpetua Lynne Nielsen (Brigham Young University)
Rebecca Nielsen (Yale University)
Son Preference, Sex Ratios and Security in the South Caucasus
Andrea Den Boer (University of Kent)
The Status of Women’s Political Empowerment Worldwide
Catalina Monroy (Universidad Sergio Arboleda)
Juan Pablo Vallejo (Sergio Arboleda University)

FB53: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Enemies and Rivals

International Security Studies
Chair James H. Lebovic (George Washington University)
Disc. James H. Lebovic (George Washington University)
Beyond “Enduring Rivalry”: Enemy Asymmetries in International Relations
David Sylvan (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Stephen John Majeski (University of Washington)
Explaining Changes in Hostility between Rivals: The Role of Waiting Times
Luba Levin-Banchik (University of California Davis)
From enemies to friends: Cooperation between rivals
Hyunjin Youn (Binghamton University)
 Voters and Foreign Policy: Evidence from a Conjoint Experiment in Pakistan
Niloufer Siddiqui (Yale University)

FB55: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

The effects of representations: The role of practices, technology, and artifacts in creating IR phenomena
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
International Political Sociology
Chair Emanuel Adler (University of Toronto)
Disc. Friedrich Kratochwil (European University Institute)
The Practical Life of Documents. Towards practice-theoretical text analysis
Christian Bueger (Cardiff University)
Track-Change Diplomacy: Everyday Negotiations in the European Union
Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)
Separating the technical from the political: Bureaucratisation and the making of Kosovo’s diplomatic service
Tobias Wille (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Genres of Climate Change
Cara Daggett (University of South Florida)
Visibility: Practices of Seeing and Overlooking
Anna Leander (Copenhagen Business School)

FB56: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Turkey’s Foreign Policy

Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Ioannis N. Grigoriadis (Bilkent University)
Disc. Lisel Hintz (Cornell University)
Back to Basics?: Turkish Foreign Policy after the Davutoglu Era
Binnur Ozkececi-Taner (Hamline University)
National Identity and Political Elites’ Foreign Policy Preferences in Turkey
Isik Gurleyen (Izmir University of Economics)
Dilaver Arikan Acar (Yasar University)
Turkey’s Syria Conundrum: Security Dilemmas and Limited Choices
Hasan Kosebalaban (Istanbul Sehir University)
The fall of Davutoglu doctrine and the future of Turkish foreign policy: an application of Residual-Dominant-Emergent trichotomy
Didem Buhari Gulmez (Istanbul Kemerburgaz University)
How to Explain the Surge in Turkish Foreign Aid?
Seyit Ali Avcu (Yildirim Beyazit University, Ankara, Turkey)
Conceptualising Whiteness in International Relations over the Longue Durée

Chair: Nivi Manchanda (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Disc.: Nivi Manchanda (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Neoliberal Supremacy and the Sacrifice of Dissent
Hasmet Uluborta (Trent University)

The racialized origins of modern sovereignty
Kerem Nisancioglu (SOAS, University of London)

Black Power and Agaciro: understanding R2P & self-determination through Blackness
Olivia Umurerwa Rutazibwa (University of Portsmouth)

The Black Atlantic between the wars: theorising race and whiteness
Musab Younis (University of Oxford)

Dance, Film, Aesthetics and Humor: Engaging the Humanities for Innovative Pedagogy in International Studies

Chair: Devon Simons (Aberystwyth University)
Disc.: Nick Robinson (University of Leeds)

One Man’s Freedom Fighter on Film is Another Man’s Terrorist During Classroom Discussion
Christopher R. Cook (University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown)

League of Legends or League of Nations? Cross-Cultural Commodification and Digital Nationalism in 21st Century Games
Nicolas De Zamaroczy (Jindal School of International Affairs)

The Power of Dance: Teaching International Relations through Contact Improvisation
Felix Roesch (Coventry University)

Poiesis and Praxis: Innovative Pedagogies in transforming International Relations
Ananya Sharma (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Taking Humour Seriously in IR Pedagogy
Brianna Botchwey (University of Toronto)

Troops and Conflict Initiation
Michael A. Allen (Boise State University)

The Effect of Development-Oriented Deployments on Public Opinion in Latin America
Michael E. Flynn (Kansas State University)

Examining Human Rights and Peacebuilding: Conflicting and Complementary

Chair: Chandra Sriram (University of East London)
Disc.: Roger Mac Ginty (University of Manchester)

Credible Commitment and Ratification of International Human Rights Treaty
Sinh Nguyen (Purdue University)

Revisiting the Relationship between Human Rights and Conflict Resolution: Embracing Concurrent Realities
Michelle Parlevliet (University of Amsterdam)

Peace Settlements and Human Rights – a Twenty-five year circular history
Christine Bell (School of Law, University of Edinburgh)

Human security and the “responsibility to protect:” addressing the current migration crisis
Eileen Babbitt (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)

Global Governance, Human Rights and Peacebuilding – An alternative perspective on the Universal Periodic Review Mechanism
Mie Roesdahl (University of Copenhagen and Danish Institute for Human Rights)
Religion and International Relations
Conceptual Innovations in the Study of Religion & World Politics

FB62: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Chair Delphine Alles (Université Paris Est Créteil (UPEC) - IRSEM - LIPHA)
Chair Jeremy Menchik (Boston University)
Disc. Cecelia Lynch (University of California Irvine)

The Missionary Impulse
Jeremy Menchik (Boston University)

Dialoguing Ambiguities
Delphine Alles (Université Paris Est Créteil (UPEC) - IRSEM - LIPHA)

Faith Based Diplomacy as a Tool for State Foreign Policy Goals
Mohamed Nawab Mohamed Osman (Australian National University, Nanyang Technological University)

Strategic Theologies in the Study of Religion and Politics: Theory and Practice
Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)

Faith-Based Peace Organizations and the path towards secularization (and return).
Charles Tenenbaum (Sciences Po Lille)

ScienƟĮ Study of InternaƟonal Processes
Sub-NaƟonal Violence by States and Non-State Actors

FB63: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Disc. Aysegul Aydin (University of Colorado at Boulder)

Divisive Riches: Resource Ownership and Social Conflict in Sub-Saharan Africa
Gerald Schneider (University of Konstanz)

Capable of Shame? HRO Shaming, State Capabilities, and Government Respect for Physical Integrity
K. Chad Clay (University of Georgia)
Stephen Bagwell (University of Georgia)

Spatio-Temporal Trends in Subnational Contestation
Imke Harbers (University of Amsterdam)
Jos Bartman (University of Amsterdam)

Argentinas's Dirty Warriors and the Intensity of State Terror
Adam Scharpf (University of Mannheim)

No Bridge over Troubled Water? Water Scarcity and Communal Conflict
Stefan Döring (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University)

Gender and Risk in the Global South

Global South Caucus
Women's Caucus
Global Development

FB64: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Chair Robbie Totten (American Jewish University)
Disc. Robbie Totten (American Jewish University)

Countries that Protect and Those that Fail: Explaining Rape Law
Nazli Avdan (Kansas University)

Layered Patriarchy in the "Maid Trade"
Vidyamal Samarasinghe (SIS, American University)

Contextualizing Islamic Jurisprudence-Its Role and Impact on Women in International Political Arena
Gazala Fareedi (JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY)

Embodied and embedded subjectivity in global South protests — contesting modern world politics and the discourses on sovereignty and international order
Tabatha Morgado (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro - International Relations Institute)

The Role of Norms in International Peacebuilding
Current issues in international negotiations

FB65: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Chair Julia Palmiano Federer (University of Basel, swisspeace)
Chair Jamie Pring (University of Basel / swisspeace)
Disc. Laurie Nathan (Centre for Mediation in Africa, University of Pretoria)

Spreading the norm: the diffusion of inclusivity in mediation processes
Sara Hellmüller (University of Basel, Swisspeace)

Legitimizing peace mediation – The driving force behind legal norm diffusion
Felix Würkert (Helmut Schmidt University, Hamburg / European University Viadrina)

Peacemaking “norms”: Vectors for violence?
Sophia Dawkins (Yale University)

Investing against change? The role of donors in shaping partnership practices
Pernilla Johansson (UC Irvine)

Peace Studies

FB66: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Chair Barry O'Neill (UCLA)
Disc. Allison Hodgkins (American University in Cairo)

Listening to Constituents: Constituent Driven Dynamics in International Negotiations
J. Michael Greig (University of North Texas)
Ayal Feinberg (University of North Texas)

Sustaining Women’s Gains in Peace Negotiations: Mapping Women’s Social Networks During and After the Burundian Peace Process
Miriam J. Anderson (Ryerson University)
Marc Valade (Ryerson University)

Latent Semantic Similarity and Compromise in International Crisis Negotiations
A. Burcu Bayram (University of Arkansas)

Regional Patterns of International Conflict Mediation. Comparing Middle East and Southeast Asia.
Markus Kirchschläger (German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA Hamburg))

A Logistic Analysis of the Negotiation Calculation in Civil Conflicts
Ilker Kalin (Wayne State University)

European Politics/The Politics of Europe

International Political Sociology

FB67: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Chair Cathleen Kantner (University of Stuttgart)
Disc. Chiara De Franco (University of Southern Denmark)

Foreign policy by ethnic means: European 'kin-state' activism
Petra Roter (University of Ljubljana)

Democratising security? Public participation and the making of national security doctrines in Europe
Jonas Hagmann (ETH Zürich)
Misunderstanding(s) as a condition of possibility: the European Endowment for Democracy and democracy promotion in the Southern Caucasus

Simon Tordjman (University of Toulouse / LaSSP)

Changing Conditions for European (De)Stabilisation?

Annemarie P. Rodt (Royal Danish Defence College)

European solidarity after a decade of crises? The consideration of partner perspectives and the feeling of “we-ness” in German public debate

Raphaella Hobbach (Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich)

FB68: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
International Support for Sub-State Militants  

International Security Studies

Chair  
Ideen Salehyan (University of Texas at Dallas)

Disc.  
Ideen Salehyan (University of Texas at Dallas)

Diaspora Support and Conflict Duration

Beth Elise Whitaker (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)

Isaac Setliff (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)

International Rivalries and Domestic Terrorism

Kirssa Cline Ryckman (University of Arizona)

How Do Rebel Groups Gain Support? Evidence from Survey Experiments in the U.S. and India

Megan A. Stewart (American University/University of Virginia)

DJ Flynn (Dartmouth)

Violent Non-state Group Sponsorship and the Likelihood of Interstate Conflict Between Rivals

Joshua Jackson (University of Georgia)

FB69: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Roundtable  
The Burden of Brownness: Power and Identity in South Asia  

South Asia in World Politics

Chair  
Rohan K. Kalyan (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)

Part.  
Saadia Toor (College of Staten Island)

Part.  
Sankaran Krishna (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Part.  
Himadeep R. Muppidi (Vassar )

Part.  
Kiran Pervez (American University/US Department of State)

Part.  
Satish Kolluri (Pace University)

FB70: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Peacebuilding and Politics of Nationalism  

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Responding to Internal Conflict in Russia: Back to the Future with Patrimonial Peacebuilding

Lisa Baglione (St Joseph's University)

Integration through Education? The Brčko Model in Post-war Bosnia-Herzegovina

Mary Kate Schneider (Loyola University Maryland)

Choosing peace over war: Ethnic competition, cooperation, and conflict

Agatha Hultquist (University of Maryland, College Park)

Toward Inclusive Interventions: discourse analysis of conflict-resolution practice in Nagorno-Karabakh and Syria

Philip Gamaghelyan (School of Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University)

FB71: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Roundtable  
Moving to Administration: A Practical Guide and Insider’s Tips  

Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair  
Douglas Becker (University of Southern California)

Part.  
Lui Hebron (Hult International Business School)

Part.  
Patrick James (University of Southern California)

Part.  
Christopher M. Jones (Bradley University)

FB72: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Roundtable  
India as a Leading Power: Its “Rising” Status and Complex Foreign Economic Policy  

International Political Economy  
South Asia in World Politics

Chair  
Sumit Ganguly (Indiana University)

Part.  
Surupa Gupta (University of Mary Washington)

Part.  
Aseema Sinha (Claremont McKenna College)

Part.  
Rani D. Mullen (College of William & Mary)

Part.  
Leslie Elliott Armijo (Simon Fraser University)

Part.  
John E. Echeverri-Gent (University of Virginia)

Part.  
Yeshi Choedon (Jawaharlal Nehru University )

FB73: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
What Regional Orders Can Teach the Global Order  

English School

Chair  
Mariana Kalil (University of Brasilia)

Disc.  
Jorge Mascarenhas Lasmar (PUC Minas)

Does polarity matter? Hierarchy and Authority in Inter-American Relations

Arturo Santa-Cruz (University of Guadalajara)

The Erosion of Non-Interference in the Global South: Macronationalism and Norm Contestation at the Regional Level

Brooke N. C. (Wake Forest University)

The Expansion of International Society in South America

Nicolás Terradas (Florida International University)

The Disputed Order of the Americas in the Early Twenty-First Century: Four Scenarios of Competition

Gustavo Morales (Universidad Javeriana Cali)

Accommodating Strategies: Middle Powers and the Development of the Liberal International Order

Jose Luis Rodriguez Aquino (Johns Hopkins University)

FB74: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
LGBT Politics in the Americas  

Human Rights

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus

International Political Sociology

Chair  
Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)

Disc.  
Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)

Queering the Pitch: India’s Anti-LGBT Agenda as Sovereignty Defense in the Foreign Policy Arena

Vikash Yadav (Hobart and William Smith Colleges)

Jason A. Kirk (Elon University)

The Global Barometer of Gay Rights and Explaining Regional Variations in LGBTQ Human Rights in The Americas

Susan Dicklitch-Nelson (Franklin & Marshall College)

Scottie Thompson (Franklin & Marshall College)
Only "One Love" Allowed in Jamaica: A Longitudinal Case Study of the Repression of Sexual Minorities in Jamaica
Susan Dicklitch-Nelson (Franklin & Marshall College)
Chan Tov (Franklin & Marshall College)
US Government SOGI Human Rights Advocacy Before Geneva
Cynthia Burack (Ohio State University)
Globalization, Policy Change, and LGBT Rights: Forceful Resistance to a shift in Ideas and Norms
Robert Tyler Valiquette (University of Guelph)

Panel FB75: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
International influences on the state-society relations in Ukraine

Chair   Lada V. Kochtcheeva (North Carolina State University)
Disc.   George Soroka (Harvard University)
Transparency and Responsiveness of Local Government in Ukraine
Amy Forster Rothbar (Hartwick College)
The securitisation of memory between Russia and Ukraine: genocide recognition and denial
Natasha C. Kuhrt (King’s College London)
Structure, Agency, Hegemony, and Action: Ukrainian Nationalism in East Ukraine
Zachary Steinert-Threlkeld (University of California, Los Angeles)
Jesse Driscoll (Assistant Professor, U. of California San Diego)
Security Sector Reform in Post-Communist States: Why International Actors Struggle to Change the Ukrainian Police
Cornelius Friesendorf (Goethe University Frankfurt and Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
Russia’s use of history in Ukraine: Sanctity, brotherhood and precedence
Minda Holm (NUPI)

Panel FB76: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Chinese Relations and Policy with Other Countries

Chair   Wei Shen (Lancaster University)
Disc.   Itaru Okamoto (Professor, Bunkyo Gakuin University)
‘Winter Is Not a Season, It’s an Occupation’: China’s Identity-Building in the Arctic
Ping Su (Tongji University)
Understanding China’s Role In Changing Asia’s Security Architecture
Claudia Zanardi (King’s College London - War Studies)
China and Eurasia: Evolving Policy and Regional Transformation
Zenel Garcia (Florida International University)
Tacit Interference: Chinese Foreign Policy toward Sudan, 2006-2011
Fuzuo Wu (Aalborg University)
Change in China’s Foreign Policy towards Central and Eastern Europe in the 21st Century
Cristian Clinci (Nagoya University of Commerce and Business)

Panel FB77: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Role of Domestic Institutions and Parties on Foreign Policy

Chair   Sibel Oktay (University of Illinois at Springfield)
Disc.   Dennis M. Foster (Virginia Military Institute)
The Sources of Protectionism and Their Political Influence: An Analysis Using Congressional Voting
Steven G. Livingston (MTSU)

Panel FB78: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Critical methodologies for global normative theory

International Ethics

Chair   Chris Tenove (University of Toronto)
Disc.   Melissa Williams (University of Toronto)
Feminist grounded normative theory and methodology
Brooke Ackerly (Vanderbilt University)
Recovering Identity for Cosmopolitanism: Reading Du Bois Beyond Double Consciousness
Inés Valdez (The Ohio State University)
Jeanne Morefield (Whitman College)
Of Mountaintops and Masterpieces: What Kind of Problem is Justice?
Michael E. Goodhart (University of Pittsburgh)
Title: Global Justice and Indigenous Peoples: Non-alienated Agency and Structural Dignity
Catherine Lu (McGill University)

Panel FB79: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Measuring the Changing Boundaries of the International Relations Discipline

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair   Michael J. Tierney (College of William and Mary)
Disc.   Cullen Hendrix (Korbel School, University of Denver)
Citations and Intellectual Communities in the International Relations Literature
Ryan M. Powers (University of Wisconsin, Madison)
A Field Trip in International Relations
Peter Marcus Kristensen (University of Copenhagen)
Gender and the Expression of International Relations Knowledge and Attitudes
Susan Peterson (College of William and Mary)
Mapping the International Security Subfield
Amy C. Oakes (College of William and Mary)
Susan Peterson (College of William and Mary)
Disciplinary Incentives, Tenure, and Policy-Relevant Research in International Relations
Elizabeth Martin (College of William & Mary)
Religion and International Relations

**Panel**

**FB80: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

Religion, public opinion, and state policies

**Chair** Richard Nielsen (MIT)

**Disc.** Richard Nielsen (MIT)

Accommodation of Religious Diversity in the Ex-Communist Muslim Republics

Renat Shaykhutdinov (Florida Atlantic University)

Religion and Attitudes about Multilateralism in the United States

Zeynep Taydas (Clemson University)

Laura Olson (Clemson University)

Cigdem Kentmen Cin (Izmir University of Economics)

Illuminating or still in the dark? Polls on Muslims

Sameera Khalfei (University of Portsmouth)

Communication and Religion: the agenda-setting of L'Osservatore Romano in newspaper coverage regarding conflicts in the Middle East

Lorena Barros Garibaldi (Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS))

**FB81: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

Diplomats and their practices: individual and sociological approaches

**Chair** Jeremie Cornut (Simon Fraser University)

**Disc.** Seanon Wong (Chinese University of Hong Kong)

The Meaning of Diplomacy

Dan Hart (Birmingham University)

Asaf Siniver (University of Birmingham)

Latin American Secretaries-General of International Organizations and the Diplomacy of Prestige

Dawisson Belém Lopes (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais)

Integrating Minds, Bodies, and Dispositions: Indo-chinese Diplomats Learning Through ASEAN Diplomatic Work

Deepak Nair (National University of Singapore)

The ‘mental maps’ of French diplomats: Turf wars between Neogaulists and Neocons at the Quai d’Orsay

Christian Lequesne (CERI Paris)

The Practice of International Development Volunteering in a Field of Transnational Asymmetries of Knowledge

Lucia Fuchs-Sawert (FU Berlin)

**FB82: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

Geography (still) matters: Resisting Change in International Relations

**Chair** Michael Klare (Hampshire College)

**Disc.** Jan Pospisil (University of Edinburgh)

Poverty, inequality and the localization of development aid: A disaggregated study of Sub-Saharan Africa

Henrik Urdal (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Siri Aas Rustad (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Gudrun Østby (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))

Brazil's Blue Amazon: extending sovereignty, defense and security into the South Atlantic

Nayara Cardoso (Instituto Presbiteriano Mackenzie - Mackenzie Rio)

Erica Simone Almeida Resende (IUPERI Instituto Universitário de Pesquisa do Rio de Janeiro)

The Pervasive State: Why Geopolitical Change is Discouraged and Why Maybe It Shouldn’t Be

Karolina Werner (Balsillie School of International Affairs)

Explaining why secession is difficult in well-established democracies: Theoretical lessons

Glen Duerr (Cedarville University)

Public Education Campaigns and Territorial Attachment: China’s Connections to the South China Sea

Kimberly Wilson (East Tennessee State University)

**FB83: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

Exposing the Roots of Destabilization: People & Places

**Panel**

**Chair** Craig Damien Smith (University of Toronto)

**Disc.** Kirstin J. H. Brathwaite (Michigan State University)

History and Territorial Conflict: Exploring the antecedent conditions for intractability in contemporary territorial disputes

Tova Norlen (SAIS John's Hopkins University)

Causal Factors of Protracted Refugee Situations using a Modeling and Simulation Approach

Erika Frydenlund (Old Dominion University)

The Mobility of Armed Conflict Actors: Addressing the Actor-Action Discrepancy

Andreas Foroe Tollefsen (FFI / Peace Research Institute Oslo)

**FB84: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

The Civilian Population in Counterinsurgency

**Panel**

**Chair** Michael Rubin (Columbia University)

**Disc.** Christian Gineste (University of Pittsburgh)

Rebel Territorial Control and Civilian Agency in Civil Conflict

Michael Rubin (Columbia University)

Rebelling against the Rebels: The Determinants of Militia Mobilization in Civil War

Christian Gineste (University of Pittsburgh)

Local Institutions and Counterinsurgency: Afghanistan 2009-2013

Devlin Winkelstein (Georgetown University)

Determinants of Public Legitimacy in Fragile States: Experimental Evidence from Afghanistan

Jasmine Bhatia (Oxford University)

**FB85: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

Changing Corporate Globalization for the Good: The Role of Public and Private Standards

**Panel**

**Chair** Elizabeth A. Smythe (Concordia University College of Alberta)

**Disc.** Kristen Pue (University of Toronto)

Food Standards and International Trade Agreements: Prospects for Local and Sustainable Food Systems.

Elizabeth A. Smythe (Concordia University College of Alberta)

The Paris Agreement 2015, Standards and Climate Change – Critical Indigenous Perspectives

Peter Smith (Athabasca University)
Investing in the Business of Human Rights: How Investor Activism Creates More Just Corporations
Michael R. MacLeod (St Mary’s University)

Wage and Labour Standards in the Global Garment Industry: The Case of the Toronto Catholic Schools’ anti-sweatshop policy
Sabine Dreher (York University, Glendon College)

Corporate Social Responsibility: Does it regulate Capitalism or enhance it? The Case of International Oil Companies in Tanzania
Aikande C. Kwayu (NA)

Implementing protection for internally displaced persons: The gulf between legal and physical protection
Phil Orchard (University of Queensland)

Norm implementation and the everyday politics of the global refugee regime: Lessons from the implementation of UNHCR policy on protection in urban space and age, gender and diversity mainstreaming
James Milner (Carleton University)

Sexual minority refugee law in Australia: the role of the legal system in norm implementation
Jasmine Dawson (University of Melbourne)

Driven by Crises: Contestation and Norm Development in the R2P Case
Antonio Arcudi (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

Nicole Deitelhoff (Goethe University Frankfurt /Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

Implementing protections for internally displaced persons: The gulf between legal and physical protection
Phil Orchard (University of Queensland)

Norm implementation and the everyday politics of the global refugee regime: Lessons from the implementation of UNHCR policy on protection in urban space and age, gender and diversity mainstreaming
James Milner (Carleton University)

Sexual minority refugee law in Australia: the role of the legal system in norm implementation
Jasmine Dawson (University of Melbourne)

Driven by Crises: Contestation and Norm Development in the R2P Case
Antonio Arcudi (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

Nicole Deitelhoff (Goethe University Frankfurt /Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

International Security Studies

Beyond Military Power: Reconsidering the Global Arms Trade

Chair Deborah Avant (University of Denver)
Disc. George A. Lopez (University of Notre Dame)

Boom or Bling? Symbols and Signaling in the Global Weapons Network
Jennifer Spindel (University of Minnesota)

US Arms Exports and Internal Conflict: Resolving the Supply-Restraint Dilemma
Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)

Scandal and (Non-)Change in Arms Export Policy
Kathrin Kranz (University of Notre Dame)

Votes, values and Light Armoured Vehicles: the political economy of the Canada-Saudi Arabia arms trade
Andrea Lane (Dalhousie University)

Ellen Guttermann (York University)

Global Norms on Arms Transfers
Denise Garcia (Northeastern University)

The Military and the Broadening of Security in Southeast Asia
Pascal Vennesson (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

Delphine Alles (Université Paris Est Créteil (UPEC) - IRSEM - LIPHA)

Evolving US-led Alliance Structures in East Asia
Mason Richey (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)

Foreign Policy Think Tanks in East Asia: Characteristics, Current Profile, and the Case of Collective Self-Defense
Pascal Abb (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

From armistice to peace treaty: the process of incrementally phasing in a peace treaty to end the Korean War
Hans Schattle (Yonsei University)

Rising China and the US alliances of East Asia: The role of domestic politics in alliance strength
Jeehye Kim (Harvard University)

Future of Liberal World Order

International Studies Association

Part. Amitav Acharya (American University)
Part. Sandra S. Halperin (Royal Holloway, University of London)
Part. John Ikenberry (Princeton University)
Part. John M. Owen (University of Virginia)
Part. Norrin M. Ripsman (Lehigh University)
Mod. Deborah W. Larson (University of California, Los Angeles)

Part. Amitav Acharya (American University)
Part. Sandra S. Halperin (Royal Holloway, University of London)
Part. John Ikenberry (Princeton University)
Part. John M. Owen (University of Virginia)
Part. Norrin M. Ripsman (Lehigh University)
Mod. Deborah W. Larson (University of California, Los Angeles)

Re-thinking Key Issues in Transitional Justice and Peace-building

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair David A. Mendeloff (Carleton University)
Disc. Yara Asi (University of Central Florida)

Collective Trauma: Mapping the Legacy of Torture and Organized Violence in Post-Conflict Peacebuilding
Jeremy A. Rinker (University of North Carolina, Greensboro)

Transitional Justice as a Complex System: Insights from South Africa
Alexandra Raleigh (University of California, Irvine)

The Aftermath of the Tokyo Tribunal: Politics, Justice and History in Transformation (1952-1957)

Dominik Balthasar (swisspeace)

Assessing Change in ‘Post-Conflict Peacebuilding’: A Theory-Case Example
Maryam Rokhideh (University of Notre Dame)

East Asian roads not (yet) taken: navigating the quest for regional peace and stability

International Studies Association

Korea International Studies Association

Chair Matthias Maass (Yonsei University)
Disc. Matthias Maass (Yonsei University)

The Military and the Broadening of Security in Southeast Asia
Pascal Vennesson (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

Delphine Alles (Université Paris Est Créteil (UPEC) - IRSEM - LIPHA)

Evolving US-led Alliance Structures in East Asia
Mason Richey (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)

Foreign Policy Think Tanks in East Asia: Characteristics, Current Profile, and the Case of Collective Self-Defense
Pascal Abb (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

From armistice to peace treaty: the process of incrementally phasing in a peace treaty to end the Korean War
Hans Schattle (Yonsei University)

Rising China and the US alliances of East Asia: The role of domestic politics in alliance strength
Jeehye Kim (Harvard University)
### FC05: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Just War Today: Why can’t we all just get along?  
*International Ethics*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Cian O’Driscoll (University of Glasgow)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part. Chris Brown</td>
<td>London School of Economics and Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Heather Roff</td>
<td>Arizona State University, Global Security Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. James Pattison</td>
<td>University of Manchester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. James T. Johnson</td>
<td>Rutgers University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Daniel R. Brunstetter</td>
<td>University of California Irvine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Amy E. Eckert</td>
<td>Metropolitan State University of Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Janina Dill</td>
<td>London School of Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. John Kelsay</td>
<td>Florida State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FC06: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Conceptual Changes in International Intervention: Rethinking ‘the Local’ after Twenty Five Years of Peacebuilding II (BISA sponsored panel)

*International Studies Association  
British International Studies Association*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Elisa Randazzo (University College London)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc. Catherine Baker</td>
<td>University of Hull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplification vs. Complexification of Conflict and Peace: Finding a Balance in Theory, Policy, and Practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearoid M. Millar</td>
<td>University of Aberdeen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporating the Consequences of Peacebuilders’ Practices: Insights from Liberia and Kosovo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pol Bargues Pedreny</td>
<td>Institute for Development and Peace, University of Duisburg-Essen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The politics of scale and the World-Bank managed Multi-donor Trust Fund for Aceh and Nias</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahar Hameiri</td>
<td>University of Queensland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabio Scarpello</td>
<td>Murdoch University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Local Agents of Local Ownership: Empirical Evidence from Fambul Tok in Sierra Leone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Martin</td>
<td>University of Edinburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrating the Local: Deconstructing Post-Conflict Contexts Through Individual Narratives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanie Kappler</td>
<td>Durham University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas Lemay-Hebert</td>
<td>University of Birmingham</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FC07: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
In the Beginning there was No Word (for It): Terms, Concepts, and Early Sovereignty

*Historical International Relations  
International Political Sociology  
English School  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Xavier Guillaume (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc. Iver B. Neumann</td>
<td>London School of Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Minda Holm</td>
<td>NUPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Andrew A. Latham</td>
<td>Macalester College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Julia Costa Lopez</td>
<td>University of Groningen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Benjamin De Carvalho</td>
<td>NUPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Ayşe Zarakol</td>
<td>University of Cambridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part. Jens Bartelson</td>
<td>Lund University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FC08: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Feminist interventions in international law: Legislation, localisation, and justice  
*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies  
International Law*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Joanna Tidy (University of Sheffield)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc. Jonneke Koomen</td>
<td>(Williamette University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rethinking International Criminal Tribunals through Transnational Feminist Scholarship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonneke Koomen</td>
<td>(Williamette University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engendering Justice: Women Prosecutors in International Courts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryann Gallagher</td>
<td>(University of Georgia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deepa Prakash</td>
<td>(DePauw University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing CEDAW in East Asia: Reality and Rhetoric</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liana Obradovic</td>
<td>(University of Nebraska Omaha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Local Diffusion of International Human Rights Norms - Understanding the UNA’s Cities for CEDAW Campaign</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malliga Och</td>
<td>(Idaho State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Representation and Legislation on Violence against Women: A Cross-National Study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celeste Beesley</td>
<td>(Brigham Young University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Romeri-Lewis</td>
<td>(Brigham Young University, The WomanStats Project)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FC09: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Understanding Change in Trade Environment Politics: Adapting the Debate to a Contemporary Empirical Landscape

*Environmental Studies*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc. Fariborz Zelli</td>
<td>Lund University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can Free Trade Agreements Catalyze Implementation and Effectiveness of Multilateral Environmental Agreements?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikina Jinnah</td>
<td>(UC Santa Cruz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discord or Harmony? The Global South in Trade-Environment Negotiations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tana Johnson</td>
<td>(Duke University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will TPP Undermine WTO Jurisprudence on Trade and Environment?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huaxia Lai</td>
<td>(University of Washington School of Law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Provisions in Preferential Trade Agreements and Domestic Environmental Policies: Mutually Reinforcing or Worlds Apart?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominique Bruhn</td>
<td>(German Development Institute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean-Frédéric Morin</td>
<td>(Universite Laval)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protecting Solar: Interest Shopping in Trade Politics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llewelyn Hughes</td>
<td>(Australian National University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonas Meckling</td>
<td>(University of California, Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting sustainability through markets? The diffusion of private environmental standards in China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yixian Sun</td>
<td>(Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FC10: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
The Future of Head of State Immunity

*Human Rights  
International Law*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Dave Benjamin (University of Bridgeport)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc. Dave Benjamin</td>
<td>(University of Bridgeport)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Changing Norms of Legal Accountability  
Anne Holthoefer (Saint Anselm College)

Child Soldiers and Recent Decisions in International Criminal Courts  
Jennifer Davis (National Intelligence University)

Off With Their Heads? Head of State Immunity for Human Rights Violations in a Civil Context  
Maureen Stobb (Georgia Southern University)

Don't Let the Guilty Hang: The Transnational Consequences of a Regime's Rhetoric  
Christopher Patane (University of Missouri)

Public Goods  
Political Accountability and Convergences in the Distribution of Public Goods  
Kim H. Tran (Pennsylvania State University)

The diplomacy of head of state immunity and international criminal tribunals since the end of the Cold War  
Noah S. Weisbord (Harvard Law School)

FC11: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
"How to Stop the Next War Now": IPE Outstanding Activist Scholar Award Honoring Medea Benjamin  
International Political Economy

Chair  Andrej Grubacic (California Institute of Integral Studies)
Part. J. Ann Tickner (American University)
Part. Hasmet Uluorta (Trent University)
Part. Robin Broad (American University)

FC12: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
Facing the Gaps in International Migration and Refugee Law: A Model for a New Comprehensive Mobility Treaty  
International Law

Chair  Michael W. Doyle (Columbia University)
Part. Randall Hansen (University of Toronto)
Part. Michael W. Doyle (Columbia University)
Part. Maggie Powers (Columbia University)
Part. Bridget Zino (Rutgers University - Division of Global Affairs)
Part. Rey Kosloski (University at Albany)
Part. Kiran Banerjee (University at Albany)

FC13: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Concerning Climate Change Coalitions  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Environmental Studies

Chair  Elin Lerum Boasson (Department of Political Science, University of Oslo)
Disc. Elin Lerum Boasson (Department of Political Science, University of Oslo)

The Paris Climate Agreement limits and the need of a transnational coalition for deep de-carbonization  
Eduardo Viola (University of Brasilia)

The Paris Agreement: Introducing Strong Incentives for Change in Big Emitters’ Climate Policy Trajectories?  
Guri Bang (Center for International Climate and Environmental Research - Oslo)
Steinar E. Andresen (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
Arlid Underdal (University of Oslo)

What’s next in climate disruption mitigation? How reputation and political leadership, both domestic and international, help explain outcomes in mitigation policies for climate disruption. How and why climate mitigation policies and measures are revised and changed over time as the underlying politics shift.  
David A. Deese (Boston College)

Understanding the BASICS – Cooperation among Emerging Powers in International Climate Negotiations  
Solveig Aamodt (Center for International Climate and Environmental Research - Oslo)

Influence of the Climate Action Network, regarding the Conferences of the Parties of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change from 2007 to 2015: an overall assessment through the analytical framework of Betsill and Corell.  
Vanessa Paul (Université Quisqueya)

FC14: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
Rising China and Changes in Global Order  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Dingding Chen (Jinan University, Guangzhou, China)
Chair  Zhenjiang Zhang (School of International Studies, Jinan University, Guangzhou)
Disc. Jessica C. Weiss (Cornell University)
Disc. John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)
Part. Yanzhong Huang (Seton Hall University and Council on Foreign Relations)
Part. Li Mingjiang (Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Singapore)
Part. Zhen Han (McGill University, Political Science department)
Part. Maximilian Mayer (Tongji University)

FC15: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Presidential Roundtable
Environmental Peacebuilding to Sustainable Peace  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Ashok Swain (Uppsala University)
Part. Ken Conca (American University)
Part. Geoffrey D. Dabelko (Ohio University)
Part. Karin Aggestam (Lund University)
Part. Florian Krampe (Uppsala University)
Part. Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)
Part. Carl Bruch (Environmental Law Institute)

FC16: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Anthony C. King (University of Exeter)
Part. Kelly M. Kadera (University of Iowa)
Part. Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)
Part. Timothy P. Edmunds (University of Bristol)
Part. Andrew Mark Dorman (King’s College London)
Part. Takashi Inoguchi (University of Niigata Prefecture)

FC17: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Environmental Perceptions, Change and Security  
Environmental Studies
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Political Demography and Geography

Disc. Meg Guliford (Tufts University, The Fletcher School)

Understanding the BASICs – Cooperation among Emerging Powers in International Climate Negotiations  
Solveig Aamodt (Center for International Climate and Environmental Research - Oslo)

Influence of the Climate Action Network, regarding the Conferences of the Parties of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change from 2007 to 2015: an overall assessment through the analytical framework of Betsill and Corell.  
Vanessa Paul (Université Quisqueya)

FC14: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
Rising China and Changes in Global Order  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Dingding Chen (Jinan University, Guangzhou, China)
Chair  Zhenjiang Zhang (School of International Studies, Jinan University, Guangzhou)
Disc. Jessica C. Weiss (Cornell University)
Disc. John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)
Part. Yanzhong Huang (Seton Hall University and Council on Foreign Relations)
Part. Li Mingjiang (Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Singapore)
Part. Zhen Han (McGill University, Political Science department)
Part. Maximilian Mayer (Tongji University)

FC15: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Presidential Roundtable
Environmental Peacebuilding to Sustainable Peace  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Ashok Swain (Uppsala University)
Part. Ken Conca (American University)
Part. Geoffrey D. Dabelko (Ohio University)
Part. Karin Aggestam (Lund University)
Part. Florian Krampe (Uppsala University)
Part. Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)
Part. Carl Bruch (Environmental Law Institute)

FC16: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Anthony C. King (University of Exeter)
Part. Kelly M. Kadera (University of Iowa)
Part. Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)
Part. Timothy P. Edmunds (University of Bristol)
Part. Andrew Mark Dorman (King’s College London)
Part. Takashi Inoguchi (University of Niigata Prefecture)

FC17: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Environmental Perceptions, Change and Security  
Environmental Studies
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Political Demography and Geography

Disc. Meg Guliford (Tufts University, The Fletcher School)
Seas of Turmoil: The Causal Linkages of Ethnic Conflict and Water Scarcity in Asia
Michael Trevathan (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)

The Green Revolution: Why Anti-Environmental Projects Mobilized Citizens Against Authoritarian Regimes in Vietnam and Turkey
Saif Shahin (Bowling Green State University)
Mustafa Oz (The University of Texas at Austin)
Hong Tien Vu (University of Kansas)

Examining the Influence of Environmental Disease on State Fragility: An Instrumental Variables Approach
Dlorah Jenkins (Kennesaw State University)

Framing the Climate: National Security Discourses and Apocalyptic Imagery
Emma Jacobs (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

Steven Tauber (University of South Florida)

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations

International Communication
Active Learning in International Affairs
Intelligence Studies
Global Health

Panel Chair
Leonie Maria Tanczer (Queen’s University Belfast)

Part
Thomas Rid (War Studies, King’s College London)
Amalia Campos-Delgado (Queen’s University Belfast)
Stefania Milan (The Citizen Lab, University of Toronto)

Religion and International Relations

Religion and International Governance

Chair
Julie Chernov Hwang (Goucher College)

Disc.
Cigdem Hajipouran Benam (Boston College)

Voice, Exit and Regulation of Religion

Nikola Mirilovic (University of Central Florida)

Sectarian Identity Formation and Insurgency in North Eastern Nigeria: Reflections on Boko Haram
Dauda Abubakar (University of Michigan Flint)

Is Jus ad Bellum Biased Toward Christianity?

Davis Brown (Baylor University Institute for Studies of Religion)

The ‘Global Good’: Religious humanitarians in the postcolonial world

Jonathan Agenksy (Ohio University)

Constructing an Alternate Rights Regime: Turkey, the UNHCR, and the Syrian Refugee Crisis

Matthew Goldman (Swedish Research Institute-Istanbul)

Panel Chair
Arpita Mukherjee (Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER))

Disc.
Surupa Gupta (University of Mary Washington)

Regional Integration of Services in South Asia: Understanding and Overcoming the Challenges
Rupa Chanda (Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Bangalore)

Regional Trade Agreement and Domestic Export Promotion Policy: The Case of India
Parthapratim Pal (Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Calcutta)

Panel Chair
Catherine Sanger (Yale-NUS College)

Disc.
Jeannie Grussendorf (Georgia State University)

Connecing World Politics Students to the Real World Through Service Learning

Michael Grossman (University of Mount Union)

Teaching Sustainability Across the Curriculum
Heather D. Heckel (American University)

Teaching International Law to International Relations Students: Challenges, tensions, and possibilities
Marcelo M. Valenca (Rio de Janeiro State University - UERJ)

Collaborating with Undergraduates on Internationally-Focused Research
Alexander A. Caviedes (State University of New York at Fredonia)

Importing the Research Lab Model to International Relations: Prospects for Improving Research Literacy through Mentorship and Peer-to-Peer Learning
Megan Becker (University of Southern California)

Panel Chair
Arpita Mukherjee (Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER))

Disc.
Surupa Gupta (University of Mary Washington)

Regional Integration of Services in South Asia: Understanding and Overcoming the Challenges
Rupa Chanda (Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Bangalore)

Regional Trade Agreement and Domestic Export Promotion Policy: The Case of India
Parthapratim Pal (Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Calcutta)

Panel Chair
Catherine Sanger (Yale-NUS College)

Disc.
Jeannie Grussendorf (Georgia State University)

Connecing World Politics Students to the Real World Through Service Learning

Michael Grossman (University of Mount Union)

Teaching Sustainability Across the Curriculum
Heather D. Heckel (American University)

Teaching International Law to International Relations Students: Challenges, tensions, and possibilities
Marcelo M. Valenca (Rio de Janeiro State University - UERJ)

Collaborating with Undergraduates on Internationally-Focused Research
Alexander A. Caviedes (State University of New York at Fredonia)

Importing the Research Lab Model to International Relations: Prospects for Improving Research Literacy through Mentorship and Peer-to-Peer Learning
Megan Becker (University of Southern California)
The Regional Origins of Domestic Preferences in Multilateral Trade Negotiations
Vinicius Guilherme Rodrigues Vieira (Getulio Vargas Foundation and University of Sao Paulo, Brazil)
The social Mercosur: is there anything beyond trade and investments?
Paulo Velasco (Rio de Janeiro State University (UERJ))
Development Versus Stagnation: Perspectives on the evolution of Brazil's trade policy
José Luiz Pimenta Junior (University of Sao Paulo)
Regional migration policies à la Carte: The localization process of the migration governance principle in the Residence Agreement of Mercosur
Adriana Montenegro (FLACSO-Ecuador)

FC24: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Roundtable
The role of think tanks in peacebuilding: between symbiosis and illusion
Peace Studies
Chair
Laurent Goetschel (University of Basel / swisspacece)
Part.
Hans-Joachim Giessmann (Berghof Foundation)
Part.
Kristian Berg Harpviken (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Part.
Thania Paffenholz (Graduate Institute, Geneva)
Part.
Dan Smith (SIPRI)

FC25: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Understanding Global Changes Through the Lens of Education
International Education
Active Learning in International Affairs
Chair
Karen E. Mundy (OISE University of Toronto)
Chair
Carola Weil (American University, School of Professional and Extended Studies)
Disc.
Tero Erkkilä (University of Helsinki)
Disc.
Carola Weil (American University, School of Professional and Extended Studies)
Strange bedfellows in the emerging global labour market for professionals
Eva Hartmann (Copenhagen Business School)
Power, Politics and Uneven Development in Constitutionlising Global Education Markets and Services Economies
Susan L. Robertson (University of Bristol)
Globalisation, competitive capitalism, radical education and the Arab Gulf higher education market
Sally Findlow (University of Keele)
Spreading Knowledge and Evidence: The OECD as a Knowledge Brokers and Norm Entrepreneurs in International Education Policy
Kerstin Martens (University of Bremen)
Denis Niemann (University of Bremen)
Education, War and Peace: Beyond Securitization, Counter-Insurgency, and Countering Violent Extremism
Mario Novelli (University of Sussex)

FC26: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Education and Innovation: New Actors, New Aims
Global Development
Chair
Elizabeth Thurbon (UNSW Australia)
Disc.
Ironildes Bueno da Silva (University of Brasilia/Euro-American University Center)

FC27: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
The Multiple Dimensions of Development in Latin America and the Caribbean
Global South Caucus
Global Development
International Political Economy
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Chair
Mariana Kalil (University of Brasilia)
Disc.
Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)
The Relationship Between Human Development Index (HDI) and the Percentage of Women in Parliament: Why Some Countries May Have Fewer Women in Office
Gigi Gokcek (Dominican University of California)
Hanna Rodriguez-Farrar (Dominican University of California)
Magdalena Fittpaldi (Stanford University)
Because The World is Watching? Intermestic Change in the Dominican Republic
Yvonne Captain (George Washington University / PBD)
Whose Global Civil Society? Looking through a micro-state lens
Kristina Hinds (University of the West Indies)
Regional Cooperation for Combating Transnational Illicit Networks: the case of Union of South American Nations (UNASUR)
Marcos Alan S. V. Ferreira (Federal University of Paraíba - UFPB)
Monitoring Residential Patterns, Economic Activity and Potential Threats Posed by Weather-Related Events in Two Urbanized Communities: Case Studies in Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago
Michelle Scobie (University of the West Indies)
Godfrey St. Bernard (SALISES, UWI)

FC28: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
The Giver: Approaches to Humanitarian Assistance
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
International Law
Disc.
Khalid Yaqoob (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Humanitarian Norms in Theory and Practice: Comparing UNHCR Operations in Southeast Asia
Kevin Robert McGahan (National University of Singapore)
Should humanitarian interveners promote democracy?
Stefano Recchia (University of Cambridge)
The Prohibition of Unnecessary Suffering in International Humanitarian Law: Norm Erosion, Contestation, and Permissive Effects
Elvira Rosert (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
Recognition theory in humanitarian intervention
Thomas Lindemann (Universite de Versailles Saint Quentin)
Technologies of Distance in Participatory Development Practice: The Everyday Emotional Lives of Aid Workers
Amoz Hor (National University of Singapore)

FC29: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Forging a Social Contract and Building Sustainable Peace: Comparative Findings

Peace Studies
Global Development

Chair Erin L. McCandless (New School University)
Disc. Marie-Joelle Zahar (University of Montreal)

Forging a Social Contract and Building Sustainable Peace: Comparative Findings
Erin L. McCandless (New School University)
Sierra Leone: State collapse, Civil War and the Failure of the Social Contract
David J Francis (University of Bradford)
Yemen: The Social Contract Amid Increasing Regional Intervention
Fatima Abo Al Asrar (University of Illinois at Chicago)
The Gendered Social Contract
Mary Hope Schwoebel (Nova Southeastern University)
Bosnia and Herzegovina: Fragile Peace, Weak Social Contract
Jasmin Ramovic (University of Manchester)

FC30: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Challenging Oppression
Neoliberalization and the Academy; Building Networks of Solidarity/Resistance

International Studies Association

Chair  Annick T. R. Wibben (University of San Francisco)
Disc.  Aida Arfan Hozic (University of Florida)
Disc.  Elina K. A. Penttinen (University of Helsinki)
Disc.  Nicola Pratt (University of Warwick)
Part.  Mauro J. Caraccioli (Virginia Tech)
Part.  Catherine Eschle (University of Strathclyde)
Part.  Claire Duncanson (University of Edinburgh)
Part.  Stefanie R. Fishel (University of Alabama)
Part.  Isaac A. Kamola (Trinity College)
Part.  Lucas Van Milders (University of Kent)
Part.  Vicki L. Golich (Metropolitan State University of Denver)
Part.  Sharain Sasheir Naylor (University of Hawai‘i Manoa)

FC31: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Roundtable
Time, Temporality and Capitalism: Methods of Decolonization

Global Development

Chair Kyle Killian (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)
Part. Paul Apostolidis (Whitman College)
Part. Asi Calkivik (Istanbul Technical University)
Part. Branwen Gruffydd Jones (Cardiff University)
Part. Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)
Part. Zahir Kolia (Lakehead University)

FC32: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
China’s New Institutional Initiatives: Implications for Regional Order

International Organization
International Political Economy

Chair Michael J. Tierney (College of William and Mary)
Disc. Michael J. Tierney (College of William and Mary)

Exit, Voice, and AIIB: Shifting Powers and Reaction Mechanisms of Institutional Change
Xiaoyu Pu (University of Nevada, Reno)
Clayton J. Cleveland (The College of William and Mary)
China-led Institutions in East Asia: A Dynamically Changing Region
Alice D. Ba (University of Delaware)
Can China Disrupt the Asian Security Order? The Case of the CICA
Joel Wuthnow (National Defense University)
China’s Institutional Challenges to the International Order
Kai He (Griffith University)
International institutions and authoritarian restraint: China’s rise within Asia’s new regional architecture
Scott Kastner (University of Maryland)
Margaret Pearson (University of Maryland)
Chad Rector (Marymount University)

FC33: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Theorizing global health I

Global Health

Chair Jeremy Youde (Australian National University)
Disc. Suzanne Hindmarch (University of New Brunswick)
Global health as a field: A Bourdieusian analysis
Jeremy Shiffman (American University)
Understanding sovereignty in global health
Clare Wenham (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Theorizing Global Health – Global Capitalism and Global Health
Matthew Flynn (Georgia Southern University)
Global Health and Global Capitalism
Owain D. Williams (University of Queensland)
Global Health and the Reimagining of Policy Diffusion
Joseph Harris (Boston University)

FC34: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
War, Aesthetics and Embodiment 2: Connections and Change

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
International Political Sociology
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations

Chair Akanksha Mehta (SOAS, University of London)
Disc. James Der Derian (Centre for International Security Studies, University of Sydney)
“You Gotta Think Like a Soldier, I’m Training Myself to Snatch Pistols out of Holsters”: Dystopias, Counter-Militarization, and Radical Hip-Hop Culture
Jesse Crane-Seeber (North Carolina State University)
Pieces of War: the Aesthetic Embodiments of Military Tattoos
Synne Laastad Dyvik (University of Sussex)
Aesthetics, Ethics and Embodiment in War-Related Art
Lola Frost (King’s College London)
Death Becomes Him: the Hyervisibility of Martyrdom and Invisibility of the Wounded in the Iconography of Lebanese Militarized Masculinities
Henri Myrtrzymen (International Alert)
Changing Taste, Changing Sight, Changing War: Tracing the Correspondence of Soldier-Bodies and Bodies Politic Through the Cases of American and British Soldiers KIA since 9/11
Kandida Iris Purnell (University of Aberdeen)
FC35: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Global Illegal Markets and their Governance
International Political Economy

Chair      Anja P. Jakobi (TU Braunschweig)
Disc.      Peter Andreas (Brown University)

Fertile Markets: Governing Cross-Border Reproductive Care
Eleni Tsingou (Copenhagen Business School)
The 'Other' 50 Shades: Regulating Transnational Grey Markets
H. Richard Friman (Marquette University)
The normative foundations of the transnational markets for force
Ulrich Andreas Petersohn (University of Liverpool)
The Road Not Traveled: Corruption as a Global Market for Influence
Elitza E. Katarova (University of Brunswick (Germany))

Don’t paint it all black. Explaining Variance in the governance of illegal markets
Anja P. Jakobi (TU Braunschweig)

FC36: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Power and Resistance in a Complex Globe

Chair      Peter Katzenstein (Cornell University)
Disc.      Benjamin Meiches (University of Washington-Tacoma)

Does IR Have a New Operating System? Power, Politics, and Platforms in the Age of Data Infrastructure
Nicole S. Grove (University of Hawai'i at Manoa)

Complexity and American Foreign Policy
Peter M. Haas (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

Power, Given Flow: Looking at Power from a Different Vantage Point
Renee E. Marlin-Bennett (Johns Hopkins University)

Reconceptualising Power in a Global Era: the Example of the European Union
Mary H. Kaldor (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Power as a Category of Practice in Generalized Complexity
Kavi Joseph Abraham (Johns Hopkins University)

FC37: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Contemporary Dynamics of Suspicion: Algorithms and their Effects in Counter-Terrorism

Chair      Julien Jeandesboz (Université libre de Bruxelles)
Disc.      Julien Jeandesboz (Université libre de Bruxelles)

Algorithmic Autoimmunity in the NHS: Radicalisation and the Clinic
Charlotte V. Heath-Kelly (University of Warwick)

"12 seconds to decide": Encoding suspicion at the border
Matthias Leese (ETH Zurich)

Maximum Security and Predictive Policing? The Matrix of the Future perfect and its Grids
Didier Bigo (Sciences-PO Paris, KCL War studies)

From the "chilling effect" to "suspect communities": conceptualizing the effects of security technologies
Francesco Ragazzi (Leiden University & CERI Sciences Po)

Governing others: anomaly and the algorithmic subject of security
Claudia E. Aradau (King's College London)

FC38: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Intervention and Failure: Civil Wars, Intelligence and the International Community

Historical International Relations
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
International Security Studies

Chair     Jeffrey Friedman (Dartmouth College)
Disc.     Andrea M. Lopez (Susquehanna University)

'So We Send Them Planes and Rifles': Trade Patterns in the Spanish Civil War
Julia Gray (University of Pennsylvania)
Raymond P. Hicks (Princeton University)
The Perils of Politicization: Intelligence-Policymaker Interactions before the American Intervention in Lebanon, 1958
Jeffrey G. Karam (Brandeis University)
The year of the Stalinist domino: 1947 US-French-Vietminh diplomacy, or how diplomatic representations of political identity made Vietminh a global enemy
Pablo de Orellana (King's College, London)

Out of the Wilderness: The CIA and Policy Formation after the Tet Offensive
Thomas Reinstein (Temple University)

FC39: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Committee Panel
Crossing the Boundaries of Academia: Working in or with the Policy Community

Professional Development Committee

Chair     Jordan Tama (American University)
Part.     Bruce W. Jentleson (Duke University)
Part.     Nora Bensahel (Center for a New American Security)
Part.     Rachel Miyoshi Gisselquist (United Nations University (UNU-WIDER))
Part.     Jon Rosenwasser (US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence)
Cmte.     Mlada Bukovansky (Smith College)
Ch                        

FC40: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Varieites of Global Governing: From Interactions to Collaboration

International Political Economy

Chair     Cornel Ban (Boston University, Department of International Relations)
Disc.     Wesley W. Widmaier (Griffith University)
Exit through Voice: Sovereign Debt Referenda, International Pressures and Nationalist Recall in Iceland
Oddny Helgadottir (Brown University)
Jon Gunnar Olafsson (University of Iceland)

Handmaidens of States: The National Basis for the Political Power of Global Corporations
John J. Mikler (University of Sydney)
The Incoherence of International Institutions: Regime Complexity and International Economic Surveillance
Michael H. Breen (Dublin City University)
Dermot Hodson (Birkbeck College, University of London)
Manuela Moschella (Scuola Normale Superiore and Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI))

Efficiency or Redistribution? World Bank and IMF Policy Divergence and Its Effects on Frames of Appropriate SDG Tax Reform
Mark R. Hibben (Saint Joseph's College)
Safe Passage? How Institutional Change Diffuses in Global Governance  
Matthias Kranke (University of Warwick)

FC41: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Inequality Then and Now

International Political Economy
Chair  Alex Nunn (Leeds Beckett University)  
Chair  Hiroko Inoue (University of California Riverside)  
Disc.  Robert A. Denemark (University of Delaware)

Capitalism, Crisis and Transformation of Global Hierarchies of Wealth, 1500-2008  
Sahan Savas Karatasli (Princeton University)  
Seika Kumral (Johns Hopkins University)

Trends in Inequality Among Rich and Less Developed Countries: Comparisons and Contrasts in the Nature of Class Political Power  
Harold Kerbo (Cal Poly State University)

Refugees: The Original and Ongoing Systemic Threat to Social-Spatial Fixes  
Ray Silvius (University of Winnipeg)

The production and reproduction of inequality and the omissions of superficial long-run explanations  
Alex Nunn (Leeds Beckett University)

Developmentalist Illusion Redux?: Catching-Up Development in the 1970s and Today  
Beverly Silver (Johns Hopkins University)

FC42: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Reflections on the Ancients: Inquiries into Greek Political History and Classical Political Philosophy, and Their Relevance for Today

Theory
Historical International Relations
International Ethics
English School

Chair  W. David Clinton (Baylor University)  
Disc.  Daniel G. Lang (Lynchburg College)

Thucydides and the Role of Chance in History  
Nicholas Rengger (University of St Andrews)

Aristotle’s Virtuous Method  
Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)

Nathan Dinneen (Rochester Institute of Technology)

Aristotelian Insights on the Problem of Ruling in the Society of States  
Stephen Sims (Baylor University)

A Classical Approach to the Interwar Period in Germany: Lessons for Today  
Jason Lund (Baylor University)

FC43: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Intelligence Education

Intelligence Studies
Chair  Larry A. Valero (University of Texas at El Paso)  
Disc.  Michael Landon-Murray (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs)

Teaching Structured Analytic Techniques in an Asynchronous Environment  
Mary C. Boardman (Globalyticas)

Setting-up a European education-intelligence partnership to counter intangible threats  
Elena-Daniela Baches (Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)

Designing Intelligence Higher Education Programs in the Knowledge Society. Key Case Studies from USA and UE  
Marian Sebe (National Intelligence Academy)

Historical Case Studies in Intelligence Education: Pedagogical Imperatives, Avoidable Pitfalls  
Joseph Caddell (National Intelligence University)

FC44: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Migration, Terrorism and Security

Peace Studies
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair  Aaron Wilcox (United States Military Academy)  
Disc.  Juliette Shedd (George Mason University)

Refugees, Terrorism and National Security: A Closer Look  
Graig Klein (New Jersey City University)

Managing Refugees: ‘Traditional’ authorities in Turkey and ‘dynamic’ Syrians  
Tim Jacoby (University of Manchester)

Roger Mac Ginty (University of Manchester)

Bulent Senay (uludag university)

Does Immigration Cause Terrorism? A Bayesian Analysis of Right and Left Wing Terrorism in Western Europe Using Instrumental Variables  
Richard McAlester (Columbia University)

Impact of International Labor Migration on Civil Conflict in Countries of Origin  
Govinda Bhattarai (University at Buffalo)

ISIS and the Stakes of “State” Status: An Analysis of Strategic Communications, Political Legitimacy and the Consolidation of Authority in Emergent Nations  
Amanda E. Rogers (Georgia State University)

Shawn M. Powers (Department of State)

Kareem El-Damanhoury (Georgia State University)

Nagham Elkarhili (Georgia State University)

Anthony Lemieux (Georgia State University)

FC45: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Evolving Global Strategies: Where Next for EU-China Relations in a Changing International Order?

International Organization

Chair  Scott Brown (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
Chair  Miguel Otero-Iglesias (ESSCA School of Management and Elcano Royal Institute)

Disc.  Joseph S. Nye Jr. (Harvard University)  
Part.  Wenwen Shen (Korea University)

Part.  Astrid Pepermans (Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Part.  Stephan Klose (Institute for European Studies, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB))

FC46: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Violence. the Third World and IR

Global Development

Chair  Randolph B. Persaud (American University)  
Disc.  Nivi Manchanda (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Technologies of Annihilation: killing brown-black people over the centuries

Sankaran Krishna  (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Mimetic violence in the Third World

Maria Jose Mendez  (University of Minnesota)

Complex domination: Theodore Roosevelt, the Third World, and War as Civilizational Security.

Randolph B. Persaud  (American University)

Masculinity and Political Violence; Re-construction of Islamic
Masculinities and the US Invasion of Afghanistan

Ahmad Qais Munhazim  (University of Minnesota)

'Participatory Silence'. the British Raj & Communal Violence: A Historical Analysis

Swati Parashar  (University of Gothenburg )

---

FC47: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
From Carbon Markets to Ecosystem Services: The Political Science of Market-based Mechanisms as New Modes of Global Governance

Environmental Studies

Chair  Stacy D. VanDeveer  (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Disc.  Stacy D. VanDeveer  (University of Massachusetts Boston)

Market Mechanisms as a New Mode of Global Governance: Design, Fragility, and Persistence

Kate O'Neill  (University of California Berkeley)

Reclaiming the Atmospheric Commons: Using Norms to Create Equitable Cap-and-Trade Policies

Leigh Raymond  (Purdue University)

The European Union’s Emissions Trading System: Global Model or Regional Muddle?

Wil Burns  (Forum for Climate Engineering Assessment, American University)

Do Global Environmental Market Mechanisms Lead to Durable Policy Change? Lessons from Peru, Indonesia, Brazil and Ghana

Carolina Gueiros  (Oxford University)

How Much Is Nature Worth? Interpreting the Rise of Ecosystem Services

Daniel Suarez  (UC Berkeley)

FC48: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
The Future of American Power Projection

International Security Studies

Chair  Jonathan Caverley  (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Disc.  Jonathan Caverley  (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Structure and Strategy in an Era of Contested Primacy

Evan Braden Montgomery  (Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments)

Striving for Autonomy: Internal and External Hedging in East Asia

Zack Cooper  (Princeton University)

Alexander Lanoszka  (City, University of London)

The Other Side of COIN: Insurgent Firepower and Counterinsurgency Outcomes

Mauro Gilli  (ETH Zurich)

Costantino Pischedda  (University of Miami)

Wars of Future Past: Using the First World War to Think About the 21st Century A2/AD Threat

Michael Allen Hunzeker  (George Mason University)

From Offset Strategy to Competitive Strategies: The U.S. and the A2/AD Challenge in the Western Pacific

Luis Simon  (Institute for European Studies, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

---

FC49: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Public Communication and Persuasion

International Communication

Chair  Craig Hayden  (American University)
Disc.  Craig Hayden  (American University)

Brexit, clashing arguments

George R. Boynton  (University of Iowa)

The Public and Obama’s Foreign Policy

Eytan Gilboa  (Bar-Ilan University)

F-BOMB: Discourses of Freedom in the 2003 Iraq War

Elisabeth Anker  (George Washington University)

William Lafi Youmans  (George Washington University)

Structured Change in World Political Discourse: Cascading Network Activation and the Constitution

Michael King Jablonski  (Georgia State University)

The Rise of Public Opinion in the Arab World: Knowledge Production and Changing Political Dynamics

Kiran Phull  (London School of Economics and Political Science)

---

FC50: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Empirical Approaches to Public Diplomacy I

Diplomatic Studies

Chair  Ann E. Towns  (University of Gothenburg)
Disc.  Jeremie Cornut  (Simon Fraser University)

A Genosonic Analysis of ISIL and U.S. Counter-Extremism Video Messages

Hamilton Bean  (University of Colorado at Denver)

Recent change in political economy of global sustainability governance: Economic interests, normative concerns and actors in Japan’s effort toward global sustainability

Masatoshi Yokota  (Tokyo University of Science)

Cultural representation and international projection: Brazilian cultural diplomacy (2003-2009)

Clarice C. Ferreira Menezes  (Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro)

Exploring Country Identity and Citizen Diplomacy: The Case of Cultural Mediators in Vietnam

Lindsey Bier  (University of Tennessee)

---

FC51: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Civil Society in Post-conflict Environments

Peace Studies

Who protests in post-conflict societies? Evidence from Kosovo under international administration and indigenous government.

Elton Skendaj  (University of Miami)

Pellumb Kelmendi  (Brown University)

Foreign Aid Reduction and Local Civil Society Organizations in Post-Conflict States: Withering away or deepening roots?

Christopher L. Pallas  (Kennesaw State University)

Quinn Anderson  (Kennesaw State University)

Lon Gibson  (Kennesaw State University)

Dylan Simmons  (Kennesaw State University)

Interethnic Conflict, Incendiary Rumors, and the Networks that Help or Hurt

Jennifer M. Larson  (New York University)

The role of local actors in the shaping of peace processes: The Philippines (Mindanao) as a case study

Wendy Kroeker  (University of Manitoba)
FC52: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Sociological Perspectives on Finance and Global Capital
Panel

Disc. Mark T. Nance (North Carolina State University)
Security and Finance – an instrumental relationship? The case of AML/CTF and European Lawyers
Ulrika Morth (University of Stockholm)
Karin S. Helgesson (Stockholm School of Economics)
Ola Svenonius (Stockholm University)

Logic of governing: the Epistemic and Cognitive Dimensions of Knowledge in Central Banking
Joelle Dumouchel (University of Copenhagen)

Techno-economic futures: Within or beyond capital?
Amin Samman (City University London)
Elke Schwarz (University of Leicester)

A genealogy of the financial machine
Amin Samman (City University London)

The New Spirit of Capitalism and the Challenge of the Welfare State
Jacob Didia Jensen (Independent scholar)

FC53: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Revisiting the Cold War: New Avenues for Research
Panel

Chair Evan Resnick (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies)
Disc. Keith Dickson (Joint Advanced Warfighting School)
Teaching Students about the Vietnam War: The Case for Telling the Untold History
Robert P. Hager, Jr. (Los Angeles Mission College)

Scientific Exchanges during the Cold War: Highlighting Molecular Biology Intelligence Gathering
Shelley L. Hurt (California Polytechnic State University)

Credible Signaling and the Origins of the Cold War
Brandon Yoder (National University of Singapore)

The wide and deep foundations of US re-armament: Revisiting the NSC-68 decision
Liviu Horovitz (ETH Zurich)

Historical Materialism and Security: A Critique and An Alternative
Emre Soran (Hacettepe University)

FC55: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
From Information Transfer to Relational Reflection: Useful Interventions into our Teaching
Roundtable

Chair Matthias Hofferberth (University of Texas, San Antonio)
Disc. Rosemary E. Shinko (American University)
Part. Catia Cecilia Confortini (Wellesley College)
Part. Eric M. Blanchard (SUNY Oswego)
Part. Nicole George (University of Queensland)
Part. Patrick Thaddeus Jackson (American University)

FC56: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Determinants of Success in Peace Negotiations: Insights from Turkey
Roundtable

Chair Onur Bakiner (Seattle University)
Part. Evren Balta Paker (Yildiz University)
Part. Ayse Betul Celik (Sabanci University)
Part. Vera Eccarius-Kelly (Siena College)
Part. Seniha Ayse Kadayifci-Orellana (Georgetown University)

FC57: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Diplomatic Style and International Cooperation
Panel

Chair Stacie Goddard (Wellesley College)
Disc. Michael Poznansky (University of Pittsburgh)
US Presidents as International Mediators: the Ripeness Question
Anat Niv-Solomon (City University of New York)

Institution-based Trust, Leadership Style and President Carter’s Use of the Moscow-Washington Hotline
Agnes Simon (Masaryk University)
Eszter Simon (University of Birmingham)

Cooperation in NATO Institutions since 2009: Practices in Crisis
Falk Ostermann (Justus-Liebig-University Giessen)

Constructing Cooperation: A New Approach to Confidence Building between India and Pakistan
Ryan French (CNA Strategic Studies)

Engaging home audiences in host countries: A comparative study of strategic framing efforts by the United States, Mexico and Canada
Vanessa Bravo (Elon University)
Maria DeMoya (DePaul University)

Multi-track Diplomacy and the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
Dan Hart (Birmingham University)

FC58: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Carbon Governance Arrangements and the Nation-State: The Reconfiguration of Public Authority in Developing Countries
Panel

Chair Harald Fuhr (University of Potsdam)
Disc. Michele Betsill (Colorado State University)
Critical Infrastructures as agents of change
Maria Julia Trombetta (University of Nottingham, Ningbo, China)

Transnational city networks and urban climate governance in South Africa
Thomas Hickmann (University of Potsdam)
Fee Stehle (University of Potsdam)

Forest governance as a practice of state building: The impact of REDD+ on national administrations
Chris Höhne (Technical University of Darmstadt)
Markus Lederer (Technical University Darmstadt)

The role of REDD+ in the reconfiguration of public authority:
Evidence from the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Peru
Kristina Van Dexter (George Mason University)
Ingrid Visseren-Hamakers (George Mason University, Department of Environmental Science and Policy)

Engagement or Evasion? Developmental State, Civil Society, and Hydro-electric Dams in Brazil and India
Grant Burrier (Curry College)
FC59: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Civil Disobedience and Nonviolent Resistance
Peace Studies

Chair   Molly Wallace (Portland State University)
Disc.   Randall Amster (Georgetown University)

Resistance as an ‘intervention’ research methodology
Stellan Vinthagen (Gothenburg University)
Nonviolent Resistance and Democratic Consolidation
Felix Bethke (University of Duisburg-Essen)

Creating Change through Discursive Resistance at the Preah Vihear Temple
Katrina Gaber (School of Global Studies, University of Gothenburg, Sweden)

The virtues and wages of struggle: examining the effects of armed and unarmed conflict duration
Stephen Wittels (MIT)

Exploring Informal Conflicts: Towards a Fourth Category of Organised Violence
Marie Allansson (Uppsala University)
Susanne Schaftenaar (Uppsala University)

FC60: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The Shifting Political Economy of Development Assistance: Implications for the Post-2015 Development Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals

Global Development
International Political Economy

Chair   Paul Smoke (New York University)
Part.   Derick Brinkerhoff (RTI International)
Part.   John Gershman (New York University)
Part.   Kathy Whimp (World Bank)

FC61: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Small states meet large: Strategy, diplomacy and soft power in EU External Action

International Organization

Chair   Brigid Laffan (European University Institute)
Disc.   Brigid Laffan (European University Institute)

Autonomy or Adaptation? Norwegian approach to the ENP partner countries in the east
Pernille Rieker (NUPI)

EU Presidency and Agenda Setting in EU Foreign Policy: The Case of Slovakia
Jozef Batora (Comenius University)

Coping with outsidership: Bilateral diplomacy as a side door to EU decision making
Kristin M. Haugevik (NUPI)

Small States In a Changing World of Regions: Understandings of Multipolarization in the Balkans and the Caucasus
Marko Kovacevic (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)

FC62: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Security from an International Society Perspective

English School

Chair   David W. Blagden (University of Exeter)
Disc.   Daniel R. Lake (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)

Strategy and the complexity of global security
Jamie Gaskarth (University of Birmingham)

The Organization of State Failure
Neil Englhardt (Bowling Green State University)
Is the 21st Century Concert of Powers Possible? A Test through an Agent-Based Simulation
Weizhun Mao (School of Government & Centre for Asia-Pacific Development Studies, Nanjing University)

Explaining Great Power War
Mathias Ormestad Frendem (Harvard Kennedy School)

Security and Democracy: Reconsidering Causality in the Democratic Peace
Luis Leandro Schenoni (University of Notre Dame)

FC63: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
International Politics and Political Economy of Electricity: Part II

International Political Economy

Chair   Lior Herman (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Disc.   shai kivity (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Big Energy and the Political Economy of Energy Policy in Australia: Future High Voltage Superpower or Backwater State?
Linda Hancock (Alfred Deakin Institute for Citizenship and Globalisation, and ARC Centre of Excellence for Electromaterials Science)
Natalie Ralph (Alfred Deakin Institute, and the ARC Centre of Excellence for Electromaterials Science)

Regionalism via Electricity Infrastructure
Lior Herman (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Evaluating the Security of Electricity Integration in the Mediterranean
Sharlissa Moore (Michigan State University)

Integration through interconnectivity – The case of the European Union
Alexander Scheibe (Université du Luxembourg)

The political economy of European gridline expansion and obstacles to a Europe-wide grid-net
Espen Moe (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

FC64: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
A ‘Migration Crisis’? Contest and Change in European Architectures of Control

International Political Sociology
Political Demography and Geography
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair    Maurice Stierl (University of California, Davis)
Disc.    Maurice Stierl (University of California, Davis)

Governing Syrian Refugees in Turkey: Navigating Pathways of Assistance, Citizenship Rights, and Precarious Journeys
Kim Rygiel (Wilfrid Laurier University)
Feyzi Baban (Trent University)

Governing Precarious Trajectories on Land and Sea
Simon Parker (University of York)
Charles Heller (American University Cairo)

European border security and anti-smuggling: Missing the point?
Vicki Squire (The University of Warwick)

The ‘migration crisis’ and European security assistance in Lebanon: the view from Masnaa border crossing
Simone Tholens (Cardiff University)
FC65: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Sub-state Diplomacy, Separatism, and the Transformations of Sovereignty
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair  Simon Xu-Hui Shen  (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)
Disc.  Noe Cornago  (University of the Basque Country)
Petrographs of Power: Deciphering Geopolitics in the Anthropocene
Timothy Wayne Luke  (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)
Subnational diplomacy: cooperation or separation?
Joana Setzer  (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Michele Acuto  (University College London)
Paradiplomacy: an instrument of separatism or foreign policy’s democratization? The case of Russia’s northwestern regions
Alexander Sergunin  (St. Petersburg State University)
Sub-state diplomacy and international law
Tina Kempin Reuter  (University of Alabama at Birmingham)
“Hong Kong is Not China”: New Tides of Hong Kong Identity Politics
Kin Ming Kwong  (Research Assistant, Chinese University of Hong Kong)

FC66: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Ethical International Engagement in Experiential Learning and Study Abroad: Opportunities and Challenges
Active Learning in International Affairs
International Education
Global Development
Chair  Andrea Paras  (University of Guelph)
Disc.  J. Simon Rofe  (SOAS University of London)
Planning for Success? Examining North-South Student Mobility Language, Ideas and Objectives in Canadian University Strategic Plans
Kate Grantham  (University of Ottawa)
Ethical Global Engagement: Best Practice Principles for Pedagogy and Partnerships
Eric Hartman  (Haverford College)
Changing Panoramas: Virtual Study Abroad and Experiential Learning In Critical Perspective
nanette S. Levinson  (American University)
When Difference Creates Dissonance: Understanding Intercultural Learning in Study Abroad
Lynne Mitchell  (University of Guelph)
Andrea Paras  (University of Guelph)
Building North-South Partnerships through International Experiential Learning Programs: Issues and Opportunities
Rebecca Tiessen  (University of Ottawa)

FC67: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Raced Markets
Global Development
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair  David Roediger  (University of Kansas)
Disc.  David Roediger  (University of Kansas)
On Immigration Restriction, White Supremacy and Politics in Henry Ford’s Detroit
Elizabeth Esch  (University of Kansas)
Racism and the Far-Right: From Social Democracy to Neoliberalism
Rick Saull  (Queen Mary, University of London)

FC68: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Resources and Objectives of Terrorist Organizations
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair  James A. Piazza  (The Pennsylvania State University)
Disc.  Jacob Aronson  (University of Maryland)
Forces of Darkness: Proto-states, armed conflict, and resource allocation
Christopher K. Butler  (University of New Mexico)
Scott Gates  (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) and University of Oslo)
Håvard Mokleiv Nygård  (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Siri Aas Rustad  (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Examining the causes of state sponsorship of terrorism
Brian Lai  (University of Iowa)
Stephen Nemeth  (Oklahoma State University)
Deterrence and Counterdeterrence in the Fight Against Global Terror
Scott Tyson  (University of Chicago)
Developing Risky Partnerships: How Terrorist Groups Form Relationships
Saurabh Pant  (Princeton University)
The Ends Justify the Means: Exploring the Connection Between Terrorist Tactics and Motives
Roya Talibova  (University of Michigan)
Carly Wayne  (University of Michigan)

FC69: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Critical Theories and The Affective Turn
Theory
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
International Political Sociology
Chair  Andrew A. G. Ross  (Ohio University)
Part.  Anna M. Agathangelou  (York University)
Part.  Linda T. Ahäll  (Keele University)
Part.  Himadeep R. Muppidi  (Vassar )
Part.  Laura Sjoberg  (University of Florida)
Part.  Ty Solomon  (University of Glasgow)
Part.  Brent J. Steele  (University of Utah)
Part.  Lauren Wilcox  (University of Cambridge)

FC70: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Assessing the Responsibility to Protect: Past, Present, Future
International Ethics
Human Rights
Chair  Tim Dunne  (University of Queensland)
Part.  Sara Davies  (Griffith University)
Part.  Toni Erskine  (University of New South Wales)
Part.  Luke J. Glanville  (Australian National University)
Part.  Phil Orchard  (University of Queensland)

FC71: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Conflict Processes and Understanding Change in World Politics
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair  Patrick James  (University of Southern California)
Disc.  Katherine Barbieri  (University of South Carolina)
Disc.  David Carter  (Princeton University)
Intrastate Violence and Government Investment in Social Welfare: The Case of Colombia
Therese Anders (University of Southern California)

When Do Insurgents Use Suicide Attacks?
Victor Asal (State University of New York at Albany)
Corina Simonelli (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor)

The UNSC Civil Conflict Resolutions (CCR) Dataset
Michelle Benson (University at Buffalo - State University of New York)
Colin Tucker (University at Buffalo - State University of New York)

And Now for Something Completely Different?: Territorial Claims and Identity Claims
Paul Hensel (University of North Texas)

International Political Economy

Business and the State in the Contemporary Chinese Economy

Chair Peter Sandby-Thomas (University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth)
Disc. Peter Sandby-Thomas (University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth)

Is there a Beijing Consensus in social policy? Economic Crises, Retrenchments and Expansions in Chinese Welfare State
Xiaoye She (State University of New York at Albany)

A Decisive Role for Markets? Legitimacy and Economic Rhetoric in Xi’s China
Peter Sandby-Thomas (University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth)

Economic Incentives: Role of State Business Actors in Understanding China’s Power
Xue Gong (NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY)

Protecting Business from Politics: Explaining Variation in Nationalist Protests in China
Kacie Miura (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Globalization, Good Governance, and Local Context

International Political Economy

Global Development

Chair Nita Rudra (Georgetown University)
Disc. Edward Mansfield (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc. Irfan Nooruddin (Georgetown University)

FDI and Access to Potable Water in Developing Countries. Is there a link?
Nita Rudra (Georgetown University)

The Dark Side of Cooperation: How International Organizations Spread National Corruption
Emilie Hafner-Burton (University of California San Diego)

A BIT of Regulatory Chill?
Jennifer L. Tobin (Georgetown University)

Insecurity and Distributional Conflict in South Africa
Sarah Brooks (Ohio State University)

"Global Supply Chains and Labor Rights"
Layna Mosley (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

Human Rights

Panel

 NGOs as Key Stakeholders in Human Rights Promotion

Chair Anwar Mhajne (University of Cincinnati)

Exploring the Intersection of Women’s Rights and Human Rights in Religious and Secular organizations
Maia Carter Hallward (Kennesaw State University)
Charity Butcher (Kennesaw State University)

Highlighting Human Rights: Do Human Rights Frames Affect Support for Foreign Policies?
Michelle Alendoerfer (George Washington University)

Amnesty International’s Decriminalization of Sex-Work: The Bureaucracy of Human Rights NGOs
Roni Kay Marie O’Dell (Seton Hill University)
Linda Veazeyp (Midwestern State University)

Unknown Victims: Organizational Pressures Against Monitoring Human Rights Abuse
Susan Caldwell (University of Southern California)

Institutions, Audience Costs, and the Effectiveness of Naming and Shaming
Myunghee Lee (University of Missouri, Department of Political Science)

Social Movements and the Construction of Human Rights

Human Rights

Panel

Using Article 18 as an Agenda for Change: The case of Pakistan and a Bottom Up Approach to International Human Rights
Harriet Hoffier (CIFORB, University of Birmingham)

“Divide and Rule”: Opposition Fragmentation and State Repression in Nonviolent Campaigns
Huan Zhang (University of Arizona)
The Borrowed Sword: examining clandestine repression in social movement

Ping-Kuei Chen (University of Maryland, College Park)

Toward a Theory of Populism in Global Politics

Jan Zeemann (Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel)

**FC77: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**Postcolonial encounters with gender, politics, and peace**

*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*

**Chair** Caroline Cottet (E-International Relations)

**Disc.** Denise Walsh (University of Virginia)

What color is independence? Stories of safety and decolonization in the Pacific

Ronni Alexander (Kobe University)

A Source of Hope Among Horror: The Feminist Revolution in Rojava

Ozum Yesilatas (St. Norbert College)

Discursive and material gender entanglements of posthuman peacebuilding practices

Heidi Hudson (University of the Free State)

Decolonizing Peace and Security Policies: Women’s Local Practices Overcoming International Discourses

Carrie Reiling (University of California, Irvine)

Imagining a sisterhood in Afghanistan: building feminist solidarities amidst extreme difference.

Ben Walter (University of Queensland)

**FC78: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**Performing Expertise through Numbers and Narratives: Civil Society Advocacy in World Politics**

*International Political Economy*

**Chair** Susan K. Sell (George Washington University)

**Disc.** Joel Quirk (University of the Witwatersrand)

**Disc.** Alexandra Homolar (University of Warwick)

**Disc.** Andre Broome (University of Warwick)

Narrating, Constructing and Contesting City Power: Towards a Countervailing Financial Public Sphere?

Andrew Baker (University of Sheffield)

Duncan Wigan (Copenhagen Business School)

Colouring the world: The visual representation of global benchmarks

Andre Broome (University of Warwick)

Joel Quirk (University of the Witwatersrand)

How global performance indicators changed transparency norms in world politics

Alexandra Homolar (University of Warwick)

Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index and theories of global civil society

Hannes Baumann (University of Liverpool)

**FC79: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Roundtable**

"Clausewitz on Small War" by Daase and Davis - New Avenues for Research

*International Security Studies*  
*Historical International Relations*

**Chair** Jack S. Levy (Rutgers University)

**Part.** Christopher Daase (University of Frankfurt)

**Part.** James W. Davis (University of St. Gallen)

**Part.** Jan Willem Honig (King’s College London)

**Part.** Antulio J. Echevarria II (US Army War College)

**FC80: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**The Politics of International Aid**

*International Organization*

**Chair** Susanna P. Campbell (American University)

**Disc.** Jonathan R. Strand (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)

The Politics of Consulting in Multilateral Aid Organizations

Elena V. McLean (SUNY Buffalo)

The Knowledge Market in International Aid

Jessica Anderson (George Washington University)

When Policies Leap Rather Than Diffuse: International Bureaucrats and the Transfer of the Conditional Cash Transfer Model to Turkey and Indonesia

Ozum Beleli (University of Oxford)

Essential Decisions: International Organizations’ Strategies for Delivering Aid in Fragile States

Michael Friedrich Harsch (New York University Abu Dhabi)

Sidak Yntiso (New York University)

Perverse Assistance and the Humanitarian Relief Paradox

Melissa Carlson (UC Berkeley)

**FC81: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**Nuclear Weapons and the Potential for Conflict in South Asia**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Devin Hagerty (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)

**Disc.** Devin Hagerty (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)

Condemned to Nuclear Confrontation?: Indo-Pakistani Normalization Dialogues and the Prospects for Nuclear Arms Control and Disarmament in South Asia

Mario E. Carranza (Texas A&M University-Kingsville)

Should the United States strike a deal to mainstream a nuclear Pakistan?

Gaurav Kampani (Asstnt Professor of Political Science, University of Tulsa)

The Transformative Impact of Crises on Nuclear Confidence Building or Are Nuclear Confidence Building Measures a Knee-Jerk Reaction to Crises?

Tanjvi Kulkarni (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

**FC82: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**Elections, Ethnicity and Governance: Trends and Trajectories**

*Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies*

**Chair** Hussein Banai (Indiana University)

**Disc.** Hussein Banai (Indiana University)

Identity, Institutions, and Opposition: Local Dynamics and Its Impact on Ethnic Party Support in Eastern Europe

Holley E. Hansen (Oklahoma State University)

Conflict Management and Participation in a Constrained Democracy: Insights from Rwanda

Jessica R. Piombo (Naval Postgraduate School)

Economy, National Security, and the Emergence of National Identity or the State as Democratizer

Kimberly L. Shella (NC State University)

The politics of co-option: Ethnopolitical minority organizations and authoritarian elections in the Middle East

Agatha Hultquist (University of Maryland, College Park)

Johanna K. Birnir (University of Maryland)

Evolution of Conflict: Ethnic Divides and Multiparty Elections in Post-War Bosnia-Herzegovina

Benjamin McClelland (Columbia University)
The Universality of Rights Revisited

**FC83: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**The Universality of Rights Revisited**

**Human Rights**

**International Ethics**

**Chair**  
Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)

**Disc.**  
Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)

**Normative Challenges to Human Rights: Selective Treatment of Different Rights and Rival Global Norms**

Zehra Arat (University of Connecticut)

**Human Rights of Older Persons: Barriers Toward Equal Enjoyment**

Bethany Barratt (Roosevelt University)

**Polyamory in Context: Marriage and the Human Rights of Polyamorous Persons**

Amanda M. Rosen (Webster University)

**International Court Socialization and Norm Vernacularization in Africa**

Ayodeji K. Perrin, Esq. (Northwestern University)

**The Construction of Human Rights Actorhood: Findings from the Korean General Social Survey**

Jeong-Woo Koo (Sungkyunkwan University)

---

Governance under Weak or Contested Authority

**FC84: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**International Security Studies**

**Chair**  
Romain A. A. Malejaqc (Radboud University Nijmegen)

**Disc.**  
Romain A. A. Malejaqc (Radboud University Nijmegen)

**Governance Capture? Business Power and Private Authority Revisited**

Michael J. Bloomfield (University of Bath)

**Explaining Patterns of Security Across American Indian Reservations**

Floriam Kern (University of Essex)

**Kristian Skrede Gleditsch (University of Essex)**

**Legitimacy beyond the State: The Case of Sudan People's Liberation Army**

Sweta Sen (Kent State University)

**Public Enemy Number Two: Drugs, Criminalization, and Power in the West Bank**

Anna Zelenz (University of Washington)

**From Coercion to Cooperation: Establishing Authority in Contested Territory**

Andrew Miller (MIT)

---

China and Environmental Governance I: Domestic and International Effects of Environmental Performance and Policy

**FC85: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**Environmental Studies**

**Global Development**

**Chair**  
Josh C. Gellers (University of North Florida)

**Disc.**  
Judith Shapiro (American University)

**The China Effect: The Influence of Chinese Economic Globalization on Water Practice and Policy in the Developing World**

Jessica Neafie (University of Oregon)

**The Inconvenient Truth of the Political Pollution Cycle: Theory and Evidence from Chinese Prefectures**

Shiran Shen (Stanford University)


Benjamin Cashore (Yale University)

---

Indigenous Peoples and Challenges to the Settler Colonial State in Theory and Practice

**FC86: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies**

**Human Rights**

**International Security Studies**

**Chair**  
Barry Posen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

**Honoree**  
Barry Posen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

**Part.**  
John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)

**Part.**  
Robert Art (Brandeis University)

**Part.**  
Stephen Martin Walt (Harvard University)

**Part.**  
Peter Liberman (City University of New York)

**Part.**  
Phil M. Haun (Naval War College)

---

Regional Powers and Change in World Politics

**FD01: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Distinguished Scholar Roundtable in Honor of the 2017 ISSS Distinguished Scholar: Barry Posen**

**International Security Studies**

**Chair**  
Kelly M. Greenhill (Tufts University, Harvard University)

**Honoree**  
Barry Posen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

**Part.**  
John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)

**Part.**  
Robert Art (Brandeis University)

**Part.**  
Stephen Martin Walt (Harvard University)

**Part.**  
Peter Liberman (City University of New York)

**Part.**  
Phil M. Haun (Naval War College)

---

Regional/Bilateral Security Agreements and External Threats: Securitization in Chad, Ethiopia, and Sudan

**FD02: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair**  
A. Ruy de Almeida Silva (Brazilian War College - ESG)

**Disc.**  
A. Ruy de Almeida Silva (Brazilian War College - ESG)

**Domestic crises and the demise of alternative regionalism in Latin America: The cases of ALBA and UNASUR**

Wolfgang Muno (University of Mainz)

**Alexander Brand** (Rhine-Waal University (Germany))

**Middle Powers in the Recreation of Regional Orders**

Tom Long (University of Reading)

**Regional/Bilateral Security Agreements and External Threats: Securitization in Chad, Ethiopia, and Sudan**

Marie Besancon (Portland State University / University of Khartoum)

**Sahar El Faki** (University of Khartoum)
Quantifying Competition for Regional Integration in the Post-Soviet Space
Esther Ademmer (Kiel Institute for the World Economy)

FD03: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Distinguished Scholar Roundtable for FPA Distinguished Scholar Award Recipient Marijke Breuning

Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Dursun Peksen (University of Memphis)
Honore Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)
Part. Donald A. Sylvan (Ohio State University)
Part. Kelan Lu (University of South Carolina)
Part. Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)
Part. Juliet Kaarbo (University of Edinburgh)

FD04: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Theory Section Honors the Work of William E. Connolly

Chair Jairus V. Grove (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Honore William E. Connolly (Johns Hopkins University)
Part. Waleed Hazbun (American University of Beirut)
Part. Kathy E. Ferguson (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Part. James Der Derian (Centre for International Security Studies, University of Sydney)
Part. Elisabeth Anker (George Washington University)
Part. Debbie Lisle (Queen's University of Belfast)

FD05: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Global Economic Change and Food Politics: The Implications for Governance

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Global Development
International Political Economy

Chair Virginia Ann Hauňer (University of Maryland)
Disc. Simon Nicholson (American University)
Transnational Agribusiness Mega Mergers: Implications for the Global Food System
Jennifer Clapp (University of Waterloo)
The New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition: the Deceits of a G7 Initiative in Senegal
Marie Gagné (University of Toronto)
Un-sustaining Development: Development effectiveness and the challenge of long term change
Salik Farooqi (USAID)
Beyond the WTO: Building a 21st Century Trade Agenda for Food Security
Sophia Murphy (UBC)
The Forgotten History of Food Security in the Multilateral Trading System
Matias E. Margulis (University of Stirling)

FD06: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel Sexual Change, Social Change: LGBTI experiences as a challenge to ideas of progress in world politics

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus
International Political Sociology
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair Cai Wilkinson (Deakin University)
Disc. Momin Rahman (Trent University)
Gender Trouble on the German Soccer Field: Can the Growth of Women's Soccer Challenge Hegemonic Masculinity?
Matthias Kaelberer (University of Memphis)
LGBTQ+ Teaching and Learning in International Relations: What Professors and Institutions Need to Learn
Sandra McEvoy (Wheelock College)
“Exceptional Change: Sexual Diversity, Global Queer Politics, and Alternatives to the State”
Michael J. Bosia (Saint Michael’s College)
“The Complications of Diplomats Pursuing LGBTI agendas: States of change and resistance.”
Douglas Janoff (Carleton University)
Affecting Change: Regulating Sexual Bodies
Paul Gordon Kramer (University of Auckland)

FD07: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel Empirical Change and its Relationship to Theoretical and Pedagogical Change in IR

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Active Learning in International Affairs

Disc. Seyed Saeed Mousavi (Florida International University)
Changing Pedagogies of World Politics
Jamie Frueh (Bridgewater College)
How Does Global Politics Change? A Critique of the Reliance on Evolutionary Theory in IR
J. Samuel Barkin (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)
Change, Reflexivity, and International Politics: IR as the Study of the Present
Christopher B. McIntosh (Bard College)
Re-thinking Benchmarks in IR: China, the 1970s and the Financial Crisis of 2008
Maximilian Terhalle (Reader, Winchester University)
Events and the Possibility of Non-Violent Change in IR
Ari-Elmeri Hyvönen (University of Jyväskylä)

FD08: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel Norm Dynamics Reconsidered: Turning the Spotlight on Normative Change

International Law
Human Rights
International Organization

Chair Nikolas M. Rajkovic (Tilburg University)
Disc. Zoltan Buzas (Drexel University)
Disc. Susanne Zwingel (Florida International University)
Why Norms Don’t Die: Norm Contestation, Change, and Replacement
Wayne Sandholtz (University of Southern California)
The Challenge of Norm Construction for Economic and Social Rights: The Case of the Right to Food
Michelle D. Jurkovich (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Unintended Consequences of Adjacency Claims
Miriam Bradley (Institut Barcelona d'Estudis Internacionals)

Macro or Micro Lenses? Reading the Tales of Transformation: The Case of the Norm Against Torture
Ezgi Yildiz (Harvard Kennedy School)

Thin Norms and Colonial Continuities: The Institutionalization of Pan-Africanism at the African Union
Ueli Staeger (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva)

FD09: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel Conceptualising and Contextualising 'Rape as a Weapon of War'
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Human Rights
International Law

Chair Sharain Sasheir Naylor (University of Hawai‘i Manoa)
Disc. Gunhild Hoogensen Gjørv (UiT The Arctic University of Norway)

Covenants without the sword: the failure of legal instruments against war rape
Lisa B. Sharlach (University of Alabama, Birmingham)
Northern Ireland: The Conflict-Related Sexual Violence Outlier
Aisling Ann Swaine (The George Washington University)
RAPE, GENOCIDE AND FORCED MARRIAGE IN CAMBODIA; MARITAL VOWS AND SEXUAL ASSAULT UNDER THE KHMER ROUGE
Christi Yoder (Center for Genocide Research and Education)
Arthur N. Gilbert (University of Denver)

Sexual Exploitation and Abuse by Interveners: Unpacking the impact on peacebuilding outcomes
Jasmine-Kim Westendorf (La Trobe University)
Louise Searle (Humanitarian Advisory Group)

Legitimizing Military Action through 'Rape as a Weapon' Discourse: Critical analysis of R2P
Sarka Kolmasova (Metropolitan University Prague)
Katerina Krulisova (Nottingham Trent University)

FD10: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Distinguished Scholar Religion and International Relations Roundtable Honoring Jonathan Fox
Religion and International Relations

Chair Ted Robert Gurr (University of Maryland)
Honoree Jonathan Fox (Bar-Ilan University)
Part. Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)
Part. Matthias Basedau (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Part. Ron Hassner (University of California Berkeley)
Part. Patrick James (University of Southern California)
Part. Davis Brown (Baylor University Institute for Studies of Religion)
Part. Jeffrey P. Haynes (London Metropolitan University)
Part. Dennis Hoover (Institute for Global Engagement)
Part. Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/University of Birmingham)

FD11: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Distinguished Scholar Global Development Section Distinguished Scholar Panel
Honouring Professor Arturo Escobar
Global Development

Chair Mustapha Kamal Pasha (Aberystwyth University)
Chair Matt Davies (Newcastle University)
Honoree Arturo Escobar (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Part. Cristina Rojas (Carleton University)
Part. Aram Ziai (University of Bonn)
Part. Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)
Part. Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)
Part. Heloise Weber (University of Queensland)
Part. Rob B. J. Walker (University of Victoria and PUC-Rio)

FD12: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Distinguished Scholar Roundtable - Harvey Starr
Political Demography and Geography

Chair Sara McLaughlin Mitchell (University of Iowa)
Honoree Harvey Starr (University of South Carolina)
Part. Alex Braithwaite (University of Arizona, School of Government and Public Policy)
Part. Paul Hensel (University of North Texas)
Part. Kristian Skrede Gleditsch (University of Essex)

FD13: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel Cyber-Diplomacy, Cyber-Power and Cyber-Democracy in a Changing World
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
International Security Studies

Chair Keunsoo (Kevin) Jeong (University of Pittsburgh)
Disc. Keunsoo (Kevin) Jeong (University of Pittsburgh)

Does the Growth of ICT and Mobile Telephony in Conflict Zones Increase Political Violence? A Response from Peacebuilders
Babak Bahador (University of Canterbury)

Cyber-diplomacy and change in world politics
André Filipe Barrinha (Canterbury Christ Church University and Centre for Social Studies)
Thomas Renard (Egmont, Brussels)

Stigmatizing Cyber War: Mission Impossible?
Patricia Shamai (University of Portsmouth)
Brian M. Mazanec (George Mason University)

Cyberdemocracy or Cyberanarchy: Non-Western Democracy and Changing Global Politics
Arry Bainus (Padjadjaran University)
Satriya Wibawa (Universitas Padjadjaran)
Oce Ibrahim Chairiadi (Universitas Padjadjaran)
Nugraha Pratama (Universitas Padjadjaran)

New sources of Cyber Power: Data, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
Salih Bicakci (Kadir Has University)
FD14: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Global Health Equity and Institutions
Panel
Chair
Jennifer Prah Ruger (University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine)
Disc. Jennifer Prah Ruger (University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine)
Global Mental Health advocacy and the HIV/AIDS analogy
Simon H. Rushton (University of Sheffield)
China Mills (University of Sheffield)
Governing for the Common Good
Jennifer Prah Ruger (University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine)
The Health SDG: Drifting between Global Health Security and Global Health Justice
Gorik Ooms (University of Heidelberg)
Global Health Equity and Core International Obligations
Lisa Forman (University of Toronto)

FD15: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Teaching Environmental Peacebuilding
Roundtable
Environmental Studies
Active Learning in International Affairs
Peace Studies
Chair
Florian Krampe (Uppsala University)
Part.
Carl Bruch (Environmental Law Institute)
Part.
Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)
Part.
Geoffrey D. Dabelko (Ohio University)
Part.
Ashok Swain (Uppsala University)
Part.
Larry A. Swatuk (University of Waterloo)
Part.
Marc A. Levy (Columbia University)

FD16: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Explaining the Transformation of African Peace and Security Landscape
Panel
International Security Studies
Chair
Thomas Kwasi Tieku (King’s, University of Western Ontario)
Disc. Cyril Obi (Social Science Research Council)
Changing the Peace-building Landscape from the Outside
Amanda Coffie (University of Ghana, Legon)
The role of United Nations Economic Commission for Africa in the proliferations and transformation of regional organizations in Africa
Densua Mumford (University of Oxford)
When the States in Africa United: Gaddafi’s gambit and the formation of the African Union
Joel Ng (University of Oxford)
Understanding Conflicts and Peace-building Practices in the Context of Multiple Actors
Fekadu Adugna Tufa (Addis Ababa University)
UN Security Council-Regional Organization Relations: Did ECOWAS intervention in Liberia and Sierra Leone introduce a new Paradigm in International Law?
Richard Alemdjrodo (University of Lomé)

FD17: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The President and National Security Leadership: The Obama Legacy
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair
M. Leann Brown (University of Florida)
Disc. Richard S. Conley (University of Florida)
Counter-Terrorism Strategy Shifts from Bush to Obama.
Karen Ann Feste (University of Denver)
Attack of the Drones: Due Process and the Constitutionality of Drone Strikes
Dave Bridge (Baylor University)
Obama, Iran, and Unilateral Diplomacy: Treaties, Executive Agreements, and Political Commitments
Jeffrey Peake (Clemson University)
U.S.-Russia Relations during the Obama Era: From “Reset” to a New Cold War
M. Leann Brown (University of Florida)
The Clash of Civilizations and the Clash of Candidates: The 2016 Election
Richard S. Conley (University of Florida)

FD18: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Changing Nuclear Imaginary in Regulatory and Military Practice
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair
Allison Macfarlane (George Washington University)
Disc. Kathleen M. Vogel (North Carolina State University)
Disembodying the Power of Nuclear Weapons: Experts and the Materiality and Governance of Nuclear Technologies
Matthias Englert (Institute of Applied Eology)
Anne Harrington (Cardiff University)
The banality of disaster: nuclear emergency response as normalizing practice
Sonja Schmid (Virginia Tech)
“4000 Deaths”: Recontextualizing Chernobyl’s Mortality
John Downer (University of Bristol)
War Without an Ending: The Truncated Narratives of Nuclear War
Lynn Eden (Stanford University)
Reimagining the Future during the Thermonuclear Revolution
Rens van Munster (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Casper Sylvest (University of Southern Denmark)

FD19: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Mentoring Women in International Political Economy and Honoring SWIRE Award Recipient 2017 Prof. Vivien Schmidt
Roundtable
International Political Economy
Chair
Silke Trommer (University of Manchester)
Part.
Vivien Schmidt (Boston University)
Part. Oddny Helgadottir (Brown University)
Part. Alexandra Hennessy (Seton Hall University)
Part. Timothy M. Shaw (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Part. Rorden Wilkinson (University of Sussex)
FD20: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Cooperating
New Perspectives on Central & Eastern Europe’s Role in the Migration Crisis: Responses and Reactions from States, People, Civil Society and the EU

International Studies Association
Central and East European International Studies Association

Chair: Benjamin Tallis (Institute of International Relations, Prague)
Part: Yxmena Kurowska (Central European University)
Part: Polly Pallister-Wilkins (University of Amsterdam)
Part: Merje Kuus (University of British Columbia)
Part: Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen (Raoul Wallenberg Institute for Human Rights, Lund)
Part: Petra Roter (University of Ljubljana)

FD21: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel
Conflict-Related Sexual Violences: Understanding What, When and Why

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair: Paul C. Kirby (University of Sussex)
Disc: Henri Myrttinen (International Alert)
Sexual violence and torture: gendered slippages, gendered stigma
Chris Dolan (Refugee Law Project)
Maria Stern (University of Gothenburg)
"I Felt Useless and Not Man Enough" - Unpacking Processes of 'Emasculation' within the Context of Sexual Violence Against Men
Philipp Schulz (Transitional Justice Institute, Ulster University)
Towards a trauma-informed response to male survivors of conflict-related sexual violence
Onen David Ongwech (Refugee Law Project)
De-sexing sexual violence: survivor stories
Chris Dolan (Refugee Law Project)
Maria Eriksson Baaz (Gothenburg University & Nordic Africa Institute)
Maria Stern (University of Gothenburg)

FD22: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Presidential Roundtable
Nick Bostrom's Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, Strategies

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Allan Dafao (Yale University)
Disc: Nick Bostrom (Oxford University, Future of Humanity Institute)
Part: Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)
Part: Emily Goldman (Department of Defense)
Part: Heather Roff (Arizona State University, Global Security Initiative)
Part: Jacob Shapiro (Princeton University)
Part: Phil Torres (Institute for Ethics and Emerging Technologies)

FD23: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel
Stories of/In Flux: Representations of Temporality in Narrative in Global Politics

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Jessica L. Peet (University of Southern California)
Jessica L. Peet (University of Southern California)

International Relations as Civilizational Narrative
Mauro J. Caraccioli (Virginia Tech)
When Bodies Bear Witness: An Autoethnographic Exploration of Territoriality, Temporality, and Embodiment
Sarah Naumes (York University)
Dean Caivano (York University)
Interrogating temporal Political Violence, Terrorism, Protest, Security in Practice, and the Rise of ISIS
Jonathon Patrick Whooley (San Francisco State University)

FD24: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel
Institutional Complexity in Global Environmental Governance II: Case Studies of Institutional Interplay, Transnational Initiatives and New IGOs

Environmental Studies

Chair: Michele Betsill (Colorado State University)
Disc: Benjamin Faude (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
The Prospects and Limits of Private Sustainability Certification Schemes in Japan
Isao Sakaguchi (Gakushuin University)
Yoshiko Naiki (Osaka School of International Public Policy, Osaka University)
The Interplay between the Ozone and Climate Regimes: How to Deal with Fluorinated Gases?
Izumi Kubota (National Institute for Environmental Studies)
Iterative Non-State Governance: Consumer Boycott Campaigns and Corporate Involvement in Global Public Policy Networks
Kristen Pue (University of Toronto)
The Ecosystem Approach to Management within European Marine Environmental Governance: Policies and Institutional Interplay in the Baltic Sea Region
Kristine Kern (IRIS & University of Potsdam)
Situating the Global South in Transnational Climate Governance
Brianna Botchwey (University of Toronto)

FD25: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel
Regional Powers Revisited

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Detlef Nolte (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Disc: Sandra Destradi (Helmut Schmidt University and GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Regional Powers Revisited
Detlef Nolte (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Conceptualizing the Contestation to Regional Power in South Asia
Hannes Ebert (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
The decline of Brazilian leadership in South America
Miriam Gomes Saraiva (The Rio de Janeiro State University)
South Africa: (still) a regional power?
Karen Smith (University of Cape Town)
Regional Leadership by the BRICS and MIKTA countries compared
Andrew F. Cooper (University of Waterloo)

FD26: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Cooperating
Authoritarian regimes and foreign policy

International Studies Association
International Political Science Association

Chair: Marianne Knue (University of Hildesheim)
Chair: Sebastian Harnisch (Heidelberg University)
Disc: Sebastian Harnisch (Heidelberg University)
The determinants of alignment: Verbal and material collaboration between authoritarian regimes
Christian von Soest (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Campaign Rhetoric and Chinese Reactions to New Leaders
Jessica C. Weiss (Cornell University)
Kacie Miura (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Monarchies and Conflict De-escalation – The Buraimi Oasis territorial dispute
Anna Sunik (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
In Defense of Embattled Autocrats: How ‘Hidden Vetoes’ in the UN Security Council Affect Authoritarian Survival
Jakob Tolstrup (Aarhus University)
Authoritarian Gravity Centres: Exploiting Regional Organizations as Transmission Belts and Learning Rooms
Marianne Kneuer (University of Hildesheim)
Thomas Demmelhuber (University of Hildesheim)
Natalia Afanasieva (University of Hildesheim)
Raphael Peresson (University of Hildesheim)
Tobias Zumbrägel (University of Erlangen-Nürnberg)

FD27: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Complexities of Peace and War: Assessing The “Complexity Turn” in Global Security Governance
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair Louise Wiuff Moe (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Chair Markus-Michael Müller (Freie Universität Berlin)
Disc. Jana Hönke (University of Groningen)
Wipeout at the Edge of Chaos: Past Misappropriations and the Future of Nonlinear Science in Security Studies
Sean Lawson (University of Utah)
The Implications of Complexity for UN Peace Operations and Counter-Terrorism: The Case of The UN Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali
Charles T. Hunt (RMIT University)
Achieving Gender Perspective in Peace & Security Operations: The View through a Complexity Lens
Bryn Hughes (University of Queensland)
Governing “Wicked Problems”? Global Security Governance through the Lens of Complexity Theory
Markus-Michael Müller (Freie Universität Berlin)
Complexity Theory and the Global Division of Labor in Post-9/11 Security Governance
Louise Wiuff Moe (Danish Institute for International Studies)

FD28: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Everyday Identities and Sensitive Subjects: Methodological Challenges and Lessons from the Field
Ethnicity, Nationalism, Migration Studies
Religion and International Relations
International Political Sociology
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair Ana Bracic (University of Oklahoma)
Disc. Ana Bracic (University of Oklahoma)
“Missing” Indigenous and Temporary Migrant Communities and the Politics of “Rightful Presence” in a Settler-Colonial City
Delacey Tedesco (University of British Columbia)
Direct vs. indirect: Methods of everyday nationalism in political science
Ellie Knott (London School of Economics)

FD29: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
International Political Economy
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair Robert O. Keohane (Princeton University)
Honore Helen Milner (Princeton University)
Part. Edward Mansfield (University of Pennsylvania)
Part. Barbara Walter (University of California San Diego)
Part. Nita Rudra (Georgetown University)
Part. Megumi Naoi (University of California, San Diego)
Part. Benjamin J. Cohen (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Part. Peter Gourevitch (University of California San Diego)

FD30: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Bridging Area Studies and International Relations: Distinguished Scholar Panel in Honor of Roger E. Kanet
Post Communist Systems
Chair Charles E. Ziegler (University of Louisville)
Honore Roger Edward Kanet (University of Miami)
Part. Vidya Nadkarni (University of San Diego)
Part. Rajan Menon (City College of New York/City University of New York)
Part. Edward Kolodziej (University of Illinois)
Part. Sumit Ganguly (Indiana University)
Part. Florentina C. Andreescu (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)

FD31: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
What’s Left of the ‘Linguistic Turn’? IR and the Ends of Theory
Historical International Relations
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
International Communication
International Political Sociology
Theory
Chair Gunther Hellmann (Goethe University Frankfurt/Germany)
Part. Charlotte Epstein (University of Sydney)
Part. Friedrich Kratochwil (European University Institute)
Part. Veronique Pin-Fat (The University of Manchester)
Part. Benjamin Herborth (University of Groningen)

FD32: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Power of Framing and Discourse: the Anthropocene and Images of the Future
Environmental Studies
Theory
Chair Rasmus A. Karlsson (Umeå University, Sweden)
The Environmental Risks of Incomplete Globalisation
Rasmus A. Karlsson (Umeå University, Sweden)
Imagination as Transformational Capacity – Future-making between mind and society

Manjana Milkoreit (Arizona State University)
The Earth as Anthropos: The Metaphysics of the Anthropocene
Scott Hamilton (London School of Economics)
The Concept of the Anthropocene in Contemporary Climate Politics
Reed Kurtz (The Ohio State University)
Climate Futures and The Ethic of Possibility: Theorizing shared images of the futures
Jonathan Hui (University of Hawaii & The East-West Center)

FD33: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Theorizing global health II

Global Health

Chair Alison Howell (Rutgers University, Newark)
Disc. Jeremy Youde (Australian National University)
WHO Answers to Whom?: The World Health Organization’s Multi-Stakeholder Problem & Its Implications for IR Theory
Mara Pillinger (George Washington University)
HIV/AIDS policy in South Africa: theorizing the role of the state in global health policy processes
Catherine van de Ruit (Ursinus College)
How Ideas Spread: Choosing Rights in African HIV Advocacy
Kristi Heather Kenyon (University of Winnipeg)
The Intervener’s Kiss: The Competitive Valuation of Humanitarian and Recipient Lives when Hospitals, Doctors, and Patients are Targets
Emily K. M. Scott (University of Toronto and Visiting Scholar George Washington University)
Brazil’s war against zika
Deborah Barros Leal Farias (The University of British Columbia)
Conspiracy Theories and the Zika Epidemic
Shawn Smallman (Portland State University)

FD34: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Micro-Sociological Approaches to Diplomacy

International Political Sociology

Chair Marcus Holmes (The College of William and Mary)
Chair Isabel Bramsen (PhD Student, CRIC - Centre for Conflict Resolution, University of Copenhagen, Denmark)
Disc. Andrew A. G. Ross (Ohio University)
The Promise of Micro-Sociology for Diplomatic Studies
Marcus Holmes (The College of William and Mary)
Mapping the Repertoire of Emotions and their Functions in Diplomatic Negotiations
Seanon Wong (Chinese University of Hong Kong)
Rethinking Root Causes, Triggers and Violence: A Collensian Take on Taken-for-granted Concepts in Conflict Studies
Isabel Bramsen (PhD Student, CRIC - Centre for Conflict Resolution, University of Copenhagen, Denmark)
David J. Traven (California State University, Fullerton)
Social and Symbolic Struggles between Career and Non-Career Practitioners in American Diplomacy
Kathleen Angers (University of Montreal)

FD35: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Coup-Proofing: Strategies and Effects

International Security Studies

Chair Holger Albrecht (University of Alabama)
Disc. Holger Albrecht (University of Alabama)
External Dominance, Internal Division? Institutional Coup-Proofing in U.S. Client States
Jonathan N. Brown (Sam Houston State University)
Anthony Marcum (University of Michigan)
Why No Military Coup in Pyongyang? An Institutional Account
Jongseok Woo (University of South Florida)
Military Privatization and Coup-proofing in Sub-Saharan Africa, 1990 - 2010
Megan Becker (University of Southern California)
Coup-Proofing and Security Force Defections during Violent and Non-Violent Protests
Myunghae Lee (University of Missouri, Department of Political Science)
Emir Yazici (University of Missouri)

FD36: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
What does “global environmental politics” look like from the Global South? Part II

Global Development

Chair Josh C. Gellers (University of North Florida)
Disc. Josh C. Gellers (University of North Florida)
Transnational Climate Change Governance and the Global South
Sander Chan (German Development Institute/Deutches Institut für Entwicklungspolitik (DIE))
Harro van Asselt (Stockholm Environment Institute)
How Can Environmental Activism Emerge under Authoritarianism? Cases from Developing Asia
Pichamon Yeophantong (University of New South Wales)
A Comparative Analysis of Biodiversity Regulation: The Case of the Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFPs) in Megadiverse Countries
João Paulo Veiga (University of São Paulo)
Murilo Alves Zacareli (University of São Paulo)
A case of global environmental politic: Brazil, China and India and the United Nations Watercourses Convention
Matilde de Souza (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)

FD37: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Multifaceted Realism: Critical Engagements in Realist IR Theory

Theory

Chair Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Disc. Michelle Murray (Bard College)
Walzing Around the Philosophy of Science
Brian C. Schmidt (Carleton University)
Colin Wight (University of Sydney)
Realism as Christian Existentialism
Vassilios Paipais (University of St Andrews)
Cultural Ideas and Geopolitical Miscalculation in the Iraq War: A Neoclassical Realist Analysis
Toby Lee Lauterbach (Purdue University)
A critical engagement with non-rationalist IR: on the role of ideology, and reclaiming realism
Minda Holm (NUPI)
The Impossibility of a General Theory of Systems Change: Realist Skepticism from Thucydides to Hegel and Robert Gilpin
Robert Wylie (University of Notre Dame)

FD38: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
Petro-States: 4th Annual Fred Friendly Seminar in International Affairs & Foreign Policy
Environmental Studies
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair  Elizabeth Chalecki (University of Nebraska - Omaha)
Part.  Regina Axlerod (Adelphi University)
Part.  Wil Burns (Forum for Climate Engineering Assessment, American University)
Part.  Pamela Chasek (Manhattan College)
Part.  Elisabeth Graffy (Arizona State University)
Part.  Jennifer Scibba (Rhodes College)
Part.  Shana M. Starobin (University of Pennsylvania Law School)
Part.  Christopher Tunnard (The Fletcher School)
Part.  Stacy D. VanDeveer (University of Massachusetts Boston)

FD39: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
On the Historicity of War
Historical International Relations
Theory
International Political Sociology
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair  Astrid Nordin (Lancaster University)
Part.  Andreas Behnke (University of Reading)
Part.  Dan Oberg (Swedish Defence University)
Part.  Alexander D. Barder (Florida International University)
Part.  Swati Parashar (University of Gothenburg)
Part.  Victoria M Basham (Cardiff University)

FD40: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
New Trends in Constructivist Approaches
Theory
International Political Sociology
Chair  Ludvig Norman (Uppsala University)
Disc.  Ludvig Norman (Uppsala University)
Constructivism, Cognitive Duality, and Terrorism
Hannes Peltonen (University of Tampere)
Uncertainty, the Emotion Turn, and Constructivist International Relations: From the Harmony of Socialization to the Processes of Entrainment
Eric A. Van Rythoven (Carleton University)
Constructing Truths within the Instability of Meaning: Constructivism Engages Decolonial Voices
Marcos Sebastian Scauso (University of California, Irvine.)
Grounding Social Processes: Rules, Norms, and Decisions
Horia Michael Dijmarescu (Northwestern University)
Navigating the Fault Lines Between Critical Constructivism and Post-structuralism in IR: Dialogues between Ludwig Wittgenstein and Jacques Derrida for an ethically and politically committed knowledge about IR practices
Lucas Perez Florentino (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)

FD41: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
New Perspectives on State, Society, and Violence in South Asia
South Asia in World Politics
International Security Studies
Chair  Dipali Mukhopadhyay (Columbia University)
Disc.  Ahsan I. Butt (George Mason University)
MQM and Political Violence
Asfandyar Mir (University of Chicago)
Reimagined Communities and Genocidal Violence in South Asia
Yelena Biberman (Skidmore College)
Rethinking Baloch Secularism: What the Data Say
C. Christine Fair (Georgetown University)
Ideological Roots of Mobilization in India: the Effect of Praxis on Civilian Participation in the Telangana Peasant Movement
Devin Finn (Universidad de Los Andes)
How Secularist Parties Shape Militant Violence in Pakistan
Gareth Nellis (University of California, Berkeley)
Niloufer Siddiqui (Yale University)

FD42: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Foreign Policy of South American Countries
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair  Humberto Hinestrosa (Brunel University)
Disc.  Amy Below (Oregon State University)
Plan Colombia: 15 Years After: A Critical Evaluation
Catalina Monroy (Universidad Sergio Arboleda)
Fabio Sánchez (Universidad Sergio Arboleda)
Political Regime and Foreign Policy. Peru, rupture and continuity.
Oscar Vidarte (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú)
Rethinking Foreign Policy: Challenges, Alternatives, and Prospects for International Insertion of Uruguay
Isabel Clemente (Universidad de la República)
PetroCaribe Under Chavez and Maduro
Caroline McCulloch (Florida International University)
The China’s importance in the foreign policy of Colombia and Peru: A comparative perspective
Javier Ernesto Ramírez Bullón (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú)
Lizeth Vanessa Ayala Castiblanco (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú)

FD43: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Alternatives to Sanctions
International Organization
Chair  Matthew Bishop (University of Sheffield)
Disc.  Vanessa A. LeŇer (Middle Tennessee State University)
Naming without Shaming: The 1540 Committee and Monitoring National Measures to Combat the Proliferation of WMD
Richard Cupitt (U.S. Department of State)
Why Heed? Explaining the Authority of Peer Reviews among States
Valentina Carraro (Maastricht University)
Thomas Conzelmann (Maastricht University)
Hortense Jongen (Maastricht University)
Martina Kühner (Maastricht University)
Self-Legitimation through Inclusive Procedures? Evidence from International Organizations’ Food Security Projects
Leon Schettler (University of Potsdam)
Andrea Liese (University of Potsdam)
Angela Heucher (University of Potsdam)
FD44: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

The Instrumental Uses of Norms in World Politics

Panel

**Chair**  Jason R. Weidner (Universidad de Monterrey)

**Disc.**  Nicolas Jabko (Johns Hopkins University)

The Instrumental Uses of Norms in World Politics

**Jennifer Dixon** (Villanova University)

**Jennifer L. Erickson** (Boston College)

European Poles and Polish Patriots: Movement/Countermovement

**Phillip M. Ayoub** (Drexel University)

**Agnès Chetaille** (IRIS/EHESS, Paris)

Naming, Shaming, and the Laws of War: When the ICRC Violates Discretion and Goes Public

**Brooke C. Greene** (Columbia University)

**Tanisha Fazal** (University of Notre Dame)

**Minju Kwon** (University of Notre Dame)

Motivation Broadening and Norm Emergence: States’ International Motivations for Establishing a TRC

**Michal Ben-Josef Hirsch** (Suffolk University)

Advancing Global Health Agendas: Instrumental and Principled Arguments

**Hans Peter Schmitz** (University of San Diego)

FD45: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Great Powers and Power Shift in the 21st century

Panel

**Chair**  Kumiko Haba (Aoyama Gakuin University, Harvard University)

**Disc.**  J. Ann Tickner (American University)

Japanese role and position in the new Transitional world

**Akhiko Tanaka** (Institute Oriental Culture, U Tokyo)

Does the USA stays in the Unilateral Leader in this century?

**Joseph S. Nye Jr.** (Harvard University)

**Fraser Cameron** (eu-asia centre)

EU Challenge to the Changing New World Order

**Fraser Cameron** (eu-asia centre)

**Joseph S. Nye Jr.** (Harvard University)

**Quansheng Zhao** (American University)

**Kuunnavakkam Kesavan** (Wilson Center)

**Akhiko Tanaka** (Institute Oriental Culture, U Tokyo)

Power Transition in Asia and the Middle Powers

**Kuunnavakkam Kesavan** (Wilson Center)

FD46: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Distinguished Scholars Panel: James Turner Johnson

**International Ethics**

**Chair**  Cian O'Driscoll (University of Glasgow)

**Honoree**  James T. Johnson (Rutgers University)

**Part.**  Valerie Morkevicius (Colgate University)

**Part.**  Rosemary Kellison (University of West Georgia)

**Part.**  Eric Patterson (Georgetown Univ.)

**Part.**  Chris Brown (London School of Economics and Political Science)

**Part.**  John Kelsay (Florida State University)

**Part.**  Nicholas Rengger (University of St Andrews)

**Part.**  Eric A. Heinz (University of Oklahoma)

**Part.**  William Bain (National University of Singapore)

**Part.**  Joseph Capizzi (Catholic University of America)

FD47: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

The Limits of Reason: Social Sciences and Intelligence Performance

**International Ethics**

**Chair**  Mark Phythian (University of Leicester)

**Disc.**  Mark Phythian (University of Leicester)

**Social Science Research and Intelligence**

**Cathryn Thurston** (National Intelligence University)

Complex Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield: An Effort to Operationalize the Integration of Political Theory to Improve Analysis Across the Intelligence Enterprise

**Piotr Zagorowski** (US Army)

**Thomas Pike** (US Army)

Redefining the Intelligence Skill Set through the Prism of an Output-Based Model

**Aleksandra Maria Bielska** (i-intelligence GMBH)

The Limits of Reason: Effects of Secret versus Open-Source Information on Intelligence Professionals’ Cognition and Reasoning

**Tore Pedersen** (Norwegian Defence Intelligence School)

**Pia Jansen** (Norwegian Defence Intelligence School)

Intelligence and Epistemology - Some philosophical problems to be solved

**Giangiuseppe Pili** (Vita-Salute San Raffaele University, Milan (Italy))

FD48: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Conflict Strategies and Outcomes

**Scientific Study of International Processes**

**Chair**  Carla Martinez Machain (Kansas State University)

**Disc.**  Carla Martinez Machain (Kansas State University)

**Air Power and War Outcomes**

**Stephen Quackenbush** (University of Missouri)

**Thomas Guarrieri** (University of Missouri)

**Naval Power, Dispute Issues, and International Conflict**

**Brian B. Crisher** (University of West Florida)

**Information, Resources, and Collective Targeting during Civil War**

**Jacob Aronson** (University of Maryland)

**Lisa Hultman** (Uppsala University)

**Paul Huth** (University of Maryland)

**Civilian Targeting and Conflict Resolution in the Militarized Interstate Dispute (MID) dataset, 1946-2001**

**Erin Little** (University of Alabama)
The Issues Approach and Wartime Dynamics
Douglas Atkinson (University of Georgia)

FD49: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Mapping Global Insecurities: Transnational Violent Non-State Actors (VNSAs) and Black Spots in South America: conceptual and political challenges.

Chair  Margaret G. Hermann (Syracuse University)
Disc.  Rafael A. Villa (University of Sao Paulo)
The presence of Violent Non-State Actors (VNSAs) in the border area between Colombia and Venezuela: violence explosions and their export of insecurity.

Marilia C. Souza (University of State of Sao Paulo- UNESP Researcher at IIEI-UNESP and NUPRI-USP)
Pacification and (In)security in the government of the favelas of Rio de Janeiro.

Thiago Rodrigues (Universidade Federal Fluminense)
Organized Crime ‘Made in Brazil’: the Primeiro Comando da Capital (PCC) as a Transnational Violent Non-State Actor.

Marcos Alan S. V. Ferreira (Federal University of Paraiba - UFPB)
Preparing the terrain: pacification and post-conflict peacebuilding in Colombia’s conflict resolution agenda.

Rafael A. Villa (University of Sao Paulo)
Camila Braga (Universidade de Sao Paulo)
Social action under fire? An analysis of the interaction between social movement groups and violent non-state actors (VNSAs) in Colombia.

Egoitz Gago Anton (Universidade Jorge Tadeo Lozano)
Jerónimo Rios (EAN)

FD50: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Empirical Approaches to Public Diplomacy II

Diplomatic Studies

Chair  Lenore G. Martin (Harvard University)
Disc.  Fred Chernoff (Colgate University)
Willing Interpreters & Receivers: American JET Program Alumni & the U.S.-Japan Relationship

Emily T. Metzgar (Indiana University)

Mehmet Akif Kumral (Gaziosmanpaşa University)
The ‘Global Conversation’ of UN: An Example of the Change of Diplomacy

Begum Kurtulus (İstanbul University)
International Student Mobility and Public Diplomacy: The Case of US-Egyptian Relations

James Ketterer (Bard College)
Public diplomacy and the achievement of economic foreign policy goals: How American agencies promote GM foods among Mexican agencies

Yadira Ixchel Martinez Pantoja (The University of Auckland)

FD51: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
European Union’s Foreign Policy

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Jan Claudius Voelkel (Cairo University)
Disc.  Vera van Hüllen (Leuphana University of Lueneburg)

The role of EU conditionality in changing its neighborhood: the case of the Republic of Macedonia

Pascoal S. Pereira (University of Coimbra)
Discursive Construction of Neighbours in EU Foreign Policy

Maili Vilon (University of Tartu)
The normative impact of EU foreign and security policies in the Middle East – the cases of Egypt and Tunisia

Sherin Gharib (Austrian Institute for International Affairs (oiip))
Cengiz Gunay (Austrian Institute for International Affairs - oiip)
Actor preferences and strategic choices: A rational-choice account of EU foreign policy reception in the Eastern Neighbourhood

Madalina Dobrescu (College of Europe)

FD52: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Peacebuilding and Political Change in Colombia 2: The challenges to post-conflict

Peace Studies

Chair  Christine S. Cheng (King’s College London)
Disc.  Naomi Levy (Santa Clara University)
The Politics of Negotiating Justice in Colombia

Leslie Vinjamuri (University of London)
The Hidden Risk to Colombia’s Peace- How Reducing Prison Time has Undermined Faith in Justice

Camilo Cetina (PRESIDENCIA DE LA REPÚBLICA DE COLOMBIA)
Business in Transitions: How the Colombian Private Sector Is Adapting Corporate Strategy to the Prospects of Peace

Angelika Retberg (Universidad de los Andes)
Jason T. Miklian (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Towards a “mafia peace” in Colombia

Frédéric Masse (University Externado of Colombia)
Extralegal Governance and the challenges to “Territorial Peace” in Colombia

Christine S. Cheng (King’s College London)
Jorge Delgado (King’s College London)

FD53: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Socializing the International: Exploring the Social Dimensions of Status Competition

Theory
International Political Sociology

Chair  Brent J. Steele (University of Utah)
Disc.  Brent J. Steele (University of Utah)
The Social Dimension Status and its Limits

William C. Wohlfarth (Dartmouth College)
Benjamin De Carvalho (NUPI)
Status Games in World Politics: Non-radical difference and identity competition

Paul Beaumont (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)
Status-Seeking Under Hegemony: Subverting Social Hierarchies from Within

Ann E. Towns (University of Gothenburg)
Bahar Rumelili (Koc University)
The Case for a Status Model of Recognition

Marina Duque (Harvard University)
The Power and Powerlessness of Status Recognition

Joshua Freedman (Northwestern University)

Theory
International Political Sociology

Chair  Brent J. Steele (University of Utah)
Disc.  Brent J. Steele (University of Utah)
The Social Dimension Status and its Limits

William C. Wohlfarth (Dartmouth College)
Benjamin De Carvalho (NUPI)
Status Games in World Politics: Non-radical difference and identity competition

Paul Beaumont (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)
Status-Seeking Under Hegemony: Subverting Social Hierarchies from Within

Ann E. Towns (University of Gothenburg)
Bahar Rumelili (Koc University)
The Case for a Status Model of Recognition

Marina Duque (Harvard University)
The Power and Powerlessness of Status Recognition

Joshua Freedman (Northwestern University)
FD55: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Civil-Military Relations without Coups
International Security Studies

Chair Marybeth Ulrich (US Army War College)
Disc. Marybeth Ulrich (US Army War College)

Beyond Civil-Military Mechanisms: Logistical Infrastructure and Variations in Military Strategy

Kevin Weng (University of Chicago)

Decisions on the Use of Force in Indian Civil-Military Relations

Ayesha Ray (King’s College, Pennsylvania)

(Re)Inventing the Swedish (War) Veteran: remembrance, recognition and national resources

Sanna Strand (University of Gothenburg)

When Do Military Prerogatives Threaten Democracy in Post-Authoritarian States?

Yasser Kureshi (Brandeis)

FD56: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
State of Permanent Transition: The Politics of Change, Peace and Development in Africa
Peace Studies

Chair David J Francis (University of Bradford)
Disc. David M. McCourt (University of California-Davis)

Grappling with Change: Understanding the changing dynamics of Term Limits in Africa

David Kiwuwa (University of Nottingham Ningbo China)

The New Deal for Africa: whose deal and whose interest?

Erin L. McCandless (New School University)

Gender and Peacebuilding in Africa

Heidi Hudson (University of the Free State)

State of Permanent Transition: politics of Change, Peace and Development in Africa

David J Francis (University of Bradford)

David M. McCourt (University of California-Davis)

Governance of Small Arms in Africa

Neil Cooper (University of Bradford)

FD57: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Security Issues within the US
International Security Studies

Chair Ruth Blakeley (University of Kent)
Disc. Ruth Blakeley (University of Kent)

On Hate: A Typology of Goals and Motivations of Right-Wing Extremist Groups in the United States

Priya Dixit (Virginia Tech)

The Case for BRAC: Military Base Closures and the Effects on Local Communities

Christopher Preble (Cato Institute)

Threat Construction and Institutional Development in American Counterterrorism

Michael E. Newell (Syracuse University)

Self-Reliant or Threat? The Government’s Changing View of Preppers

Jerry Rice (University of Connecticut)

Brenna L Bridwell (University of Connecticut)

FD58: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Taking Sides in Revolutionary Struggles: Great Powers and Regime Change in the Twenty-First Century
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair R. William Ayres (Wright State University)
Disc. R. William Ayres (Wright State University)

Explaining Major Power Interventions in Regime Conflicts

Erin Jenne (Central European University)

Sovereignty versus "Responsibility to Protect": Great Power Framing of Regime Crises in Libya and Syria

Erin Jenne (Central European University)

In the Crosshairs of Great Powers? Linkage, Leverage and Protracted Transitions in Weak States

Nino Kemoklidze (University of Birmingham)

Tatyana Malyarenko (SAIS, Johns Hopkins University)

The Evolution of Great Power Intervention into Regime Conflicts

Stefan Wolff (University of Birmingham)

FD59: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Sources of Power in Asian Security
International Security Studies

Chair William Norris (Bush School, Texas A&M)
Disc. William Norris (Bush School, Texas A&M)

China in the US Defense Supply Chain: Assessing Potential Vulnerability

Charles Eugene Gholz (University of Texas)

Andrew D. James (Manchester Business School)

An Aging Ally: Demographics and the Impact on Japan’s National Security Options

Tania Chacho (United States Military Academy)

Small States and the Rhetoric of Democracy: How Taiwan Countered U.S. Opposition to Its Referendums

Chi-hung Wei (Academia Sinica)

Pursuing Professionalism: Networks and Loyalties in the People’s Liberation Army

Eric Hundman (Dartmouth College)

Military Spending in the Chinese Public Mind

Xiao Han (the University of Hong Kong)

Mike Sadler (The University of Hong Kong)

FD60: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Peacekeeping and New Challenges: Crime, Refugees and Political Competition
Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair Andrea Ruggeri (University of Oxford)
Disc. Kyle Beardsley (Duke University)


Ricardo Oliveira Santos (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro)

Does peacekeeping breed organized crime? The case of AMISOM and transnational piracy

Jessica Di Salvatore (University of Amsterdam)

UN Peacekeeping and civilian protection: the role of pro-government militias

Sabine Otto (Uppsala University)
Peace at home? UN Peacekeeping Operations, Refugees and Returned Refugees
Andrea Ruggeri (University of Oxford)
Stefano Costalli (University of Essex)
Making Electoral Peace: How Peacekeeping Activities Influence Electoral Violence
Hannah Smidt (University College London)

FD61: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Policy Entrepreneurship And Political Change At Times Of Crisis And Turmoil

Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Lee Stuart Miles (Bournemouth University)
Disc. Lee Stuart Miles (Bournemouth University)
Understanding Group Dynamics As Drivers of Political Change: Where Foreign Policy Analysis and Policy Entrepreneurship Meet?
Lee Stuart Miles (Bournemouth University)
Choosing to Lead in a Shrinking Space Partisanship, Polarization and Congressional Foreign Policy Entrepreneurship
Ralph Carter (Texas Christian University)
James M. Scott (Texas Christian University)
National Security Council Entrepreneurship: A Framework for Analysis
Charles-Philippe David (University of Quebec in Montreal (UQAM))
Karine Premont (Sherbrooke University)
Vincent Boucher (Université du Québec à Montréal)
Florence Darveau-Routhier (University of Sherbrooke)
A Glass of Crisis Management with a Foreign Policy Twist?: Entrepreneurial Resilience in the Cameroonian Bang Henry Ngenyam (Bournemouth University)
Lee Stuart Miles (Bournemouth University)
(Policy) Entrepreneurship in Longer-Term Crisis: The Case of the Ukraine
Viktoria Panova (Karlstad University)
Lee Stuart Miles (Bournemouth University)

FD62: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Nuclear Nonproliferation Regime

International Security Studies
Chair Leopold Lovelace (California State Polytechnic University at Pomona)
Disc. Leopold Lovelace (California State Polytechnic University at Pomona)
Governance in the Nuclear Nonproliferation Regime: An Economic Approach to Regime Health
Jason Enia (Sam Houston State University)
Whither the Second Nuclear Age?
Robert J. Reardon (North Carolina State University)
David W. Kearn, Jr. (St. John's University)
Atoms untangled: Examining the implications of ‘regime complexity’ in the fight against the proliferation of nuclear weapons
Benjamin Kienzle (King's College London)
NUNN-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) Program Since its Interception: Why, How, and with what Results and Changes?
Aylin Gurzel Aka (Eastern Mediterranean University)
The Brazil-Argentina Relations: from nuclear competition to nuclear cooperation
Marcos Valle Machado da Silva (Escola de Guerra Naval)

FD63: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
1917 to 2017: Russia’s Unfinished Revolution

Post Communist Systems
Chair David J. Galbreath (University of Bath)
Disc. Andrei P. Tsygankov (San Francisco State University)
Theorising Revolution: Russia’s Legacy
Maxine David (University of Leiden)
Russia’s Radical Counter-Revolution
David G. Lewis (University of Exeter)
The 1917 Russian Revolution and the South Caucasus: independence, conflict and spheres of influence
Tracey German (King’s College London)
Sending the Federalist Papers to Moscow: The American and Russian Revolutions in Post-Cold War US Policy Toward Russia
Ruth M. Deyermont (King’s College London)
Bolshevik tropes in post-Soviet Russian strategic culture: the operational code of communism and its relevance today
Natasha C. Kuehn (King’s College London)
Aglaya Snetkov (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)

FD64: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Righting Human Wrongs: Reexamining Conflict and Repression

Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair Thorin M. Wright (Arizona State University)
Disc. Sam Bell (Kansas State University)
Do Domestic Criminal Laws Against Genocide and Crimes Against Humanity Make Post-Transition Prosecutions More Likely?
Mark S. Berlin (Marquette University)
Police Violence and Political Institutions
Daniel Hill (University of Georgia)
Shelby Hall (University of Georgia)
Joshua Jackson (University of Georgia)
Signaling Weakness, Using Force: International Negotiations and the Repression-Dissent Nexus
Yonatan Lupu (George Washington University)
Michael S. Wolford (University of Texas)
Death Squads as Agents of Repression: Insights & Evidence from Hitler's Einsatzgruppen
Jacqueline H. R. DeMerit (University of North Texas)

FD65: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
International Authority: Rule of, Rule by, or Rule through Law?

International Organization
Chair Janina Dill (London School of Economics)
Disc. Janina Dill (London School of Economics)
International Organizations and the Protection of Human Rights
Monika Heupel (University of Bamberg)
Gisela Hirschmann (European University Institute)
Michael Zuern (Berlin Social Science Center)
Exceptionalism in International Organizations: Global Emergency Power as Rule by Law
Christian Kreuder-Sonnen (LMU Munich)
Developing the Rule of Law through Multilateral Treaties: Evidence from Self-Reporting
Karolina M. Milewicz (University of Oxford)
Responsibilities of States for Using and Abusing International Organizations
André Nollkaemper (University of Amsterdam)
The New, New Sovereignty: The Rise of a Defiant European Skepticism about International Law
Mark A. Pollack (Temple University)

FD66: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Zones of Contested Control in Conflict Management and Intervention

Chair: Gustav Meibauer (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Disc: Gustav Meibauer (London School of Economics and Political Science)

A Means of First Resort: How Hot Pursuit is Reshaping Norms of Nonintervention against Non-State Actors
Lionel Beehner (U.S. Military Academy at West Point)

Hybrid Tools for Humanitarian Intervention and the Problem of Will
Stephen D. Wrage (United States Naval Academy)

Substitute or Supplement?: Examining the Efficacy of Naval Blockades as Coercive Tools
Sidharth Kaushal (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Beyond Half-Measures: Influencing Syria’s Political Order through Non-State Proxies
Steven Ferzeni (US Military Academy)

Towards a Theory of Zones: Contested Control, Strategic Flexibility, and Political Will in Modern Conflict Management
Gustav Meibauer (London School of Economics and Political Science)

FD67: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
International Organizations and the Art of (De)Politicization

Chair: Bob Reinalda (Radboud University Nijmegen)
Disc: Dawisson Belém Lopes (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais)

The political act of depoliticize. Depoliticization as a securitizing move within the United Nations Environment Programme
Lucile Maertens (Columbia University)

Depoliticizing Representation within International Organizations. A Comparison of the ILO, the UNSC and the IMF
Marieke Louis (Sciences Po Grenoble)

Politicization and depoliticization strategies and techniques in and around IOs: the case of the 1981 WHO/UNICEF code
Auriane Guillaud (Université Paris 8)

Do international organizations depoliticize international relations?
Franck Petiteville (University of Grenoble Alpes)

From Post-Conflict to Fragility, a Reversed Depoliticization of Development Assistance?
Emmanuel Klimis (St Louis University - Brussels)

FD68: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Alliances and Changing Power

Chair: Dov Levin (Carnegie-Mellon University)
Disc: Barry O’Neill (UCLA)
Disc: Roseanne McManus (Baruch College, City University of New York)

FD69: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Political Implications of Diaspora and Migration

Chair: Kristy Belton (International Studies Association-HQ)
Disc: Fiona Adamson (SOAS, University of London)

Japan’s Foreign Policy and Japanese Diaspora: Why does Japan continue to pursue diasporic connections?
Michael O. Sharpe (City University of New York)

Why do diaspora citizens vote? Evidence from a transnational field experiment
Michael A. Paarlberg (Georgetown University)

Migration and International Relations: A Critical Review of the Literature
Matthew I. Mitchell (University of Saskatchewan)

Immigration Policy and Contested Citizenship in the South Korean Postdevelopmental State
Darcie Draudt (Johns Hopkins University)

Subnational Units, Non-state Actors, and Processes of Migration Governance
Joseph Anderson (University of Gothenburg)

FD70: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
US Public Opinion on Foreign Policy

Chair: Glenn Hastedt (James Madison University)
Disc: Kathleen Powers (University of Georgia)

Generational Foreign Policy? The Foreign Policy Attitudes of Boomers, X-Gen’s and Millennials As Young Adults
Douglas C. Foyle (Wesleyan University)

The Restraint Constituency: Public Opinion and the Prospects for U.S. Foreign Policy
Aric Trevor Thrall (Cato Institute)

Personal Life Satisfaction and Xenophobia
Karl Kaltenthaler (University of Akron/Case Western Reserve University)

The Influence of the JusçIacular for the Use of Force on Support for War Over Time
Erin Hurley (University of Sydney)

Knowing Your Audience: How U.S. Presidents Justify Military Interventions
Sarah Maxey (Cornell University)
FD71: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Examining China's Foreign Policy and Responses to it.

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Sean K. Starrs  (City University of Hong Kong)
Disc.  Terence Lee  (National University of Singapore)

Balancing versus Bandwagoning at the Margins of Conflict:
Cambodia, Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia, and Thailand and the South China Sea

Steven F. Jackson  (Indiana University of Pennsylvania)

Shaping China's Energy Diplomacy: Wealth, Status and
Asymmetrical Interdependence

Fuzuo Wu  (Aalborg University)

More than Peripheral: How Provinces Influence Chinese Foreign Security Policy

Audrye Wong  (Princeton University)

Building trust under power asymmetry, is it possible? A case study on the Sino-French normalization in 1960s

Ganyi Zhang  (Freie Universität Berlin)

Of Banks and Islands: Transatlantic Responses to the Manifestations of China's Rise and Implications for a Potential Power-Transition

Scott Brown  (Georgia Institute of Technology)

FD72: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Civil Resistance, Negotiation and Peace

Peace Studies

Chair  Anthony Wanis-St. John  (American University)
Disc.  Anthony Wanis-St. John  (American University)

Negotiation Strategy and Civil Resistance

Anthony Wanis-St. John  (American University)

Generating Leverage in Tough Cases: Comparing Hong Kong and East Timor

Noah Rosen  (American University, School of International Service)

Dear Friend: Correspondence Across Enemy Lines

Benjamin R. Naimark-Roswe  (The Fletcher School @ Tufts University)

Scaling Up Civil Resistance Movements

Darren Kew  (Umass Boston)
Yuliya Rashchupkina  (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Karen Ross  (UMASS Boston)
Charla Burnett  (UMASS Boston)

The Strategic Value of Inter- and Intra-Group Dialogue: A People Power Perspective

Shazza Beyerle  (International Center on Nonviolent Conflict)

FD73: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Elections and Contentious Politics

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair  David E. Cunningham  (University of Maryland)
Disc.  Ursula Daxecker  (University of Amsterdam)

Electoral Integrity and Contentious Elections

Pippa Norris  (Harvard)

Covering the campaign: Automated Extraction of Election Events in 2014 South Africa

Danielle Jung  (Emory University)

FD74: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Assessing the Role of Non-State Actors in the Protection of Human Rights

Human Rights

Who Casts the First Stone: Hegemon, INGOs, and the “Third Leg” of Human Rights Promotion

Yun Wang  (National Chengchi University)

Responding to Violent and Non-Violent Mobilization: Testing Competing Explanations of Dominant Group Violence

Yehuda Magid  (Indiana University, Bloomington)

International Human Rights Law Responsibilities of Non Governmental Organizations: Respecting & Fulfilling the Right to Reparative Justice in Rwanda and Beyond

Noam Schimmel  (Kellogg College, Oxford University)

Globalization, Youth Reform Movements and the Role of the State

Carol Gray  (University of Connecticut)

Global Governance on Minority Rights: Assessing Civil Society Impact on Normative Trends at the UN Forum on Minority Issues

Corinne Lennox  (School of Advanced Study, University of London)
Anna-Maria Biro  (Tom Lantos Institute)

FD75: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
Are There ‘Best Practices’ in the Field of Track Two Diplomacy?

Peace Studies

Chair  Peter Jones  (University of Ottawa)
Part.  Susan Allen  (George Mason University)
Part.  Eileen Babbitt  (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)
Part.  Tamra Pearson D’Estree  (University of Denver)
Part.  Peter Jones  (University of Ottawa)

FD76: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
Responding to Changes in International Education

International Education

Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair  Leah Sarson  (Dartmouth College)
Part.  lyman Gaspard  (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Part.  Sertanya Reddy  (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Part.  Niklaus Steiner  (University of North Carolina - Center for Global Initiatives)
Part.  David Hornsby  (University of the Witwatersrand)
FD77: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Women in politics: Participation, parliaments and political representation

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair  Malliga Och (Idaho State University)
Disc.  Karen Garner (SUNY Empire State College)

Reserved Seats for Women in Parliament: A Comparative Study of Tanzania and Uganda
Mi Yung Yoon (Hanover College)
The Problem with Gender Equality: The Politics of Women’s Inclusion
Kara Ellerby (University of Delaware)
Gender Diverse Political Movements: A Dis-aggregate Campaign Data Analysis
Payel Sen (University of Missouri)
Evaluating the Substantive Representation of Women and Legislation on Violence against Women in England and Wales
Ashley Kitchen (University of Westminster)

FD78: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
The EU and Regional Organisations

International Organization

Chair  Andrea Carla Bianculli (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals)
Disc.  Katharine Rietig (Newcastle University)

The Depth of European Integration and Regional Devolution
Mwita Chacha (Nazarbayev University)
Institutional pioneers in world politics: The influence of the European Union and change in regional international organizations
Tobias Lenz (University of Goettingen)
Alexandr Burilkov (Uni Hamburg / GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
The EU and Its Partner Organizations. Surveying the EU’s Organization-Set
Rafael Biermann (Friedrich Schiller University of Jena)
Accounting for Overlapping Regionalism: Comparing Europe, Asia, Africa and the Americas
Diana Panke (University of Freiburg)
Sören Stapel (University of Gothenburg)
The security-development nexus in the external action of the European Union towards Latin America
Juan Pablo Soriano Gatica (Autonomous University of Barcelona)

FD79: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Private Military & Security Contractors: Controlling the Corporate Warrior

International Security Studies

Chair  Gary Schaub, Jr. (University of Copenhagen)
Disc.  Gale A. Mattox (United States Naval Academy)

Privatizing the Israeli Defense Forces: Retracing the Public-Private Divide
Guy Seidman (The Interdisciplinary Center)
Controlling the Corporate Warrior in Iraq
David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)
The Montreux Document: The Most Significant Development in Establishing Global Accountability for PMSCs
Ian Railby (I.R. Consilium)

Contractor Identity: Military Professional Practice and the Evolution of the Modern Soldier
Volker Franke (Kennesaw State University)
Establishing PMSC Industry Norms: The Role of Industry Associations
Doug Brooks (International Stability Operations Association (ISOA), Afghan American Chamber of Commerce (AACC))

FD80: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Memory and Emotion in Transitional Justice

Human Rights

Chair  Eric Wielbelhau-Brahm (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
Disc.  Jooyoun Lee (St. Edward’s University)

Thin Sympathy and Operationalizing Acknowledgement in Transitional Justice
Joanna R. Quinn (The University of Western Ontario)
Evoking Emotions: Seeking to Shame in Human Rights
Aslı Ilgit (Cukurova University)
Deepa Prakash (DePauw University)

Collective memory and the uses of history in Tunisia’s transitional justice process
Simon A. Robins (Centre for Applied Human Rights, University of York)
Redefining justice for survivors of wartime sexual violence from the ground-up
Sahla Aroussi (Coventry University)

FD81: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Trade and the WTO

International Political Economy

Chair  Tina Zappile (Stockton University (NJ))
Disc.  Tina Zappile (Stockton University (NJ))

Jens L. Mortensen (University of Copenhagen)
International Organizations and Political Risk – The case of multilateral development banks in infrastructure projects
Srividya Jandhyala (ESSEC Business School)
The neoliberal content of WTO norms: Re-regulation rather than deregulation
Angela Geck (University of Freiburg)

FD82: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
The Push for International Justice: Backlash and Progress

Human Rights

Chair  Jacqueline R. McAllister (Kenyon College)
Disc.  Courtney Hillebrecht (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

The Justice Gambit: The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia’s Impact on Peace Processes
Jacqueline R. McAllister (Kenyon College)
Looking for the ICC’s Impact Outside of the Rome Statute
Kate Cronin-Furman (Harvard University)
Casting a Shadow Over War Zones: The International Criminal Court’s Impact on Rebel and Government Forces’ Use of Violence Against Civilians
Jacqueline R. McAllister (Kenyon College)
Victim’s Justice Goes Global: The New Politics of Global Reparations
Kathy Powers (University of New Mexico)
Does the ICC have an Africa Problem? Understanding the Determinants of ICC Involvement
Benjamin Appel (Michigan State University)
Alyssa K. Prorok (University of Iowa)

FD83: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Religion, Ethnicity and Nationalism in State and Society
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Religion and International Relations
Chair George Soroka (Harvard University)
Disc. Michael Johns (Laurentian University-Barrie)
Indonesian Ahmadiyah Movements: Divergence, Deviancy, and Pathways of Resistance
Daniel C. Bottomley (University of Delaware)
Contemporary State Responses to Anti-Semitism in Germany and Poland
Thomas Just (Florida International University)
Ethno-Demographic Dynamics of the Rohingya Buddhist Conflict
Rachel Blomquist (Georgetown University)
Role of RSS in Indian political system
Aleksandra Jaskolska (Institute of International Relations University of Warsaw)
Challenging the Mexican Transit Control Regime with religion: the Via Crucis’ representation and dramatization as a civil disobedience strategy.
Amalia Campos-Delgado (Queen’s University Belfast)

FD84: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
War trauma and its effects in post-conflict societies
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair Erika Forsberg (Uppsala University)
Disc. Erica Chenoweth (University of Denver)
Measuring Violent Conflict in Micro-Level Surveys: Current Practices and Methodological Challenges
Tilman Brück (ISDC - International Security and Development Center)
Women, war-trauma and peace building: The gendered mechanisms behind post war attitudes in Sri Lanka
Karen Brouneus (Uppsala University)
Erika Forsberg (Uppsala University)
Evidence for Out-Group Altruism in the Aftermath of Violence
Rick Wilson (Rice University)
Sam Whitt (High Point University)
Vera Mironova (University of Maryland)
The legacy of civil war violence on investment and development: An analysis of post-conflict land disputes in Liberia
Alexandra Hartman (Yale)
Social Preferences in the Wake of War and Displacement
Jonathan D. Hall (Uppsala University)
Eric Skoog (Uppsala University)
Dogukan Cansin Karakus (University of Goettingen)

FD85: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Role Theory and Foreign Policy
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Lisbeth Aggestam (University of Gothenburg)
Disc. Klaus Brummer (Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt)
Role Theory and Faith-Based Leadership Role
Ozgur Ozdamar (Bilkent University)
Yasemin Akbaba (Gettysburg College)

FD86: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The role of bureaucracies and experts in making foreign policy
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Kayce Mobley (Pittsburgh State University)
Disc. Scott T. LaDeur (North Central Michigan College)
Ideational Capture: Social Networks and the Limits of Discourse in Middle East policy-making
Erin Snider (Texas A&M University)
Specialized knowledge and its consequences on global health cooperation.
Maria Esther Coronado Martinez (Carleton University)
(Is There) An Institutional Change in the U.S. Domestic Institutions after the Crimea Annexation?
Tomasz Pugacewicz (Jagiellonian University)
Hard Choices and Conflicting Priorities: Why is coherence in foreign policy so difficult to achieve?
Caroline Dunton (The George Washington University)

FE03 - B: Friday 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM
SSIP Evening Poster Session
Scientific Study of International Processes
Disc. James Lee Ray (Vanderbilt University)
Disc. Graig Klein (New Jersey City University)
Why Do Some Conflicts Have More Rebel Groups Than Others?
David Bowden (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
Dissident Network Structure and the Resort to Violence
Chelsea Estancona (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
UN Peacekeeping Operations: Challenges in Housing, Land and Property Rights in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Lorena Castillo Medina (University of Essex)
Better Together: A Psychological Bargaining Model of War
Christopher Schwarz (New York University)
Gary Smith (University of Central Florida)
Humanitarian Aid Decisions in Times of Crisis
Sarah Hunter (University of Georgia)
Issue Salience and Diverstonary War
George Williford (University of Georgia)

FE03 - C: Friday 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM
Exploring the Power of Population and Geography
Political Demography and Geography
Disc. Patrick James (University of Southern California)
Geospatial Data Analysis of Open-Source Armed Group Activities: Mapping Kurdish Geopolitics
Akin Unver (Kadir Has University)
The Impact of Rurality on Attitudes about Agricultural Protection
Hirofumi Kawaguchi (Johns Hopkins University)
Ikuma Ogura (University of Tokyo)
The geography of trade liberalization
Omar Awapara (University of Texas at Austin)
Comparative Analysis of Populations, Networks, & Political Outcomes
Jeanette Ruiz (Virginia Tech)

FE03-A: Friday 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM
Foreign Policy Analysis Evening Poster Reception

Foreign Policy Analysis
Disc. Brian Lai (University of Iowa)
Disc. Cullen Hendrix (Korbel School, University of Denver)
Disc. Bryan R. Early (State University of New York at Albany)
Disc. Jonas Nordkvelle (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Disc. Marybeth Ulrich (US Army War College)

To Support and Defend: Military Rank and Professionalism in the Contemporary Armed Services
Kathryn M. G. Boehlefeld (Valparaiso University)

Nuclear reversal and leader fate: What happens to leaders who fail to acquire the bomb?
Elizabeth Paige Price (University of Chicago)

Resource Dependence, External Shock, and Conflict
Sojeon Lee (University of Iowa)

Organized Conflict, Aerial Visibility, and Strategic Coordination
Steven Landis (Arizona State University)
Babak RezaeeDaryakenari (Arizona State University)
Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)

When Norms Win: How Affective-Cognitive Attitude Structure Shapes Decision Making Between Security Interests and Moral Norms
Daniel Wolrich (The Ohio State University)

Saturday

SA01: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Understanding Change: Global Circulation

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Sankaran Krishna (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Disc. Sankaran Krishna (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
New ‘Empires of the Air’? Middle East Airport Hubs and the Shifting Geopolitics of Global Aviation
Waleed Hazbun (American University of Beirut)

Crime, States, Circulation
Aida Arfan Hozic (University of Florida)

Maximum Visuality: semiotics, surveillance and creativity
Debbie Lisle (Queen’s University of Belfast)

Logistics Leviathan: States of Circulation in the U.S.-China Supply Chain
Charmaine S. Chua (University of Minnesota)

Circulating the Syrian Civil War: On the circulation of data, expertise, and irregular migrants, between Syria, Turkey, and the European Union.
Can E. Mutlu (Acadia University)

SA02: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Rise of China: Norms, International Law, and Grand Strategy

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

International Law

Chair Raymond Kuo (Fordham University)
Chair Nicole De Silva (University of Oxford)
Disc. Eric Hundman (Dartmouth College)

China’s Role in Africa’s Connectivity: Political, Economic and Security Dimensions.
Earl Conteh-Morgan (University of South Florida)

The Rise of China and the Future of the World Economy
Lars Skalnes (University of Oregon)

International Law and the Rise of China
Shirley Scott (UNSW Australia)

China’s grand strategy and liberal international order: four encounters
Tomas Karasek (Charles University Prague)
Ales Karmazin (Charles University)

SA03: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Back to the future? NATO’s Harmel Doctrine and the Future of Cooperative Security

Historical International Relations
Post Communist Systems

Chair Andrew Mark Dorman (King’s College London)
Part. Sten Rynning (University of Southern Denmark)
Part. Tracey German (King’s College London)
Part. Andrei P. Tsygankov (San Francisco State University)
Part. John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)
SA04: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Cooperating 
The transformation of statehood and its implications for state sovereignty 

International Studies Association  
Austrian Institute for International Affairs  

Chair  Heinz Gaertner (University of Vienna)  
Part.  Cengiz Gunay (Austrian Institute for International Affairs)  
Part.  Jan Pospisil (University of Edinburgh)  
Part.  Anna K. Viden (University of Pennsylvania)  
Part.  Tina Kempin Reuter (University of Alabama at Birmingham)  

SA05: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel 
Appreciating the Change in States' Foreign Policy Strategies 

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  

Chair  Crister S. Garrett (Universität Leipzig, Germany)  
Disc.  Fabrizio Coticchia (University of Genoa)  
Explaining Foreign Policy Change and Continuity: Germany's Ontological Resilience  
Regina H. Karp (Old Dominion University)  
Turkey's Foreign Policy: A New Analytical Framework for Challenging Times  
Lenore G. Martin (Harvard University)  
Meliha Altunisik (Middle East Technical University)  
American Foreign Policy Post-Obama; New Direction?  
Rodger A. Payne (University of Louisville)  
After and beyond critical theory: the paradox of public diplomacy and Botswana’s foreign policy  
Edelgard Mahant (Professor emerita, York University)  
Foreign Policy Change: The Role of the Self and Other in the Evolution of the U.S.-Cuban Relationship  
Lana Wylie (McMaster University)  

SA06: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel 
Globalizing Cities in the Global South (II) 

Global Development  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  
Political Demography and Geography  

Chair  Marcela Lopez-Vallejo (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE) Región Centro)  
Disc.  Marcela Lopez-Vallejo (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE) Región Centro)  
Globalizing a Postneoliberal City? Foreign Investment, Redistribution and Social Reproduction in Quito, Ecuador  
Amy Lind (University of Cincinnati)  
Globalizing Cities, Global(izing) Women: The Transformation and Re-Construction of Khaleej Women’s Identities in Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Qatar  
Sylvia Maier (New York University)  
Globalizing Cities at the Crossroads of Migration: Puebla, Tijuana and Monterrey  
Marianne H. Marchand (University of the Americas Puebla)  
Adriana Ortega (Autonomous University of Puebla (BUAP))  
Globalizing Mexican Cities and Connectivities from Below: Migrants in an Era of Virtual Transnationalisms  
Edmundo Meza (University of the Americas, Puebla)  

Social accountability in big cities: Strategies and institutions in Delhi and São Paolo  
Peter Houtzager (Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex)  
Julia Amancio (Universidade Federal de Lavras, Brazil)  
Aheli Chowdhury (Delhi School of Economics, India)  
Monika Dowbor (Universidade do Vale do Rio dos Sinos, and Researcher CEBRAP, Brazil)  
Suchi Pandey (American University)  

SA07: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel 
Transnational Change and Decolonial Interventions in the Americas 

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies  
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies  

Chair  Anne Sisson Runyan (University of Cincinnati)  
Disc.  Margo Okazawa-Rey (Hamilton College)  
Understanding the Meaning of Human Rights Defenders Through the Lives of Activist Indigenous Women  
Sylvanna Falcon (UC Santa Cruz)  
Ending the Colonial/Modern Occupation of Indigenous Women’s Bodies in Guatemala and Peru  
Pascha Bueno-Hansen (University of Delaware)  
Decolonizing Sovereignty through Intercultural Strategies  
Sandra Alvarez (Chapman University)  
Viviana MacManus (UMBC)  
Decolonial Modes of Action: Relations and the Lakota  
Justin de Leon (University of California San Diego)  

SA08: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Roundtable 
The Unfree Exercise of Religion: Author Meets Critics 

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  

Chair  Ted Robert Gurr (University of Maryland)  
Part.  Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/Univrsity of Birmingham)  
Part.  Nil Seda Satana (Bilkent University)  
Part.  Matthias Basedau (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)  
Part.  Patrick James (University of Southern California)  
Part.  Davis Brown (Baylor University Institute for Studies of Religion)  
Part.  Dennis Hoover (Institute for Global Engagement)  
Part.  Jonathan Fox (Bar-Ilan University)  

SA09: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Roundtable 
Deudney’s ‘Dark Skies: Space Expansionism, Planetary Geopolitics and the Ends of Humanity’ 

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)  

Chair  Namrata Goswami (Minerva Grantee, Senior Analyst)  
Disc.  Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)  
Disc.  Peter Garretson (US Air Force)  
Part.  Barry Buzan (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
Part.  Everett Dolman (Air Command and Staff College (ACSC))  
Part.  Ronald J. Deibert (University of Toronto)  
Part.  Jairus V. Grove (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Global IR and Pathways for Change in IR Theory

Sunday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Chair: Peter Marcus Kristensen (University of Copenhagen)
Disc.: David A. Mendeloff (Carleton University)
Part.: Nalanda Roy (Armstrong State University)
Part.: Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)
Part.: Anil Kumar P. (University of Kerala)
Part.: Anu Unny (UNIVERSITY OF KERALA)

The Legacy of Transitional Justice

Sunday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Chair: David A. Mendeloff (Carleton University)
Disc.: David A. Mendeloff (Carleton University)
Part.: Valerio De Angelis (University of Rome)
Part.: Bahgat Korany (American University Cairo)
Part.: Robert Mason (AUC)
Part.: Roberta William-Crosby (AUC)

Instrumentalism at the Law-Norms Nexus

Sunday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Chair: Jennifer Dixon (Villanova University)
Disc.: Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)
Disc.: Wayne Sandholtz (University of Southern California)
Part.: Nanda Kishor (Manipal University)
Part.: Joseph Antony (University of Kerala)
Part.: Anil Kumar P. (University of Kerala)
Part.: Anu Unny (UNIVERSITY OF KERALA)

Power in Uncertainty: Improvisation and Change in World Politics

Sunday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Chair: Lucia Antalova Seybert (American University)
Disc.: Stefano Guzzini (Danish Institute for International Studies, Uppsala University & PUC-Rio de Janeiro)
Disc.: Anil Kumar P. (University of Kerala)
Disc.: Ashok Alex Luke (CMS COLLEGE, MAHATMA GANDHI UNIVERSITY)

Change in World Politics: The Russian Perspective

Sunday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Chair: Hans-Joachim Spanger (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
Disc.: William C. Wohlfarth (Dartmouth College)
SA22: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
International Organizations, Security and Norms in Global Governance

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
International Organization
International Security Studies

Chair Carlos Paredes (FLACSO (Ecuador))
Disc. Lisbeth Zimmermann (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

Jean-Philippe Therien (Université de Montréal)
Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)

Jane Boulden (Royal Military College of Canada)

Continuity and Change in Norm Diffusion and Evolution
Carla Winston (University of Victoria)

Security, Securitization and Region in the Americas: An analysis of discursive/non-discursive practices by OAS and Unasur on regional governance of security in the post-2001 Americas
Lucas Perez Florentino (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)

Understanding Change of Transnational Norms: Contestation of Human Rights Norms: The Case of Ethiopia and Western Actors
Sarah Hinz (University of Potsdam, Berlin Graduate School for Transnational Studies)

SA23: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Post-Conflict Power Sharing

Peace Studies

Chair Alaa Tartir (The Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP))
Disc. Walt Kilroy (Dublin City University)

Rebels, Revenue and Redistribution: The Political Geography of Post-Conflict Power-Sharing
Martin Ottmann (University of Birmingham)
Felix Haass (GIGA Hamburg)
Sian Herbert (University of Birmingham)

Agonistic peace – from theory to practice?
Lisa Strömberg (Lund University)

Women at the Peace Table and Peace Agreement
Myunghwa Cho (University of Missouri-Columbia)

Does Power Sharing Cause Peace? The Different Logics of Post-Conflict Power Sharing, and Why They Matter
Remco Zwetsloot (Yale University)

SA24: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Populism in Global Context

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
International Political Sociology

The Bern Trumps Trade: (the Return of) American Populism and Anti-Trade Narratives
Amy Skonieczny (San Francisco State University)

Democratization in Dark Times: The Case of Polish Backsliding to Populist Illiberals
Tsveta Petrova (Columbia University)

Populist Discourse Transcending Regions: Turkey and India Compared
Senem Aydin-Duzgit (Sabanci University)

The Authoritarian Turn in a Global Turmoil: the Turkish Case
Fuat Keyman (Sabanci University)

SA25: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Challenging the Historiography of IR: Stories, Myths, and Disciplinary Tenets

Historical International Relations
English School

Chair Daniel M. Green (University of Delaware)
Disc. Ann E. Towns (University of Gothenburg)

The Story of IR
Torbjorn Knutsen (University of Trondheim)

History, Colonialism and the English School of International Relations: Historiography and the Limits of Critique
Joanna de Vasconcelos Cordeiro (University of Victoria)

The impact of interacting regimes of historicity on the making of grand strategy: arguments and first evidence for a new analytical approach
Thierry Balzacq (University of Namur)

Change and IR Historiography: Rethinking the intellectual history of International Relations
Eric Sangar (FNRS / University of Namur)

Or Rosenboim (University of Cambridge)

Peter the Great, Surrogate Founding Father: Russian Foreign Policy and Identity Change Among Russian-speaking populations in Ukraine
Steven Mutz (University of Kansas)

SA26: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Labour in the Global Political Economy: Regulation and Development at International and Subnational Scales

Global Development
International Political Economy

Chair Jane L. Parpart (University of Massachusetts Boston and Dalhousie University )
Disc. Jane L. Parpart (University of Massachusetts Boston and Dalhousie University )

Alliances of Actants: Multiple Materialisms of Anarchist Women Printers
Kathy E. Ferguson (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Global opportunities and local poverty reduction: How local communists in Thailand can translate global commodity networks to poverty reduction
Joel David Moore (Monash University, Sunway Campus)
John A. Donaldson (Singapore Management University)

Labour market regulation as global public policy: the case of nursing labour markets in Oman
Crystal A. Ennis (Leiden University)
Margaret Walton-Roberts (Wilfried Laurier University)

Employer Sanctions in North America and the EU
Jeroen Doornink (University of Amsterdam)

Rey Kosowski (University at Albany)

Lewis Turner (SOAS, University of London)
**SA27: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

European Diplomatic Practices: Contemporary Challenges and Innovative Approaches

*International Studies Association*

**Chair**  
Jeremie Cornut (Simon Fraser University)

**Disc.**  
Anna Leander (Copenhagen Business School)

Practising recognition: Europe and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict

**Federica Bicchi**  
(London School of Economics)

Making Sense of the EU’s Response to the Arab Spring: Foreign Policy Practice at Times of Crisis

**Niklas Bremberg**  
(Swedish Institute of International Affairs & Uppsala University)

Doing Europe: Agency and the European Union in the field of counterpiracy Practice

**Christian Bueger**  
(Cardiff University)

European security as practice: Towards an EU-NATO community of practice?

**Nina Graeger**  
(Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)

The practice of burden sharing in European crisis management operations

**Frederic Merand**  
(University of Montreal)

**Antoine Rayroux**  
(Concordia University)

---

**SA28: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

Re-thinking Global Crisis, Conflict and Change in International Politics

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  
Chiara De Franco (University of Southern Denmark)

**Disc.**  
Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)

The Developing Global Crisis: A Strategic Paradigm for Understanding Global Conflicts Today

**Michael Andregg**  
(University of St. Thomas)

Whither the Global Crisis?

**Leopold Lovelace**  
(California State Polytechnic University at Pomona)

Crisis Initiation, Conduct, and Termination in South Asia

**Sameer Lalwani**  
(Stimson Center)

**Hannah Haegeland**  
(Stimson Center)

How Organizations in Crisis Respond: A Theoretical Integrative Model

**Jonathan E. Czarnecki**  
(Naval War College Monterey)

**Steven Hall**  
(MOVES Institute, Naval Postgraduate School)

Preferences of the Powerful: Comparing Global Responses to Conflict and Crisis in Syria and Yemen

**Maia Carter Hallward**  
(Kennesaw State University)

**Amanda Guidero**  
(Creighton University)

---

**SA29: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

Global movement assemblages? ruptures, continuities and change in world politics

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  
Janet Conway (Brock University)

**Disc.**  
Graeme Cheserts (University of Bradford)

Global Assemblages and the “Right to the City”

**Jackie Smith**  
(University of Pittsburgh)

---

**SA30: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

Sexisms and White Privilege in the International Studies Classroom

*International Studies Association*

**Chair**  
Laura J. Shepherd (University of New South Wales)

**Part.**  
Akanksha Mehta (SOAS, University of London)

**Part.**  
Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)

**Part.**  
Megan H. MacKenzie (The University of Sydney)

**Part.**  
Penny Griffin (University of New South Wales)

**Part.**  
Robbie G. Shilliam (Queen Mary, University of London)

**Part.**  
Sharain Sasheir Naylor (University of Hawai’i Manoa)

**Part.**  
Clare Vergerio (University of Oxford)

**Part.**  
Kerem Nisancioglu (SOAS, University of London)

---

**SA31: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

Mercy, Mercy Me: The Ecology, Time and Decolonizing Carbon Imaginaries

*Global Development*

**Chair**  
Kyle Killian (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)

**Part.**  
Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)

**Part.**  
Scott Hamilton (London School of Economics)

**Part.**  
Emily Hannah Merson (York University)

**Part.**  
Martin Weber (University of Queensland)

**Part.**  
Bikrum Gill (York University)

**Part.**  
Narendran Kumarakulasingam (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)

**Part.**  
P.J. Brendese (Johns Hopkins University)

---

**SA32: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

China and the Liberal World

*International Political Economy*

**Chair**  
Nana De Graaff (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

**Disc.**  
Jayantha Jayman (St. Lawrence University)

Chinese-led Counter-Multilateralism: The Bifurcation of International Order?

**Matthew David Stephen**  
(WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

From Rule-Taker to Rule-Maker: China and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank

**David Skidmore**  
(Drake University)


**Inderjeet S. Parmar**  
(City University London)

**Shuhong Huo**  
(Shanxi University)

China Goes West! Transnational networks of Chinese business elites and firms investing in Europe and the US

**Nana De Graaff**  
(Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
SA33: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Reinvigorating International Politics: Taking Global Voices (Gender & Diversity) Seriously in IR, Part II - Practice

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Active Learning in International Affairs

Disc. Virginia Page Fortna (Columbia University)

Critical and Feminist Approaches to Research Design in International Relations
Leah Sarson (Dartmouth College)

Is Your Syllabus Biased?: Analyzing Gender and Diversity in the IR Canon
Yuan (Joanne) Yao (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Andrew Delatolla (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Diversity by the Book: Gender Representation in Political Science Graduate Training
Heidi Hardt (University of California, Irvine)

Promoting Diversity and Inclusion in the Classroom and Curriculum
Linda Hasunuma (Franklin and Marshall College)

Racialized hearts & minds: Emotional labour and the teaching/learning of IR
Heather L. Johnson (Queen's University Belfast)
Dan BousIeld (University of Western Ontario)
Jean Michel Montsion (York University, Glendon College)

SA34: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Roundtable
Negotiating Networks: Multi-Constituency Exercises as Teaching, Training and Research Tools in International Relations

Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair Christopher Daase (University of Frankfurt)
Part. Eileen Babbitt (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)
Part. Arvid Bell (Harvard University)
Part. Dana Wolf (The Interdisciplinary Center, Herzliya)

SA35: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Chinese Economic Statecraft: Motives, Strategies, and Implications

International Political Economy

Chair John Ikenberry (Princeton University)
Disc. Jonathan Kirshner (Cornell University)

Chinese economic statecraft: A review of theory and evidence
Scott Kastner (University of Maryland)

A Theory of Chinese Economic Statecraft
William Norris (Bush School, Texas A&M)

China’s Belt and Road Initiative: Economic Statecraft, Interest Capture, and/or Business as Usual?
Min Ye (Boston University)

To Coerce or Entice? Chinese Economic Statecraft in Southeast Asia
Audrey Wong (Princeton University)

Competitive economic statecraft: China and India in South Asia
Darren Lim (Australian National University)
Rohan Mukherjee (Yale-NUS College)

SA36: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Theorizing Migration

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Mark F. N. Franke (Huron University College)
Disc. Mark F. N. Franke (Huron University College)

The Cost of Hospitality: A Critique of Kantian and Derridean Ethics on Migration, Toward a Politics of Imposing
Mark F. N. Franke (Huron University College)

Political implication of foreign female domestic workers
Atsuko Abe (J. F. Oberlin University, Tokyo)

Explaining the Balkan Migratory Wave
Theodor Tudoroiu (The University of the West Indies at St. Augustine)

Voices of African migrants to Italy/Europe: their resilience, courage and strategies contrast with public images of hopeless and hapless refugees.
Robert Press (University of Southern Mississippi)

Theatrics of Xenophobia: Securitizing Migration in Contemporary Hungary
Andras Szalai (Central European University)

SA37: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The Individualisation of War: Reconfiguring the Politics, Law, and Ethics of Armed Conflict

Human Rights
International Ethics

Chair Daniel Rothbart (George Mason University)
Disc. Mie Roesdahl (University of Copenhagen and Danish Institute for Human Rights)

Justice before War? Pre-War Ultimatum in Just War Theory
Thomas Michael Dolan (University of Central Florida)

Speaking justice to power? Competing objectives of individualizing responsibility for atrocity crimes
Yuna Christine Han (University of Oxford)

Individual criminal accountability in on-going conflict: Towards a framework for managing the peace-justice dilemma
Ruben Reike (European University Institute)

Civilian protection: On the historical origins of the norm
Maja Spanu (University of Cambridge)

SA38: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The 2011 Arab Revolutions: Popular Politics, Social Movements and Agency

Global South Caucus
Religion and International Relations
Women's Caucus
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair Mazhar Al-Zoby (Qatar University)
Disc. Imed Labidi (Doha Institute for Graduate Studies)

Religious Discourse and Political Change: The Arab Spring in The Arab Gulf
Mazhar Al-Zoby (Qatar University)

The Arab Spring as a Peak in Contestations
Imad Mansour (Qatar University)

Body Politics and the Arab Spring
Ibtesam Al Atiyat (St. Olaf University)

The Quandary of the Muslim Brotherhood in Jordan
Hassan Barari (Qatar University)

The Media’s Oppositional Discourses: Revolution and Social Change
Imed Labidi (Doha Institute for Graduate Studies)
SA39: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Constructive Peer Review

Professional Development Committee
Chair: Mlada Bukovansky (Smith College)
Disc.: Matthew Bishop (University of Sheffield)
Part.: Beate Jahn (University of Sussex)
Part.: Sara McLaughlin Mitchell (University of Iowa)
Part.: Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)
Part.: Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)
Part.: Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)

Chair: Mlada Bukovansky (Smith College)

SA40: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Regulation in the Digital Economy

International Political Economy
Chair: Virginia Ann Haufler (University of Maryland)
Disc.: Eleni Tsingou (Copenhagen Business School)
The Power of Weak Actors in International Copyright Regulation
Justus Dreyling (Freie Universität Berlin)
Extra-Territorial and Extra-Legal: Internet Firms as Global Regulators
Natasha Tusikov (Australian National University)
The Post-Crisis Creation of the Global Legal Entity Identifier System for Increasing Transparency in Global Finance
Vincent Dreher (Freie Universität Berlin)

SA41: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
New Perspectives on Security and Violence: Reflexivity, Morality and Ethics

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Chair: Samantha Cook (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Disc.: Catherine Winifred Charrett (Queen Mary University of London)
Ethics of Researching the Powerful: A Dilemma in Critical Terrorism Studies
Harmonie M. Toros (University of Kent)
Turning towards pain with kindness: integrating mindfulness and mindful self-compassion in the practice of feminist research on violence
Elina K. A. Penttinen (University of Helsinki)
Panties for Peace: Gender and Political Performativity in the Thailand-Burma (Myanmar) Border Zone
Tani Sebro (Miami University)
Playing Hegel against Kant on the question of “security cosmopolitanism” in Afghanistan
Ben Walter (University of Queensland)
From Hope to Straightjacket: Privilege and Ethical Dilemmas in Researching the Women, Peace and Security (WPS) Agenda
Maria-Adriana Deiana (Dublin City University)

SA42: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Moving beyond Work-Life Balance: Self-Care and Well-Being in the Academy

The Committee on the Status of Women
Chair: Natalie Florea Hudson (University of Dayton)
Part.: Amanda Donahoe (Tufts University)
Part.: Raul Pacheco-Vega (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDETEC))
Part.: Annemarie P. Rodt (Royal Danish Defence College)
Part.: Tani Sebro (Miami University)
Cmte.: Christina Fattore (West Virginia University)

SA43: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Artificial intelligence and international security

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Chair: Jean-Marc Rickli (King’s College)
Disc.: Heather Roff (Arizona State University, Global Security Initiative)
Lethal autonomous weapons systems and their impact on strategic stability
Jean-Marc Rickli (King’s College)
Normative and Practical Considerations in Long-Term AI Governance
Allan Dafoe (Yale University)
Nick Bostrom (Oxford University, Future of Humanity Institute)
In, On, or Out of the Loop? Autonomous Weapon Systems and NATO
Gary Schaub, Jr. (University of Copenhagen)
Existential risks and AI: myth or reality?
Cyrus Hodes (Harvard Kennedy School)

SA44: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Religion and Foreign Policy

Religion and International Relations
Chair: Carolyn C. James (Pepperdine University)
Disc.: Carolyn C. James (Pepperdine University)
Eytan Gilboa (Bar-Ilan University)
Yaeli Bloch-Elkon (Bar-Ilan University, Columbia University)
"Change and Continuity in Attitudes on International Affairs Matters among Religious Groups: A Snapshot from the American National Election Studies"
Mark Roeder (North Greenville University)

SA45: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Public Opinion Research on Terrorism

International Security Studies
Chair: Anthony Lemieux (Georgia State University)
Disc.: Karl Kaltenhaller (University of Akron/CASE Western Reserve University)
The Big, The Bad, and the Dangerous: Operational Sophistication and Public Perceptions of Terrorism
Nazli Avdan (Kansas University)
Clayton Webb (University of Kansas)
Rethinking Baloch Secularism and Support for Islamist Violence: What the Data Say
C. Christine Fair (Georgetown University)

Suicide Attacks and Public Support
Yasutaka Tominaga (Waseda University)

Jihad, Miracles, Propaganda
Alexander de la Paz (Columbia University)

PKK Terrorism and 2015 Elections in Turkey
Alperen Özkan (University of Maryland)

Lessons from the Iraq Surge: 10 Years Later

Panel

Chair: Christopher Preble (Cato Institute)
Part.: Jon Lindsay (University of Toronto)
Part.: Gian Gentile (RAND Corporation)
Part.: Celeste Gventer (University of Texas at Austin)
Part.: Peter Mansoor (Ohio State University)
Part.: Conrad Crane (US Army War College)
Part.: Jacob Shapiro (Princeton University)

What is the 'Neo' in Neoliberalism? Understanding Change in the Global Political Economy

Panel

Chair: Matthew Eagleton-Pierce (SOAS, University of London)
Disc.: Ronen Peter Palan (City University London)

On Neoliberal Resilience
Matthew Eagleton-Pierce (SOAS, University of London)
The Managerial Lineage of Neoliberalism
Sahil Jai Dutta (University of Sussex)

How Do We Deal with Neoliberalism’s Local Hybrids?
Cornel Ban (Boston University, Department of International Relations)

From Neoliberalism to Post-Ordoliberalism?
Phil Cerny (Emeritus Manchester & Rutgers University)

The Effectiveness of International Environmental Institutions I: Adoption and Ratification

Panel

Chair: Maria X. Ivanova (UMass Boston)
Disc: Oran R. Young (Bren School, UC Santa Barbara)

Why do so few international environmental agreements include monitoring and even fewer include verification?
Inger Weibust (Carleton University)

Environmental Treaties, Political Risk, and the Protective Powers of Corporate Philanthropy
Jane Sumner (University of Minnesota)
Andrew B. Kirkpatrick (Christopher Newport University)

Ratification of Multilateral Environmental Agreements: Civil Society Access and Financial Mechanisms
Steffen Mohrenberg (CIS, ETH Zurich)
Vally Koubi (ETH Zurich and University of Bern)
Thomas Bernauer (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich))

Reserved Participation: The Effect of Reservations on Participation in Environmental Agreements
Erika K. Masaki (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)

An Institutional Trinity for an Environmental Treaty: The Case of the Minamata Convention on Mercury
Azusa Uji (Kyoto University)

Women in Global Governance: leadership and policy-making

Panel

Chair: Margaret P. Karns (University of Dayton and University of Massachusetts Boston)
Disc.: Alyna Lyon (University of New Hampshire)

Does an (increasing) presence of women in global governance matter?
Kirsten Haack (Northumbria University)

Women’s access to leadership positions in the UN system: the remaining barriers
Ana Elina Benvenutto Gonzalez (Northumbria University)

New Directions in Studying International Organization Leadership: Applying Leadership Trait Analysis to Women Executive Heads
Kent J. Kille (College of Wooster)
Savannah Glidewell (The College of Wooster)

Women, Leaders, or Women Leaders? Analysing Experiences of Gender (In)equality in the United Nations Secretariat
Ingvild Bode (University of Kent)

Women in Peace Operations
Margaret P. Karns (University of Dayton and University of Massachusetts Boston)
Polly Cegielski (University of Massachusetts)
Abagail Lawson (World Federalist Movement - Institute for Global Policy)

Examining Brazil’s Foreign Policy

Panel

Chair: Tom Long (University of Reading)
Disc.: Débora Terra (ICS-ULisboa)

The Anthropophagic Self: Brazil’s strategic use of a complex identity-set in foreign policy issues
Feliciano de Sá Guimarães (University of São Paulo, Brazil)

Brazil’s Three-Dimensional Challenges In 21St Century Into The Perspective Of Soft Power: The National, Regional And Global Danielle Jacon Ayres Pinto (State University of Campinas / Federal University of Santa Maria)
Juliano Bravo (Pontifical Catholic University)
Elany Almeida de Souza (UFSM)

The domestic politics of Brazilian foreign policy
Oliver Stuenkel (Fundacao Getulio Vargas)

Brazilian Foreign Policy towards greater autonomy: changes, crises and setbacks
Leonardo Pace Alves (National Institute of Metrology, Quality and Technology / Federal University of Rio de Janeiro)

Recognition and Misrecognition in World Politics

Panel

Chair: Ole Jacob Sending (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
Disc.: Jens Bartelson (Lund University)
Normalization and Nonrecognition: Two Asian Case Studies
Michael Haas (California Polytechnic University, Pomona)

Misrecognition and the Indian State: Desire, rupture and resistance to state narratives
Catarina Kinnvall (Lund University)

Recognition and misrecognition in world politics
Charlotte Epstein (University of Sydney)

Thomas Lindemann (Universite de Versailles Saint Quentin)

Misrecognition and the Aporia of the Family of Nations
Tanja E. Aalberts (VU University, Amsterdam)

Writing, ratifying and contesting international treaties

International Organization

Chair Elizabeth Thurbon (UNSW Australia)
Disc. Anne Holthoefer (Saint Anselm College)

Early Adopters of International Institutions
Jeff Kaplow (College of William & Mary)

A New Technique for Determining International Treaty Authorship
Todd Allee (University of Maryland)

Andrew D. Lugg (University of Maryland)

Neil Lund (University of Maryland College Park)

Poor States or Poor Governance? Explaining Outcomes in Investment Treaty Arbitration
Tarald Laudal Berge (University of Oslo)

Malcolm Langford (University of Oslo)

Why Treaty Enforcement Requires Assurance: Evidence from the International Criminal Court
Andrew Miller (MIT)

The Covert Action Question: Then and Now

Intelligence Studies

Chair Tobias Gibson (Westminster College)
Disc. Richard James Aldrich (University of Warwick)

Disruption and Deniable Interventionism: Explaining the Appeal of Covert Action and Special Forces in Contemporary British Policy
Rory Cormac (University of Nottingham)

Latin-American Guerrillas 2.0: Propaganda, Information and the Use of Intelligence Institutions.
Humberto Hinestrosa (Brunel University)

Targeting the Drone Strikes: Evaluating the CIA’s Eye in The Sky
Jared Dmello (University of Massachusetts, Lowell)

Democratic Interference
Katherine Welch (Cornell University)

Turkish Covert Ops: Now and Then
Egemen Becci (Stockholm University Institute for Turkish Studies)

Leaks and Shocks: Explaining U.S.-Backed Coups During the Cold War
Madison Schramm (Georgetown University)

Seeing Through the Gray Zone: Understanding Russia and China’s Revisionist Strategies and Tactics
Torrey Taussig (Tufts University)

Transitional Shocks and the Institutional Ties That Bind: The Role of the Armed Forces in Democratization in Africa
Nathaniel Allen (Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies)

The Durability of NATO: Cyberspace and the Changing Threat Environment
Melissa Griffith (University of California, Berkeley)

Cultivating Partnership while Promoting Policy Change: The Complexity of Government-NGO Relations in Global Context

Global Development

Chair Catherine Herrold (Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy)
Disc. Jennifer Marie Brinkerhoff (George Washington University)

Foundation-Government Relations in Mubarak and Post-Mubarak Egypt: Implications for Foundations’ Roles in Political Reform
Catherine Herrold (Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy)

Allies or Adversaries? State-CSO Relations in Vietnam on Environmental Management
Jennifer L. Wallace (University of Maryland)

Does Government Funding Undermine Community Support for Religious NGOs?: A Survey Experiment in Pakistan
Aseem Prakash (University of Washington)

Maryam Deloffre (Arcadia University)

Cristina M. Balboa (Baruch College - CUNY, School of Public Affairs)

Creating Sound Governance through Cross-sectoral Interactions at the Local Level
Khalidoun AbouAssi (American University)

Non-State Groups’ Strategic Decisions about Violence

International Security Studies

Chair Erica Chenoweth (University of Denver)
Disc. Erica Chenoweth (University of Denver)

Who does the Islamic State Group Target in its Attacks, and Why?
Risa A. Brooks (Marquette University)

Craig Whiteside (Naval War College)

Marketing Rebellion: Explaining Choices of Violence and Nonviolence in Nationalist Movements
Victoria McGroary (Brandeis University)

Turf War or Truce: Balance of Power, Information Asymmetries, and Bargaining Among Criminal Gangs
Sarah Daly (University of Notre Dame)

Learning from the Past: Resistance Groups and the Choice between Violence and Non-Violence
Saumil Dharia (University of Missouri-Columbia)

Stella Wancke (University of Texas at Austin)
SA58: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
The Security Dilemma in Cyber Space

Panel

International Security Studies

Chair  Rebecca M. Slayton (Cornell University)
Disc.  Rebecca M. Slayton (Cornell University)
Does Offense Dominate in Cyberspace?
    Wade Huntley (Naval Postgraduate School)
Cyber Compellence: Applying Coercion in the Information
    Ryan Maness (Northeastern University)
Exploit It All: Threats, Vulnerabilities, and the Cyber Security
    Steven Loleski (University of Toronto)
Dilemma
    Trey Herr (Harvard Kennedy School)
Taking the Archers for Granted: Emerging Threats to Nuclear
    Jesse Wasson (Systems Planning and Analysis)
    Christopher Bluesteen (Systems Planning and Analysis, Inc. (SPA))
Weapons Systems

SA59: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
New Methodological Approaches to the Study of Mobilization and
Repression

Panel

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair  Efe Sevin (University of Fribourg)
Disc.  Christopher Fariss (Pennsylvania State University)
Separating the chaff from the wheat: Accounting for uncertainty in
human rights indexes using an ordered heteroskedastic probit
    Mark D. Nieman (Iowa State University)
      model
    Zachary Steinert-Threlkeld (University of California, Los
    Angeles)
It's Never That Simple: Unpacking the Simultaneous and Conditional
Effects of Foreign Aid, Political Institutions, Economic Development,
and Political Violence
    Christopher Schwarz (New York University)
    Nicholas Davis (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
After Ratification: A Causal Mediation Analysis of International
    Human Rights Treaty
    Sinh Nguyen (Purdue University)
Ignoring the Demands: Is the Law of Coercive Responsiveness
Wrong?
    Dragana Vidovic (University of Essex)

SA60: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Nuclear Strategy

Panel

International Security Studies

Chair  Jeffrey W. Knopf (Middlebury Institute of International Studies
        at Monterey)
Chair  Diana Wueger (Naval Postgraduate School)
Disc.  Todd Clayton Robinson (Air War College)
Disc.  Jiyoun Ko (Yale University)
Disc.  Jeongseok Lee (Princeton University)
Behavioral Economics and Nuclear Weapons
    Jeffrey W. Knopf (Middlebury Institute of International Studies
        at Monterey)
Battlefield Nuclear Weapons and Deterrence Strategies in Germany
    and South Asia
    Diana Wueger (Naval Postgraduate School)
Nuclear Deterrence Theory: Myth, Fantasy, or Reality?
    Todd Clayton Robinson (Air War College)
Searching for Nuclear Superiority: Nuclear Offensive Capabilities
    and Crisis Outcomes
    Jiyoun Ko (Yale University)
    Do Young Lee (University of Chicago)
Kim's Bomb: How North Korea Would Use Its Nuclear Weapons
    Jeongseok Lee (Princeton University)

SA61: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Causes and Consequences of Proliferation: Alliances,
Technology, and Strategy

Panel

International Security Studies

Chair  Christopher O. Clary (Brown University)
Disc.  Brendan R. Green (University of Cincinnati)
The Determinants of Nuclear Latency
    Rachel E. Whitlark (Georgia Institute of Technology, Sam Nunn
    School of International Affairs)
Explaining South Africa's Cold War Strategy, 1975-1990
    Noel Anderson (Dartmouth College)
    Mark Bell (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Proliferation Among Allies: Frenemies, Nuclear Dominoes, and
    Extended Deterrence
    Eliza Gheorghe (Harvard University)
Why Arms Control Is Rare: Reexamining The Incentives For Arming
    Andrew J. Coe (University of Southern California)
    Jane E. Vaynman (George Washington University)
Nuclear Energy and Proliferation: Examining the Links
    Nicholas Miller (Brown University)

SA62: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Decision to Fight (or Not) over Territory

Panel

International Security Studies

Chair  David Carter (Princeton University)
Disc.  David Carter (Princeton University)
Issue Politics and Bargaining Models of War
    Michael S. Wolford (University of Texas)
    Toby James Rider (Texas Tech University)
Conflict Escalation and Territorial Issue Salience
    Christopher Macaulay (University of North Texas)
Loss Aversion and Territorial Indivisibility: The Case of the Falkland
    Islands
    Sean Braniff (University of Notre Dame)
Industrialization and the Decline of Territorial Ambitions
    Alex Antony (Indiana University)

SA63: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Warning, Anticipation and Trust in Intelligence

Panel

Intelligence Studies

Chair  John A. Gentry (Georgetown University)
Disc.  Erik Dahl (Naval Postgraduate School)
Who's Leading the Convoy: Time Pressure, Uncertainty, and Trust in
    Data in Student and Military Samples
    William A. Boettcher (North Carolina State University)
Strategic Warning Intelligence Since 9/11
John A. Gentry (Georgetown University)
Joseph S. Gordon (National Intelligence University)

Using Strategic Foresight to Explore Change in IR: The Promises and Pitfalls of a “Soft” Methodology
Alex Wilner (Carleton University)

Co-constraining Anticipatory Intelligence
Kathleen M. Vogel (North Carolina State University)

Digital Messaging to Policymakers and Peers
Katherine Hibbs Pherson (Pherson Associates)

SA64: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
A Pragmatic Approach to Liberal Peace: A Radical Alternative?

Panel Chair
Louise Wiuff Moe (Danish Institute for International Studies)

Panel Chair
Katja Lindskov Jacobsen (Copenhagen University, Centre for Military Studies)

Panel Disc.
Markus-Michael Müller (Freie Universität Berlin)

Panel From Dewey to Latour: Revisiting the Frustrations and Hopes of the ‘Local Turn’
Pol Bargues Pedreny (Institute for Development and Peace, University of Duisburg-Essen)

Panel ‘Bottom up’ Statebuilding and (neo)liberal Paradoxes
Louise Wiuff Moe (Danish Institute for International Studies)

Panel Prevention as Intervention: Expansion or Retreat?
Katja Lindskov Jacobsen (Copenhagen University, Centre for Military Studies)

Panel Entangled Agency: Rethinking International Responsibility in a Complex World
Peter Finkenbusch (University of Duisburg-Essen)

SA65: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Aggrandizement, Normalization and Survival – Maritime Strategies and Conflict Management in the East and South China Seas

Panel Chair
Kevin Cooney (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)

Panel Disc.
See Seng Tan (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies)

Panel The Promise and Peril of Strategic Partnerships: The Philippines and Japan in the South China Sea
Maria Ortuoste (California State University East Bay)

Panel Kevin Cooney (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)

Panel Securitization, Identity, and Role Dynamics: The South China Sea
Zenel Garcia (Florida International University)

Panel Territorial Disputes and the Struggle for Recognition
Ulises Granados (ITAM Instituto Tecnologico Autonomo de Mexico)

Panel China’s Small-Stick Diplomacy in the South China Sea
James R. Holmes (Naval War College)

SA66: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Approaching Climate Vulnerability from the Perspective of Human Agency: A Mixed-Method, Multi-Continental Examination of Cases

Panel Chair
Kei Namba (Free University of Berlin)

Panel Chair
Joseph S. Gordon (National Intelligence University)

Panel Disc.
Benjamin E. Bagiuzzi (University of Delaware)

Panel Arctic Shock: Utilizing Climate Change to Test Theories of Resource Competition
Jonathan Markowitz (University of Southern California)

Panel Energy Security and International Order
Robert Musgrave (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)

Panel Yu-Ming Liou (Georgetown University)
Cutting the supply lines: the relationship between commodity embargoes and conflict termination

Mikkel Sejersen (Aarhus University)

SA69: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Roundtable
Book roundtable: International Institutions in World History - Divorcing International Relations Theory from the State and Stage Models

English School
Theory

Chair Laust Schouenborg (Roskilde University)
Part. Laust Schouenborg (Roskilde University)
Part. Hendrik Spruyt (Northwestern University)
Part. L. H. M. Ling (The New School)
Part. Cornelia B. Navari (University of Buckingham)
Part. Yale H. Ferguson (Rutgers University)

SA70: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Election Violence and Human Rights

Human Rights

Chair Jacques Bertrand (University of Toronto)
Disc. Jenifer Whitten-Woodring (University of Massachusetts Lowell)
Voting and Violence: The Influence of Election Monitoring on Human Rights in Multi-Ethnic Societies
David R. Davis (Emory University)
Brianardos (Emory University)
Forms of Pre-Electoral Violence: New Micro-Level Evidence from Indonesia
S. P. Harish (New York University)
Risa J. Toha (University of California at Los Angeles)
The effect of elections on human rights: Does a runoff round reduce repression?
Joshua Holzer (University of Missouri)
Examining the Relationship between Risk Aversion and Domestic Demand for Free Speech Rights
Nicholas Dietrich (Penn State)
Charles Crabtree (University of Michigan)
ELECTIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS DURING CIVIL CONFLICT: THE CASE OF TURKEY
EMİNE ARI (Koç University)

SA71: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Museums, Exhibitions and the Representation of the International

International Political Sociology

Chair Alexei Tsinovoi (University of Copenhagen)
Disc. Trinidad Rico (Rutgers University)
Exhibiting/Practicing International Relations: Diplomatic Crises at The Venice Biennale
Lene Hansen (University of Copenhagen)
Objects of War: Whose War is on View?
Christine Sylvester (University of Connecticut)
Sensory Overload and the Interpretation of Evil: Museums and Memory in the Portugese-Gold Coast Slave Trade and Colonization
Cecelia Lynch (University of California Irvine)
Showing Sites of IR: Sampling Discourse With the Camera
Johan Spanner (University of Copenhagen)

Affect and consumption at war memorials and museums: Moving tourists and shaping security discourses at the Pearl Harbor Historic Sites
Audrey Reeves (University of Bristol)

SA72: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Authoritarian Regimes: Repression, Election and Conflict

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Christopher M. Brown (Georgia Southern University)
Disc. Kirssa Cline Ryckman (University of Arizona)
An ‘Authoritarian Nexus’? China’s Alleged Special Relationship with Autocratic States in Latin America
Wolfgang Muno (University of Mainz)
Alexander Brand (Rhine-Waal University (Germany))
Why Autocrats Crackdown on NGOs: Domestic Crisis, International Linkage, and Regime Response
Eunsook Jung (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Lawrence P. Markowitz (Rowan University)
Justifying Violence: How Authoritarian Regimes Talk About Repression
Alexander Dukalskis (University College Dublin)
Christopher Patane (University of Missouri)
Fear the Walking Dead: Authoritarian States and the Selective Use of “Zombie” Election Monitors
Lauren Farmer (Temple University)

SA73: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Understanding and Responding to Non-State Violent Actors

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Tricia L. Bacon (American University)
The Islamic State Phenomenon
John Mueller (Ohio State University/Cato Institute)
Mark G. Stewart (University of Newcastle, Australia)
The Nexus of Hybrid Actors in a Changing Global Order
Hayat Alvi (U.S. Naval War College)
Friends or Foes? The Prospects for an Alliance Between the Islamic State and al-Qaida
Tricia L. Bacon (American University)
Methods of Nonviolent Intervention: The Role of Foreign Policy Carrots in Preventing Violent Extremism
Ariel Farrar-Wellman (University of California, Davis)
Jaime Jackson (University of California, Davis)
Political Instability and RN Material Security Reassessed
Daniel Smith (University of Maryland)
James Halverson (University of Maryland)

SA74: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Soft Power as a Source of Influence

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Sean Giovanello (Elon University)
Disc. Danielle Jacon Ayres Pinto (State University of Campinas / Federal University of Santa Maria)
Soften the Hard and Harden the soft? A Critical Review of China’s Confucius Institute Project in Southeast Asia
Alan Hao Yang (National Chengchi University)
Understanding Effective U.S. Foreign Policy on Human Trafficking: Soft Power or Sanctions?
Rebecca Lollar (George Mason University)
Understanding Indonesia’s Soft Power: Perspectives from the inside
Renita Moniaga (University of Sydney)

Challenges and Opportunities of China’s Soft Power - Case of Confucius Institutes
Wei Shen (Lancaster University)
The Limits of Soft Power: the case of Qatar
Daniel Arbucias (University of Delaware)

SA75: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
US Foreign Policy in Asia

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Edward Kwon (Northern Kentucky University)
Disc. Edward Kwon (Northern Kentucky University)
The Rise of China and U.S.-South Korea Relations
Ji Young Choi (Ohio Wesleyan University)
U.S. Nuclear Strategy in Response to China’s Rise
Nina Silove (Australian National University)
The Unintended Consequences of U.S. Security Presence in Asia
Chin-Hao Huang (Yale-NUS College)
 Contest for Supremacy: the Struggle for Leadership in the Asia-Pacific between China and the U.S.
Yuanyuan Fang (Florida International University)

SA76: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Roundtable
Merging the Micro and the Macro: Do digital technologies help bring local voices into national peace processes?

Peace Studies
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations

Chair Pamina M. Firchow (George Mason University & US Institute of Peace)
Disc. Charles Patrick Martin-Shields (George Mason University)
Part. Robert Baker (USAID)
Part. Jennifer Parkin (University of New Mexico)
Part. Matthew Levinger (United States Institute of Peace)
Part. Sean McDonald (FrontlineSMS)

SA77: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
The Politics of Responses to Forced Migration

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair Harris Mylonas (George Washington University)
Chair Burcu Savun (University of Pittsburgh)
Disc. Beth Elise Whitaker (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)
Take Them Back and We’ll Talk: The Unlikely Leverage of Turkey against the European Union
Emek M. Ucarer (Bucknell University)
Civil War Patterns of Civilian Resettlement
Abbey Steele (Syracuse University)
Debating Refugees: The Domestic Politics of Asylum Policy in Kenya
Lamis Abdelaity (Syracuse University)
From Protection to Persecution: The Determinants of State Violence against Refugees
Burcu Savun (University of Pittsburgh)
Christian Gineste (University of Pittsburgh)
Joshua Kaasik (University of Pittsburgh)
Mass Migration, Tightening Borders and Emerging Forms of Statelessness in Scandinavia
Nicole Stokes-DuPass (Holy Family University)

SA78: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Psychological Consequences of Civil War

Peace Studies

Chair Oded Adomi Leshem (School of Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University)
Disc. Oded Adomi Leshem (School of Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University)
How Civil War Outcomes Change Horizontal Economic Inequality and Discrimination
Reverien Mfizi (State University of New York at Buffalo)
Austin Mitchell (Texas A&M University)
Long-term Effects of International Peacekeeping on Ethnocentrism: Evidence from Bosnia and Herzegovina
Douglas Page (University of South Carolina)
Sam Whitl (High Point University)
Transitions and Trauma from Tahrir: Examining the Use of Social Support Networks in Post-revolution Egypt
Kathryn M. Lance (University of Notre Dame)
After the Dirty Wars: Does Political Forgiveness Work?
Dana Moyer (University of Virginia)
Connection and disconnection: Complex identity and complex trauma within the African Great Lakes Community
Patrice Nyembo (The University of Sydney)

SA79: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Space and Security

International Security Studies

Chair Phil M. Haun (Naval War College)
Disc. Phil M. Haun (Naval War College)
Outer Space and Private Companies. Consequences for global security
Irma Slomczynska (Marie Curie-Skłodowska University)
Pawel K. Frankowski (Jagiellonian University)
Brazilian and Indian Space Programs in comparative perspective: mapping bottlenecks and breakthroughs
Renata Ribeiro (University of Brasilia)
Rodolpho Vasconcellos (University of Brasilia)
From Sputnik to Space Weapons: Redefining a ‘Space Power’ in the 21st Century Security Environment
Kiernan McClelland (Centre for Military, Security and Strategic Studies, University of Calgary)
The Coming Space Race - Implications for (Non-Traditional) Security
Stefania Paladini (Coventry University)

SA80: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM Panel
Diasporas and States: Theoretical and Methodological Innovations

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Maria Koinova (Warwick University)
Disc. Yehonatan Abramson (Johns Hopkins University)
From Qualitative to Quantitative Analysis in a Large-Scale Migration Project
Maria Koinova (Warwick University)
William Benjamin Margulies (University of Warwick)
Philippe Blanchard (University of Warwick)
Host Governments Utilizing Diasporas: The Case of the Arab-Brazilian Chamber of Commerce
Nadejda K. Marinova (Wayne State University)
Forgotten and Remembering: Diaspora, Justice, and Homeland Politics
Dzeneta Karabegovic (University of Warwick)
Diaspora Communities and Election Campaigns in Sierra Leone
Jennifer Raymond Dresden (Georgetown University)
High Hopes for Diaspora Investment? Not Just Diasporas, but Diaspora Engagement Policies Matter for Foreign Direct Investment
Seungbin Park (University of Colorado, Boulder)

SA81: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
INGOs in World Politics: The changing nature of INGO actors, issues, and practices

International Organization
Chair Amanda Murdie (University of Georgia)
Disc. Susanna P. Campbell (American University)
Disc. Emily K. M. Scott (University of Toronto and Visiting Scholar George Washington University)
The Unaccountable Organization: INGO Market-orientation, Independence, and Local Performance
Susanna P. Campbell (American University)
INGO Data: The Horrible, the Bad, and the Way Forward
Amanda Murdie (University of Georgia)
Jonathan Moyer (University of Denver)
Donor Games: Negotiating Autonomy within the Political Economy of Aid
Emily K. M. Scott (University of Toronto and Visiting Scholar George Washington University)
The Divergent Fields of Human Rights and Democracy in International Politics
Sarah S. Bush (Temple University)
Sarah S. Stroup (Middlebury College)
Advocating for Change: Do INGOs Make Transitional Justice More Effective?
Marc Polizzi (Murray State University)

SA82: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Negotiating with Terrorists and Extremists

Peace Studies
Chair Mimi Soderberg Kovacs (Folke Bernadotte Academy)
Disc. Mimi Soderberg Kovacs (Folke Bernadotte Academy)
Unintended Consequences of Peace: Peaceful Borders in the Americas and the Incursion of Malign Non-State Actors
Arie M. Kacowicz (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Exequiel Lacovsky (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Daniel F. Wajner (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
The Guatemalan National Revolutionary Unit (URNG): A failed transformation from guerrilla group to political party
Michael Allison (University of Scranton)
Europe’s Refugee Crisis: Kant’s Dream of “Perpetual Peace” Hangs in the Balance.
Ingrid Sandole-Staroste (George Mason University)
“We Don’t Negotiate with Terrorists”: Navigating Illiberal Norms in International Peace Mediation
Julia Palmiano Federer (University of Basel, swisspeace)
Exploring Peace: Evaluating Reintegration Strategies for ISIS Soldiers
Matthew Weiss (University of Texas Rio Grande Valley)
Ed Cook (University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley (UTRGV))

SA83: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Children, Rights, and Security

Human Rights
Chair Lesley J. Pruitt (Monash University)
Disc. Heather A. Smith (University of Northern British Columbia)
Subjects Denied: Children’s Rights at the Local-Global Nexus
J. Marshall Beier (McMaster University)
Theorising the UN Security Council’s Attitude to Children’s Rights
Katrina N. Lee-Koo (Monash University)
Image[ing] the ‘Telegenic Dead’: Conflict, Crisis, and Children’s Death as Spectacle
Helen Berents (Queensland University of Technology)
Children and R2P
Luke J. Glanville (Australian National University)

SA84: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Forming Alliances

International Security Studies
Chair Samee Lashari (Northern Arizona University)
Disc. Sara Greco (Queen’s University)
“We Had Hoped You Would Help—But Now It Doesn’t Matter”: The U.S. Alliance of Convenience With the People’s Republic of China 1971-1989
Evan Resnick (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies)
Brokering Security Cooperation: Diplomacy, Information, and the Origins of NATO
Daisuke Minami (The George Washington University)
Diplomacy as a Defense When War Impends
Barry H. Steiner (California State University, Long Beach)
Learning to Become Friends: Plagiarism and the Making of International Alliances
Matthew Millard (University of Alabama)

SA85: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
European Union (EU) and Energy in a Changing World

International Political Economy
Disc. Ginta T. Palubinskas (West Virginia State University)
Regional Society Versus Regional Geopolitics: Security Dynamics in the EU Energy Union
Boyka Stefanova (University of Texas at San Antonio)
Paskal Zhelev (University of National and World Economy)
Europe’s Energy Union: Regulatory Power or Liberal Mercantilism?
Andreas Goldthau (Central European University)
Nick Sitter (Central European University)
Geopolitics and European Energy Diplomacy: Responding to Crises in the EU Neighbourhood
Alexandra Maria Bocse (Harvard University)
Theorizing the EU’s Capability-Expectations Gap: How Social Expectations Shape the EU’s Role in East Asia
Stephan Kloes (Institute for European Studies, Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB))
Evolving Norms, Values and Principles in the EU-Russia Energy Security Discourses
Yaroslava Marusyk (University of Groningen)
SA86: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Environmental Peacebuilding I

Environmental Studies
Chair  Ashok Swain (Uppsala University)
Disc. Larry A. Swatuk (University of Waterloo)
Disc. Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)
Building Sustainable Peace - ecologically sensitive, socially desirable and politically relevant
Florian Krampe (Uppsala University)
Environment and Conflict: Is it Real? What does it Include? How do We Know It? What Types Exist?
James R. Lee (American University)
The Role of the Military in Environmental Peace-building
Saleem H. Ali (Department of Geography, University of Delaware)
Rebecca Pincus (US Coast Guard Academy)
Carl Bruch (Environmental Law Institute)
Peter Aldinger (Environmental Law Institute)
Climate diplomacy and peace
Dennis Taenzler (Adelphi Research, Research Fellow)

SA87: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Information and Networks at War: Changing barriers of emergent warfare

International Security Studies
Chair  David J. Galbreath (University of Bath)
Disc. Patrick H. M. Porter (University of Exeter)
Disc. Matthew Ford (University of Sussex)
Rethinking Information in the RMA: Smart Defence and Innovation
David J. Galbreath (University of Bath)
Individuated Warfare and Permissible Patterns of Life
Jack McDonald (King's College London)
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR): A federation/system of systems-based agent of and for change?
Adam Svendsen (Intelligence and Defense Strategist, Educator and Consultant)
Societal and Government Responses to Cyber Challenges
Anthony Craig (Cardiff University)
Brandon Valeriano (Cardiff University)
An analysis of the Canadian drone-scape: The role of actor-networks in broader narratives of security and surveillance
Ciara Bracken-Roche (Queen's University, Surveillance Studies Centre)

SB02: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
New Frontiers in Research on International Norms and Law

International Law
Human Rights
Chair  Brian Greenhill (Dartmouth College)
Disc. Brian Greenhill (Dartmouth College)
Not all Rights have Norms: Blame Diffusion in International Anti-Hunger Advocacy
Michelle D. Jurkovich (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Retheorizing Normative Change: Social Pressure in International Law-making
Giovanni Mantilla (CIDE)
Civilian Protection Norms in Peace Operations and the 2015-2016 Kigali Principles
Anjali Dayal (Fordham University)
What Determines Public Support for International Norm Enforcement?
Melissa Lee (Princeton University)

SB03: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
The Rights of Women and Girls: Rights Protection, Legal Frameworks and Governance

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Human Rights
International Law
Women's Caucus
Chair  Lucy Hall (University of Amsterdam)
Disc. Stephanie Szitanyi (Rutgers University)
Intergovernmental Women's Human Rights: Potemkin Villages or Tools for Change
Sheryl Shirley (Plymouth State University)
Investigating the Causes of Reforms to Enhance Women's Legal Rights
Jacob P. Wobig (Wingate University)
Global South Girlhood in Global Policy Discourse
Karen Brown (University of Minnesota)
Revisiting 'womenandchildren' in Peace and Security Research: Reflecting on Outcomes for Girls
Lesley J. Pruitt (Monash University)
Human Rights and Gender Issues: a Discussion of Women's Rights in the Context of International Relations
Luisa Novais Tolledo (Pontificia Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais)
Bárbara Campos (Pontificia Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais (PUC Minas))

SB01: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Revisiting the Meaning of 'American Power'

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
International Security Studies
Chair  Jonathan Markowitz (University of Southern California)
Disc. Laura Roselle (Elon University)
The Domestic Sources of Balancing and Bandwagoning: Grasping the Soft Power of the Market Hegemony
Michael Mousseau (University of Central Florida)
“The American Way”: Explaining Change with Institutionalism
Danielle Blab (McMaster University)
Jeff Bridoux (Abertystwyth University)
The Conflation of Military-Political Power: Transformational Change in Security Dynamics
Graham Slater (Florida International University)
A Cosmopolitan Grand Strategy for the United States
Stephen Pampinella (SUNY New Paltz)
SB04: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Roundtable**

**Formal and Informal Institutions in Torture, Trafficking, and Criminal Forms of Unconventional Warfare**  
*International Law*  
*Human Rights*

**Chair**  Henry (Chip) Carey  (Georgia State University)  
**Part.**  Davis Brown  (Baylor University Institute for Studies of Religion)  
**Part.**  James Pfiffner  (George Mason University)  
**Part.**  George J. Andreopoulos  (City University of New York)  
**Part.**  Tracy Lightcap  (LaGrange College)  
**Part.**  Kathleen Barrett  (University of West Georgia)  
**Part.**  Charlotte Ku  (Texas A & M University School of Law)

SB05: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Panel**

**Transnational Social Movements, Networks, and Changing World Politics**  
*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*  
*International Political Sociology*  
*Human Rights*

**Chair**  Nora McKeon  (Roma Tre University)  
**Disc.**  Craig N. Murphy  (Wellesley College)  
**Transnational Social Movements, Networks, and Changing World Politics**  
**Jackie Smith**  (University of Pittsburgh)  
**Melanie M. Hughes**  (Department of Sociology, University of Pittsburgh)  
**Samantha Plummer**  (University of Pittsburgh)  

Norm Suppression: Human Rights Activists’ Efforts to Suppress the Targeted Killing Norm  
**Betsy Jose**  (University of Colorado Denver)  

Building Bridges to Alternative Food Systems: Social Forums, Food Movements and the North-South and Producer-Consumer Divides  
**Elizabeth A. Smythe**  (Concordia University College of Alberta)  

Transnational Organizing - Fighting for Black liberation and self-determination  
**Stephanie Franklin**  (Chair of the Ubuntu Council, Baltimore, Md)  

**Peter Smith**  (Athabasca University)

SB06: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Panel**

**Exploring neoclassical realist ideas about how to understand and explain change in a post-unipolar world order**  
*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  Jeffrey W. Taliaferro  (Tufts University)  
**Disc.**  Jeffrey W. Taliaferro  (Tufts University)  

The Main Forces Driving Change in East Asian Security. A Neoclassical Realist Explanation  
**Camilla T. N. Soerensen**  (Copenhagen University)  

In the Interest of the Nation, in the Service of Democracy: Neoclassical Realism and Foreign Policy Transition in Ukraine and Georgia  
**Anders Wivel**  (University of Copenhagen)  

The Appropriateness of Narratives in Neoclassical Realism: Explaining Saudi Arabia’s Foreign Policy Stability  
**Imad Mansour**  (Qatar University)  

Analytical Liberalism vs. Neoclassical Realism: American Foreign Policy under Franklin D. Roosevelt  
**Mark Brawley**  (McGill University)  

Neoclassical Realism as an Interaction Model: System, Unit, and China’s Foreign Policy Stance toward Russia  
**Alexander Korolev**  (Centre on Asia and Globalisation, Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National Univ of Singapore)

SB07: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Panel**

**The Transformation of Genocide: International Orders**  
*Theory*  
*Historical International Relations*  
*International Political Sociology*  
*International Ethics*  
*Global Development*  
*Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies*

**Chair**  Benjamin Meiches  (University of Washington-Tacoma)  
**Disc.**  Benjamin Meiches  (University of Washington-Tacoma)  

“Waging War Even Against Continents”: German Imperial Autarky and Genocide  
**Alexander D. Barder**  (Florida International University)  

Genocide, Mass Killing, and the International Order  
**Ernesto Verdeja**  (University of Notre Dame)  

The Politics of Genocide: Rwanda, Burundi, and the International Competition of Victimhood  
**Douglas Irvin-Erickson**  (George Mason University)  

Tracing global-systemic patterns of genocide in Sudan and Myanmar  
**Louise Wise**  (Queen Mary University of London)

SB08: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Panel**

**The Multi-facets of Maritime Security and Strategy**  
*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  Jack McDonald  (King’s College London)  
**Disc.**  Jack McDonald  (King’s College London)  

Shiprider Agreements and Maritime Security  
**Rénee de Nevers**  (Syracuse University)  

Responsive Governance in Deep-Sea Mining: The Case of Papua New Guinea  
**D. G. Webster**  (Dartmouth College)  

China’s new military posture and its regional implications  
**Elina Sinkkonen**  (Finnish Institute of International Affairs)  

Brazilian military cooperation and the construction of its international influence: the cooperation among Brazil and Portugal Navy’s and its regional consequences.  
**Sabrina Medeiros**  (IADC (Washington, DC); EGN and UFRJ (Brasil))  
**Danielle Jacon Ayres Pinto**  (State University of Campinas / Federal University of Santa Maria)

SB09: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Roundtable**

**Security Challenges In The Post-Bipolar Africa**  
*Global South Caucus*

**Chair**  Catchy Clement  (Geneva Center for Security Policy)  
**Disc.**  Délidji Eric Degila  (Ecole Nationale d’Administration, ENA du Bénin and Graduate Institute, Geneva)  
**Part.**  John Agbonifo  (Osun State University, Osogbo, Nigeria)  
**Part.**  Charles K. Amegan  (RNGCS)  
**Part.**  Lembe Tiky  (University of Connecticut)  
**Part.**  Terrence P. Lyons  (George Mason University)  
**Part.**  Seifudein Adem  (Binghamton University)
SB10: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Presidential Roundtable
Changing Notions of Change in World Politics
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair  John M. Owen  (University of Virginia)
Chair  Jeffrey W. Legro  (University of Virginia)
Part.  Antje Wiener  (University of Hamburg)
Part.  Fiona Adamson  (SOAS, University of London)
Part.  Amitav Acharya  (American University)

SB11: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Internet and Non-Violent Resistance under Authoritarian Rule
International Communication
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Post Communist Systems
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair  Marlies Glasius  (University of Amsterdam)
Disc.  Maria Repnikova  (University of Pennsylvania )
Leading from the Periphery & Network Collective Action
Navid Hassanpour  (Higher of School of Economics)
Policy and Protest: Internet Affordances and Civic Engagement
Jaclyn Alexandra Kerr  (Georgetown University)
Digilantes: The Diffusion Patterns of Digital Repression
Jan Rydzak  (University of Arizona)
Patriotism without state blessing: Chinese cyber nationalists in predicament
Rongbin Han  (University of Georgia)
Pamphlet versus Facebook Event: Internet and Protesting in the Semi-Authoritarian State of Malaysia
Kris Ruigrok  (University of Amsterdam)

SB12: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
Illuminating the Backstage of Transnational Legal Practice
International Law
Chair  Lianne Boer  (VU University Amsterdam)
Chair  Sofia Stolk  (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Part.  Oliver Kessler  (University of Erfurt)
Part.  Jessica Lawrence  (CEU, Budapest)
Part.  Geoffrey Gordon  (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Part.  Philip Liste  (University of Hamburg)
Part.  Renske Vos  (University of Edinburgh)

SB13: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Presidential Panel
Power in Uncertainty: Improvisation and Change in World Politics II
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair  Peter Katzenstein  (Cornell University)
Disc.  Kathleen R. McNamara  (Georgetown University)
Protest Power in World Politics
Lucia Antalova Seybert  (American University)
Peter Katzenstein  (Cornell University)
Subordination and Moral Fragmentation: Uncertainty, Protest
Power, and Revolutions in Rights
Christian G. K. Reus-Smit  (University of Queensland)
Adaptation and innovation in Contemporary Arms Control
Jennifer L. Erickson  (Boston College)
Protest Power and Financial Markets
Erin Lockwood  (Northwestern University)
Stephen C. Nelson  (Northwestern University)

SB14: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
Taking Suffering Seriously: Responsible Scholarship in a World of Wounds
Environmental Studies
International Ethics
Chair  Paul Wapner  (American University)
Part.  Narendran Kumarakulasingam  (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)
Part.  Jan Aart Scholte  (University of Gothenburg)
Part.  Catia Cecilia Confortini  (Wellesley College)

SB15: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Changing Notions of Responsibility in World Politics
English School
International Ethics
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair  Thomas C. Walker  (Grand Valley State University)
Disc.  Cornelia B. Navari  (University of Buckingham)
The Great Irresponsibles? Rising Powers, Responsibility and International Society
Jamie Gaskarth  (University of Birmingham)
Transnational Governance and the Rise of Corporate Social Responsibility as a Global Norm
Hevina S. Dashwood  (Brock University)
Legitimating EU Military Operations: A Communicative Action Approach
Giselle Bosse
Responsibility in and for the Arctic: claims to ownership
Hannes Hansen-Magnusson  (Cardiff University)

SB16: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Nuclear Weapons: A Persistent Concern with Consistently New Considerations
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair  Thomas E. Doyle  (Texas State University)
Disc.  Virginie Grzelczyk  (Aston University)
Exploring Change and Continuity in WMD Nonproliferation Regimes: The Interaction of Power, Institutions, and Norms in Generating Regime-Level Change
Kirsten Taylor  (Berry College)
A Small States’ World? An Examination of North Korea’s Survival Strategies
Virginie Grzelczyk  (Aston University)
Can We Get the Genius Back Into the Bottle? Nuclear Desarmament and Nonproliferation
Rizwan Asghar  (PhD Scholar (Political Scince), University of New Mexico)
SB17: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Saudi Arabia’s Foreign Policy

Panel

Chair: Gregorio Bettiza (University of Exeter)
Disc. Gregorio Bettiza (University of Exeter)
Theorizing the "Salman Doctrine" within the context of the increased Saudi-Iran/Sunni-Shia hegemonic rivalry

Anna K. Viden (University of Pennsylvania)
Saudi Arabia’s Changing Status Quo: Foreign Policy Options for the US

Wojtek M. Wolfe (Rutgers University)
Statehood, Recognition, and Conflict in International Relation: Explaining the Saudi Intervention in Yemen

May Darwich (Durham University)
Reviving the Theory of Omnibalancing as the best explanation of Saudi National Security Policy

isa haskologlu (University of Delaware)

SB18: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
New Understandings and Conceptualizations Surrounding International Legislation

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

International Law

Chair: Nicole De Silva (University of Oxford)
Disc. Anne Holthoefer (Saint Anselm College)
The Geopolitics of Global Social Standards: The Impact of Politicization on the Diffusion and Reconciliation of Competing Norms

Miklós Kornél Lázár (Oxford University)
Shifting Authority for International Peace? State Views Regarding the Crime of Aggression, the International Criminal Court, and the UN Security Council

Sean K. Richmond (University of Western Australia)
Global Norms, Regional Solutions: Comparing Regional Human Rights Courts to the ICC

Jessica M. Anderson (University of Missouri)
Communicating Change: Exploring Functionalism in the Development of the International Telecommunications Regime

Keon Weigold (SUNY Albany)

SB19: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Re-Making the State: The Churning Within South Asia

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Navnita C. Behera (Delhi University)
Disc. Jayati Srivastava (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Maximum State in Neoliberal Times: Reflections on Nationalism in Contemporary India

A.K. Ramakrishnan (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)
Sinner & Saint: The Complexity of Defining State Identity

Ayesha Siddiq (Independent scholar)
State and Violence: Reflections on State-Making in Pakistan

Ajay Behera (Jamia Millia Islamia University)
Bangladesh: From Hybrid Regime to Authoritarian State?

Ali Riaz (Illinois State University)

SB20: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Borders and Orders in International Relations

Political Demography and Geography

Chair: Marie Besancon (Portland State University / University of Khartoum)
Disc. Marie Besancon (Portland State University / University of Khartoum)
Bringing the Border In: Denying access in the context of the Syrian refugee crisis in Lebanon

Lama Mourad (University of Toronto)
The Socio-Economic and Political Context Governing the Intersection of Youth Migration and Health in Johannesburg, South Africa

Theresa Sommers (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Local effects of precipitation on urbanization

Martin Smidt (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)
Norm Dependent Change of Border Permeability and Regional IGOs: A Comparison of the Baltic Sea Region and the South China Sea Region

Martin Kerntopf (Ernst Moritz Arndt University, Greifswald)
The Ultimate Chaos: The Cross-Border Challenge of Terrorist Organizations to the Global Capitalist System.

Samee Lashari (Northern Arizona University)

SB21: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Is Civil-Military Relations For Executives? Comparing Patterns of Legislative Oversight

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Stephen M. Saideman (Carleton University)
Disc. Peter D. Feaver (Duke University)
Just Chilling: Parliamentary Oversight of Nordic Militaries

David Auerswald (National War College)
The Continued Decline of Congressional Oversight of U.S. Foreign Policy

Linda Fowler (Dartmouth College)
Militarizing Internal Security? Stretching Military Roles in Argentina since 2010

Kristina Mani (Oberlin College)
Parliament Oversight of the Military in Australia and New Zeland

Philippe Lagasse (Carleton University)
Desertion, Defection, and Disloyalty: Military splits in the eye of mass protests

Aurel Croissant (Heidelberg University)
Tanja Eschenauer (Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg)

SB22: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
East Asian IR from the Ancient to the Modern World

Historical International Relations

Global Development

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

International Security Studies

Chair: Victoria Tin-bor Hui (University of Notre Dame)
Disc. Nicholas Anderson (Yale University)
The World Politics of Warring States Japan, 1477-1600: A New Dataset

Nicholas Anderson (Yale University)
Networks and Loyalties: The Social Roots of Military Disobedience in the Sino-French War

Eric Hundman (Dartmouth College)
Buying In, Cashing Out: “Hedging,” Aggregated Responses to Power Transition, and Aggravated Security Dilemmas
Ja Ian Chong (National University of Singapore)

Unipolarity and War in Qing China
Yuan-Kang Wang (Western Michigan University)

Historical Asia and Global IR: Confucian Peace or Liberal Peace?
Victoria Tin-bor Hui (University of Notre Dame)

SB23: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Military Politics in the Arab Spring

Chair Barbara Zollner (Birkbeck College)
Disc. Barbara Zollner (Birkbeck College)
Disc. Deina A. Abdelkader (University of Massachusetts)

When security breeds insecurity: Revolution and Political Outcomes in Tunisia and Egypt
Janicke Stramer (The University of Nevada, Reno)

Military Responses to Popular Uprisings: Tunisia in Comparative Perspective
Nicholas John Lotito (Columbia University)

Agency Matters: Theorizing Military Insubordination in Authoritarian Regimes
Holger Albrecht (University of Alabama)

When do people protest? A game theoretic analysis of the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions
Alexander Hodge-Wallis (University of California, Irvine)

SB24: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Political Economy of the Resource Curse and Conflict:
Microfoundations, Theory and Practice

Chair Zining Yang (Claremont Graduate University)
Disc. Roger Chi-Feng Liu (O.P. Jindal Global University)

Ownership Matters: The Microfoundations of the Resource Curse in Sub-Saharan Africa
Gerald Schneider (University of Konstanz)
Tim Wegenaust (Universität Konstanz)

Natural Resource Extraction and Social Grievances: The Impact of Chinese Companies in Sub-Saharan Africa
Tim Wegenaust (Universität Konstanz)
Georg Strüver (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Mario Krauser (University of Konstanz)

Natural Resources and International Conflict
Christopher Macaulay (University of North Texas)

Economic Reform, Oil-Rich States, and the Shifting Political Economy of Oil Prices Post-2014
Jessie Moritz (Australian National University)

SB25: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Debating Change in Turkish Foreign Policy within the Changing Geopolitics of Turkey’s Neighborhood

Chair Sinem Acikmese (Kadir Has University)
Disc. Ozgur Ozdamar (Bilkent University)
Part. Mustafa Aydin (Kadir Has University)
Part. Lenore G. Martin (Harvard University)
Part. Fuat Keyman (Sabanci University)
Part. Birol A. Yesilada (Portland State University)
Part. Sinem Acikmese (Kadir Has University)

Ownership Matters: The Microfoundations of the Resource Curse in Sub-Saharan Africa
Gerald Schneider (University of Konstanz)
Tim Wegenaust (Universität Konstanz)

Natural Resource Extraction and Social Grievances: The Impact of Chinese Companies in Sub-Saharan Africa
Tim Wegenaust (Universität Konstanz)
Georg Strüver (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Mario Krauser (University of Konstanz)

Natural Resources and International Conflict
Christopher Macaulay (University of North Texas)

Economic Reform, Oil-Rich States, and the Shifting Political Economy of Oil Prices Post-2014
Jessie Moritz (Australian National University)

SB26: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Islam and Social Change: New Approaches and Trends

Chair Michael Reese (University of Chicago)
Disc. Athanasios Manis (Middle East Research Institute)

Islam, Globalization, and Capitalism in Indonesia and Bosnia-Herzegovina
Ermin Sinanovic (International Institute of Islamic Thought)
Possibility of Islamic Theory of International Relations
Nassif Manabilang Adiong (The Philippine International Studies Organization [PhISO])

Islamic Sovereignty Norms and Peaceful Settlement of Territorial Disputes
Steven McDowell (University of Notre Dame)
Emilia Justyna Powell (University of Notre Dame)
Democratic Transition in Iran after the 1979 Revolution
Hassan Vaezi (Florida International University)

How to affect change in Muslim societies?
Fevzi Bilgin (Independent Scholar)

SB27: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Old and New Frontiers of International Cooperation and Coordination

Chair Vanessa A. Leñer (Middle Tennessee State University)
Disc. Matthew Zierler (Michigan State University)

The impact of Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) on the USA and European Union strategic cooperation
Zdzislaw Puslecki (Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland)

Mapping International Cooperation in Space Exploration
Svetla Ben-Itzhak (Kansas State University)

A multi-method analysis of the causes of major power regulatory coordination
Konstantinos Travlos (Ozyegin University)
Thank you for Not Smoking: Health Systems and the Efficacy of International Institutions
Tracy Kuo Lin (London School of Economics and Political Science)

The Effect of Cooperation on States: Understanding the weakening of the state through delegation disguised as coordination
Daniele K. Scherer (Temple University)
Nicolaos Catsis (Wilson College)
**SB28: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Cooperating**
The Impact of Chinese National Identity on Bilateral Relations

*International Studies Association*
*Korean Economic Institute of America*

**Chair**  Mark Tokola (Korea Economic Institute of America (KEI))
**Disc.**  Mark Tokola (Korea Economic Institute of America (KEI))

Chinese National Identity and Sino-Japanese Relations
Yinan He  (Lehigh University)
Chinese National Identity and Sino-South Korean Relations
See-Won Byun  (The George Washington University)

The Impact of Chinese National Identity on Sino-ASEAN Relations
Danielle Cohen  (Cornell University)

The Impact of Chinese National Identity on Sino-US Relations
Yingjie Guo  (University of Sydney)

The Impact of Chinese National Identity on Sino-Russian Relations
Gilbert Rozman  (Princeton University)

---

**SB29: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel**

Environmental Peacebuilding II

*Environmental Studies*

**Chair**  Ashok Swain  (Uppsala University)
**Disc.**  Geoffrey D. Dabelko  (Ohio University)

Environmental Peacebuilding in Nepal: Lessons From Nepal’s Micro-Hydropower Projects
Florian Krampe  (Uppsala University)

From environmental shocks to opportunities for peace – Reflections on Environmental Peacebuilding on the Philippines
Colin Walch  (Uppsala University)

Environmental peacebuilding, technocracy and depoliticisation
Karim Aggestam  (Lund University)

Environmental Resource Governance and Peace
Larry A. Swatuk  (University of Waterloo)

Unseasonably Violent? Climate Change, Horizontal Inequalities, and One-Sided Violence
Jasper Kaplan  (University of California, Davis)

---

**SB30: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel**

Plenary Session - Best Practices, Recommendations, and Strategies to Transform International Studies' Professional Culture(s)

*International Studies Association*

**Chair**  Laura J. Shepherd  (University of New South Wales)
**Part.**  Annick T. R. Wibben  (University of San Francisco)
**Part.**  Aggie Hirst  (City University London)
**Part.**  Cai Wilkinson  (Deakin University)
**Part.**  Simona Sharoni  (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)
**Part.**  Christina Fattore  (West Virginia University)
**Part.**  Nanette Archer Svenson  (Tulane University)
**Part.**  Melanie Richter-Montpetit  (University of Sheffield)
**Part.**  Natalie Florea Hudson  (University of Dayton)
**Part.**  Galia Golan  (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
**Part.**  Aida Arfan Hozic  (University of Florida)
**Part.**  Jennifer Sterling-Folker  (University of Connecticut)

---

**SB31: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel**

Central Banks in the International Political Economy

*International Political Economy*

**Chair**  Anna Wrobel  (University of Warsaw)
**Disc.**  Anna Wrobel  (University of Warsaw)

Savings, Leverage, and Global Instability
Gregory Nowell  (University of Albany)
Remittances and Central Bank Independence
Ana Carolina Garriga  (CIDE)
Covadonga Meseguer  (London School of Economics and Political Science)
The ECB’s transition to a ‘normal’ central bank: A historical institutionalist interpretation
Mattias Vermeiren  (Ghent University)
Autocratic Central Banks and Monetary Policy Credibility
Susanne Mueller-Redwood  (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

---

**SB32: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Presidential Roundtable**

Rising and Resurgent Powers: An End to the Liberal Order?

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  Deborah W. Larson  (University of California, Los Angeles)
**Part.**  Xiaoyu Pu  (University of Nevada, Reno)
**Part.**  Kimberly Marten  (Barnard College, Columbia University)
**Part.**  Sumit Ganguly  (Indiana University)
**Part.**  Yong Deng  (U.S. Naval Academy)
**Part.**  Andrei P. Tsygankov  (San Francisco State University)
**Part.**  Stacie Goddard  (Wellesley College)

---

**SB33: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel**

From Market to Markets: Variance in the exchange of force

*International Political Economy*

**Chair**  James Pattison  (University of Manchester)
**Disc.**  Oldrich Bures  (Metropolitan University Prague)

Social institutions on the markets for force
Ulrich Andreas Petersohn  (University of Liverpool)

Market Structure, Accountability, and the Effectiveness of Private Military Companies in Civil Wars
Elizabeth Radziszewski  (Rider University)

Sedent Aksinaroglu  (Binghamton University)

The scarcity of penalties on the free market for force
Charles W. Mahoney  (California State University, Long Beach)

Spatial-temporal context on the market for force
Benjamin Tkach  (Texas A&M University)

---

**SB34: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel**

Art, Performance, and International Relations

*Science, Technology and Art in International Relations*

International Political Sociology
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

**Chair**  Simone Molin Friis  (University of Copenhagen)
**Disc.**  Simone Molin Friis  (University of Copenhagen)

The Art of (Technologized) War: Drones, Surveillance, and the Politics of Contemporary Art
Jillian Terry  (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Visuality in Foreign Policy: Analysis of Image Frames on a Large Scale Over Time
Michael King Jablonski  (Georgia State University)

Where is the war photograph?
Sharin Sasheir Naylor  (University of Hawai'i Manoa)

---

**SB35: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel**

The Intelligence-Policy Nexus

*Intelligence Studies*

**Chair**  Stephen Marrin  (James Madison University)
**Disc.**  James J. Wirtz  (Naval Postgraduate School)
### SB36: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

#### Changing Politics, Colonial Continuities: Exploring Governing Techniques, Power Assemblages and Dynamics of Social Ordering in the Postcolony

**International Political Sociology**

**Chair**
Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)

**Disc.**
Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)

**Decolonizing the Postcolonial University? Possibilities and Exigencies with Evidence from Uganda**

James H. Mittelman (American University)

**Postcolonial Sovereignty Games?: The Dissolution of the Netherlands Antilles in 2010 and Engagement of New Dutch Caribbean Political Entities and Relations**

Michael O. Sharpe (City University of New York)

**Changing Subjectivities in the Cameroonian Decolonization - From Independence Movement to Outlawed Rebels?**

Maria Ketzmerick (Philippus-Universität Marburg)

**Militarism, Authority and Resistance: Exploring patterns of relations and resistance between Europe and Africa**

Marta Iniguez de Heredia (Institut Barcelona d'Estudis Internacionals)

**Making the Neoliberal Consumer Subject: Liberal Peace and Development Intervention in Post-Conflict Sierra Leone**

Zubairu Wai (Lakehead University)

### SB37: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

#### Environment, Climate, and Climate Change

**International Political Sociology**

**Chair**
Scott Hamilton (London School of Economics)

**Disc.**
Ironildes Bueno da Silva (University of Brasilia/Euro-American University Center)

**Mountain Governance, Planetary Politics, and Pluriverses**

Rafi Youatt (The New School)

**Global Environmental Governance for a Sustainable Development: Implementation, Enforcement and Effectiveness**

Arda Özkan (Giresun University)

**The Changing Climate of International Relations**

Russell Kerr (Australian National University)

**The Policy Network's Role in Brazil's Climate Change Policymaking Process**

Shuichiro Masukata (Kanda University of International Studies)

### SB38: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

#### Military Intelligence and Strategy: Concept and Practice

**Intelligence Studies**

**Chair**
David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)

**Disc.**
David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)

**Disc.**
Jon Rosenwasser (US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence)

**A Theoretical Approach to Understanding the Development of British Military Intelligence Doctrine**

David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)

**Understanding China’s Peaceful Rise Strategy: A Strategic Intelligence Analysis**

Frank Fan (University of Central Florida)

**The Pakistan Military’s Strategic Shift on Terrorism**

Nausherwan Hafeez (Independent Scholar)

**Intelligence and UN Peacekeeping: A new insight into intelligence sharing for military cooperation**

Benjamin Oudet (Université de Poitiers)

### SB39: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

#### From old to new resource conflicts: How does post-materialism matter?

**Environmental Studies**

**Global Development**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair**
Thomas Rudolf Eimer (Radboud University Nijmegen)

**Chair**
Jana Hönke (University of Groningen)

**Disc.**
Jana Hönke (University of Groningen)

**Post-materialist claims: un-intended consequences Public lands, environmental interests, and market concentration**

Christian R. Thauer (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

“This is a forest, is a shelter, is arable land”: Land-use governance and the Colombian peace process

Markus Lederer (Technical University Darmstadt)

Linda Wallbott (University of Münster)

**International institutional complexity: Increased inequalities or normative adaptation in global regimes governing genetic resources?**

Kristin Rosendal (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)

Steinar E. Andresen (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)

**Greening the developmental state? Post-materialism and the Indian mining sector**

Thomas Rudolf Eimer (Radboud University Nijmegen)

Shalini Iyengar (International University College, Turin)

The 'Philanthropic' Gene: Biocapital and the New Green Revolution in Africa

Jacqueline Ignatova (Appalachian State University)

### SB40: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

#### Understanding shaming and social pressure in world politics: mechanisms and drivers

**International Organization**

**Chair**
Mi Yung Yoon (Hanover College)

**Disc.**
H. Richard Friman (Marquette University)
SB46: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
The Retreat of the Firm? Reconsidering the Relative Influence of States and Firms on Internet Governance and Internet Policy

Chair  Roxana Radu (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)  
Disc.  Madeline M. Carr (Cardiff University)  
Rebecca MacKinnon (New America)  
Nathalie Marechal (University of Southern California)  
Individual Agency and Power Networks in Internet Governance Debates

Dmitry Epstein (University of Illinois)

Coping with the Complexities of Hybrid Institutions in Global Governance: ICANN’s Governmental Advisory Committee

Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)

Implications of the Application of the ‘Hot Pursuit’ Principle in the Cyberspace: An Analysis of the Case 'Microsoft v. United States of America’

Patricia Adriana Vargas Leon (Syracuse University)

SB47: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Debating War Past and Present

Historical International Relations

International Ethics

Theory

International Security Studies

Chair  William T. Eliaison (National Defense University)  
Disc.  Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
Faye Donnelly (University of St Andrews)  
Brent J. Steele (University of Utah)

The Application of Grand Strategy: Lessons from the Past and Challenges of the Present and Future

Sean Giovanello (Elon University)

The Twilight of Imperial Liberalism: Debating Collective Security in Interwar Britain

Anatoly Levshin (Princeton University)

Inventing the History of the Laws of War: The Revival of Alberico Gentili in the Late 19th Century

Claire Vergerio (University of Oxford)

Accentuating the Personal: Intelligence, Misinterpretations of History, and Policy Formation in War

Thomas Reinstein (Temple University)

SB48: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
The Effectiveness of International Environmental Institutions II: New Leaders and Changing Roles

Environmental Studies

International Organization

Chair  Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)  
Disc.  Guri Bang (Center for International Climate and Environmental Research - Oslo)  
The Logic of Performance in International Environmental Organizations: Understanding UNEP

Maria X. Ivanova (UMass Boston)

International Organization Leadership in Transnational Governance Networks: The Case of Canada-US Fishery Commissions

Owen Temby (The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley)

Dongkyu Kim (University of Texas Rio Grande Valley)

From Consensus-making to Momentum-maintaining: The Evolving Functions of Multilateral Climate Negotiations in the Post-Paris Global Climate Governance

Bowen Yu (University of Toronto)

“We hear you loud and clear”: Tracing the role of the chairs in international environmental negotiations

Marian Feist (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Unlocking Deadlocked Negotiations: How policy entrepreneurs, learning and institutional architecture matter for global climate policy

Katharine Rietig (Newcastle University)

SB49: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Depicting the Distant Other: Investigating Media Coverage of Conflict and Crises Across Borders

International Communication

Chair  Eytan Gilboa (Bar-Ilan University)  
Disc.  Giovanna Dell’Orto (University of Minnesota)  
The Medium Matters: External Threats, Media Freedom and Political Trust

Jennifer Whitten-Woodring (University of Massachusetts Lowell)

Not Just a “Greek” Chorus: A Comparative Study of the Transnational Media Coverage of the 2015 Greek Financial Crisis

Abby Jones (Philadelphia University)

More or less ignored: Distant media coverage of conflict in Africa

Virgil Hawkins (Osaka University)

Watchdog or Guardian? The Western National Press and the Restoration of Military Power in Egypt

Florian Zollmann (Newcastle University)

Live-Blogging the Crisis: Determinants of News Coverage of the Syrian Refugee Crisis

Mirjana Pantic (University of Tennessee)

Ivanka Pjesivac (University of Georgia)

SB50: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Moral Victories: The Ethics of Winning Wars

International Ethics

Chair  Andrew R. Hom (University of Edinburgh)  
Part.  Dominic Tierney (Swarthmore College)  
Part.  Amy E. Eckert (Metropolitan State University of Denver)  
Part.  Eric Patterson (Georgetown Univ.)

Part.  John Kelsay (Florida State University)  
Part.  Kurt Mills (University of Glasgow)  
Part.  Luke B. Campbell (Northwest Missouri State University)

Part.  Rosemary Kellison (University of West Georgia)

SB51: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Higher Education and Elements of Change in International Affairs

International Political Economy

Chair  Giselle Datz (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)  
Disc.  Giselle Datz (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)

Higher Education and as Global Change Agent

Carola Weil (American University, School of Professional and Extended Studies)
Private Pension Risk Shifts: Understanding Change in the US Retirement Investment Landscape

Giselle Datz (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)

Change we Can Rejoice In: Market Utopianism and the ‘War on Contingency’

Mark I. Bailey (University of Nottingham, Ningbo)

Rankings and change in global knowledge governance

Tero Erkkilä (University of Helsinki)
Ossi J. Piironen (University of Helsinki)

Commodification of Safety in Higher Education

Shannon Wheatley Hartman (Interactivity Foundation)

Peace Studies

Reconciliation: individual responsibility, communities and institutions

Chair  Eric Wiebelhaus-Brahm (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
Disc.  Eric Wiebelhaus-Brahm (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
The importance of individual responsibility for halting the cycle of violence in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH)
Genevieve S. Parent (Saint Paul's College)

Rescue During Genocide and Other Mass Atrocities: Motivations and Conduct of “Upstanders”

Zachary Kaufman (Harvard Kennedy School / Yale Law School)

Reconciliation-oriented Leadership: Nelson Mandela and South Africa

Havva Kok Arslan ()

Remembrance and Reconciliation: Perspectives from psychology on the balance of past and future orientation in peacebuilding

Katherine Grein (University of Notre Dame)

Science and Technology in Diplomacy

Chair  David Hornsby (University of the Witwatersrand)
Disc.  David Hornsby (University of the Witwatersrand)
Science diplomacy in security governance: The politics of knowledge and expertise in boundary areas
Gabriella Paar-Jakli (Kent State University)

Entrepreneurship as Generator of Change: US Public Diplomacy in the GCC and Jordan

Dagmar Rychnovska (Metropolitan University Prague)

China-CELAC Science and Technology Innovation: co-optation or partnership?
Guilherme Lopes da Cunha (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro)

Changing technology diplomacy: A case study of India and the USA
Virendra Kumar (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

SB55: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

New Approaches to Empirical Analysis of Diplomatic Processes

Diplomatic Studies

Chair  Fred Chernoff (Colgate University)
Disc.  Robert Schub (Nuffield College)
Disc.  Jeffrey Friedman (Dartmouth College)
Networks of Hard International Law Based Organizations and Human Rights
Charles Boehermer (University of Texas, El Paso)
Renato Corbetta (University of Alabama Birmingham)
Rebecca Reid (University of South Carolina)
A dataset of international diplomatic meetings
Eric Dunford (University of Maryland)

Military Diplomacy and Interstate Behavior: Signaling and Influence in Chinese Security Policy

Tyler Jost (Harvard University)
Austin M. Strange (Harvard University)
The Effectiveness of Public and Private Signals: A Document-Based Approach
Azusa Katagiri (Stanford University)
Eric Min (Stanford University)

Intelligence Simulations: Theory and Practice

Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair  Ruben Arcos (Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid (Spain))
Disc.  William J. Lahneman (Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University)
Open source intelligence portfolio: challenging and developing intelligence production and communication skills through simulations
Ruben Arcos (Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid (Spain))

Playing for keeps: Using simulation exercises to enable critical thinking in intelligence professionals

Idun Mostulien (Norwegian Defence Intelligence School)
Disseminating the Intelligence: a briefing exercise using Discourse Analysis
Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)

The Benefits and Disadvantages of Using Simulations in Intelligence Education

William J. Lahneman (Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University)
Building a ROI based alert and scenario analysis system start to finish

Nanette Bulger (Strategic and Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP))

SB57: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Simulations, Role-Playing, and Games: Uses and Outcomes

Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair  Anat Niv-Solomon (City University of New York)
Disc.  Patrick James (University of Southern California)
Gaming the International System: Survey Evidence from Digital Gamers
Nicolas De Zamaroczy (Jindal School of International Affairs)
Mark Paradis (University of Southern California)
Teaching Experience: Or how to make and use PowerPoint-based interactive simulations for small class teaching
Andreas Aagaard Nørh (London School of Economics)
Gustav Meibauer (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Introducing Students to IR through the Game of Diplomacy
Eric Rüttinger (Salisbury University)

Environmental Studies

SB58: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Role of Cities in Environmental Governance
Environmental Studies
Political Demography and Geography
Chair Michele Betsill (Colorado State University)
Disc. Soundarya Chidambaram (Ohio State University)

Tokyo comes to the core to tackle climate change – Municipal politics of emissions trading in Japan
Tsutomu Itsumi (Tokyo Metropolitan University)

Habitat III: A New Model for Civil Society Participation at Major UN Environmental Conferences
Anna H. Schulz (Tufts University)
Sandra Gagnon (IISD-RS)

Changes in Latin America: emergence of cities as actors in climate governance and their relation with national politics
Ana Carolina Evangelista Mauad (University of Brasilia)

Varieties of Eco-City Building in China: Local State, Business and Foreign Capital
Chunman Zhang (Johns Hopkins University)

Cities as leaders in EU climate governance
Kristine Kern (IRS & University of Potsdam)

SB59: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Data and Evidence in Global Health
Global Health
Chair Suzanne Hindmarch (University of New Brunswick)
Disc. Suzanne Hindmarch (University of New Brunswick)

Better than a wing and a prayer: WHO decisionmaking in the midst of a Public Health Emergency of International Concern
Jeremy Youde (Australian National University)

The politics of participatory epidemiology: Technologies, social media and disease surveillance in global health
Gabriel Blouin (Virginia Tech)

Political Conditions of Effective Public Health Interventions
Anne L. Buffardi (ODI)

Evidence, risk communication and the response to Ebola: Can we do better?
Ashley Fox (SUNY-Albany)

Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be counted
Clare Wenham (London School of Economics and Political Science)

SB60: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Drug Trafficking, Terrorism, and International Security
International Security Studies
Chair Bridget L. Coggins (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Disc. Bridget L. Coggins (University of California, Santa Barbara)

Terrorism/Trafficking Nexus in Eurasia: Examining the Changing Nature of Political Violence and Crime
MARIYA Y. OMELICHEVA (University of Kansas)

Drug Trafficking and the War on Drugs in Latin America: A critique from the New Wars perspective
Ana Clara de Souza (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio))
Daniel Sebastián Granda Henao (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Rio de Janeiro)

Cities on Fire: Group Capabilities and Suicide Attacks in Civil Wars
Sinem Arslan (University of Essex)

SB61: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Peers on Peacekeeping and Peacebuilding
Peace Studies
Chair Laura Bosco (American University)
Disc. Laura Bosco (American University)

Contingent upon Contingents: Resolve, UN Peacekeeping, and the Protection of Civilians in South Sudan
Laura Bosco (American University)

Women’s Work after the War: Evidence from a Firm-Level Dataset in Somaliland
Chris Cyr (Eastern Kentucky University)

Breaking the Cycle: Lessons from the MINUSTAH Intervention in Haiti’s Security Sector
Gaëlle Rivard Piché (Carleton University)

The Cost of Coercion: Rebel Recruitment and Retention in Civil Conflict
Katherine Sawyer (University of Maryland)

SB62: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Theorizing Death and Mobility
Theory
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair Finn Stepputat (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Disc. Jessica Auchtner (University of Tennessee at Chattanooga)

The mobility and (in)visibility of dead soldiers: A comparative analysis of the (re)positioning of dead British and American soldiers killed in action since 9/11
Kandida Iris Purnell (University of Aberdeen)

Dead Bodies on the Move: Repatriation and the Necropolitics of Migrant Funerals
Osman Balkan (Swarthmore College)

Necroagency? Contesting Biopower and the Politics of Violence
Elva Orozco (Drexel University)

Moving Dangerously: Necromobility in the Thai-Burma Border-Zone
Tani Sebro (Miami University)

SB63: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Political Violence and Civilian Agency
Peace Studies
Chair Emily Kalah Gade (University of Washington)
Disc. Sarah Elizabeth Parkinson (University of Minnesota)
Networks of Sectarianism: Experimental Evidence on Access to Services in Baghdad
Fotini Christia (MIT)
The Origins and Evolution of Civilian Self-defense in Peru’s Central Jungle
Steven T. Zech (Monash University)
The Political Consequences of Terrorism
Laia Balcells (Duke University)
Gerard Torrats-Espinosa (NYU)
Civilian Agency in Criminal and Political Conflicts
Cassidy Dorff (University of Denver)
Jessica Maves Braithwaite (University of Arizona)
Michael L. Weintraub (Universidad de los Andes)
Understanding High Risk Disaster Relief: Evidence from the Syrian Civil Defense
Anna Zelenz (University of Washington)

SB64: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Belonging in Context: Nationalism, Identity and State
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair: Molly Inman (Georgetown University)
When Does It Get Worse? Economic Inequality, Nationalism and ROK-Japan Reconciliation from 1994-2015
In Tae Yoo (Department of Political Science, Yonsei University)
Theorizing the Ethics of Forced Migration Beyond the State
Kiran Banerjee (Columbia University)
The Impact of State Policies on Economic Migrants in Germany, Russia, and Saudi Arabia
Talin Bagdassarian (New York University)
An Exclusive Inclusion Project: The Eurocentric Production EU Identity and Citizenship
Ueli Staeger (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva)
Ezgi Yildiz (Harvard Kennedy School)
Commitment to Conflict or Compromise? A Mixed Framework to Uncover the Link between Ethnic Political Parties and the Support to Violent Rebel Organizations
Eyup Civelek (University of Florida)

SB65: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Understanding change in European security and defense
International Organization

Chair: André Filipe Barrinha (Canterbury Christ Church University and Centre for Social Studies)
Disc. Xymena Kurowska (Central European University)
The EU Global Strategy: A New Level of Ambition for European Defense?
Sven Biscop (Egmont - Royal Institute for International Relations)
Transform, transfer or translate? European military innovation in the face of global change
David J. Galbreath (University of Bath)
Dr Simon J. Smith (Staționary University)
The EU as an Emerging ‘Network Conflict Mediator’ in a Changing Security Environment: Insights from Syria
Patrick Müller (University of Vienna)
The EU as a security actor in the digital world: a matter of coherence?
André Filipe Barrinha (Canterbury Christ Church University and Centre for Social Studies)

EU and US cyber security strategies in comparison: how does strategic culture matter when it comes to cyber-security?
Delphine Descaux-Dutard (University of Grenoble Alpes)

SB66: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Civil War Settlement and Duration
International Security Studies

Chair: Barbara Walter (University of California San Diego)
Disc. Luis Lobo-Guerrero (Groningen University)
Researching Imperial Wars: Representations and Resistance in the 19th Century Anglo-Nepali War
Priya Dixit (Virginia Tech)
A Genealogy of the Mercenary
Malte Riemann (Royal Military Academy Sandhurst)
Private Defence Contractors as Agents of U.S. Empire: the Merger of ‘Public’ and ‘Private’ in the Neoliberal Era
Mark N. Erbel (City, University of London)
It is time for the Italian State! State sovereignty and the “creation” of the Sicilian mafia.
Norma Rossi (Royal Military Academy Sandhurst)
Narratives of Hostis Humani Generis across Time
Mark A. Shirk (Stonehill College)

SB67: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Private Violence and Time: History and Historical Configurations of Legitimate Violence in International Relations
International Political Sociology
Historical International Relations

Chair: Malte Riemann (Royal Military Academy Sandhurst)
Disc. Luis Lobo-Guerrero (Groningen University)
Researching Imperial Wars: Representations and Resistance in the 19th Century Anglo-Nepali War
Priya Dixit (Virginia Tech)
A Genealogy of the Mercenary
Malte Riemann (Royal Military Academy Sandhurst)
Private Defence Contractors as Agents of U.S. Empire: the Merger of ‘Public’ and ‘Private’ in the Neoliberal Era
Mark N. Erbel (City, University of London)
It is time for the Italian State! State sovereignty and the “creation” of the Sicilian mafia.
Norma Rossi (Royal Military Academy Sandhurst)
Narratives of Hostis Humani Generis across Time
Mark A. Shirk (Stonehill College)

SB68: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Cyber Security and the State
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
International Security Studies
International Communication

Chair: Thomas Rid (War Studies, King’s College London)
Disc. Lucas Kello (University of Oxford)
Mutually assured vulnerability: An ecological approach to the study of coercion and power in cyberspace
Hans-Inge Lange (University of Texas at Austin)
State, Semi-State, and Non-State Actors in Cybersecurity
Florian Egloff (University of Oxford)
Security Assemblages in the Cyber Domain
Jamie Collier  (University of Oxford)
Discourses of cyber-security: the construction of cyber risk in the Middle East
James Shires  (Oxford University)
Cyberspace Governance – Dissecting Accountability Structures
Jacqueline Eggenschwiler  (University of Oxford)

SB69: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
Measurement and Transparency in the Study of International Institutions

International Organization
Chair  Julia Gray  (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc.  Andreas Duer  (University of Salzburg)
Part.  Anja Jetschke  (University of Goettingen)
Part.  Barbara Koremenos  (U-M)
Part.  Tobias Lenz  (University of Goettingen)
Part.  Susan Peterson  (College of William and Mary)
Part.  Michael Zurn  (Berlin Social Science Center)

SB70: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
Strategy, Skepticism, and the Cyberwarfare Debate
International Security Studies

Chair  Michael Warner  (US Department of Defense)
Part.  Catherine Lotrionte  (Georgetown University)
Part.  Richard Andres  (National Defense University)
Part.  Ronald J. Deibert  (University of Toronto)
Part.  Joshua Rovery  (Southern Methodist University)
Part.  Jon Lindsay  (University of Toronto)

SB71: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
The Internationalization of the Russian Science and Education: Goals, Policies, and Challenges
Post Communist Systems
International Education

Chair  Mariel Borowitz  (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Disc.  Mariel Borowitz  (Georgia Institute of Technology)
The Great Experiment: A Critical History of U.S.-Former Soviet Union Science Cooperation from the 1950s to the Present
Gerson Sher  (Independent Scholar)

International Studies in Russia
Marina Lebedeva  (Moscow State Instute of International Relations (University))
Research and Innovation Policy in Russia: Dynamic Process, Invariable Results?
Irina Dezhina  (Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology)
Russian Policies towards the Academic Diaspora Abroad: Goals and Failures
Andrei V. Korobkov  (Middle Tennessee State University)
Travelling neoliberalism: An analysis of Russian critiques of neoliberalism
Anni Kangas  (University of Tampere)
Sirke M. Mäkinen  (University of Tampere)

SB72: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Africa in the 21st Century: Advancing Change for Sustainable Futures
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair  Timothy M. Shaw  (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Disc.  Timothy M. Shaw  (University of Massachusetts Boston)

The African Union: An Emerging Institution of Human Security Governance?
Abigail Kabandula  (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Global Governance frameworks and multi-level learning processes: Are Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI) compliant states ‘learning’ to practice transparency, accountability and plurality?
Jason McSparren  (University of Massachusetts, Boston)
Exploring the Sustainable Resource Governance Imperative: A Tale of Artisanal and Small-Scale Mining in Ghana.
Timothy Adivilah  (University of Massachusetts Boston)
The changing nature of global conservation governance: insights from the world conservation congress proceedings
Jeremiah Asaka  (University of Massachusetts)
Regional Cooperation to Combat Trafficking in Persons in Africa: Institutional structures and initiatives.
Sudeshna Chatterjee  (University of Massachusetts Boston)

SB73: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Modern Airpower
International Security Studies

Chair  Phil M. Haun  (Naval War College)
Disc.  Richard Bitzinger  (Nanyang Technological University)
The EU as a new player in Drones Community: the case of MALE
Chantal Lavallée  (Université de Montréal)
Oceane Zubeldia  (IRSEM)
Considering the Proliferation and Reluctant Use of UAVs
Katherine Perry  (University of Missouri)
Tobias Gibson  (Westminster College)
Is the Drone Blowback Real? Some Evidence from Pakistan
Aqil Shah  (University of Oklahoma)
“That Others May Die”: Constructing the Precision-Strike Narrative in Contemporary American Airpower Practice
Nicholas Blanchette  (University of Oxford)

SB74: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Trade as a Tool of Foreign Policy
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Scott Kastner  (University of Maryland)
Disc.  Scott Kastner  (University of Maryland)
Building Triangles Across Borders
Michael Haas  (California Polytechnic University, Pomona)
Understanding China’s belated yet vigorous pursuit of free trade agreements (FTAs)
Thomas Moore  (University of Cincinnati)
James R. Masterson  (Morehead State University)
Determinants of Foreign Policy Change: Is Cuba an Eternal Outsider or an Insightful Case?
Amy Below  (Oregon State University)
Trade Policy as a Tool of Foreign Policy toward Latin America: China and United States in Comparative Perspective
Mariana Aparicio  (International Relations Center, FCPyS-UNAM)
The mega regional trade negotiations and the impact on regional integration processes: the case of TPP in Latin America.
Ignacio Bartesaghi  (University of Mexico)
SB75: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Political and economic corruption in postcommunist states  
Post Communist Systems

Chair  
Diane Chido  (U.S. Army Peace Keeping and Stability Operations Institute (PKSOI))

Disc.  
Lada V. Kochtcheeva  (North Carolina State University)

Corruption and Social Capital in Transition Economies  
Iva Bozovic  (University of Southern California)

China’s Transformation: What are the impacts on kinship, social organization, networking, business, and global governance?  
Eliot G Evans  (U.S. Air Force and George Mason University)

The securitization of corruption: the Romanian approach  
Valentin Stoian  ("Mihai Viteazul" National Intelligence Academy)

The state that betrays the trust: How regional autocrats in Russia utilize public sector organizations to safeguard the regime  
Natalia Forrat  (Stanford University, Northwestern University)

Transforming the Economy While Battling Corruption: How the Party Motivates Its Local Workforce  
Zhen Wang  (Middle Tennessee State University)

SB76: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
New Approaches to the Study of Human Rights  
Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair  
Michael P. Colaresi  (Michigan State University)

Disc.  
Daniel Hill  (University of Georgia)

The Sub-National Analysis of Repression Project  
K. Chad Clay  (University of Georgia)

Christopher Fariss  (Pennsylvania State University)

Reed M. Wood  (Arizona State University)

Thorin M. Wright  (Arizona State University)

Evolution of Shaming  
David R. Davis  (Emory University)

Amanda Murdie  (University of Georgia)

Syria or the Olympics? An analysis of global event reporting in international news coverage  
Jule Krueger  (Michigan State University)

Caitlin Thomas  (University of Michigan)

Identifying Changes in Human Rights Reports Over Time Using Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis  
Kevin Greene  (Michigan State University)

Michael P. Colaresi  (Michigan State University)

International Cooperation in Clandestine Security Matters: Ruling Government Ideologies Trump Domestic Rule of Law  
Rebecca Cordell  (University of Essex)

SB77: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Nationalism and Ethnicity in Conflict Settings: Identity, Narratives and Symbols  
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair  
Setsuko Tamura  (Yamaguchi Prefectural University)

Disc.  
Setsuko Tamura  (Yamaguchi Prefectural University)

Ideology, Cultural Violence and Ethnic Cleansing in Darfur  
Daniel Rothenberg  (George Mason University)

Antisemitism and Jewish conspiracy theory in contemporary Japan: Continuity or change?  
Setsuko Tamura  (Yamaguchi Prefectural University)

The Body of the Nation: A Cognitive-Affective Theory of Ideological Change and Territorial Conflict  
Steven Mock  (Babson School of International Affairs)

The Paradox of Eastern European Nationalism  
Natalia Kasianenko  (University of Nevada, Reno)

SB78: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Historical International Relations

Chair  
Hannes Peltonen  (University of Tampere)

Disc.  
Mauro J. Caraccioli  (Virginia Tech)

Modern International Theory as Medieval Theology  
William Bain  (National University of Singapore)

Silence as doing  
Xavier Guillaume  (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)

Lisa Schweiger  (University of Edinburgh)

Coming to Terms with Dark Past?  
Jennifer Dixon  (Villanova University)

On Political Judgement and Global Change: Raymond Aron and international relations in 1945  
Or Rosenboim  (University of Cambridge)

SB79: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Responding to China's Rise  
International Security Studies

Chair  
Charles Eugene Gholz  (University of Texas)

Disc.  
Charles Eugene Gholz  (University of Texas)

Blurred Lines: The US and China as Conditional Revisionists in the South China Sea  
Liselotte Odgaard  (Royal Danish Defence College)

Trade, Legislator’s Preference, and Taiwan’s Military Spending Puzzle  
Jun Xiang  (Rutgers University)

Wei-hao Huang  (Rutgers University, Newark)

Davids in East Asia: Effective Military Strategies for Smaller States Challenged by China’s Rise  
Eric Gomez  (Cato Institute)

SB80: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
New Theories of Media and Mediation  
Theory

Chair  
Lauren Wilcox  (University of Cambridge)

Disc.  
Lene Hansen  (University of Copenhagen)

Viral Digital Economies: Theorizing the Cybernetic Interplay of Materiality-Immateriality  
Ryan Artrip  (Guilford College)

Reality in the Making: Technological Mediation, Posthuman Expression and Political Change  
Carolin Kaltofen  (University College London)

Affective Atmospheres and Mediated Communication in Post-terrorism Contexts  
Ty Solomon  (University of Glasgow)

Communication, Media, and Mediation in International Relations Theory  
Andrew A. G. Ross  (Ohio University)

Creep: Biometric Facial Expression Tracking in Economies of Affect  
Zoe Vorsino  (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
SB81: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

The only thing that is constant is change? The consequences of identity formation, otherness and self/other relations in IR

**International Political Sociology**

**Chair** Erica Simone Almeida Resende (IUPERJ Instituto Universitário de Pesquisa do Rio de Janeiro)

**Disc.** Ali Bilgiç (Loughborough University)

Your Nation’s not Down so You Ain’t Comin’ in: Visa regimes and the production of migration hierarchies

Paul Beaumont (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)

Katharina Glaab (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)

Observing Identities in Conflict: A Systems Theoretical Approach

Richard Boesch (University of Augsburg)

Strangers in Their Own Land: The Securitization of European Roma

Neil A. Cruckshank (Algoma University)

The Importance of Friends and Foes: Democratic Peace from a Social-Constructivist Perspective

Elena Dueck (Universität Passau)

Just Cheap Talk? Barack Obama’s Exceptionalism and American Foreign Policy in Light of the Other

Lukas D. Herr (University of Kaiserslautern)

SB82: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

Assessing the role of non state actors

**International Organization**

**Chair** Diana Panke (University of Freiburg)

**Disc.** Christopher L. Pallas (Kennesaw State University)

The Role of Landmine Survivors in the Ottawa Process to Ban Landmines

Ken Rutherford (James Madison University)

NGOs as drivers of Shared Sovereignty?: A Case Study of the OAS’ Anti-Impunity Mission in Honduras

Charles T. Call (American University)

Global Governance & Africa’s Extractive Industries: Conceptualizing the Media as a Fourth Leg in Multi-stakeholder Frameworks

Nathan Andrews (Queen’s University)

Jason McSparren (University of Massachusetts, Boston)

International Organization for Migration (IOM) and Rethinking the Migration-Development Nexus

Uluc Karakas (Bilkent University)

Başar Baysal (Bilkent University)

The Rise of Non-State Actors in the International Development Cooperation System: a comparative analysis between their interaction within the European Commission’s Directorate-General for International Cooperation and Development and the Brazilian Cooperation Agency

Rosana Tomazini (Universidade Católica de Brasília)

SB83: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

Peace-making, Peacebuilding, and Post-Conflict Transformation:

**Gender, Agency and Political Change**

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**Peace Studies**

**Chair** Susan St Ville (University of Notre Dame)

**Disc.** Susan St Ville (University of Notre Dame)

Gender Expertise in Peacebuilding

Elisabeth Pruegl (Graduate Institute, Geneva)

SB84: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable

Old securities, new mobilities? The “new mobilities paradigm” and critical security studies

**International Political Sociology**

**Chair** Mark Salter (University of Ottawa)

**Part.** Stef Wittendorp (Leiden University)

**Part.** Matthias Leese (ETH Zurich)

**Part.** Grant Hammond (USAF Air University)

**Coord.** Can E. Mutlu (Acadia University)

**Coord.** Polly Pallister-Wilkins (University of Amsterdam)

SB85: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

Individual Decisions to Participate (or not) in Militant Organizations

**International Security Studies**

**Chair** Mary Beth Altier (New York University)

**Disc.** Mary Beth Altier (New York University)

Acting Otherwise: Narratives of Military Defection and Desertion

Molly Wallace (Portland State University)

From the Army to an Insurgency: Evidence from the French Resistance

Thomas Michael Dolan (University of Central Florida)

Waging War, Building Peace: Ex-combatants as Peacebuilders

Gudrun Fridriksdottir (University of Iceland)

Affective Pressures for Internal Conflict: The Role of Fear in Sudan

Heather Byrne (University of Oxford)

SB86: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

US- EU Relations and Foreign Policy

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

**Chair** Holger Janusch (Friedrich-Alexander-University of Erlangen-Nürnberg)

**Disc.** M. Leann Brown (University of Florida)

US-EU relations between irrelevance and resilience

Carla Monteleone (University of Palermo)

The U.S. Pivot to Europe: Reassuring and Expanding the Transatlantic Alliance in an Era of Change

Chris J. Dolan (Lebanon Valley College)

Changing Power and Foreign Relations in Transatlantic Trade Negotiations

Holger Janusch (Friedrich-Alexander-University of Erlangen-Nürnberg)

Geopolitical Codes of the United States and the European Union: Convergent and Divergent Aspects

Przemysław Osiewicz (Georgetown University)

Engaging the Asia Pacific region: a comparison of US and EU security trajectories

Angela Pennisi di Floristella (University of Malta)
SC01: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Committee Panel  
Academic Freedom and Professional Organizations  

**Chair**  
Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)  
**Part.**  
Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)  
Nicholas Kiersey (Ohio University)  
Jack L. Amoureux (Wake Forest University)  
Thomas Diez (University of Tuebingen)  
**Cmte.**  
Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)  
**Chair**

SC02: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Foreign Policy and Local Governance Intertwined: Comparative and Interdisciplinary Approaches  

**Chair**  
Renat Shaykhutdinov (Florida Atlantic University)  
**Disc.**  
Renat Shaykhutdinov (Florida Atlantic University)  
**Part.**  
Ludwig Norman (Uppsala University)  
Demet Y. Mousseau (University of Central Florida)  

SC03: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
The Quest for Justice: Actors, Processes, Impact  

**Chair**  
Garrett FitzGerald (University of Notre Dame)  
**Disc.**  
Brianne McGonigle Leyh (Utrecht University)  
**Part.**  
Corruption, Poverty and Global Justice: A Third World Perspective  
Pawan Kumar (Delhi University)
SC07: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Legitimacy of Governance Actors: Domestic Politics and Norm Internalization

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  
Kevin Edward Grisham (California State University, San Bernardino)

**Disc.**  
Kevin Edward Grisham (California State University, San Bernardino)

Contested Legitimacies and Political Change: Unpacking Egyptian Regime Responses to the 2011 Egyptian Uprising  
*Farrah Samir Hawana (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies (University of Geneva))*

Legitimacy and state-led nationalism in China and Russia  
*Elina Sinkkonen (Finnish Institute of International Affairs)*

Security Provision and the Legitimacy of External Governance Actors: Virtuous Cycle in Afghanistan?  
*Eric Stollenwerk (Freie Universität Berlin)*

Building Legitimacy through Contestation. A Critical Perspective on Norm internalization  
*Lucrecia Garcia Iommi (Fairfield University)*

SC08: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
How Do Norms Change in International Society?

*English School*  
*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*  
*International Law*

**Chair**  
David J. Traven (California State University, Fullerton)

**Disc.**  
Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)

How Do Norms Change in International Relations?  
*Mikulas Fabry (Georgia Institute of Technology)*

The Travel of the Norms of International Society to Turkey: From the experiences of “Father of the Turks”  
*Kohei Imai (Institute of Developing Economies (IDE-JETRO))*

Kazuhiro Tsunoda (Embassy of Japan in Sudan)

The Tlatelolco Treaty: Mexico and the Latin American Nuclear Weapons Standard  
*Jose Luis Rodriguez Aquino (Johns Hopkins University)*

Examining Institutional Change in Russia’s Regional International Society  
*Chelsea Manning (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)*

Controlling the Narrative and International Order in the South China Sea: Appropriation of International Legal Discourse in Sino-American Rhetoric  
*Amanda Cheney (Cornell University)*

SC09: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Transnational Justice: Truth Commissions and International Courts

*Human Rights*  
*International Law*

**Chair**  
Hans Schattle (Yonsei University)

**Disc.**  
Hans Schattle (Yonsei University)

Exploring the Shift to a Development Focused Transitional Justice: Truth and Reconciliation in the Solomon Islands  
*Caitlin Mollica (Griffith University)*

Explaining variation in regime effects of mass transitional justice  
*Anuradha Chakravarty (University of South Carolina)*

Understanding the Brazilian Truth Commission through Norms Diffusion  
*Guilherme Alhadeff Camenetsky Engelender (INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS INSTITUTE / PUC-RIO)*

SC10: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
How We Relate: Political Psychology Insights in Understanding Conflict and Cooperation

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*  
*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Nicholas John Wheeler (University of Birmingham)

**Part.**  
Catarina Kinnvall (Lund University)

Deborah W. Larson (University of California, Los Angeles)

TEREZA CAPELOS (University of Birmingham)

Margaret G. Hermann (Syracuse University)

Richard K. Herrmann (Ohio State University)

SC11: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
What good is the stick? The utility of American Primacy in a post-American Century

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*  
*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Doug Stokes (University of Exeter)

**Disc.**  
Jonathan Kirshner (Cornell University)

“Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose”: Using Strategic Culture to understand continuity and change in US and Russian Policy  
*Valentina Cassar (University of Malta)*

Earning from Victory: US Military Primacy and the Risk Premium  
*Carla Norrolof (University of Toronto)*

William C. Wohlforth (Dartmouth College)

Good GoodByes? Assessing US Regional Retrenchment  
*Kit Waterman (University of Exeter)*

How Primacy Pays: Security Leveraging And US Grand Strategy  
*Doug Stokes (University of Exeter)*

Economic Interdependence, Military Innovation, and the Sino-American Stand-off in East Asia  
*Dale C. Copeland (University of Virginia)*

SC12: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Power and Peace: Systemic Constraints and Domestic Conditions for Peaceful Change

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  
Jeffrey W. Taliaferro (Tufts University)

**Part.**  
Steven E. Lobell (University of Utah)

Norrin M. Ripsman (Lehigh University)

Galina Press-Barnathan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Jennifer Sterling-Folker (University of Connecticut)

SC13: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Global Governance Regimes and International Finance

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*  
*International Political Economy*

**Chair**  
Miguel Otero-Iglesias (ESSCA School of Management and Elcano Royal Institute)

**Disc.**  
Tina Zappile (Stockton University (NJ))

Multilevel Global Governance: Assumptions, Methods, Shortcomings and Future Directions  
*Joachim Karl Rennstich (CVJM-Hochschule, Kassel (Germany))*
Weapons of the Weak States: Strategies of Resistance in Global Governance Regimes  
Stewart Prest  (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)

The Impacts of Hegemonic Transition in International Financial Governance  
Fernanda de Castro Brandao  (Universidade Federal da Bahia)

Towards Greater Regulation: Institutional Change in Global Financial System  
Karina Jędrzejowska  (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)

Ten Years After the Crisis: Stocktaking China’s Integration and Role in Global Financial Governance  
Falin Zhang  (Peking University)

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Global Development  
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Understanding Change Through Cross-Disciplinary Dialogues: Catastrophes & Conflicts  
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Global Development

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair  David Hornsby  (University of the Witwatersrand)

Disc.  Aaron Ettinger  (University of Waterloo)

Harnessing Globalization as Disasters Risk Reduction? Insurance Linked Securities and Catastrophes: Bridging the Insurer – Investor Fault  
Korey Pasch  (Queen’s University)

Gendered and racialized narratives in the legitimation of humanitarian intervention - The Rape Epidemic in Post-Earthquake Haiti.  
Celia Romulus  (Queen’s University)

The Promise and Perils of Migration on Household Disaster Preparedness and Recovery  
Yvonne Su  (University of Guelph)

Climate Change as an Emerging Hurdle for Externally Incentivized Conflict Settlements  
Samantha Twietmeyer  (Queen’s University)

Knowledge, Technology Development, and Climate Change Policies in an Era of Intensified Globalization  
Yuliya Rashchupkina  (University of Massachusetts Boston)

Regime Complexity and Regional Cooperation in the Americas  
International Organization

Chair  Detlef Nolte  (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

Disc.  Detlef Nolte  (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

Redundancy or Partnership? Organizational Overlap and Democracy Protection in Latin America and Africa  
Brooke N. Coe  (Wake Forest University)

Stefano Palestini  (Freie Universität Berlin)

Opportunities and Challenges of Overlapping Regional Institutions for the Provision of Social Policies. The Case of Mercosur and Unasur  
Andrea Carla Bianculli  (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals)

Overlapping Regional Trade and Investment Agreements: Consequences for Latin American Countries  
Laura Gomez Mera  (University of Miami)

The Inter-American Double Decline: Regime Complexity and Commitment Evasion in the Americas  
Carsten-Andreas Schulz  (Pontifical Catholic University of Chile)

Understanding Change Through Cross-Disciplinary Dialogues: Catastrophes & Conflicts

Exploring the multifaceted aspects of International Security: Theory and Practice

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

International Ethics

Silence: A Standalone Concept?

Environmental Studies

Moving Toward a Low-Carbon Economy in a Changing North American Region... From the Bottom-Up
**SC19: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Alliances: They Come in All Shapes and Sizes**

*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair**  Raymond Kuo  (Fordham University)

**Disc.**  Raymond Kuo  (Fordham University)

Between the Hammer and Anvil: Small States between Great Powers: A Comparison of Hungary in World War II and Post-Independent Kazakhstan

John Miglietta  (Tennessee State University)

Playing David Against Goliath: The Systemic Sources of Foreign Policy Behavior of Weak Actors

Robert Snyder  (Southwestern University)

Asymmetric Alliance Formation: A Minor Power Perspective

Olakemi S. Campbell  (Louisiana State University)

Weathering Power Transition: Balance of Dependence and Strategic Choices for Smaller Powers

Daisuke Minami  (The George Washington University)

**SC20: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**New Approaches for Predicting Conflict**

*Scientific Study of International Processes*

**Chair**  Jonathan Markowitz  (University of Southern California)

A Predictive Measure of Interstate Threat

Robert Carroll  (Florida State University)

Mark Souva  (Florida State University)

Forecasting the escalation of armed conflicts

Nils Metternich  (University College London)

Why are we Surprised? Anticipation, Markets, and Conflict

Patrick E. Shea  (University of Houston)

Fighting season? Predicting conflict events with seasonal variations.

Karim Bahgat  (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))

Halvard Buhaug  (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))

Håvard Hegre  (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University and Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Jonas Nordkvelle  (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Out-of-sample cross-validation methods for complex armed conflict models

Martin Smidt  (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

Håvard Mokleiv Nygård  (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

**SC21: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Current and future roles of global health law**

*Global Health*  

*International Law*

**Disc.**  Steinar E. Andresen  (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)

Directed Acyclic Graphs to Better Investigate the Health Effects of International Law

Susan Rogers Van Katwyk  (University of Ottawa)

International Legal Barriers and Opportunities for Legalizing Marijuana

Roojin Habibi  (University of Ottawa)

Survey of Experts on Post-Ebola Reforms to the Laws Governing Global Preparedness

Sonja K. Kittelsen  (University of Oslo)

**SC22: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Foreign Fighters**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  David Malet  (George Washington University)

**Disc.**  David Malet  (George Washington University)

The Foreigner Dilemma: Explaining Variation in Foreign Fighters Recruitment in Syria and Iraq

Barak Mendelsohn  (Haverford College)

What makes ISIS online propaganda work?

Stephane Baele  (University of Exeter)

Katharine Boyd  (University of Exeter)

Radicalized in the Town: Local Dynamics of Religious Radicalization

Sabri Ciftci  (Kansas State University)

Rise of Foreign Fighters in the Post- conflict countries

Tanja Dramac  (School of Advanced Studies Sant' Anna)

Foreign Fighters and Lethality in Civil Wars

Alexander Clayton  (American University)

**SC23: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Narrative in International Relations**

*International Studies Association*  

*European International Studies Association*

**Chair**  Antonje Wiener  (University of Hamburg)

**Disc.**  Adam Bower  (University of St Andrews)

Narrating global health epidemics: The virus and our fear of dystopia

Markus Fraundorfer  (University of Sao Paulo)

‘A meaningful world among others’ - contending narratives of legitimate orders

Jan Wilkens  (University of Hamburg)

Maren K. Hofius  (University of Hamburg)

Strategic Narratives and International Relations

Alister Miskimmon  (Royal Holloway, University of London)

Resistance or Thuggery? Political Narratives of Urban Riots

Frank Gadinger  (Centre for Global Cooperation Research/University of Duisburg-Essen)

**SC24: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**India & China: Politics and Shifting Dynamics in the Indo-Pacific**

*South Asia in World Politics*

**Chair**  Rani D. Mullen  (College of William & Mary)

**Disc.**  Hannes Ebert  (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

China and India in the Maritime Fronts: Interests and Claims

Jiye Kim  (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Soft Sea Power and India’s “Look-East” Policy

Preya Bhattacharya  (Kent State University)

A Possible Game-Changer: India in Vietnam’s Hedging strategy

Barbara Kratlik  (University of Warsaw)

What lessons can we draw from the Indian Ocean region about the increasingly multipolar world?

Teresa Kobelkova  (Australain National University)

India-China Naval rivalry in the Indo-Pacific

Vipul Kumar Vaibhav  (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)
SC25: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Looking Back, Moving Forward: The International Criminal Court in a Time of Crisis and Opportunity

**International Law**

**Chair**  Leslie Vinjamuri (University of London)  
**Disc.**  Mark A. Druml (Washington and Lee University)  
How to Manage the ICC’s “Crisis” – The Role and Record of its Assembly of States Parties  
**Martin Mennecke (University of Southern Denmark)**  
If the Glove Fits... The International Criminal Court and Prosecutorial Opportunity  
**Mark S. Kersten (University of Toronto)**  
Beyond Ratification: Explaining Commitment to and Cooperation with the International Criminal Court  
**Michael P. Broache (University of Tampa)**  
Theorizing Impunity Gaps in International Justice  
**Alana Tiemessen (Endicott College)**  
Is the ICC a Neo-colonial Institution?  
**Chris Tenove (University of Toronto)**

SC26: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Sociology, Philosophy and IR/international relations

**International Political Sociology**

**Chair**  Kathryn Marie Fisher (National Defense University)  
**Disc.**  Nicholas Michelsen (King's College London)  
Crisis and change in global politics  
**Dirk Nabers (University of Kiel)**  
Hierarchy, Anarchy and the Incomplete Network Turn in IR Theory  
**Matthias Staich (University of Chicago)**  
Drawing boundaries of the international: Conceptions of modernity in IR  
**Neslihan Dikmen Alsancak (Bilkent University)**  
Non-alignment: An Untapped Theoretical Source for Building a Global IR?  
**Thorsten Wojczewski (King's College London )**  
Medha Medha (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)  
The Ontology of Numbers and the Problem of Foundation in International Relations.  
**Miguel de Larrinaga (University of Ottawa)**  
**Marcel Goguen (McMaster University)**

SC27: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
The Effects of Austerity in Greece More than Six Years on: An Evaluation and Possible Alternatives

**Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies**

**Chair**  Tina Mavrikos-Adamou (Hofstra University)  
**Part.**  George J. Andreopoulos (City University of New York)  
**Part.**  Yannis Stivachtis (Virginia Tech)  
**Part.**  Alan Weston Cafruny (Hamilton College)  
**Part.**  Akis Kalaitzidis (University of Central Missouri)  
**Part.**  Nikolaos Zahariadis (Rhodes College)  
**Part.**  Fotini Bellou (University of Macedonia)

SC28: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Global Development, Colonial Geographies, and Political Ecologies of Resistance I

**Global Development**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Environmental Studies**

**Chair**  Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)  
**Disc.**  Marta Iniguez De Heredia (Institut Barcelona d'Estudis Internacionals)  
Eco-logical Reconfigurations of the Politics of Development: Resistance in Madagascar  
**Martin Weber (University of Queensland)**  
(Post)-Cortesian or (Post)-Cartesian? Towards a Decolonial World-Ecological Praxis  
**Bikrum Gill (York University)**  
Contested Consciousness: Foreign Aid and Education in the West Bank  
**Melanie Meinzer (University of Connecticut)**  
Writing Entangled Histories of Development  
**Martina Kopf (University of Vienna)**  
‘Improving People’s Lives Is Resistance’: Geographies of Violence and Resistance in Palestine  
**Timothy Seidel (Eastern Mennonite University)**

SC29: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Realism, History, and Change

**Historical International Relations**

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**English School**

**Chair**  John M. Owen (University of Virginia)  
**Chair**  Richard Rosecrance (Harvard University)  
**Part.**  Etel Solingen (University of California Irvine)  
**Part.**  Arthur Stein (UCLA)  
**Part.**  Takashi Inoguchi (University of Niigata Prefecture)  
**Part.**  John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)

SC30: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Intelligence Theory: Where to Next?

**Intelligence Studies**

**Chair**  Stephen Marrin (James Madison University)  
**Disc.**  Peter Gill (University of Liverpool)  
“Quo Vadis?” A comparatist meets a theorist searching for a grand theory of intelligence  
**Jeffrey Rogg (The Ohio State University)**  
Intelligence matters in the thought of the Socratic Philosophers  
**John Fox (Federal Bureau of Investigation)**  
Intelligence Theory from the Margins: Questions Ignored and Debates Not Had  
**Hamilton Bean (University of Colorado at Denver)**  
When Everything Becomes Intelligence: Machine Learning and the Connected World  
**Aaron F. Brantly (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)**  
A Theoretical Reframing of the Intelligence Policy Relation  
**Gunilla Eriksson (Swedish National Defense University)**
SC31: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
International Organisations and Security Institutions  

**Chair**  Rafael Biermann (Friedrich Schiller University of Jena)  
**Disc.**  Stephen M. Saideman (Carleton University)  
Change and Continuity in NATO’s Identity: NATO’s Democracy Promotion As a Security-Enhancing Practice
Muge Kinacioglu (Hacettepe University)  
Error Recall: Sharing Knowledge Across Time and Space in International Security Organizations
Heidi Hardt (University of California, Irvine)  
Helping Ourselves First: Conflict Management Strategies of Regional IOs
Jamie E. Scalera (Georgia Southern University)  
Carolynn Nixon (Georgia Southern University)  
Security and Stable Regimes: How Stable Regimes – Not Just Democracies – Comply with International Security Agreements
Shareefa Abdullah Al-Adwani (University of California, Davis)  
Varieties of Democratic Diffusion in Military Alliance Networks
Ben Denison (University of Notre Dame)  
Michael Coppedge (University of Notre Dame)

SC32: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Learning IR from the Margins: Overcoming the Western Dominance  

**Global Development**  
**Active Learning in International Affairs**  
**International Education**  

**Chair**  Vinicius Tavares (Pontificia Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais)  
**Disc.**  Ami Shah (Pacific Lutheran University)  
International Relations in Asia: Quo Vadis, Philippine IR?
Nassif Manabilang Adiong (The Philippine International Studies Organization [PhiSO])  
Antidialogical actions as epistemic violence in India: IR as colonized field of knowledge
Vinicius Tavares (Pontificia Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais)  
Ancestralities in Development overcoming Coloniality: Comparative cases in the Global South
Rafael Bittencourt Rodrigues Lopes (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais (PUC Minas))  
International Relations and Black Internationalism: Rethinking Undergraduate Courses
Jonneke Koomen (Willamette University)  
(Re)locating the ‘international’: Complicit sisters at the nexus of international aid and the domestic migration non-profit sector
Sara de Jong (Open University, Milton Keynes, UK)

SC33: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Internet Governance: New Players, New Strategies, Old Problems  

**International Communication**  
**Science, Technology and Art in International Relations**  

**Chair**  Mariel Borowitz (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
**Disc.**  Meryem Marzouki (CNRS and UPMC Sorbonne Universités)  
Constructing global issue domains: mechanisms and practices of governance for the Internet
Roxana Radu (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)  

SC34: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
The evolution of, and Challenges to, Deterrence Theory  

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**  

**Chair**  Gary A. Ackerman (University of Maryland)  
**Disc.**  Sarah-Myriam Martin-Brule (Bishop's University)  
Fluctuation, rupture or transformation – the US grand strategy shaping the European security order at a crossroads
Kari Mottola (University of Helsinki)  
State and non-state Cyber Deterrence: Bridging IR by crossing disciplines
Alex Wilner (Carleton University)  
Deterrence as strategy: the strategic importance of deterrence by denial
James J. Wirtz (Naval Postgraduate School)  
The First Horseman: Strategic Threat Assessment in the 21st Century and the Necessity of Maintaining a Robust Nuclear Deterrent
Brent Thomas Gerchicoff (Concordia University)  
Asymmetric Deterrence: How the weak deter the strong
T. V. Paul (McGill University)  
Jean-François Bélanger (McGill University)

SC35: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
The Geopolitics of Connectivity  

**International Communication**  
**Science, Technology and Art in International Relations**  
**International Political Economy**  

**Chair**  Shawn M. Powers (Department of State)  
**Disc.**  Derrick L. Cogburn (American University)  
There can only be one: The European Union’s Quest for a Digital Single Market
Kirsten Rodine Hardy (Northeastern University)  
Continuous Connectivity: India’s Northeast and Bordering Nations
Pahi Saikia (Indian Institute of Technology-Guwahati Assam, India)  
Holli A. Semetko (Emory University)  
What Do We Talk About When We Talk About ‘Cyber’?
Max Smeets (University of Oxford)  
James Shires (Oxford University)  
The Political Digital Divide Politics and the Geography of Mobile Phone Network Coverage
Alex Verink (University of California, San Diego)  
Cybersecurity Politics in Russia: Policy, Effects, and Implications
Radoslav Bolgov (Saint Petersburg State University)
SC36: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Norms, Instrumentalism, and Power Politics  
*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Jennifer Dixon (Villanova University)  
**Chair** Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)  
**Disc.** Lisbeth Zimmermann (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

-Killing norms solely: US targeted killing, secrecy and the assassination ban
  - **Adam J. Quinn** (University of Birmingham)

Do What You Say or Else: Shaming and Taming in International Politics

- **Joshua W. Busby** (University of Texas Austin)

Freedom of Navigation Norms, Strategic Argumentation and US-China Rivalry

- **David H. Capie** (Victoria University of Wellington)

Instrumental Motivations for Non-Instrumental Ends? Understanding China’s Normative Roles Regarding the Responsibility to Protect

- **Courtney J. Fung** (The University of Hong Kong)

The Instrumental Use of Norms in Wars: Impact on Strategies and Strategic Outcomes

- **John A. Gentry** (Georgetown University)

---

SC37: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
What does “global environmental politics” look like from the Global South? Part I  
*Environmental Studies*  
*Global Development*

**Chair** Teresa Kramarz (University of Toronto)  
**Disc.** Ken Conca (American University)

- Many worlds, many natures, one planet: Worlding global environmental politics?
  - **Cristina Y. A. Inoue** (University of Brasilia)

Global Environmental Politics in the Age of Inequalities: Domestic Negotiations of International Environmental Interventions in India and Mexico

- **Prakash Kashwan** (University of Connecticut)

“Feethinking the Territory”: Networking and Re-Existing through Environmental Politics Beyond Sacrifice Zone in Panamazonia.

- **Marcela Vecchione Goncalves** (High Level Amazon Studies Institute - Federal University of Para, Brazil (NAEA/UFPFA))

Does Prior Consultation Diminish Extractive Conflict in Latin America? Answers from a Public Opinion Survey on Ecuador’s Oil Frontier

- **Todd Eisenstadt** (American University)

‘BASIC’ response to the neoliberal turn in global climate change norms: Contestation or alignment?

- **Monica Rodriguez de Luna** (University of Hamburg)

---

SC38: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
China and Environmental Governance II: Environmental Activism and State Power  
*Environmental Studies*  
*Global Development*

**Chair** YiFei Li (New York University Shanghai)  
**Disc.** Judith Shapiro (American University)

Plumbing the State: Responses to Water Scarcity in China

- **Scott Moore** (World Bank Group)

Polluting Amidst Protest: The Limits of Environmental Activism in China

- **Denise van der Kamp** (University of California, Berkeley)

The Double Game: Reconciling Formal Designation and Informal Practice within China’s Collective Forest Tenure Reforms

- **John Zinda** (Cornell University)

Disengaged Environmentalism under Disengaged Authority: China and the Emergence of Authoritarian Environmentalism

- **Yifei Li** (New York University Shanghai)

China: A Case Study for Environmental Pragmatism?

- **Jennifer McErlean** (Siena College)

---

SC39: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Is Power What States Make of It? Rethinking Power in the Age of ‘Power Transition’  
*International Political Sociology*  
*Theory*  
*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*

**Chair** Felix Berenkoeletter (SOAS, University of London)  
**Disc.** Zhiqun Zhu (Bucknell University)

Power as Social Constructs: Complex Power Transition to and in China

- **Chengxin Pan** (Deakin University, Australia)

Cultural Power: A Worldview from Indian and Chinese Films in the 21st Century

- **L. H. M. Ling** (The New School)

Discounting the Future? (Imagining) Chinese Global Power

- **Shaun G. Breslin** (University of Warwick)

Power Shift in East Asia: Traversing the Soft/Hard Power Binary

- **Linus Hagstrom** (Swedish Defence University & Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

The Micro-Physics of Power: A Schizo-Analysis of the Nation-State

- **A.T. Kingsmith** (York University)

---

SC40: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Critical Visualities and the Politics of Change  
*Global Development*

**Chair** Rohan K. Kalyan (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)  
**Disc.** Andrew Davison

Visibility, Virtuality and Virtue: Power as Performativity in Political Economy

- **Scott Nelson** (Virginia Tech)

- **Joel T. Shelton** (Elon University )

- **Edward Weisband** (Virginia Tech)

Visualizing Narratives of Settler Colonialism: ‘Capturing’ Everyday Politics of Zionist Women in the West Bank

- **Akanksha Mehta** (University of Minnesota)

The haunting ghosts of violence: dead weapons of war and the visual construction of Afghan masculinity

- **Ahmad Qais Munhazim** (University of Minnesota)

Making an Impossible Narrative

- **Diyah Larasati** (University of Minnesota)

---

SC41: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
New Dynamics in Regional Security Cooperation  
*International Organization*

**Chair** Mark Rhinard (Stockholm University)  
**Disc.** James Sperling (University of Akron)

---
State and Class Balances amid Neoliberal Crises and Restructuring

**Panel**

**International Political Economy**

**International Political Sociology**

**Chair** Ruth Felder (State University of New York at Albany)

**Disc.** Scott Brown (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Go Europe – Go Indonesia: Prospects for a Strategic Partnership in the Era of Global Political and Economic Restructuring

Rene Rojas (ANU Sociology Department)

**Sovereign debt management in Argentina in the 2000s-2010s: policies, policy shifts and changing balances of forces**

Ruth Felder (State University of New York at Albany)

**Politics Behind the Implementation of Good Financial Governance Institutions: the Turkish Case**

Ercan Sadi (ANU Sociology Department)

**Financialization as neoliberal restructuring in the US: convergence of financial, manufacturing and state interests**

Erik Van Deventer (NYU)

**Panel**

Expanded Reproduction and the Frontiers of Social Struggle in Contemporary World Market Integration

**International Political Economy**

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**Chair** Alex Nunn (Leeds Beckett University)

**Disc.** Shirin M. Rai (University of Warwick)

Continuous Proletarianisation and Expanded Reproduction at the ‘Frontier’: the new innovations in social protection and micro-finance

Alex Nunn (Leeds Beckett University)

Sophia Price (Leeds Beckett University)

Beyond the state: Regions, peripheral restructuring and the EBRD’s role in social reproduction in post-communist transition

Stuart Shields (University of Manchester)

Care and Gender Equality: The Case of Shared Parental Leave in the UK

Zoe Pfalager (De Montfort University)

**Panel**

Afghanistan-Pakistan Relations: An End to ‘Undeclared War’?

**Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)**

**Chair** Moeed W. Yusuf (U.S. Institute of Peace)

**Part.** Jennifer Staats (U.S. Institute of Peace)

**Part.** Scott Worden (U.S. Institute of Peace)

**Panel**

Military-Technological Innovation: Causes and Effects

**International Security Studies**

**Chair** Andrew L. Ross (Texas A&M University)

**Disc.** Andrew L. Ross (Texas A&M University)

Military Technology Innovation: The Fallacy of the 'Science' versus 'Politics' Conventional Wisdom

Zachary J. Zwald (University of Houston)

Spinoff or Just Spin? Measuring the Diffusion of Military Technologies into Civilian Products

Jon Schmid (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Hatching the egg: Fighter-jets, supercars, and complex technology

Ian MacMillian (University of Calgary)

Is it Gucci? What mundane technologies tell us about military innovation and the balance of power in the military industrial complex

Matthew Ford (University of Sussex)

**AMERICAN MILITARY TECHNOLOGY AND THE INTERNATIONAL CONFLICTS OF THE POST COLD WAR**

Fabricio Padilha Pereira da Silva (Campinas State University)

**Panel**

After Empire: Colonialism, Imperialism, and Change in World Politics

**Historical International Relations**

**Global Development**

**Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies**

**International Ethics**

**Chair** Hendrik Spruyt (Northwestern University)

**Disc.** Michael A. McIntyre (DePaul University)

Imprinting the National Story: Gandhi, Chiang Kai-shek, and the Imperial Powers

Grace C. Huang (St. Lawrence University)

Civilizing Europe: The Contentious Dynamics of a Liberal Standard of Civilization (1846-54)

Tobias Lemke (University of Delaware)

Daniel M. Green (University of Delaware)

Agents of Empire and the Making of a Post-colonial World Order

Maja Spanu (University of Cambridge)

Protectorates or Dominions? State Building and American Empire

Zachary J. Zwald (University of Houston)

The Origins of Non-Interference: The Organization of African Unity’s Conception of Security in the Immediate Post-Independence Period

Kathryn Nash (School of Oriental and African Studies)

**Panel**

Critical War Studies

**International Political Sociology**

**Chair** Cornelius Friesendorf (Goethe University Frankfurt and Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

**Disc.** Patrick H. M. Porter (University of Exeter)

The Smell of War

Kevin McSorley (University of Portsmouth)

Soldiers of Empire: Rethinking Army, Society and Battle with the British Indian Army in the Asia-Pacific Wars

Tarak Karim Barkawi (London School of Economics)
Does War Break (Contemporary) States? War Outcomes, Regional Selection and Long-Term State-building
Daniel Gamarnik (University of Chicago)

SC48: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel
The Effectiveness of International Environmental Institutions III: Implementation and Diffusion

Environmental Studies

Chair: Kate O'Neill (University of California Berkeley)
Disc: Ronald B. Mitchell (University of Oregon)

- Environment, states and international organizations: The role of global environmental conventions in protecting the environment
  Natalia Escobar-Pemberthy (UMass Boston)

Judicial Activism and its impact on environmental protection in the developing world
Andrew B. Kirkpatrick (Christopher Newport University)

China and Antarctic Tourism: Ecology, Institutions and Money
Jonathan Harrington (Troy University)

Diffusion as a Solution to Pollution? Green courts, norm diffusion, and the evolving governance of international environmental law
J. Michael Angstadt (Colorado State University)

South-South Trade and the Diffusion of ISO 14001: Racing to the Bottom or Trading Up?
Jonas Gamso (University of Pittsburgh)

SC49: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel
Foreign Policy Response to the conflict in Syria and Refugees

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair: Shalini Venturelli (American University)
Disc: Filippo Dionigi (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Resilience and Defiance: Lebanese Civil Society’s Resistance to Spillover from the Syrian Civil War
Marc J. O'Reilly (Heidelberg University)
Andrew Long-Higgins (Heidelberg University)

The nexus between foreign policy and migration: Turkey’s FP and Syrian refugees crisis
Federico Donelli (University of Genoa)

Hezbollah’s involvement in Syria and its consequences for sectarianism in Lebanon
Marta Antosz (Institute of Political Science and International Relations of the Jagiellonian University)

UN Organizational Effectiveness and Refugee Resettlement in Palestine.
Micayla Hersey (University of West Georgia)

SC50: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel
Sanctions: Political Inputs and Policy Implications

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair: A. Cooper Drury (University of Missouri)
Chair: T. Clifton Morgan (Rice University)
Disc: T. Clifton Morgan (Rice University)

- Diverting the Public Eye with Sanctions and Military Action
  A. Cooper Drury (University of Missouri)
  Jin Mun Jeong (University of Missouri)

- The Effect of International Financial Institutions on Economic Sanctions
  Glen Biglaiser (University of North Texas)
  David Lektzian (Texas Tech University)

Economic Sanctions and the Quality of Governance in Target Countries
Bryan R. Early (State University of New York at Albany)
Dursun Peksen (University of Memphis)

Sanctions and Export Diversity
Timothy Peterson (University of South Carolina)

Economic Intervention and Civil Wars: The Role of Sanctions
Rob Williams (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Daniel Gustafson (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Stephen Gent (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Mark Crescenzi (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

SC51: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel
Regime Type, Political Change and Environmental Governance

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Environmental Studies

Chair: Fengshi Wu (Nanyang Technological University)
Disc: Stacy D. VanDeveer (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Disc: James V. Riker (University of Maryland)

- State Building and Environmental Governance
  Fengshi Wu (Nanyang Technological University)

“Foreign Agents” in Russian Civil Society: NGO Strategies and the Transformation of Transnational Networks in a Changing Legal Context
Laura Henry (Bowdoin College)

Accountability Delegation: Empowering Local Communities for Environmental Protection in China
Sulan Chen (GEF Small Grants Programme, United Nations Development Programme)
Juha Uitto (Independent Evaluation Office, Global Environment Facility)

Regional Seas Governance and Domestic Institutions
Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)

Regional Environmental Governance in Mixed Regime Settings: A Theoretical Exploration
Kim Reimann (Georgia State University)

SC52: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Cooperating
The Role of Cities in World Politics

International Studies Association
Urban Affairs Association

Chair: Maureen Donaghy (Rutgers University)
Disc: Noah J. Toly (Wheaton College)

- Bringing the Local to the Global: The Influence of Brazilian Urban Movements on the UN Habitat III Conference
  Maureen Donaghy (Rutgers University)

- Urban Transformations in the Long Twentieth Century
  Daniel Pasciuti (Johns Hopkins University)

Ethnurbanism, the Global Citizen and Implications for Planning Equitable Cities
Jerry Kolo (American University of Sharjah)

SC53: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel
The international dimension of regime legitimation: How do external actors influence legitimation strategies of political regimes?

International Organization

Chair: Maria Debre (Free University Berlin)
Chair: Anna Lührmann (University of Gothenburg)
Disc: Alexander Dukalskis (University College Dublin)
Talking the Talk of Regionalism: A Comparative Analysis of International Legitimation via Regional Organizations
Maria Debre (Free University Berlin)

UN Electoral Assistance and Public Trust in Elections
Anna Lührmann (University of Gothenburg)

Why Does It Matter What Observers Say? The Impact of International Monitoring on Popular Perceptions of Electoral Legitimacy
Lindsay J. Benstead (Portland State University)

A ‘Club for Monarchies’: The Gulf Cooperation Council and the Legitimation of Arab Royalism
Sean L. Yom (Temple University)

When do messengers succeed? Explaining the effectiveness of women’s rights reform messages across domestic and international bearers and gender policy types
Lise Rakner (University of Bergen)

Ragnhild Louise Muriaas (University of Bergen)

Boniface Dulani (Michigan State University, Afrobarometer)

Lindsay J. Benstead (Portland State University)

MC: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Privatization and Security
International Security Studies

Chair Gary Schaub, Jr. (University of Copenhagen)

Disc. Gary Schaub, Jr. (University of Copenhagen)

Coalitions, contractors, and alliance coordination: NATO and EU antipiracy activities following the introduction of private security contractors
Renée de Nevers (Syracuse University)

The Market and the Military Profession: Competition and Change in the Case of Sweden
Joakim Berndtsson (University of Gothenburg)

Camp followers: Bosnian and Filipino logistics workers supporting U.S. military overseas operations
Adam Moore (University of California, Los Angeles)

The Establishment of a Permanent Security Economy in Sweden
Wayne Coetze (University of Gothenburg, School of Global Studies)

Joakim Berndtsson (University of Gothenburg)

SC56: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Missile Defenses, Space Weapons, and Advanced Conventional Weapons: Strategic Choices in Troubling Times for Arms Control and Disarmament
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Rachel E. Whitlark (Georgia Institute of Technology, Sam Nunn School of International Affairs)

Disc. Rachel E. Whitlark (Georgia Institute of Technology, Sam Nunn School of International Affairs)

Strategic Culture and German Policy on Ballistic Missile Defense
Katarzyna Kubiak (German Institute for International and Security Affairs)

US Strategic Missile Defense Politics: Do We Really Witness an Emerging Consensus in Congress?
Marco Fey (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

Full-Spectrum US Missile Defense: Toward a New Era of Instability?
Andrew J. Futter (University of Leicester)

SC57: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Natural Resources and Civil Conflict
Environmental Studies

Chair Leonardo Orlando (Sciences Po Paris)

Disc. Michael D. Bevers (Dickinson College)

Food prices and socio-political unrest: Extending the research to Asia and Latin America
Todd G. Smith (University of Nevada, Reno)

Global Commodity Prices and Local Violence: The Case of the Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo
Martin Vlaskamp (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals (IBEI) and Yale University)

Hunger to Violence: The Effect of Food Prices on the Escalation of Nonviolent Demonstrations
Daniel Gustafson (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

SC58: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Post-Conflict Elections
International Security Studies

Chair Aureo de Toledo Gomes (Federal University of Uberlândia)

Chair Duu Renn (University of Illinois)

Disc. Mary Beth Altier (New York University)

Disc. Anders Themnér (Uppsala University)

Disc. Mieczysław Boduszynski (Pomona College)

Explaining the Failure of Statebuilding in Iraq and Libya
Mieczysław Boduszynski (Pomona College)

Christopher K. Lamont (University of Groningen)

Negative Hybrid Democracy: Electoral Rules, Political Competition, and State-Building in Afghanistan
Aureo de Toledo Gomes (Federal University of Uberlândia)

Preaching Peace or Fear? Explaining the Electoral Discourses of Warlord Democrats in Liberia
Anders Themnér (Uppsala University)

Roxanna Sjostedt (Lund University)

Armed and in Office: Why Violent Parties Succeed in Democratic Elections
Mary Beth Altier (New York University)

The Politics of Participation and Exclusion in Post-Civil War Elections
Duu Renn (University of Illinois)

SC59: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Climate Change after COP21
International Organization

Chair Craig Kauffman (University of Oregon)

Disc. Guri Bang (Center for International Climate and Environmental Research - Oslo)
Legitimacy in Polycentric Climate Governance: Opportunities and Challenges
Fariborz Zelli (Lund University)
Karin Bäckstrand (Stockholm University)
Philip Schleifer (University of Amsterdam)
Understanding the Paris Climate Talks through Head of State Speeches
Brian Urlacher (University of North Dakota)
Tracing the influence of international environmental institutions on domestic civil society
Frank Grundig (University of Kent)
50 Shades of Green: NGO Coordination in Climate Change Negotiations
Swapna Pathak (Oberlin College)
Learning in the international climate change negotiations? The value of non-negotiation settings and diffusion of learning results towards changing the core negotiations
Katharine Rießig (Newcastle University)

SC60: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
India’s Expanding Foreign Policy
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Ryan French (CNA Strategic Studies)
Disc. Aakriti A. Tandon (Daemen College)
Go East, Young Man: Tracing India’s “Act East” Policy in Temporal and Spatial Dimensions
Roger Chi-Feng Liu (O.P. Jindal Global University)
Changing Contours of Indian Foreign Policy and Strategic Global Engagement
Ummu Salma Bava (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
From non-alignment to multi-alignment – evaluation of Indian foreign policy
Aleksandra Jaskolska (Institute of International Relations University of Warsaw)
India’s Look North Policy
Rahul Chaudhary (University of Rajasthan)

SC61: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Rewriting the Just War Tradition
International Ethics
Chair Neta Carol Crawford (Boston University)
Disc. James T. Johnson (Rutgers University)
Triumph and Tragedy: The Victory of Just War
Cian O’Driscoll (University of Glasgow)
Expanding the History of the Just War: The Ethics of War in Ancient Egypt
Rory Cox (St Andrews University)
The Just War Tradition and Cultural Heritage Sites: Historical Antecedents and Contemporary Moral Tensions
Daniel R. Brunstetter (University of California Irvine)
Alberico Gentili and the Modern Conception of International Violence
Claire Vergerio (University of Oxford)
SC65: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Projecting the Nation: New Strategies, New Opportunities
International Communication

Chair  R. S. Zaharna  (American University)
Disc.  Laura Roselle  (Elon University)

Visual geopolitics of the everyday: Representing Yugoslavia in Air
Jelena Subotic  (Georgia State University)
Searching for Dialogue: Advancing the Empirical Consideration of
Diplomacy
Theo Mazumdar  (University of Southern California)
Debating Confucius Institutes: actors of benign cultural exchange or
agents of sinister propaganda
Falk Hartig  (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Turning Dragons into Pandas: Constructing brand China through
African public opinion
Tara Mock  (Michigan State University)
Making national identities competitive: genesis and consequences
of ranking national images in the liberal global order
Juliette Schwak  (City University of Hong Kong)

SC66: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Narratives of Conflict and Post-Conflict
Peace Studies

Chair  Patricia Sellick  (Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations,
Coventry University)
Disc.  Patricia Sellick  (Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations,
Coventry University)

Narrative Violence and Injustice Awareness: Reading Anti-Caste
Activism as Narratives for Social Change
Jeremy A. Rinker  (University of North Carolina, Greensboro)
Observing Change in World Society: A Systems Theoretical
Approach to Conflict
Richard Boesch  (University of Augsburg)
War Wounds: Voices of the Legatees
Sameera Khalfey  (University of Portsmouth)
How ‘real’ is real-time data? Conflict, data and competing conflict
narratives in Darfur
Roisin Read  (University of Manchester)

SC67: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Peacebuilding in the Political Unsettlement: impossible or
inevitable?
Peace Studies

Chair  Aisling Ann Swaine  (The George Washington University)
Disc.  Nicolas Lemay-Hebert  (University of Birmingham)

International Institutional Arrangement for Peaceful International
Change
Clemente Quinones  (Georgia Gwinnett College)
Negotiating Inclusion: The Space of the Formalised Political
Unsettlement
Christine Bell  (School of Law, University of Edinburgh)
International Law – Unrest in Peace?
Philipp Kastner  (University of Western Australia)
Unsettled Peace or Peace in Unsettlement? The Search for Creative
Non-Solutions
Jan Pospisil  (University of Edinburgh)
‘Unsettled’ Peace Agreements: Formalising Divided Societies?
Laura Wise  (University of Edinburgh)

SC68: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
The Everyday in the International
Global Development

Chair  Ari-Elmeri Hyvönen  (University of Jyväskylä)
Disc.  Vinicius Guilherme Rodrigues Vieira  (Getulio Vargas
Foundation and University of Sao Paulo, Brazil)

“Why is the Iranian government monitoring Kim Kardashian's
Instagram account?” Transnationalism, Everyday Practices, and
Change in World Politics
Michael Habegger  (University of Delaware)
The “Equity Agenda” and the Quest for Legitimacy in the
International Development Network
Joel E. Oestreich  (Drexel University)
The entrepreneurial subject and everyday practices with
informality: Home-based workers in India
Natascia Boeri  (Graduate Center, City University of New York)

SC69: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Passions and Global Politics
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair  Ilan Kapoor  (York University)
Disc.  Mustapha Kamal Pasha  (Aberystwyth University)

Fear and Anxiety: Two Strategies for Resistance and Political
Transformation
Andreja Zevnik  (University of Manchester)
Passion of the Squares: Emotions and Radical Democracy
Ali Bilgic  (Loughborough University)
Affective Labour of Cash-for-Work
Paul Gordon Kramer  (University of Auckland)
Anita Lacey  (The University of Auckland)
Fetishism and Disavowal in International Development
Ilan Kapoor  (York University)
Theorizing Emotions in and out of Equilibrium: Everyday
Redemptive Practices in Participatory Development
Amoz Hor  (National University of Singapore)

SC70: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Sociological Perspectives on the Practice of IR Research
International Political Sociology

Chair  Andrew R. Hom  (University of Edinburgh)
Disc.  David M. McCourt  (University of California-Davis)

Is (Critical) Security Studies Racist? How a Sociology of Race and
Imperialism Can Redefine the Study of Security
Alison Howell  (Rutgers University, Newark)
Melanie Richter-Montpetit  (University of Sheffield)
Everyday spaces of the international: visualizing the workplaces of
IR scholars in a changing geopolitical environment
David Shim  (University of Groningen)
A field of outsiders? The topography of disciplinary IR’s inter-
disciplinary research practices
Stephen P. Aris  (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology)
Beyond exceptionalism: Critical Security Studies meets Critical Policy Studies

Dagmar Rychnovska (Metropolitan University Prague)
Jan Daniel (Institute of International Relations, Prague)

SC71: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
New Development Agendas/New Powers and Global Health?

Global Health
Global Development

Chair Owain D. Williams (University of Queensland)
Chair Anne Roemer-Mahler (University of Sussex)
Disc. Anne Roemer-Mahler (University of Sussex)

Development assistance for health: trends, correlates and implications for the SDG era
Anne L. Buffardi (ODI)

Claiming a universal global right to mental health? The implications of the Sustainable Development Goals as a rights-claiming practice
Eva Hilberg (University of Sheffield)

The Discursive Politics of Normative Policy Frames of Development: Lessons from the MDGs and Implications for the SDGs
Surma Das (University of Guelph)

South-South Cooperation in Health: The Ascendancy of Regionalism in Global Health Diplomacy
Saurabh Thakur (Jawaharlal Nehru university)

The State and the Wage Policies of Health Providers in Urban China
Chengcheng (Aviva) Liu (American University)

SC72: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Successes, Challenges, and Mechanisms of Peacekeeping

International Organization
International Security Studies

Chair Dédijdi Eric Degila (Ecole Nationale d'Administration, ENA du Bénin and Graduate Institute, Geneva)
Disc. Marie-Joelle Zahar (University of Montreal)

The Means of Power in UN Peacekeeping
Lise Morje Howard (Georgetown University)

Banking on Peace: The Role of Banks in UN Peacekeeping and Post-Conflict Reconstruction
Sarah von Billerbeck (University of Reading)

Fulfilling the Mandate? A differentiated analysis of 70 UN Peacekeeping Operations 1948 - 2013
Joachim A. Koops (Vesalius College & IES, Free University of Brussels (VUB))

The end of liberal peacebuilding
John E. Karlsrud (NUIP)

Endogenous Peace by Peacekeepers? The United Nations Peacekeeping Operations and Conflict Relapses
Rui Asano (Waseda University)

SC73: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Choosing Strategy

International Security Studies

Chair Benjamin H. Friedman (Cato Institute)
Disc. Benjamin H. Friedman (Cato Institute)

The International System as the Broker of Competing Ideas on National Security: the Case of US Grand Strategy in the Cold War
Benjamin Miller (University of Haifa)

Libertarians, Grand Strategy, and the United States
Sean Giovanello (Elon University)

Salami Tactics and the Future of US-Russian Relations
Richard W. Maass (University of Evansville)

Narrating Geostrategic Change: Accounting for the Surge in Iraq in 2007
William Bryan Riddle (Virginia Tech)

Technology, Bureaucracy, and the Development of U.S. Naval Strategy
Diana Wueger (Naval Postgraduate School)

SC74: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Occupation and Regime Change Politics

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Andrea M. Lopez (Susquehanna University)
Disc. Andrew Enterline (University of North Texas)

A Disturbance in the Peace: Adverse Agents, Compliance Costs, and the Failure of Military Occupations
Anthony Marcum (University of Michigan)

What Case Studies Tell about Foreign Imposed Regime Change that the FIRC literature does not: the cases of recent American military interventions in Afghanistan, Iraq and Libya
Maria Helena Castro Santos (University of Brasilia)
Ulysses Tavares Teixeira (University of Brasilia)

MANAGING CHANGE IN A MULTIPOLAR ENVIRONMENT
Vangala Ram (National Intelligence University (NIU)--DIA)

Navigating Change Through U.S. Intervention in Iraq: Mistakes of the Past, Prospects for the Future
Eric Nigh (University of Wyoming)

‘Iraq for the Iraqis’ - Coalition Propaganda and Iraq Reconstruction 2003-2004
Emma Briant (University of Sheffield)

SC75: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Examining India’s Foreign Policy

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair M. Matheswaran (IDSA (Institute of Defence Studies and Analysis)-New Delhi; Naval War College, Goa;)
Disc. M. Matheswaran (IDSA (Institute of Defence Studies and Analysis)-New Delhi; Naval War College, Goa;)

India-U.S. Relations: The Influence of India’s Elite-Mass Discourses
Shivaji Kumar (Ohio State University)

Microfoundations for Attitudes towards Border Disputes in India: Results from an MTurk Survey
Florian Justwan (University of Idaho)
Sarah Fisher (Emory & Henry College)

From non alignment to strategic autonomy: The evolution of Indian self projection in its foreign policy
Manasi Pritam (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

Understanding Indian foreign policy: Strategic sub-culture as a unit of analysis
Gaurav Saini (Centre for International Politics, Organization and Disarmament, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University)

India’s Blue Helmets: A Ticket to UNSC Permanent Membership?
Manaswini Ramkumar (American University)

SC76: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
The US Military

International Security Studies

Chair Richard Lacquement (U.S. Army War College)
Disc. Richard Lacquement (U.S. Army War College)
Law and Ethics Training and Military Conduct Toward Civilians: Data from Iraq and Afghanistan
  Andrew Bell (U.S. Naval Academy)

Fighting for Strangers: Military Duty in Contemporary War
  Lisa Ekman (Uppsala University)

Who Bears the Cost of War? The Racial Distribution of Fatalities in US Military Conflicts
  Connor Hunt (Harvard University)
  Robert Schub (Nuffield College)

America’s National Security: When is it Morally Just for Senior Military Officers to Disobey Civilian Authority?
  Lon Olson (United States Naval Academy)

SC77: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Recognition and Diplomacy
  Diplomatic Studies
  Chair  Anat Niv-Solomon (City University of New York)
  Disc.  Imad Mansour (Qatar University)
  The Regional, the Global & the Ugly. Theorizing Actorhood in Global Governance
  Matthias Hofferberth (University of Texas, San Antonio)
  The end of Europeanisation? Sweden and the recognition of Palestine
  Lisbeth Aggestam (University of Gothenburg)
  Federica Bicchi (London School of Economics)
  Swedish recognition of Palestine: foreign policy change and its impact on the prospects for Israeli-Palestinian peace
  Jacob Eriksson (University of York)

SC78: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Political Accountability for Foreign Policy Decisions
  International Security Studies
  Chair  Jordan Tama (American University)
  Disc.  Jordan Tama (American University)
  Unexpected Victory in War and Failures in the Marketplace of Ideas
  Michael Reese (University of Chicago)
  International Status, Presidential Approval, and Public Support for the Use of Force
  Ryan M. Powers (University of Wisconsin, Madison)
  Jonathan Renshorn (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
  Changes in a President's Public Support Due to Perceived Policy Shifts
  David Hunter Walsh (Rutgers University)
  Deception and Democratic Accountability: The Limits of Justifications for War
  Sarah Maxey (Cornell University)
  Questions of Life and Death: Constructing International Law Through Public Opinion Polls
  Alexandria Nylen (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
  Charli Carpenter (University of Massachusetts)

SC79: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Russia, the East and the West
  Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
  Post Communist Systems
  Chair  Charles E. Ziegler (University of Louisville)
  Disc.  Yuval Weber (Harvard University (Department of Government and Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies))

The Impact of Russian Led Eurasian Integration on the International Relations of the Post-Soviet Space
  Michael E. Aleprete (Westminster College)
  Michael O. Slobodchikoff (Troy University)

Have international sanctions against the Putin regime failed?
  Thees Pankow (Freelance Scholar)
  Robert G. Patman (University of Otago)

Securing Europe’s Future in a Changing World
  Ginta T. Palubinskas (West Virginia State University)

The Russian exceptionality: Is the recent external movements from Russia creating a new type of reaction in the West
  Andre Rangel Naegele (Universidade Federal Fluminense (UFF))

Geopolitical Economy of Russia’s Foreign Policy: Lockean in its east and Hobbesian in its west
  Emre Iseri (Yasar University)

SC80: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
The International Relations of Japan
  International Political Sociology
  International Security Studies
  Chair  Ryo Shimizu (Kobe Gakuin University)
  Disc.  Paul A. Kowert (University of Massachusetts Boston)
  Rally Effect at Work?: A Study of Japanese Public Reactions to China and South Korea in the New Millennium
  Kazuya Fukuoka (Saint Joseph's University)
  Japan’s Defense Planning: Prospects and Issues for an Indigenous Air-Sea Battle Doctrine
  Ryo Hinata-Yamaguchi (Pusan National University)
  Countering emasculation: Japan’s militarily imposed neutrality
  Anna-Karin Eriksson (Linnaeus University)
  Reconstructing anarchy in Japan’s political thought and practice
  Michal Kolmas (Metropolitan University Prague)
  Can Japan Have a "Normal" Military? Popular Culture & Changing Domestic Perceptions of the Japan Self-Defense Forces
  Jeffrey Hall (Waseda University)

SC81: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Human Rights and Foreign Policy
  Human Rights
  Chair  Antonietta Elia (University of Santiago de Compostela)
  Disc.  A. Burcu Bayram (University of Arkansas)
  Savior of Universal Human Rights or the Same Old Same Old? A Comparative Analysis of Bush and Obama Human Rights Rhetoric
  Eric K. Leonard (Shenandoah University)
  Peter F. Trumbore (Oakland University)
  The Business of Being Good: How it Pays to Be a Humanitarian State
  Danielle K. Scherer (Temple University)
  Taylor Benjamin-Britten (Temple University)
  Localized Effects of Foreign Aid and Government Violence
  Jeffrey King (University of Missouri)

A Centennial of United States dependency – Decolonisation or Colonial Reform for the U.S Virgin Islands
  Carlyle G. Corbin (Council of Presidents, United Nations General Assembly)

Lessons of History: Preventing Mass Atrocities from Clinton to Obama
  Morgan Rees (Griffith University)
### SC82: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Exploring Conflict Processes with Experimental Methods**  
**Scientific Study of International Processes**

**Chair**  
Ariel Zellman (Bar Ilan University)

**Disc.**  
Paul Poast (University of Chicago)

**Threats or Fear? Survey Experiment about the Effects of International Competition Images on Peace**  
Kristian Skrede Gleditsch (University of Essex)  
Seiki Tanaka (University of Amsterdam)

**Differential Historical Experiences and Public Opinion toward Territorial Disputes**  
Daina Chiba (University of Essex)  
Songying Fang (Rice University)  
Xiaojun Li (The University of British Columbia)

**International Recognition and Popular Support for Violence**  
Nadav Shelef (University of Wisconsin)  
Yael Zeira (University of Mississippi)

**'Hawking' territorial conflict: Narrative framing and cleavage consistency in nationalist politics**  
Ariel Zellman (Bar Ilan University)

**Parochial Altruism and Civil Conflict – Experimental Evidence from Tajikistan**  
Malte Müller (Humboldt University)  
Sam Whitt (High Point University)

### SC83: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Gendering Leadership: Gender Identity and Women's Leadership in Foreign and Security Policy**  
**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**Chair**  
Denise Walsh (University of Virginia)

**Disc.**  
Sandra McEvoy (Wheelock College)

**Towards a gender-just-diplomacy: Gendered norms in the foreign service and practice of negotiation**  
Karin Aggestam (Lund University)  
Ann E. Towns (University of Gothenburg)

**Peacekeeping Units More Effective? Evaluating the Impact of Female Peacekeepers on Conflict Behavior**  
Neil Narang (University of California Santa Barbara)

**Female Political Leaders and Support For Peacekeeping Missions**  
Theresa Schroeder (Radford University)

**Courtney N. Burns (Georgia Southern University)**

**NATO Women: The Changing Role, Organisation and Activism of Military Women within the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 1961-2016**  
Katharine A. M. Wright (University of Winchester)  
Matthew E Hurley (Oxford Brookes University)

**Sex and War: Exploring leader sex and militarized behavior**  
Joshua Couronne (University of Florida)

### SC84: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**European Security: Institutions and Threats**  
**International Organization**

**Chair**  
Thomas Conzelmann (Maastricht University)

**Disc.**  
Sven Bisp (Egmont - Royal Institute for International Relations)

**EU crisis management: a meaningful contribution to preventing (further) violent conflict?**  
Annemarie P. Rodt (Royal Danish Defence College)

**The Legitimacy of the Management of the Mediterranean Migration Crisis by the EU Leaders. Analysis of Opinion Surveys and Parliamentary Debates.**  
Fulvio Attina (Catania University)  
Rosa M. C. Rossi (Catania University)

**A Crisis of Refugees or a Crisis of “Europe”? Marginalization, Fragility, and the Failures of EU Enlargement in Southeastern Europe**  
Joel T. Shelton (Elon University)

**Federalizing for Security: The European Union and the United States in Comparative Perspective**  
Zachary Selden (University of Florida)

**NATO’s Mission: Bureaucratization or the Common Defense?**  
Emma Ashford (Cato Institute)

### SC85: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Regional security under condition of rivalry, competition, and conflict**  
**Global South Caucus**

**Chair**  
Hsin Chih Chen (National Cheng Kung University)

**Disc.**  
Jeffrey G. Karam (Brandeis University)

**The New Middle East Cold War: Saudi Arabia and Iran Conflicts over Regional Hegemony**  
Adnan M. Hayajneh (Qatar University)

**Countering Boko Haram’s Islamic Violent Extremism and Terrorism: Re-thinking Counterterrorism Strategy in the Lake Chad Basin Sub-Region**  
Paul G. Adogamhe (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater)

**The rise and fall of UNASUR**  
Fabio Sánchez (Universidad Sergio Arboleda)  
Catalina Monroy (Universidad Sergio Arboleda)

**Revolutions, Counterrevolutions and Foreign Policy Changes: Explaining the Iranian and Saudi Policy Responses toward the Arab Spring**  
Mohammed Nuruzzaman (Gulf University for Science and Technology)

### SC86: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**The European Union: contemporary challenges and contemporary theorising**  
**International Organization**

**Chair**  
Vassilios Paipais (University of St Andrews)

**An Interpretivist Research Agenda for EU Studies**  
Ryan Phillips (Connecticut College)

**Foreign Fighters and the EU Counterterrorism Policy: New Challenge, Old Problems**  
Oldrich Bures (Metropolitan University Prague)

**Decoupling is in the eye of the beholder: European Parliament voting and perceptions of economic indivisibility in Europe**  
Edward A. Fogarty (Colgate University)

**Post-Modernity in Crisis: British and Polish Discourses in the European Union**  
Maxine David (University of Leiden)  
Rafal Soborski (Richmond University)

**Governance responses to the Externalization of the EU Asylum policy at the Greek Border Islands**  
Alexandra Bousiou (University of Gothenburg)
SC87: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Arms Making and Arms Trading in a Changing Defense Industrial Landscape
International Security Studies

Chair: Caglar Kurc (Columbia University)
Disc: Caglar Kurc (Columbia University)

Creating Your Competitors: Arms Exports, Technology Transfer, and the Emergence of New Weapons Producers
Jonathan Caverley (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
The Adaptation Advantage: Israel's Defense Industries and Military Power
Marc R. DeVore (University of St. Andrews)
Managing Defense Industry Overcapacity in a Hegemonic World
Kaija Schildte (Boston University)
Florian Bodamer (Boston University)
The Search for Defense Autarky in the Networked Defense Industries
Caglar Kurc (Columbia University)
The Price Two Pay: Joint Collaboration Between India & the US
Julie George (Atlantic Council - South Asia Center)

SD01: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
New International (Relations) Political Theory
Roundtable

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair: Antje Wiener (University of Hamburg)
Part: Philip Liste (University of Hamburg)
Part: Raymond D. Duvall (University of Minnesota)
Part: Ole Jacob Sending (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
Part: Anna Leander (Copenhagen Business School)
Part: Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)
Part: Chris Brown (London School of Economics and Political Science)

SD02: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Diplomacy and Cooperation: Winds of Change for Peace
Panel

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Diplomatic Studies

Chair: Simon Taylor (University of St Andrews)
Disc: Simon Taylor (University of St Andrews)

Paradiplomacy of administrative agencies over American-Canadian border
Paweł K. Frankowski (Jagiellonian University)
An Ontology of Peace: Landscapes of Conflict and Cooperation
Susanna P. Campbell (American University)
Michael Findley (University of Texas at Austin)
Kyosuke Kikuta (University of Texas at Austin)
The Peace from the Global South: the Brazilian peacemaking initiatives in Mozambique and the role of the international cooperation for the contemporary peace
Thaise Kemer (Federal University of Parana)
Modeling Treaty Negotiations
Kevin Cope (University of Michigan)
James Morrow (University of Michigan)

Understanding the potential of disaster diplomacy for peace: the impact of different conflict-scenarios.
Roanne van Voorst (ISS)
Dorothea Hillhorst (Professor of Humanitarian Aid and Reconstruction)

SD03: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Emergence and Consolidation of International Institutions: Expertise, Leadership, and Norms

Historical International Relations
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
International Law

Chair: Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)
Disc: Michael J. Stueve (North Carolina State University)

International Secretariats as Actors in International Relations Since 1910
Bob Reinalda (Radboud University Nijmegen)
International organisations, autonomy, and the first permanent secretariats in the 19th century
Ellen Jenny Ravndal (Lund University)
The Role of African States in Establishing the International Criminal Court
Laszlo Sarkany (King's University College, The University of Western Ontario)
From the Organization of African Unity to the African Union: The Evolution of Peace and Security Norms at the Regional Level in Africa
Kathryn Nash (School of Oriental and African Studies)

SD04: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Biodiversity and Forestry Governance in the Global South: Applying Traditional and Novel Theoretical Approaches

Environmental Studies
Global Development

Chair: Eduardo Viola (University of Brasilia)
Disc: Eduardo Viola (University of Brasilia)

Who pays for global environmental benefits and why?
Teresa Kramarz (University of Toronto)
Saving Tropical Forests: The Causes and Consequences of Institutional Design
Rishikesh Bhandary (Tufts University)
The Environmental Kuznets Curve in Developing Countries: How Inequality Hinders Environmental Protection
Barbara dos Santos (American University)
The Landscapes Approach: Shifting Discourses and Power in Global Environmental Governance?
Sina Leipold (University of Freiburg)
Sofia Suarez (University of Freiburg)
Benjamin Cashore (Yale University)
Environment or Economy?: The Politics of Environmental Protection in the Americas
Grant Burrier (Curry College)

SD05: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Maghreb-Sahel region: turmoil, relative fragility and inadequate international responses?

International Studies Association
Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane, Morocco

Disc: Didier Bigo (Sciences-PO Paris, KCL War studies)
The EU-France complicated relationship with the Maghreb-Sahel
Pernille Rieker (NUPI)
The Dilemmas of Sub-Saharan Migration in Morocco
Driss Maghraoui (Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane)
Climate Change, the Anthropocene, Gender, and Water Integrity:
Cases from Morocco
Jack Kalpakian (Al Akhawayn University)
The Malian crisis: a home-grown source of regional instability or a
victim of regional turmoil?
Morten Boas (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
Confronting violent extremists: the role of state actors
djallil lounnas (Al Akhawayn University)

SD06: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Sociology of Peacebuilding (II): Narratives and Knowledge
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
International Political Sociology
Chair: Susan L. Woodward (The Graduate Center, City University of
New York)
The story of peacekeeping: a narrative approach to identity and
practice in EU peace missions
Ken McDonagh (Dublin City University)
Beyond the Afghan Laboratory: The Circulation of the peacebuilding
knowledge and practices
Jan Daniel (Institute of International Relations, Prague)
Expertise in the United Nations Peacebuilding Architecture
Maria Stage (Centre for Resolution of International Conflicts
(CRIC), University of Copenhagen)

SD07: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Environmentalism in a Changing International Society
English School
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Environmental Studies
Chair: Thomas Diez (University of Tuebingen)
Disc: Steven Bernstein (University of Toronto)
Environmental Stewardship as an Emerging Primary Institution of
International Society
Barry Buzan (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Robert Falkner (London School of Economics and Political
Science)
Moving International Society towards Solidarisation?: Assessing the
EU’s Role in International Climate Politics
Bettina Ahrens (University of Tuebingen)
Climate governance and international institutions: The
development of the UNFCCC regime from Copenhagen to Paris
Eero Palmuojoki (University of Tampere)
Climate Justice in International Society
Franziskus von Lucke (University of Tübingen)
Thomas Diez (University of Tuebingen)

SD08: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Knowing and Thinking the International Through Shifting Contexts
Historical International Relations
Theory
International Political Sociology
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Active Learning in International Affairs
Chair: Nivi Manchanda (London School of Economics and Political
Science)
Disc: Robert Vitalis (University of Pennsylvania)
Was International Relations Really Founded in 1985? Revisiting the
Second and Third ‘Great Debates’
Lucian Mark Ashworth (Memorial University of Newfoundland)
Pirate Economics: The Primitive Accumulation of Capital Itself
Isaac A. Kamola (Trinity College)
The perennial tension of nationalism and internationalism: Empire,
structures of feeling, and the shock of the new
Christopher Murray (London School of Economics and Political
Science)
The War/Knowledge Nexus and IR in Germany
Sarah Bertrand (LSE)
Redefining Imperial Encounters: Pakistan and the Soviet-Afghan
War
Asad Zaidi (London School Of Economics and Political Science)

SD09: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Plight of Syrian Refugees: Economics, Security and
Humanitarian Crisis
International Studies Association
Turkish International Studies Association
Chair: Muge Kinacioglu (Hacettepe University)
Chair: Halit Mustafa Tagma (Northern Arizona University)
Disc: Balkan Devlen (Izmir University of Economics)
Disc: Ozgur Ozdamar (Bilkent University)
What to do with the Syrians? Party Policies towards the Syrian
Refugees in Turkey
Hasret Dikici Bilgin (Istanbul Bilgi University)
Turkey’s Open-Door Policy Towards Syrian Refugees and Refugee
Perception by the Locals in Gaziantep Province
Andreas Kotelis (SUNY - Cortland)
Spreading securitization: the Syrian Refugees Crisis and the Turkey’s
Foreign Policy Agenda
Federico Donelli (University of Genoa)
Ariel Gonzalez (Koç University)
EU’s Bilateral and Multilateral Engagement on Migration from the
Middle East and North Africa: Agenda Setting through Norm
Entrepreneurship
Halit Mustafa Tagma (Northern Arizona University)
Bezen B. Coskun (Zirve University)

SD10: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Subaltern agency in critical IR: beyond the silence/resistance
paradigm? (part II)
Global Development
Chair: Alina Sajed (McMaster University)
Disc: Himadeep R. Muppidi (Vassar)
Part: Charmaine S. Chua (University of Minnesota)
Part: Jakeet Singh (Illinois State University)
Part: Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)
Part: Aida Arfan Hozig (University of Florida)

SD11: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Advancing Legitimacy: Domestic and Transnational Dimensions
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair: Supratha Sudharsan (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Legitimacy and Trust in Natural Resource Management
Andrew Tirrell (University of San Diego)
Examining Relation between Legitimacy and Democracy
Supratha Sudharsan (Georgia Institute of Technology)
When Do Anti-Corruption Agencies Reduce Corruption and Improve State Legitimacy?
Sergio Gemperle (University of Basel)

SD12: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Securitization of the 'Other': Issues and Responses
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair: Erik Amundson (University of Southern Mississippi)
Disc.: Stephen J. Rosow (State University of New York at Oswego)
The Securitization of Migration and Fence-Building In the European Union: The Greek Evros Anti-Immigrant Fence
Ioannis N. Grigoriadis (Bilkent University)
Esra Dilek (Bilkent University)
Different Targets, Similar Results: A Comparative Study of Refugee Protection in Kenya and Immigration Controls in the US
Erika Iverson (Graduate Center - CUNY)
Security concerns and changing public attitudes towards refugee resettlement in the United States and Canada
Erik Amundson (University of Southern Mississippi)
The Globalization of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs): The Case of North Eastern Nigeria
Lucky Imade (American University of Nigeria)
The Treatment of Ethnic Minorities in Democratizing Muslim Countries: The Securitization of Kurds in Turkey Versus the Autonomization of Acehnese In Indonesia
Maurizio Geri (old dominion university)

SD13: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Embracing Peace: Challenges and Opportunities
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair: George J. Andreopoulos (City University of New York)
Disc.: Mimi Soderberg Kovacs (Folke Bernadotte Academy)
In the Company of Peace & Conflict: Understanding the Role of Corporations in Peace Building
Molly Melin (Loyola University Chicago)
The Not-So-Usual Suspects? Ex-Combatants, Ex-Prisoners, and Non-Traditional Peacebuilding in Protracted Conflicts
Julie M. Norman (Queen's University Belfast (QU需))
Peacemaking Referendums in the South Pacific: New Caledonia and Bougainville
Katherine Collin (American University)
Including chiefs, achieving peace?: Does the recognition of traditional governance help countries manage their internal conflicts and strengthen domestic peace?
Katarina Mustasilta (University of Essex)

SD14: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Regionalism: Institutions, Integration, and Interaction in Latin America
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair: Mariana Kalil (University of Brasilia)
Disc.: Mariana Kalil (University of Brasilia)
Aftercasting Brazil into Regional Leadership: the Bolivian gas crisis and the role of small powers in socializing regional leaders
Feliciano de Sá Guimarães (University of São Paulo, Brazil)
Does Size Matter? Collective Action Problems in Latin American Regional Integration
Amaleia Kolovos (University of Denver)

SD15: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
New International Relations Concepts: The Impetus to New Empirical Understandings
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair: Raymond Kuo (Fordham University)
The Spatial Crisis of IR Theory
Michael A. McIntyre (DePaul University)
Understanding Change in World Politics Through “Second Nature” Concept
Kemal Ciftci (Giresun University)
Advance vs. Self-Depletion in the Evolution of the International System
Gultekin Sumer (Beykent University)
Towards a Framework for Understanding Opportunity and Change in International Relations.
Rebecca Pedi (University of Macedonia)
Katerina Sarri (University of Macedonia; Department of Balkan, Slavic and Oriental Studies; Entrepreneurship Lab)

SD16: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Transformation of Genocide: Colonial Orders
Theory
Chair: Alexander D. Barder (Florida International University)
Disc.: Louise Wise (Queen Mary University of London)
Decolonizing Genocide Studies? Reinterpreting Groupness, Genocidal Events, and Context through Canada’s Indian Residential Schools
David Bruce MacDonald (University of Guelph)
The Limits of Lemkin
Benjamin Meiches (University of Washington-Tacoma)
Political Memory after State Death: The Contested Yugoslav National Pavilion at Auschwitz
Jelena Subotic (Georgia State University)
The Moral Economies of International at the Trial of a Khmer Rouge Torturer
Alexander Hinton (Rutgers University)

SD17: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The distinctiveness of secessionism as a type of internal conflict. Identifying core characteristics and resolution strategies
Peace Studies
Chair: Rafael Biermann (Friedrich Schiller University of Jena)
Disc.: Stefan Wolff (University of Birmingham)
Theories of Secession and the Cases of Abkhazia and South Ossetia
Nino Kemoklidze (University of Birmingham)
The contested notion of remedial secession: aspirations and reality
Argyro Kartsonaki (University of Birmingham)
International Organizations in Secessionist Conflicts: The EU, OSCE and UN in the Abkhaz-Georgian Conflict
Sebastian Relitz (Institute for East and Southeast European Studies)

Austin Doctor (University of Georgia)
John Dean Willingham (University of Georgia School of Public & Int. Affairs)

SD18: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Torture, Detainment, and the Role of Anti-Terrorism Laws
International Law

Chair  Manus I. Midlarsky (Rutgers University)
Disc.  Manus I. Midlarsky (Rutgers University)
Legalized Bureaucratic Politics: The Rise and Demise of the Bush Torture Program.
Arturo Jimenez-Bacardi (University of South Florida, St Petersburg)
Transferring to Torture? The Influence and Limits of International Law in Britain, Canada and Australia’s Approach to Afghan Detainees
Sean K. Richmond (University of Western Australia)
Can States Be Racists? The Case of Prisoner Abuse
Vanessa Quince (University of Washington)
Paige Sechrest (University of Washington)
Case study of anti-terrorism laws in Latin American countries used by the State against socio-political movements and those implications on human rights.
Patricia Carvalho (INASIS - International Association for Security and Intelligence Studies)

SD19: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Cooperating
Korean Democracy and Economic Diplomacy
International Studies Association
Association of Korean Political Studies

Chair  Mikyoung Kim (Hiroshima City University)
Disc.  Mikyoung Kim (Hiroshima City University)
Disc.  Joongho Kim (The Export-Import Bank of Korea)
Fraud or Not Fraud: Potential Electoral Irregularities in South Korea’s 2012 Presidential Election
Taehyun Nam (Salisbury University)
Erik Herron (West Virginia University)
The Origins and Political Consequences of Authoritarian Nostalgia in South Korea and Taiwan
Jongseok Woo (University of South Florida)
Competition versus Emulation: Korea’s Aid Agencies and Allocation of Foreign Aid
Elena V. McLean (SUNY Buffalo)
Taehee Whang (Yonsei University)
New Kids on the Block: New Foreign Aid Donors and How They Learn to Allocate Aid
Byungwon Woo (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)

SD20: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
Contentious Borders: Changing patterns of Sovereignty and Statehood in the Middle East and North Africa post-2011
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair  Andrew Mark Dormian (King’s College London)
Part.  Louise Fawcett (University of Oxford)
Part.  Raffaella A. Del Sarto (John Hopkins University, SAIS Europe, European University Institute)
Part.  I. William Zartman (Johns Hopkins University-SAIS)
Part.  Asli Okyay (European University Institute)
Part.  Simone Tholens (Cardiff University)
Part.  Leila Vignal (University of Oxford)

SD21: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Authoritarian Backlash Against NGOs: What We Know Now
Human Rights
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair  Alexander Cooley (Columbia University)
Disc.  Andrew Heiss (Duke University)
Authoritarian Learning: Controlling NGOs
Marlies Glausi (University of Amsterdam)
Recasting Civil Society in Russia’s Retreat From Globalization
James Richter (Bates College)
The Assault on Democracy Assistance: Explaining Legal Restrictions Against NGOs
Suparna Chaudhry (Yale University)
China in African countries: What’s the color of the knight?
Johan Lagerkvist (Stockholm University)
The Rise of Authoritarian Powers and the Increase of NGO Restrictions: Two Sides of the Same Coin?
Georg Strüver (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Thomas Richter (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

SD22: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Religion and International Relations Theory
Religion and International Relations

Chair  Kai Hebel (Universiteit Leiden)
Disc.  Kai Hebel (Universiteit Leiden)
Beyond the Secular Society: ‘Wespahalian Secularity’ As Organized Hypocrisy
Burak Kadercan (US Naval War College)
Resurgence of Faith in International Politics and Transitions in International Political Thought
Anagha Ingole (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Man, the Caliphate and War: Inquiring into the (In)Commensurability of Islamic International Political Thought and Mainstream IR Theory
Alexander Niedermeier (Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg)
Religion as an Impetus in the Changing Nature of Global Warfare: Exploring Faith Diplomacy and Contemporary State-Nonstate Actor Relations
Darrell Ezell (Claremont Lincoln University)
Dogmatic Definitions: Understanding the Multiple Paradigms of Religion in International Relations
Gina Giliberti (Northwestern University)
SD23: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Space, Temporality and Agency in Transitional Justice Studies:
Changing Patterns Under Scrutiny
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Chair Joanna R. Quinn (The University of Western Ontario)
Disc. Eric Wielbatal-Brahm (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
Navigating the Narrow Spaces for Transitional Justice in Iraq: An Assessment of the Challenges and a Realistic Normative Framework for Change
Mieczysław Boduszyński (Pomona College)
Assessing Lessons from Transitional Justice for Global Climate Governance
Sonja Klinsky (Arizona State University)
Transitional Justice 2.0: Mapping Youth Activism from the Balkans to the Arab Spring and Beyond
Arnaud Kurze (Montclair State University)
Islamists as Transitional Justice Advocates: Justice Discourses in the Arab Middle East
Christopher K. Lamont (University of Groningen)
Gendering Transitional Justice: Justice for Male Survivors of Sexual Violence in Northern Uganda
Philipp Schulz (Transitional Justice Institute, Ulster University)

SD24: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Redefining and reassessing public and private governance
International Organization
Chair Anne L. Buffardi (ODI)
Disc. Jonathan R. Strand (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Exploring Ten Years of the Kimberley Process: Has Diamond Regulation Reduced Conflict?
Audrey L. Comstock (Cornell University)
Explaining the Growth of Private Governance / Corporate Social Responsibility within OECD countries: The Role of Institutional Legitimacy in Resolving the Institutional Mirror vs. Substitute Debate
Daniel P. Kinderman (University of Delaware)
Mark Lutter (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies)
Transparency Requirements as a Threat to Multilateral Structures?
The Foreign Accountability Norm and the Changing Nature of Global Resource Governance
Martijn Vlaskamp (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals (IBEI) and Yale University)
Epidemics, Security, and the Politics of Global Health: Why Securitization Matters
Robert L. Ostergard (University of Nevada, Reno)
Jeffrey A. Griffin (University of Nevada, Reno)
Roger A. Coate (Georgia College, University of South Carolina)
Explaining advocacy networks’ responses to corporate social responsibility – a global value chains approach
Uwe Gneiting (Oxfam America)

SD25: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Human Rights under Authoritarianism
Human Rights Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair Terence Lee (National University of Singapore)
Human Rights in the Arab World: Authoritarian Regimes Between Commitment and Compliance
Vera van Hüllen (Leuphana University of Lueneburg)

SD26: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
From universalism to pluriverse: contesting the colonial logic of modernity in the global south II
Global Development
Chair Esteban Nicholls (Carleton University)
Disc. Cristina Rojas (Carleton University)
The State as Colonial Violence: a case for pluriversal territory
Ajay Parasram (Carleton University)
Mechanisms and Power Devices in the formation of Indigenous Peoples’ Elites (Bolivia-Ecuador)
Daniela Angela Leyton Michovich (UASB-E)
From universalism to pluriverse: a genealogy of inter-American relations from the independence wars to the projects of the twenty first century
Gustavo Morales (Universidad Javeriana Cali)
Political Possibilities in a Pluriverse
Hans-Martin Jaeger (Carleton University)

SD27: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
On Diplomacy: 30 years on
Historical International Relations
English School
Diplomatic Studies
Chair Halvard Leira (NUPI)
Part. James Der Derian (Centre for International Security Studies, University of Sydney)
Part. Paul Sharp (University of Minnesota)
Part. Iver B. Neumann (London School of Economics)
Part. Noe Cornago (University of the Basque Country)
Part. Michele Acuto (University College London)
Part. Merje Kuus (University of British Columbia)

SD28: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Global Development, Colonial Geographies, and Political Ecologies of Resistance II
Global Development
Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)
Environmental Studies
Political Demography and Geography
Chair Timothy Seidel (Eastern Mennonite University)
Disc. Heloise Weber (University of Queensland)
The ‘Ecological Calculus’ Made Present in Solomon Islands: The Bushmen Farming Network as a Counter Practice to the Dominant Approach to Development
Michael Spann (University of Queensland)
The Challenge of Mobilizing Across Different Worlds: From Place-Based Struggles Against Extractivism to the Articulation of Counter-Hegemonic Alternatives in Peru
Johanna Leinius (Goethe-University Frankfurt)

Resisting ‘Transition’: Lands Rights Contestation in (Neo)liberal Serbia
Katarina Kusic (Aberystwyth University)

Alternative Knowledge against Predatory Neoliberalism
Carolina Cepeda M. (Universidad Javeriana)

Women’s (In)security, Land Deals, and Resistance
Caitlin M. Ryan (University of Groningen)

Diplomatic Studies
The State of Scholarship on BRICS/Emerging Powers
SD29: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Diplomatic Studies
Chair Andrew F. Cooper (University of Waterloo)
Disc. Deborah W. Larson (University of California, Los Angeles)
Part. T. V. Paul (McGill University)
Part. Andrew F. Cooper (University of Waterloo)
Part. Oliver Stuenkel (Fundacao Getulio Vargas)
Part. John Kirton (University of Toronto)
Part. Victoria Panova (Far Eastern Federal University)

Peacebuilding Approaches to Understanding and Addressing Violent Extremism
SD30: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Peace Studies
Chair Mary Hope Schwoebel (Nova Southeastern University)
Disc. Erin L. McCandless (New School University)
Justice versus Development: A failed dichotomous approach to Violent Religious Extremism in Gujarat, India
Pushpa Iyer (Monterey Institute of International Studies)
Masculinities, Matriarchy and Resistance to Violent Extremism
Manal Taha (United States Institute of Peace)
Western Sahara Refugees’ Struggle for Independence: On the Choice between Nonviolent Political Resistance & Violent Extremism
Sabrina S. Chikhi (Nova Southeastern University)
Transforming the Violent Extremist Narratives through Creative Arts-based Approaches
Crystina Wyler (Nova Southeastern University)

The Belt and Road Initiative: The Present (and Future?) of China’s Political Economy
SD31: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
International Political Economy
Chair Miles Kahler (American University)
Disc. Margaret Pearson (University of Maryland)
Disc. Miles Kahler (American University)
Min Ye (Boston University)
The Belt & Road Initiative in Renminbi Internationalization The Intermingling of State and Corporate Interests
Gregory T. Chin (York University)
Economic Statecraft: The Case of China’s One Belt, One Road
William Norris (Bush School, Texas A&M)

Sex, Tongue, and International Politics
SD32: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
Sex, Tongue, and International Politics
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus
Global Development
Chair Manuela Lavinias Picq (Universidad San Francisco de Quito USFQ)
Part. Caroline Cottet (E-International Relations)
Part. Michael. J. Bosia (Saint Michael’s College)
Part. Manuela Lavinias Picq (Universidad San Francisco de Quito USFQ)
Part. Momin Rahman (Trent University)
Part. Cai Wilkinson (Deakin University)

Global Reactions to U.S. Foreign Policy
SD33: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
International Security Studies
Chair Lisa Blaydes (Stanford University)
Disc. Sarah S. Bush (Temple University)
Arabic Twitter Sentiment Toward ISIS and the U.S.
Amaney Jamal (Princeton University)
Robert O. Keohane (Princeton University)
David Romney (Harvard University)
Dustin H. Tingley (Harvard University)
Jonathan Chu (Stanford University)
Provocation, Public Opinion, and Crisis Escalation: Evidence from China
Allan Dafoe (Yale University)
Jessica C. Weiss (Cornell University)

Changing Neutrality: New Perspectives on Norms, Strategy and Diplomacy of Neutrality in the 19th and 20th Century
SD34: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Historical International Relations
International Security Studies
International Law
Chair Pascal Lottaz (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)
Disc. Oliver Bange (Zentrum für Militärgeschichte und Sozialwissenschaften der Bundeswehr (ZMSBw))
Neutral Diplomacy in WWII Japan
Pascal Lottaz (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)
Avoiding War: Neutrality’s Role in Nineteenth-Century Diplomacy
Maartje Abbenhuis (University of Auckland)
Principles and Meanings of the Law of Neutrality across Two Centuries of Armed Conflicts
Herbert Reginbogin (Touro College Fuchseburg Law Center)
Blockade à la Mode: Neutrality in the Great War and After
Stephen Neī (University of Edinburgh)
Do diplomats make a difference in the conduct of foreign policy? Sir Percy Loraine and his efforts to forge British-Turkish partnership in the 1930s
Seckin Baris Gulmez (Koc university)
Panel

SD35: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Arms, Assistance, and Influence: Understanding the Logic and Effectiveness of Military Transfers

Chair  Tricia Sullivan  (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Disc.  Jonathan Caverley  (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Other People’s Conflicts: Lethal Assistance and American Statecraft
  John-Michael Arnold  (Princeton University)

Planes, Tanks, and ICBMs: The Relationship Between Arms Transfers and State Behavior
  Jennifer Spindel  (University of Minnesota)

Security Force Assistance, Military Advising, and Recipient Unit
  Bryce Loidolt  (George Washington University)

Strategic Manipulation: How States Tailor Military Transfers to Get Others to Do Their Bidding
  Marc Grinberg  (Stanford University)

Security Cooperation or Competition? Multiple Providers and Military Assistance
  Renanah Miles  (Columbia University)

Panel

SD36: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The International Politics of the Everyday: Locating and Exploring Cultural Practices as Sites of the International

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
International Political Sociology

Chair  Renee E. Marlin-Bennett  (Johns Hopkins University)
Disc.  Patrick Thaddeus Jackson  (American University)

Cookbooks and the Idea of Israel
  Ilan Zvi Baron  (Durham University)

The 9/11 Sublime: Clashing Communities of Sense
  Michael J. Shapiro  (University of Hawai‘i Manoa)

Feminist Sense of Everyday Diplomacy in Haruki Murakami
  Yeonhee Kim  (University of Hawai‘i Manoa)

Myths and Foreign Policy: Representations of ‘Good’ and ‘Evil’ from The Wizard of Oz to Wicked
  Yehonatan Abramson  (Johns Hopkins University)

Art & Agency: Art Making & Micro Conflict in Iraqi Kurdistan
  Autumn Cockrell-Abdullah  (Kennesaw State University)

Panel

SD37: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Cohesion, Trust, and Discipline in Contemporary Warfare (II): Governing Fighters

International Security Studies

Chair  Javier Osorio  (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY)
Disc.  Dipali Mukhopadhyay  (Columbia University)

How Violence Provokes Military Defection: Evidence from Spain
  Theodore McLauchlin  (Université de Montréal)

Social Ties and Insurgent Cohesion in the Abkhaz Army
  Anastasia Sheshetinina  (The University of Sheffield)

Where the Wild Things Aren’t: How the Ugandan government produced and managed its Crime Preventers
  Rebecca Tapscott  (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)

Does it Matter? The Role of Military Training in Generating Insurgent Fighting Capacity
  Alec Worsnop  (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Panel

SD38: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Counterterrorism

International Security Studies

Chair  Alex Wilner  (Carleton University)
Disc.  Alex Wilner  (Carleton University)

Beneath the Tip of the Iceberg: A New Data Set of Failed and Foiled Terrorist Plots
  Erik Dahl  (Naval Postgraduate School)
  Martha Crenshaw  (Stanford University)

Radical Islamism in the South Caucasus: Security Threats and Challenges
  Lilia Arakelyan  (University of Miami)

Know (the Deterrability of) Your Enemy - a Model of Violent Non-State Organizations’ Susceptibility to Deterrence
  Oren Magen  (University of Haifa, Israel)

Impact of counterterrorism practices on the (in)security of publics in Nigeria.
  Akinyemi Oyawale  (University of East Anglia)

Panel

SD39: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Issues and Ethics of Surveillance: Privacy, Security and Technology

Intelligence Studies
International Ethics

Chair  Christopher R. Moran  (Warwick University)
Disc.  Christopher R. Moran  (Warwick University)

Collecting Information and Intelligence in the Modern Era
  Jan Goldman  (Tiffin University)

The Right to be Forgotten: Privacy and Secrecy in an Age of ‘Sharing
  Melina Dobson  (University of Warwick)

Hackers: The Saviour or Danger to Online Privacy?
  Ross W. Bellaby  (University of Sheffield)

The ethics of cyber security in the Age of smartphones.
  Dee Dutta  (University of Warwick)

Panel

SD40: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Democratization, Governance, and Nation Building

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair  Marie Besancon  (Portland State University / University of Khartoum)
Disc.  Andrew Owsik  (University of Georgia)

  Michael Mousseau  (University of Central Florida)

Theories of Rebel Governance: An Empirical Test
  Adrian Florea  (University of Glasgow)

Political Stability in the Aftermath of Track Two Diplomacy
  Su-Mi Lee  (University of Hawaii - Hilo)

Constitutional Coups, Autocratic Rollback, and Liberalization in Africa: The Role of the Military
  Kristen Angela Harkness  (University of St. Andrews)

The Birth of Nations: Understanding Variation in Political Development Across Post-Communist States
  Rebecca Kaye  (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Structured Analytic Techniques

**SD41: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

*Panel*

**Structured Analytic Techniques**

*Intelligence Studies*

**Chair**  Jeffrey Friedman (Dartmouth College)

**Disc.**  Jeffrey Friedman (Dartmouth College)

Predicting Change: a Method of Structured Analysis

Mike W. Fowler (US Air Force Academy)

Cognitive Biases and Intuitive Traps Most Often Encountered by Analysts: Which Structured Analytic Techniques Best Mitigate Their Impact?

Randy Pherson (Globalytics)

Mary C. Boardman (Globalytics)

Structured Analytic Techniques Survival: Only Time will Tell.

Humberto Hinestrosa (Brunel University)

Structured Analysis with Cogent: Integrating Analyst’s Imaginative Reasoning with Computer’s Critical Reasoning

Gheorghe Tecuci (George Mason University)

Dorin Marcu (George Mason University)

Mihai Boicu (George Mason University)

“Do We Need to Validate the Use of Structured Analytic Techniques in Intelligence Analysis?”

Noel Hendrickson (James Madison University)

**SD42: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

*Panel*

**Contemporary Issues in International Trade**

*International Organization*

*International Political Economy*

**Disc.**  Eugenia da Conceicao-Heldt (Bavarian School of Public Policy, TU Munich)

Tweeting Trade: An Analysis of Contemporary Trade Discourse in Social Media

Erin N. Hannah (Kings University College)

Andrea Lawlor (King’s University College)

James Scott (King’s College London)

Mark Daku (McGill University)

How Do States Behave in An Overlapping Institutional Environment?: PTA Negotiations and Compliance with WTO Rulings

Naoko Matsumura (Hitotsubashi University)

The State of the Art in the Regulation of Biosimilars: In Light of the TTIP Negotiations

Ja-An Lin (Department of Biostatistics, The Univeristy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

Wayne Tan (National Chung Hsing University)

Understanding the Trade-Tax Nexus: Panama, WTO and the new constitutionalism of global tax governance

Matti Ylönen (Aalto University and University of Helsinki)

Teppo Eskelinen (University of Jyväskylä)

Dialogue as a repertoire of reaction – the WTO Public Forum

Regina Hack (University of Frankfurt)

**SD43: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

*Panel*

**The security-development nexus in Africa**

*Global South Caucus*

*Global Development*

**Chair**  Nicolas De Zamaroczy (Jindal School of International Affairs)

Beyond Underdevelopment: Hermeneutical Translations and the Development Encounter

Stefan Cibian (Chatham House and Babeş-Bolyai University)

The Oil Price Rout and African Politics: Geopolitical Implications of the Low-Oil Price Regime

Daniel H. Volman (African Security Research Project)

The question of Political Agency and the Governance of Terrorism in West Africa

Edward A. Akuffo (University of the Fraser Valley)

**SD44: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

*Panel*

**Comparing Paradiplomacy Across Regions of the World**

*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair**  Heidi H. Hobbs (North Carolina State University)

**Disc.**  Samuel Lucas McMillian (Lander University)

Canadian Provinces and Climate Paradiplomacy: The 5 W’s and How

Annie Chaloux (Université de Sherbrooke)

Paradiplomacy Patrons: Conceptualizing the Motivations and Consequences of State Patronage of Sub-State Diplomacy

Cristian A. Cantir (Oakland University)

Resilience, Change, and Transregionalism: Localities in Latin America Responding to Environmental Norm Diffusion

Marcela Lopez-Vallejo (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE) Región Centro)

Paradiplomacy in Latin America: A Comparative Analysis of Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico

Jorge Alberto Schiavon (CIDE)

**SD45: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

*Panel*

**The Humanitarian in the Mirror: Producing, Consuming, and Reusing Humanitarian Representations of the Global South**

*Global Development*

*Science, Technology and Art in International Relations*

*International Communication*

**Chair**  Lisa Ann Richey (Roskilde University)

**Disc.**  Zeynep Gursel (Macalester University)

Images that Aid?: Producing the “Third World” through Humanitarian Marketing

Ami Shah (Pacific Lutheran University)

Ellie Lapp (Pacific Lutheran University)

The Moral Panic of North-South Relations: the Case of the Humanitarians of Tinder

Lisa Ann Richey (Roskilde University)

The Parody Paradox Or why White Savior Barbie’s friends are still going to save Africa

Kathryn Mathers (Duke University)

Mobilizing Consumer-Activists for Development? Assessing the Humanitarian Narrative of Cause-Related Marketing Campaigns

Alexandra Budabin (University of Dayton)

White people’s shit: incremental development, excremental politics and the alchemy of compassionate consumerism

Adia Benton (Northwestern)

**SD46: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

*Panel*

**Hierarchy, Hegemony and the Balance of Power**

*Historical International Relations*

*International Political Sociology*

**Chair**  Torbjorn Knutsen (University of Trondheim)

**Disc.**  Stuart Kaufman (University of Delaware)

Security Uncertainty in the Hierarchical Order?: Theoretical Inspirations from Ancient China’s Power-Shifting Perspectives of “Variant Mandate of Heaven” to Rule the Global Society of Tianxia

Hsin Chih Chen (National Cheng Kung University)
Coping with Power Transition in Historical East Asia: Chosŏn, Ryukyu, and the Rise of Manchu in the 17th Century
Min Shu (Waseda University)

Regional shocks and Domestic Regime Change: Regional and International Political Opportunity and the rise of Indonesia’s New Order
Mark Winward (University of Toronto)

ShiŌing Power and Antarctic International Relations: influences between the International System and the Antarctic Subsystem between 1900-1960.
Ignacio Cardone (Universidade de São Paulo)

Hierarchy and Its IdeaƟonal FoundaƟon in Historical East Asian International Relations and Beyond
Han-Hui Hsieh (University of Southern California)

Foreign Policy Analysis
Measuring Concepts in Foreign Policy Analysis
SD47: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Chair Brian Lai (University of Iowa)
Disc. Kyle E. Haynes (Purdue University)
Disc. Mark D. Nieman (Iowa State University)

Humans versus computers: Measuring the design of international agreements
Andreas Duer (University of Salzburg)
Lisa Lechner (University of Salzburg)

The Effect of Targeting Policies: Exploring the Effect of Repeated Intervention and Diffusion on Terrorist Operations
Yasutaka Tominaga (Waseda University)

Jennifer Rogla (University of Southern California)
Allison Hamlin (Claremont Graduate University)

The Search for Autonomy: Arms Transfers and Foreign Policy Similarity
John Kmiecik (Texas Tech University)

SD48: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
'To speak as a woman, and be heard'? The local politics of womanhood
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Women’s Caucus
Global Development
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair Hanna Mühlenhoff (VU Amsterdam)
Disc. Althea-Maria Rivas (York University)

Engendered identities: a systemic and relational case study
Serena Erándira Serrano Oswald (National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM))

The Sisters’ Activism and Political Opportunity Structure in Egypt a Year before the Revolution
Anwar Mhajne (University of Cincinnati)

Women for Womanhood: Indigenous Matriarchies, Sorority Culture, and Supporting Women in Low-Income Neighborhoods
Amber Bailey (Georgia Southern University)

SD49: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Building Peace: How External Intervention Helps and Hinders
Peace Studies
Chair Simon A. Robins (Centre for Applied Human Rights, University of York)
Disc. Adam Moore (University of California, Los Angeles)

Conceptualizing External Engagement’s Impact on the Depth of Peace
Jessica R. Plombo (Naval Postgraduate School)

Promoting Peacebuilding Effectiveness: External Interventions and Local Successes
Sèverine Autesserre (Barnard College, Columbia University)

Civic Education and Electoral Observation in Violent Elections: Evidence from Côte d’Ivoire’s 2015 Election
Leonardo R. Arriola (University of California, Berkeley)
Justine Davis (UC Berkeley)
Aila M. Matanock (University of California, Berkeley)
Manuela Travaglianti (New York University)

Reclaiming Everyday Peace: Why do Local Level interventions Fail and why do they Succeed?
Pamina M. Firchow (George Mason University & US Institute of Peace)

Micro-Level Relationships and the Recalibration of Peacebuilding Interventions. Insights from the ‘Laboratory’ of Bougainville and Beyond
Volker Boege (University of Queensland)
Tobias Debiel

SD50: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Global Financial Standards and Developing Countries
Global Development
International Political Economy
Chair Emily Jones (University of Oxford)
Chair Peter Knaack (University of Oxford)
Disc. Andrew Walter (University of Melbourne)

BRICS and the changing global order
Seema Narain (Deshbandhu College)

A low-income country navigating global financial integration and standard-setting: lessons from the Rwandan case
Dennis Essers (University of Antwerp)
Thomas Kigabo (University of Rwanda and National Bank of Rwanda)

Politics of Peripheral Diffusion: Non-member Responses to Basel Banking Standards
Emily Jones (University of Oxford)
Alexandra Zeitz (University of Oxford)

From shadow banking to digital financial inclusion: Regulatory framework negotiations between China and the FSB
Peter Knack (University of Oxford)

SD51: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Security Communities
International Security Studies
Chair Niklas Bremberg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs & Uppsala University)
Disc. Niklas Bremberg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs & Uppsala University)

The Role of Eminent Persons Groups in Regional Institutionalization
Brian L. Job (University of British Columbia)
David H. Capie (Victoria University of Wellington)
Towards a Normative and a Strategic Partnership? The Changing Nature of EU-Japan Security Cooperation
Hendrik Huelss (University of Kent)

Non-Traditional Security for Whom? The complicated relationship between state and human security in the ASEAN Community
Stéphanie Martel (University of Montreal)

Defense Integration in South America: Does a Security Community exist in the region?
Thaís Mello de Souza (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)
Antônio Ferreira de Lima Junior (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)

SDS2: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
US Foreign Policy towards the Middle East
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Amir Kamel (King’s College London)
Disc.  Amir Kamel (King’s College London)
The United States in the Israeli-Palestinian Peace Process: Balancing Alliance and Mediation
Stephen Zunes (University of San Francisco)
The Cautious Campaign: Responses to Failed State Crises in Iraq and Syria
Ann Mezzell (Air Command and Staff College)
American foreign policy in the Middle East and defensive realism: A scorecard
Thomas A. Juneau (University of Ottawa)
Can bargaining models explain the U.S. invasion of Iraq?
Ahsan I. Butt (George Mason University)
Understanding the changes in Iranian foreign Policy toward the U.S.
Vahid Abedini (Florida International University )

SDS3: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
Working Across Places of Practice
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair  Samantha Cook (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Part.  Sarah Taylor (New School for Social Research)
Part.  Aisling Ann Swaine (The George Washington University)
Part.  Ryan Thoreson (Yale Law School)
Part.  Altaira Hatton (Geneva School of Diplomacy)

SDS4: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Democratization and Internal Conflict
International Security Studies

Chair  Carrie L. Manning (Georgia State University)
Disc.  Carrie L. Manning (Georgia State University)
The Democratizing Potential of Civil War: A Micro-Level Analysis
Mehmet Gurses (Florida Atlantic University)
Local elites’ Alliance Building and Post-conflict Violence
Hoojung Kim (Louisiana State University )
Democratic Transition and Armed Groups Alliance Behavior
Irina A. Chindea (Fletcher School, Tufts University)
Coups and the Consolidation Mirage: Lessons for Stability from Honduras and Mali
Samuel R. Greene (NESA Center, National Defense University (USA) and National Defense College, Abu Dhabi)
For Better or Worse? Democracy, Economic Crisis, and Civil War
Lasse Lykke Roerbaek (Aarhus University)
Suthan Krishnarajan (Aarhus University)

SDS5: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Consequences of Nuclear Proliferation
International Security Studies

Chair  James J. Wirtz (Naval Postgraduate School)
Disc.  James J. Wirtz (Naval Postgraduate School)
Creeping Towards Armageddon? WMD and Terrorist Strategy
Jonathan Acuff (Coastal Carolina University)
Victoria James (Coastal Carolina)

Panel
Edward Kwon (Northern Kentucky University)
Conflict in Nuclear Monopoly and the Evolving Nuclear Taboo
Paul C. Avey (Virginia Tech)
Nuclear Collapse and the Second Face of Existential Deterrence
Christopher O. Clary (Brown University)
Exploring factors influencing the Evolution and Stability of Command Control Systems in Small Nuclear Weapon States
Salma Shaheen (King’s College London)

SDS6: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
The Role of Covert Action in International Order
Intelligence Studies

Chair  Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)
Disc.  Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)
A Vote for Freedom? The Effects of Partisan Electoral Interventions on Regime Type
Dov Levin (Carnegie-Mellon University)

Panel
Intervention and Secrecy in International Politics
Michael Poznansky (University of Pittsburgh)
The Effects of Covert Regime Change on Civilian Populations
Lindsey O’Rourke (Boston College)
Covert Action as an Institution of World Order?
Tarek Tutunji (Johns Hopkins University)
Hidden Hierarchies in International Relations
Jonathan N. Brown (Sam Houston State University)

SDS7: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Narrative, Collective Memory and Radicalization
International Political Sociology

Chair  Catarina Kinnvall (Lund University)
Disc.  Matthias Kaelberer (University of Memphis)
Narrating Security Policy: The Disrupted Storylines of Anti-Radicalization
Niklas Altermark (Lund University)

Panel
Comparing narratives of social identification among young Somalis in two European cities
Sarah Scuzzarello (University of Sussex)
Fundamental Values and Emotions as Drivers of Political Radicalization: understanding the on/off switch of radical engagement
TEREZA CAPELOS (University of Birmingham)
Collective Memories and Contemporary Meanings of the Commemoration of the Great War for Ulster Loyalists
Jim McAuley (Huddersfield University)
Neil Ferguson (Liverpool Hope University)
**SD59: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Skill Building in International Studies Courses: Critical Thinking, Communication, and Intercultural Competencies**

*Active Learning in International Affairs*
*International Education*

**Chair**  R. William Ayres (Wright State University)

**Disc.**  Eric K. Leonard (Shenandoah University)

Changing World Politics & Developing Students’ Competency in Intercultural Skills: Focusing on Peace, Conflict, and Negotiations

**Houman A. Sadri (University of Central Florida)**

**Madelyn Flammia (University of Central Florida)**

Does Group work undermine critical thinking? Reflections on two experiments

**Jeannie Grussendorf (Georgia State University)**

Teaching Students to Critically Think about Global Governance with an Adapted Team-Based Learning & Writing Approach

**Tina Zappile (Stockton University (NJ))**

The Layered Pedagogy model: Teaching oral communication skills in international affairs courses

**Esther Skelley Jordan (Kennesaw State University)**

Practice What You Preach: The Art of the Policy Memo

**Oriana Skylar Mastro (Assistant Professor of Security Studies, Georgetown University)**

---

**SD60: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**


*Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)*
*Global Development*

**Chair**  Maria Antonieta D. T. Lins (University of São Paulo)

**Disc.**  Ben Clift (University of Warwick)

Developmentalism and Financial Policy in India and Brazil: How Much Room to Move?

**Maria Antonieta D. T. Lins (University of São Paulo)**

Moving Discursive Institutionalist Forward: A Framework for Studying the EU’s Diplomacy of Transitioning in United Nations Negotiations on Sustainable Development

**Christine Seby (University of Copenhagen)**

Agriculture and food in the Middle East and North Africa: a research agenda

**Marion Dixon (American University)**

Development, Transition, and Crisis in the International System, 1870-2009

**Heather Ba (University of North Carolina Chapel Hill)**

---

**SD61: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Female Leaders and Security Issues**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  Laura J. Shepherd (University of New South Wales)

**Disc.**  Laura J. Shepherd (University of New South Wales)

Remnants of a Checkered Past: Female Combatants and the Renegotiation of Agency in Sri Lanka

**Rebekka C. Friedman (King’s College London)**

The Origins of Rebel Groups and Women’s Engagement in Rebel Organizations

**Michael Widmeier (University of North Texas)**

**Angela D. Nichols (University of North Texas)**

---

**SD62: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Between Neoliberal Restructuring and 'Genderwashing' II: Theorizing Global Transformations**

*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*
*Global Development*

**Chair**  Nicola Pratt (University of Warwick)

**Disc.**  Nicola Pratt (University of Warwick)

Toward an ‘Entrepreneurial Turn’ in International Development?

**Adrienne L. Roberts (University of Manchester)**

**Ghazal Mir Zulfiqar (LUMS)**

Women and Forced Labour in the Global Political Economy

**Genevieve LeBaron (University of Sheffield)**

‘Trade not Aid,’ and other neo-liberal fantasies of how to achieve global gender equality

**Laura Parisi (University of Victoria)**

**Astrid Pérez Piñán (University of Victoria)**

Financial Restructuring and Gendered Resistances ‘Post Post-Crisis’

**Penny Griffin (University of New South Wales)**

The Categorized and Invisible: The Effects of the ‘Border’ on Women Migrant Transit Flows in Mexico

**Carla Angulo-Pasel (Wilfrid Laurier University)**

---

**SD63: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Foreign Policy of the Americas**

*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair**  Lucas Rezende (Federal University of Santa Catarina)

**Disc.**  Tom Long (University of Reading)

Stretching the limits? Strengths and pitfalls of South Atlantic defense regionalism

**Pedro Seabra (German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA))**

Chinese Strategic Partnerships in South America: A Triangle with the U.S.?

**Ana Soliz Landivar (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)**

Power Transitions: Lessons from South America

**Luis Leandro Schenoni (University of Notre Dame)**

The role of elites as collective identity makers: Discourse and narratives in the Pacific Alliance

**Angelica Guerra (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú)**

Looking for my Significant Other. The Competition between China and the US Mirrored in South American Foreign Policies.

**Eduardo Velosa (German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA) / Universität Hamburg)**

---

**SD64: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**New Data and New Analysis of Diplomatic Processes**

*Diplomatic Studies*

**Chair**  Megan Becker (University of Southern California)

**Disc.**  Nicole Simonelli (New York University)
The Power Configurations of the Central Civilization/ World System in the Eleventh Century

David O. Wilkinson (University of California, Los Angeles)

A Cross-National Assessment of the National Security Sector

Athanasios Hristoulas (Mexico Autonomous Institute of Technology (ITAM))

The Origin of Suicide Terror: The Influence of Country Origin on Suicide Terrorists.

Steve R. Garrison (Midwestern State University)

CIA & KGB Activity as a Cause of Civil War Onset During the Cold War: Empirical Tests with New Data

Indra De Soysa (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

Krishna Chaitanya Vadlamannati (University College Dublin (UCD))

International Organizations and the Transaction Costs of Multilateral Negotiations

Nicole Simonelli (New York University)

SD65: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Labelling and Discourse about Terrorism

International Security Studies

Chair Kathryn Marie Fisher (National Defense University)

Disc. Kathryn Marie Fisher (National Defense University)


Stephane Baele (University of Exeter)

Terrorism and TV shows in democracies: a Franco-American perspective

Pauline Blistène (Panthéon-Sorbonne University (Paris 1))

Olivier Chopin (Sciences Po Paris - EHESS)

Boko Haram and the Terrorist Label: Why the Terrorist Discourse Matters to Change

Modupe Akinleye (University of Bristol)

The power of marginalization and its limitations: The case of Boko Haram’s terrorist designation

Manuel Reinert (American University)

SD66: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Bilateralism and Regionalism in the Eurasian Regional(s) Order(s)

Post Communist Systems

Chair Akbota Zholdasbekova (Eurasian national university)

Disc. Seckin Kostem (Bilkent University)

Russian Economic Linkage in the Eurasian Union

Randall E. Newnham (Pennsylvania State University)

Eurasian Tensions: Russian-Turkish relations in the age of neorevisionism (2008-2016)

Ariel Gonzalez (Koç University)

Eurasian Interconnections: Approaches and Challenges

Akbota Zholdasbekova (Eurasian national university)

Soft Power Projection of Russia and China in Eurasian Space: Opportunities and Constraints for Trust Building in Bilateral Relations

Marina Lapenko (Saratov State University)

Integration processes in Central Asia: succes and failure

Seyit Ali Avcu (Yildirim Beyazit University, Ankara, Turkey)

SD67: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

The Changing Role Dynamics of East Asia in the Era of Rising China

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Juliet Kaarbo (University of Edinburgh)

Disc. Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)

China’s “new assertiveness”: the role of domestic sources and foreign expectations in China-EU trade disputes

Sebastian Bersick (Ruhr-Universität Bochum)

China the Champion of the Developing World: A Study of China development policy in Global Economic Governance

Niall James Duggan (University College Cork)

Roles and Vietnam’s China Policy in Change

Chiung-Chiu Huang (National Chengchi University)

China’s Peripheral Diplomacy and the Development of Great Power Role, 2002–2012

Teemu Naarajarvi (University of Helsinki)

A New Great Power Connection? Revisiting the Sino-US Bilateral Relationship and Its Impacts on Asia-Pacific Security

Hung Jen Wang (National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan)

SD68: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Dollars, cents, and sensibilities: the politics of defence procurement in comparative context.

Understanding Change in World Politics (Theme)

Chair Andrea Lane (Dalhousie University)

Disc. Richard Bitzinger (Nanyang Technological University)

Beyond security communities? Explaining cooperative warship procurement in Europe and Canada.

Andrea Lane (Dalhousie University)

Canada’s Independent Review Panel on Defence Acquisition: A Member’s Perspective

Philippe Lagasse (Carleton University)

Big Deals: Combat Aircraft Acquisition in Canada and Denmark

Gary Schaub, Jr. (University of Copenhagen)

Christian Leuprecht (Royal Military College of Canada)

Why So Complicated? How Canada’s and Australia’s Attempts to Acquire Trucks Went Asunder and What it (Possibly) Says About Modern Military Procurement

Jeffrey Collins (Carleton University)


Jean-Christophe Boucher (MacEwan University)

SD69: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Experimental Research on Information and Emotions in International Relations

Foreign Policy Analysis

International Security Studies

Chair Steven Hook (Kent State University)

Disc. A. Burcu Bayram (University of Arkansas)

Is Public Support for American Military Spending Explained by Misinformation?: An Experiment on Correcting Misperceptions

Andrew D. Bertoli (University of California Berkeley)

Moral Subsidy: 3rd Party Testimonial in US National Security Politics

Chad M. Levinson (University of Chicago)

Information, Public Opinion, and International Relations: Evidence from an Online Survey Experiment

Thomas Jamieson (University of Southern California)
Losing by Winning Hearts and Minds Abroad: Effects of Domestic Politics in Shaping Attitudes towards Others
Ihsan Efe Tokdemir (Binghamton University)

Foreign Policy Choices
Rotem Dvir (Texas A&M University)
Michael Koch (Texas A&M)

SD70: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Comparative Philosophical Traditions and IR Theorizing

Theory
South Asia in World Politics

Chair Shirin M. Rai (University of Warwick)
Disc. A.K. Ramakrishnan (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)
What has ‘Dharma’ Got to do with IR Theorizing?
Navnita C. Behera (Delhi University)
The Concept of the Self and the Other in Indian Tradition: Dialogue within to Unravel the Predicament of India-Pakistan
Jayati Srivastava (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Between West and East: The Kyoto School Philosophy and Asian Geopolitics
Kosuke Shimizu (Ryukoku University)
Buddhist Influence in Vietnamese Diplomacy Toward China: Lessons from the History of Religion
Chih-Yu Shih (National Taiwan University)

SD71: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
External Actors and Civil Conflicts

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Jeffrey S. Dixon (Texas A&M University - Central Texas)
Disc. Jeffrey S. Dixon (Texas A&M University - Central Texas)
Target Domestic Politics and Military Intervention
Jeremy L. Wells (Texas State University)
Re-Arming States after Civil War
Spencer L. Willardson (Nazarbayev University (Astan, Kazakhstan))
Fighting About Fighting: When Transnational Violence Leads to Interstate Conflict
Colton Heffington (University of Missouri)
UNSC Chapter VII Resolutions and International Legitimacy
Rachel Dicke (University of Missouri)

SD72: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Religion, Political Violence, and Accommodation

Religion and International Relations

Chair Davis Brown (Baylor University Institute for Studies of Religion)
Disc. Michael Reese (University of Chicago)
Accommodative Secularity and Violence
Shau Goldfinch (Canterbury Christ Church University)
Karl Rene DeRouen Jr. (University of Alabama)
The Diffusion of Sectarian Targeting: The rise of anti-Shi’ism in Indonesia
Jessica Soedirgo (University of Toronto)
Jointly successful? Measuring the Effectiveness of Religious Peace Activism on Inter-Religious Violence
Johannes Vüllers (University of Konstanz)
The Logic of Violence in Sectarian Religious Groups
Brandon Colas (Yale University, U.S. Army)
Religion or Realism? Explaining External Support for Insurgent Groups
Brandon Ives (University of Maryland, College Park)

Panel

SD73: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Examining German Foreign and Domestic Policy

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Kai Oppermann (University of Sussex)
Disc. Fabrizio Coticchia (University of Genoa)
Shifting narratives of German foreign policy: Narrating change and continuity in German foreign policy post-unification
Alister Miskimmon (Royal Holloway, University of London)
Best Practices On Refugee Integration Practices In Germany
Shalija Sharma (DePaul University)
European Energy Concerns and the Iran Nuclear Deal
Siniša Vuković (Johns Hopkins University, SAIS)
Change and continuity. German foreign policy under Angela Merkel
Rafal Ulatowski (University of Warsaw)
Change in Historical Memory: Germany after the Fall of the Berlin Wall
Hope M. Harrison (George Washington University, Elliott School)

Panel

SD74: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Humanitarianism

International Security Studies

Incorporating R2P in the UN’s Security/Development Dispositif
Rina Kashyap (Lady Shri Ram College)
Human Security, the Copenhagen School and Europe’s Migration Crisis
Sabine Hirschauer (New Mexico State University)
Securitization and humanitarianism
Miriam Bradley (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals)

Panel

SD75: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Avenues of Violent and Nonviolent Contention

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair Kanisha D. Bond (University of Maryland)
Disc. Kanisha D. Bond (University of Maryland)
Eye for an Eye and Tooth for a Tooth: Why Non-state Actors are Lethal
Joseph Young (American University)
Who Protests? Evidence from Middle Eastern Organizations
Victor Asal (State University of New York at Albany)
Kristian Skrede Gleditsch (University of Essex)
What Makes You Big: Why Some Insurgency Organizations Are Larger Than Others
Erin Kearns (Georgia State University)
Strategies of Resistance: Diversification and Diffusion
Kathleen G. Cunningham (University of Maryland)
Marianne Dahl (Peace Research Institute, OSLO (PRIO))
Anne Frue (University of Maryland)
Conflict diffusion revisited: Studying the spatiotemporal interdependence of non-violent and violent conflict events
Karsten Donnay (University of Konstanz)
Eric Dunford (University of Maryland)
David Backer (University of Maryland)
David E. Cunningham (University of Maryland)
Erin McGrath (University of Maryland College Park)
SD76: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
US Congress and Foreign Policy
Panel

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Shoon Murray (American University)
Disc.  Kelly A. McHugh (Florida Southern College)
The Last Arms Control Treaty? New START and the Breakdown of Executive-Legislative Relations
Patrick Homan (Dominican University)
Jeffrey S. Lantis (The College of Wooster)
Congressional Travel and American Foreign Policy
Andrea E. Jones-Rooy (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor)
Philip Potter (University of Virginia)
Explaining Variation in Foreign Policy Bipartisanship
Jordan Tama (American University)
Profitability Through Superior Firepower: Defense Industry Campaign Financing and Congressional Behavior
Nathan Leys (George Mason University)

SD77: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
New Perspectives on International Organizations and NGOs

International Political Sociology

International Organization

Chair  Ann E. Towns (University of Gothenburg)
Disc.  Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)
The Functionalization and (De)politicization of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA): A Contribution to a Sociological Analysis of International Institutions
Simon Tordjman (University of Toulouse / LaSSP)
Rethinking international hierarchy: The BRICS and international institutions in a stratified global society
Caroline Fehl (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
Katja Freisteen (Centre for Global Cooperation Research/University Duisburg-Essen)
Say YES to the world, America! Schoolbag Ambassadors and Lessons of Tolerance in the US State Department’s Youth Exchange and Study (YES) Programme
Laura Mills (University of St Andrews)
Staying Alive: The Power of Diversity in INGOs
Fernando Tormos (Purdue University)
The Modernist Cartel: DOCOMOMO & the Evolution of the World Heritage List
Robert Flahive (Virginia Tech)

SD78: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Business, Peacebuilding and Development: Pathways, Pitfalls and Promises

Global Development

Chair  William Reno (Northwestern University)
Disc.  Jennifer Oetzel (American University)
Disc.  John Forrer (George Washington University)
Furthering Business and Peace through Social Impact Bonds
Jennifer Oetzel (American University)
A Great Game of ’Peaceful Development’?: China and India in Myanmar
Jason T. Miklian (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Greening the Congo into Peace: nature conservation as commercial peace project
Esther Marijnen (University of Sheffield)

SD79: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Changing the Parameters of Studying Religion in World Politics: Can Religious Studies Help?

Religion and International Relations

Chair  Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/University of Birmingham)
Disc.  Mustapha Kamal Pasha (Aberystwyth University)
Beyond Belief: the Interactions of Religious and Political Belonging and Behaving
Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/University of Birmingham)
Religion in International Relations: Problems of Scale
Nicholas Adams (University of Birmingham)
How and Why Religion Matters: The Case of the Islamic State (Daesh)
Katherine Brown (University of Birmingham)
Andrew Davies (University of Birmingham)
Harriet Hoffler (CIFORB, University of Birmingham)
Against All Odds: Contribution of Religious Orders to World Politics
Francis Davis (University of Birmingham)

SD80: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Examining Japan’s Foreign Policy

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Jooyoun Lee (St. Edward’s University)
Chair  Jooyoun Lee (St. Edward’s University)
Disc.  Jooyoun Lee (St. Edward’s University)
Whither Japanese Defense Reform?
Hirotake Takeuchi (Southern Methodist University)
Matthew Reitz (Southern Methodist University)
Normalizing Japan? Foreign Threats and the Operation of the Diet
Koji Kagotani (Osaka University of Economics)
Yoshikuni Ono (Tohoku University)
So Near, and yet So Far: Normativity in Japan’s Diplomacy with the Central Asian Republics
B. Bryan Barber IV (Florida International University)
Emerging Countries’ Strategy for the International Economic Order: A Focus on The Era of Japan’s Economic Miracle
Shigeki Shibata (Oita University)
Japanese Approaches to Linking Relief and Development in South Sudan
Chigumi Kawaguchi (JICA Research Institute)

SD81: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
International Intervention and Local Ownership

Peace Studies

Chair  Stéphanie Perazzzone (The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Disc.  Roisin Read (University of Manchester)
4x4s as local resistance in Darfur: The material turn in the study of peace and conflict
Roger Mac Ginty (University of Manchester)
The 'Temporal Orientalism' of Intervention: Narrative Frames of Chaos and Linearity
Stefanie Kappler (Durham University)
The changing face of international intervention in conflict zones: (Dis)trust between Turkish and traditional aid actors in Somalia
Chuck Thiessen (Coventry University)
Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)
Community Engagement: Softening the Hard Edge of Stabilisation
Natasja Rupesinghe (NUPI)

SD82: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Exploring Conflict Processes with Experimental Methods II
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair Ariel Zellman (Bar Ilan University)
Disc. Ariel Zellman (Bar Ilan University)
Topology of a Gordian Knot: Procedural Justice, Affective Response and the Construction of Intractable Conflict in Israel-Palestine
Philippe Assouline (UCLA)
Robert Frederic Trager (University of California, Los Angeles)
Reacting to the Olive Branch: Hawks, Doves, and Foreign Responses to Cooperation
Michaela Mattes (University of California, Berkeley)
Jessica Weeks (University of Wisconsin - Madison)
Violence, Pro-Social Behavior, and Aggression: Evidence from Three Lab Experiments
Todd S. Sechser (University of Virginia)
Abigail Post (University of Virginia)
Geopolitical Patterns of Immigration Opposition and Localized Threat: A Comparison of U.S. and European Reactions
Kelly M. Kadera (University of Iowa)
Conflict Bargaining Strategies and the Shadow of International Courts
Vanessa A. Lefer (Middle Tennessee State University)

SD83: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Feminist IR as Emotional Performance
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
International Political Sociology
Theory
Chair Megan H. MacKenzie (The University of Sydney)
Disc. Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)
Disc. Can E. Mutlu (Acadia University)
Fear and mobility in Jerusalem: the (e)motional politics of feminist research in conflicted spaces
Audrey Reeves (University of Bristol)
“Dedicated to Migrants”: A Retrospective Look at an ‘Emotion-free’ Research
Ali Bilgic (Loughborough University)
Researching War: Emotions, Ethics and Tears
Thomas A. Gregory (University of Auckland)
Feminist IR as Emotional Performance
Marysia Zalewski (Cardiff University)
Emotional Articulation of Different Subjectivities: Self as the Object and the Subject of Feminist Research
Nurten Çevik (Bilkent University)

SD84: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Conquest and Annexation
International Security Studies
Chair Jonathan Markowitz (University of Southern California)
Disc. Jonathan Markowitz (University of Southern California)
Why Israel never Annexed the West Bank
Oded Haklai (Queen’s University)
Testing Hypotheses on Great Power Annexation
Richard W. Maass (University of Evansville)
Land Grabs: Causes, Consequences, and the Evolution of Territorial Conquest
Daniel Altman (Harvard University)
International Law, Territorial Claims, and China’s Actions in the South China Sea
Kimberly Wilson (East Tennessee State University)
Catalysts, Background Conditions, and the Timing of Litigation in Territorial Conflict
Steven McDowell (University of Notre Dame)

SD85: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Cooperating
Historical and Contemporary Patterns of Change in Polities: Case Studies
International Studies Association
International Association for Political Science Students
Chair Wilfred Dominic Josue (International Association for Political Science Students (IAPSS))
Disc. Wilfred Dominic Josue (International Association for Political Science Students (IAPSS))
Norm life cycle’ or ‘norm square’? Changes in the norms of territorial integrity and sovereignty in the post-Cold War Era
Anette Stimmer (University of Oxford)
The Decline of Youth Electoral Turnout in a Post-Revolutionary Environment: The Dynamic Nature of Political Efficacy
Kirstie Dobbs (Loyola University Chicago)
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<td>WC69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nash, Kathryn</td>
<td>TD17, SC46, SD03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasr, Seyyed Hossein</td>
<td>FB33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan, Laurie</td>
<td>SB45, WD68, FB65, TA44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nau, Henry R.</td>
<td>WB35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naujoks, Daniel</td>
<td>WA74, TC63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naumanen, Jonna Maria</td>
<td>WB41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naumes, Sarah</td>
<td>WA01, FD23, SC17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naurin, Daniel</td>
<td>TD23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navari, Cornelia B.</td>
<td>SA69, TA71, SB15, FB48, TE11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakawura, Akio</td>
<td>FA44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naylor, Sharain Sasheir</td>
<td>FD09, SB34, WD56, FB30, FC30, SA30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazareth, Kimberly</td>
<td>TC81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ncube, Mthul</td>
<td>TD38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neack, Laura</td>
<td>TD15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neads, Alex</td>
<td>TB63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neaffie, Jessica</td>
<td>FC85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nedal, Dani K.</td>
<td>WA03-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neep, Daniel</td>
<td>WA42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neff, Stephen</td>
<td>SD34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nellis, Gareth</td>
<td>FD41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Chad</td>
<td>TC26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Scott</td>
<td>WC48, SC40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Stephen C.</td>
<td>FB36, FA23, SB13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Travis Joseph</td>
<td>WB55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemeth, Stephen</td>
<td>FC68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nesadurai, Helen E. S.</td>
<td>TA43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netto, Brett</td>
<td>WD44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neu, Joyce</td>
<td>WB71, TA81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neubauer, Sigurd</td>
<td>WB57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neumann, Iver B.</td>
<td>SD27, FC07, FA18, TC47, PWK48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newell, Michael E.</td>
<td>FD57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newman, Abraham</td>
<td>TA78, WB86, TB23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newnham, Randall E.</td>
<td>SD66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nexo, Daniel</td>
<td>TC46, SC06, WA01, TD44, WD29, SA39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ng, Joel</td>
<td>FD16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguiragool, Parudee</td>
<td>SD87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguyen, Dat</td>
<td>WA10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguyen, Sinh</td>
<td>SA59, FB59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni Aolain, Fionnuala</td>
<td>TC63, WD26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni Shuilleabhain, Mide</td>
<td>WC55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niayesh, Vahid</td>
<td>WA86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nichols, Esteban</td>
<td>SD26, WC27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nichols, Angela D.</td>
<td>SD61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholson, Brad</td>
<td>TD35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholson, Simon</td>
<td>WB07, FD05, TC36, TB18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niedermeier, Alexander</td>
<td>SD22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen, Perpetua Lynne</td>
<td>FB52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen, Rebecca</td>
<td>FB52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nielsen, Richard</td>
<td>FB80, WD84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nieman, Mark David</td>
<td>SD47, FB61, FA58, SA59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niemann, Dennis</td>
<td>FC25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigh, Eric</td>
<td>SC74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikola, Lars</td>
<td>TB73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nilsson, Adriana</td>
<td>WB51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nilsson, Desiree A. E.</td>
<td>SC64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nimigan, Sarah</td>
<td>WB25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nintai, Alvine</td>
<td>WD56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nisancioglu, Kerem</td>
<td>SB41, TB12, FB57, SA30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niv-Solomon, Anat</td>
<td>SC77, WA25, SB57, FC57, TB04, TA04, TC03-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nixon, Carolyn</td>
<td>SC31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Njeri, Sarah</td>
<td>WA14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nogueira, Maria Beatriz</td>
<td>PWK46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahr, Andreas Aagaard</td>
<td>SB57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nollkaemper, André</td>
<td>FD65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noite, Detlef</td>
<td>FD25, SC15, PWK55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomikos, William</td>
<td>TB38, TC03-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noori, Neema</td>
<td>FA73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nooruddin, Irfan</td>
<td>FC73, TC55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordås, Ragnhild</td>
<td>TB64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordin, Astrid</td>
<td>FD39, TB65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordkvile, Jonas</td>
<td>SC20, FE03-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noreen, Erik</td>
<td>WC58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norlen, Tova</td>
<td>FB83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman, Julie M.</td>
<td>SD13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman, Kelsey Pearce</td>
<td>TC43, TD63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman, Ludvig</td>
<td>SC02, TD83, FD40, TB05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris, Pippa</td>
<td>FD73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris, William</td>
<td>SD31, FD59, SA35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norrlof, Carla</td>
<td>TB02, SC11, TD57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novais Tolledo, Luisa</td>
<td>SB03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novak, Tamas</td>
<td>WD73, SC42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelli, Mario</td>
<td>FC25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novikova, Irina</td>
<td>FA20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novo, Andrew</td>
<td>FA65, TD44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowell, Gregory</td>
<td>SB31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numan, Berna</td>
<td>WC27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuñez-Mietz, Fernando</td>
<td>FA74, WB28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nunn, Alex</td>
<td>FC41, SC43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuruzzaman, Mohammed</td>
<td>SC85, TB29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nusair, Isis</td>
<td>WA34, FA31, TC51, WB03-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutt, Cullen</td>
<td>TC38, WA03-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyblade, Ben</td>
<td>WC58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nye Jr., Joseph S.</td>
<td>FC45, TD44, FA02, FD45, TC44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nymbo, Patrice</td>
<td>SA78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nygård, Hävard Mokleiv</td>
<td>TD59, SC20, FC68, WD43, TB64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyiri, Zsolt</td>
<td>FA25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nylen, Alexandria</td>
<td>SC78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nymman, Elizabeth</td>
<td>WD45, TC50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nzomo, Maria</td>
<td>TC45, TD45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakes, Amy C.</td>
<td>FB79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oates, John G.</td>
<td>WB16, WC41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oates, Sarah</td>
<td>TD12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oberg, Dan</td>
<td>FD39, WC60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oberthuer, Sebastian</td>
<td>WB12, WC35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obi, Cyril</td>
<td>FD16, FB09, TB44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obradovic, Lana</td>
<td>FC08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obradovich, Nicholas</td>
<td>TB50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obradovic-Wochnik, Jelena</td>
<td>TC22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Brien, Cheryl</td>
<td>WA56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocakli, Feryaz</td>
<td>TD42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Och, Malliga</td>
<td>FC08, TD80, FD77, WB28, Pay it Forward Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ochoa-Bilbao, Luis</td>
<td>WD75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connell, Kevin</td>
<td>FA03, WB45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connor, Brian</td>
<td>TB40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connor, Francis</td>
<td>WC45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odell, Graham</td>
<td>WC67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odell, Rachel Esplin</td>
<td>TA03-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Dell, Roni Kay Marie</td>
<td>FC74, WA67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odgaard, Liselotte</td>
<td>WA16, SB79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odina, Sobukwe</td>
<td>WD39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Driscoll, Cian</td>
<td>FC05, WC76, FA12, SC61, FD46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odyseos, Louiza</td>
<td>WA24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oehri, Myriam</td>
<td>WD74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oels, Angela</td>
<td>WB36, TB50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oelsner, Andrea</td>
<td>FA08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oestreich, Joel E.</td>
<td>SC68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oetzel, Jennifer</td>
<td>SD78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogbaharya, Daniel</td>
<td>FA11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oglesby, Donna Marie</td>
<td>TA71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogura, Ikuma</td>
<td>FE03 - C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Halloran, John</td>
<td>TD03-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okail, Nancy</td>
<td>WC28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OKAMOTO, Itaru</td>
<td>FB76, TC33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okazawa-Rey, Margo</td>
<td>WA34, SA07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Keef, Andreea</td>
<td>WD37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Keefe, Piper</td>
<td>TC43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okpotor, Faith I.</td>
<td>TB72, Pay it Forward Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oksamytyna, Kseniya</td>
<td>SB40, PWK75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oktay, Sibel</td>
<td>TA76, TC81, FB77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okyay, Asli</td>
<td>SD20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olafsson, Jon Gunnar</td>
<td>FC40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olbrich, Philipp</td>
<td>TC02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Leary, Brendan</td>
<td>TC52, TD05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliker, Olga</td>
<td>FA47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliveira, Guilherme</td>
<td>WD25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliveira, Luciana</td>
<td>SA18, WC30, WD20, WB86, TC58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ollapally, Deepa</td>
<td>TA02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olonisakin, Funmi</td>
<td>TA44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Loughlin, Ben</td>
<td>TD12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olson Lounsbery, Marie</td>
<td>TA82, WD16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olson, Laura</td>
<td>FB80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olson, Lon</td>
<td>SC76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olsson, Louise</td>
<td>TD67, WB41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olungah, Charles Owuor</td>
<td>TA44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Mealla, Thomas</td>
<td>TA38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omelicheva, Mariya Y.</td>
<td>WC29, SB60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omer, Atalia</td>
<td>TB01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ondercin, Heather</td>
<td>TB42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Neill, Barry</td>
<td>FA78, WB66, SC63, FD68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Neill, Kate</td>
<td>FA10, FC47, SC48, TB41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongwec, Onen David</td>
<td>FD21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ono, Na’oki</td>
<td>TD79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ono, Yoshikuni</td>
<td>SD80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onuf, Nicholas G.</td>
<td>TB16, FB13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ooms, Gorik</td>
<td>FD14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opdahl, Ingerid</td>
<td>WD73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppondo, Sam O.</td>
<td>TD76, TA71, WB64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppermann, Kai</td>
<td>SD73, WC42, WA20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oravec, Jo Ann</td>
<td>TC42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchard, Phil</td>
<td>FC70, FB86, TD86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Reilly, Marc J.</td>
<td>SC49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Reilly, Marie</td>
<td>WA41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oren, Ido</td>
<td>FA73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orlando, Leonardo</td>
<td>WA60, SC57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Rourke, Lindsey</td>
<td>SD57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orozco, Elva</td>
<td>SB62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orr, Shannon</td>
<td>FA13, TA37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orsun, Omer F.</td>
<td>TB42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortega, Adriana S.</td>
<td>SA06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortiz de Zárate, Almendra</td>
<td>WA68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortiz, David G.</td>
<td>TD16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortuoste, Maria</td>
<td>SA65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osiewicz, Przemysław</td>
<td>SB86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olorio, Javier</td>
<td>TA48, SD37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Østby, Gudrun</td>
<td>FB82, TD59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostergard, Robert L.</td>
<td>SD24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostermann, Falk</td>
<td>FB45, FC57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osterweil, Michal</td>
<td>SA29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oswald Spring, Ursula</td>
<td>WA85, TC49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otter-Glásigas, Miguel</td>
<td>FC45, SC13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottmann, Martin</td>
<td>TD50, SA23, TC55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otto, Sabine</td>
<td>FD60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oudet, Benjamin</td>
<td>SB38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oum, Sothea</td>
<td>TB35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ou-Yang, Ray</td>
<td>FC75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovodenko, Alexander</td>
<td>WA60, TC23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen, John M.</td>
<td>FC02, SC29, SB10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owsiak, Andrew</td>
<td>TD18, SD40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxhorn, Philip</td>
<td>TD38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyawale, Akinyemi</td>
<td>SD38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oz, Mustafa</td>
<td>FC17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozcelik, Ali Onur</td>
<td>SD86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozdamar, Ozgur</td>
<td>FD85, SD09, SB25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozerdem, Alpaslan</td>
<td>TB80, WC66, SD81, WB63, FB41, WD03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Özkan, Alperen</td>
<td>SA45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Özkan, Arda</td>
<td>SB37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozeceeci-Taner, Binnur</td>
<td>FB56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozturk, Ahmet Erdi</td>
<td>TA25, FB23, FA83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paar-Jakli, Gabriella</td>
<td>WB86, SB53, WC22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paarlberg, Michael A.</td>
<td>FD69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pabst, Adrian</td>
<td>WD86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace Alves, Leonardo</td>
<td>SA50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacheco-Vega, Raul</td>
<td>TA37, SA42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pack, Tyler</td>
<td>TC03-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paczynska, Agnieszka</td>
<td>FB22, SC16, TA17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padilha Pereira da Silva, Fabricio</td>
<td>SC45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paffenholz, Thania</td>
<td>FC24, WD82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page, Douglas</td>
<td>SA78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pai, Nitin</td>
<td>TC24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paipais, Vassilios</td>
<td>WC67, FD37, SC86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pal, Partha Pratim</td>
<td>FC21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paladini Adell, Borja</td>
<td>TC14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paladini, Stefania</td>
<td>SA79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Index 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palan, Ronen Peter</td>
<td>SA47,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestini, Stefano</td>
<td>TA65,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallas, Christopher L.</td>
<td>SB82,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paller-Wilkins, Polly</td>
<td>SB84,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Glenn</td>
<td>TB42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmiano Federer, Julia</td>
<td>SB45,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmjukoi, Eero</td>
<td>SD07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palubinskas, Ginta T.</td>
<td>SA85,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pan, Chengxin</td>
<td>SC39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandya, Deepak Raj</td>
<td>TB03-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandey, Suchi</td>
<td>SA06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panbianco, Stefania P.</td>
<td>TD20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pang, Sungju</td>
<td>WA80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panke, Diana</td>
<td>SB82,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panikow, Thees</td>
<td>SC79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pannier, Alice</td>
<td>TD28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panova, Victoria</td>
<td>SD29,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panova, Viktoria</td>
<td>FD61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pant, Saurabh</td>
<td>FC68,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Alyssa</td>
<td>WC03-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Clayton</td>
<td>WA80, WC77, SA45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webb, Edward</td>
<td>WD84, TB56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Cynthia</td>
<td>WC46, WD01, TA01, WB30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Heloise</td>
<td>TD32, WA36, WD64, SD28, FD11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Katja</td>
<td>TB47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Martin</td>
<td>SA31, WA36, TC48, TA64, SC28, PWK56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber, Yuval</td>
<td>WC85, TB79, SC79, SA16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster, D. G.</td>
<td>TC50, SB08, PWK72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster, Kaitlyn</td>
<td>TD77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeden, Suzanne</td>
<td>TB82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks, Jessica</td>
<td>SD82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wegenast, Tim</td>
<td>SB24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wehner, Leslie E.</td>
<td>TC69, TA83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei, Chi-hung</td>
<td>FD59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weibust, Inger</td>
<td>SA48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weidner, Jason R.</td>
<td>FD44, TD56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weigand, Florian</td>
<td>FB51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weigold, Keon</td>
<td>TA86, FA21, SB18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil, Carola</td>
<td>SB51, FC25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinert, Matthew S.</td>
<td>TA33, TB33, WA24, TC58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinhardt, Clara</td>
<td>WC48, TC12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinthal, Erika S.</td>
<td>FD15, SC51, TB50, WD55, SA66, FC15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weintrab, Michael L.</td>
<td>TB62, SB63, PWK45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weisband, Edward</td>
<td>SC40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weisbord, Noah S.</td>
<td>FC10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weisiger, Alex</td>
<td>FA37, FD68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Jessica C.</td>
<td>FC14, SD33, WD60, FD26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Linda M.</td>
<td>WA19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss, Matthew</td>
<td>SA82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weissman, Anna L.</td>
<td>TB71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch, David A.</td>
<td>TC44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch, Katherine</td>
<td>SA53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch, Ryan Merrill</td>
<td>WD20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellman, Elizabeth</td>
<td>FD69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Jeremy L.</td>
<td>SD71, WC56, TC19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendt, Alexander</td>
<td>TA34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weng, Kevin</td>
<td>FA78, FD55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weng, Lu-Chung Dennis</td>
<td>WA26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenham, Clare</td>
<td>FC33, SB59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Werner, Karolina</td>
<td>FB82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wertimer, Skyne Uku</td>
<td>WC29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westendorf, Jasmine-Kim</td>
<td>WD50, FD09, TC17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wettestad, Jorgen</td>
<td>WB12, WC35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whalan, Jeni</td>
<td>WB69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whang, Tahee</td>
<td>SD19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheatley Hartman, Shannon</td>
<td>SB51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, Nicholas John</td>
<td>TA51, SC10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whelan, Daniel J.</td>
<td>FA76, TA33, TD29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whetstone, Crystal</td>
<td>TB71, WC03-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whimp, Kathy</td>
<td>FC60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitaker, Beth Elise</td>
<td>SA77, FB68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Joshua T.</td>
<td>TC24, PWG02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Peter</td>
<td>TB63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Sabrina</td>
<td>TD67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehall, Geoffrey A.</td>
<td>WC60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteside, Craig</td>
<td>WA70, SA57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiting, Matthew</td>
<td>WC20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittlark, Rachel Elizabeth</td>
<td>SC56, SA61, WC39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitt, Sam</td>
<td>FD84, SA78, SC82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitten-Woodring, Jennifer</td>
<td>SA70, WA26, SB49, TD12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittworth, Sandra</td>
<td>WD56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whooley, Jonathon Patrick</td>
<td>FD23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wibawa, Satrinya</td>
<td>FD13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiben, Annick T. R.</td>
<td>FB32, TA01, WA30, FC30, SB30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widmaier, Wesley W.</td>
<td>SC06, FB36, FA62, FC40, TB03-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widmeier, Michael</td>
<td>SD61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiebelhaus-Brahm, Eric</td>
<td>TB74, FD80, SD23, SB52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiegand, Krista E.</td>
<td>WA18, TD18, TB58, SB42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiener, Antje</td>
<td>SD01, FA17, SC23, SB10, PWK46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wigan, Duncan</td>
<td>TA47, FC78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wigen, Einar</td>
<td>SC04, FA15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wight, Colin</td>
<td>TA34, FA70, FD37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcox, Aaron</td>
<td>FC44, TD62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcox, Lauren</td>
<td>FC69, FA71, WA01, SB80, FB50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildeman, Jeremy</td>
<td>WB23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilhelm, Benjamin</td>
<td>WC61, SB44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkenfeld, Jonathan</td>
<td>WB58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkens, Jan</td>
<td>TB75, SC23, PWK46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson, Cai</td>
<td>SD32, FA86, FD06, TC29, TA01, WB30, SB30, TD03-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson, David O.</td>
<td>WB49, SD64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson, Rorden</td>
<td>FA30, FD19, TD39, WB11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willard-Holt, Colleen</td>
<td>TA68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willardson, Spencer L.</td>
<td>WA78, SD71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wille, Tobias</td>
<td>FB55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Audrey Estelle</td>
<td>WA03-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Kristen</td>
<td>TB47, WC24, WA63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Melissa</td>
<td>FB78, SA20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Owain D.</td>
<td>WA75, WD79, SC71, FC33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Paul</td>
<td>FB11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Rob</td>
<td>SC50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Tiffany</td>
<td>WC67, FA28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson, Willow F.</td>
<td>WC24, SB53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williford, George</td>
<td>FE03 - B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingham, John Dean</td>
<td>SD17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilner, Alex</td>
<td>SD38, SA63, SC34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Rebecca</td>
<td>TB14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson Becerril, Michael</td>
<td>TC72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Faerlie</td>
<td>FA61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Jeanne</td>
<td>TB83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Kalpana</td>
<td>TA05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Kimberly</td>
<td>SD84, FB82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Rebecca</td>
<td>WD22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Rick</td>
<td>FD84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Steven</td>
<td>TB60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winchester, Sean</td>
<td>FA77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windsor, Alistair</td>
<td>WD23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windsor, Leah Cathryn</td>
<td>WD23, TB58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winecoff, W. Kindred</td>
<td>TA78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winkelstein, Devlin</td>
<td>FB84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winkler, Carol</td>
<td>TC11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winkler, Stephanie</td>
<td>SC41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winrow, Marc Sinan</td>
<td>FA61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston, Carla</td>
<td>TC61, SA22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston, Morton</td>
<td>TC61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winward, Mark</td>
<td>SD46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wippl, Joe</td>
<td>TD53, TC42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirtz, James J.</td>
<td>SD56, SB35, SC34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise, Carol</td>
<td>TB35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise, Laura</td>
<td>SC67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise, Louise</td>
<td>SB07, SD16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiseman, Geoffrey R.</td>
<td>TD46, TA71, FA75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wishnick, Elizabeth</td>
<td>FA47, TD74, TA03-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisken, Lea</td>
<td>WB03-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisniewski, Rafal</td>
<td>FA28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisotzki, Simone</td>
<td>TD22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wittels, Stephen</td>
<td>FC59, FA39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wittendorp, Stef</td>
<td>SB84, FA40, TD37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wittke, Cindy</td>
<td>WD82, SC67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wittman, Hannah</td>
<td>TA53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiumoff, Louise</td>
<td>FD27, SA64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wivel, Anders</td>
<td>FA82, SB06, TD35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wobig, Jacob P.</td>
<td>SB03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woerlein, Jan</td>
<td>TB15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wohlfirth, William C.</td>
<td>TC46, TB02, FD53, WC52, SA16, SC11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wojczewski, Thorsten</td>
<td>SC26, FA25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woldemariam, Michael H.</td>
<td>TB62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woldemariam, Yokohanes</td>
<td>FB24, WA39, TC43, FA01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf, Dana</td>
<td>SA34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf, Sonja C.</td>
<td>TD62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfe, Wojtek M.</td>
<td>SB17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolff, Stefan</td>
<td>FD58, SD17, TC52, TD05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolford, Scott</td>
<td>SA62, FD64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfrich, Daniel</td>
<td>FE03-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Womack, Malia</td>
<td>WB03-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong, Audre</td>
<td>FD71, SA35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong, Frank Y.</td>
<td>WD79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong, Seanom</td>
<td>FD34, WC65, FB81, TD60, TC27, WA15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woo, Byungwon</td>
<td>WC79, SD19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woo, Jongsok</td>
<td>FD35, TA28, SD19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woo, Jong-yeop</td>
<td>FB25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Amy</td>
<td>WC84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Andrew</td>
<td>WD58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Elisabeth J.</td>
<td>PWK45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Reed M.</td>
<td>SB76, WD58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Stepan</td>
<td>TD10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodward, Amanda E.</td>
<td>FA55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woods, Jackson</td>
<td>TD28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodward, John</td>
<td>TB40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodward, Susan L.</td>
<td>SD06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worden, Scott</td>
<td>SC44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worsnop, Alec</td>
<td>SD37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worsnop, Catherine</td>
<td>TC59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrage, Stephen D.</td>
<td>FD66, FA04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Jeffrey</td>
<td>WB86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Katharine A. M.</td>
<td>WA72, SC83, WC01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Thorin M.</td>
<td>SB76, WD62, FD64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrobel, Anna</td>
<td>WC78, WA58, SB31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, Ahra</td>
<td>TC40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, Cathy Xuanxuan</td>
<td>TD60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, Fengshi</td>
<td>SC51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, Fuzuo</td>
<td>FB76, FD71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wueger, Diana</td>
<td>SC73, SA60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Würkert, Felix</td>
<td>FB65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuthnow, Joel</td>
<td>FC32, FB25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyler, Crystina</td>
<td>SD30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wylie, Lana</td>
<td>WC61, SA05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyliffe, Robert</td>
<td>FD37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiang, Jun</td>
<td>SB79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu, Bo</td>
<td>WA77, WC85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yabi, Gilles</td>
<td>TA44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yadav, Vikash</td>
<td>FB74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yalvač, Faruk</td>
<td>WB65, TB56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamashita, Norihisa</td>
<td>FB26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamburenenko, Elena N.</td>
<td>FA21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yan, Huang-ting</td>
<td>FB08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang, Alan Hao</td>
<td>FB35, SA74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang, Chenbo</td>
<td>FD73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang, Yi</td>
<td>WA78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang, Zining</td>
<td>WC78, TA17, SB24, FA07, TB28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanik, Lerna</td>
<td>SB44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao, Sandra</td>
<td>WD57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao, Yuan (Joanne)</td>
<td>SA33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaqoob, Khalid</td>
<td>FC28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarkoney-Sorek, Ayala</td>
<td>WC24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasur-Landau, Dana</td>
<td>FB77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yates, Wesley</td>
<td>TC38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yazici, Emir</td>
<td>FD35, WD03-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yazici, Irmak</td>
<td>FC20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ydén, Karl</td>
<td>TD26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye, Min</td>
<td>SD31, SA35, PWG02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yee, Aubrey</td>
<td>FB31, WB18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yennine Lindgren, Wrenn</td>
<td>FA15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeo, Andrew</td>
<td>TB05, TC33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeophtantong, Pichamon</td>
<td>TC65, FD36, Pay it Forward Workshop, TA30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yesilada, Birol A.</td>
<td>SB25, WA02, WD10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vesitla, Ozum</td>
<td>TB74, FB49, FC77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yigit, Sureyya</td>
<td>WD73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yildiz, Ezgi</td>
<td>SB64, FD08, Pay it Forward Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yilmaz, Suhnaz</td>
<td>FA11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin, George</td>
<td>FB44, TD60, WD60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ylonen, Matti</td>
<td>SD42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yntiso, Sidak</td>
<td>FC80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoder, Brandon</td>
<td>WB77, FC53, FA64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoder, Christi</td>
<td>FD09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yokota, Masatoshi</td>
<td>TA52, FC50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yom, Sean L.</td>
<td>SC53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yonten, Hasan</td>
<td>WB49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoo, In Tae</td>
<td>SB64, WC03-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoon, Mi Yung</td>
<td>FD77, SB40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoon, Yeo Jung</td>
<td>TC82, TB79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You, Chaekwang</td>
<td>WD66, FB19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youatt, Rafi</td>
<td>FB31, SB37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youde, Jeremy</td>
<td>WA75, TC59, FD33, SB59, WB18, TD70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youmans, William Lafti</td>
<td>WB43, FC49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youn, Hyunjin</td>
<td>FB53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Joseph</td>
<td>SD75, TA18, TC03-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Kevin</td>
<td>WA35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Laura</td>
<td>SB57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Oran R.</td>
<td>SA48, WA64, TA60, PWK72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younis, Musab</td>
<td>FB57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yount, Kathryn</td>
<td>WD79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu, Bowen</td>
<td>WC82, SB48, TB75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuldashev, Farhod</td>
<td>WD80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yusuf, Moeed W.</td>
<td>SC44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zafar, Rabia</td>
<td>TC38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zagorowski, Piotr</td>
<td>WC78, TA16, FD47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zague, José Augusto</td>
<td>FB15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahar, Marie-Joelle</td>
<td>SC72, FA84, SB45, FC29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahariadis, Nikolaos</td>
<td>SC27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaharna, R. S.</td>
<td>TB52, TC62, SC65, FA32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaidi, Asad</td>
<td>SD08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zakhirova, Leila</td>
<td>WC05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zalewski, Marysia</td>
<td>TC78, SD83, Pay it Forward Workshop, TD30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaloznaya, Marina</td>
<td>TC77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanardi, Claudia</td>
<td>FB76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanker, Franziska</td>
<td>WD82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanotti, Laura</td>
<td>WB22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zapata Cancelado, Maria Lucia</td>
<td>TC14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zappile, Tina</td>
<td>FD81, TB23, SD59, SC13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarakol, Ayse</td>
<td>FA47, TA51, FC07, WA11, TB43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarecor, Kimberly</td>
<td>TB11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarnett, David</td>
<td>FB29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zartman, I. William</td>
<td>SD20, FA43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaslavskia, Natalia G.</td>
<td>FA36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zech, Steven T.</td>
<td>TC67, SB63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeckhauser, Richard</td>
<td>FA57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeemann, Jan</td>
<td>FC76, PWG03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeff, Eleanor E.</td>
<td>WD18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zehfuss, Maja</td>
<td>TD76, FB35, WA24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeira, Yael</td>
<td>SC82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeitz, Alexandra</td>
<td>SD50, TB03-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelenz, Anna</td>
<td>FC84, SB63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelli, Faniborz</td>
<td>FC09, FA50, SC59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Code 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zellman, Ariel</td>
<td>SC82,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeng, Jin</td>
<td>WB53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zevnik, Andreja</td>
<td>TD76,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Chunman</td>
<td>FC75,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Falin</td>
<td>WC78,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Ganyi</td>
<td>FD71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Hongyu</td>
<td>WA03-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Huan</td>
<td>FC76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Jiajun Jack</td>
<td>TA77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Tianduo (Tina)</td>
<td>TB52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Zhenjiang</td>
<td>FC14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao, Quansheng</td>
<td>TD44,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhelev, Paskal</td>
<td>SA85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zholdasbekova, Akbota</td>
<td>SD66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhong, Zhenming</td>
<td>WB40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu, Tianbiao</td>
<td>WA19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu, Zhiqun</td>
<td>SC39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhukov, Yuri</td>
<td>TD55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziai, Aram</td>
<td>TA05,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziegler, Charles E.</td>
<td>TB67,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zierler, Matthew</td>
<td>TB79,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimmermann, Lisbeth</td>
<td>TD25,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinda, John</td>
<td>SC38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinni, Anthony</td>
<td>FA46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zino, Bridget</td>
<td>FC12,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zivi, Karen</td>
<td>WA24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zohar, Guy</td>
<td>TB04,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zollmann, Florian</td>
<td>SB49,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zollner, Barbara</td>
<td>SB23,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubeldia, Oceane</td>
<td>SB73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuern, Michael</td>
<td>WB47,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulaika, Joseba</td>
<td>FB17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zumbragel, Tobias</td>
<td>FD26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zunes, Stephen</td>
<td>TC72,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zwald, Zachary J.</td>
<td>WB77,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zwetsloot, Remco</td>
<td>SA23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zwingel, Susanne</td>
<td>FD08,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>